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aragon aurum. worth its wait in gold

Pure Discrete Class A

External Power Supply

Penny 8( Giles Volume Control

Complementary Circuit Design

Epoxy Sealed Resistors

Balanced 8( Unbalanced

Aragon's new Aurum preamplifier is currently back ordered.
Why? Because if you want a preamplifier with the qualities listed
above you must spend over $6.0013. The Aurum is only $1750.
So although you may wait for your Aurum, you can purchase
over half a pound of gold with the money you've saved.
•Also available in black
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fthere's aphrase that increasingly gets
my dander up, it's "mid-fi!' I'm even
starting to lose patience with the
term "High End!'
There are products I've heard audio
snobs dismiss as "mid-fi"—Tyll Hertsens'
delightful little HeadRoom headphone
amplifiers, for example—purely because
they're cheap enough to bring them in
reach of those who don't have unlimited
disposable income.
On the other hand, there are high-priced
products—I'll draw akindly veil over
which ones, this not being the appropriate
forum to add to their manufacturers'
miseries—which audiophiles almost automatically think oías being the epitome of
"high-end," yet are poorly engineered, suffer from abysmal quality control, and are
sometimes incapable of producing asound
that anyone would find musical.
A couple of years back (Vol.14 No.7,
p.5), Robert Harley wrote: "What distinguishes ahigh-end from amass-market
product is the designer's caring attitude
toward music. ..
high-end products produce apowerful intimacy with the music!'
Ithink it runs deeper and wider than
Bob's undoubtedly true words, however.
Irecently had aconversation with Larry
Archibald about why some magazines succeed in the marketplace while others fail
to attract a readership, however wellsupported by advertisers they might be.
In person, Larry usually comes across
as an affable man. His genial good humor,
however, disguises abrain as sharp as aJapanese sword: the victim sliced by it doesn't
realize he's mortally cut in twain until he
tries to walk away. As always, LA cut to the
quick with his comments: A magazine
publisher who gives the highest priority
to the needs of advertisers will never find
aloyal readership, no matter whether his
publication is concerned with high-quality
products or mass-market dreck.
On the other hand, he said, good magazines—of which Stereophile is one—are
written and edited to fulfill the needs of
their readers. He reminded me of an old
publishing maxim: A good editor produces amagazine that he or she would
want to read. And that Iindeed do. As you
1Vol.14 No.7, July 1991, p.5.
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PRETEND HIGH END

can read at the end of this month's
"Manufacturers' Comments," this philosophy carries aprice—but for all of us at Stereophile, the decision to pay that price is a
no-brainer.
Larry's analysis applies equally to audio.
Components primarily designed to meet
the needs of audiophiles and music-lovers
are worthy of the appellation "high-end,"
no matter what they cost. The much wider
range of products whose genesis lies purely
in the need of their manufacturer to fill a
gap in their product line or attack apreviously unoccupied niche in the market, or
evenjust to flesh out their business plan,
are "mid-fi" by definition. It's as simple
as that. The next time you find someone
equating the words "high" and "end" with
"high-priced," or feeling that low-priced
is automatically equivalent to "mid-fi,"
remind them that it ain't necessarily so.

SOUNDS
LIKE A
MILLION
BUCKS!

Because adesigner's heart is pure, however, is no guarantee that ahigh-end component will deliver on its promises. Having
the right motives doesn't ensure that someone will be technically competent enough
to design aproduct that works, is reliable,
and doesn't do anything stupid. A topic
that has seen some recent activity, both in
competing high-end magazines and on
computer bulletin boards, has been Stereophile's program of accompanying its equipment reviews with sets of standardized
measurements.
Some of the criticism comes from those
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benighted souls who suspect all science.
But to those who are more rational in their
skepticism, Iwould point out that, as well
as allowing us to—albeit slowly—build up
adatabase of what good-sounding products have in common, such measurements
expose the technical underachievers for
what they are: pretend high-end. There's
nowhere to hide in those graphs, folks, no
matter how much an aggrieved manufacturer tries to talk them out of existence.
PERSONNEL NOTES
I'm sad to report the departure of two of
Stereophile's Contributing Editors this
month. The Snell C/V review in this issue
is the last piece by Corey Greenberg to
appear in our pages. Corey, who made his
Stereophile debut with areview of four
amplifiers back in April 1991, is now afulltime editor for the Curtco Media Group,
a publisher of various Home Theater
magazines.
Second, John Crabbe has resigned from
Stereophile's record-review team, due to the
pressure of competing activities. As well
as missing John's insightful writings on
Berlioz, Ishall personally miss his presence in our pages. Just over 18 years ago,
John, then the Editor of the English magazine Hi-Fi News & Record Review, hired me
as atotally inexperienced copy editor.
Almost everything Iknow about editing
and audio Ilearned from John: Ihave
unashamedly based Stereophile's identity
on the Hi-Fi News of the mid-'60s, amagazine that JC made into one of the most
interesting, involving high-fidelity magazines of all time. (It was the magazine that
got me hooked on this hobby back in 1967,
even though Icouldn't actually afford to
buy asystem until 1969!)
I'm sorry to announce that Debbie Fisher,
the editorial department's assistant for the
past three and ahalf years, is also leaving us. Debbie—who, among many other
duties, has managed the magazine's classified ad section—is taking ajob requiring ashorter commute from her Albuquerque home so she can keep acloser eye on
her three children. We shall miss both
her—Debbie is affectionately referred to
as "Den Mother" by the reviewing staff—
and her ability to do four things at once!
—John Atkinson
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If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the goldel
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.
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NC 27511

• 919.481.4494

• FAX 919.460.3828

rs Paradigm has st the standard
of perfection in the $200 price class
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SNAKE OIL!

Editor:
Iam writing you once again in hope of
expounding my philosophy on less-deaf
ears than Iwitnessed this weekend past.
Partaking in what Ibelieved to be an
investigative effort in what Ialso believed
to be arespectable audio salon in northern New Jersey, Iwitnessed no serious
effort in seeking out musical truth, but
rather an exercise in self-indulgence at
the expense of the latter: A group of
"audiophiles" sliding wood across the
top of various gear, claiming"There, no
there. ..
that's it!"
I've been to such alchemy sessions
before, featuring wood, pillows, dots,
even loose change placed randomly
wherever they may "feel" it "works."
' Such indulgence of the ignorant under
the guise of "art" Ibelieve to be not only
stupid, but destructive. Considering the
pioneering efforts of great traditionalists
like Conrad-Johnson (more recently
Cary, and to alesser extent Sonic Frontiers), or the adventurous design work
of Audio Research and Melos (Melos is
reputed to be the most avant-garde), or
even simple but sound (pun intended)
efforts such as Tiptoes and Sorbothane,
one can only view such witchcraft with
disdain.
Ibelieve it to be Stereophilds job—rather,
your obligation—to separate snake oil
from olive oil. By doing so, you will prevent the High End from suffering the
fate to which fine cuisine has already succumbed, trampled under by the herd of
Bennigans and Fridays purporting to
give something they simply do not.
CALVIN DAMON
Kilmer, NJ
Mr. Damon, the one thing missingfrom your
letter is astatementfrom you as to whether or
not you heard adifference in the listening session you ridicule. It pays to remember the
rhythm by which science has always advanced:
first comes the admission of the existence of
inexplicable phenomena; only then can theories be advanced to explain them.
-RL
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SHAPE UP, GUYS!

Editor:
I'm clearly not the only reader totally fed
up with all this boys' club stuff; please,
Idon't think Ican take another crack
about "Wife Acceptance Factor." It's
damn embarrassing, even eerie—like
stepping into alost Honeymooners episode.
When the hell are you guys going to
shape up?
Leaving aside for now matters of relative complexity (ie, the absence of any
female equipment reviewer on your staff
at least in my five years as asubscriber),
Iwonder why, in 1994, cartoon-like
women still appear on your pages squinting suspiciously at equipment they can
but dimly comprehend. As their eyes
glaze over, dazzled by the gleam of metal
and glass, cartoon husbands sneak the
stuff past 'em into the house, hoping to
hear the magic words, "Okay, honey,
you can keep the pretty one, it matches
the drapes; what'll Iclean it with?"
It's hard to remember the last time I
saw this level of type-casting in amajor
magazine or newspaper.
The following is not aplea for more
complete emotional growth. Treat it as
abusiness solution to abusiness problem: the fewer people you piss off with
avoidable stupidities, the more magazines
you can sell. What Ipropose is atwostep recovery program:
Step 1: Image is Everything. While there
have been improvements in the past year
or two, you still have afew serious boneWe regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment
purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters
are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication. Please
note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very
long or address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name,
address, and adaytime telephone number.
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heads on the team who still don't get it,
probably won't ever get it, and in fact
don't really need to get it. Don't wait on
their epiphanies; just hire someone who
knows enough to edit their retro-dramas
out. Create anew position—a "Consulting Editor to the Staff"? (You should hire
awoman, not because most men couldn't
do the job, but because alittle quality
time with the "other half' might be salutary, and because it wouldn't hurt your
image to list—don't get nervous—two
women as editorial staff.)
You can do this on the cheap: acollege
student could proofread each issue in a
couple of hours; at her age she'll be as
curious as she is annoyed (while sexism
is alive and well, the brand found in Stereophile is avirtual antique, and will be
of keen interest to people in their 20s).
She'll certainly be grateful for the money,
and for the title she'll get to put on her
résumé.
Say you pay her $300/issue. That
comes to about $100 an hour for ajob
she can do in her sleep. She'll think she's
robbing you, of course, but you'll know
better: for an annual cost of $3600, you
can stop sounding like your brains froze
while Ike was in the White House. Icall
that one of the greatest steals in highend audio.
Step 2: The Final Frontier: You've managed to stay all-male (at least in your
equipment reviews) longer than the Citadel. Congratulations, you've got the
record. Now won't you hire awoman to
review hardware? Sure, afew guys will
grumble, "What does abroad know
about balls-to-the-wall bass?," 1and will
worry about her judgment during her,
well, umm, you know. But we believe
in your courage. To date, you've taken
Herculean editorial stands in defense of
magic ebony poker chips and of the
advertising freedoms of people who sell
1In this impartial, unbiased journal, there will, of
course, be no editorial crisis should your first woman
reviewer attempt analo gous feats of verbal in genuity:
"If this subwoofer doesn't shake your jugs, gals, consider
implants!" Your move, JA.

9

8' of speaker wire for $11,000. If you were
so inclined, wouldn't it also be nice to be
remembered as the magazine that helped
integrate the audio boys' club and that
met ahigh standard of professional journalism? Look, if you all died tomorrow,
posterity might remember you only as
the champions of Corey Greenberg's
right to talk alot about his penis. (I am
impressed by Corey's reviews; Ionly
mention his penis because his preoccupation is amatter of public record.)
The '90s are fine, guys; c'mon in. You
can do it.
M ARK PETRINI
New York, NY

the lack of interest shown by women for
high-quality sound. During this time,
Ihave not heard anyone mention what
Iconsider the most important fact: at
heart, the pursuit of high-end sound is
avery specific hobby.
Unlike the car industry, which relies
on the ability to drive acar, and lots of
money to attract patrons to its high end,
the audio business almost requires its most
ardent followers to have years of experience in their hobby before they can then
go out and spend he sums of money
Corey Greenberg is actually knocking on the
on the highest-quality stereo equipment.
doors of the big Three Zero, when, of course,
It is unlikely, then, that the newly rich
he willfallfoul of Abbie Hoffman'sfamous
person is going to walk into his/her
HUMANS ARE ALWAYS
dictum. However, even as Mr. Zimmerman
neighborhood hi-fi store and plunk
RATIONAL?
enthuses "GO COREY GO!!!," went Corey
down tens of thousands of dollars for
Editor:
went. As explained in this month's "As We See
equipment that he or she will find lacks
January 1992 was my first issue of SteIt," he will no longer be contributing to Steoutward sex appeal (aesthetic beauty),
reophile. Icouldn't believe my eyes when
reophile
and also takes years of training to propIread some of the terminology! To
On amore serious point, Iam deeply
erly appreciate.
be blunt, Ithought, "What are these
bothered by Mr. Petrini's proposal that we hire
The future of true high-end audio still
guys on? They must be crazy!" So, of
awoman to go through the copy submitted to
lies in the dedicated listening room of
course, Iimmediately subscribed. Who
Stereophile to ensure that it is politically corthe wealthy enthusiast. There are so
says human beings are always rational?
rect (for that is how Iinterpret his suggestion).
many outside factors involved in reWell, it's my third year reading StereoYes, there are women who have demonstrated creating good sound (the necessity of
phile, and here are some conclusions (after
their ability to make correct and perceptive value
bulky, unsightly equipment being the
several years of experimenting, culminatjudgments on high fidelity, three such being
most prominent) that Ireally cannot see
ing in Stereophile mania):
Karen Richardson ofBryston, and Enid Lumits appeal growing among those with
1) Everything changes the sound.
ley and Judy Davidson of The Abso!ute
enough extra cash available to buy a
2) Stereophile recommendations do
Sound. For one reason or another, these writers
$15,000 pair of loudspeakers, or a
reveal some great values.
are not available to contribute to Stereophile
$30,000 amplifier.
3) Corey is FUN!!!
I
feel that hiring someone because of his
The mission of amagazine like Stereo4) Reproduced music at times makes
or her genderlrace/sexual preference is as abhor- phile seems to be ambiguous. You want
my spine tingle and the hair on the back
rent as doing the opposite: both involve disto build your readership base, which
of my neck stand up, but only since I regarding whether that person is the best person
entails bending toward equipment with
have dramatically improved my system.
for the job. Note, however, Mr. Petrini, that broad appeal, such as Home Theater,
5) Greenberg is great!!!
with this issue, our Copy Editor, Kristen
surround-sound gear, and affordable
6) The terms used by your reviewers
Weitz, contributes her thoughts on entry-level components. At the same time, you want
that Iused to think were goofy (the
gear, not because she is awoman, but because to appease the esoteric hobbyist and his
terms, that is) now make sense (the
she is someone lookingfor agood, cheap sys(deservedly in this case) elitist attitudes.
reviewers too)!
tem on which to play the music she loves That's Yours is adifficult task, indeed. How7) Did Imention Corey Greenberg?
what's important, Mr. Petrini, not her gender.
ever, Ihave noticed in my short acquain8) Istill buy the occasional magazine
—JA
tance with your magazine that democin addition to my Stereophile, but they're
racy does have its place in your pages. It
of little use to me.
Mr. Petrini: Not only do Ifind your letter offenis this quality which will keep me as a
9) Stereophile is an excellent blend of
sive in its suggestion that Stereophile hire a subscriber.
subjective and objective data and music
token woman to improve its image, it's also
W.M ARK DYER
reviews.
offensive in its suggestion that Stereophile
Markham, Ontario, Canada
10) Recordings do differ, sometimes
take advantage of the presumed naïveté of
dramatically, but most recordings sound
young college graduates. Your proposals are of How EXPENSIVE?
good on agood system.
no use to magazines that are edited to ahigh Editor:
Stereophile has added greatly to my
degree of integrity—such as Stereophile The For the record, I'd like to explain why I
enjoyment of music.
sorts of actions you recommend would be insin- am not renewing my subscription to SteFor those incurable curmudgeons
cere; or, more to the point, manipulative.
reophile. There are certain features of the
who can't see the humor in Corey's zany
—Kristen Weitz
magazine that Ido like and will miss: the
style, Isay this: The world can use all the
"Record Reviews" (especially those of
humor that mankind can create. Humor
DEMOCRACY
Richard Lefmert), "Building aLibrary,"
is art, and Corey is an artiste! GO
Editor:
and an occasional interview (with a
COREY GO!!!
RAY ZIMMERMAN
I'm a27-year-old music-lover. Over the
music personality, not an equipment deTerrace, BC, Canada
half-year that Ihave been aStereophile
signer). But Iwill not miss the excruciatsubscriber, your magazine has expressed
ingly detailed equipment reports on gear
How OLD?
concern about the future of the high-end
that I, amiddle-aged college English
Editor:
audio industry. It has wondered aloud
professor, could never hope to afford.
If that's Corey Greenberg on p.85 of the about the young audiophile, and about
If, in the view of Stereophile, the state
10

September '94 Stereophile [Vol.17 No.9],
Ihave just one question: "How often
does he have to show his ID when he
goes to an R-rated movie?"
Although Ienjoy CG's prose, Ibelieve
that Ihave discovered why his writing
has elicited so much negative feedback:
he must have joined the Stereophile staff
before he was old enough to have ever
been spanked by his mother!
RANDALL A. SCHARLACH
Los Angeles, CA
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of the art in audio equipment is represented by the Mark Levinson digital processor at $14,950 coupled with the same
company's transport at $8495, Ireally
want no part of it. Isincerely doubt that
the majority of your readers could, in a
blind test, tell the difference between the
sound of a$300 CD player and the
$23,445 Mark Levinson combo; and for
those who could tell the difference, it is
inconceivable to me that they could truly
regard the Mark Levinson as 78 times
better than the $300 unit.
The real reason affluent people buy the
kind of equipment Stereophile recommends is not that they genuinely seek the
best possible sound, but that they want
to prove to others and themselves that
they can "afford the very best!' Your magazine poses as being aesthetically elite,
but it really just encourages the conspicuous consumption of the financially elite.
And Ireally hate the attitude of your
equipment reviewers and columnists like
Sam Tellig, who encourage the constant
upgrading (or at least switching) of every
single component in their systems. (Although Isuppose the only way the highend audio industry can survive is by persuading the few people who buy such
toys to buy them over and over again.)
Istill do most of my listening on apair
of 16-year-old ICLH Model Six speakers
Iknow new speakers would (probably)
give me more detailed and accurate
sound (and certainly higher highs), but
the Sixes still sound good enough to me.
Iprefer to add to my CD collection
rather than to upgrade my audio hardware. People who feel the compulsion
continually to buy new and "better"
equipment rather remind me of the wellto-do men who feel they must trade in
an older but still serviceable wife for a
young display model.
JAMES M AXFIELD
[no origin given]

FILE 'EM IN THE PILE
Editor:
Iam sure that the vast majority of your
readers care not one whit about the
seemingly minor change in size of your
periodical. Inexplicably, the few who do
seem compelled to inundate your "Letters" column asserting their strong
preference (which appears equally polarized between formats) leave the rest of
us somewhat bewildered by the domination of materia non audio. This has now
been going on for the last seven months
and shows no sign of abating. Please file
such future letters in the pile with those
evangelizing the LS3/5a, and return the
focus back to music, not graphic design.
And while you are at it, how about
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

another cable survey?

RON TOOLSIE
Athens, TN

GET IT RIGHT

Editor:
As asalesperson in the upper mid-fi
audio arena, I'm often affected by stuff
that appears in print in Stereophile. Portable CD players aside, the thing that irritates me the most about your magazine
is erroneous price information. Two
things stood out in your September '94
issue [Vol.17 No.9]:
1) The Audio Alchemy VAC-in-theBox, is given—twice—on p.69 as retailing for $259. But on p.67, under "Steven
Stone's Best-of-Show" box, an Audio
Alchemy $199 MC phono-stage preamp" is mentioned. Are these the same
product? Which is the correct price? And,
on the subject of bad journalism, what
does "VAC" stand for?
2) Similarly, there is an incorrect price
listed in the Paradigm Atom review. The
S-70 speaker stands, which are actually
the Premier S-70 stands (Premier is a
brand of Paradigm's), are $89/pair, not
$79/pair.
These points are probably insignificant to most people, but alot of the customers Ideal with are of the opinion that
if it's in Stereophile, it must be gospel.
Thus, these types of discrepancies affect
acustomer's perception of our credibility.
Idon't expect Stereophile to improve
their journalistic standards; most of
what's printed is pretty factual. However, perhaps it needs to be pointed out
from time to time that people can be
adversely affected by these mistakes.
GREG SINGH
Hoffman Estates, IL
We're pretty proud ofourjournalistic standards,
but sometimes things conspire to defy us.
"VAC" stands for "Vinyl-to-Analog Converter," Audio Alchemy deciding to call their
phono preamplifier the VAC-in-the-Box to
ride on the coattails of their commercially successful DAC-in-the-Box digital processor.
Regarding how much the VITB costs, $259
was the price AA's Mark Schifter gave me at
the SCES; Isubsequently missed Steven
Stone's "$199" when Iprepared his "Bestif-Show" listingfor publication. To confuse
thingsfurther, the Audio Advisor advertisement in this issue offers the VITBfor $199.
Kristen Weitz is responsiblefor ensuring that
the price information we publish is correct. The
price of the Premier S-70 speaker stands apart,
she does agreatjob, in my opinion, ofensuring
that what we publish is correct. Got anything
else to say, KW?
-JA
At the beginning of every issue's cycle, Icontact
WorldRadioHistory

manufactures whose components are scheduled
for review in Stereophile to confirm the correct
spelling and model number of the component,
as well as the component's retail price and the
approximate number of US dealers carrying
the component. Ido this not only for every
equipment report and Follow-Up, but alsofor
every component that's listed in Stereophile's
biannual "Recommended Components"feature.
In regard to the specific case of the Premier
S-70 speaker stands, one of two things happened: I) Imissed mention of the S-70s and
subsequently failed to confirm the abovementioned information with Paradigm, in
which case Iapologize; 2) In the two months
that elapsed between the time Icontacted the
manufacturer and the time the magazine
appeared on your doorstep, the manufacturer
changed the price. In fact, the latter happens
quitefrequently. Nevertheless, rest assured that
we do our best to give you, the reader, the most
updated and accurate information we can.
- KW

PATENTLY OBVIOUS?
Editor:
The Editor of Stereophile, bless his enterprising heart, finds another opening
through which to bash Bob Carver. As
if out of aRube Goldberg cartoon, the
gloved fist dangles rather impotently at
the end of along, goofy-looking wand.
In Russ Novak's report (September 1994)
on the Chicago CES, we find this bit
about Bob Carver's new company, temporarily named the Zeus Project: ". ..
Carver [Corporation] showed its Lightstar amplifier and Zeus showed its Sunfire amp ...
According to Bob, the two
products are 'conceptually the same,' but
added that his original Lightstar design
may have been modified to one degree
or another by the Carver design
team..." Enter the editor cloaked in
brackets: "A Carver spokesperson told
me that, apart from some preliminary
work, the Lightstar is not aBob Carver
design!' On the face of it, an innocuous
statement.
But pause for amoment to think. Bob
Carver comes out with an amplifier,
Sunfire, that he describes as "conceptually the same" as Carver Corporation's
Lightstar amp. Does the term patent
infringement ring abell? Is it not bizarre,
if Carver Corporation's spokesperson
has his/her story right, that 1) Bob
Carver filched acompetitor's design, and
2) hasn't yet had his ass sued off? The
facts are these: Bob controls the patents
to his designs. The Lightstar design, as
he says, is conceptually his. And that, fellow audiophiles, is why Carver Corporation isn't separating Bob's buns from
his bod. Period.
M IKE SILVERTON
Brooklyn, NY
13

'felt itfair to allow both Carver the man and
Carver the company to have their views represented in our CES report. To bring readers up
to date, the question about which of the Carver
Corporation's amplYier models were designed
by Mr. Carver is part of alawsuit currently
taking place between the parties involved; Mr.
Carver's company, initially called the Zeus Project, is now to be known as Silvermane; the
amplyier design responsibilities at Carver are
now the responsibility of oneJim Croft. —JA

additions for Sibelius's Second Symphony, "a very thorough review!' I'm
impressed. It is so thorough that Ihave
no additions. My particular favorite is
Elisabeth Schwarzkopfs recording with
the Philharmonia under Otto Ackermann.
Iprefer the usual sequence of the songs.
Stereophile has asuperb reviewer in
you, Ms. Jahn.
PETER ROCKE
Bloomfield, NJ

M ISSED ONE, BARBARA!

Editor:
Regarding Robert Benson's survey of
Carmina Burana: In 1983, Ray Manzarek
recorded avery lively version which
makes good use of synthesizers and other
electric instruments. There's something
of adisco beat to it, which actually serves
to reinforce the driving mood of several
passages. Some of the keyboard work is
evocative of "Light My Fire!' which
makes me wonder if Orffs influence is
in that song.
BILL LAZZAROTTI
Entertainment Weekly, New York, NY

NICE ONE, BARBARA!

Editor
Thank you for Carl Baugher's great
review of One Night in Houston, the new
AudioQuest album by jazz keyboard
player Rob Mullins (Vol.17 No.4).
Strangely enough, if it weren't for Ste-

Editor:
In her recent ["Building aLibrary"'
overview in the August Stereophile, Iwas
intrigued to note that Barbara Jahn had
overlooked easily the best recording of
the Four Last Songs of Richard Strauss:
Teresa Stich-Randall, soprano, with the
Vienna State Opera Orchestra conducted
by Laszlo Somogyi. Still awaiting aCD
version, but it deserves mention.
Very, very bad show, Stereophile.
JOHN A. COLEMAN
New York, NY

Editor:
Just ashort epistle to congratulate you
on Barbara Jahn's "Building aLibrary"
review of Richard Strauss's Four Last
Songs. As Isaid when Isuggested afew

A UDIO

NICE ONE, RAY!

NICE ONE, ROB!

C ORRECTION

reophile, that record would never have
been recorded.
Ihad been going to see Rob Mullins
around the LAjazz scene for some time,
and the band he had assembled was quite
something. It included Wilton Felder, cofounder of the Crusaders, on sax; Ndugu
Chancler, who has played with everyone from Michael Jackson on Bad and
Thriller to Weather Report and The Crusaders, on drums; and Larry Kimpel, one
of LA's hottest bass players, taking care
of the bottom.
The band was terrific, and Mullins's
music seemed to cry out to be recorded.
Yet, even though Mullins had recorded
10 successful albums, he got nowhere
with the mainstream record labels and
had all but given up. It seemed wrong to
me that aband of this caliber was unable to get arecord deal, so Istarted to do
some phoning to various record companies Ihad seen in Stereophile. One of the
calls was to Reference Recordings' Marcia Martin, who was interested, but explained that they were backed up for
months with current projects. She suggested that Itry AudioQuest.
Iphoned the AudioQuest headquarters in San Clemente and had adelightful
chat with Joe Harley; within two weeks,
he had signed the band, and they were
in the studio shortly thereafter. Both
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artists' music can be more properly
tion to the original event. How could we
conveyed.
even pretend that this is realistic or even
J. Gordon Holt, thank you very much
accurate?
for your stubborn quest and support of
The solution to this acoustic nightmusical truth.
GEORGE U LER
mare is, however subtly, to reproduce the
Illegible, MN
acoustic of the original event as Iwould
hear it. This means re-creating the reflecLESS
tions of sound that "surround" me when
Editor:
Iam there. Voilà, we have surround-sound.
Less Home Theater, please. Each time I
Of course, we still have problems, such
see aTHX review in our beloved Stereoas how to record this properly, and how
phile, Ifeel cheated. Sadly enough, Icatch
to properly integrate the center channel.
(Why should we have to conjure up a myself dreaming about the true high-end
audio review that could have been there.
center-sound source when we can just
Iwould prefer to see this precious space
put aspeaker there?!) Also, surroundNICE ONE, GORDON!
sound per se is not always accurate. If a used for rarely reviewed products such
Editor:
Ithink it is fascinating the variety of musician is recorded anechoically in a as VAC, Manley, Pass, and the likes. Why
don't you publish aonce-a-year supplestudio and you want to put him or her
responses—from the paranoid to the
ment about that video stuff? Video
directly in your room, then not just any
enthusiastic—the J. Gordon Holt artiaddicts would be pleased, and the rest of
rear-channel sound would be appropricle ["Space. ..
the Final Frontier:' Vol.17
us music-lovers could classify it in the
ate, because you want your room to
No3, p.60] has wrought. I, too, would
paper basket.
SYLVAIN GIGUIRE
sound just as it would if he or she were
like to respond to this apparently wonQuebec, Canada
derful essay; but since the back issues I playing right in front of you.
What does all this mean? It means that,
requested (and paid for) four months ago
even after almost ahundred years of The Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
have not come my way (ahem), Iam
edited by Lawrence B.Johnson and carrying
recorded music, we are still trying to figgoing to have to wing it.
reviews of 40 Home Theater audio and video
ure it out—which is good! Because it
Until recently, Ialways thought that
components, as well as articles explaining what
means that we keep developing, learnsurround-sound was adirty word. This
ing, listening, and advancing the state of Dolby Pro-Logic and THX mean, and how
position was reinforced by my experito optimally set up aHome Theater system,
the audio art.
SEAN ENGEL
ence as an audio retailer, in the early
hits the newsstands early next month. See the
Valladolid, Spain
Dolby Pro Logic days when people would
advertisement elsewhere in this issue. -JA
come in and ask if we had "surroundM ORE
sounds!' Iwould first desperately resist
W HICH?
Editor:
the urge to correct their grammar (there
Editor:
It seems the diehards for point-source
is no "s" at the end), and then Iwould
Having attended the last three Stereophile
stereo playback are losing some ground.
launch into ademonstration and explaHigh-End Hi-Fi Shows, may Isay that
Thank goodness. We need intense develnation using Home Theater movies as
opment of three front speakers if we are
the Doral Show in Miami at the end of
the key demo material. Very rarely would
April was the best, the most enjoyable,
going to effectively re-create the live perwe have someone who wanted surroundand worthwhile in every respect.
formance for more than one in aroom.
sound for music-only purposes, but it
The reason Iwrite: It is not easy to
Or do we? Isn't that what Bose has been
did happen.
working to accomplish for years? Maybe compare the sound in the many, many
My argument against surround-sound
Stereophile and other audiophiles should rooms that one goes into. There are simwas that, when Iwas sitting in aconcert
be more open-minded and supportive ply too many variables to analyze whehall, Inever heard sound coming from
ther the one component one is particuof Bose's research and application.
behind me; since the sound was coming
Those who commiserate over the fail- larly interested in is doing the job, or
from where the performers were, that's
ure of quadraphonic and "Haller" four- whether perhaps the bad sound one
the way Iwanted it when Iheard it at
channel systems contribute to the dif- hears is due to the source or some differhome. This had to be the most realistic
fusion of concentrated better-sound ent component.
and accurate way of listening to the reTo reduce the variables, Iasked the mbl
development. Can we audiophiles agree
corded event, right? Well, maybe not.
The key for me here is the acoustic of to get behind, push, pull, or just get out people to lend me aCD that Iparticuof the way of this superior playback larly liked. Itook that disc from room to
the situation. If Iam in aconcert hall
room and was able to compare sounds
system?
listening to the first oboe player, then
Let's face it. The center speaker, the with at least the same source played on
unless the oboe is playing in an anechoic
"three in the front," makes logical and different systems. I"knew" the sound,
chamber, Iam really listening to two
perceptual sense. How stupid [audio- and was able to compare the differences
things: the musician and the hall—
perhaps 50% of each. Now, it's when I philes who stick with stereo] must look heard.
Wouldn't there be some merit to havto today's layman, let alone the "new"
listen to this instrument in my music
ing all rooms confine themselves to peraudio engineer.
room that things start to go amiss. Ibasihaps 10 or 15 CDs jointly selected in
Let's hope Audio Research, Krell,
cally take the oboe and half of the conadvance, and have all rooms have the
Mondial, Vandersteen, McCormack,
cert hall and stick them in aroom that is
same CD source-material available for
and the recording engineers, etc., (let
about 20 times smaller than the original
comparison? Then at least there would
alone Sony) move quickly to get agrasp
recording venue; then, on top of that, we
be abit more meaning to the term "Best
of this storage/playback method.
have this bizarre blending of the acoustic
Sound at the Show."
The sooner every home in the world
that the oboe player was playing in, and
How to get consensus on which 10 or
is "three in the front:' the sooner the
my room, which is totally irrelevant in rela-

Marcia and Joe were very polite and supportive—a far cry from most of the labels
Icalled, whose rote response was, "Send
atape We'll get back to you" Joe Harley,
Bill Low, and the entire AudioQuest
organization were terrific to work with,
and I've made some great new friends.
Idoubt Iwould have known about
AudioQuest or Reference Recordings
had it not been for reading Stereophile So
take abow for helping get afine new jazz
record made. Thanks!
ROBERT FIX
Los Angeles, CA
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your response to areader's inquiry as to
why atuner's AM performance and
specifications were not mentioned in a
recent equipment review ["Letters," July
'94, Vol.17 No.6, p.15]. Let me point out
that the AM section of an AM/FM tuner
is something the consumer is paying for
as part of the purchase price, and depriving your readers of useful product inforM EGA!
mation due to the personal biases of the
Editor:
When Ireceived my September issue, I editorial staff serves no useful purpose.
In spite of Stereophile's opinion of AM
was amused to read the advertisement on
broadcasting, many owners of quality
your inner front cover for the Aragon
audio equipment in fact do listen to the
Palladium amplifier by Mondial Designs.
This ad states that the amplifier has a mode for its unique variety of classic and
nostalgia programming, and the frequency"2,000kVA Transformer."
response limitations of the mode are no
Hey, this is not just an arc welder, guys;
great problem with programming that
this will launch my poor voice-coils on
a ballistic trajectory to intercept an originally came off 78rpms or acetate
discs.
incoming enemy warhead! 2000kVA is
Please allow your readers to determine
Two Million Watts (more or less, neglecting
for themselves what type of audio media
power factor).
Ithink this should read either 2kVA deserve to be listened to, and provide us,
the paying customer, with fair, honest
or 2000VA.
DAVID P.LEISING
equipment reviews free of omission due
Electronics Engineer (ret.), Lowell, MI
to editorial bias.
JOHN PEPPER
Ottumwa, IA
M EDAL!
Editor:
Larry Greenhill discusses the 8000T's AM
Ihave just read David Smith's letter ("Jitperformance in this month's Follow-Up section.
tery Comparisons") on pp.12-15 in
-JA
Vol.17 No.9 [September '94]. This guy
should receive amedal for his letter. He
BROTHERLY LOVE
puts forth the best collection of ideas that
Editor:
I've seen in Stereophile for some time!
We in the "City ofBrotherly Love" did
We are constantly subjected to comnot take well to the comments made by
puter technospeak by manufacturers
Stereophile staffers in the September SCES
who want to sell us the best CD equipreports [Vol.17 No.9]—especially Steven
ment. Many of us don't know whether
Stone opining, "Will Philadelphia replace
or not to believe the plethora of "White
Chicago in 1995?. ..
no way. I'll place
Papers" which verify amanufacturer's
my bets with the Stereophile High-End
stand on the components in his product.
Hi-Fi Show in LA in April..
Rémy Fourré's piece on jitter in the
This remark demonstrates agreat deal
October 1993 Stereophile [Vol.16 No.10]
of marketing—and even historic—
was very informative, but Mr. Smith,
ignorance. Placing both major high-end
who appears capable, has taken the theshows on the West Coast (well, Vegas is
ory to practice, and tells us of the results.
on the west coast of Lake Mead, anyway)
He then tells us about the limits imposed
would be nonsensical; why have ashow
on the measurements. Bravo!
that's 3000 miles from your major marI'd like to see your reviewers be as
kets? The advantage of Philly (the counthorough when evaluating digital comtry's fourth largest market) is that it is
ponents. Reviews with this much informidway between New York (the first
mation would help us to make more
informed purchases. Not only can we market) and Washington, DC (the sixth
market). What's more, the logistics of
trust our ears, but we can also make
quasi-technical purchase decisions, such holding ashow here are more environas whether or not some new computer
mentally acceptable, since you can get to
chip really is worth the extra money over Philly (and see its fabulously restored
30th Street Station) by Amtrak rather
awell-implemented but dated chip.
than by driving. (Stop screwing up the
Thank you for the good information.
Ilook forward to new standards in your atmosphere with your automobile—save
the energy for all of those tubes!)
reviews.
OWEN P.EVANS
Osgood, Ontario, Canada
Finally, having the show in Philly
would be something of ahomecoming
for Stereophile. As those of us who have
AM BIAS
subscribed to the mag since Voll No.1
Editor:
know quite well, Stereophile was born in
Iam disappointed and concerned with

15 discs to use in every room? Aye. ..
there's the rub. But perhaps your editors
and reviewers could lead the way in
offering apool from which the exhibitors could make the final choice.
ROBERT P.EATON
Weybridge, Surrey, England
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Philadelphia, and we dearly miss seeing
J. Gordon Holt since the magazine moved
to the drier climes of Santa Fe.
RONALD B. LEVINE
Philadelphia, PA

11-IE HALL OF ABUSE

Editor:
The dismaying trend of audio industry
participants directing personal attacks
at one another continues with Roy Hall's
vindictive remarks in the August "Letters" [Vol.17 No.8, p.13; "Sam is Deaf?"].
Perhaps Hall's fear is that his Creek line
of digital equipment, afine series of components, would lose market share to
well-reviewed but inexpensive alternatives such as the Optimus CD-3400.
This is understandable, but his hyperbole
regarding the supposed deafness of Lars,
Joe Grado, Jerry Gladstein, Dick Sequerra,
and Dick Shahinian is way out of line.
Joe Grado and Dick Sequerra are, most
deservedly, two of the pillars of the audio
hardware design community and have
been for decades. Each man has contributed several landmark products to the
world of music reproduction. No, they
are not deaf by any measure, but rather
the rarest of individuals in the field, combining an intuitive knack for applied
engineering with an appreciation for
how agiven component will successfully
mesh into the existing systems of thousands of audiophiles. A key element of
this appreciation is listening carefully
over the years and translating those listening experiences into real products for
us to enjoy. Dick Shahinian has for many
years offered aline of speakers that are
as impressive as they are controversial.
He has abelief system he adheres to, and
has carved out arespectable niche in the
most tumultuous segment of the product
market. Iwouldn't say he was dea£ either.
Jerry Glacistein attends more live concerts than anyone Iknow. He also does
more for the High End, behind the
scenes, than anyone Iknow. More, certainly, than any editor would allow me
to enumerate here. And he does not like
the digital format as it stands today,
which makes him one of the stalwarts for
something better. Ibelieve Jerry recognizes the Optimus as aserendipitous
milestone in the digital march forward.
Again, he is another person who pursues
an ideal with enthusiasm. Most important, however, is his patronage of live
music and musicians, which Iwill defer
from elaborating upon, for Iwould risk
pardonable excesses of gratitude.
Lars and the Cheapskate have, in my
experience, sought audio nirvana with
good-humored avidity—questioning,
auditioning, more questioning, etc.—
17

engaging in aform of dialectic that is
recommended if superb results are to be
achieved in one's listening room. Deaf?
No. Opinionated? Sure.
Roy Hall, it appears, has no sense of
the inappropriate, even as he has no good
words for your readers about some distinguished colleagues. And he did not
address, in print anyway, the possibility
that the CD-3400 he heard was not
operating properly. Also, in making his
determination that the CD-3400 was
"crap," was he using as ancillary equipment the middling gear he has been so
proficient at marketing? Fine, but he
should have let the reader have amore
thorough understanding of his perspective.
The tone of Hall's letter is decidedly
prejudicial, Ifeel; had he liked the Optimus, would he have written to Swreophile
to praise the portable, even as atransport?
Idoubt it. Hall should stick to his mid-fi
distributorship and leave the high-end
problems to be considered by others
with more balanced agendas.
Pointedly, if members of your staff or
your readers would like to have much of
the mystery removed from the equipment-awnsment process, they could have
their objective and comparative levels of
deafness checked in avery controlled,
professional environment. May Isuggest the Johnson O'Connor Research
Foundation (11 East 62nd Street, New
York, (212) 838-0550)? For areasonable
fee, many parameters of mental acuity—
hearing and otherwise—can be tested
there. Some of you will be delighted to
find that your tonal memory is on apar
with agroup of accomplished cellists.
Others may not be thrilled to find that
their opinions about aural events may not
be objectively substantiated.
JOHN C.HALLENBORG
New York, NY

APPALLED BY PERCY

Editor:
Iam appalled by Mr. Jeff Petty's, of Audio
Products International, "Manufacturer's
Comment" regarding Steven Stone's
review of the Energy Excel loudspeaker
(September, [Vol.17 No.9, p.183]).
Iguess Steven should have looked at
the Excel's frequency-response curve
first, and he would have seen that he was
not hearing anasty tweeter. This would
have saved alot of time listening to the
Excels. It would also have produced a
review acceptable to the manufacturer.
To top it off, in an attempt to discredit
Steven Stone, Mr. Percy denigrates the
product of another manufacturer, Green
Mountain Audio. He has obviously
never heard this speaker, nor does he
18

task to conceive and build such "singing" instruments; but when this happens, technology disappears to let the
music flow. We are then in the presence
of what Icall "Art" with abig A. Japanese instruments rarely reach that state
of the art.
Involved in apersonal search for more
than 20 years for the best rendition possible of music with soul, music with life,
Ihave finally (at least for now) based my
modest system around the Marantz 7c
and 8B, and so on, and hope in the near
future to reach over the single-ended
fence for even better "magic."
Iwould like to join the supporters of
the single-ended technology ("Letters,"
July '94, [Vol.17 No.6]), not because I
think it is the only way to go, but because
Ifeel it is avery musical alternative. I
just
don't understand the bad will that seems
to have motivated our good friend Martin Colloms—his May article seems very
narrow-minded to me, to say the least.
Has he listened to it with the right equipment? Of course you don't plug apair of
B&W 801s into such an amp—that's the
Krell's raison d'être.
Which leads me to my next point: Stereophile is now reviewing tube amplifiers
—even single-ended—on aregular basis;
who would have guessed that 10 years
ago? Poor Mr. Colloms! Why don't you
make it serious and do it right all the
way: ie, use the speakers that were meant
for use with 75W amps! The Klipschom
is still in production after more than 50
years; are you waiting for Paul Klipsch's
death to give it areview, or what? IsusSee "Manufacturers' Comments"for another
pect that these types of efficient loudresponse to Mr. Percy 's comments.
—J
A speakers got their bad reputation during the '70s, when DJs started to use
SINGLE-ENDED VS.
them in public-address systems with the
NARROW-MINDED
likes of the Crown DC300 nightmare.
Editor:
While you're at it, you could put a"highIhave tuned and restored pianos for
sensitivity" loudspeaker section in "Recmore than 10 years now, and Ibelieve
ommended Components"—this could
that Iam quite critical about music reninclude the Tarmoy GRF, the Westmindition—especially, as you can guess ... ster, and so on. (Did you know that Tanpiano. That's probably why Idon't quite
noy had to resume the manufacturing of
agree with Igor Kipnis about the Gershthe BIG Tannoys after they thought peowin recording in May's record-review
ple wanted tninimonitors? They discovsection [Vol.17 No.5, p.163]. Yes, Ifind
ered that the demand in Japan was so
strong for efficient speakers that unthis recording interesting for the technology that allows Gershwin to play for
known makers were marketing copies
us almost "live," but this piano has no
of the GRF and the like, and were pursoul, sounding typically Yamaha-like.
chasing their parts from ...Tannoy! So,
Has Mr. Kipnis heard Horowitz's piano
pleeeeeease! A review.)
on Last Recordings, especially the Chopin
Last word: Idid appreciate the Lipnick
Etudes? What adelight.
controversy about the Crown Macro
To me, amusical instrument has its
Reference amplifier. It was just natural
own color and personality, and it must
that he said his opinion—there were even
form with the artist asort of synergy.
different opinions from other reviewers,
American and European instruments
if Irecall. So, where is he now? In the
sometimes achieve that difficult goal. For
bottom of the deep blue sea with aMacro
the instrument maker, it is avery difficult
Reference tied to his heels? We

admit to it.
His basis for this attack? Two measurements from the Green Mountain test
which are meaningless in the real world,
as evidenced by the review, and one particular piece of text [regarding the Green
Mountain's poor vertical dispersion]
which he misunderstood. The published
measurements do not necessarily make
agreat speaker, and certainly do not
make music. Mr. Percy needs to read
Jonathan Valin's "What Have They Done
to Gordon's Song?" in The Abso!uk Sound
(Issue 95, p.25) to get abetter grasp of
what he is reading—and if he does listen, hearing.
Isubscribe to both Stereophile and The
Abso!ute Sound, and enjoy both publications. Ieven enjoy the inter-publication
squabbles. Please do not feel offended if
Itake the side of TAS on this issue. In his
manufacturer's response, Mr. Percy has
stepped on some toes: yours, mine,
Green Mountain's, and TAS's. Inow
think less of the product he represents.
I've read the reviews of the Excel and the
Veritas 2.8, and I've looked at all the
graphs and numbers; but, unlike Mr.
Percy, Iwon't comment on the sound of
aproduct until Ihave listened to it. Ihave
not liked some products favorably
reviewed, and vice versa.
If Mr. Percy had left out his tasteless
attack on Green Mountain, Steven Stone,
and Skreophile, his response would have
demonstrated some class.
ROY H. LARSON
Mesa, AZ
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note in note! And they are twilight
dwellers—the shadow is much longer!
Simply put, the transfer characteristic
of asingle-ended triode amplifier has
Lewis is currently working on areview of the
linearity errors—eg, gently falling volcomplete Cello system, and apair of 104dB/Wlm
tage-dependent gain. These errors cause
Klipsch La Scalas are on their way to Santa
predominantly second-harmonic distorFefor use with single-ended triode amplyiers.
tion on asingle-tone input. But on music
Imight even try them with my HeadRoom
input, these very same errors also cause
headphone amplffler!
—JA
intermodulation distortion. This is serious
havoc, creating and adding, of course,
TECHNOBABBLE &
screeds of unwanted, dissonant new
S
QUID SHELTERS
tones to the music. This extra IM hash
Editor:
is actually the more common cause of
Every time Ihave read through your
perceived distortion. It is often very audimagazine lately, Ihave been told that
ble at way, way below 1%. The human
"Second-harmonic distortion is benign
ear is extremely sensitive to low-frequency
since it's musically consonant—just like
IM and FM distortion on piano treble,
adding extra notes an octave higher.. ."
for example. Turntable/open-reel flutter
Of course, the level of this distortion
and tiny vinyl warps are very noticeable
being granted immunity from disharon piano. (Is this why CD piano has
monization by your apologist reviewers
is well over 1%—even at lullaby levels. .. some superior qualities—eg, "freshness"
—compared to analog?)
Yes! If you listen to naked-tone music,
It is not possible to get an exact relasuch as solo flute, solo recorder, onetionship between the harmonic and
finger organ exercises with asingle pure
stop (flute, piccolo, bourdon, etc.), then intermodulation distortions, but it is
roughly taken that the nasty IM is three
you are essentially correct. No need for
times the amount of the second-harmonic
the "octave" stop on the organ, that's
distortion in asingle-ended triode amplifor sure.
fier. So, to repeat (biblically this time):
But! The ugly shadow that's always
attached to this second-harmonic "oc- Where one is, the other is also, only bigger!
Saying that second-harmonic distortave" distortion is intermodulation distortion is benign is like boxing officials givtion (IM). These two go hand in hand,

want him back!

SYLVAIN GIGUIRE
Quebec, Canada

KIM

ing the okay to an aspiring blind boxer,
since his blindness is irrelevant as long
as he fights in the dark! Or like aconsumer report raving about anew range of
dinner plates made out of carpet: "Excellent for serving up unpeeled oranges!'
What has been abit baffling through
all of this is that Stereophile does in fact
print good, valid IM-distortion graphs
alongside all the others. Excellent! I
just
cannot see why they are ignored when discussing the sonics with regard to your other
measurements. Your fixation with the
benignity of harmonics from your singletone tests does seem to run quite deep.
Here's hoping it can be broken without resorting to serious therapy. But I
have my doubts for one of your dedicated apologists (Vol.16 No.6), who has
now started to declare in footnotes that
third-harmonic distortion is also tunefilly benign. Stiffen the crown! Rasputin
be recompensed! Damien be delivered!
Sampson be satisfied! Yes, yes, JA, third
harmonic is top G if the fundamental is
middle C. And an extra top G is bearably
consonant in C-major/-minor chords.
But that's about the only place. What
about amelodious C made with lower
Fi-A (k, incomplete F-major)? This third
harmonic on the dominant C is now dissonant! This is what is happening with
music. We are now serving soup on the

Malt '
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carpet plates, and our boxer is in Vegas
punching the referee.
It really is aworry for the High End
to witness the latest fad sweeping through
it—the surge of opportunist manufacturers serving up these technically abysmal amplifiers, using single-tube triode
output stages. The fact that these boat
anchors have to splutter and gurgle in an
attempt to muster asingle watt ofclean HF
power is ablight on the industry and the
designers involved. It serves to alienate
droves of informed prospective HighEnders, especially when reviewers wax
and fawn hysterical, rebelliously ignoring
massive levels of intermodulation distortions, rice-pudding skin output power,
and fairyland output impedances. And
the latest "experience" with these misplaced squid-shelters is to get the mandatory midrange hot flashes, regardless
of speaker, regardless of cartridge, regardless of preamp-EQ errors, and, I
suspect, regardless of whether they are
on or off. Whatever happened to Shun
Mook? The High End is at acritical stage
in its life, and these drunken excesses
must be seen as very dangerous. (I am,
incidentally, alifelong fan of singleended triodes.)
Sterecphile is indeed to be congratulated
on the valuable measurements it now
publishes (such as IM distortion and output impedance). For your many technically minded readers, these are essential
to give aflail picture of the product under
review. In many cases, these measurements and discussions are the only relevant details in the review—eg, if the
amplifier happens to have ahigh output
impedance, and the review speakers are not
desired or affordable. It is good to finally
see serious recognition of output impedance in your pages. Many years of audiophile experimentation have taught me
that if an amplifier has an output impedance of more than about 0.5 ohms, then
its own magic or lack of magic will come
and go, depending seriously on the load
presented by the particular speaker. And,
obviously, amplifier review results can
become invalid simply by using adifferent speaker.
Sadly, this variable of output impedance has been ignored in reviews for
years, and amplifiers with phenomenally
antisocial output impedances (2 ohms!)
have been declared "fimbrally accurate."
No matter that the frequency response
could be 3dB different in the next pair
of speakers!
On departure, could Imake afinal
request from the land of sheep? How
about publishing the frequency responses
of amplifiers when they're connected to
the review loudspeakers? This would be
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

most informative in making judgments
on the reviewer's analysis of soundstage,
bass response, treble detail. ..
It may also
be alittle frightening. We may see the
"magically deep $5000 soundstage" as
simply aldB dip in the treble, achievable with $5 of preamp-equalizing caps.
Tom LEWITT
Wellington, New Zealand
Martin Colloms, Thomasj Norton, andJohn
Crabbe have all examined the impedance interaction question in recent issues ofStereophile,
and we may well pursue the idea ofpublishing the responses ofamplffiets hooked up either
to various reference speakers or to astandard
dummy load.
The important thing to note is that, despite
their bent transfer functions, single-ended
amplifiers produce sounds that are almost
universally liked. They therefore give us important clues both as to what kinds of distortion
slip by without alerting the listener, and to what
distortions are actually preened to strict
accuracy. At very low levels, SE amplifiers don't
produce much in the way of distortion. No
problems there. Yes, their distortion level does
increase with signal level, but the ubiquitous
IM distortion appears to be less objectionable
than might be ecpectedfrom steady-state measurements, perhaps as it happens on music
peaks that are over as quickly as they occur. The
subjective effect ofsecond- and third-harmonic
distortions—resulting in the addition ofextra,
musically natural tones—is complex. However, it is generallyfound that second is more
benign than third, and that both are more
benign than the higher odd harmonics. In the
instance given by Mr. Lewitt, adding asmall
amount of the major ninth interval to the chord
will be heard not as dissonance, but probably
as apleasant 'fattening" of the chord's
character.
As much as we may know about ampleiers,
it's all too apparent that there is much more we
do not know.
-JA

SINGLE-MINDED
Editor:
Thank you for the privilege granted of
publishing my previous letter regarding
single-ended triodes guly '94, p.16). My
letter has received comment from Chris
Johnson of Sonic Frontiers in "Manufacturers' Comments" (Seember'93, p.187),
to which Ibeg an opportunity to reply.
Ihave previously referenced Dennis
Had's single-ended triode communiqué
(November'93, p.243), Martin Colloms's
strange tutorial about not getting too
involved with the single-ended's glorious midrange (May '94, p.145), Chris
Johnson's comments regarding singleended (SE) and push-pull (PP) designs,
as well as acritique of Dennis's letter, as
previously mentioned (July '94, p.181).
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Reference also was made to Dick Olsher's
review of the Cary Audio CAD-805
single-ended 211 tubed monoblocks.
In his latest comments (September '94,
p.187), Chris Johnson, referring to
Dennis Had's writing, states, "When we
hear or read about issues close to our
heart which we feel are mistruths, oversimplifications, or simple hyperbole, we
often feel the need to respond. Our
intention was that our response (a letter
published in the February '94 issue
[p.181]) should be 'thorough and factual.'
To have it characterized as 'hysterical' is
unfounded." Perhaps, but only perhaps.
Mr. Johnson has, in my opinion, jumped
into the fledgling SE-vs-PP discussion
without significant constructive or
edifying comment, perhaps wishing to
end conversation before it begins.
There have been scant few reviews of
single-ended triode amplifiers in the
high-end journals to date, despite SE
equipment being quite popular in the Far
East and Europe. There are also many SE
amplifiers among our country's "fringe"
(intended as afriendly term) audiophile
group. Stereophile dared to take the highend SE lead with reviews of the Cary
CAD-805 and Bel Canto Orfeo 5E2, as
well as submitting extensive comments
regarding the Cary Audio CAD-300
SEs; TAS has recently weighed in with
their review of the Cary CAD-805B.
Each of these reviews has praised the
amplification instruments being reviewed
—as well they should.
The essence of these reviews need not
be repeated here. Instead, readers are
encouraged to examine each for themselves, and then to audition these singleended amplifiers either in dealer listening
rooms or with friends who themselves
have these instruments. To say that a
most satisfying experience will occur is
to make aperfectly safe statement.
My initiation into the world of current SE design occurred during 1992 at
the Brighton, England home of Peter
Qvortrup, Mr. Audio Note UK. There,
among his extensive vinyl collection, my
wife and Iwere overwhelmed by the
musicality of the Audio Note Kegon, a
parallel SE 300B stereo chassis amplifier,
supported by Audio Note two-way
speakers, M7 preamplifier, and cabling.
Since that time, Ihave constructed my
own copper version of Audio Note's
Ongaku, astereo chassis 211SE. The
musical magic has remained for my wife
and me for what will soon be 1000 listening hours with Ongaku Cu.
Having heard each of the reviewed
samples mentioned above, what quickly
emerges as acommon thread among SE
direct-heated triode amplifiers, sans feed23
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back, is the magnificent musicality of
these designs. That musicality, in fact, is
the signature sound of aquality SE amplifier. Go back and read Sam Tellig and
Dick Olsher in Stereophile, or Andrew
Benjamin in TAS. These reviewers are
practiced hands (and ears) at understanding what they hear from components,
and very well convey their auditory experiences through their writing. In his
May piece, Martin Collorns, even though
he appears to be giving alesson to other
reviewers in how not to review SE amplifiers, manages to heap significant praise
upon these "old technology" marvels (le,
the amplifiers, not the reviewers) ...
Mr. Johnson writes 2(Feb. '94, p.181),
and Ireply, as follows:
CJ: SE designs have additional limitations with regard to choice of speakers
as compared to higher-power PP designs.
As the speaker is the critical transducer,
amplifier manufacturers should design
products which service their needs, not
dictate their design.

THE SIGNATURE SOUND
OF A
QUALITY SE
AMPLIFIER IS ITS
MAGNIFICENT MUSICALITY.
MM: Single-ended designs are not the
only amplification instruments to face
certain limitations when driving [insensitive] speakers. One has but to carefully
read equipment reviews where certain
ribbon speakers, to reference but one
type, make incredible demands that perhaps less than ahandful of the hundreds
of valved and solid-state amplifiers (read
that as push-pull designs) generally available are sufficiently capable of driving
satisfactorily.
As to the issue of critical transducer,
please be reminded that "improvement"
in speaker technology has incrementally
and increasingly wrought inefficient
speakers during the past 25 or so years
when compared to at least one ancient
design: the horn-loaded type. There may
be groans out there about those large
boxes totally lacking in WAF (Wife Acceptance Factor), but it is worth considering what could exist today in the
way of highly efficient (+100dB spl and
16 ohms) horn-loaded designs had consistent efforts been made of similar intensity and research as was received by the
turntable, adevice which itself is considered adinosaur by many audiophiles.
2Note that the portions of this "dialog" attributed to
Chris Johnson are Mr. Maduras's own paraphrases and
condensations of Mr. Johnson's published statements.
—RL
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Iwould instead suggest that responsive speaker designs are capable of servicing the needs of amplifiers as well as
the other way around, and that the time
is come when such needs must receive
the attention of speaker and amplifier
manufacturers. As always, particularly
difficult loads will require use of specifically capable amplifiers, much like enjoying the comfort and performance of
your own selected automobile until you

ISOBEARING

must transport 30 people at the same
time. It might then be time for abus.
CJ: [SE amplifiers] are not, by definition (in our studied opinion), the best
amp configuration possible to the exdusion of all others. ..
Admittedly, they do
have some unique sonic strengths.
MM: It is probably safe to say that,
among sane audiophiles not predisposed
to particularly occlusive amplifier design
agendas, there does not exist an amplifier
of any configuration which is the "best"
to the exclusion of all others.
Single-ended designs do, however, in
your own words, "have some unique
sonic strengths." Ihave not, however,
been able to find your mention or celebration of these unique sonic strengths
in any of your writings.
CJ: Execution and integration are the
greatest keys to any successful product's
design.
MM: Amen. (Nonreligious use
intended.)
CJ: There is more than one way to
design an SE amp. Cary's products represent one of these ways.
MM: Certainly.
CJ: Sonic Frontiers, Inc., does not dismiss the SE approach, but we do understand its limitations. SE designs can produce wonderful sounds, if mated to the
correct speaker.
MM: Ifind this apparently magnanimous statement as somewhat gratuitous
inasmuch as you consistently overstate
SE limitations while understating their
strengths. This is precisely why Ipreviously characterized your February comments as "almost hysterical."

VIBRATION
ABSORBING
SUPPORT
GLOBES

Let us consider the broad context of
this discussion. By the time Dennis Had
first wrote his opinions concerning
single-ended amplifiers in Stereophile's
November '93 "Manufacturers' Commente we had nothing but Sam Tellig's
brief notes on the subject of SE design.
Dennis therein stated, "The true pleasure
Ireceived from the review was the
knowledge that, finally, the US audio
community is being informed and educated about the incredible merits of
listening to music through 'single-ended'
triode vacuum tube audio amplifiers."
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That education and sharing of informadon is something that non-biased audiophiles everywhere might applaud.
Next comes Mr. Johnson's February
'94 response, wherein he takes the "wet
blanket" approach to diminish SE consideration in its current US high-end
infancy with remarks such as, ". ..
SE
amps are best used in class-A. If you
heard one in class-B, you would run for
the Off switch! ..."; then, '. ..
class-A
is not the only holy grail for amp greatness. Linearity of class-A triodes is wellknown—it is afunction of tube type and
class of operation, not necessarily the
output stage configuration!' We could
spend quite some time here discussing
the virtues of class-A, -AB, -B, etc., as
well as the relative merits of direct-heated
triodes, indirect-heated triodes, tetrodes,
and pentodes. Instead, let us encourage
our audiophile community at large to generate such informative discussion. Broaden
the conversation, don't diminish it.
Moving right along, "Gain stabilization in anon-NFB (negative feedback)
amp is purely afunction of individual
tube gain; if your input tubes have different gain, so will the amp. As this is probable, this is not abenefit, in our [Sonic
Frontiers, Inc. Design Team's] opinion."
Here he is having great difficulty in passing even the most grudgingly couched
praise on to the SE enfant terrible. Control of gain stabilization distortion in PP
(I must admit to aslight smile here)
amplifiers is most usually accomplished
by use of negative feedback which is, in
itself, the addition of another type ofdistortion, not to mention the need for more
signal-path components to accomplish
NFB. One of the audible joys of the very
simple linear circuit employed by properly designed single-ended amplifiers is
not needing to use distortion-producing
negative feedback in the first instance.
And, this benefit of SE circuit topology
comes with any direct-heated triode tube
intended as an audio frequency amplifier.
Regarding phase inverters (otherwise
known as phase splitters), he states,
". ..
most tube phase inverters used in
[commercial] equipment (past and present) are not really up to the job. Perhaps
this is how Cary has their phase inverters
configured in their PP designs. .!' This
may not be Cary-bashing, but it is certainly aswift back-of-the-hand to the
back-of-the-head. The push-pull amplifier's need to invert phase is probably its
greatest liability. Here is where distortion
city happens, no matter how well ". ..
it
is possible to design phase inverters that
have precisely equal amplitude and phase
characteristics. ..," since distortion is
inevitable with the aging of phase-

inverting components, as well as requiring exactly matched output tubes. Singleended amplifiers do it "straight-through,"
without inverting or otherwise similarly
manipulating the signal.
We next have Dick Olsher's positive
review of the Cary Audio CAD-805
'January '94), followed by Martin Colloms's wrist-slapping piece about Dick
Olsher's review. Were this sequence of
events to have occurred elsewhere than
in Stereophile, Iwould be concerned that
there was an agenda afoot to squelch this
old upstart SE stuff Insteadjohn Atkinson, sensitive editor that he is, allowed
this open discussion whereby we might
respectfully disagree with each other,
but, in that disagreement, exchange information which is of benefit to our
audiophile community at large, thereby
moving the questioning, seeking, and
thought processes to ahigher level. It is
adelight not to cut the top of one's head
off when entering Stereophile's highend arena.
Incidentally, at least two other readers
(thinkers) took exception to Martin Colloms's excursion. Richard S. Loveland
and Markus Sauer (both July '94, p.21)
write cogent and insightful comments.
Chris, Ihave great appreciation for the
work Sonic Frontiers has accomplished
in arelatively short time as amanufacturer. Ihave listened carefully to several
of your designs, and hope to add your
UltrajitterBug to my system shortly. I
remember clearly when, back in 1987 or
so, John Sloan (VP, Sonic Frontiers) called
me at home at 10:30pm PST (1:30am
EST) to check on acomponents order I
had placed with SF. That expression of
caring for acustomer has caused me to
many times examine and appreciate the
build quality and performance of your
products—so much so that your intention to market your own SE amplifier
design comes as most welcome news to
this audiophile. Perhaps, then, Dick
Olsher might review that offering, and
once again wax eloquent, "0 Canada.. ."
and so another snippet for your adverts.
Thank you, Mr. Johnson, for taking
time out of your full schedule to respond
to my comments, which, Ibelieve, speak
for some other members of this audiophile community as well.
Perhaps "almost hysterical" was almost hysterical. ..
perhaps.
M ICHAEL W.M ADURAS
Glendale, CA
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US: Kristen Weitz

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars shouldfax me (don't call) the when,
where, and who at (505) 983-6327 at least
eight weeks before the month of the event—ie,
if you're putting on something in January
1995, you should get the information to me by
November I. Mark thefax cover sheet "For
the attention ofKristen Weitz—Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of Hi-Fi Shows and
audio societies promoting manufacturer visits
should alsofax me the details as soon as possible
California: Stereophilès ninth High-End
Hi-Fi Show, Hi-Fi '95, will take place at
the Doubletree Hotel/Los Angeles International Airport on April 28-30, 1995.
The Doubletree, formerly known as the
Stouffer Concourse, was the site of our
1992 Show.
Akhemedia Digital Systems celebrates
the grand opening of its new San Francisco-area listening room November 12
with avisit from Meridian Technical
Director Bob Stuart. Bob will unveil the
only full-blown D6000-based Meridian
Digital Surround System on display in
North America. Call Ken Askew for
details, (415) 461-6253 (Bay Area) or
(404) 378-2582 (Atlanta).
On Wednesday October 26, Bay Area
Audio (1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd.,
San Jose) will hold aseminar with Audio
Research's Terry Dom on hand for the
official West Coast debut of the VT60
tube amplifier, the LS7 line stage, and
the CD1 CD player. On Wednesday
November 16, Glen Grue, president of
Classé Audio, will talk about the present
and future of Classé Audio. Times for
both events are 7pm. Call (408) 2550735 for reservations/information.
Melbourne, Australia's Metaxas Audio
Systems has appointed Gary Brashear of
Sound Sensations as their exclusive US
distributor. Gary can be reached at 33081
Buccaneer St., Dana Point, CA 92629.
Tel./fax: (714) 496-6522.
On Wednesday November 9, at Systeins Design Group (1310 Kingsdale Ave.,
Redondo Beach), McCormack's Steven
McCormack and Joyce Fleming will
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994
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unveil, in its official West Coast premier,
their new Digital Drive SST-1 CD transport. Call (310) 370-8575 TuesdayFriday, llam-7pm or Saturday, llam6pm for details.
Florida Audio Center, Inc. are promoting
their new location (120 North Federal
Highway, Deerfield Beach, FL 33441)
by holding seminars throughout the fall
featuring high-end manufacturers. Call
(305) 574-9200 for details.
Georgia: The Sound Gallery at Hi-Fi
Buys will present aseries of Wednesdayevening seminars at the Buckhead store,
3135 Peachtree Road NE, Atlanta, this
fall. Cary Christie of Infinity, October
26; Glen Grue of Classé, November 2;
Robert Ain ofAdcom, November 9; and
George Bischoff of Melos, November 16.
Call (404) 261-4434 for details.
On Friday October 28, Garth Leerer
of Musical Surroundings will demonstrate
Benz phono cartridges, Graham tonearms, and Basis turntables at Quintettence
Audio in Napierville. Call (708) 357-4190
to reserve aseat.
Minois: Absolute Audio Video in Rockford will hold aHome Theater seminar
on Thursday November 10. Special
guests will include Jeff Wilner of Rotel,
Ted Meyer of Atlantic Technology, and
Gary Kumpf of Runco Video. Topics for
the audiophile will include "Building a
Second System for Dedicated Home
Theater" and "Multimedia with Your
Current Music System!' Time will be
6:30pm-8:30pm. RSVP to Tim Johnson by November 8. Tel: (815) 395-1000.
Fax: (815) 395-1024.
Linn Hi-Fi Chicago has installed two
Linn music systems—one in the Archives
department, the other in the Maestro's
private listening room—at Orchestra
Hall, home of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. In their review of materials
in their archives, the CSO has discovered
some instances in which the tape of an
historically significant performance no
longer exists, leaving as the only viable

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

source the archive copy of the original
LP. The CSO will use these new Linn
music systems to ensure that the musical
information on the LP is faithfully transferred to the digital master tape that will
eventually be used to produce anew CD.
For more information, contact Gary
Warzin at (800) 546-6443.
Indiana: The King's Stereo (4507 East
82nd St., Indianapolis) announces "HiFi 101," aseries of seminars that will
introduce attendees to the sometimesoverlooked basic principles involved in
evaluating stereo performance. The process of building asystem, from "basic"
to "dream!' will also be covered. The
seminars will take place every Tuesday
at 7pm, and the first Saturday of each
month at 5pm. The first Saturday seminar will be held on November 5. Call
(317) 842-9500 for information/reservations.
Iowa: Chase Audio (1614 State Street,
Bettendorf) is holding aseries of free
seminars at its new location. On October
28 and 29, Jeff Klida of Kinetgetics
Research and Mark Schifter of Audio
Akhemy will be the guests. Call (319)
355-0489 for details.
Kansas: Audioport (7329 W. 97th, Overland Park) will hold aseminar to introduce the new Wilson WATTs/Puppies
system to the Midwest. Mark Goldman
will be on hand to demo the speakers and
answer questions. Call (913) 341-2222
for information/reservations.
Montana: On November 18, Audio
Visions of Kalispell (136 Main St.) will
present Vandetsteen Audio's Richard Vandersteen, who will hold aseminar on
Home Theater applications. Time will
be 5pm-7pm. Contact Steve Spry for
more information. Tel: (406) 752-5433.
Fax: (406) 752-5434.
New Hampshire: Ensemble Music Er
Video Systems will conduct afall seminar series (late October through Novem31
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6hances are, aperfect evening consists of

HCA 2200. Stereophile calls our
HCA-2200", "... abenchmark
product against which other amplifiers
can. be measured." And why not?
John Curt incorporated everything the
most musically obsessed person could
eve, want.

unplugging the phone, centering yourself in front
of your audio system and getting lost in your
favorite recordings. And we bet when you're not
listening to music, you're working so you can buy
more music. Admit it, you're obsessed.
But take heart, you're not alone. There are lots
of people like you. We know because here at
Parasound, music happens to be our passion.
This approach to music has attracted its share of

PhD1100 and T/DQ1600

The P/LI)-1/00 is aremote controlled line
drive preamp designed by John Curl. The
T/DQ-I600 is aremote controlled broadcast
reference tuner. Did we mention they can be
controlled with the sonic handset?

fanatics. People like our principal audio designer,
John Curl. (Talk about passion — he was so

W E'RE NOT SURE W HY,
BUT THEY A LL COME W ITH
AN OFF SWITCH.
possessed with making music come alive that he
practically invented high-end audio in the '70s.)
It's also attracted high-end audio reviewers —
who not only praise our products, but often purchase
them for their own listening pleasure.
This dedication to music also goes along way
toward explaining all the products we've been
developing, including five high end/home
theater amplifiers, our third D/A converter, CD
player/transport, aremote-controlled tuner and
line-drive preamp. Each design is guided by a

jills

The HCA-1000is our latest THX-cenified
HCA1000 and HCA600
amplifier. Toe HCA-600 incorporates
advancedrircuivy like our more powerful
amps. Both are bridgeable for high-powered
monoblack performance.

D/AC 1500 and C/DP1000
The D/AC-1500 is our premier digital w
analog converter. The CIDP-I000 is our high
resolution CD player. With the simple addition
of our Advanced Digital Adaptor Module (an
ST optical link), it's transformed into
ahigh performance CD transport.

philosophy which dictates that you get the best
possible products anywhere for aprice nearly
everyone can afford.

HCA1208 With atotal of 720 watts on
six channels, our HCA- I
206 is the most
pcwerfid TH' -certified home cinema
amp made. Sensitive enough to move your
soul, but powerful enough to move your
foundatruzi.

Of course, since you have to turn them on at
least once, they all come with apower switch. But
don't worry, you can always ignore it.
And we'll take that as acompliment, thank you.

PARASOUND

HCA606 Our HCA-606 is the slightly
smaller kid brother of the HCA-1206.
Both make wonderful multi-zone stereo
amps for custom installations. And both
can be bridged to four or five channels.

affordable audio for the critical listener
Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111
415-397-7100 •Fax 415-397-0144
THX it •regiter.d tradrotadc of Lucesfilm. Ltd.
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that last June's CES was our final trip to
Show of its type in the region. Parber). Representatives from Transparent
Chicago may be forced to make fresh
ticipants will include Adcom, Atlantic
Cable, Classé Audio, Meridian, Krell,
travel plans. Only time will tell whether
Technology, B8K, Celestion, Denon, FosThiel, Sonic Frontiers, and Wadia will
enough dealers will make the trip, see
gate/Audionics, Kenwood, Klipsch, Mirage,
demo and discuss their latest products.
new products, and—the ultimate purNakamichi, Polk, Snell, Sony, Velodyne,
Also, on Friday November 4, Ensemble
pose of every CES—place orders. [UnforMusic & Video Systems will hold a and Yamaha. There will also be an equally
tunately, the Hilton on Michigan Avenue,
large selection of mid-el and high-end
seminar at their Nashua store with Transwhich had proved to be an excellent home
video and car-audio products. Call (610)
parent Audio's Andy Regan, who will
292-3700, or any ofBryn Mawr Stereo's for the High End, will not be available. It
discuss cabling your audio video system.
remains to be seen what the chosen site will
store locations, for further details and
Regan will also conduct an AB demo
be.—Ed.]
information.
comparing Transparent's cables with and
The November 20th meeting of the
without their networks. Time is 6pmUS: Sam Tellig
Philadelphia Audio Society will feature
8pm. Seating is limited, so call (617)
Two press conferences m one day—free
Swans Speaker Systems' Frank Hale, who
648-4434 (Ensemble Music & Video
lunch, free dinner—and on related matwill introduce the Baton speaker and
Systems' Arlington, MA store) or (603)
ters, too. The first was to introduce the
afterward conduct a short listening
886-4742 (NH) for reservations, details,
first batch of Everest CDs, issued by
session of single-ended amplifiers.
and/or anewsletter.
Omega Record Group by way of VanReservations required. Call Peter, (800)
guard Classics.
582-5525.
New Jersey: Dave Gordon of Thiel will
Remember Everest? The company had
be at Hal's Stereo (2540 US #1, Trenton)
its brief heyday in the late '50s and early
Tennessee: On Thursday December 1,
the week of November 14 for aseminar.
'60s, with asmall catalog of well-recorded
5pm-7pm, Underground Sound will hold
Call (609) 883-6338 for the exact date
classical offerings. It was sort of an
aseminar in their recently renovated
and time. Peter Bohacek ofAyre Acoustics
audiophile label—before there was such
Memphis store (2125 Central Ave.), with
will be conducting aseries of seminars
a thing. The recordings were made
Transparent Audio's Doug Blackwell.
on the Ayre V-3 and the new paradigm
between 1958 and 1961 by Everest's coSeating is limited; call (901) 272-1275 for
for amplifier design. On Wednesday
founders, Harry Belock and Bert Whyte.
reservations.
November 9, he'll be at Hal's Stereo. On
Yes, the Bert Whyte, of Audio magazine,
Thursday November 10, Mr. Bohacek
who recently passed away.
Virginia: Gifted Listener Audio (5720
will be at John Rutan's Audio Connection
Everest LPs continued to be available
Pickwick Rd., Centreville) will sponsor
in Verona—call (201) 239-1799 for inforuntil afew years ago. Along with other,
three seminars in November:
mation/reservations.
stranger stuff, Iused to find them in the
1) Tuesday November 8, AyreAcousThe Home Theater Industry Associcutout bins at the old Sam Goody store
ation (HTIA) will hold The Consumer tia' Peter Bohacek; 2) Thursday Novemfor 59e. Not surprisingly, though, the
Home Entertainment Show at New Jer- ber 17, Thiel's David Gordon, who will
pressings didn't always sound so great.
sey's Meadowlands Hilton on March debut the new CS.5 and CS 7speakers.
Because of the expense of using the origRefreshments will be at 7pm, demon10-12,1995.
inal film masters, the LPs were made
strations starting at 8pm; 3) Tuesday
from copies of the master tapes, and later
New York: On Wednesday November November 29, Transparent Audio's Doug
from worn copies of copies of the master
16, Altair Audio (1980 Central Ave., Blackwell.
tapes, so those 59e LPs were often generReservations required for all events.
Albany) will hold aseminar with Transations away from the originals.
parent Audio's Doug Blackwell. Time Call (703) 818-8000 for information and
You shouldn't compare the size of
will be 7pm-9pm. Seating is limited, so directions.
Everest's
catalog to those of RCA Livcall (518) 452-3525 for reservations.
ing Stereo or Mercury Living Presence—
On Friday November 11, Ayre Acous- US: Peter W. Mitchell
remember, all of Everest's recordings
tics' Peter Bohacek will be at Lyric Hi- Our report on the 1994 Summer CES
were made in just three years. Still, the
Fi in Manhattan. Call (212) 439-1900 for (September '94, Vol.17. No.9, p.59) menEverest catalog contains distinguished,
tioned that, while the main part of CES
information/reservations.
treasurable performances—and all of my
will move to Philadelphia next spring,
favorites are included in the first batch
North Carolina: On Wednesday the high-end exhibits in the Chicago
of releases. The cynic in me said,
November 30, Audio Advice (6701-101 Hilton were so successful that they might
"Everest? Are they scraping the bottom
return
again
to
Chicago
next
June
as
the
Glenwood Ave., Raleigh) will hold a
seminar with Transparent Audios Doug core of anew CES Specialty Audio & of the barrel, so far as obscurity is concerned?" The answer is aresounding
Blackwell. Time is 6pm-8pm. Seating Video Show. The first hurdle was to
"No." It's good to have these releases
is limited, so call (919) 881-2005 for translate this from aspeculative notion
back,
superbly transferred to CD.
into
a
concrete
commitment,
At
least
50
reservations.
Better than LPs?
manufacturers would have to exhibit, or
Yes—especially better than those 59e
Pennsylvania: Bryn Mawr Stereo's fifth the EIA wouldn't sponsor it as an offiannual Audio/Video Show & Sale will cial CES event. In acampaign led by later pressings. In fact, from the brief
take place November 10-13 at the Ft. Thiel and Conrad-Johnson, 62 manufac- amount of time I've spent so far listening
Washington Expo Center, Exit 26 of turers quickly signed up as likely exhib- to the first half dozen or so issues, Ithink
the Pennsylvania Turnpike (Philadelphia itors, enough to win the EIA's endorse- they can hold their own with the best
area). This Show will feature anumber ment. Although Stereophile's Hi-Fi '95 RCA or Mercury CD reissue.
Belock and Whyte developed their
of separate listening rooms in which seri- High-End show will take place during
ous listeners can audition the latest wares, April in Los Angeles, Stereophile will also own recording system, using specially
away from the bustle of the main floor. support the proposed Chicago Show a designed microphones and 35mm mag/"
4
At over 60,000ft 2,this is by far the largest few weeks later. Those of us who thought netic film rather than conventional 1
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WHERE DOES THE TWEETER
OF A HIGH FIDELITY
LOUDSPEAKER BELONG?

This question may confuse those who believe that the measure of aloudspeaker is the number of its
drivers. It will also elude those who have never bothered to question conventional driver placement,
which always separates the woofer from the tweeter.
In fact, the most acoustically correct location for the tweeter is precisely at the center of tne woofer.
This strategic placement creates asingle sound source, allowing high and low frequencies to reach your
ears at the proper time, regardless of where the speakers are placed or where you are sitting. (No wonder
KEF's patented Uni -Q® is the technology of choice for advanced Home Theater applications.)
Perhaps the greatest benefit of the KEF QSeries speakers is that they sound as good in your home
as they do in the showroom.

KIF Elec cons ol Amof Ica. loc., 89 Doug Brown Way. Holliston, MA 01748 Tel 506 429-3600 Fax 508 429-3699
Distributed in Canada by Pro-Acoustics Canada Ltd. Tel 514 344-1226 Fax 514 344-4760
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tape. The process allowed them to up the
signal/noise ratio and dynamic range of
the recordings. It also enabled them to
dramatically lower print-through.
Seymour Solomon, President of Vanguard Classics (now part of Omega Record Group), located the Everest masters
by finding Everest's phone number in the
Billboard directory and calling them.
Fortunately, the 35mm magnetic-film
masters had been preserved, and, even
more fortunately, most of them were
perfectly playable.
"The masters hadn't been touched in
over 30 years," Solomon told the press
conference, held at Sony Classics' midtown Manhattan studios. "The canisters
were incredibly difficult to open, many
having rusted shut. The staff spent days
prying them open with screwdrivers and
hammers. When we finally got the tins
open, the smell was incredible-30 years'
worth of accumulated film-stench. The
whole experience was like breaking into
King Tut's tomb!'
The CD masters were made using first
Sony's PCM-9000 20-bit optical disc
recorder, with Sony's proprietary Super
Bit Mapping used to transfer the masters
to the 16-bit CD format. Interestingly,
we had achance to compare the 20-bit
master tapes to the CDs, with and without Super Bit Mapping. Iheard very little
difference between the master tapes and
the SBM'd CDs. Without SBM, the recordings lost ambience and spaciousness.
The initial list of six releases includes
three of my all-time favorites, which I
recommend to every classical collector.
EVC 9001 combines Vaughan Williams's Symphony 9, conducted by Sir
Adrian Boult, with Malcolm Arnold's
Symphony 3, conducted by the composer—a must-have for all British-music
buffs. EVC 9002—my personal fave—
offers Rachmaninoff's Symphonic Dances
with Stravinsky's Rik ofSpring, both conducted by Sir Eugene Goossens. The
conclusion of the Rachmaninoff is distinctive and convincing—so often conductors seem on automatic pilot when
performing this work. And EVC 9005
combines Shostakovich Symphonies 6
and 9, conducted by Boult and Sir Malcolm Sargent, respectively. The Boult is
my. favorite recording of the work.
The second press conference was held
at Lyric Hi-Fi, 83rd and Lexington, six
o'clock sharp, by Mercury Living Presence. Everybody was there, including
fellow Stereophik contributor Igor Kipnis
and his son, record producer Jeremy;
pianist Garrick Ohlsson; classical radio
personality Karl Haas; and other assorted
audiophile and musical luminaries. The
affair was partly orchestrated by Mario
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

Mazza of Philips Classics—the Mario,
who's appeared from time to time in my
column. Thanks to Mike Kay of Lyric
Hi-Fi for being such agracious host in
the service of music.
The event? The discovery of alonglost recording, never issued, of pianist
Byron Janis playing Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition—now available for
the first time on aMercury Living Presence CD (434 346-2). The disc also includes afine performance of Ravel's
orchestration of the work, with the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Antal Dorati.

THE TAPE TURNED UP IN
THE PHILIPS ARCHIVES IN
THE NETHERLANDS.

sales in the first six months of 1994
increased by 80% compared to the same
period in 1993. Total sales were 900,000
units vs 500,000. Before you start crowing about this resurgence in vinyl sales,
however, note that 277 million CDs and
148 million cassettes were sold in the
same period. For comparison, Stereophile's 1994 reader survey revealed that
our nearly 70,000 readers bought 2.8
million CDs, 1.4 million LPs, and
147,000 prerecorded cassettes in 1993.
Before you rush to point out that the
numbers of LPs annually bought by this
magazine's readers is more than the
RIAA's figure, remember that the latter
doesn't include secondhand LP sales,
which these days predominate. This is
illustrated by my own music-buying
habits. In 1993, Ibought about 120 new
CDs, about 20 secondhand CDs, about
five new LPs, about 40 secondhand LPs,
10 blank analog cassettes, 20 blank DATs,
and one prerecorded cassette.

All this fuss over a1961 recording?
Again, the cynic in me wondered if
this wasn't maybe alittle.. .you know,
US: Michael Baskin
public-relations hype. No way! The
Jonas Miller was apioneer in high-end
recording is astunner—the most sensiaudio. In 1937, he got his start in the
tive, nuanced solo piano recording of this
audio business as amanager of the Day
work that I've heard. (I've just had a and Night Radio and Electric Company
chance to play the disc through, having
in Hollywood. In 1940, he started aradio
heard only snippets at the press conferbroadcast company, where his position
ence.) This is definitely one to add to
connected him with some of the recordyour collection—a major find. If Iwere
ing stars of the day—in the early '40s, he
into public-relations hype, Imight even
designed and constructed tube amplifiers
call it atreasure.
for Frank Sinatra, among others.
How did it get lost for 30 years? Wilma
After World War II, Miller started his
Cozart Fine, Mercury's legendary proown retail electronics business, which
ducer, was on hand, along with Byron
initially specialized in television sales. As
Janis, to tell the story. It seems Mercury
television proliferated, however, Miller's
was on an orchestral kick, and kept putinterests gravitated toward quality music
ting off the release of this solo piano
reproduction, and he opened Jonas
recording. Finally, because it was never
Miller Sound in Beverly Hills in 1964.
issued, the original tape was misplaced—
"I could not adapt to mass merchandisit never had acatalog number. Everyone
ing and cost-saving methods which took
remembered the performance, of course,
away from the buyer that which was
but no one could find it. Then, in an
essential for asatisfactory sales experiunmarked can, perfectly preserved, the
ence," he explained. "It was therefore
tape turned up in the Philips archives in
necessary for me to handle the finest
the Netherlands.
merchandise, selling at a price that
The evening of the press conference,
would, in total, allow for those ethics and
Harry Pearson awarded Fine TAS's first
services that Ifound to be my way of
Lifetime Achievement Award. Fine gave
life!'
credit to TAS—Sid Marks, in particular
Many firsts are attributed to Miller and
—for helping to create aMercury folhis store, but his popularization of the
lowing. HP gave Fine deserved credit for
inexpensive subwoofer is probably most
launching the happy trend of restorarecognizable. The term (and concept of
tions/reissues, which now include not
the) "satellite/subwoofer system" was
only Mercury Living Presence, but also
born at Jonas Miller Sound, as was
RCA Living Stereo and Everest. Indeed,
M&K Sound; Miller was the "M," Ken
as HP said (I may not have the exact
1Creisel the "Kr M&K and Jonas Miller
words), "This is service in the cause of
Sound shared the same facility on Wilmusical truth!'
shire Boulevard for several years; the
store was downstairs, manufacturing
US: John Atkinson
upstairs. Since M&K included both the
According to RIAA statistics, US LP
manufacture of subwoofers and the
WorldRadioHistory
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while the hi-fi speakers worthy of their name \limit function or even fit in most surround sound,

home theater, computer, MI01 or mini system applications. Celestion solves this dilemma

The First Loudspeaker
at Home in All Media.

elegantly with the Style Series; packaging their 70 years of loudspeaker experiu.ce in

>magnetically shielded, weather-resistant enclosures with universal mounting sotetris.

Where in your home will your new Style speakers sound the best? Wherever you want.
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The Difference is fundamental.
••
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production of direct-to-disc recordings,
the retail store also doubled as arecording studio. A record lathe and aconcertgrand piano were among the unusual
audio tools that occupied the store. In
1977, For Duke was the first of several
notable records produced after store
hours.
Miller liked the notion that his store
was acrucible for new audio products
and concepts. Through the years, this
meant taking on many unknown, though
superior, products and giving them the
space and effort required to introduce
them to the public. Jonas Miller Sound
was the first Nakarnichi dealer in the
world, and was Quad's second US
dealer. Miller was among the first dealers
in the world for Acoustat, Audio Research, Infinity, Mark Levinson, Magnepan, Mogarni Speaker Cable, Threshold,
and many other well-known high-end
brands. From this list it's apparent that
Miller had an innate ability to discern the
esoteric from the merely extravagant.
Jonas Miller also had agood eye for
talent, tutoring afraternity of accomplished audio businessmen: Ken ICreisel
of M&K Sound, Steve McCormack of
McCormack Audio, Neil Sinclair of
Theta, Mike Harvey of Audio Research,
Steve Smith (formerly of Boston Acoustics), and this author (formerly of Nitty
Gritty) are some ofJorias Miller's graduates. To his credit, Miller remained friends
with all of his former salesmen.
After Miller retired in 1987, he dedicated his time to furthering his education. He attended Santa Monica City
College, taking classes in Literature, Art,
Music, and History. He also attended
many music concerts, poetry readings,
plays, and art exhibits in and around Los
Angeles. When his health permitted,
Miller could be seen enjoying himself at
the Consumer Electronics Shows, diligently seeking out the new and the
revolutionary.
Miller passed away on July 31, 1994.
He is survived by Ruth, his wife of 40+
years, two daughters, four grandchildren,
at least adozen grateful Jonas Miller
Sound graduates, and numerous Los
Angeles audio enthusiasts.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

My August report, comparing the analog Wyatt Earp soundtrack vs the Dolby
Stereo Digital version (using AC-3 coding), contained asurprising result. AC-3
uses atotal of 320 kilobits/second for its
5.1 channels, an average of only 64kb/s
per channel.' So if any imperfection is
heard, the natural assumption is that the
coder must be running out of bits. If that
were true, it should sound worst when

all five channels contain strong signals,
straining the bit capacity of the code. The
surprise in the Wyatt Earp comparison
was that the most obvious metallic colorations arose in isolated dialog—when
only the center channel was active and
the other five channels were silent. When
the AC-3 codec was working hard (in
full-orchestra passages, or when all
channels were active), Icouldn't distinguish the analog source from the encoded and decoded AC-3 sound.

WE
CARE ABOUT HOME
THEATER, BUT LET'S
FACE IT: IN THE FINAL
ANALYSIS, IT'S JUST TV.
I've learned from long experience with
ambient-surround systems that surround
levels can't be estimated by ear. Because
of the Haas "precedence" effect, ambience can be present in the surround
channels at arelatively high level, just
6dB below the primary signal, yet the
listener continues to have the subjective
impression that only the primary channel
contains any sound. (The reproduced
ambience alters the apparent character
of the front sound without calling attention to itself.) So, during the A/B comparison of the AC-3 code vs the original
soundtrack, Idouble-checked the meters
on the console to be sure that only the
center channel contained astrong signal during those moments when AC-3
seemed to be adding ametallic edge to
certain sounds.
The logical conclusion seems to be
that the imperfection in AC-3, whatever
it may be, is not directly related to its bit
capacity. AC-3 dynamically allocates bits
to channels according to their signal content, so the system should have allocated
plenty of bits to the center channel during the passages of dialog where Iheard
achange in sound. I've been corresponding about this with Mark F. Davis, one
of the principal AC-3 developers at
Dolby Labs. (Mark and Ifirst met during
the '70s when he was doing graduate
research in psychoacoustics at MIT) He
has confirmed that there is an apparent
contradiction between what Iheard and
how AC-3 is supposed to work. (Of
course, Dolby's Doug Greenfield heard
1This is ameaningless average. AC-3 is not acollecfion of separate codes for five individual channels, but
relies on the efficiency of "joint stereo" coding, in which
the majority of the code bits represent the total energy
at each frequency, while subsidiary parts of the code represent the differences among the five channels. The
capacity of the code would be maximally strained by
unrelated signals; ie five equally loud sounds that differ
in both direction and spectral content.
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the same Wyatt Earp comparison and
didn't notice the sonic difference that I
reported, so Istill need independent confirmations from other listeners.)
As Imentioned in August, Ihad previously heard aslight hardening of female
vocals in abypass test of Dolby AC-2,
asystem designed to operate at ahigher
per-channel bit rate than AC-3. If AC-2
and AC-3 both have a tendency to
harden some vocal sounds, might they
both be suffering from the same (as yet
unknown) distortion mechanism? The
two coding systems are different in many
respects, but both analyze every sound
into narrow frequency bands using
essentially the same transform-based filter bank.
In his "Manufacturer's Comment"
(September '94, Vol.17 No.9, p.180),
Roger Dressler of Dolby said that the
384kb/s version of AC-3, which was
adopted for HDTV and will be included
in new laserdiscs, "absolutely" will
"sound better" than the 320kb/s version
that has been used in movie theaters.
According to Davis, the HDTV version
of AC-3 is uniquely flexible in reconfiguring its internal operation in response
to dynamic signals, including speech. I
hope that it will indeed sound better, and
that its smoother sound may be adapted
to the cinema version as well.
This is my hope, but not yet my
expectation. Although the folks at Dolby
are aware of specialized signals that can
fool either AC-2 or AC-3 into misbehaving, they have not identified any flaw
in either system's handling of voices. It
may be foolishly optimistic to expect
them to correct aproblem that they have
not heard. And as Inoted earlier, if AC-3
already allocates plenty of bits to an isolated channel of dialog, increasing the
overall bit rate may not improve its handling of voices.
We'll know soon. This month may
mark our first opportunity to judge the
effects of AC-3 coding and decoding
with familiar program material, either
by testing aloaned AC-3 unit in our own
systems or by listening to asample at
Dolby headquarters during the Audio
Engineering Convention, which will
take place November 10-13 in San
Francisco.
As Isaid, Ihope that the 384k version
of AC-3 will turn out to be acompletely
satisfying format for music. But if it
doesn't, would we really care? Of course
it will matter to the Home Theater enthusiasts among us, since both HDTV
and laserdisc are committed to employing AC-3, and the forthcoming 5" highdensity video CD format may adopt it
as well. In the long run, if aslight ten37
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PLUS IT!

The New Goldmund D/A Converter: the Mimesis 10P/us

Plus Means Less

The Plus Factors

✓ The new Goldmund Mimesis 10"Plus" is
several times more accurate in jitter
cancellation than the Goldmund Mimesis 10,
already a standard. Less jitter is a plus.

✓ Even if you bought your Mimesis 10 in 1990,
you can upgrade it to the "Plus" technology,
thanks to the Goldmund upgradability
program.

✓ The new Goldmund Digital Interface module is
based on a brand new technology, never-used
before in an audio D/A converter. Goldmund
has less competition than ever.
✓ The lower jitter allows a more linear D/A
conversion providing a less "digital" sound.

✓ For the owner of a Goldmund Mimesis 10,
accessing to the Mimesis 10"Plus" technology
is as easy as plugging a few circuits. For
American Mimesis 10 buyers, the "Plus"
upgrade can even be free. Please contact your
participating dealer.

✓ The new Digital Interface module provides an
automatic fade-in/fade-out level adjustment
when input frequency changes, canceling
frequency alignment noise during source
selection.

✓ With the recent progress in phase control
during the CD processing, absolute phase
control on the D/A converter is not a gimmick
anymore. Now, the Mimesis 10"Plus" provides
this feature by remote control.

✓ The new full-metal separate power supply
block includes two separate transformers, with
4 separately filtered voltages and a better
ground stability, which means less amplitude
and phase noise.

✓ The original Goldmund Mimesis 100 had no
remote control. Now the Mimesis 10C"Plus"
provides remote control of the input switching
and of the absolute phase.
Are you among the few lucky Mimesis 10 owners
who will be able to upgrade their existing converter
for free ?
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microphones, optimally placed. But
experimenting to find optimum mike
locations is time-consuming, and adjusting mikes while 200 musicians wait
around becomes extremely costly. In
orchestral recording, time is money—at
union rates, upward of $30,000/hour for
a100-piece orchestra. It's far less expensive to put up lots of mikes, capture alive
concert, and hope that awell-balanced
soundstage can be assembled in the mixing room.
I've often wondered why record companies don't do what the movies and TV
do: use stand-ins. Studios don't pay
million-dollar actresses to stand around
on the set while the lighting for each
scene is adjusted and the color-balancing
of TV cameras is fine-tuned. Performers
relax in their dressing rooms, memorizing lines, while low-paid stand-ins with
similar complexions and hair colorings
stand (or sit) on-set until all preparations
are complete Similarly, if arecord company has an appointment to record the
Berlin Philharmonic on Tuesday, it
would make sense to rent the concert hall
on Monday, hire astudent orchestra at
low cost, and have them sit in the same
chairs. As they play the same music,
engineers would have the freedom to
experiment with mike location and aiming in order to obtain the best balance
and soundstage with just the basic stereo mikes. By minimizing the need to
mix in signals from accent mikes during
the actual recording, this would yield a
better recorded soundstage with atruer
stereo image, and without the congestion of 40-mike recordings. It seems an
obvious idea, but as far as Iknow, no
major record company has apolicy of
using musical stand-ins in order to
experiment with mike placement at low
cost.

US: Thomas J. Norton
CEDIA, the Custom Electronic Design
and Installation Association, is the trade
organization of custom electronic installers. While not specifically restricted
to home installations, these appear to be
CEDIA's primary focus. Gathered beneath CEDIA's tent are all sorts of
dealers, manufacturers, and services,
from home automation to multi-room
audio/video to Home Theater, at every
level of sophistication. Every year CEDIA
holds an educational conference and
trade show.
The 1994 Show—called, appropriately,
"Expo '94"—was held at the Dallas
Infomart. In additional to alarge number
of seminars on everything from business
management to acoustics to lighting
control, alarge exhibit area was set aside
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1994

for manufacturers to exhibit their wares.
Unlike CES, active audio exhibits were
thin on the ground, and those which were
attempted were more seriously compromised by show conditions than at any
CES Ican recall. Still, anumber of interesting new audio products were shown;
most of them should be on hand for
more serious auditioning at the January
Winter CES in Las Vegas.

HARMAN HAS
APPARENTLY DECIDED TO
APPLY ALL OF ITS EFFORTS
TO ITS AUDIO ENDEAVORS.
With the market's tepid response, to
date, to both DCC and MD, at least one
Japanese manufacturer has broken the ice
and introduced aconsumer CD recorder.
While still using the non-erasable CDR format (CD-E, an erasable or rerecordable format, has yet to make it out
of anyone's lab), the Pioneer Elite PDR09, at under $4000, breaks the $5000
price barrier, making aCD recorder a
viable option for high-end systems.
According to the specifications, coaxial,
TosLink optical, and ST (AT&T) optical
inputs and outputs are provided, while
the transport uses Pioneer's respected
"Stable Platter" system, in which the disc
is placed label-side down. With any luck,
this product will break the floodgates
open; Iknow of no technical reasons
why even more affordable CD-R recorders should not show up in the foreseeable future—especially now that CDR blanks are competitive in price with
recorded CDs. The marketplace politics
of these devices, however, is something
else (remember VCRs vs the film industry
and DAT vs the recording companies).
The THX division of Lucasfilm has
been hinting for some time about the
development of anew test tool to aid in
setting up THX sound systems. Finally
shown in finished form at Expo '94, the
THX R2 Acoustical Measurement System uses four microphones which are
time- and spatially averaged to derive inroom frequency response, room reverberation time, and room background
noise (the so-called NC-rating). While
hardly aconsumer item at just under
$5000—except perhaps for the high-end
audiophile who is constantly changing
or repositioning his or her system—it is
nonetheless inexpensive enough for a
dealer/installer to own, possibly providing aservice to audiophiles interested in
learning more about their rooms and
systems.
WorldRadioHistory

In other audio news, Acurus showed
their first new surround-sound processor. The $899 ACT ("American Custom
Theater") has three audio/video inputs
(one with S-Video capability), an onscreen menu, and an advanced steering
design which claims 10dB better separation than most processors.
Apogee showed their new centerchannel loudspeaker ($1195), its ribbon
tweeter and two 6.5" woofers designed
to complement Apogee's line of ribbon
and hybrid loudspeakers in aHome
Theater environment. It's magnetically
shielded. Apogee also has amagnetic
shield for their other ribbon drivers,
which can be retrofitted if desired. A
small, in-wall surround loudspeaker
with ashort ribbon tweeter was also on
display; no model designation or price
as yet.
NEAR introduced acomplete Home
Theater loudspeaker system consisting
of left and right tower loudspeakers (the
Mast, at $1198/pair), acenter channel
(the Jib, at $499), and asubwoofer (the
Boom, $1599 to $2799 depending on
finish)? Surrounds can be provided by
either the 20M (two woofers and a
tweeter in aD'Appolito array at $899/
pair) or the smaller 10M (single woofer
and tweeter at $429/pair).
Canon showed their VS-100 widedispersion loudspeakers While designed
more for commercial applications than
for home audio use, their configuration
suggests that use as surround speakers
in aHome Theater setup might present
intriguing options. Essentially, each loudspeaker is atwo-way design, with along
(12"), shallow (6.75"), pie-shaped enclosure. They are designed so that they
can be used singly or in multiples of up
to eight, fitting together like Legos.
When so used, their dispersion pattern
ranges from conventional to omnidirectional, depending on the number chosen.
Runco introduced their new LJR II
laserdisc player, the first THX-certified
laserdisc player (see related "Update"
item). It's also the first laserdisc player
to provide an RF output for connection
to aDolby Surround Digital decoder—
when the latter become available. The
tentative pricing starts at about $4000 for
the Basic Transport version (no internal
DIA converter) and tops out at $5000 for
the same unit with its own built-in converter. A Studio Version, also at $5000,
is similar to the Basic, but includes AES/
EBU and ST optical outputs.
2This name may change, for obvious reasons. Despite
its connotations among US audiophiles, in France a
woofer is known as aboomer. And the bass channel in
multi-track film soundtracks is often called the boom
channel.
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Compact Disc Transport
•FAST ACCESS LOGIC
•REMOTE DC POWER SUPPLY
•1OPTIC and 2 COAXIAL OUTPUTS
•SINGLE BEAM LASER with GLASS LENS
•HIGH SPEED DIGITAL PROCESSING

A LO

Precision disc handling is accomplished by utilizing

single beam "swing arm" drive, along

with a metal turntable, for superb mechanical stability. High-integerity data is achieved
through the use of advanced logic devices and third generation error detection/correction
technology. The result is digital data which contains all the subtleties necessary to yield the
most convincing musical experience. We strongly recommend the use of a Pclyfusion Mode!
800 or 900 DAC with this transport.
Convenience,

the Model 920 employs a

drawer rather than a top load mechanism
This allows you to locate your 920 inside
equipment cabinets, or stack components
without the transport having to be on top.
The full function infra-red remote gives
total control of all parameters, from the
"sweet seat".

(
30 Ward Road

Lancaster,

I
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Danish manufacturer Juno is now a bought out by CD-player manufacturer
California Audio Labs, which now also
THX licensee, and was showing (but not
owns the Hales loudspeaker brand. This
playing) aprototype of its upcoming
THX loudspeaker system. It should be just might mean ahigher profile for the
ready by January CES. And for those of Pulsar/Cinevision name in the Home
you to whom equalization is not ana- Theater business, particularly as CAL is
changing its corporate name to Pulsar
thema, Rane introduced the SSE 35
Home Theater equalizer (about $600), Entertainment, Inc.
with bands for the left, center, right, and
US: Peter W. Mitchell
left and right subwoofers. The subLast month, discussing the "Music
woofer controls are 1/
3-octave and are
Choice" service (formerly Digital Cable
centered at 25, 31.5, 40, 63, 80, and
Radio), Icomplained about poor sound
100Hz.
Kinergetics introduced anew in-wall on Channel 26 (Classical Favorites), the
channel that often plays orchestral blocksubwoofer, the SW-101, with its own
busters. Unlike the system's 40 other
integral, 4" -deep cabinet and 10"
channels (including several channels
driver—the same driver used in ICinerof movie soundtracks), Ch.26 often
getics' high-end, multi-driver subsounded compressed, with ahigh level
woofers. THX certification for this subof background hiss and asevere lack of
woofer is pending—though four of them
dynamic impact.
must be used to meet TI-DC requirements
($2095 for four subwoofers plus adedicated amplifier). They also showed the
KBA-380 three-channel power amplifier
($1995). Unlike the more expensive
KBA-280 two-channel amplifier, the
new KBA-380 is not pure class-A.
Madrigal was showing its complete
Proceed line, most of which will be
familiar to regular readers. New, however, was the Proceed DAP (Digital
Audio Processor), which, at $1995, will
replace the existing PDP 3D/A converter
in the Proceed line.
One of the things that Ienjoy about
In video news, the Harman Consumer
Group announced the dissolution of orchestral music is its dynamic scale: at
Harman Video, and has ceased produc- one moment there may be adelicate filtion of video projectors. Service and parts igree of melody from asingle violin
for the Harman video projectors in the or flute; afew minutes later the entire
field will continue to be available. Har- orchestra may be united in afull-bodied
man has apparently decided to apply all fortissimo. But in the sound of Ch.26,
of its efforts to its audio endeavors. It has climaxes lacked weight and power, while
recently broken ground on a$3.5 mil- soft passages were buried under alayer
lion Harman Technology Center, which of hiss. While writing my October report,
will include state-of-the-art technical Ireported these problems to the company's director of technical operations.
facilities, including anechoic chambers.
The video interests of CEDIA were There were also some problems with
nonetheless being admirably upheld by channel reversals, which he promptly
anumber of other manufacturers. Iwas corrected.
After Isent my report to Stereophile, the
particularly stunned by the Ampro 4300
(about $30,000) playing back high- sound of Ch.26 improved dramatically.
definition material on a 100" -wide High-level passages gained impact and
screen. Vidikron was also showing power, while the hiss dropped to amuch
high-def material on one of their four lower level. Ch.26 now delivers approxsetups, but Iwas most impressed by their imately the same sound quality as Ch.27,
VPF 40HD ($15,995), sourced from a the other channel of clas.sical music With
standard NTSC laserdisc by way of their this improvement in sound, my enjoynew LD-40 line doubler ($8495). ment of Ch.26 was restored. As Isaid
Runco's new 900A, while dimmer than previously about other channels, the sysit should have been (compliments, per- tem's sound is not quite the claimed "CD
haps, of its 1.0-gain screen and 100" quality," but it's near enough to be good
picture), was nevertheless producing a for previewing CDs before Ibuy them,
very sharp image using Runco's own line and is vastly better than most FM. (When
doubler. And Pulsar Entertainment Ifirst started enjoying digital radio, Isold
is now using the name Cinevision my FM tuner. The only FM Iever hear
for their products. Pulsar was recently at home now is NPR's Car Table on week-

M ANY FM STATIONS
HAVE ELIMINATED LOCAL
D
J
S, CONVERTING
TO PURCHASED
PROGRAMMING THAT
IS PRODUCED
SOMEWHERE ELSE.
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ends, for which atable radio is adequate)
If you are alongtime listener to FM
radio, as Iwas, you may find some
aspects of the Music Choice operation
unsettling. Traditionally at an FM station,
recordings are announced and played by
aDJ who knows and loves the music,
and who—as an FCC-licensed engineer
—is also responsible for listening to the
broadcast and correcting any problems
(such as askipping record) Classical DJs
were expected to know how to pronounce the names of European composers and conductors, and apologized
promptly for any on-air errors. Ibecame
accustomed to good broadcasting practices because, in addition to being alistener in an excellent FM market (Boston), Ialso worked part-time for adozen
years at one of Boston's two NPRaffiliate stations. Imade concert recordings for later broadcast, produced occasional special-interest programs (such as
poetry readings in astate prison), was the
producer/host of apopular weekly talk
show about hi-fi (Shop Talk), and helped
to launch aspinoff show (Car Talk) that
is broadcast nationally via NPR.
So when Ibegan listening to Music
Choice, Iwas startled to discover that the
people operating the service know nothing about the music they play, and may
not even be listening to the signal they're
putting out. The people behind the scenes
who plan the programming for each of
the 30 music channels know their repertoire, but evidently no one monitors the
signal or is available to correct errors
immediately. I've encountered incorrect
identifications of what selection is being
played, and have heard selections that
suddenly are cut off in the midst of a
track as the pre-programmed CD
changer jumps to the beginning of the
next selection.
Ishouldn't have been surprised. Music
Choice is modeled, not after the old tradition of FM station practice, but after
the newer custom of remote-programmed
stations. During the last decade or so,
many FM stations have eliminated local
DJs, converting to purchased programming that is produced somewhere else
and delivered on tape, or relayed to local
transmitters via satellite. Thus the "local"
station is staffed only by atransmitter
engineer, an advertising salesman, and
aswitcher who sees to it that recorded
announcements and advertisements are
inserted into prearranged gaps in the
program at the correct times. Iguess
that's what station owners must do to
make aprofit in FM broadcasting these
days. ..
Last month Idiscussed the limited
availability of asecond-generation DCR
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tuner whose "Maestro" remote is able
to display information about what's
being played. Inow have that system,
and Ilove the ability to press abutton and
get the title, performer, and record label.
But, contrary to earlier announcements,
the new tuner does not have adigital
output to feed an outboard D/A converter. Reportedly this was omitted because designers couldn't decide whether
acoaxial or TosLink digital connection
would be more appropriate. (Of course,
since most subscribers use Music Choice
as background music, few would bother
with an external D/A anyway.) Meanwhile, anew General Instrument cable
converter will have built-in tuning for
Music Choice and will display song
information on the TV screen.
Anyway, if either Music Choice or
Digital Music Express is available
through your local cable-1'V company,
Irecommend that you give it atry.
Moreover, if you spend much time
watching movies on HBO, Showtime,
or another premium cable channel, these
digital radio services are not merely a
convenient way to hear alot of music;
their film-soundtrack channels are so
much better than any TV sound that I
consider them mandatory.

Canada: Robert Deutsch

Like the Canadian political scene, Canadian audio is going through some
changes. The VP of the Canadian distributor of awell-known line of British
loudspeakers told me that, as far as he's
concerned, the High End is dead. (It's fair
to point out, however, that the speakers
in his line are almost entirely mid-fi.)
Within the past year, one of the longestablished Toronto-area dealers went
bankrupt—only to open up afew weeks
later under adifferent name in asmaller
space afew doors down from the old
store, which, in turn, now serves as asecond location for one of the leading highend stores. Another high-end dealer has
moved from avery plain-looking store
in an industrial plaza in the suburb of
Scarborough (called "Scarberia" by
Toronto city-dwellers) to alarge, restored
old home in the prosperous Markham
area just north of the city.
Things are definitely booming for
Canadian audio manufacturers. Sonic
Frontiers has moved to anew factory that
has more than four times the space, and
they've doubled their staff. Bryston has
moved out of Toronto to the town of
Peterborough, about an hour's drive
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1994

entered the powered subwoofer market.
Their new PS-1000 ($599) uses a10"
driver in abandpass configuration, with
a120W amplifie; high-/low-pass filters,
and acontinuously variable phase control. More ambitious subwoofers are in
the works. Unity Audio had prototypes
of non-powered subwoofers (tentatively
named Foundation, US$1000 each);
these have 12" drivers in abipolar pushpush arrangement. For those riot quite
ready to buy the US$15,000 Unity
Audio PARM system, apair of these subs
plus apair of CLA-3s will make up asort
of Mini-PARIVL
Blue Circle is a new Canadian
manufacturer that introduced its first
product at the show: the $3000 BC 3
line-level tube preamplifier. It looks quite
striking, with astainless steel, nonmagnetic chassis, wooden (!) knobs, and
outboard power supply. It's also full of
audiophile goodies like Cardas wiring
and jacks, Holco 0.5% metal-film resistors, and ICimberKaps.
Home Theater was present, of course,
I've heard the Canadian Ethera Vitae
with McIntosh doing aparticularly
impressive—if over-loud—demo. Most speakers before, and could not muster
of the action, however, was in the pure- more than modest enthusiasm. At this
show, however, Iwas very impressed:
audio rooms. And, for asmall show,
whether playing the ever-popular Canthere were asurprising number of new
tate Domino or aCD reissue of early Mills
and interesting products. Totem had
the prototype of anew speaker called Brothers, the Vitae ($3500 including
stands), driven by OCM Technology
the Mite: very small, but with alively,
electronics, had an airy, open sound,
dynamic sound and bass extension/qualwith good bass extension. I'm told the
ity that belied its size. At $59W this looks
speaker's design has undergone some
like awinner. The Parts Connection
tweaking, but the major improvement
division of Sonic Frontiers had aD/A
Processor kit called the Assemblage was apparently brought about by substituting aheavy metal stand for the
DAC-1. For US$449, you get afully
earlier wooden one. And some people
assembled board; all you have to do is
still think the speaker stand is overrated
mount the input/output jacks and make
atotal of 21 solder joints—about an as acontributor to sound quality. ..
OCM Technology is an admirable
hour's work. And part of the guarantee
from The Parts Connection is that if you example of Canada/US cooperation in
audio. The Rochester-based company is
screw up, they'll fix it for you! The
asubsidiary of Magnum Dynalab of
Assemblage DAC-1 uses a20-bit BurrBrown PCM 1702 DAC, Crystal input Brampton, Ontario, with the circuit
receiver, NPC filter, potted toroidal boards and some of the parts made in
Canada but the engineering and final
transformer, and RFI/EMI filter.
Resolution Audio had aprototype of assembly done in the US. Designer
their new CD transport, expected to be David Belles was on hand at the show,
in production in 10-12 weeks. Based on and told me that the OCM 88 preamp
the TEAC chassis, this looks like avery ($2800) has recently undergone aredeserious product, with acustom transmit- sign to deal with some criticisms of the
ter, and are-clocking board physically unit's ergonomics; he feels that it now
separated from the rest of the circuitry. sounds much better, as well as being
Resolution also had their D/A processors, more convenient to operate. Owners of
which can be used singly or doubled-up the previous version can have it updated
in aunique balanced double-mono con- (which involves circuit-board replacement) for $200.
figuration.
Sirna's Celeste amplifiers (W4070,
Paradigm's speakers have always been
known for their bass response; it was $1599; W4150, $1999; W4250, $2999)
only amatter of time before Paradigm are continuing to evolve, and are now
about to enter the US market. The
styling, with rounded heatsinks on each
3Unless noted otherwise, prices are in Canadian dollars.
side, looks alittle strange, but it actually
Prices for speakers are per pair, except subwoofers.

from Toronto, where they have more
room for the expansion they anticipate.
Both negative and positive trends were
in evidence at the Canadian Consumer
Electronics Exposition (CCEE, née CEEX), held in Toronto September 9-11,
1994. The show itself had fewer rooms
than in previous years, but the mood of
the exhibitors and attendees Italked to
was decidedly upbeat. One thing that
helped create the positive mood was the
venue: the Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza,
an elegant hotel in downtown Toronto,
and a major improvement over the
grotty airport-strip hotel that was the site
of the previous Toronto show.

THINGS ARE DEFINITELY
BOOMING FOR CANADIAN
AUDIO MANUFACTURERS.
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WE PLAY TO

The PSB Alphas are
simply one of the greatest
buys in audio, providing a
musically satisfying sound for
pin

apaltry $200 ... For their price,
the PSB Alphas are asensational
audio bargain. Now get out those
checkbooks!'

Jack English, Stereophile,
Vol. 15, No. 7(July, 1992)

Stereophile
Recommended
Components

Sound&Yision
Magir ne

W INNER

UNIQUE VOICE IN
THE CR
WorldRadioHistory
For your nearest
PSB dealer call TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641

makes sense, since it allows mounting the
AC plug away from the amplifier's circuitry, thus reducing the potential for
EMI. The W4250 with matching P4001 preamp ($995) was making very
nice sounds with apair of ATC SCM20s.
Unusual styling is also the hallmark
of anew line of Canadian speakers from
Gershrnan Acoustics. The speaker they
were playing was the $4600 Avant
Garde—a truncated pyramid with the
top third slanted back at amore severe
angle (for time alignment). A major
room-related bass-boom problem made
their sound difficult to evaluate.
Wireless speakers utilizing the 900MHz
transmission band are starting to appear;
Canadian loudspeaker manufacturer
Esper Signals had announced that
they'd be showing the prototype of a
wireless speaker with built-in class-D
(ie, digital PWM) amplifier, but the
announcement turned out to be premature. They did have aprototype of the
class-D amplifier, and the amp/speaker
combo will be at the WCES.
Oracle had several speakers at the
show, but the good news for analoglovers is that the company is continuing
to refine the turntable on which its fame
is based. They had the new $3300 Delphi
Mk.V, which has several parts in common with the top-of-the-line Première.
Its noise floor is said to be significantly
lower than that of the Mk.IV.
One of the best sounds at the show
was in the Bryston suite. In avery large
room, Bryston 7Bs were driving apair
of the British PMC ABls ($3800). The
speakers are from aline of professional
studio monitors that Bryston has taken
on for distribution; the sound had agood
balance between precision and openness,
and none of the excessively forward or
clinical quality that typically characterizes
studio monitors.
Let's see, what else. ..
the tiny, floorstanding, cute-as-the-dickens Royd
Minstrels ($750). Driven by the top
Exposure electronics, these mini-towers
(and Imean mini: less than 2' high, 7"
wide, 5" deep) somehow managed to
conjure up asoundstage taller than the
speakers, and produced a pleasant,
musical sound. The just-out-of-the-box
Electrostatic Research Model II hybrid
electrostatics ($4900), newly imported
by Diversive Technologies, sounded
quite promising.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

As reported previously in this space (by
Ken Kessler in May 1994, for example),
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Philips joined with major Japanese companies to launch the Video CD format,
a5" CD-like disc that squeezes an hour
of digitally compressed audio and video
into the 1.4 megabits/second data rate of
the CD. Known as the MPEG-1 standard for compressed digital video, its picture is barely of VHS quality. Perhaps it's
no accident that, while some movies are
being issued in this format, no one is tatting Video CD seriously as aprimary distribution format. Before long there may
be millions of players in homes that can
play Video CDs, but this ability is
incidental to the educational and videogame functions of the hardware—the
Philips CD-I, Panasonic's 3DO, some
CD-based video game systems, and all
multimedia (XA-standard) computer
CD-ROM drives.
In recent years there also have been
strong pressures to complete the development of ahigher-quality compressedvideo format, MPEG-2, with adata rate
of about 6megabits/second. The technical standards for this format are nearly
complete. Of course, at quadruple the
CD's data rate, MPEG-2 would require
either alarger disc or away to pack bits
more tightly into the 5" disc.
On several occasions in recent years,
we have reported on experimental CDs
that use various methods of achieving a
higher data capacity. Three years ago,
Sony introduced an
STER system that
could read smaller pits despite using an
infrared laser. A new multilayer technique from IBM would permit different bitstreams to be embedded at slightly
different depths in aplastic disc. The pit
tracks would be pressed on thin plastic
films, and several films would be stacked
and glued to form the multilayer disc.
During playback, different layers would
be accessed by re-focusing the laser's
scanning spot at adifferent depth.
The most widely explored technique
for making high-density CDs (and the
method most likely to become anew
standard) employs ashort-wavelength
laser producing visible rather than infrared light. The beam from such alaser
can be focused down to asmaller spot
that would record and play smaller pits.
Optical Disc Corp. has proposed aset
of "Blue Book" standards that specify
how quad-density CDs could be massproduced with only slight modifications
to existing CD-pressing equipment.
[And according to the September'94 issue
of Hi-Fi News & Record Review, Pioneer
in Europe recently demonstrated acurrenttechnology, double-speed audio CD that uses
24-bit, 88.2kHz sampling. The playing time
is correspondingly reduced to 35 minutes.—Ed.]
We've been following developments
WorldRadioHistory

in high-density CDs because of the possibility that the high data rate of such a
system could be the basis of anew class
of audiophile Super-CDs. As Roger
Dressler noted in his "Manufacturer's
Comment" (September'94, Vol.17 No.9,
p.179), ahigh-density CD could accommodate recordings with 96kHz sampling rate and 20-bit resolution, or several channels of discrete surround-sound
without perceptual coding. There's just
one drawback with any such disc format:
it's not aCD, and couldn't play on the
millions of existing players!' It would be
anew system, which would require new
international agreements to become a
standard. More important, since most
people are content with the sound quality of conventional CDs, the market for
aSuper-CD format might not be large
enough to pay back its development cost,
and record companies would be reluctant
to produce every release in both CD and
Super-CD versions.
The real money for a new highdensity format will come from video.
Now that manufacturers are nearly ready
to agree on the coding for MPEG-2
compression of digital video, they also
are ready to marry the code to ahardware design for ahigh-density CD that
can carry the 6Mb/s of data. By the time
this magazine arrives in your mailbox,
manufacturers will have exhibited the
new format for 5" video discs at the
Japan Electronics Show. It may be called
the Digital Video Disc (DVD), since it
will be the first consumer product to
deliver video in digital form. It probably won't be called HDCD (highdensity CD), because that abbreviation
has already been used by Pacific Microsonics for the High-Definition Compatible Digital" CD format that Robert
Harley has discussed in these pages.
The largest players in the CD business
(Philips, Matsushita, Sony, Sanyo) already support the new DVD format. It's
likely to be unveiled as anew world standard within the next few months, with
discs and players arriving in stores by
early 1996. DVD has two important
advantages over the current Video CD:
Its playing time will be long enough to
fit most movies onto asingle disc, while
the Video CD format requires two discs
per movie. And the picture quality of
MPEG-2 is much better than MPEG1—close to broadcast-quality, though
still not equal to the best laserdiscs. The
DVD also may include 5.1-channel
surround-sound, in either AC-3 or 17I'S
code.
4A higher-density CD that was developed by Nimbus,
and which promised to play video through an external
decoder, was widely criticized because it would play on
some CD players but not on all.
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if you appreciate the na:uralsounding reproduction of music
made possible by vacuum-tube
:echnology—but were afraid of
the hassles and the prohibitive
price— have we got news for
you. Audio Research, the 25year leader in vacuum-tube technology dedicated to music
reproduction, has made a
vacuum-tube music system more
affordable than ever It's the
New LS7 stereo line preamplifier
and VT60 stereo power amplifier,
both featuring new, all-tube
circuits that deliver rich, satisfying sound and world-renowned
Audio Research construction.
Two down-to-earth audio components that are capable of truly
out-of-this-world performance.
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"What this country needs is agoodfive-watt
amplifier."
—Paul Klipsch

CB

careful:' warned Dennis
Had. "You're working with
eight watts per channel there
"Eight watts? Ithought the spec sheet
said seven."
"Seven watts. Eight watts peak. Says
so on the spec sheet."
We were talking about the SE-1 singleended tube amplifier from Audio Electronics Supply that Dennis had just sent
me. AES, the underground sister company of Cary Audio Design,' sells kits,
assembled amps and preamps, tubes, and
tube-related parts directly to consumers.
You can buy the SE-1 assembled for
$1050 complete with Cetron 300B
output tubes; $950 with "Cary" 300B
tubes—a Chinese-made, brown-bottom
Shuguang (new production); $899 in kit
form with Cetrons (less if you already
have tubes); and various upgrade options,
like oil-filled coupling caps for $60/pair
and ICimber RCA jacks for $25/pair.
Check with AES for the àla carte menu.
If you buy the amp assembled, you save
yourself 12-20 hours of what Iregard
as tedious, possibly frustrating, work.
Better to have one of AES's techies build
it for you, since they know what they're
doing and can assemble one in 3-4 hours.
One other consideration: If you buy
the SE-1 assembled, you have 30 days to
return it for arefund (less shipping); if
you buy it in kit form and start to build
it, it's yours (if you run into trouble, AES
will finish or troubleshoot it for you for
aflat $89.95). In other words, you have
to trust that it sounds as good as Dennis
Had and Isay it does.
"How many of these have come
back?" Iasked Dennis.
1AES is so underground, Dennis tried to hide its existence from me! Cary Audio Designs and AES share the
same address and phone/fax numbers: 111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court, Cary, NC 27511. Phone: (919)
460-6461. Fax: (919) 460-3828.
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Itold Yerry Gladstein about this amp.
Yerry, you may recall, is one of the folks
who first spread the word about the
Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400.
"What are you driving?" Yerry asked.
"A Nissan Altima."
"Wise guy. What speakers?"
"Oh, stuff that Ishouldn't be driving
with it. The RA Labs Mini References?
Celestion 3 Mk.IIs. When you have
8Wpc, you have to cheat."
Cheat?
Yes, you have to learn to ignore
speaker manufacturers' recommenda-

tions. You know-20Wpc, 50Wpc. You
have to throw recommendations out the
window; try the 7or 8W and see what
happens.
You can do other things, too. You can
take, say, apair of ProAc Response Is and
remove the speaker stuffing 3—that'll
boost the speakers' sensitivity. (It may
also cause the cabinets to resonate more.
But the cabinets may have intentionally
been overdamped so that the speakers
sound reasonably good with transistor
amps.) You do this kind of thing at your
own risk, of course. Tellig did not tell you
to do it!
Another way to cheat is to set your
system up in asmall room—like abedroom. An amplifier is like aroom airconditioner: you can get by with amuch
smaller unit in asmall room. But by far
the best way to cheat is to turn down the
volume. These are the '90s—we should
all learn to live on less. Trade in your
Mark Levinson, your Jeff Rowland, your
Threshold, your Krell.
This low-power, single-ended triode
stuff appears to be catching on, but most
of the action is underground. You still
don't read much about it in The Absolute
'Phile, and you don't hear much about it
from most equipment manufacturers or
high-end dealers, either. And no wonder.
The very existence of these amplifiers
calls into question, if not downright contradicts, much of what the magazines
have been saying, manufacturers have
been making, and dealers have been
selling.
"Eight watts! It's clipping! It's clipping!"
This was from aspeaker manufacturer
who was hearing the Audio Electronics
Supply SE-1 on his own speakers at Jerry
Gladstein's house.
"So what?" countered Jerry, trying to
calm the manufacturer. "Listen to the
instruments, to the timbre. The thing
sounds beautiful."

2See May 1994's "Sam's Space" (Vol.17 No.5, p.41).

3Be careful not to damage the drivers, and safely store
the stuffing in case you want to put it back.

"None," he said, faxing me asheaf of
testimonials from happy purchasers. "A
few people have sent them back for us to
finish assembling or for troubleshooting, but no one has requested arefund."
The SE-1 is designed to be left on all
day in standby mode. Of course, if you
go on along weekend or vacation, you'll
probably want to shut it off. It sounds
quite special out of the box, but 60-80
hours' burn-in gives it even more life
and bloom, and the palpability of the
sound improves considerably. That's
what makes this amp so special—the
performers and their instruments sound
so startlingly real.

T

HE VERY EXISTENCE

OF SINGLE-ENDED
TRIODE AMPLIFIERS
CALLS INTO QUESTION
MUCH OF WHAT THE
MAGAZINES HAVE BEEN
SAYING, MANUFACTURERS
HAVE BEEN MAKING, AND
DEALERS HAVE BEEN
SELLING.
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A DISCRETE PROPOSITION
Ten years ago the CD promised "perfect sound...forever."
But something vital was missing for those with an ear for the discreet.
Call it sonic character. Or audio integrity. But the embedded nuances that breathe
brilliance and vividness into arecording were lost simply because data could not be
accurately decoded and played back.
Until now.
Introducing the DS Pro Generation V digital processor from Theta Digital.
The Generation V is the progeny of years of Theta research and evolution,
surpassing not only our proprietary standards for high-quality digital playback, but also
those ofcompetitors which sell for thousands of dollars more.
Featuring an all-new, fully-discrete, analog section with its large open-loop
bandwidth, current feedback configuration the Gen V has ultra-fast slew rates and
extremely low peak error and settling :imes. And the class-A design produces the
smoothest waveform transitions possible, eliminating subtle crossover distortion.
All of which means digital playback has finally come of age.
We propose that you spend aqt_iet moment with aDS Pro Generation V.
'our, in for the most fulfilling CD listeni lg experience to be heard anywhere.
THETA D IGITAL. D IGITAL DONE RIGHT.

SORE

THETA DIGITAL CORPORATION
5330 Derry Avenue, Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 (818) 597-9195 Fax (818) 597-1079
WorldRadioHistory

"Maybe you should sell these speakers,
buy the amp:' Isuggested to Jerry. The
speaker manufacturer was not amused.
Jerry was playing arecording by the
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra. Then he
put on arecording of Mahler's First
Symphony—not by the Orpheus, obviously. Not much in the way of dynamics
—no surprise. Now the amplifier really
clipped.
"What awonderful unit!" exclaimed
Jerry. "I have to get one of these."
"Not so fast:' huffed Lars, who was
standing nearby. "I think Ihear something wrong. Yes, something is. ..wrong.
The highs are all goner
Iwon't deny it. The SE-1, along with
other single-ended amps I've heard, does
sound different from other amps. But it
may be the glare that's gone, not the
highs.
The thing about the SE-1—and this
is what Jerry gets and Lars doesn't—is
that it's fun. It's fun to tell your friends
you're running on 8Wpc. When Ifirst
told Lars Ihad this amp, he said, "That's
ridickilous."
It's fun when you find aspeaker that
shouldn't sound at all good on 8W actually doing so—even if it sounds good
only on chamber music. It'll be fun to see
what appears in the way of relatively
inexpensive, highly efficient speakers that
sound reasonably dynamic on 7or 8W.
"Years ago, the industry decided to
trade efficiency for linearity:' said the
above-mentioned speaker manufacturer
after he settled down abit.
Yes. Of course. Linearity is everything.
It's the old measurement mentality again:
If it measures good, it's got to sound
good—doesn't matter if you don't enjoy
it. We all know where that approach
leads us.
It appears that there are hundreds,
maybe afew thousand, underground
audiophiles in the US who are listening
to these single-ended triode tube amps
that put out 10Wpc or less. Judging by
the ones I've met, almost all of them are
having fun.
"Yes, it clips, unless you use aKlipsch," 4
said one single-ended fan. "But so what?
Let's say your speakers clip for one second, once in five minutes. For the other
4:59, you have glorious, palpable, dimensional sound."
"You know, it's funny," said Dennis
Had, head honcho of Audio Electronics
Supply, "but people who buy these
amplifiers hardly ever call up and say,
'I'm bothered by achalkiness in the
upper midrange,' or 'I think the top end
is alittle grainy.' They're enjoying the
4 I've been in touch with Klipsch and have been
promised some very interesting things to review.
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music."
Dennis isn't impartial, of course—he
makes his living making single-ended
triode tube amps. But one of these lowpowered amps, like the SE-1, may be the
cure for your audio neurosis. Dennis
laughs alot. That's agood sign—he's
having fun. (A lot of high-end manufacturers don't appear to have fun.)

"I hang out alot at Radio Shack:'
admitted Dennis at Stereophile's Hi-Fi '94
High-End Show in Miami this past
April, after we'd downed acouple beers.
You see how subversive this is? Use
whatever speakers you can scrounge up,
and if you almost like them—but not
quite—maybe you should mess with
them.
Another suggestion is to search the
pages of Stereophile's "AudioMart" section, or the classifieds of your local newsT APPEARS THAT THERE
paper. Better yet, make the rounds of
ARE HUNDREDS OF
garage sales and flea markets in search
UNDERGROUND
of old, efficient speakers. You can pick
up apair of speakers for five or ten bucks
AUDIOPHILES IN THE US
and throw them away if you don't like
WHO ARE LISTENING TO
them. Or you can pick up the British
magazine Hi-Fi World,5which publishes
SINGLE—ENDED TRIODE
alot of articles about this low-powered
TUBE AMPS THAT PUT OUT
tube stuff, and offers kits for both elecIOWPC OR LESS.
tronics and speakers.
Meanwhile, some speaker-driver
Many of the "serious" audiophiles I manufacturers—who are close to what's
know aren't particularly pleased with
happening among home-brew speaker
their systems. They keep changing
builders—are catching on to what's
equipment and always have to have the
going on and are starting to develop
latest. When aStereophile or TAS reviewer
more efficient drivers and designs. Cercomes out and says that this or that prodtain speaker manufacturers, too, have
uct is the latest and greatest, they have to
decided to stop whining about how difhave it—often without even listening. It's
ficult it is to design efficient speakers, and
not surprising that many audiophiles
are trying to do it. Ithink we can expect
burn out and opt out, and that many
some very interesting developments
younger, not-so-affluent people decide
soon.
not to opt in: Too much of the equipment
Wish you could have more power?
is overpriced and mediocre.
Too bad.
So this is adifferent direction. Instead
Seven or eight watts is about all you're
of deciding whether you want a100Wpc
going to wring out of each 300B output
or a200Wpc amp made by some solidtube. Of course, you could have an amp
state amplifier designer, you could forget
with more than one 300B tube per side,
the whole power trip and opt for an
but then you'd lose some of the magic
amazing 7Wpc-8W peak.
that comes from having just one output
"What can you drive with the SE-1?"
tube. Me? Iplan to get my ears on apair
Iasked Dennis Had.
of SP-1 speakers from AES as soon as
possible.
Meanwhile, Idid most of my listening with the RA Labs Mini Reference
Speakers, rated by their manufacturer
at 90dB sensitivity. The combination
worked fairly well, although dynamics were somewhat limited—slightly
compressed—compared with the same
speakers on the 20Wpc Audion Silver
Nights. Iused the Marantz CD-63
player directly into the SE-1—no preAudio Electronics Supply SE-I single-ended
amp, no line-stage, nuthin'. (The CD-63
power amplifier
has avariable-volume analog out.) 6

I

"Well, we're coming out with aspeaker
of our own—the Audio Electronics
Supply SP-1 at aprojected $1495/pair—
which should be available by the time
your article appears. But what we sometimes tell people is, 'Go down to Radio
Shack, pick something out, and try it. If
you don't like it, take it back.'"
WorldRadioHistory

5Hi-Fi World, 64 Castellain Road, Maida Vale, London
W9 1FX, England. Tel: (44) 71-289-3533; Fax: (44) 71289-5620. The US distributor can be reached at P.O.
Box 754, Manhasset, NY 11030-0754. Tel: (516) 6273836. Fax: (516) 627-1972.
6The RA Labs Mini Reference does work pretty well
with the SE-1. The Mini Reference is an acousticalsuspension speaker, adesign inherently inefficient
because so much of that bass energy gets boxed up—
constipated, if you will. It's astonishing that the Mini
References work as well as they do on amere 7W Or 8.
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W HEN DOES
16

19_6?

Ten years ago Meridian gave music
lovers the first high end CD Player.
Since then, professional recordists and
audiophiles have enjoyed the benefits of
Meridian's digital technologies.

Meridian 618 Digital Mastering Processors
with High Resolution Analog to Digital
Converters allow 19.6 bit resolution
information to be stored in the 16 bit
format.

Hundreds of recordings are now

available using these technologies.

Only high resolution playback systems
can enjoy this wealth of new musical
information. Meridian High Definition
CD Systems realize this with:

High Definition Dual-differential Delta Sigma DIA converters
Sophisticated 5th order noise shaping
Super low jitter double phase lock loop reclocking
Precision high output digital amplifiers
Carbon and glass fiber non-magnetic disc clamping
Low acoustic and mechanical feedback disc loading system
Four layer surface mount technology printed circuit boards

There is more music in your collection
than you are hearing. Visit this musical
experience at your Meridian dealer.

BOOTHROYID STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc.
3800 Camp Creek Parkway,
Building 2400, Suite 112,
Atlanta GA 30331
Tel (404) 344 7111
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Fax (404) 346 7111

How to describe the sound of asingleended triode tube amp?
Two things: palpable presence and
truth of timbre.
Iknow, I've used these phrases in connection with other amplifiers; but a
single-ended tube amp excels in these
qualities. With agood recording—especially avocal, asolo instrumental, or a
chamber recording—the sound has a
startlingly real immediacy. Not so much
"real" in the dynamic sense, because
dynamics may be constrained; but real
in the sense that the performer is almost
present. The sound can sometimes be
uncanny (but beware of poor recordings!).
Ithink this is related to timbre. All too
often, and especially with non-tube
equipment, Ican't luxuriate in the beauty
of the timbres of instruments and voices.
Again, with single-ended tubes, Ican
experience the sound of apiano, aviolin, or an oboe, let's say, suspend disbelief, and believe the sound is real.
Single-ended tube sound lives and
breathes. It's proof that C.G. Jung could
be right: something inanimate can have
asoul. Single-ended equipment is human,
although—like human beings—some
equipment is more human than others.
Of course, other amplifiers do some
of the same things—including the Audion
Silver Nights, which aren't single-ended
but push-pull—and the neat Quicksilver
GLA, which isn't single-ended or atriode
design. But asingle-ended tube amp like
the SE-1 has this timbral beauty in
spades.
Is it accurate? Am Ioverdosing on
generous helpings of even-order harmonic distortion? Do Ineed to regain my
sense of balance and order? Maybe. Ido
think that Lars is right in suspecting that
the treble may be rolled off. But I'm not
afraid of losing my marbles (assuming
Ihaven't long since done so)—losing
one's marbles is what hi-fi should be
about.
One thing is certain: The SE-1's sound
is startlingly different from that of the
amp you're currently using—unless, of
course, you're already using asingleended job.
Faults of the SE-1?
Ithink you can get more power from
a pair of Cary 300SE single-ended
monoblocks, to the tune of $3695/pair—
more soundstage depth and width, and
more detail, too. But the SE-1 has the
same sonic signature for much less
money. You may not want to plunge into
single-ended for $3695; $1000 for an
assembled SE-1 is another matter.
What about speakers?
Ifyou look through the speakers listed
in the Audio magazine equipment direcSTEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1994

tory, you'll see that very few are recommended for use with amps of less than
20W, and damned few entries say "under
10W" Still, the Audio guide can point the
way to relatively sensitive speakers.

SINGLE-ENDED
EQUIPMENT IS HUMAN.
Impedance is also important—not so
much whether it's low (although you
don't want anything that goes below 3
ohms), but whether it's even with frequency. Tubed amps like to see even
impedances.

midrange was still recessed and the top
rolled-off), and the bass took on atightness and became more defined.
Now Iwas getting somewhere. Itried
three Shun Mook Mpingos per speaker
—which is more money spent on the
discs (retail) than Ipaid for each speaker
on sale. Still further improvement. By
messing with the Mpingos, Iwas able to
adjust the depth and width of the soundstage, smooth out the treble even more,
and pretty much stop the bass from
booming (although it was still extended
and powerful)?

SHACK ATTACK

Taking Dennis Had's advice, Ihied me
down to Radio Shack to see what Icould
find on sale. Lo, Idiscovered the Optimus 990 speakers (catalog #40-1125)
marked down from $149 each to $98
each. That's $196/pair. Ipounced (at least
to the tune of a30-day money-back
trial).

Shun Mook Mpingo resonance-control devices

Then it hit me that Asian audiophiles
tend to like big horn speakers. It stands
to reason that Shun Mooking might
make more of a difference on such
speakers, since they have big cabinets. I
can visualize the people from Shun
Mook smiling as Iwrite this.
Iremember my first conversation with
the Shun Mook fellows:
"What do these things do?" Iasked.
"Change sound!" replied one of the
Shun Mookers. And that, indeed, is what
they did—rather dramatically—on the
Optimus 990s: change their sound. I
tried the Mpingos on the RA Labs and
they did the same thing—especially the
soundstage. Imoved the Mpingos like
checkers, and they sort of pulled and
Radio Shack Optimus 990 loudspeaker
stretched the soundstage with it.
Each speaker has ahorn tweeter, and
Itold Dennis about my experience
its 15" woofer is said to provide "thun- with the Radio Shack Optimus speakers.
derous" bass. Specs are sparse: 100Wpc
"Are those the Model 990s?" replied
maximum power handling (minimum Dennis by fax. "I was hoping you
not specified). Iset the speakers up on wouldn't catch on to those. The woofers
12"-high Target stands and hooked them need tightening, the cabinet resonates,
up to the 7W SE-1.
the crossover is about the size of your
Wow. Now this was dynamic stuff. wristwatch; but the bass driver and the
Things immediately sounded different horn tweeter are both very good. These
from what I'm accustomed to: the mid- speakers were the inspiration for my
range was recessed, the top rolled off and SP-1."
the bass was. ..
well, thunderous. TightAh-ha!
ening the screws on the bass drivers
No—Dennis is not planning to buy
(don't tighten too much!) helped to clean the Radio Shack speaker and sell it to you
for seven times the price. In other words,
things up.
Then Ihad an inspiration: Itook a I'm sure you won't be had—I know he's
Shun Mook Mpingo disc and put it atop
7With some speakers, such as the Thiel CS1.5, the
each Optimus 990 cabinet. The treble Mpingo
discs appear to make little or no difference Or
smoothed out rather nicely (although the it could be that Ihaven't used them correctly.
WorldRadioHistory
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1\1 9-38S
LoOks can be deceiving.
Taking care of our customers is just as
The Mark Levinson N°38
important as designing superlative
and the I/1°38S preamps
products. In recognition of this fact,
appear much the same,
any owner of the N°38 may upgrade
inside and out. However,
their preampifier to the N°38S for the
with a multi-layer circuit
difference in price between the two
board of an exotic
products. It's our way of saying thanks
material and thirty new
to those who have taken the time to
components, thele38S
discover the benefits of owning one of
breaks new ground in
our products: sonic performance, build
tow-level resolution,
quality and design sophistication. And
dynamics, and detail.
if you have friends who recently
Look closely. Listen.
purchased another brand of
The audible
preamplifier? Don't be surprised if they
improvement is
re singing the blues....
stunning.

--nerhr>r®
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spent months refining his crossover;
Iknow he's having the bass drivers
custom-built; Iknow he'll brace his cabinet and won't use crummy components
or spring-loaded speaker connectors.
But Ican see Dennis's point about the
cheap little Optimus design having its
good points. If you want to build asensitive horn speaker, this wouldn't be a
bad place to start.
"There's nothing like a15" woofer for
dynamic music. Try it on piano," suggested Dennis.
Gad, he's right. He's also right that the
sound is alittle "speaker-bound"—the
speakers don't disappear, and the sound
doesn't float magically between them.
This, indeed, seems to be the 990s' weak
point—even after you've tightened the
drivers and Shun-Mooked the cabinets.
The speakers lack definition, and imaging is alittle vague; but they don't spit
or sizzle.
Overall—especially considering the
price—the 990 isn't bad. Ibet that most
people who buy these speakers enjoy
them, which is probably more than most
audiophiles can say about the speakers
they've bought. If you're handy with a
soldering iron, you could buy apair of
990s on sale (I wouldn't buy them at
regular price—everything at the Shack
goes on sale at one time or another) and
maybe build your own crossover and
brace the cabinet.
What do you think—should Ikeep
them? They'd make great party speakers!
Icould use them to belt out Russian pop
music: Valery Leontev, Alexander Malinin, Alla Pugachova. Or maybe I'll take
them back and wait for one of the
Shack's more deluxe horn-loaded jobs
to go on sale.
Nah. I'll wait and see what Had has—
or maybe Klipsch. Mike Dyer of Klipsch
tells me they're working on some interesting new designs. And guess what?
Paul Klipsch, at 90 years old, is still
involved.

BACK TO THE SE-I

Will this amp clip on you? Sure. Most
amps do, unless it's aCrown Macro
Reference. Ihear the SE-1 clips quite
often. Does it bother me? Sure. But
unless your speakers are hopelessly
wrong for the SE-1, the clipping may be
no more annoying than an LP tick or
pop. Says Dennis Had, "You don't listen to ticks and pops and surface noise
on vinyl, do you? You listen around it!"
Good point.
As Had has it in the SE-1 manual, "In
the power war of amplifier manufacturers, the mentality is focused on high,
and then even higher, power output to
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

solve the clipping problem when in realsystem—and maybe start asking yourself
ity, the most critical aspect is how fast a some questions.
recovery an amplifier can achieve after
Do you want to spend thousands of
overload. With the incredible dynamic
dollars on an all-out assault on the state
range of live and, in turn, recorded
of the art? Do you want to own a$10,000
music, even 2000W of power isn't
pair of muscle amps that take over the
enough.
entire living-room floor and turn it into
"Most of the music being listened to
asauna in the summer? Do you still think
in an average listening room [only
that solid-state sounds "almost" as good
requires] about 3watts of power. It is on
as tubes? Do you want to keep fussing
the transients of loud, low-frequency
with aset of audiophile speakers that
program material that tremendous signal
only give you that tweaky, twitchy feelvoltages will appear at the input of the
ing? Do you suspect that the customer
amplifier. It is in this situation that the
who bought the Radio Shack Optimus
overload recovery ability of an amplifier
990 speaker is having more fin than you?
is of critical concern."
Do you think that too many audiophiles
The SE-1 is said to recover quickly
—maybe yourself included—pay more
from brief or even extended overloads.
attention to the equipment than to the
Based on my listening, it does. Besides,
music?
all you need to do to cure most clipping
Ifind this single-ended business interis turn down the volume—you may
esting, but Ican understand the lack of
actually hear more of the music.
enthusiasm for it among editors, writers,
manufacturers, and dealers. The reemergence of the low-powered, single-ended
amplifier calls into question much of
what we've all been told and sold these
many years. If you get into this, you'll
have to train yourself not to worry about
what magazines say—remember that it's
very hard for areviewer who just recommended a200Wpc solid-state monster
amp to turn around and start writing
good things about 7or 8W.
A more serious problem than clipping,
Plenty of people have avested interest
to my ears, is compression—the loss of
in keeping the single-ended business
dynamics that you tend to get with low
underground—including speaker manupower. Some speakers need 50 or 100W
facturers who design inefficient speakers
just to get going—it takes that much
to be used with very powerful amps,
power to push the music out of the box.
and amplifier manufacturers who build
Even the RA Labs Mini References could
powerful amps to be used with ineffiuse more than 7or 8W. But they can still
cient speakers. Even editors, who can't
give most, if not all, of what they've got
figure out how to fit this stuff into
dynamically when running on the SE-1.
"Recommended Componente It doesn't
And the SE-1 only served to deepen my
fit,John. Heh-heh-heh.
respect for this truly great cheap speaker.
Me? Ilove to see people squirm—it's
With other speakers—like the Aliante
the mischief-maker in me. But Ialso like
Model 1and the Thiel CS1.5—the SE-1
to see conventional wisdom and accepted
lacked the power to drive the music
assumptions challenged. Who says eight
through the speakers. It needed some
watts is too few? Who says you can't
pull as well as some push—like another
design efficient speakers without unac300B output tube per side, or amore
ceptable colorations? Who said colorpowerful 845 output tube.
ations are so bad in the first place? Who
But, like Isay, you're just going to
cares if it displeases Harry or Harley or
have to live with that—if you decide that
Martin or Gordon or Tom or Sam if it
an SE-1 is to be had from Dennis. When
pleases you?
all is said and done, you still have only
But maybe the SE-1's greatest virtue
7or 8Wpc of power.
is that it might help get people back into
the hobbyist roots of hi-fi, which used
to be about people buying or building
VESTED INTERESTS
relatively inexpensive stuff and having
Do Irecommend buying an SE-1?
fun with it. It used to be about trying
You bet! For about the price of a3m
new things, improvising, seeing what
pair of trick speaker cables, you can buy
works—not about being told what to
asingle-ended triode tube amp and hear
buy or what works.
this kind of sound for yourself. You can
Years ago, Paul Klipsch said that what
do as I've done and set up aseparate
this country needs is agood 5W ampli-

HI-FI USED TO BE
ABOUT PEOPLE BUYING
OR BUILDING RELATIVELY
INEXPENSIVE STUFF AND
HAVING FUN WITH IT.
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fier. (He really did say it—I asked him.) 8
Now the country has it—only it puts out
7or 8W. Look, half the fun ofbuying this
amp is figuring out what to do with it.
The other half is thumbing your nose at
those who forego the pleasures of singleended in order to maintain their "sense
of balance and order?' What was it one
of Charles Dickens's characters said?
"Discipline must be maintained at all
times." Mind you, I'm not saying you
should necessarily chuck everything and
go single-ended—although Imay eventually end up doing just that. Nor is there
any need to choose one approach or the
other—not if you have the room to set
up two or more separate systems. The
SE-1 allows you to sneak into the singleended triode world and find out what
it's all about.
In my next column Iplan to write
about an $1195 amplifier from Quicksilver Audio called the GLA—Great
Little Amp—which it is. What's more,
the Quicksilver GLA can drive such
speakers as the Quad ESL-63s and the
Thiel CS1.5s, which simply can't get it
up on 8Wpc. Do Iwant to get rid of my
Quads? Ummm, well, I'm not sure Ido
yet—especially not after hearing what
they do with the little Quickie. But I
might eventually—who knows?
This is kind of like watching Jekyll and
Hyde fall apart, isn't it? This is undoubtedly why some writers would love to
sweep the whole single-ended business
under the rug. Me? I've always been fascinated by Jekyll and Hyde—or what
TS. Eliot called "cognitive dissonance."
Ihave no trouble at all believing two
contradictory things at the same time.
Anyway, I'm having alot of fun with
the SE-1, and Ithink you will, too. I've
given up on Lars—he's got to have
power, definition, authority. Then there's
Valery—the madman from Minsk. (This
is the guy with the wind-up gramophone.) Ithink I'll get him—unless our
mutual friend Veekh-tor Goldstein gets
to him first with Jadis. (Not abad alternative to the single-ended stuff.) If Valery
gets Jadis, I'll drive him crazy with Cary
or AES. If he gets Cary or AES, I'll drive
him insane with Jadis. Igot one of my
other Russian audiophile friends so frazzled he moved to Florida.
I'm going back to listening to my SE1. Let her clip—er, rip.

CHANGE SOUND

Iwas so taken with the sound of the SE-1
that Iasked Dennis if one could be had
with N.O.S. (New Old or Original
8Mr. Klipsch is not so keen on single-ended. He tried
it in 1940-something and thought it had no future. But
no one at lUipsch is fighting this.
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Stock), US-made 6SL7WGT input tubes
and oil-filled 0.22µF coupling caps. The
input tubes add $70 to the price (kit or
assembled); the coupling caps tack on
another $60. While Iwas at it, Iordered
up some additional items from Dennis's
àla carte menu: ICimber RCA input jacks
and Edison Price binding posts.
"Any drawbacks to the oil-filled
caps?" Iasked Dennis.
"Well, you have to change the oil every
3000 hours. Otherwise, they're maintenance-free. [pause] Only kidding. They
should last for years."
Man!
What adifference the oily caps made!
(The 6SL7WGT input tubes made a
difference, too, but nothing so dramatic.)
Dennis describes the stock metalized
polypropylene coupling caps as "very
high quality?' and says that the oil-filled
babies cost too much to use if he's going
to keep the price of the SE-1 as low as
possible.

THE AES SE-I MAKES
HI-FI FUN!
Don't cheap out! Spend the extra
dough for the input tubes, and, above all,
spend it for the oily caps. Iswitched the
tubes back and forth between my original SE-1 and the oiled version. The
6SL7WGT tubes increased stage depth
and width, smoothed out the sound, and
opened things up. Worthwhile.
But the lube job!
The coupling caps literally transformed the SE-1 amplifier and lifted it
to awhole 'nother level of performance
—real high-end stuff. There was more
detail, more air, more "there" there—
space between instruments, midrange
bloom. Everything was more palpably
present. Harmonics became richer—
ravishing when they needed to be, jarring when the music called for it. The
highs, which had been alittle closed-in
with the original coupling caps, now
became much more open and extended
—they were defined with crystalline
clarity. The music just flowed better. The
notes followed one another more
smoothly—as if they'd been oiled! Also,
the bass got tighter.
Istarted playing with my Mpingos
again. Iput asingle disc on each RA Labs
speaker, then set atray of three Mpingos
alongside each speaker—exactly 18"
from the center of the speaker cabinet,
in accordance with instructions from Lars.
Lars moved the speakers slightly, too,
so that each was exactly 4' out from the
rear wall and 30" out from the side walls.
WorldRadioHistory

(I used the speakers in my 13' by 23' living room, on the short wall.)
Ha! The soundstage depth and width
improved, the focus became even
sharper—not only was there more there
there, there was also more where there.
Bass tightened up, and Icould swear that
Iwas listening to amore powerful amp.
Until Icranked up the sound, that is; sure
enough, the little baby started to clip.
Never mind. Maybe using the Mpingos
is another way to cheat and get by with
7or 8W.
Mind you, all my listening (before this
issue's deadline) had been with the RA
Labs Black Gold Mini Reference speakers
—which may not be the last word in
resolution and transparency, but are killer
for $173/pair. They're also easy to drive.
Iused aMarantz CD-63 CD player
straight into the amp. (The player's
remote has an adjustable volume
control.)
"Seven watts?' Ireported to Roy Allison, who designed the Mini References.
(I didn't have the courage to tell him
about the Mpingos.)
"Well, that's only 8.5dBW down from
a50W amplifier?' said Roy. "You ought
to be able to get pretty good volume out
of them."
Dennis tells me that, if you have to
have more power, you can double it by
buying two SE-ls. You can do this even
if your speakers don't allow for biwiring. If you have asingle-ended amp
and want amono amp, it seems that you
can simply connect both channels of a
stereo amp in parallel (being damn careful not to cross your + and -wires!).
Meanwhile, Lars has heard the SE-1
on the RA Mini References, and for the
first time in along time he yust listened
and stopped yabbering. Ithink he was
stunned, actually. Ican't swear to it, but
Ithink Isaw his yaw drop. Yours might,
too, when you get your ears on an SE-1.
So. ..
am Iready to give everything
else up and go exclusively single-ended?
Not yet—I'll still keep the Quads in the
main listening room upstairs, where
they're presently making very good music
with the little Quicksilver GLA amp.
The Quads do many things superbly
well. Unfortunately, Idon't think you
can run them on 7W.
But Iwouldn't miss out on this singleended phenomenon for the world. Let
Martin Colloms worry about balance
and order. You and me—let's go listen
to the music.
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Enough
Pretty pictures, elegant graphics
and clever taglines don't make
state of the art audio but, we do.

We built the
best store:

Krell DT-10 Transport

Nine private demonstration
rooms, each set up like aliving room
without trick acoustics so you can hear it
like you would at home: Tranquil and real.

We sell the best:

Audio and video components.
From inexpensive to cost-noobject we have culled and
sifted out the most musical hi-fi
and sharpest video from the rest.
And that is all we sell.
Krell KSA 200S Amplifier

We offer the best service:

-MP

Denon DP-S1 CD Transport
In New York City Exclusively
at Sound By Singer

To us that means doing whatever it takes to
ensure that your needs are met; the ones
you are aware of as well as the ones you
_ may never know about. Delivery,
installation, loaners, exchanges, on
premises and in home service, on site
surveys. Whatever it takes to make you
smile. We do it.
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Gimmicks.
We make
the best sound:

In your home. The idea is to make
it work in your living room, not
ours! So, we use only the most
experienced and skillful installers—
ones who can hear as well as hook
up components. They cost us alot
more, but they get the job done.

conrad-johnson Premier 11

We are the best!

From presentation thru installation each
member of our staff gives 110%. Competent,
caring, expert, thorough and friendly, we
exemplify the term professional.

We have simple tastes:
We like nothing but the best for us,
but more importantly, for you.
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Wilson WATT/Puppy
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HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: Acurus, Adcom, ADA, Alón, AMC, Apogee Grand Series, Aragon By Mondial, ASC
(Tubetrap), Audible Illusions, AudioAccess, Audio Lab, AudioQuest, Aural Symphonics, Bell'ogetti, Benz-Micro, Billy
Bags, B&W, Cal-Audio Labs, Cardas Audio, CDC, ChangLightspeed, conrad-johnson, Convergent Audio Technology,
Creek, Crestron, CWD, Day Sequerra, Denon, Elite By Pioneer, Enlightened Audio Designs, Epos, Fosgate, Faroudja,
Grado, Graham Tonearms, JBL Synthesis THX, JM Labs, Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Krell Audio Standard, Krell
Digital, Lyra Cartridges (Clavis), Martin•Logan, Metaphor, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, Muse (Subwoofers and
Amps), NAD, NBS, NEAR, Niles, Nitty Gritty, Ocos, Parasound, API Power Wedge, Proton, PS Audio, Quicksilver, Rega,
Rockport, Roksan, Rocksolid, Rockustics, Runco IDTV, Salamander, SBS Powerverter, SME, Snell Acoustics, Solid Steel,
Sonance, Sonographe, Sonus Faber, Sound Anchors, Stewart, Stax, Sumiko, Target, Terk, Theta Digital, Timbre
Technology, Totem, Transparent Cable, Valve Amplification (VAC), Van Den Hul Cartridges and Cables,
Vandersteen, Velodyne, Vidikron, VP!, Well-Tempered, Wheaton Triplanar Tonearm, Wilson Audio, WireWorld.
Bold listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound By Singer.
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fyou: 1) live in an apartment, condo,
townhouse, dorm, or share ahouse
or apartment with someone; 2) are
going to, have recently graduated from,
or have never gone to college and are not
working at all, are working aminimumwage job, or have just gotten your first
job but have loans, Visa/MasterCard/
American Express bills, abrand-new car
payment, and can't afford to eat anything
but macaroni and cheese anyway; 3) love
music and want to get into hi-fi but can't
imagine spending $9000 on apair of
speakers, $2750 on apreamplifier, $7950
for apair of monoblock power amps,
$7900 for aCD transport, and/or $14,000
on aCD processor because you don't
even know what aCD processor is, don't
even make $9000 ayear, can't tell the
difference between the Yorx stereo system your dad bought for you when
you were in junior high and the ProAc
Response Whatevers you saw in the local
hi-fi store last weekend when you and
your friends decided to see if anyone at
Stereophik knows what they're talking
about in thefirst place; or 4) want your
music to sound "good," whatever that
means, because ever since you started
reading Stereophile, you've gotten your
priorities all confused and/or challenged,
and you didn't even know you had priorities—then you just might be living in the
Real World.
And if you're living in the Real World,
you just might be interested in joining
me as Iventure into the nether regions
of HiFiLand, into the EW/NS latequator
region known as the "Affordable Region": an area untouched by many, yet
talked about behind closed doors and
written about on bathroom walls.
We'll begin our journey by hopping
on Virgin-System-Setup Airlines; then
we'll fly over Ecstasy Sea, replan our
itinerary, drive across flat, barren wastelands, and end up in three-dimensional
mountains. I'll be your tour guide, taking
you into and out of (maybe) the many
trials and tribulations that one faces when
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

trying to be hi-fi in ahostile Real World.
We'll encounter many hardships and
experience many joys, but we'll also have
alot offunnnnn, because that's what
music is all about.

Colorado with Gordon), he jaunted
along to my third-floor apartment to
help me give my neighbors areason to
hate me. Ilike my music loud, and most
people find much of the music Ilisten to
obnoxious at any level.
N EW TOYS
JA set up the speakers for me: equidisJA suggested Iput together a$2000 tant from the corners at the long end of
"reference system" (that's what he called my living room. He and SSer did most
it) from components that had already of the setting up; Idrank abeer, told
been positively reviewed in Stereophiles them where Iwanted the furniture
pages. That way, both Iand many of located,' and asked acouple questions,
Stereophile's readers would already be like, "Why do you want the speakers the
familiar with the components, and I same distance from the walls?" 2JA also
wouldn't have to worry about dealing pulled the speakers out from the rear
with products of whose value Ior the wall, where Iwould have instinctively
reader was unsure. This would be the put them, muttering under his breath
system to which Iwould compare all about "free space" and "smoother bass."
future components.
Apparently while speakers give the most
bass against awall or in acorner, a
speaker gives its most musically natural
low-frequency balance when arranged
E'LL ALSO HAVE
to be unequal distances from the three
OF FUNNNNN,
nearest boundaries (two walls, one floor).
In any case, JA left me with instructions
BECAUSE THAT'S WHAT
to experiment with placement: "PlaceABOUT.
ment, placement, and placement are the
three most important things in speaker
setup!"
Icould hardly wait for UPS to deliver
After all was said and done, John and
the goods. It nearly drove me nuts when Stoner asked me to put something on my
my NAD 304 amplifier ($379), then my new $1200 reference system. Ichose
Rotel RCD-965BX CD player ($600), Metallica's "Enter Sandman" (Metallica,
arrived, and Ihad to wait three more weeks Elektra 61113-2), which is avery intense
for my NHT SuperZero/SW2/MA-1
song—I can't listen to it any way but
sub/satellite/amplifier system ($930) to loud, even if I'm listening to acassette on
come! So until it arrived, JA suggested my cheap Panasonic portable. Icranked
the bass knob on the amp all the way up
Iuse the $173/pair RA Labs Black Gold
and turned up the volume. JA and SSer
Mini Reference speakers we had inlooked at each other, then at me with
house (see "Sam's Space," Vol.17 No.5,
p.41). Okay, Ithought, but Isure hope I amused fatherly faces.
don't get stuck with them as my reference
1Ihave very little furniture in my apartment: atwinspeakers—see, because bass is reeeeeeal
sized futon on the floor, acouple end tables near the
walls,
one chair, aTV sitting atop amilk crate, and now
important to me, and Iwas reeeeeeally
my stereo.
looking forward to that NHT sub.
2Something like, "The symmetry in each speaker's
JA scrounged up apair of Ardci Rigid
immediate acoustic environment maximizes the imaging
Riser stands and some AudioQuest Fstability and accuracy," was the answer. Huh? What I
think he meant is that you have to position the speakers
18 and Kimber 4PR speaker cables and
symmetrically, otherwise the musical information will
loaded up his Mercedes. Gathering up
bounce sporadically off the walls, causing ageneral state
Steve Stoner (not Stone—he lives up in of musical chaos. Or something.

W
LOT
MUSIC IS ALL
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The Definition Never Changes
The Dynaco Compact Disc Player brings audio's most proven,
high quality technology to your CD collection.
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Iput the NHT MA-1 on the second
tier of the same table, and the sub on top
of the red-fuzzy-material-covered fourby-fours (which we'd arranged in the
shape of asquare) at the far end of that
wall, between the end table and my
TV—this was as far away as Icould possibly get it from the 'Zeros. Iran into a
problem with outlets—I don't have
enough along that wall to plug all my
electronics into. So Ikeep both amps
plugged into the wall, and the CD player
plugged unswitched into the NAD. I
plug in my TV or lava lamp only when
Ineed them. Problem with this is that I
can't listen to music and watch the lava
lamp at the same time. Ihaven't taken the
time to solve this problem yet, but Isuspect that I'll have to buy one of those
multi-socketed adapters, which may
degrade the sound of my system abit—
just one of the unfortunate compromises
apartment-dwellers have to make to get
alittle atmosphere.

GIMME BACK THOSE
SUPERZEROS QUICK!
I'M COMING DOWN!

Then Iwent to Los Angeles for aweek's
vacation, so Ilet Stoner borrow my
SuperZeros—he'd just recently purchased his own SuperZero/SW2/MA-1
system4 and wanted to hear how four
'Zeros and the SW2 would work as a
Home Theater system.
When Igot home from LA, Iwalked
into my apartment ready to turn on some
jams, and remembered that my SuperZeros were gone! Iphoned Stoner.
"Dude, you have to bring those SuperZeros over right now. Iwanna listen to
some music."
"Do you have to have them now?"
"Well, Isure would like to have them
real soon," Ireplied. "I haven't listened
to any music for along time now."
"Hook up the RA Labe he suggested.
"You still have them there."
"Oh, yeah. But Ireally like that sub:'
Isaid. "Actually, I
just had an idea—I can
hook the RA Labs up with the SW2 and
see how they compare to the SuperZeroe
Ipopped the speaker cables onto the
RA Labs and cued-up Chrissie Hynde's
and UB40's version of Sonny and Cher's
"I Got You Babe" (Pretenders: The Singles,
Warner Bros. 25664-2). Yeeee!!! It
sounded awful—the bass was real thick
and muddy, and not at all integrated—
too much overall. So Iturned the MA-1's
volume almost all the way down. That
helped alittle, but listener fatigue set in
after about three minutes. As Ilistened
4He said his curiosity was piqued by CG's review
(Vol.17 No.1, p39); the evening that he and Itraded
songs all night sealed the deal.
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to other tracks Icontinued to mess
around with the level of the MA-1 and
the bass and treble knobs on the amp, but
the RA Labs and SW2 just would not
integrate.
Iturned the sub off and listened to the
RA Labs by themselves for the three days
it took Stoner to get around to bringing
my 'Zeros back, but I
just couldn't listen to them at the volume Iwas used to
listening to the 'Zeros/SW2 at without
getting fatigued.

the music; Ilove that Ican listen loud
without becoming fatigued; and Ilove
the way it looks in my living room—
my living room is my dedicated listening room now, proof positive that music
is of central importance to me. Ilike that
people will know that when they visit
my pad—it makes me proud. For $2000,
this is asystem that makes plenty of
music.

W HAT MY REFERENCE
SYSTEM LACKS

Iwish the Rotel CD player had afunction that told me how much time was left

on each song of aCD, and on the entire
CD itself—even my portable Sony CFD440 CD/tape player had that simple provision. Iwish the amp had aremote. The
CD player has aremote, which is nice for
skipping tracks or repeating songs when
I'm sitting down and don't want to get
up. But more often than not, when I'm
skipping around CDs, Iwant to listen to
some tracks louder than others. In away,
using the CD's remote is pointless,
because Ihave to get up anyway to turn
the amp up or down.
Iwish the NHT MA-1 amp had some
kind of different-colored mark on the
volume control that allowed me to see
what level it's at—there's only asmall
black notch on the dial, but Ican barely
see it in the daylight, let alone at night,
when Ido most of my listening.
RA Labs Black Gold Mini Reference loudspeaker
The reference system could be better
at revealing hidden musical details. I've
Stoner and Idid adirect comparison
been listening quite abit to the Optimus
the night he brought my SuperZeros
CD-3400 CD player with an antique
pair of Sennheiser HD 420SL headhome: Using Fleetwood Mac's "Go
Your Own Way" (Rumours, Warner Bros.
phones. (I tried the $69 Grado SR6Os that
everyone's raving about, but found them
3010-2), we listened first to the RA Labs
unbelievably uncomfortable. Ialso found
alone. Then, keeping the volume conthat, although the Grados played louder,
trols and bass and treble knobs set at the
same levels, we listened to the Superthe highs were too present—ie, it didn't
Zeros/SW2; the difference was amazing.
take long before my ears started to hurt;
The SuperZeros/SW2 actually had a also, the bass through the Sennheisers
was richer and easier to listen to.) Ihear
soundstage—that was the first time Iwas
details through the Sennheisers that
ever able to identify that. The RA Labs,
Ican't hear through the 'Zeros/SW2/
in comparison, sounded flat—as if the
MA-1—eg, Kurt Cobain's coughing on
music was stuck on the wall behind the
speakers. There were also subtle thumb"Pennyroyal Tea" (In Utero, Geffen GFE24607); and the section in Liz Phair's
rolls on atambourine that we discovered
"Mesmerizing" (Exile in Guyville, Matwhile listening to the 'Zeros—they
ador OLE 051-2) where she sounds as
weren't there with the RA Labs. Listenif she's singing in abathroom full of hoting to the 'Zeros/SW2 after the RA Labs
shower mist.
was like reaching the Rocky Mountains
Why is this particular system incapable
after traveling across the wastelands of
of reproducing those details—is it the
Nevada: lush, fragrant, moist, colorful,
CD player? the amp? the speakers? any
variegated landscape vs dry, dusty, brown
combination of components? Idon't
flatlands. Ahh—what relief?
know, but Ifind myself looking forward
to hearing them, and being disappointed
W HAT ILOVE ABOUT
when Idon't. Ihope to discover the
MY REFERENCE SYSTEM
source of the problem; I
just hope Idon't
Pretty straightforward: Ilove the deep,
S
rich bass; Ilove the clean, clear sound of have to spend alot more money.
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MEET THE STARS. BE ASTAR

AT HUI '95

DOUBLETREE HOTEL/LOS ANGELES AIRP
APRIL 28-30, 1995
Every L.A. show has been BIGGER and
BETTER than the last!
Order tickets now and SAVE $7!
Maybe you WON'T mix and mingle
with Hollywood's rich and famous at
HI-Fl '95 this Spring in Los Angeles.
But you will rub shoulders with the
stars of high-end hi-fi for three exciting days. They're all coming:
The top designers and manufacturers.
The editors of Stereophile. And other
audiophiles from all over the world.
The Stereophile High-End Show is a
major international event!
You can play astarring role!
HI-Fl '95 will take place the last weekend
of April at the glamorous Doubletree
Hotel, on Century Boulevard, close to
Los Angeles International Airport with
afree shuttle between. This is the same
great hotel (new name) where we held
the last L.A. show!
For EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
contact: Ken Nelson
Nelson and Associates, Inc.
62 Wendover Road
Yonkers, NY 10705
Phone (914) 476-3157
Fax (914) 969-2746
We're lining up agreat cast!
We expect to see stars like David Wilson,
Jim Thieljeff Rowland, David Manley,
Richard Vandersteen, William Z.
Johnson, Dan D'Agostino, Kevin Hayes,
Steve McCormack, Dennis Had—the
Top Stars of the High End!
You can meet John Atkinson, J. Gordon
Holt, Bob Harley, Tom Norton, Dick
Olsher, Sam Tellig, Bob Deutsch, Jack

English, Barry Willis, Jonathan Scull,
Guy Lemcoe, Peter Mitchell, Kristen
Weitz, and all the stars of Stereophile.

Order now.
Save $7 per ticket.
and book yourself a
terrific hotel deal!
HI-FI '95 rolls out the red carpet for
you with aspecial $7 saving when you
order tickets now— and save yourself
the wait of standing in ticket lines. One
ticket admits you all three days of the
show, April 29 through April 30.
For your room at the Doubletree,
phone them on the double at
1-310-216-5858
The Doubletree Hotel welcomes you
with aspecial Show rate of just $90 per
night, plus tax, double or single
occupancy— subject to availability.
The most FUN you'll have all year.
For awhole weekend—Friday, Satur-

---ifflamemoee"
FREE Concerts!
FREE Special Events!

You pay nothing extra for the free concerts. Free continuous live music. The
panel discussions, including "Ask the
Editors" and "Meet the Designers:" All
the so-called "fringe events" are free.
(Tickets are distributed at no charge
the day of each event.)
Thousands of CDs and LPs on sale!
Hi -Fi 95 is two Shows in one —ahighEnd Hi -Fi Show and aCD and LP Show.
Top record labels and dealers come to
the Show loaded with THOUSANDS
of CDs and LPs, many at special Show
prices—plus thousands of rare
collectors' items.
Bring your wife/husband/significant
other and make that California trip.
Take your kids. Phone your friends
and get agroup together. The more
the merrier
Our ONLY 1995 Show!

day, Sunday—you can see, heat; talk,
live, and breathe hi-fi. Everybody you'll

This will be our oti11. 1995 Show. People

meet shares the same interest you do!
Your friends will be there. People you
met at previous shows.
You'll hear equipment so new that it
won't be reviewed for another three to

will be talking about it for months! Buy
tickets now and save $7 off the price
at the door. Reserve a$90 room at the
Doubletree before they're fully booked.
Be among the stars of HI-FI '95!

six months. You'll marvel at the newest
in Home Theate4 including widescreen
monitors, projection TVs, and the
world's best surround-sound. You'll
test-drive the best car stereo, too.
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NEW!
Trade-Only Hours
Contact: Maura Rieland
(505) 982-2366

çys

NGEL S

r--ORDER HI-FI '95 TICKETS HERE AND SAVE $7.

e

Send me

advance tickets to HI-F1 '95 at $18 each. Ticket good for all 3days.

NAME
ADDRESS

APT.

CITY/STATE/ZIP
HOME PHONE
WORK PHONE
D Check enclosed (Payable to Stercophile, HI-FI '95)

CARD NUMBER

CHARGE MY: D VISA D MasterCard 0 AmEs

EXP. DATE

SIGNATURE

For rooms at the
Doubletree call 310) 216-5858. Hotel reservations fax is (310) 670-1948. Mail in postpaid
WorldRadioHistory
envelope to: HI-F1 '95, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. (505) 982-2366. Or fax your credit-card ticket order
NOW to (505) 989-8791.
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A LIVe
PIANO RECORDING
M OM STEREOPHIlif

JOHN ATKINSON OUTLINES THE GENESIS
OF OUR FIFTH RECORDING PROJECT:
CANADIAN PIANIST ROBERT SILVERMAN
PERFORMING WORKS BY SCHUMANN,
SCHUBERT, CHOPIN, AND BACH,
LIVE IN CONCERT.

The First United Methodist Church, Fourth and Lead, Albuquerque, New Mexico

hat's that noise?" Bob Harley and Ilooked
at each other in puzzlement. We thought
we'd debugged the heck out of the recording setup, but there, audible in the headphones above the
sound of Robert Silverman softly stroking the piano keys
in the second Scherzo of Schumann's "Concerto Without an
Orchestra" sonata, was an intermittent crackling sound. It
was almost as if the God of Vinyl was making sure there
would be sufficient surface noise on our live recording to
endow it with the Official Seal of Audiophile Approval. Bob
tiptoed out of the vestry where we'd set up our temporary
control room and peeked through awindow into the church,
where arapt audience was sitting as appropriately quiet as
church mice.
Quiet, that was, except for one good lady sitting right
under the Manley stereo microphone. Larry Archibald, worried about autumnal coughs spoiling tlie recording, had
placed abig bowl of throat lozenges at the entrance to the
church. This lady, sucking away on her coughdrop, was
absentmindedly playing with its cellophane wrapper. And
playing. And playing. Right up to the moment when Robert
68

Silverman triumphantly pounded out the plangent F-mor
chords at the end of the breakneck—Prestissimopossibile—final
movement of the Schumann sonata.
Live recordings are like that.
matter how carefully you
prepare and predict, something will go wrong. The trick is
to have so much covered that you can confidently allow Fate
to do her thing without it being aproblem. I'm getting ahead
of myself, however. What was almost the entire staff of this
magazine doing with Canada's senior performing classical
pianist in an Albuquerque church one frosty night in November 1992?

No

GENESIS
We first recorded Canadian pianist Robert Silverman back
in 1990, in Santa Barbara,' when he performed Braluns's FMinor Piano Sonata and the three Opus 118 Intermezzi. The
resultant album, Intermezzo, sold quite well? so we decided
1See "The Santa Barbara Sessions," Stereophile, February 1991, Vol.14 No.2,
pp.86-97.
2Still available on both LP and Cl) for $16.95 plus $3 S&H—call (800) 358-6274
for credit-card orders.
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to go for something alittle more ambitious the second time
around: record in concert arecital of great examples of the
Romantic piano repertoire. We wanted to put Bob Silverman on the spot—would the tension of live performance add
amagical frisson to his already dynamic interpretations? We
had never promoted live concerts before—but then, until
1987, we had never put on ahi-fi show, and until 1989, we
had never released arecording.
The first decision involved finding ahall that would be
suitable both for recording and for putting on aconcert. I
firmly believe that you don't record just an instrument; you
capture apicture of the instrument in asympathetic acoustic
environment. You therefore actually record not the instrument, but the hall as it is being excited by the instrument's
sound. It's like landscape photography: the scene you're photographing is always there; the photograph is formed by the
interplay between it and the light (Ansel Adams was amaster
at capturing that interplay). Northern New Mexico has a
number of halls with acoustics to match our liquid light, but
the main problem with almost all of them is noise. The acoustic of Santa Fe's Santuario de Guadalupe, for example, sounds
delicious; it also has traffic passing by almost all the time.
Yes, we might have been able to record there in the early hours
of the morning, but the chances of getting an audience at that
time would have been nil.
In my time at Stereophile, I've attended anumber of classical
concerts at an unusual venue: the First United Methodist
Church in central Albuquerque. Ihad been impressed by the
sympathetic nature of the acoustics of this relatively modern
building, which seats an intimate-sized audience of around
650. Whether it was the King's Singers singing madrigals
or the New Mexico Symphony performing Samuel Barber's
Knoxville 1915, the auditorium's intrinsic sound reinforced
the musical event without swamping it. Importantly, as with
many other modern cities, the downtown location meant
that there would be minimal traffic once the business day
was over. In addition, the church administration feels that
live classical music plays an important role in community
life, and promotes an annual series of concerts.
It seemed ideal for our project, and Harry Hook, the Director of the church's Fine Arts Series, was enthusiastic about
the idea. It was soon adone deal: Stereophile would promote
two concerts featuring Robert Silverman in early November
1992; the church would allow us to mail announcements to
their Fine Arts Series subscribers, as well as giving us arehearsal day in October, and Albuquerque's Riedling Music Company would have anew 9' New York Steinway "D" piano
available. All we had to do was come up with asuitable
program.

THE MUSIC

Ftobert Silverman and Iheated up the fax lines tossing around
anumber of ideas. Bob came up with three separate programs: 1) either the first or second Rachmaninoff sonatas;
2) an all-Chopin recital; or 3) aViennese evening, centered
on Beethoven's "Moonlight" sonata. Gradually, however,
Bob's desire to record what he termed "another Romantic
blockbuster" became paramount, and he decided to showcase
Robert Schumann's little-recorded Opus 14 sonata—
nicknamed the "Concerto Without an Orchestra"—in the
concert's first half. (He would include the sonata's original
second scherzo, which had been omitted from the published
edition.) The second half would feature Schubert's popular set of six Moments Musicaux. Short pieces by Bach and
Chopin would round out the two halves of the evening (see
"The Music" sidebar).
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

ROBERT SILVERIVIAN

"Pianists come and go, but the musical penetration ofthe sort Robert
Silverman brought to his recital. ..
is ararity always. In matters of ultimate concern, his playing dwells on the deepest of levels."
—The Washington Post

R

obert Silverman is perhaps best-known in his
native Canada, where he has performed with
major orchestras from coast to coast. But he has
also appeared, to outstanding reviews, with the Chicago
Symphony and the Boston Pops, and in New York,
Washington, London, Paris, Budapest, Hong Kong, Rio
de Janeiro, and the former Soviet Union.
His repertoire ranges from Bach to Mozart to Gershwin
to new age to contemporary—including the first performance in Canada of George Crumb's Makrokosmos.
He has made over adozen recordings, for Stereophile,
CBC Records/Lea disques SRC, Musica Viva, Orion, and
Marquis. His recording of Michael Baker's Piano Concerto (a work written for and dedicated to Silverman) won
a1991 JUNO Award, while his recorded Liszt recital won
aGrand Prix du Disque from the Liszt Society of Hungary, resulting in an invitation to give the annual all-Liszt
recital in Budapest to honor that composer's birthday.
Other than Intermezzo (1991) and Concert (1994) for Stereophile, his most recent recording was of piano music by
César Franck (Musica Viva MVCD 1061, 1993).
Although he gave his first recital at the age of five and
made his debut with the Montréal Symphony Orchestra
when he was 14, Robert Silverman began his college education as an engineering major, completing three years
of study in that field. The call of music was too strong,
however; he completed his BA in the humanities, spent
two years studying in Vienna, and finished his formal
musical education at McGill University and the Eastman
School of Music.
Robert Silverman presently divides his time between
teaching at the University of British Columbia, where
he is Director of the School of Music, and performing.
His audio system features Martin-Logan Quest loudspeakers, Audio Research amplification, and PS Audio
digital components.

CD I

CONCERT: THE M USIC

Robert Schumann: Sonata No.3 in f, Op.14
("Concerto Without an Orchestra")
Allegro brillante
Quasi Variazoni:
Scherzo 1: Molto commodo
Andantino de Clara Wieck
Scherzo 2: Vivacissimo
Prestissimo possibile
J.S. Bach: The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book One
Prelude in e-flat
Prelude in E-flat
Fugue in d-sharp
Fugue in E-flat
CD 2
Franz Schubert: Six Moments Musicaux, D.780
No.4 in c-sharp
No.1 in C
No.5 in f
No.2 in A-flat
No.6 in A-flat
No.3 in f
rédéric Chopin: Barcarolle, Op.60
•Scherzo No.3 in c-sharp, Op39
Waltz in c-sharp, Op.64 No.2
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SETUP

recording. The church had aYamaha grand piano, and Bob
Harley advertised for apiano student who would be interested in playing it for us in return for aset of demo tapes. We
therefore had the luxury of being able to experiment with
every type of microphone array, fine-tuning the positions
of both the mikes and the piano to get the best representation
of the hall's sound onto tape.

We had traveled to California for Stereophile's Poem and Intermezzo albums to use the facilities and talents of Water Lily
Acoustics' Kavi Alexander. As we were making this recording
nearer to home, and ICavi's recording setup couldn't travel,
Idecided that we'd do this one ourselves.
We had three recorders available: Stereophile had recently
purchased from David Manley an Ampex ATR-100 twotrack, open-reel tape recorder with both 1/
4"and 1
/ "head
2
blocks, which Robert Harley had refurbished and tweaked
with the help of, among others, John Curl and Steve McCormack; Ialso had my two-track, open-reel Revox PR99; and
for digital, Stereophile owned aPanasonic SV-3700 DAT
recorder. David and Eveanna Manley offered to loan us their
one-point stereo microphone, which Bob Harley had successfully used to record the drum track on our Test CD 2.
The Manleys also loaned us a20-bit, UltraAnalog-based
Manley A/D converter and aStarbird boom microphone
stand, both of which we subsequently purchased. In addition,
we still had the Tim de Paravicini-designed EAR mikes we
had bought after recording our 1989 Poem album ,
3 as well
apair ofB&K 4006 omnis—one my own, the other the Stereophile mike Iuse for the magazine's speaker reviews.
For microphone preamplifiers we had the tubed EAR 834,
which had worked so well on our previous recordings; and
achance conversation Bob Harley had had with Museatex's
Ed Meitner resulted in Ed driving down from Calgary with
two prototype solid-state mike preamps he had designed.
For cable, Ihad my own faithful pair of 75' Beyerdynamics
I'd used for many years; in addition, Bill Low of AudioQuest
offered to loan us the long sets of Diamond cables producer
Joe Harley uses for AudioQuest Music's recordings.
Since everything was untested, we needed to do atrial

Listening to the resultant tapes proved interesting: not one
of the mike arrays was 100% accurate to the sound of the
rather bland-toned Yamaha in the church acoustic The EARs,
used as avertically coincident, crossed pair of figure-eights,
struck an excellent balance between soundstaging and midrange accuracy, but were also rich-toned in absolute terms,
making the Yamaha sound too mellow (fig.1, bottom). They
were also noisy at the distance required to capture the optimal
balance between the direct sound of the instrument and the
surrounding ambience. As the only substantive technical
criticism4 made of our Intermezzo album had concerned its
level ofbackground noise, Ifelt we had to go for quieter mikes
this time, given that background noise was emanating from
the EAR mikes.
The spaced B&Ks were used with their black grids, which
give them aflat diffuse-field response but arising on-axis
response (fig.1, top). They were therefore used pointed at
the roof, which gave atonal quality superbly true to the
Yamaha's character. Because the only way to get any kind
of stereo image from omnis is to use them spaced apart, however, the soundstaging was diffuse, with no clearly defined
piano image. At the distance we set the omnis up from the
piano, there was apleasing mix of the direct piano sound and
the church's reverberation.

3See September 1989, Vol.12 No.9, pp.66-100. Featuring works for flute and piano
by Griffes, Reinecke, and Prokofiev performed by Gary Woodward and Brooks
Smith, Poem is available on both LP and CD for $11.95 plus $3 SAM—call (800)
358-6274 f,r
ird orders.

4My favorite musical criticism came from Earl Wild one day over lunch. He regally
informed me that "Silverman didn't get the orgasm Fin the slow movement of the
Brahms] orgasmic enough!' Ihad thought that the Silverman climax, taken from
the first complete take of the movement, was about as emotionally intense as you
could wish for. But then, I'm British.

I
MAGING ACCURACY VS. TONAL ACCURACY

The omnidirectional B&K microphones had to be placed considerably closer to the piano than the crossed-figure-eight Manley for asimilar perceived
amount of reverberation.

70
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DESPITE THE SHEER PHYSICAL DEMANDS OF THE TWO-HOUR-LONG PROGRAM,
BOB SILVERMAN HELD BOTH AUDIENCES RAPT WITH HIS PLAYING.
1111111
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short lengths of balanced AudioQuest Lapis. The amplified
B&K outputs were sent via the long Beyerdynarnic leads to
the Revox open-reel recorder. The right-hand B&K was
placed 90" high, acouple of feet to the inside of the end of
the piano, about 3' back, and tilted slightly toward the instrument. The left-hand B&K was also placed 90" from the floor,
but just to the left of the keyboard—again, about 3' back.
This gave apiano image extending almost the entire width
between the playback speakers, with an enveloping dome
of ambient sound.
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Fig.I On-axis microphone response curves: B&K 4006 with black grid
(top); B&K 4006 with chrome grid (middle); EAR The Mike set to
crossed—figure-eight pattern (bottom) (I0dB/vertical div.).

The single-point Manley microphone, set to its crossedfigure-eight pattern, was the opposite of the B&Ks in that
its soundstage was superbly well-defined. There was apalpably real piano image hanging between and behind the plane
of the speakers, surrounded by the readily identifiable acoustic
of the church. Tonally, however, the Manley mike was less
accurate than the B&Ks: its upper midrange made the Yamaha
sound too clanky, while its top octave was clearly boosted.
If you hadn't heard the original instrument, you wouldn't
be aware of any coloration; but we had heard the original.
Which setup should we use? There was no clear winner.
We all liked the EARs, but they were noisy. We all liked the
imaging palpability of the Manley, but Larry Archibald, in
particular, was bothered by the midrange coloration. We all
liked the tonal accuracy of the B&Ks, but both Bob Harley
and Larry were concerned about the smeared soundstaging.
Once we'd heard what the Manley could do in this department, it was hard to live with anything less.
We decided to wait until the morning of the concert to
make the final decision—until we could hear Bob Silverman,
avery physical performer, playing the Steinway. We did
decide, however, to place an Oriental rug under the piano
to help kill the bounce of its sound from the floor. It also made
the rather bare stage look more inviting.

Crackling cellophane aside, the two concerts went superbly.
Despite the sheer physical demands of the two-hour-long
program, Bob Silverman held both audiences rapt with his
playing—emotionally powerful as required by the music,
yet, as in the two sets of Bach preludes and fugues, striking
an icy clarity reminiscent of the night air outside the church.
he winter atmosphere in New Mexico is like nothing
you've never seen. The lack of airborne dust or moisture
seems to bring distant objects preternaturally close.)
And Bob's Bach! I'm not abig fan ofbaroque music played
on the piano, but the way in which he emphasized the
horizontal nature of the fugal writing, keeping the voices
independent with an instrument which is fundamentally
vertical—je, chordal—was stunning. The Friday-night
audience was particularly supportive, calling Bob back for
so many curtain calls that he gave an impromptu encore:
Chopin's perfect little Waltz in c#.
The atmosphere in the control room was jubilant: this
wouldn't be no "audiophile" recording—all sound and no
substance—but amusical keeper. We went home after the
Sunday afternoon concert already reading the rave reviews
of the record we'd be making by editing together the best
performances from the two concerts.

BEST-LAID PLANS ...

Then Ilistened to the DATs made from the Manley microphone. Yes, there was that well-defined piano image hanging
between the speakers. ..
except that it was too well-defined.
It was mono! Iauditioned the Ampex tapes. Mono. Ichecked
my system—"The Fender bass guitar you are about to hear
should appear to come from the left channel only." It did.
"The Fender bass guitar you are about to hear should appear

DECISION TIME

The microphone decision was made for us the day before
the concert. After we'd pretty much decided that the EARs
struck the best balance between "accuracy" and "musicality,"
one of them developed an intermittent noise. Actually, "bang"
would be abetter word, the recorder meters pegging every
10 seconds or sa So we decided to go with the Manley mike,
positioned 14' back from the piano and level with the top
of the open lid. The Manley's stereo output fed the long
AudioQuest Diamond cables, and then was split with apassive box to feed both the Ampex open-reel machine and the
Manley A/D converter. The ADC's AES/EBU outputs fed
two Panasonic DAT recorders so that any data dropouts
would be covered. We would use the analog tapes for the LP
master, and the digital tapes for the CD master.
As abackup, Iset up the B&K omnis, feeding their signals to either the EAR or the Meitner mike preamps with
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

"Ready?" A concerned-looking, Friday-night Larry Archibald (left) is
reassured by Robert Silverman that everything is going to go well.
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Since the company's founding in 1973, Naim
has stressed the importance of the source as the
foundation of any hi-fi system. Based on the
highly acclaimed CDS and CDI, the new CD3
meets the essential Naim design objective of
revealing information about the composer's
and the musician's intentions, but at a
price that will fit into any system.

1748 NORTH SEDGWICK STREET -CHICAGO -ILLINOIS 60614
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Although we had apair of WA'TTs/Puppies set up in the
control room, the acoustics were so poor and the conditions
so tense that all they told us was that we were capturing something on tape—not whether it was what we were actually
expecting. Yes, we did hear the piano; yes, we did hear the
crackling cellophane; no, we didn't hear that it was not exactly
stereo. Mono.
It took some time before Iwas able to bring myself to listen
to the Revox tapes; before Idid so, Ifed the two channels into
the 'scope. This time, there was the familiar circular, ballof-wool trace indicating astereo source. Reassured, Ilistened.
Stereo. And not just stereo, but amagnificent piano sound.
A diffuse soundstage, yes; but the sound of the Steinway in

to come from the right channel only." It did. Stereo playback. Iplayed the DATs again. Mono. Iran the signals into
an X-Y oscilloscope; the diagonal straight line on the screen
said mono. Sodding mono.
Before the first concert, I'd done what Ialways do: speak
into each microphone capsule in turn so that we could check
that the left channel was indeed the left, the right channel
was indeed the right, and that they were indeed different from
one another. Apparently, however, acapacitor in the Manley's
pattern-switching circuit had failed early in the first concert, selecting that most useless of stereo microphone techniques: apair of coincident omnidirectionals. Two-channel
mono. Sodding mono.

W HAT, W HEN, W HERE,
Venue: The First United Methodist Church, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Recording Dates: November 6& 8, 1992; November
5, 1993.
Instrument: Steinway D piano supplied by Riedling
Music Company, Albuquerque, NM.
Microphones: two Brücl & Kjaer 4006 1
/"omnidirec2
tionals with black (diffuse-field) grids.
Microphone preamplifiers: EAR 824 (1992-1), Meitner
(1992-II), Sonosax (1993).
Cables: AudioQuest Lapis balanced, fitted with AudioQuest XLRs, to mike preamps; Beyerdynamic balanced
microphone cable to recorder.
Recorder: Revox PR99 1/4", two-track, open-reel
recorder.
Playback: Ampex ATR-100 1
/", two-track, open-reel
4

&

How

recorder, restored by Mike Spitz (ATR Service Company)
and modified by Robert Harley, with the invaluable help
of Steve Hogan (Jensen Transformers), Jerry Ziss (Analog
Devices), Steve McCormack (McCormack Audio), and
John Curl.
'Ewe: Maxell XL-1 & UD-XL (1992), Ampex 456 (1993).
Editing/Mastering: Analog original transferred to digital
with the Manley/UltraAnalog 20-bit A/D Converter;
edited with 20-bit resolution on the Sonic Solutions harddisk editing system; mastered and redithcred to 16-bit
Editing/Mastering: Analog original transfercd to digital
with the Manley/UltraAnalog 20-bit A/D Converter;
edited with 20-bit resolution on the Sonic Solutions harddisk editing system; mastered and redithered to 16-bit
Madrigal Laboratories, whose components werc used
in the monitoring and editing.

WHO
Production/Editing/Engineering: John Atkinson, with
Robert Harley
Executive Producer: Larry Archibald
Concert Organizer: Ralph Johnson
Road Manager: Danny Sandoval
Piano Technician: Charles Rempel
Emergency Piano-Stool Repair: Gorm Damborg
Photographs: John Atkinson

And our special thanks to: David and Evcanna Manley;
Ed Meitner (Museatex); Bob Stuart (Meridian); Les Edelberg (Audio Power Industries); Bill Low (AudioQuest);
Hudson's Audio, Menaul Avenue, Albuquerque, NM;
Harry Hook, First United Methodist Church Fine Arts
Series; and the staffs of Stereophile and Albuquerque's First
United Methodist Church, for their time and enthusiasm.

Robert Harley, ready to roll (from left to right): Ampex ATR-I00 1
/
2",
open-reel, two-track recorder: 19" rack containing passive balanced
signal splitter, two Panasonic SV-3700 DAT recorders, Manley stereo
20-bit ADC, Apogee stereo ADC, and Power Wedge AC-line
conditioner; Revox PR99 .,", open-reel, two-track recorder.
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the Albuquerque hall was deliciously accurate. A shiver went
down my spine as Ilistened to the shimmering arpeggios
cascading down behind the big hymn tune in the third
Chopin Scherzo. Iwas back in the church.
David Smith of Sony Classics, aman as fascinated as Iam
by the art of recording the piano, once told me that the trick
to getting musically natural, reverberant piano recordings
was to arrange for that reverberation to sound warm. Probably by accident more than design, the reverberation captured by the B&Ks was warm—no cold, "bathroomy" sound
here.
And, because the cellophane-crinkling woman was quite
adistance from the omni mikes,5you can't hear her crackling! Yes, you can hear the occasional intake of breath from
Bob—you might mistake it for tape-modulation noise, as
it happens most at big climaxes—and after awhile you
become aware of apleasant baritone crooning emanating
from our artiste. But this is part of what makes live recordings
sound real. Ican't stand sterile classical recordings that sound
as if they were made by MIDI-programmed robots; Iwant
my musicians to breathe, even sing if they can't control the
emotion of the moment. Yes—we could put out an excellentsounding two-CD set from the Revox tapes. There were a
couple of passages that weren't quite right at either concert,
but since the purpose of the album was to re-create the live
experience, Bob agreed that it was worth releasing anyway.

M APPING THE SOUNDSTAGE
Iincluded the final track on Concert's CD 2for those who
pride themselves on their systems' soundstaging abilities.
With the two B&K microphones still standing in the positions they had been to record the piano, Robert Harley
recorded me talking and clapping my hands as Iwalked first
from the far left of the 45'-wide stage to the far right, then
5Because their uniform pickup pattern emphasizes the contribution of ambience,
you have to get in closer to the sound source with omnidirectional mikes than with
other types to get the optimum balance between the direct and reverberant soundfields. This will be illustrated on Stenvphile's Test Cl) 3, due for release in early 1995.

Fig.2 The First United Methodist Church, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
plan view.
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from the very back of the 65'-deep auditorium up to and past
the microphones and piano (fig.2).
As well as hearing my voice, handclaps, and footfalls
illuminating the church acoustic, you should perceive me
mapping out aU-shaped soundstage (fig.3). When Istart
at far stage left, my voice isn't that different in level in the
two channels, because the distance between the two microphones is smaller than my distance from the closest one.
However, because the sound of my voice reaches the nearest
microphone about 7milliseconds before it does the other
one, this time delay locates the sound of my voice in the left
speaker position. As I'm along way from the microphones
—about 16'—there's abloom of reverberation surrounding
my voice which moves the image significantly behind the
speaker. The image is also quite wide.
As Iwalk toward the microphone, the inter-channel time
delay, though decreasing, keeps my voice at stage left. The
decreasing amount of reverberation, however, causes the
image of my voice both to get smaller and to move closer
to the listener until Ireach the left-hand microphone, when
it should be positioned right at the speaker position. Then,
as Iwalk between the microphones, the rapidly changing
time relationship between the two channels causes the image
to move very rapidly from the left speaker position to the
right. (This pulling of the central images to the sides is why
the classic spaced-œnni mike setup, as practiced by Mercury,
Tclarc, and Everest, includes athird, centrally placed mike
to stabilize the soundstage center.)
Once Ireach the right microphone position, the process
repeats in reverse, giving the familiar U-shaped soundstr.ge
produced by apair of spaced omnis. Depending on the
microphone spacing and hall acoustic, the "arms" of the U
can bend back toward the center, but in this case Iarranged
things to give atrue U shape. If you don't hear precisely what
I've just described when you listen to this track, then something in your system or room is impairing the imaging
accuracy.

Fig.3 Perceived soundstage as captured by two B&K 4006
omnidirectional mikes, mapped out by arrowed line in fig 2.
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The second half of this track enables you to check out your
system's ability to throw accurate image depth. As Irun to
the back of the church's nave, you should hear my footsteps,
roughly placed in the center of the stage, rapidly receding.
As Iwalk back to the piano, you should hear the image of
my voice and handclaps moving from somewhere behind
the wall of your listening room up the plane of the speakers
when Iannounce that I'm level with the microphone positions. Because of the center-stage instability Imentioned
earlier, my small movement of walking around the piano past
the keyboard should be heard as alurch in the image position
all the way to the left speaker position, before Ithen recede
ashort distance behind the loudspeaker plane. (No stereo
microphone technique can distinguish soundsource positions in front of the mike array from those behind—all image
depth is therefore perceived as being behind the speakers.)
Again, if you don't hear this on your system, its imaging
cannot be regarded as accurate, no matter how much you like
what it does.

I
T'S ALL DOWN TO DITHER
For the editing, the Revox tapes were converted to 20-bit
digital with the Manley A/D converter, the data being stored
on the 2.6 Gigabyte hard-disk drive that came with our Sonic
Solutions editing system. All the editing and master assembly
was done preserving the 20-bit resolution, not so much
because we were sure that the final four of the Manley's 20
bits were valid—and the analog tape hiss was well above the
16-bit LSB level—but because this meant that any artifacts
resulting from the digital manipulation would remain below
the CD's 16-bit noise floor.
Once we had assembled amaster edit list for each CD, we
had to decide how to transfer that 20-bit data to a16-bit master. Simply dumping the output of the Sonic Solutions to
DAT, thereby truncating each digital word from 20 to 16 bits,
reduced the air around the instrument. This was easily audible
on the soundstage-mapping track mentioned above. Then
Meridian's Bob Stuart serendipitously offered to loan us an
early sample of the Meridian 618 Mastering Converter.
The 618 uses asingle Motorola DSP56001 digital signal
processing chip to manipulate digital data on the fly. The
input and output word lengths can be independently selected;
pre-emphasis can be added if the operator so wishes; and,
most important, the 618 redithers the data with achoice of
csurvc
I
'
Return this form to:

Name

Stereophile

Address

noise-shaping curves. By shifting quantizing noise up to the
inaudible 20kHz region as it reduces the output word length
(fig.4), it preserves as much as possible of the original's resolution in the midrange.
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The interesting thing is that our starting point for the
mastering process was an analog original with anoise floor
not much more than 60dB down from the peak signal levels.
Any changes occurring in the digital domain would be well
below the recording's floor of analog tape hiss. Yet, using
the Meridian's noise-shaping algorithm when we downloaded the master to CD-R gave anoticeable improvement
in air, space, and overall palpability.
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"You know," said Bob Silverman as we finished listening
to the tapes, "I wouldn't mind having acrack at the Liszt
Sonata for my next Stereophile recording." Who were we to
disagree with amusician who already has one Grand Prix
du Disque for his performances of Liszt's piano music?
Oh, and the cellophane-scrunching lady. We asked her in
the interval if she would mind not crumpling her wrappers.
Outraged at our temerity, she stormed from the hall, never
to return. (Robert Silverman sent her acheck for the ticket
price in gratitude.) For the Liszt recording, however, we have
foregone the audience. Madame Fate had aheap of fun with
us on this project. Why tempt her asecond time?

!join' copq o

Attn: Concert

City

State

P.O. Box 5529

Please send me

copy(ies) of Concert

Santa Fe, NM 87502
Allow 6-8 weeks for
delivery.

15dB

Fig.4 Meridian 618, Type B noise-shaping curve (10dB/vertical div., linear
frequency scale).

Zip

(x)

$15.95 each

(+)

Shipping & Handling
$3/item U.S. and Canada
$8/item Foreign (airmail)

(=)

Total this order

Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
[11 Charge my:

Fl MasterCard

Credit-Card Number

El Visa

H Am Ex
Exp. Date

Signature
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Introducing 11-IIEL, speakers
tailored for Home Theater

No alterations required
Main speaker pair—the THIEL mode) CS3.6 Rear and center channel speakers—the THIEL model SCS.

The best speakers for music are also the best speakers for video sound

1

1 HE EXCITEMENT OF MOVIES IS MORE THAN VISUAL.
It

lies in the emotion of involving musical

spatial information is accurately reproduced. Sounds
come from specific points and move realistically around

soundtracks and in the sonic impact of spectacular

athree-dimensional soundstage. THIEL's exceptionally

special effects that transport you from your living

uniform tonal balance allows voices to sound natural

room and immerse you in the action.
THIEL speakers are an excellent choice for delivering

and authentic, not nasal or constricted. Subtle details of a
rainshower or ashoe striking the pavement are easily

all there is to hear and feel in home theater. Because

heard because of THIEL speakers' unusually high degree

they are designed to accurately and completely

of clarity. From the impact of explosions to the quiet

reproduce the incoming signal, THIEL speakers deliver

rustling of aleaf, THIEL speakers' wide dynamic range

all the realism, dynamics, and spatial dimensions of a

fills the senses with extraordinary realism.

movie soundtrack in the same way they accurately and
naturally reproduce music-only recordings.
THIEL's Coherent Souree 4 designs preserve the time
and phase information in the movie soundtrack, so

THIEL offers seven sonically matched speaker models
priced from $1,350 to $12,300 per pair—all suitable for
home theater applications. Visit your nearest THIEL
dealer for just the right fit.

Call or write for literature, review reprints, and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
WorldRadioHistory
1HIEL • 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky
40511 •Terephone: 606-254-9427 • Fax: 606-254-0075

BALANCE:
BENEFIT
L
ÛF?

The Mark Levinson No.38 and Audio Research LS5
preamplifiers are true balanced designs.

MARTIN COLLOMS QUESTIONS THE WORTH OF BALANCED CONNECTIONS

I

fyou read much promotional literature for recently
introduced high-quality equipment, you'll notice acommon theme emerging: balanced connection. Balanced
inputs and outputs are becoming amust for any audio equipment that has any claim to quality. The word itself has
promotional value, suggesting moral superiority over the
long-established "unbalanced" connection (for the purpose
of this discussion, Iwill call this "normal"). What's my problem with this? Simply this: The High End could be paying
dangerous, costly lip service to the received wisdom that
balanced operation is the goal for an audio system.
To give you aflavor of the literature using balanced operation as aselling point, Audio Research's literature for their
LS5 preamplifier describes "an imposing array of. ..
professional-grade XLR connectors. ..
clearly proclaims the fully
balanced design ...
an uncompromising approach. While

the professional industry and recording studio used balanced
operation and connectors as astandard for many years, the
consumer electronic industry is only now gradually adapting
its products to this superior format."
In my view, unwarranted and unwanted assumptions are
being made in the dissemination of such claims. Iam not singling out Audio Research—this approach is rife at present.
A state of madness currently exists wherein several international markets are discriminating against some excellent
audio equipment simply because it doesn't have balanced
signal connections. This is madness; there's no reliable proof
that an audio system with balanced connections sounds any
better than awell-designed normal system. In fact, time and
again, top-line components that come my way for evaluation suggest no advantage—and, in some cases, even
demonstrate performance loss—for balanced operation.

THERE'S NO RELIABLE PROOF THAT AN AUDIO SYSTEM WITH BALANCED
CONNECTIONS SOUNDS ANY BETTER.
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Market pressures are so great that, much against their better
judgment, anumber of designers are succumbing to the
demand for balanced equipment, passing the extra cost on
to their customers. For example, Iknow ola fine D/A processor that delivers superb sound quality in its normal form.
One outs primary virtues is its very short signal path following the DAC chip, which the designer refused to sully
with the usual, compromised, tacked-on balanced output
amplifier. To maintain sound quality in the market-mandated
balanced form, the designer was driven to replicate the entire
DAC chain, driving the second DAC with anon-invasive,
inverted digital data signal in order to achieve the pair of audio
outputs for balanced working. It almost doubles the cost of
the decoder, with no perceptible audible benefit. [However,
it does lower DAC noise by 3dB, which some willfeel aworthwhile
increase in resolution, while the DIA processor's overall linearity can
also be improved—Ed.] While this is an extieine example, there's
no dispute that balanced designs generally cost more.
Most "balanced" products are, in fact, single-ended inside
with messy, potentially sound-corrupting conversion buffer/
amplifiers at the inputs and outputs. Some components even
have more amplification stages in the cold line than in the
hot. Only afew products are truly balanced from input to
output, but then costs escalate. For example, atrue balanced
preamplifier, such as the Audio Research LS5, needs afourgang selector switch and afour-gang volume control, each
section closely matched to the others.

Hot

Cold/Ground

Time in ms

NORMAL VS. BALANCED
Isuspect many of us do not know what balanced operation
is, other than that it involves adifferent kind of signal connector from the familiar RCA plug.
Audiophiles have lived with normal connections—two
wires, respectively, for ground and signal connections—
for decades without experiencing significant problems (figs.1
& 2). Even the requirements of those delicate low-level signals
from moving-coil cartridges can be handled satisfactorily,
provided that appropriate care is taken with local hum fields
and system grounding. And with digital sources, the signal
levels are so high that noise and hum are considered wholly
negligible. If anormal, unbalanced connection can be made
to work for atenth of athousandth of avolt signal from a
low-output phono cartridge, it must be cast-iron reliable
for the 1V or 2V signal from amodern digital source.
In balanced working, the signal's positive-polarity connection (+, or hot) and negative-polarity connection (-, or
cold) are segregated so that the -is no longer combined with
the earth, shield, or ground line. Instead, athree-wire connection gives the ground line its own separate identity. The
opposite-polarity + and -signal lines may then be said to
be balanced, or set equal with respect to the ground (figs3
& 4). This balance is engineered, not for aesthetic or philosophical reasons, but so that the next input in the chain can
be arranged just to look at the difference between the two audio
lines. Every proper balanced input operates as adifferential
circuit, and any unwanted noise, hum, or interference common to both lines is therefore canceled (fig.4). The recovered
signal level is the difference between the hot and cold signals, and is therefore twice the level of either on its own,
which is why substituting atrue balanced connection boosts
the level by 6dB compared with an unbalanced one, all things
being equal.
This is apowerful and valuable technique when you need
to use it. When anewscaster needs an audio connection from
her mike to the producer's console three rooms away, the
cable carrying the low-level signal may traverse power and
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control ducting for the building—typically arun of 100' or
more. An effective means of noise-rejecting transmission is
vital in this situation. Take alarge orchestra at arecording
session: Local spotlight mikes may need 300' of cable to get
to aremote mixing desk. Likewise, acrossed pair of mikes
hung from the auditorium ceiling for ambience pickup will
need along run of cable.
If the high rejection levels possible with balanced mode
are not required, however, then the technique's drawbacks
come into focus—it adds complication, complexity, and cost
to audio components. Disciples of short-path design know

Fig.I An unbalanced signal connection.

Fig.2 A typical unbalanced amplifier input stage (which may be either
discrete or in the form of an IC).

Hot

n

o Ground
Cold

Time in ms

Fig.3 A balanced signal connection
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3) Often results in matching difficulties with existing normal equipment.
4) Restricted choice of cables.
5) Restricted choice of connector grades; the best XLR
types are technologically inferior to the best, albeit costly,
RCA plug types.
6) Partial disagreement between Europe and the US over
pin connections.
7) Poorer sound?

only too well how each unnecessary stage can potentially
be astep down the fidelity ladder.
Consider the arguments for and against balanced design
for high-quality consumer audio components:
For:
1) High electrical noise immunity to both induced signals
(Radio Frequency and Electromagnetic Interference, RFI and
EMI) and chassis ground-hum loops.
2) Essentially noiseless, hands-on cable connection; with
the ground made first, contact transients are suppressed.
3) Standardized XLR connectors are mechanically selflocking; make good, gas-tight contact to aspecified close
tolerance; and generally have good cable strain-relief fittings.
4) With balanced cable, the + and -signal paths are equal;
ie, they have the same conductor, which improves the potential for good cable sound.
5) Effective over very long runs—greater than 60'—and/or
for very-low-level signals of very wide dynamic range, such
as those from microphones.
6) Professional and broadcast studio use implies quality
by association.
7) Safety requirements for effective chassis grounding can
be easily met.
8) Encourages good practice for low electromagnetic radiation and good immunity.
9) For the digital interface, it provides abeneficially higher
operating level.
Against:
1) Greater cost.
2) Greater length and complexity of audio circuits.

SKIRMISHES

Although my primary reference system is not balanced, until
recently I've gotten by without serious troublc I've had many
'skirmishes with balanced equipment, but I've been able to
supplement my few balanced reference audio components
with validated, current-review loan stock as and when
required. However, when Iwas asked to review the Audio
Research LS5 line preamplifier and its matching PH2 phono
preamp,' Iwas brought face to face with the full implications
of true balanced operation.
All the usual mixing and matching review procedures were
useless; it was out of the question to make direct comparisons. Iwas folight every inch of the way, precisely because
these Audio Research components are of true balanced design;
ie, fully balanced differential circuitry is present at their every
stage, including cross-coupling between hot and cold signal
paths. It didn't take me long to realize that you can't mess
with true balanced components; fully balanced connections,
in and out, is all that will be tolerated if satisfactory hum and
hiss performance is to be obtained. With the AR equipment,
1Hi-Fi News & Record Review, February 1994, Vol.39 No.2, pp30-35.
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Resistors marked R must be closely matched between hot and cold polarities to maximize common-mode rejection and minimize distortion.

Fig.4 A typical all-balanced preamplifier line stage. The hot signal (H) consists of the wanted signal (A) plus noise (N); ie, H =A+N. The wanted cold
signal is A in antiphase, -A, and again the same noise picked up by the cable, N; ie, C=-Ai-N. Because the noise is the same in both hot and cold
lines, it is termed "common-mode - noise. Provided the amplifier's differential input has total common-mode rejection, it subtracts the cold signal
from the hot, with an output D = (A+N)-(-A+N) = A+A+N-N = 2A. Note complexity compared with fig. Icircuit.
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TRANSPARENT CABLE
CLOSEST TO THE MUSIC

/_

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY

TRANSPARENT AUDIO, INC.
RT. 202. BOX 117 • HOLLIS, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553 • FAX (207) 929-4271
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this meant that comparison with normal phono equalizers
and line controllers was almost impossible. If Ididn't know
better (and perhaps Idon't), Icould be persuaded that the
closed and self-perpetuating circle generated by balanced
systems is adeliberately constructed barrier raised against
the true comparative assessment of their subjective quality.

of ahierarchy of grounds focused at asingle star point. These
are scaled and organized according to their role and the signal
source they serve. Such organization, if successfully effected,
endows the system with asubjective sense of poise and
equilibrium, the sound set firmly on the ground rather than
precariously "balanced" above it.

For example, take an Audio Research V-series power amp
with its balanced input (again, I'm not singling out AR). In
my experience, it won't perform at its best unless it's driven
balanced. If you want to hear this amplifier in an unbalanced
system, then Istrongly advise you to acquire the relevant
unbalanced/balanced converter, the Audio Research BL1.
Regardless of the latter's exceptional quality, you've added
asecond set of connectors, cabling, expense, and grounding.
Yes, it's true that using the amplifier with ahigh-quality
balanced control unit, such as the LS5, facilitates evaluation
of the amplifier—that is, assuming that you're totally familiar
with the balanced preamp's quality. If not, you have to check
it out by turning to your favorite digital source, which, again,
will most likely have "normal" outputs. You therefore have
to bring another unbalanced/balanced converter into action,
again resulting in an unwanted step in the chain.

Once afast, well-tuned audio system has been set up, it's
fascinating to observe how quickly and catastrophically its
sound can be made to subjectively fall apart, stage by stage,
as the main structure of the electrical organization and
grounding is disturbed or dismembered. In one highly tuned
example, asophisticated audio system, featuring active crossovers, had been set up in every detail but mains supply. Iwas
worried about its conspicuous failure to perform properly—
the "improved" system actually sounded less musical and
entertaining than the simpler passive implementation of the
same components, used with lower-grade power amplifiers.
Seeking guidance, Iwas advised that, in addition to the
centralized, focused grounding so carefully designed for this
system's signal paths, the AC connections must also be similarly centralized. Although Iwas using apair of high-quality,
dedicated AC lines, the multiplicity of system power cables
necessitated the use of multi-way socket strips. Accordingly,
Idetached all the AC plugs and compression-bonded all the
10A-rated IEC power cords to a30A terminal block, this in
turn plugged-in to one high-current spur on the AC mains
supply.
The sonic transformation was little short of amazing. A
whole spectrum of audible changes occurred. For example,
apreviously heard degree of midrange glare and harshness
was sufficiently reduced that it could now be accepted as a
normal part of the tonal balance. Stereo focus and depth were
improved. Treble grain and roughness were smoothed out,
while bass took on anew dimension of depth, solidity, and
dynamic slam. Previously, this system had conspicuously
fallen short in rhythm and dynamics. Now these were of
reference standard.

BALANCED COMPONENTS OFTEN EXHIBIT LOSSES IN DYNAMIC RESOLUTION,
DYNAMIC CONTRAST, AND RHYTHM.

CAUTIOUS WORDS

Enough examples. With no disparagement intended against
the fine Audio Research products mentioned above, my experience with balanced components has been that they're not
necessarily better than normal components. Indeed, they can
often sound better via their subsidiary "normal" signal connections. Enough equipment has passed through my test
setup that Ifeel comfortable making afew cautious generalizations.
True, the balanced condition does result in lower noise
levels and improved immunity to EMI and RFI, local ham
radio, CB operators, or switching pulses from heating or
refrigeration thermostats. On the debit side, stereo images
often lose absolute focus, stage width, and depth. Sounding less "locked in" to the music, the balanced components
often exhibit losses in dynamic resolution, dynamic contrast,
and rhythm. Typically smooth-sounding and laid-back, a
balanced component can be less involving, lending the music
a"downbeat" impression.
This shouldn't be seen as awrite-off of all balanced components. However, even though the differences Imention
are not huge, such differences are what the High End is, or
should be, about.
Interestingly, the characterizations Imention are also those
associated with less-than-first-rate connectors. Taking this
together with the necessary additional circuit complexity
required by "balance these factors make some sort of sense.
Something as simple and direct as aConrad-Johnson Premier
Eleven power amplifier—a "normal" input design—couldn't
be built in balanced form without compromising its engineering purity and its sonic purity.

GROUNDING 'N' TIMING

There's an element of circuit philosophy that's relevant here:
The most dynamic-sounding, best-timed audio systems have
fundamentally good system grounding. Idon't mean just
the chassis ground paths. The signal ground is defined as a
true reference point, carefully organized, even to the extent
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

A QUESTION OF BALANCE

At the leading edge of today's high-end audio, overall quality
is known to show astrong sensitivity to overall system design
and organization: in particular, interconnect choice, grounding, and power supplies. In theory, balanced operation should
free audio systems from such dependencies.
In practice, however, the consequences of such freedom
appear to be losses in absolute sound quality, particularly
in the areas of "foot-tapping" involvement and dynamics.
Perhaps there's alack of rigor and critical assessment in the
design of balanced components. Maybe good performance
is taken for granted. The adaptation to balanced working is
unwittingly used as aproblem-solving crutch; the technological benefit obviously lies in easily produced, impressive
specifications for signal/noise. But what about sound quality?
We still cannot adequately measure that.
The industry should take acritical look at this headlong
rush to balanced systems, weigh the costs, and be honest
about the advantages, if any. Most importantly, audiophiles
must be objective about changes in sound quality. Balanced
mode may turn out to be afashionable whim—a device to
promote sales—and may not add any musical value to homeaudio systems, even at the highest quality level.
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If Santa were an audiophile,
he'd give

Hold on — YOU'RE Santa.
You're an audiophile. Have we got a deal for you!
Only S I9.95 for each gift subscription.
Donor gets the FREE TEST CD 2!
What are you going to do for
your friends this Christmas?
Great gift ideas don't grow on trees.
We have an idea for friends who
love music. Give Stereophile. Turn
them on to the hobby. Alter their
ears. Raise their consciousness.
Maybe they'll have as much fun as
you do! At the very least, they're
going to love the CD and record
reviews. The great writing. All for
under $20. Think of it —

you give them 12 issues for afew
cents more than the cover price of
three.
We'll send your friends ahandsome card to announce your gift.
And we'll bill you at the special
rate of $19.95 for each gift. As
donor, you get one copy
of our Test CD 2free of charge.
You can subscribe for $19.95,
too — just tell us to add it to your
gift order.

Regular rate for 12 issues is $35. Special gift rate good only in the U.S. In Canada: US$24.95
per gift. This is aGREAT DEAL! Gift subs start with the January issue. Gift card is sent after
12/1/94. Offer expires 12/31/94.
If the order form is missing, or if you're ordering after December 10, phone your gift order zoll-free:

1-800-334-8152
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Aj. VAN DEN HUL TALKS WITH
THOMAS J. N ORTON

F
4I

ducator, physicist, audio enthusiast, audio journalist, and
maverick audio designer—AaltJouk van den Hut is impossible to categorize. One thing he's always been is apassionately outspoken advocate of looking at audiofrom new and unusual
directions. While active in modifying, reworking, and refurbishing
existing phono cartridges, developing cartridges ofhis own, and producing his own line of audio cables, his public audio career has, to date,
been bookended by two innovations: the van den Hut phono stylus,
and the use qfcarbonfiberfor the conductors in interconnects. His tope-the-line First interconnect and Revelation loudspeaker cables were
favorably reviewed by Martin Colloms in the May 1993 Stereophile
(Vol.16 No3, p.134). The use ofthe First as adigital link was discussed
by Peter van Willenswaard in March 1993 (Vol.16 No.3, p.53).
While in high school, AJ. van den Hul operated his own mediumwave transmitter, broadcasting homework solutions and music (played
on his own home-built turntable) after school. Handling the ampecation system at school sports events taught him agreat deal about
acoustics, 600 ohm lines, and microphones. He studied electronics
and physics at the Technical University ofDelft in the Netherlands,
specializing in measurement techniques. Subsequently, he taught high
school physics and technical high schoolfor 13 years.
His intense interests in audio and music eventually drove him into
audiojournalism in his native Holland. Audio was,for him, an inrsistible combination of music—with its strong emotional content and
universal appeal—and technology. Hefound that the better the techSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

nician's work, the deeper the listener's emotional involvement. Such
involvement remains his touchstone in judging the effectiveness of
audio equipment—especially his own designs. Ispoke with AJ., as
he is generally known, at the 1994 WCES in Las Vegas.

A.J. van den Hid: Igot my start in audio in 1948, when my
father, who was avalve [tube] collector, died. Iwas left with
alot of components. Ihad Lee DeForest valves and all kinds
of other items. Ibroke alot, but Ialso learned alot. It was
my father's hobby; it became my hobby, too. It was passed
on by way of his components; he couldn't tell me any more
because he had died.
Thomas J. Norton: You were ajournalistfor afew years, though.
van den Hul: Iwas ajournalist for 13 years.
Norton: You've been involved with so many deerent things in audio,
but when and how did you get involved in cables?
van den Hul: It evolved from the crazy business of winding
coils in and repairing cartridges. Igot the impression that
there was something sonically different about the little wires
Iwas using-20µm copper or silver. Going back to my background in physics, Icouldn't really find an explanation of
why the wires sounded different. Iasked the guys at the university, "Can you tell me why one [wire] sounds different
from the other one?" And their answer was, "No, we can't—
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The heritage of the new
Sonographe products is
readily apparent. Consider
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Exceptional
Musicality
Sonographe components
are engineered and
manufactured by
conrad-johnson design, a
company consistently
acclaimed for the most
musically satisfying audio
components made.

Timeless
Styling
Accented by elegant
champagne gold finished
panels, these Sonographe
products are readily
distinguished from
ordinary hi-fi components.

Outstanding
Value
Built to conrad-johnson's
unmatched standards in
parts quality, yet
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line-stage preamplifier
(phono-stage optional for
S200), and S995 for the
SA250 power amplifier.

For further
information,
contact:

conrad-johnson
design, inc.
2733 Merrilee Dr.
Fairfax, VA 22031
phone: 703-698-8581
fax: 703-560-5360
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MY
AIM IS ULTIMATELY TO MAKE A
METAL-FREE SPEAKER CABLE
the center part of the sinewave, near the zero-crossing point,
cannot pass. The result is akind of crossover distortion, where
the low-level signal disappears completely. With the carbon
cables, even though it has ahigher DC resistance than copper,
there is less of ablocking effect. So the sound is much more
detailed, without the unnatural aggressiveness caused by the
sharp edges of this "crossover distortion" produced in acopper wire. That means that the sound is much smoother and
has higher resolution at low levels than in any metal product.
Norton: When you use the carbon interconnect between, say, aCD
player and apreamplyier, its relatively high impedance has little consequence; but Y.you use itfor aphono interconnect, wouldn't it add
signecantly to the source impedance of the cartridge?
van den Hul: It does add to the source impedance of
cartridges, but alot of cartridges play better when
they are loaded with high impedance than
with alower impedance. It doesn't
have that much effect.
van den Hul carbon-fiber cables

The current
is practically zero,
so the voltage drop by
itself is also very limited.
The First gives superb results
with phono cartridges because
all you're dealing with is low-level
4
information, where the performance of
conventional cables is worst.
Norton: I've always wondered whether you're better off with long
interconnects and short speaker cables—which is the most popular
option today—or the reverse. With thefact that your cable is offairly
high resistance, is there any situation where there would be aproblem
using unusually long interconnects between the pre- and power amps?
van den Hul: There are two questions here. First, in what
situation do you use along interconnect and ashort speaker
cable, and in what situation do you use the opposite? In my
experience, and based on what Ihave just told you about lowlevel information, the shorter the cable, the better. With a
poor-quality interconnect, keep it as short as possible, and
make the speaker cable alittle longer. But with high-quality
cables, do the opposite. That is, the power amplifier controls
the speakers better through avery short speaker cable. The
longer interconnects don't create much of aloss, because a
power amplifier has an input impedance of around 50k ohms.
This cable is about 50 ohms ameter, so 10 meters is 500 ohms;
500 ohms is 1% of 50k ohms; 1% calculated in dB is 0.01dB,
or whatever it is, so you don't create any losses.
Norton: Is there the same type ofskepticism about cable sound in
the mainstream European audio press as there is in this country?
van den Hul: My experience with the European press has
been that there was acertain skepticism about the carbonfiber cables because it's anew material. After reviewers listened to the product, however, they were extremely happy
with the quality. There is more openness there toward products
using adifferent approach, adifferent idea.
You will find very few journalists declaring that there is
no difference. We're all human beings—we all have two ears,
two eyes, one nose, one mouth, and two arms. But are we
all the same? No. We are all blessed with creativity, but
everyone uses his creativity in adifferent way. Why cannot
acreative designer create equipment that is different from
•
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another piece of equipment that has been created by another
creative designer with adifferent style, feeling, mood, taste,
education, family tradition? Or in amplifiers, for instance:
different components, different printed circuit board layouts, circuitry, ground system design, wiring, looping, afeedback system, afeedforward system? As long as different
people work on different things, the results will be different. How can it be that the results will be the same?
The Second balanced carbon cable has been used by several
recording companies. They are strongly committed to the
sound-quality improvement this cable makes over metal
cables. If all cables are the same, why do they hear asignificant
difference? Why are microphones all different, technicians
using specific microphones for specific purposes? If all microphones are the same, all recordings should be the same.'
Norton: Is your preferencefor balanced operation?
van den Hul: Yes. With the carbon interconnects, there is
the possibility of hum loops in the unbalanced mode; but
in the balanced mode, there isn't.
Norton: Building cartridges seems to be yourfavorite audio occupation. How did you get into the arcane business ofretipping, moeing, and building phono cartridges?
van den Hul: It was achallenge. Being ajournalist, Ionce
visited atip manufacturer who was supposedly producing
round tips [spherical styli]. But he got elliptical tips
from his machine, and didn't understand why. At
that time, Iwas not particularly interested
in tips, but more in cartridges in general, so I
tried to explain to him how atip worked in
agroove. By explaining it to him, Isimply got the idea that
what we were all doing was wrong. We had around tip
tracing agroove.
By reducing the radius [of the tip front to back] and enlarging the vertical dimension, Imade, at that time, the sharpest
edge available. It would track all the minor movements cut
in the groove by the cutter. Reverberation in the recording,
especially, is smeared out by the round tip—all kinds of minor
movements are not traced by it. So you have to reduce the
[front-to-back radius] and enlarge the vertical dimension
of the tip to maintain groove contact and improve resolution. That was the main idea.
The biggest problem was to find amanufacturer who could
do that. My first manufacturer couldn't. The second did it
after two years of research in grinding, polishing, and so on.
That was in 1976. To the present, 13 million tips worldwide
have been sold and used. So it has been asuccess. Not too
many nice ideas in audio have ever reached that number.
Norton: Do you also get involved with cantilevers?
van den Hul: Yes. We start with the tip, the next step is the
cantilever, the next step is the coil and the armature, and the
next step is the magnet system.
Norton: And you have awhole new cartridge.
van den Hul: You have awhole new cartridge. So it worked
out. At the moment, Ihave avery nice cartridge called the
Grasshopper. It's the result of the many years' experience
I've had in collecting, building, testing, and repairing cartridges.
Norton: The Grasshopper is builtfrom the ground up by you?
van den Hul: Yes. No other manufacturer produces any
IAJ's remarks here were abit unclear, and in adjusting the wording to read
smoothly—his English is excellent, but his syntax somewhat unidiomatic—the
final version here may overstate his intent. With his expertise in transducers—
primarily phono cartridges—Pm certain that he's aware that experts will not dispute
the fact that important differences still exist in cartridges, loudspeakers, and microphones. And for clearly measurable reasons.
—TJN
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CARTRIDGE IS NOT A HAPPY ACCIDENT. IT'S REALLY PHYSICS.

or silver wire, you really stick and burn everything together.
specific part. It's all built up from the basic parts.
Please, don't do it.
Norton: Do you stillfind that you have asignificant business in
Norton: So i
fsomeone were inclined to use one of these devices to
retipping other cartridges?
break-in their tonearm cable, they should short the cable out.
van den Hul: Yes. In ayear Iretip about 1000 to 1200
van den Hul: Yes. Take out the cartridge [from the loop],
cartridges, worldwide. And Iwork on about 400 to 500 new
leaving only the tonearm wires.?
units ayear. So it's not that big. That's all lines together—the
Norton: And breaking-in the tonearm wires themselves is agood
cheapest and the most expensive. And the Grasshopper is,
idea?
Ithink, up to about 400 units ayear total, worldwide.
van den Hul: The normal soft-pulse demagnetizing units
Norton: Iwould think that, as the new-cartridge maiket gets smaller,
are good things, but I've found that it's akind of drug—
with fewer new cartridges available, more and more collectors will
once you do it, you have to do it often. You can never stop.
ask you to retip and refurbish their older cartridges. Are the retipCable burn-in is very positive, because you fundamenpings you do today just that, or do you also replace the cantilevers?
tally weld parts together with "microbridges" not present
van den Hul: Oh, many, many more things. Cartridges are
before the burn-in. But as soon
getting older and older—with
no replacements available from
as you bend the cable by lifting it, you break them open
the manufacturers. This means
again. So once you've burnedthat, every time acartridge•comes
to me, alittle bit more rework,
in the cable, don't touch it—
leave it as it is, because as soon
replacement, adjustment, refinas you move it, you break it
ing, cleaning, and tuning are
needed before the cartridge is
open and must start again.
Norton: That makes it arather
again in proper working conimpossible situation for reviewers,
dition. So it takes more time
who can't leave things alone. We
and effort now to do aspecific
have to constandy MOVe things around
cartridge than it did, say, five,
six, seven years ago, because
van den Hul: You don't need
the cartridge has aged another
to burn it in again for long. A
five, six, or seven years.
lot of people do it for 24 hours
—they don't need to. Once it's
It's apity the Garrott brothers passed away, because
"microbridged," it's not necessary. But temperature varthey did alot of work? Ireceived more business because
iations make cables move.
Sound on a wooden floor
of their passing than Iexpected.
makes the floor move, so you
We've refurbished cartridges
van den Hul Grasshopper cartridge
done by them before.
break it again.4
Norton: In your work on designing and mod,ifying, and on retipping
Norton: There are many people whofeel that thefint thing to actuand building cartridges, have you developedfeelings on how much
ally go in acartridge is not the stylus, but the damping materials.
of it is art or craft and how much is science?
van den Hul: Damping materials do age faster than tips, but
van den Hid: It is not awet-finger process. It's really science
not when the latter is an artificial diamond. Artificial diahow amagnetic modulator works, it's really science how a
monds, with alot of impurities, have avery short lifetime
wire works, it's really science how adamper works, and it's
of about 400 to 500 hours. A very good, natural, crystalreally science how long asuspension wire should be. It can
oriented diamond—the type Iuse—has alife of around 2500
all be calculated and optimized. You can learn things by a
to 3000 hours. So it's worthwhile to replace acheap tip with
lot of trial and error, by practice. But the best way is to calabetter one, because your cartridge will last longer. If the
culate things—you have to do it that way. A cartridge is not
damping material is an artificial rubber, or agood blend of
ahappy [accident]. It's really physics.
artificial rubbers, yes, it will also last 2500 to 3000 hours.
Norton: What do you see as thefuture of analog, since that has been
But there's one thing Iwould like to bring up here, and
asubject of keen interest to you over the years?
stress with all the power and force Ican. Never use acable
enhancer on acartridge, because you will really burn the carvan den Hul: At the moment Ido not see afurther droptridge's coils. I've had in many cartridges in which people
off in interest in analog. Ieven sense agrowing interest. Of
had used acable enhancer to break-in the tonearm wires—
the most recent shows I've seen, the one that astonished me
forgetting that the cartridge was still attached at the other
most was the high-end show in Frankfurt, where there was
ahuge interest in analog. So Ithink analog will be revit21i7ed.
end of the arm. The coils were completely burned out—
the enhancer even heated them up so much that the rubber
People will further improve analog reproduction systems
and everything was melted together into asticky paste.
to maintain, specifically, the musical value of recordings not
I'm not referring to cartridge demagnetizers—I'm referring
available on CD. [Digital] has been pushed strongly in the
just to the regular cable burners, to warn everyone. ..
3Disconnect the pins from the cartridge, short them out (left ground tied to left
Norton: The ones people use to break-in their cables.
hot, right ground to right hot, but left and right still isolated) so that the cartridge
is completely out of the circuit; do your break-in, then reconnect the cartridge.
van den Hul: Yes. The current is too high. The 20µm wire
Be sure you know the color coding of the leads on your tonearm (check your manused for cartridge coil winding is more or less afuse. It gets
ual) before you start. If you need more oían explanation than this to perform the
operation, you shouldn't attempt it at all.
really hot, you come close to the melting point of the copper
2The Garrott brothers of Australia, who passed away in 1991, performed similar retipping and modification work on phono cartridges. Their work was better known in Europe—particularly the UK—than in the US.
—Tjtv
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4It later occurred to me that if these easily broken "microbridges" are, as van den
Hul suggests, the operative mechanism, then you can never effectively break-in
your tonearm wires, subject as they are to both vibration from inevitable tonearm
resonances, and flexing at the arm pivot.
—TJN
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Components of Excellence.

market. It was [promoted as] the solution. And I'm sure a
lot of things will be digitized in the future. But Ialso respect
people who think that analog is the better solution. You
shouldn't have to eat white bread when you think brown
bread is better. Give everyone the freedom to buy brown
bread, whether you like brown bread or white bread.
I'm not ahard nut when someone likes digital. Let him
think digital. When he likes analog, Ithink he should have
the right to choose analog. My personal love is more analog than digital.
A lot of money has been invested to upgrade the image
of digital. It was avery bad system when it was introduced—
the technology was very limited. So it was just marketing.

M

ation; he is aregular concert-goer; he uses both CD and vinyl;
his loudspeakers are not set up in amassive soundwall, but
in individual pairs, on good stands, at aclient's request. Don't
go in on aSaturday. Make an appointment and arrange for
what you want to hear in advance. Once you have found a
good dealer, listen to his advice. He is the expert, and you
learn from him.
Norton: Have you dabbled in other arras of audio—amplifiers, loudspeakers?
van den Hul: Yes. We have produced a1250W, 8ohm power
amplifier for abig recording studio in South Africa. It has
opened the door for electronics to us. I'm also working on
avery good D/A converter.

Y PERSONAL LOVE IS MORE ANALOG THAN DIGITAL.

Analog was pushed into the corner. It took several years
before analog people realized we had agood thing—why
should we stop? So analog came back, and now there's a
healthy battle between digital and analog.
Icompletely agree with digital people that analog has a
lot of defects. But from the same point of view, analog people
can also argue with digital people that there are defects in
digital. So rather than point out the defects, why not share
our love of good sound reproduction, using both technologies to help everyone who really loves music?
Norton: Do you have any advice to give our readers in choosing
the right hi-fi system?
van den Hul: The most important thing is to first choose
the right hi-fi dealer. The right system comes later, automatically. A good dealer demonstrates in anormal living situ-

So, as long as audio is away in which people can communicate, Ithink that anything you can do to improve the quality,
the better. What you see here in Las Vegas is lack of communication. You see all the slot machines, people sitting there
putting in coins, spending what I've calculated on some
machines to be $100 aminute. They just feed in $100, only
communicating with machines. There are better things in
life than to communicate with machines.
We have created alot of machines around us—the telephone, television, radio—all artificial things. So we lose the
ability to communicate with each other, or we communicate with other people through machines. Ithink that takes
away alot of the value of communication. In the past, people
could communicate together without all those things. The
sooner we learn to communicate again, the better.

[ven if you don't know
what a
soft dome tweeter is,
its important to know
that we invented it.
Our Patent
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PRODUCER DON WAS TALKS WITH ALLEN ST. OHN

I

sn't life strange? All it takes is aboutfive million people simultaneously deciding to become Bonnie Raittfans, and overnight
you can gofrom acritic's darling best knoumfor anovelty song
about dinosaurs to The Hot Producer of the Day.just ask Don Was.
In the wake of his breakthrough with Raitt, Was has become the
guy record companies call on to lend an infusion of "hip" to an artist
who's become two parts icon and one part viable commercial entity.
His recent "worked with" list reads like awho's who of rock and roll:
Bob Dylan, Ringo Starr, The Rolling Stones, Willie Nelson, Randy
Newman. And two of thefirst signingsfor his new label, Karamobolage, are Kris Kristofferson and Brian Wilson. The equation is
simple—they bring the talent, Was handles the baggage.
Don't go looking through your record collection in search of the
Don Was Sound. There isn't one. So what does--he bring to his work
with awhole wing of the Rock and Roll Hall ofFame? An unflaggingly positive attitude, an easy sense of humor, and the good sense
to know when to get out the prod and when ta step aside. The end
result—a kind ofpolished looseness— is more than just asound. It's
the Don Was feel.
This third installment of Stereophile's ongoing series of conversations with record producers began when Icaught up with Was shortly
after the release of the Rolling Stones' Voodoo Lounge, which Was
produced.

Produced by Don Was

Allen St. John: Are you a
fast worker in the studio?
Don Was: Itend to believe that your first idea is your best
idea. But I've been proven wrong alot of times.
St. John: Like when?

YOUR FIRST IDEA IS YOUR BEST IDEA. BUT I'VE BEEN PROVEN WRONG.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994
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servo control. The critical analog output stage
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Definition Amplifier
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Was: One of the most notorious guys for taking his time is
Paul Simon, and Iworked with him on Willie Nelson's
album. We were working on his song "American Tune," just
guitar and vocals. So Ileft about three hours to cut the track.
And Ibooked aband behind that session to cut some more
songs. We started at about llam, and at seven o'clock Isent
the band home.
We finally got the track done, and Paul said, "We need
something really special on the bridge." Having seen his
degree of perfectionism, Isaid, "Don't just leave me with
it. You'd better help me come up with something." It's a16bar bridge, and Paul sat there from seven o'clock at night until
one o'clock in the morning humming apart into amicrophone to lay down aguide for the pedal steel player. Icouldn't
believe how long he was taking. Icouldn't sit there. Icouldn't
focus on it. Ithought Iwasn't the nuttiest thing I'd ever seen
in the studio.
But I'll be damned, at one o'clock in the morning, the thing
he came up with was amagnificent part. If I'd sat there for
two million years Icouldn'eve come up with that part. We
had Paul Franklin [pedal steel] and Mark O'Connor [violin]
in there, both really schooled musicians and really talented
guys—it took them hours to figure out how to replicate what
Paul had done. It made the record happen, as far as I'm concerned. In that case, I'm glad Ididn't say, "This is bullshit.
How long does it take to come up with apedal steel part?"

match on TV for an hour and ahalf until everyone feels right
about going in there and cutting the song. But there's apayoff.
St. John: Was there anything that surprised you about the Stones?
Was: They're really intelligent guys. Keith has become the
archetype of all drug burnout types, but that's not the case.
He's got one of the quickest minds I've ever encountered.
He's really intelligent and well-read. All of them have taken
advantage of the fact that, ever since they were 19, every door
on earth has been open to them. [pause] I'm not just talking
about cathouses. Imean the door to the White House. They
kept their eyes open and experienced this incredible smorgasbord of life. They're wise men.
St. John: Speaking of wise people, what was it that clicked between
you and Bonnie Raitt?
Was: Iknow better what clicked between us than what
clicked between that record and amarket of five million people. Ifeel that she and Ihave great personal chemistry. We
both felt it was time for her to stop worrying about getting
on the radio, and just make the kind of record she wanted
to make—something in line with her first record, which was
arecord that influenced my whole approach to music. She
came out with this record recorded on afour-track in agarage
at atime when people were making Sgt. Pepper's. That's another one that was just about feel—almost anti-technology.
St. John: How much were you involved in collecting songsfor her
records?

Produced by Don Was

St. John: What about working with the Stones? Like most of the
guys you've worked with, they know their way around astudio, and
have their own habits. Did you try to shake them out of that?
Was: The Stones are notorious for being aslow-running
brook. [laughs] They wouldn't write the songs; they'd come
in and jam and you'd edit bits of this jam and bits of that jam
and you'd have the chord structure. Then you'd go back and
put the melody on top, and then you'd have to change the
guitar part because it didn't fit the melody. In this case, I
strongly encouraged them to get as much writing [as they
could] done before we started. Ithink [Voodoo Lounge] is a
much better record for it—and it really took only six weeks
to cut. On the other hand, they're still aband that's completely about feel. You have to sit there and watch asoccer
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

Was: Bonnie's agreat musicologist, and she savors that part
of the process. She loves going through boxes of tapes. On
top of which, only she knows what's right for her, because
she chooses songs that relate to her life. It's as if she wrote
it. That's why her records affect so many people—because
she's always telling the truth.
St. John: Who have you worked with who aren't asfamous as they
oughta be?
Was: There are alot of them. Remember, when Ifirst worked
with Bonnie Raitt—now you think of her as someone who
sold five million records—[while] making arecord with Bonnie was fun, it was also acrusade. This is someone who
deserves to be heard. The people Isigned to my label are good
examples. Kris Kristofferson, who I
just finished an album
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egardless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an AC
outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
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reduce the resolution of your video picture.
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improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC
power, unveiling apure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics
'1 ..the effective suppression of AC 'RF hash' by the
ACE-5I5 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players.. ..the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb.. ..
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself
The ACE-515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes

and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection—you can pay alittle for it now, or you can
pay alot for it later"
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment from
damaging line voltage disturbances. Once
again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of
offering superior performance at areasonable
cost. For complete technical data, please
visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the
ACE-515 is more than an accessory. It's a
necessity.
(n)

A

details you can hear
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T'S NOT WHAT DON WAS WOULD DO IF HE WERE BRIAN WILSON. IT'S WHAT
BRIAN WILSON WOULD DO IF HE HAD THE DISTANCE FROM BRIAN WILSON'S LIFE
THAT DON WAS HAS.
with. This guy, he's agiant. Bob Dylan created the singersongwriter persona in pop music, but Kris kicked it up
another notch. Kris, Ithink, put the heavy poetics of Dylan
more into the language of everyman. He humanized, without
sacrificing adegree of artistry. He just recorded an album
of 15 songs that rank with some of his greatest songwriting efforts ever.
St. John: Another guy you signed is Brian Wilson. Howfar along
it that project?
Was: Right now I'm directing adocumentary for the BBC.
It's going to include live performances.
St. John: A lot ofpeople now think of Brian not as the guy who
wrote Pet Sounds, but about his controversial relationship with his
therapist, Eugene Landy, and his drug and weight problems. How
has it been dealing with him?

did great work through the years. I
just think that with guys
who have done it all, it's very hard to get them excited about
going in and doing very hard work, which is the actual writing of songs.
St. John: What's your role in that?
Was: Ican provide agentle prod. If you say to these guys,
"Get in there and write fucking better songs!:' they just rebel.
Why did they go into rock? Because they don't want ajob,
they don't want to be told what to do. So it's just some way
to tell them the truth in away that's positive, that's inspiring. Ithink ultimately you have to get people to trust, and
Ithink the only way to do that is to tell the truth over aperiod
of time. It's not what Don Was would do if he were Brian
Wilson. It's what Brian Wilson would do if he had the distance from Brian Wilson's life that Don Was has.

Produced by Don Was

Was: He's certainly the most enigmatic of all of them. There's
nothing like his story. While Ithink there's acertain National
Enquirer-esque exaggeration to certain aspects of his life, it's
all based on truth. He's been through the wringer four, five
times. Ultimately his story is atestimony to the incredible
strength of the individual and the depth of his genius. He
has this real conflict in his life. Here's this guy born with these
incredible gifts, and yet he's assaulted by all these setbacks,
from manic depression to his penchant for gargantuan drug
consumption to problems with the band, problems with the
family. It's enough to kill the average man ten times over.
My experience with him is that he escapes with his musical
prowess totally intact. The curious thing is that some guys
lose it, and with this guy it's as if someone put him in adeep
freeze, lost him in awarehouse somewhere, and when he
emerges from this deep freeze, he's right where he left off.
It's not that he couldn't do it, it's that for various reasons he
wouldn't. The one thing right now is that Idon't believe he's
got 10 songs to record as good as the songs on Pet Sounds.
In that sense, Idon't see him being unlike other people who
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

St. John: Do youfind that having your own outlet like the Was/Not
Was records helps you as aproducer?
Was: Ithink the worst mistake you can make as aproducer
is to try to put your thumbprint on arecord. Ithink alot of
us try that, and it's tough to resist if you have any kind of artistic ambition whatsoever. It looks like fun and you want to
get in there. But you have to show tremendous restraint and
be willing to lose some arguments. It always helped that I
had my own outlet. IfI had violent disagreement with Bonnie
and thought she had [ruined her album] [laughing], Icould
always go home and say, "Fuck it, that's her album, and I've
got mine. I'll show her?' It's more of an escape valve.
St. John: What's your take on analog versus digital?
Was: Ilike to cut tracks on analog—Hike the sound of saturated tape. On the other hand, Ifind a48-track really easy
to get around on, if you're going to cut vocals after the track.
I've been working alot with Bob Clearmountain, and even
if you cut analog, Bob bounces your tape over to the Sony
48-track before he mixes it. DAT through an SSL [Solid-State
Logic desk]. He gets warmer, rounder voices than alot of
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Ireton*
FOR A VERY SPECIAL PRODUCT

THE SHA GOLD REMOTE CONTROL LINE PREAMP
In 1W.J2ttubHA-1 Headphone-Line 1
'reamp won amplification component of the year lom

Stereopilile and >'four stars" (Editor's Choice )from The Absolute Sourd, demonstreng
convincincly that innovative design can produce state of the art sound at affordable prices.
For 1995 Melos introduces the SHA GOLD vacuum
tube remote-control line Preamp. Now featuring 6
inputs, tape monitor loop, balance control, and that's
just for starters. The SHA GOLD is the first line stage
to employ the Porzilli Pho-tentiometer (patent pending), an amazing and entirely new way to control volume and balance that out-performs any conventional
volume and balance controls regardless of cost. Both
the volume and balance signal pass through only asingle value high quality resistor (Vishay) per channel! It's
the only control available that can pass aconsistent
square wave at any setting. While the remote control
feature is aluxury, the new Porzilli Pho-tentiometer is
an absolute sonic necessity for any high-end preamp.
The SHA GOLD also features 2outputs,-one standard

1)

PHO -TENTIOMET ER im

WiuM
BALANCE

VOLUME

and one passive, new fully balanced class Atriode circuitry, Gold series construction, and our award winning
headphone output. Optional balanced output is available in the SHA GOLD B. (See special offer below.)

*SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER •
Melos Audio and participating dealers listed below are so excited about the sonic qualities, versatifity, and value of this new
product, that we are pleased to make the following offer: Purchase aSHA GOLD before December 25th and receive
the balanced-out version for the price of the regular (unbalanced) version.
PARTICIPATING DEALERS
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Lyric Hi -Fi, Inc. NY, NY
(212) 439-1900

The Music Loft, Boston, MA
(617) 695-2306

Tone Studio, Indianapolis, IN
(317) 257-0601

Ambrosia Audio, L.A. CA
(310) 440-5522

Lyric Hi -Fi, Inc., White Plains, NY
(914) 949-7500

Audio Ensemble, Nashua, NH
(603) 886-4742

Holm Audio, Chicago, IL
(708) 961-6107

Elite Electronics, Cupertino, CA
(408) 996-2400

Lode Star Aucio, Flushng, Nv
(718) 321-1500

Cumberland Audio, Nashville, TN
(615) 297-4700

Hi -Fi Buys, Atlanta, GA
(404) 261-4434

Sound Perfection, Menlo Pk. CA
(415) 323-1000

Audio Nexus, Summit. NJ
(908) 277-0333

Salon One Audio, Wis. Rpds., WI
(715) 421-5910

Stereo Video Sys. Marietta, GA
(404) 916-1001

Audio by Design, Austin, TX
(512) 456-0667

Audio By Caruso, Miami, FL
(3135) 253-4433

Esoteric Audio. Scottsdale, AZ
(602) 946-8128

Campus Audio, Bloomington, IN
(615) 297-4700

Audio Concept, Houston. TX
(713) 527-0774
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people using Studer analog and old Neve consoles. Ibelieve
that the audio stuff is best left to the engineers. Idon't believe
that technology has ever written agreat song, or sung one.
St. John: What kind of system do you have at home?
Was: I
just bought astereo and large-screen TV with THX;
it cost $30,000. Inever thought I'd have ahouse that cost that
much. Inever listen to music on it. Idon't like the way it
sounds. Ilisten to alittle box that Ihave.
St. John: One of our annualfeatures in Stereophile is "Records
To Die For." What are acouple of records you'd like to take with you?
Was: Let's see. On my last trip Itook the Arrested Development record. [3 Years, 5Months & 2Days in the 1e of. ..1 I
like that Paul Westerberg record, 14 Songs. Ilike that alot.
Iplay that more than anything. Iusually take one of the Dylan
Biograph CDs because there's not aweek that goes by when
Idon't wish Ihad something of his. And the Sonic Youth
record [ExperimentalJet Set, Push and No Star], Ilike that alot.
St. John: Yourjob as aproducer isn't alot deerent than it was 10
years ago. How dfferent do you think it'll be 10 years from now?
Was: Idon't think my job is going to exist ten years from now.
Ithink that the nature of the technology, with cables running into people's homes, is going to create asituation where
you have to make visual music. And Idon't mean what Brian
Wilson did on Pet Sounds. You're going to have to accompany the music with some kind of visual image, and it's going
to have to be an organic part of the artistic process—not like
videos, [in which it's] just an afterthought. Ithink rock and
roll music ten years from now is going to be one guy who
knows how to run abunch of sequencers and keyboards, one

guy who knows how to work aHi-8 camera, and one
guy who knows how to run a graphics system on a
Macintosh.
St. John: One last thing. Ihave afriend—a lawyer, wffé and kids,
the whole bit—who thinks that "Dad, I'm inJail" [from What Up,
Dog?, 1988] is the greatest achievement of Western music-making.
Was: Ipity his kids. [laughs] The story behind that song is
that the guy from the record company was driving us nuts.
He said [adopts avaguely Peter Lorre accent], "You're like my
babies, Imust check in on you. Iwant you to send me tapes
every day!' It wasn't from adisciplinarian point—he just
wanted to be involved, he was excited about it—but it was
still apain in the neck to make him acassette of every session and Fed-Ex it. So one night we went in and we were
going to blow his mind. We did this song specifically for the
cassette. So Isaid [to David Was], "Go out there and say
something." Iturned on all the sequencers. In fact, we turned
on the drum machine and didn't bring the volume up, and
Iwas banging on akeyboard, and you couldn't even hear it
but it was going to tape It was just alittle improvisation, and
we sent it to him, figuring, okay, we'll shake him up.
So he called back and said [Peter Lorre again], "It's the most
wonderful song you've ever done' [laughs] Isuppose it goes
back to the first idea/best idea, without concern for the radio
or acertain demographic group. And it turned out that people
don't come up to me and say, "Oh, yeah. Iloved that dinosaur
song!' "I'm in Jail" 's the one that seemed to reach people
more than anything else we ever did. There must be alesson in there somewhere.
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DON'T THINK MY JOB IS GOING TO EXIST TEN YEARS FROM NOW.

ACROTEC

SIX NINES FOR
SUBLIME SOUND
99.99997%. Remember that
figure—it can do wonders for your
sound. It's the purity of the copper
in the world's finest audio cables.
A figure that translates directly
into ultimate sonic purity. Don't
compromise your system's
performance, use ACROTEC
Stressfree 6N Copper Reference
Cables—the purest on the planet.

AXISS

17800 South Main Street. Ste. 109 Gardena CA. 90248
Tel 310 329 0187 Fax 310 329 0189

Shown ACROTEC 6N-A2050 End 6N-A2010
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Eight
Thumbs
Up!

Stereophile

Audio Magazine

(Dick Olsher)

July, 1994 (SL280EXB)

Vol 16, No. 1, January, 1993

"Unlike its hordes of competitors,
Signet's SL260 is capable of effectively
communicating the essence of the
musical message,"

The Star
(Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia) Feb. 17 1994

"What struck me immediately were
the warmth, poise and grace of the
SL260B/U's...”

"...their price belies their excellent
performance and quality,"

The Sensible Sound
Fall, 1994 (SL280EXB)

"The low end is one of the best Ihave
heard in atwo-way speaker des i
gn... 9'

The Audiophile Voice
Volume 2. Issue 1, September, 1994

"I fully expect that the SL280EXB's will
become abenchmark component..”

Speaker Builder
March, 1994 (SL280B/U)

"Its full range musicality is about as
good as it gets for atwo-way speaker,'

Classic CD
July, 1993

"...Signet's new SL260, amoderately
priced speaker that delivers surprising
performance,"

The Inner Ear Report
September, 1°93

"...the Signet SL260B/U represents outstanding value in the marketplace,"
Call (BOO) 693-3000 for your copy of
all the unedited reviews plus alist of
Signet dealers.

slignet
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SONY DTC-2000ES DAT RECORDER
J. Gordon Holt
Rotary-head, helical-scan digital audio tape recorder with built-in Super Bit Mapping
to increase low-level resolution. Inputs: high-impedance unbalanced microphone,
line, Tosljnk digital, coaxial digital. Outputs: fixed-level line, TosLink digital, coaxial
digital. Controls: AC Power, Auto Start ID On/Off, Write Start ID, Renumber Start
IDs, Erase Start ID, Clock Set, Counter Mode, Counter Reset, Counter Memory,
SBM On/Off, Emphasis On/Off, Margin Reset, Source/Tape monitor, Record Level,
Record Mode, Input Selector, drawer Open/Close, Stop, Play, Pause, Record, Headphone

Skip ID Write, Skip ID Erase, Skip Play, Date and Time display On/Off, CD controls
(Play/Pause, AMS), CD Synchro. Display windows: backlit LCD matrices for volume
bargraph and time count, show function status, input source, sampling frequency,
headroom margin. Power consumption: 50W. Dimensions: 17" W by 5
3
,‘" Hby 15"
D. Weight: 26 lbs. Serial number of unit tested: 35883. Price: $2500. Approximate
number of dealers: 250. Manufacturer Sony Corp. of America, One Sony Drive,
Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930-1000. Fax: (201) 930-4748.

Level, Timer, Display Mode, Music Scan, Fader. Additional controls on infrared remote:

I

ntroduced nearly eight years ago as
the first recordable digital format for
consumers, DAT both failed to
appeal to its target market and was
blocked from formally entering the USA
for four years by the RIAA, who feared
for the copyright ofits members' recordings. However, the DAT medium was
enthusiastically snapped up by professionals and semiprofessionals, who found
its combination of reliability, CDcompatible signal format, and editing
ease ideal for mastering. Sony currently
offers asmall range of consumer models,
from the diminutive Walkman-sized
TCD-D-7 DATMan to four-head cassette-deck-sized machines for the socalled "prosumer": amateur recordists
who make pin money taping local concerts. The DCT-2000ES is Sony's latest
entry.'
The DCT-2000ES is the first consumer
deck to offer Super Bit Mapping—
Sony's proprietary noise-shaping system that claims to deliver 20-bit accuracy
in the midrange and low treble by
moving quantization noise from the ear's
most sensitive frequency range to a
higher one. Sony also modestly admits
that the 2000ES is Sony's "statement"
on consumer A/D and D/A conversion,
about which more later.
The recorder features four heads, two
of which are dedicated "assurance" heads
that play back the just-recorded signal
1Since this was written, Sony has announced atwoheaded machine for $1800.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

Sony Dit-2000ES DAT recorder

from the tape while arecording is being
made. This is an invaluable feature for a
professional, who's likely to be taping
100 musicians at union recording rates
and needs to be certain he's actually getting usable tape from them. If he hears
adropout, he can say, "Hold it, we have
aproblem," and do aretake on the spot.
But record assurance is of much less
value to an amateur (or prosumer)—he'll
probably be taping concert performances, and if he hears aglitch from the
tape, there's not adamned thing he can
do but bite his tongue and hope there
won't be more. The extra heads add to
the cost of the recorder; considering its
target market, Idon't think they're justified. Ihave never once encountered a
playback glitch from DAT that wasn't in
the original signal, and neither has anyone else Iknow.
The 2000ES is one of the few available
WorldRadioHistory

consumer recorders that has microphone
inputs as well as the usual complement
of line-level Ins and Outs. It should be
noted, though, that the mike inputs are
for unbalanced mikes only; they will not
handle aphantom-powered condenser
mike, for instance, and could well be
damaged by it. (Such mikes must be used
with balanced/unbalanced input transformers.) You may think it ludicrous that
Iwould suggest partnering apair of
expensive professional condenser mikes
with aconsumer tape deck, but the idea
isn't at all absurd. People who have used
top-quality condensers even with modest compact cassette decks have been
astonished at how good their tapes
sounded. DATs may be digital, with all
that that implies, good and bad, but make
no mistake: If you plan on doing live
recording, microphone quality is at least
as important as the quality of your deck.
101

Digital's lack of treble softening puts formidable demands on amicrophone's treble smoothness, and that smoothness
doesn't come cheap.
The input lineup also includes asingle pair of analog line inputs, as well as
two switch-selectable TosLink digitals
and acoaxial digital input. Outputs
include one fixed-level analog pair and
aTosLink and coax digital.
The record volume-control is a
ganged, dutch-coupled pair that tracked
surprisingly well all the way down to the
bottom, allowing me to do perfectly
balanced fadeouts down to silence. Other
controls include On/Off buttons for
SBM and pre-emphasis, and aswitch to
select 48 or 44.1kHz sampling, or a
32kHz mode that doubles the recording
time.
Both the '2000's displays are backlit
LCDs that are bright enough to view in
awell-lit room, but not bright enough
to sear your retinas when working in
subdued light, such as in the wings of a
concert hall. Everything you need to
know is displayable—some of it gratuitously, some of it on demand by punching abutton or two. You can even display the sampling frequency of an
unknown tape you're playing—for whatever that's worth to you.
The record-level indicator has auseful
feature called Margin, which keeps a
numeric tally of how closely the record
level has approached maximum since the
last time you reset the Margin. It's like
aPeak Hold function, except that you get
adecibel value instead of astationary
segment on the bargraph. Either way,
you get afrozen record of what happened when that loud part came along
while you were staring lasciviously at the
harpist, so you can choose to edge the
level down abit before the next one
comes along. Actually, aslight overload
is of little consequence; all you'll notice
is asubtle loss of attack speed. A severe
overload, however, will cause aflat top
that adds aclick (but thankfully not a
bang) to the peak.
Because DAT, like all digital recording systems, records in aseries of discrete
"frames," the 2000ES's minutes/seconds
counter is precisely and repeatably accurate to within asecond. The counter
Mode selector allows display of absolute
time (from the start of the tape), elapsed
time of the current selection, remaining
time to the end of the tape, and elapsed
time from when you last punched Play
or Record, regardless of where you
started from.
Construction is excellent—well up to
Sony's ES standard—and the unit looks
as easy to service as anything this corn102

plicated could possibly be. Its 25-lb
weight tells the power-supply story.
(Unlike some high-priced decks, which
shall remain nameless, the 2000ES
doesn't embroider its own heft with a
25-lb cast-iron bottom plate.) Appearance and ergonomics are—well, Sony
ES. Enough said.

Although there's alot to learn about
using this deck, making atape with it is
as easy as recording on acompact cassette deck. But it does take alittle while
to learn all the available functions well
enough to be able to invoke them without peering at the button labels or digging out the instructions. And the func-

Dis 'N' DAT

DAT is aformat unlike any other. The
tape cassettes use le-wide tape running at 03"/second, and run on what
is basically an ultra-miniature VCR
that records in aseries of diagonal
stripes across the tape (helical scan).
The recordings have extraordinarily
robust error correction,' and can use
several kinds of place markers that
together constitute arudimentary,
but effective, editing system.
A start identifier (ID) signals the
beginning ofa recorded selection, and
can provide aseek point for highspeed searches to specific locations
on the tape. Start IDs can be placed
(written) automatically while recording—at every spot where alouder
section follows aprolonged quiet
section—or manually during playback. Pressing the Start ID Write button once puts the deck into audition
mode, during which it repeats several seconds of the program over and
over, starting from the marked point.
Pressing the forward or reverse button then advances or retards the ID's
position by 3/
1o
of asecond for each
press until the marker is exactly
where you want it, at which time
you again press Write, and the deck
records it onto the tape. If you want
to move it later, you cue up to the
Start ID (the display shows START ID)
and press Write, which puts you in
audition mode again. Use the shuttle
buttons to reposition the marker, then
press Write again to record the new
Start position.
If you make the recording in Auto
Start mode, you may end up with a
number of unwanted Start markers
on the tape, particularly when recording alive performance or apiece
of music that has wide dynamic
range. The extraneous IDs can be
individually erased later, and should
be erased before manually placing a
new one nearby—if two markers are
less than 10 seconds apart, neither
may work, and it may be difficult to
IIerased arecording with ahand-held dcgausser
and then tried playing it. Those few parts that were
not completely erased actually played cleanly.
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move or erase either of them. To erase
aStart ID, you advance to or alittle
past it, put the deck into Play, and
press Start ID Erase. The deck backs
up until it locates the marker, wipes
it off the tape, and continues playing.
(A start marker can be precisely
located by pressing Pause and using
the Automatic Music Find button to
shuttle directly to it. The deck will
find it and pause on it.)
A Skip ID signals the deck to fastforward to the next Start ID and start
playing from there. Skip IDs can only
be placed manually, and are useful for
bypassing long lengths of unwanted
material, which often result when
you record alive performance unattended. Skip IDs also give you the
option of auditioning the skip start
points before you commit to their
placement, but they can't be moved
later; they have to be erased and
rewritten.
After all extraneous IDs have been
deleted and the desired ones placed,
aRenumber function rewinds the
tape to the beginning and renumbers
all the Start IDs in sequence, for easy
numerical call-out from the remote
control.
Finally, the End ID marks the spot
where the last recorded selection
ended; the tape cannot be played or
fast-forwarded beyond the End
point. In playback, the End ID causes
the tape to rewind to the beginning.
Also, by putting the deck in Pause
and hitting Fast Forward, the End ID
can be used to locate the start point
for another recording. The tape will
wind to the marker and pause. Starting anew recording from there erases
that end marker and places anew one
at the new end point.
By combining Start IDs and Skip
IDs, aragged concert recording with
audience coughs and shuffles and
long periods of interminable silence
can usually be cleaned up well
enough for broadcast, duplication
onto analog cassettes, or digital copying as a "clean" original with no
wasted space on it. —J. Gordon Holt
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tions all work flawlessly. The only problems Ihad were my own fault—like putting two Start IDs (see "Dis 'n' DAT"
sidebar) too close together when I'd been
warned by the instructions not to. (On
one occasion, Ihad to re-record over that
section of tape to get rid of them.)

LISTENING
Other equipment used included aFosgate THX Home Theater amplification/loudspeaker system, an EAD 7000
A/D converter, an Arcam Delta 100
Dolby S cassette deck (reviewed last
month, Vol.17 No.10), and aSony CDPX779ES CD player. Audio interconnects
were 75 ohm homebrews; the main
loudspeaker cables were AudioQuest
Greens.
Listening straight through the 2000ES
—line input to output—revealed no
more difference than an extremely slight
HF softening, and it was so slight that
I'm still not certain it was there at all.
Neither bypass testing nor prolonged
listening to the in-circuit 2000ES confirmed my observation, so Iwould say
that the deck's analog circuitry is, for all
intents and purposes, beyond reproach.
Going into the 2000ES through its mike
inputs (with the source signals attenuated by 20dB) made no qualitative difference whatsoever, which suggests that the
preamp stages are probably in-circuit all
the time, their inputs simply paddeddown for line-level sources.
Imade adigital copy from a CD
through aTosLink optical interconnect,
took along listen to it, and quit right
there. If there was any difference at all,
Icouldn't hear it. (This makes it all the
more difficult for me to understand how
CDs can so often sound inferior to their
digital originals. In the case of DAT, it
really does seem as if bits is bits.)
For the analog/digital (and vice versa)
tests involving the 2000ES's own digital converters, Iused CDs and recent
analog-mastered LPs (from Reference
Recordings and Wilson Audio as signal
sources)—the CDs because of their more
extended low end and slightly better
transient response, the LPs because they
can't have contained any digital artifacts
that might make them sound less different than their copies.
Comparing analog-copied DATs with
their CD originals revealed afew small
differences. The copies had identical
frequency range and balance, abit less
depth, and aslight edge of dryness.
Noise was not aconsideration.
Overall, the similarity between good
CDs and their analog copies to DAT was
greater than between any original and its
analog copy that I've ever heard. Dolby
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

S cassettes copied (from CD) on the
Arcam Delta 100 deck Ireviewed last
month sounded alittle more "musical"
than the 2000ES DATs, in that they were
slightly sweeter than the originals; but
the 2000ES's tapes were unmistakably
more Wee the CD originals than were the
Scassettes. Again, the major difference
was that the DAT copies were slightly
drier, and seemed to have avery subtle
"zzz" riding on their treble content.
DAT copies of LPs had even less of this,
suggesting that Sony's A/D and D/A
conversions were adding to something
uniquely digital that was already present in the original CD sounds. In short,
Sony's "statement" A/D and D/A converters do avery good job.
It's not, however, astatement of the
art. While Ididn't have an expensive outboard A/D converter to compare with,
the Enlightened Audio Design DSP7000 II D/A Ihad on hand was clearly
better than the 2000ES's internal D/A.
(It should have been—it costs more than
the whole 2000ES.) The EAD sounded
sweeter, more liquid, and—dare Isay
it—more like good analog.
What about the Super Bit Mapping?
Well, kiddies, there is adifference, and the
difference is in favor of SBM. If my hearing still went out to batsville and my
speakers had anice hi-fi treble rise in
them, Imight find non-SBM digital so
obnoxious that I'd write aparagraph of
paean about SBM. Neither is the case.
Yes, SBM sounded perceptibly smoother
and cleaner—more listenable, if you
will—than the plain vanilla digital, but
not by much. Is it worth the added
expense, then? You bet your bippie it is.
The ultimate quality of ahigh-end system depends on the sum of many small
improvements, so none of them can ever
be dismissed as "insignificant." And
there's no question that SBM brings
about an audible improvement.

50k nominal value. The line input required avoltage of 1.3V RNIS to produce
adigital signal of OdBFS with the input
level control exactly halfway up, suggesting that the DTC-2000 will interface
well with avariety of source levels.
The DTC-1000 doesn't invert absolute
polarity from analog input to output, or
in its D/A section. Ialso found the DTC2000's digital meters to be very accurate,
precisely tracking those of the Audio
Precision System One.
Fig.1 shows the DTC-2000's D/A
frequency response (top traces), deemphasis error (middle traces), and overall record/replay response from analog
input to analog output (bottom traces).
Although the responses are flat, the
DTC-2000 has amild de-emphasis error
that will be audible as aslight darkening of the sound with pre-emphasized
tapes. Although the 0.7ciB maximum
rolloff isn't severe, it covers abroad
enough band to be just audible. Channel separation was excellent, measuring
106dB at lkHz, rising gently to 90dB at
20kHz. The DTC-2000 produced low
levels ofintermodulation products when
driven by acode representing an equallevel mix of 19kHz and 20kHz tones.
The lkHz difference product lay below
-100dB—excellent performance.
Fig.2 is aspectral analysis of the DIE2000's output when decoding a-90dB,
lkHz undithered sinewave. The spectrum is free from power-supply noise
(except atrace of 60Hz in the right channel), and the overall noise level is low.
(Compare this plot with that of the Bel
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M EASUREMENTS FROM RH
Because the DTC-2000 is the first consumer product with Super Bit Mapping,
Iwas eager to look at its technical performance and investigate Sony's published claims and technical graphs of
what SBM does. But first, let's look at
the IIITC-2000's D/A and A/D converter
performance.
The unit's maximum output level was
2.5V when fed OdBFS, lkHz sinewave
data. Output impedance was amoderate
295 ohms at any audio frequency. The
DC levels at the output were very low,
measuring just 0.9mV (left channel) and
0.1mV (right).
The line input impedance measured
43.6k ohms at lkHz—slightly below the
WorldRadioHistory
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Fig.I Sony DTC-2000ES, D A frequency
response (top), de-emphasis error
(middle), and A/D-D/A frequency response
(bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5d13/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Sony DTC-2000ES, spectrum of dithered
I
kHz tone at —90.3IdBFS, with noise and
spuriae ('/3-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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HY PAY
E
ULTRA HEAVY STEEL
SANDFILLABLE
AVAILABLE IN 21",
24" &28"
*21" is 450°°S (pr)

REFERENCE 24
3751 (pr)
HEAVY DUTY STAND
SANDFILLABLE
AVAILABLE IN
12", 16", 20", 24",
28"
28" is 109.°°S(pr)

SB 24

Canto Aida, also reviewed in this issue.)
Fig3 is the DTC-2000's noise-modulation plot. This is superb performance,
and among the best I've measured. The
noise level is low, and the traces are very
tightly grouped, almost appearing as a
single trace above about 3kHz.
The DTC-2000's D/A converter
linearity was excellent (bottom traces in
fig.4), as would be expected from Sony's
1-bit type DAC. The A/D converter
linearity (top traces in fig.4) was also
good, but the apparent positive "linearity
error" below -90dB is more likely noise
swamping the signal. Nonetheless, these
are both excellent linearity plots.
We can see this difference in noise performance between the D/A and A/D
stages in figs.5 and 6. Fig.5 is the DTC
2000's reproduction of a-90dB lkHz
undithered sinewave with adigital input
driving the DTC-2000. This excellent
waveshape is overlaid with very little
audioband noise, and the transitions are
uniform. For comparison, fig.6 shows
alow-level waveform as reproduced by
the DTC-2000 with avery-low-level
analog input signal (50µV). We can see
that the A/D converter adds afair amount
of noise to the signal, as would be
expected; A/D converter technology is
way behind D/A converter engineering.
Fig.6 was made with the Super Bit
Mapping turned off. Fig.7 is the same
test signal, but with SBM turned on. The
much higher noise level seen with SBM
is aresult of the noise floor's spectral
energy being shifted higher in frequency.
The noise energy is so frequency-specific
that you can almost count the cycles of
the noise. (I count between 18 and 20

cycles overlaying each lkHz wave, which
suggests that the noise energy is concentrated at the upper end of the audio
band—exactly what's expected from
knowing what SBM does.)
There's been some debate over potential audible problems when so much
noise energy is concentrated over anarrow band of frequencies. When noise
energy is concentrated over too narrow
afrequency band, it begins to be heard
as aspecific pitch. At the 1990 AES convention in Montreux, for example, JA
attended ademonstration of an early
noise-shaping technique. He immediately noticed ahigh-frequency "whistle"

Fig.5 Sony Dit-2000ES, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave. digital input, at
-90.3IdBFS.

Fig.6 Sony Dit-2000ES, waveform of
undithered 'kHz sinewave at -90dBFS,
analog input, no SBM.
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Fig.7 Sony DTC-2000ES, waveform of
undithered I
kHz sinewave at -90dBFS,
analog input, with SBM.
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Fig.4 Sony Dit-2000ES, A/D departure from
linearity (top) and D/A departure from
linearity (bottom) (right-channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Sony Dit-2000ES, spectrum of digital
silence, 500Hz-50kHz, with noise and
spunae, with SBM (solid) and without
(dashed) (V3-octave analysis).
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overlaying the music, the shaped noise
acquiring too much character. [To befair,
Iwas listening to very-low-level music considerably louder than the noise-shaper algorithm's
designers ever anticipated. It could be argued
that, at lower playback levels, the shaped noise
would have dropped below my hearing's highfrequency threshold and thus have lost its audible pitch.—Ed.]
Looking again at fig.7, we can see the
potential to hear that signal as atone
overlaid with asecond tone; the signal
almost looks like atwin tone of lkHz
and 201c1-1z. Note, however, that the ear's
sensitivity drops at 20kHz, making the
high-frequency noise component less
audible than is suggested in this graph.
We can look more closely at the noise
floor's shape by performing aVi-octave
spectral analysis of the DTC-2000's output with no input signal. Idid this with
and without SBM engaged, producing
the plots in fig.8. The curve made with
SBM (solid trace) shows alower noise
floor throughout most of the auclioband,
but vastly higher noise in the top octave.
We saw this high-frequency noise overlaying the waveform in fig.7. Note that
noise-shaping techniques such as SBM
can't lower the overall noise level within
the audioband. Instead, they merely shift
it around, as seen in this graph.
Sony's promotional graphs for SBM
show apparently improved resolution
with SBM on low-level waveforms—see
Stereophile, Vol.15 No.8, p.55. This is
somewhat misleading, however. Sony's
engineers invoked a161cHz low-pass filter for their measurements, removing the
concentration of high-frequency noise
from the waveform. It could be argued,
however, that human hearing acts as a
low-pass filter (reduced sensitivity at
very high audio frequencies), making the
filtered waveforms subjectively appropriate.
At any rate, what matters is how SBM
affects our musical impressions. And
JGH did indeed think highly of its effect.
—Robert Harley

J
GH CONCLUDES &RAILS

This is probably as good an all-in-one
DAT recorder/player as money can buy.
Its D/A can be improved with an expensive outboard processor, as probably
could its AID, but Iwould be prepared
to pit the 2000ES against any other
recording machine that could be bought
(or assembled) for under $10,000, and
make book on the outcome. That this
level of quality can be acquired for substantially less than $3000 is, Ifeel, atriumph of design and manufacturing.
But would Ibuy one for my own use?
On the basis of sound alone, Iwouldn't
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1994
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recording of an entire concert season, and
the performing group wants me to comWhat really pisses me off abo
pile a "sampler" tape to give to its
patrons. The only way to do this without
SCMS is that it wasn't even necessary.
some quality loss is by digital duping,
., The CD standard already included a
'provision for placing amarker flag
which SCMS will allow—once. But that
that would prevent any digital copycompilation tape is now branded COPY.
ing, but for whatever reason, it seems
Suppose, then, that Ineed two DAT
no CD manufacturer ever used it. ,
copies of the compilation—one for
(This may have had something to do'
broadcast and the other to make analog
;with aSupreme Court ruling that
cassettes from. Sorry—SCMS won't
consumers have the legal right to
allow that. The choice is to either make
;duplicate copyrighted stuff for their
analog copies, or spend another three
own private use.) But that CD antihours reassembling all the excerpts from
copy flag could be used to invoke a
ahalf dozen or so tapes for each new
modified SCMS that would limit!"
DAT copy?
duplication of copyrighted material
There are professional "black boxes"
to asingle generation, but would still
available that will quite legally strip the
allow unrestricted duping of uncopySCMS flag out of the bitstream—Digital
righted material.
Domain's FCN-1 Format Converter, for
example, which costs around $600, or
Here's how it would work: Instead
the Core Sound Digital Patch Panel—
of getting flagged by just any ol' dig
while it is rumored that some of the
irai signal, aDAT machine could look
popular litterbugs" will do the same.
for the CD's anti-copy flag and use
However, "professional" DAT machines
that to set its own flag, which would
then prevent anyfurther copying. But,
don't have SCMS protection; couldn't
Ijust rent or borrow one of those to
if the digital original didn't contain
make additional copies? Well, Icould, but
the CD-protect flag, it wouldn't kick
in the SCMS, so any number of
the only digital connections to and from
pro decks are via balanced AES/EBU
generations could be copied from that41
ports. A simple adapter lead will get the
copy. Unfortunately, this great idea
data signal into the machine, but it's not
will probably never be implemented,
because it takes an act of Congress to
asure thing whether the pro deck's input
receiver will recognize the 20dB lower
get adumb law changed, and Con.gress never does anything sensible
signal level from the consumer coax
interface. [I've had no problem making copies
without being bludgeoned about died
head. So SCMS will probably be
on aprofessional Panasonic 3700 recorde, driving one halfof its balanced AES/EBU data
with us indefinitely. Sigh.
—J. Gordon Holt
input with the coaxial S/PDIF outputs ofboth
my Aiwa portable DAT recorder and aRadio
Shack CD-3400 CD player.—Ed.]
hesitate; but there's ayellowjacket in the
Why not just buy acouple of pro
ointment, and its name is SCMS.
DATs and be done with it? UnforSCMS (Serial Copy Management tunately, affordable pro is not where
System) is acopy-protection scheme that DAT's sonic state of the art is; consumer
automatically identifies any recording is where it's at, as exemplified by the
made from adigital source as acopy, and 2000ES. The choice, then, would be to
prevents any such copy from being dig- pay more for apro machine that doesn't
itally copied again? This means that you sound quite as good as the 2000ES but
can make adigital copy of aCD, but you allows unlimited copying, or opting for
can't make adigital copy from that copy. the best sound and learning to live within
You can make adigital copy from one of the SCMS wall. Some choice!
your own live recordings on DAT, but,
I'll probably—grudgingly—buy the
again, you can't copy that copy (see "SCMS DCT-2000ES anyway when Sony's
Scams" sidebar). For a"serious" amateur accounting department starts getting
recordist like myself, that spells trouble.
antsy, simply because it's such agood
For example: Suppose I make a recorder and recording is my favorite
hobby. But that doesn't mean I'll quit
railing at SCMS. —J. Gordon Holt
S

SC9n.SSCAMS

2America's music industry, which viewed with horror the prospect of every Tom, Dick, and Eduardo being
able to make "perfect" copies of CDs, rammed the
SCMS mandate through Congress before it would
allow any DAT machines into the country. (As far as I'm
concerned, when an industry gets powerful enough to
prohibit public access to an important new technology,
it's too damned powerful for the public good.)

«fflesignen*

3Sony's $700 TCD-D7 DATMan is perfect for digital copying—once.
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SNELL TYPE CAT LOUDSPEAKER
Corey Greenberg
Three-way loorstanding vented loudspeaker. Drivers: two 8" woofers, two 5" midranges,

46.75" H by 10.5" W by 17.75" D. Weight: 230 lbs/pair. Serial numbers of speakers

one 1" titanium-dome tweeter, one switchable rear-firing 1" tweeter. Crossover fre-

reviewed: 153711538. Price: $2499/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 130. Manufac-

quencies: 300Hz, 2.8kHz. Recommended amplifier power: 50-250W. Rated sensi-

turer. Snell Acoustics, 143 Essex St., Haverhill, MA 01832. Tel: (508) 373-6114. Fax
(508) 373-6172.

tivity. 90dBPN/m in anechok half-space. Impedance: 8ohms nominal, 5ohms minimum.
Finishes available: oak, dark oak, walnut, high-gloss black real-wood veneers. Dimensions:

W

hen Isay that this past—and
last—Summer CES in Chicago was dead daddy dead,
I'm not talking about fewer high-end
exhibits and attendees than ever before.
I'm talking Iwalked in the front door of
the Chicago Hilton and almost puked
from that smell of dead, mealy meat that
hits you in the face and kicks-in the gag
reflex. The smell of death you can taste
even if you're breathing with your
mouth. In most religions, it's asin to let
something that dead just sit there without at least spreading some lye on it to
kill the stink. Ionce cut aman for misadjusting the VTA on my cartridge, and
that man lying on my listening-room
floor with an Allen wrench still clenched
in his hand wasn't as dead as this last
SCES.
But even though Imostly sleepwalked
through the Hilton's few high-end exhibits without hearing anything very
interesting, one speaker intro made my
ears prick up and take notice: Snell's
brand-new $2500/pair Type C/V. Yet
another rung up the evolutionary ladder from the Type C/IV reviewed by
Digital Lad in April '91 (Vol.14 No.4),
Snell's completely revamped the older
speaker's design to come up with a
whole new speaker instead of merely a
minor update.
Snell's exhibit room in the Hilton was
an interesting scene fo' sho'. Iand my
compadres, Peter Mitchell and Tom Norton, handed our various CDs to Snell's
Kevin Voecks.' Iscratched my head
through their classical selections; I'm sure
they wanted to kick my ass like aredheaded stepchild all the way through
Soundgarden's "Black Hole Sun," from
Superunknown (A&M 314-540 198-2).
But we were all real impressed with the
Type C/Vs, and Iwasn't the only one of
Snell C/V loudspeaker
us who came back later for s'mo'.
I'll tell you right off the bat: One of the
room at SCES is because I've never really
main reasons Iwas so impressed with the dug the various bigger Snells all that
new C/Vs when Iheard them in Snell's
much. Yeah, they can all play pretty
"AM* loud, unlike most Audiophile
1So many people mispronounce Kevin's last name
"Vokes:' "Vo-ex:' or "Voox" that when Iproperly proApproved speakers, but they've always
nounced it "Vakes" the first time we met, he grabbed
seemed to have aheaviness in the low
my head and tried to kiss me. Remember, that's "Vakes,"
as in, "My heart vakes every time we're apart."
end—a sluggishness that just slows
106
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down the overall groove on rhythmic
music, and that's the real death knell for
me when it comes to speakers. I've heard
this quality in Snell's Type B, their Type
B minor, the older A/III, and even their
THX-certified speaker system.
Other noted high-end speakers, like
Thiel's $3990/pair CS3.6, also suffer
from this problem. No matter how good
aspeaker may be across the rest of the
range, if it has this bass heaviness, it's
always ruled out for me. It wasn't till the
mighty NHT 33 came along that Ifound
abig-ass muscle speaker that could do
the transparency thang without any midbass blump to slow down the rhythm.
While adollop of blump may give slowtempo classical music asense of weight
and heft, this kind of presentation can put
areal drag on the groove with faster,
more solidly rhythmic music like rock,
jazz, soul, blues—hell, anything but
slow-tempo classical. So when Iheard
the new Type C/V sound pretty damn
good no matter what we fed it, Iasked
Kevin to send me areview pair.
Has Snell finally banished the blump?

THE GUTS
As Isaid before, the new C/V is atotally
different speaker from the older C/IV.
While both are moderately tall floorstanding models—the C/V is about 47"
high with the supplied spikes installed
—the C/V has two 8" vented woofers as
opposed the C/IV's single 10" vented
driver; while the older speaker had one
5" midrange, the CM has two such
drivers, mounted in what Snell calls an
"MTM array" (basically, just the common midrange/tweeter/midrange samwich thang) above and below the 1"
pure-titanium tweeter. This tweeter is the
sanie driver used in Snell's Type B minor,
reviewed by Larry Greenhill in April '94
(Vol.17 No.4, p.166). Both the midrange
and woofer drivers are plastic-coned
units, and all of the drivers are hardwired to the crossover and speaker binding posts with heavy-gauge Monster
Cable hookup wire. The woofers are
driven in parallel, crossed-over to the
midranges at 300Hz; the midranges, also
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

driven in parallel, hand things over to the
centrally mounted tweeter at 2.8kHz. All
slopes are 18dB/octave "Butterworth"
types. To reduce cabinet-edge diffraction and smooth the speaker's response
through the midrange and treble, asheet
of thick, sound-absorbing felt is glued
to the C/V face surrounding the mid/
tweet/mid samwich.
The rear of the C/V is where you find
not only the woofer port's opening 4"
down from the top of the cabinet, but the
second, rear-firing 1" dome tweeter. A
common feature of the Snell line, this
tweeter only comes into play in the
highest two octaves, and is designed to
add asense of "air" and "life" in the highs
by spraying HF energy at the wall
behind the speakers and filling-in the
overall power response in the highs,
where all conventional dynamic speakers
narrow their dispersions. Of course, this
rear-firing tweeter can also make for a
more "soft-focus" character in the highs,
as it basically increases the ratio of
reflected HF energy bouncing off your
room's walls before it reaches your ears,
to direct sound from the speaker's front
tweeter. If you're like me and don't like
this effect, you can switch off this second tweeter via aswitch on the rear
panel, next to the binding posts.
The binding posts are good-quality,
gold-plated jobs, with round, metal
thumb-knurl nuts rather than the usual
plastic hex-heads (see "Of Posts &
Wrenches" sidebar). Two pairs of posts
are provided per C/V to allow for biwiring and passive bi-amping, with

gold-plated jumpers included so you can
hook these guys up with asingle run of
cable. Also on the rear panel are the inline fuse that's wired in series with both
tweeters, the aforementioned switch for
the rear-firing tweeter, and awirewound
level control to adjust the main tweeter's
level. Snell sea that the C/V's response
is flattest when the tweeter level control
is set at 12:00.
Overall, Ithought the Snell C/V was
areal fine-looking hunk o' speaker. Its
hand-oiled real walnut veneer was finished to perfection, and fien'finish were
topnotch. Look around at what else is
out there at the $2500 level, and you
won't find anything that packs so much
speaker into such abig-ass, finely finished box.

conditioners.

SOUND

Damn good for the bucks. Take this as
you will, but these new Type C/Vs are the
first Snells that Ifelt Icould recommend
to afriend. In fact, Ialready have. Ithink
they're clearly better, in an all-around
sense, than what you'd get for your $25k
from the likes of Thiel, Vandersteen, and
most anyone else doing aone-piece, fullrange speaker in this price range.
Would Iwant to live with them? I've
been too spoiled over the past year and
ahalf by what the mighty $4000 NHT
3.3s can do. If Ihad $2500 to spend on
apair of speakers, I'd just as soon hock
one of my guitars so Icould get the
NHTs. But I'll say this about the Snells:
Iliked 'em alot more than Ididn't. There
were acouple of areas where Ifelt the
SYSTEM
Type C/Vs could've been better, but,
The Snells replaced my longtime reference NHT 33s in my He-Man rig, and
overall, Ihad areal good time with them.
were driven by an Aragon 4004 Mk.II
Given the choice, I'd definitely take these
200W solid-state power amplifier—
new Snells over the $2750/pair Thiel CS
another long-term fave Igot no plans of 22s or the $2395/pair Vandersteen 3s—
retiring any time soon. Preamps used
overall, Ithink they cover more bases and
do less damage to the music than either
were the Audible Illusions Modulus 3,
my own buffered job, and an Exposure
one of these Class B speakers. Ithink the
XVII. LPs were played on aWell TemSnells are afar better value.
The C/V's sound was big, meaty, and
pered Table fitted with aNairn ARO arm
and Sumiko Transfiguration cartridge;
very neutral across most of the range.
CDs were played on aTheta Data Basic
The low end was full and weighty rather
than lean and restrained—after all, it is
transport Linque'd to Theta's GenV processor. Eight-tracks were played on a still aSnell. There was abit of emphaWollensak 8050A deck. Interconnects
sis in the midbass that gave male vocals
were Kimber's KCAG and PBJ, speaker
a slight chestiness when compared
cables were Kimber's 4AG, and all gear
directly to the very neutral NHT 3.3s, but
was plugged into Power Wedge AC-line
Iheard much less in the way of overbearingly blumpy bass with the C/V than I
do with all the other big Snells. Even the
OFMISTS &'
WRENCHES
Thiel 3.6 has more oían annoyingly fat
One solution is that adoptedl byl
midbass hump than these new Snells,
Ihad to count the number of
Snell with their C/V: the metal terwhich mainly push bass lines noticeably
aker binding posts I've broken in
minal posts have knurled circular nuts
up a bit in the mix, but otherwise
e last few years, I'd run out of
that can only be easily fastened by
don't drive you crazy trying to find the
gers and be well through my toes.
one speaker placement in the room that
hand. Unless you have the hands of
he problem is, for maximum verdoesn't boom like so many other big-ass
agorilla, you won't be able to overtility the manufacturers want to use
speakers. Igot the best balance by bring. binding posts on their speakers,
torque the terminal. However, my
ing the Snells out into the room, where
experience with these is that they
tthe OEM suppliers feel they have
their midbass fullness flattened out to
loosen with time, resulting in adisdrill such large holes through the
an acceptable level. This is one speaker
tinct lack of sound. The second solu—
sts to accept monstrous cables that
that does not sound dickless when you
tion is a$7.95 gadget sold by Audio
e posts' mechanical integrity is
move it away from the wall behind it—
mpromised. Get your favorite nut- Advisor and others: Dynaclear's
Postman Binding Post Wrench.
believe me.
'ver to work on the binding post's
lastic shank, and one of three things
Still, coming directly from the ultraThe Postman looks like ayellowppen: 1) Being aSensitive Newtight, well-defined bass of the NHTs, the
and-black plastic screwdriver handle.
C/V's low end betrayed its ported orige Guy, you apply just the right
However, each end has ahexagonal
ount of torque and everything
hollow machined into it to fit over theill
gins by tending toward aslower, more
eds down nicely; 2) You turn the
thumping character than the fast and
popular 1
2 "and 7/
/
16" plastic terminal'ver until the post breaks, then you
agile sealed NHT woofer. This gave the
post nuts. With the Postman in your
ck off half aturn; 3) The entire terfist, you can get agood enough grip
impression that the bass was lagging
somewhat behind the rest of the range
to tighten the connection without
'nal
einternal
post assembly
connection.
turns,
Asbreaking
I'm not
during strong rhythmic music, such as
catastrophically over-tightening it.
Jimmie Vaughan's "Don't Cha Know,"
SNAG, Ihave terminal problems.
Recommended.
—John Atkinson
off Strange Pleasure (Epic EK 57202).
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Although the C/V suffers from this to a
much lesser extent than the other big
Snells, such as the B and B minor, there
was still atrace of it in the C/V when
compared with the NHT 33, which has
very strong rhythmic ability. Compared
to other speakers I've heard in its price
range, though, I'd say the C/V is better
than the norm—most of which have
such lousy rhythm in their low ends that
they cause their owners to buy Chesky
CDs instead of Rhinos, drink Heineken
instead of Colt 45, and get their political views from afat guy who's wrong
only 97.2% of the time.
The C/V had decent low-end definition, but nobody's going to mistake it for
asealed-alignment design. Bass control
was tight enough to follow quick-fingered
basslines, but subtleties in electric basslines, such as those on the Latin Playboys
CD—"Forever Night Shade Mary," in
particular—were less evident than with
the NHTs. There's no bass player at all
on Jimmie Vaughan's Strange Pleasure, the
basslines being handled by Hammond
B-3 organ-player Bill Willis dancing on
the B-3's bass pedals. When Ibought the
disc, this was obvious over the 33s from
the very first note; but if I'd first heard
it on the Snells, Iprobably would've
missed it and wondered why the bassist
wasn't credited in the liner notes.
In terms of extension, the C/V went
impressively low, but didn't do all that
much in my room below 35Hz or so.
The room-shalcin' earthquake at the end
of Graham Central Station's "Earthquake offNow Do IJ Wanta Dance, didn't
quite rock the foundations of my house
like the NHTs do when driven by the
Aragon amplifier. But unless you listen
to pipe-organ recordings, sound-effects
records, or this stupid bit ofhardcore '70s
flunk, the C/V goes down more than low
enough in the bass to handle most any
commercial recording you're likely to
feed it. Listening to rock and soul records
from all over the map, Inever felt that the
sound lacked for deep bass. If anything,
the Snell's weighty, meaty low end gave
it the impression of having subjectively
deeper bass than the more neutral NHT
3.3. It didn't, of course, but that's what
aweightier midbass presentation sounds
like; and if you dig this kind of thing, the
Snell will make you very happy. Iliked
it on certain rock recordings, where the
C/V's sense of power and foundation
gave the music asolid, forceful feel. But
on other recordings, like the MoFi
Muddy Waters Folk Singer gold CD
(Mobile Fidelity UDCD-593), with its
already weighty mix, the Snell's tendency
toward bass weight wasn't as welcome.
Now we get to the midrange, which
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is where the C/V made its strongest
showing. Compared to the NHT 33, the
Snell was just slightly chesty, but otherwise very neutral and clear—compared
to the other $2500 speakers I've heard,
the C/V is damn near without any character at all in the midrange. The Snell's
high level of midrange neutrality and
"rightness" was what immediately
impressed me at its SCES demo, and I
continued to be impressed all through
my listening sessions.
Snell got the C/V's midrange real right.
When you compare these speakers to
others in their price range, try first some
well-recorded vocals, like Johnny Cash's
American Recordings (American 45520).
After switching back and forth between
speakers, you probably won't have to go
any further. A very slight low-treble sibilance was apparent with some vocals,
and it was just noticeable on the Johnny
Cash CD. But aside from this, Ireally
had no complaints to make of the C/V's
performance through the all-important
midrange. There are s0000 many highend speakers on the market, and s00000
few of them have amidrange as neutral
and clean as that of the Snell C/V. It's
really an overachiever in this respect—
especially when its reasonable price is
taken into account.
The Snells remained very clean up
through the highs, but they still had a
distinct lack of top-octave air that gave
them asomewhat more polite character
than the more strictly neutral NHTs.
This gave the speakers the impression of
having avery clean, spit-free treble, but
every now and then I'd hear acymbal
that usually had more in the way of sheen
on top than when Iwas listening to the
big NHTs. Whether this was due to the
Snell's tweeter having arolled-off top
octave or amore depressed HF response
off-axis, and therefore less treble reinforcement from room reflections, Iamn't
able to tell without all that high falutin'
test gear JA's got in Santa Fe. Either way,
neither turning the main tweeter's level
control up nor switching on the rearfiring tweeter were acceptable solutions
to my ears—the former only increased
the slight bit of low-treble sibilance the
Snells possessed with the tweeter control
set for flat response, and the latter sufficiently scrambled the C/V's soundstage
focus that critical listening was effectively
moot. Better to just accept the C/V's
slight lack of HF air around instruments
as adesign choice, Ithink.
Dynamically, the C/V was arevelation
compared to most any other speaker in
this range. Icranked the shit out of 'em,
and they took everything the 200W Aragon had and snickered back at me. Did
WorldRadioHistory

they stay as clean and clear at StupidApproved levels as the big 33s? Nope.
Did they completely, utterly fall apart so
bad you couldn't understand the singer
anymore, like every other $2500 audiophile speaker? Nope. They rocked, daddy!
The midrange drivers were the first to
start squawking when the speakers'
limits were reached—and it wasn't subtle
—so the Snells have apretty good way
of telling you just how *')/0$#$* loud
they'll play in your room before they
redline. But you'll cry "uncle" long before
the C/Vs do, unless you've got areal big
room or asmaller amp than the 200W
Aragon Iused. Everyone might have
been wincing in the Snell suite when
Iplayed Soundgarden, but the C/V is
right at home with heavy rock. If you
think the likes of Vandersteen are "rockready audiophile speakers:' check out the
Snells first.
What didn't Ilike about the Snells?
They're not the most detailed speakers
I've heard in this price range. Low-level
detail wasn't as clearly audible as the best
speakers I've heard—as if the C/V didn't
plumb as far down in reproducing a
recording's minutiae. As much as Idug
the Snell's overall balance of tonal neutrality and dynamic freedom, the picky
audionut side of me was alittle let down
by the C/V's inability to decode all the
information on arecording. Compared
to the NHT 33s, the C/V came up short
in that tactile, right-there sense of image
focus and clarity that the 33 has in spades.
Neither did the Snells have the most
pinpoint imaging and soundstage focus
I've heard in this price range—the Thiel
CS 22is better at throwing up aclear,
detailed soundscape, albeit at much lower
levels and with much less in the way of
dynamics than these big Snells. The C/Vs
consistently threw amuch shallower, less
deep soundscape than I'm used to with
the NHTs and other good speakers in my
listening room. The C/Vs did side2side
stuff well enough, the QSound effects
on Roger Waters's Amused To Death (Columbia CK 47127) appearing far to the
outside of the speakers; but no matter the
recording, the soundscape was always
more restricted in terms of depth than
I'm used to hearing, even with cheap
speakers like NHT's $230/pair SuperZeros. Itried many different placements,
but the Snells never really disappeared
when Iclosed my eyes. They're very
good speakers, but they always sounded
like apair of very good speakers instead
of aseamless sphere of sound, like very
very good speakers.
Ialso felt that the Snells really only
came to life when Ihad them turned up
to realistically live levels. At lower, backSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

Ihave to agree with Corey that this
blump seems to be aSnell characteristic. However, as the port output is not
that high in level, this probably explains
CG's satisfactory feelings about the
C/V's bass. "Weighty but without boom:'
is what Iwould infer from this set of
measurements, and that, indeed, is what
he found. The measured -6dB point lies
M EASUREMENTS FROM .
1A
at alow 30Hz. While this is not quite as
Despite its size, the C/V is only moderately sensitive, at acalculated 87dB/W/m low as the impedance plot suggested, it
(B-weighted). With its tone control set is around the low B string of the 5-string
to its flat, 12 o/c position and the rear electric bass. Given the usual amount of
tweeter turned off, the Snell's impedance low-frequency reinforcement from the
(fig.1) only drops below 6ohms in the room, only those addicted to raves or
midrange, reaching aminimum value of organ recitals should want for more bass.
Again, there's that prematurely rolled4ohms at 450Hz. However, with the HF
control at maximum and the rear tweeter off top octave in fig3. The titanium-dome
turned on, the magnitude drops almost tweeter used in the C/V is, Ibelieve,
2ohms at 401d-lz, which may be aprobsourced from JBL. While it appears to be
an excellent drive-unit, I've found it to
lem with some old-fashioned tube amplisometimes sound too sweet. Here is part
fiers. The port tuning is revealed by the
of the reason for Corey's finding the C/V
saddle in the impedance plot at 25Hz,
to lack HF air in its sound. Interestingly,
implying good low-frequency extension.
while the Snell D that Tom Norton
There are no wrinldes or discontinuities
reviewed iniuly,2which uses the same
in the fig.1 traces, implying awell-braced
tweeter, did have aslight top-octave rolland -damped cabinet.
Fig.2 shows the individual responses
off, the D's overall high treble was better
balanced than the C/V when measured
of the port, woofers, and the midrange/
under identical conditions. This suggests
tweeter array. The crossover between the
that the titanium tweeter shows alittle
midrange units and woofers can be seen
more sample-to-sample variation than
to be to spec at 300Hz; while the woofers
should be the case. Perhaps Kevin Voecks
have some peaks in their output, presumwould care to comment on this in his
ably due to cone break-up modes, these
"Manufacturer's Comment." The rear
are well above the crossover point and
tweeter (not shown) covers anarrow
are therefore suppressed. The output of
passband, basically reinforcing the room's
the woofers peaks by up to 4dB in the
reverberant field above 51cHz. Ididn't find
midbass; the port, however, is signifiit to counteract the C/V's mellow top
cantly down in level. (The relative levels
are plotted in the ratio of the square roots
octave, however, at least not in the Steof the radiating areas.) A peak at 220Hz
reophile listening room, which is where
Iauditioned the speakers.
appears in the port's output, but this is
The action of the C/V's tone control
well down in level. In the highs, the crosscan be seen in fig.4. The on-axis response
over between the two midrange units
of the speaker with the control set to 12
and the tweeter seems very well-managed,
the response on the HF axis being flat- o/c has been subtracted from the measured responses with it set to maximum
balanced until the top octave, when the
and minimum. This reveals its behavior
tweeter starts to roll out alittle early.
to be amaximum shelving up of the
How all these individual responses
sum on the tweeter axis at adistance of tweeter level by ldB or so, or amaximum depression of 4-5dB in the audible
50" can be seen in fig3. The balance is
range. Given the Snell's lack of topimpressively flat in that any dips below
the line are both small and matched by
octave air, this would seem to be alittle
small peaks above it. The discontinuity too much.
The other reason for the speaker soundbetween lkHz and 2kHz is alittle suspicious; such ameasured characteristic ing mellow can be seen in the manner in
often correlates with aslight nasality.
which its response changes to the sides
(fig.5). Again, the on-axis response has
However, CG felt the Snell's midrange
to be about the best he's heard. The slight been subtracted from these curves, and
depression in the lower midrange appears the tweeter can be seen to have very
to be real, as it also shows up on room limited horizontal dispersion, its output
responses, but Idoubt it will have any
at 10kHz being 6dB down 30° off-axis.
In all but very lively or very small rooms,
severe subjective effect. Again, CG was
not bothered by any problems in this
this will result in amellow perceived balregion.
2Vol.17 No.7, p.139.
The bass hump remains afeature, and

ground music levels, the Snells could
sound on the dull and lifeless side. Wick
the volume control up, and it was adifferent speaker altogether. For those about
to rock, don't worry about it; those
about to nap might be happier with a
pair of Thiels.
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ance. A light lack of energy in the upper
crossover region appears to the speaker
sides, but this is actually very good midrange dispersion for aspeaker with such
awide baffle. Vertically (not shown),
listeners will get pretty much the same
balance as long as they sit between the
two midrange units. Standing listeners,
however, will hear rather ahollow balance, due to the appearance of alack of
energy in the lower treble.
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Fig. Sne1C V, electrical impedance (sol d) and
phase (dashed) with HF control set to 12
o/c and the rear tweeter off (2 ohms/
vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Snell C/V, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50" corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield midrange,
woofer, and port responses below 550Hz,
200Hz, and 500Hz, respectively.
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Fig.3 Snell C/V, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50" averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with complex sum of nearfield
woofer and port responses below 300Hz.
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Fig.4 Snell C/V, effect of HF control set at its
maximum and minimum positions,
normalized to 12 o/c response on tweeter
axis.
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Fig.5 Snell C/V, horizontal response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90 0-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 50-90° off-axis.

Kevin Voecks designs, the Snell C/V
offers superb measured performance.
Yes, there are acouple of areas where
things could be better still, but look at
the price. For $2500/pair, this Snell shows
many speakers twice its price aclean pair
of heels.
—John Atkinson

J

CONCLUSION

.0s
lweinad

Fig.6 Snell C/V, step response on tweeter axis a
50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

In the time domain, the C/V's step response (fig.6) indicates that all its driveunits are connected with positive acoustic polarity, though, as expected from the
flat baffle, there is no time alignment: the
tweeter output leads that of the midranges,
which in turn leads the woofers. The
associated cumulative spectral-decay, or
waterfall, plot (fig.7) is impressively clean
in the treble—this is avery-well-behaved
tweeter—but acouple of resonant modes
can be seen lower in frequency: one at
3kHz and the other around 1200Hz.
Nevertheless, the initial decay is clean in
these regions, and CG heard nothing
amiss.
Finally, the impedance plot implied a
well-behaved cabinet This was confirmed
by my calibrated version of the knucklerap test, in which Itape aflat polymer
accelerometer to the cabinet surfaces
while the speaker reproduces the MLSSA
stimulus at ahighish (7V RMS) level.
This allows me to calculate each panel's
impulse response, hence calculate awaterfall plot. The C/V's waterfall plot with
the accelerometer attached to the side
panel athird of the way up from the floor
is shown in fig.8. Only two significant
resonant modes can be seen, at 316Hz
and 220Hz, but these are well down in
level. This is excellent performance for
aspeaker with such large panel areas.
As appears to be always the case with
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Ithink the new $2.5k Snell Type C/V is
a must-audition in this price range.
Besides its furniture-grade good looks,
it's big, ballsy, and packs awhole lotta
wallop while retaining avery neutral and
coloration-free midrange. As Isaid before, this is the first Snell I've been able
to really warm up to—if that sounds like
I'm impressed, it's because Ithink that

the vast majority of high-end speakers
on the market suck. The Snell Type C/V
doesn't suck. Ithink it kicks apretty
impressive amount of ass for the bux.
Yes, the C/V still has evident traces of the
Snell Blump, but if this new design is any
indication of where Kevin Voecks and
Snell are going, it looks like the "Snell
Sound" is getting aretool to come up to
speed with the times.
As Isaid before, I'd choose the C/V
over the similarly priced Vandersteen 3
and Thiel CS 22 without thinking twice
Idon't know of any other speaker in this
price range with such arespectable balance of virtues for most listeners. The big
Snells have their shortcomings, like any
other speaker no matter how expensive,
but it's up to you whether aneutral,
natural-sounding midrange and HeMan dynamic ability are mo' betta than
the ability to throw up ahear-through
soundscape and resolve the last DNA
twitch of recorded detail. Isuspect that
for most listeners, including myself, they
are. As you go down the price ladder,
you have to make more decisions about
which sonic attributes you're most willing to trade for others, and the Snell Type
C/V is no different from any other speaker
in its balance of strengths and weaknesses. In my opinion, Snell has made the
right tradeoffs for the widest audience.
Recommended. —Corey Greenberg $
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Fig] Snell C/V, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).

Fig.8 Snell C/V, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
enclosure side panel one third of the way up from the floor. (MIS driving voltage to speaker,
7.55V; measurement bandwidth 2kHz.)
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J
ITTERBUG GIN'
Robert Harley listens to three anti-jitter devices:
Audio Alchemy's DTI Pro jitter attenuator with "resolution enhancement,"
Sonic Frontiers' UltrajitterBug Jitter Attenuator, and
Digital Domain's VSP Digital Audio Control Center
Audio Akhemy DTI Pro jitter attenuator with DSP "resolution enhancement." Inputs:

2kg. Price: $699. Approximate number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer. Sonic Frontiers,

TosLink, coaxial (BNC jack), AES/EBU. Outputs: coaxial (BNC). ST-type optical, and
AES/EBU. Output word length: 16 bits, 18 bits, 20 bits (user selectable). Dimensions:

760 Pacific Road, Unit 119, Oakville, Ontario 161 6115, Canada. Tel: (905) 829-3838.

8.5" W by 2" Hby 6.5" D. Weight 4lbs. Price: $1295. Approximate number of dealers:
120. Manufacturer Audio Alchemy, Inc., 31133 Via Colinas, Suite Ill, Westlake Village,
CA 91362. Tel: (818) 707-8504. Fax: (818) 707-2610.
Sonic Frontiers UltrajitterBug Jitter Attenuator. Inputs: TosLink, coaxial, AES/EBU.
Outputs: coaxial, AES/EBU. Dimensions: 9.5" W by 2.125" Hby 8" D. Shipping weight

I

fthere's one buzzword in high-end
audio for the 1990s, it's undoubtedly jitter.1"Jitter" describes timing
variations in the clock controlling the
ones and zeros that represent the analog
audio signal. If that clock isn't stable to
an extraordinarily precise degree, the
sound quality of the digital processor
will be degraded.
A CD transport/digital processor
combination introduces jitter in three
ways: 1) the transport puts out ajittered
signal; 2) the S/PDIF or AES/EBU interface between the transport and processor
creates jitter; and 3) the digital processor adds its own jitter to the clock. These
additive factors are largely responsible
for the great range in sound quality we
hear from different transports and interfaces.
This digital chain offers an opportunity to reduce jitter before it gets to a
digital processor. We simply feed atransport's output to ajitter-reduction device
and send the presumably low-jitter signal to the digital processor. The intended
result is less jitter on the word clock at
the digital/analog converter, thus better
sound quality.
The first jitter-reduction device was the
original Audio Alchemy Digital Transmission Interface (DTI). In my review
and subsequent measurements of the
DTI (Vol.16 Nos.1, 5, & 11), Ifound that
it improved the sounds of some transport/processor combinations and degraded the sounds of others. Measurements later revealed that the DTI's output
jitter was lower than that of poor transports, but higher than that of the best
transports.
Jitter reduction has come along way
since the original DiTI—the newest crop

Fax: (905) 829-3033.
Digital Domain VSP Digital Audio Control Center. Inputs: three coaxial, two TosLink, AES/EBU (ST, BNC optional). Outputs: three coaxial, two TosLink, ST-type
optical, AES/EBU. Dimensions: 16.75" W by 1.75" Hby 6" D. Weight
lbs. Price:
$1495. Approximate number of dealers: 7. Manufacturer Digital Domain, 309 E. 90th
Street 113. New York, NY 10128. Tel: (212) 369-2932. Fax: (212) 427-6892.

ofjitter attenuators reviewed here are
vastly more sophisticated, and effective.
The brand-new DTI Pro provides what
Audio Alchemy calls "resolution enhancement:' atechnique which increases
the output word length from the CD's
16 bits to 18 and even 20 bits, reportedly
increasing resolution beyond the CD's
16-bit limit. Conversely, the Digital Domain VSP, designed by recording engineer Bob Katz (you've heard Bob's
exceptional work on most of Chesky's
CDs), includes asampling-rate converter
for professional applications. The Sonic
Frontiers UltrajitterBug, astraight jitter
attenuator, is the least expensive device
in this group.

AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI PRO

The DTI Pro sports Audio Alchemy's
new styling, with acurved-edge front
panel and nicer cosmetics. At just 8"
wide and 2" high, the Pro is small enough
to fit on top of adigital processor or
front-loading CD transport. The power
supply included with the DTI Pro is
Audio Alchemy's Power Station Four,
although any Audio Alchemy Power
Station will work.
AES/EBU, coaxial, and TosLink inputs and outputs are standard, and an STtype optical input is offered as an option,
replacing the TosLink. If the DTI Pro
does its job, the input cable shouldn't
make much difference to the sound.

1
Jitter is such ahot topic that apage in the recent Audio
Advisor catalog proclaimed: "Audio Advisor: Your
Jitter-Reduction Headquarters."
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The coaxial input and output jacks are
BNC types, which, as true 75 ohm connectors, are the best coaxial connections.
If your transport or processor has BNC
jacks, use them with the Tin Pro. Audio
Alchemy supplies two RCA-to-BNC
adapters for those who have RCA inputs
and outputs. The rear panel also holds
the DC-power input jack and an I
2Sbus
jack for interfacing the DTI Pro to other
digital products in the future.
No fewer than ten LEDs adorn the
front panel. Starting at the left-hand side,
arow of three LEDs indicates which
input is selected. The second row of
LEDs is labeled "Receive," "Transmit:'
and "DSP," showing that these circuits
are receiving DC power. The next LED
pair shows when the DTI Pro is locked
to adata source, with the "Secondary"
lock LED illuminating when the DTI
Pro's second PLL has locked. Finally, a
pair of LEDs indicates polarity reversal
or no polarity reversal. When the DTI
Pro is powered up and locked, it lights
up with bright green and red LEDs like
aChristmas tree.
Two pushbuttons control absolute
polarity and select between the digital
inputs. These polarity and input buttons
also work together to select the DTI Pro's
output word length. By holding the
polarity button (marked "Phase") down
while pushing the "Input" button, you
can select 16-bit output words, 18-bit

Audio Alchemy DTI Pro
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words, or 20-bit output words. In the
A drawback of this technique is that
18-bit and 20-bit modes, DTI Pro adds
it works best at low frequencies, and not
dither to the digital output.
at all at high frequencies. With ahighThis feature optimizes the DTI Pro's
frequency waveform, very few samples
operation for the digital processor it's
represent each cycle. Consequently, the
driving. For example, processors with
algorithm is given much less data from
18-bit DACs should work best when fed
which to interpolate.
18-bit words, and processors capable of
Iwas curious about how resolution
full 20-bit input and conversion can take
enhancement differs from the standard
advantage of 20-bit input data. Without
digital filtering found in off-the-shelf
this feature, an 18-bit digital processor
oversampling digital filter chips. Those
would simply truncate (cut oft) the two
devices take in 16-bit words and output
Least Significant Bits .SBs) of the 20-bit
20-bit words. The extra bits are created
word, causing distortion?
from the intermediate calculations perNote that very few digital processors
formed in the filter. The digital filter may
can pass 20-bit data through their digital
internally process (in the filter's accumufilters to the DACs. You may have aprolator) the audio samples with very long
cessor with 20-bit DACs, but they won't
words, then round-off those long words
receive the UF! Pro's 20-bit data. Instead,
to 20 bits for output to the DACs. Note
the 20-bit input words are truncated to
that no new information is created by this
18 bits by your processor's digital filter,
process. Instead, the technique merely
which then recalculates the 20-bit output
reduces the requantization error added
words that are sent to the DACs.
by the filter.
Consequently, the Ern Pro may sound
Audio Alchemy claims that their resoits best when in its 18-bit output mode,
lution enhancement is very different. The
even though your digital processor has
additional bits created by resolution
20-bit DACs. Ihave on hand aMark
enhancement do contain new informaLevinson No30.5 Reference Digital Protion; the bits are calculated by looking
cessor, which uses the new NPC 5842
at the sample values over atime window,
filter that will pass 20-bit data. (I'll report
and adding the bits the algorithm guesses
on the musical differences between the
would have been there had the signal
DTI Pro's output word lengths with
been of higher resolution. The additional
different processors later in the listening
bits created by an oversampling digital
impressions.)
filter are, Audio Alchemy says, noise—
The DTI Pro's "resolution enhancethe result of the finite arithmetic preciment" algorithm is run on aStar Semision in the filter—while the DTI's addiconductor quad DSP chip driven at
tional bits are created by interpolation.
40MHz. A socketed Erasable ProgramUsti!l don't understand how this differsfrom
mable Read-Only Memory (EPROM)
an oversamplingfilter, in which, in effect, the
chip contains the software that tells the filter's low-passfunction interpolates the shape
DSP chip what to do. Specifically, the
of the waveform between the original samalgorithm looks at the 16-bit data over ples.—Ed.]
asequence of samples and interpolates
Audio Alchemy provided Stereophile
(estimates) what data would have been
present had the data been encoded with
greater than 16-bit quantization. The
DSP then adds those lower bits (turning
16-bit words to 18- or 20-bit words) to
approximate asignal with higher resolution.
2The musical effects of truncating the Least Significant
Bits are severe: distortion, hardness, glare, grain, and
aflat soundstage This is especially true when chopping
a20-bit word to 16 bits.
It seems astonishing now, but the first Sony CD
master-tape editors (the DAE-1000 and DAE-1100)
truncated 16-bit words from the source to 14 bits whenever the editor's fader was moved from unity gain (no
level change). The editor's processor couldn't do the
math fast enough on 16-bit words.
To make matters worse, it was common practice in
those days to "follow the fade"—ie, move the digital editor's fader down as the music decayed at the end of a
piece The result was ahorrible, sandpaper-like coarseness on low-level signals, particularly reverberation
decay. Sony's DAE-3000, introduced in 1987, corrected
this problem, and even added user-selectable dither.
Modern Macintosh-based editing systems can now
operate on 20-bit data. It's no wonder that today's CDs
sound vastly better than those introduced in the first
years of the format.
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with athree-dimensional plot that AA
claims shows the measured resolution
improvement afforded by their res technology (fig.1). Note that this graph is not
atheoretical model, but the result oían
actual measurement made on aUF! Pro
with aSun workstation computer. The
plot appears to show about a2-bit overall
improvement in resolution up to 7kHz
for high-level signals, and increased resolution to 11kHz with low-level signals.
The sharp spikes of very high resolution
occur at frequencies at which the algorithm happens to be most efficient. I'd
be interested in hearing more about how
this measurement was made (perhaps
in Audio Alchemy's "Manufacturer's
Comment"?).
Because the resolution-enhancement
algorithm is contained in asocketed
EPROM, upgrading the DTI Pro as new
software is developed is simply amatter of changing achip. Audio Alchemy
estimates that future software upgrades
will cost between $50 and $75. The master oscillator is also socketed in case
Audio Alchemy wants to increase the
clock speed driving the DSP chip.
The DTI Pro's jitter-attenuation circuit is based on the ubiquitous Crystal
CS8412 input receiver (as was the MI).
But, unlike the MI the DTI Pro uses
asecond Phase Locked Loop (PLL) to
reduce jitter in the recovered clock.
Remember the "Secondary" lock LED
on the front panel? It illuminates when
this second PLL has locked. The idea
behind dual PLLs is to make the first PLL
loose enough (or have awide enough
acceptance window) so that it can lock
to awide range of input frequencies and
jitter levels, then feed that recovered clock
into amuch tighter, precise PLL that

Fig.I Audio Alchemy DTI Pro, claimed resolution improvement plotted against frequency and level.
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generates afinal output dock of very low
jitter. The second PLL uses aprecision
Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator
(VCXO) as areference. As far as Iknow,
this technique was first used in the Meridian 263 processor.
In addition to reducing the overall
amount ofjitter, dual PLLs isolate the
output clock from incoming signalcorrelated jitter. Signal-correlated jitter
is jitter on the dock at the same frequency
as the music. In fact, it's possible to listen
to only the jitter component of the
S/PDIF signal and easily identify the
music—just from hearing the interface
jitter. This signal-correlated jitter is the
most pernicious because it's periodic
rather than random. (Random jitter is
called "white" jitter because of its similarity to white noise.)
All input receivers have some frequency at which they begin to reject jitter
rather than pass it to the output clock.
Above this frequency, called the "JitterAttenuation Cutoff Frequency" (JACF),
jitter is rejected. Below the JACF, jitter
is passed to the recovered dock. The DTI
Pro's claimed JACF is avery low 5Hz,
presumably making the output clock
completely immune to signal-correlated
jitter.
Other circuit details: The dual-PLL
scheme works only with 44.1 and
481cHz sampling frequencies. For 321d-lz
decoding, the CS8412 operates without
benefit of the second PLL. The output
driver is aCrystal 8402, the same device
used in the original DTI, as well as in the
UltrajitterBug and the VSP.
Looking inside the E(FI Pro revealed
avery compact, neat, well-thought-out
design. The single board consumes the
entire chassis, and the lack of point-topoint wiring simplifies assembly. The
unit runs very hot—I recommend oversized feet to provide greater air circulation around the chassis.

SONIC FRONTIERS
ULTRAJ
ITTERBUG

The Sonic Frontiers UltrajitterBug (UJB)
is the most straightforward unit of the

group; its sole job is to reduce jitter. This
is reflected in the unit's price, which is
roughly half that of the other two units
reviewed here.
The UJB is housed in ahandsome,
sturdy-looking chassis just 93" wide and
alittle over 2" high. The 5/
16"-thick beveled faceplate holds athree-position
switch which selects between inputs, and
four LEDs which indicate which input
has been selected, and whether the unit
is locked to the source.
The rear panel holds TosLink, AES/
EBU, and coaxial input jacks, AES/EBU
and coaxial output jacks, and an IEC
line-cord connector.
More than 80 components are housed
in the 2" by 15/
8"encapsulated module.
The name UltrajitterBug itself comes
from the UltraAnalog AES21 input
receiver module, which replaces the
Crystal CS8412 or other input receiver
chip with amuch more sophisticated
clock-recovery circuit. The AES21 uses
aCrystal CS8412 for logic decoding,
along with dual discrete PLLs, for an
output-clock jitter specification of 40
picoseconds. For comparison, aCS8412
has about 200ps °flitter? Moreover, the
AES21 has ajitter-attenuation cutoff frequency of lkHz—far lower than the
CS8412's 25kHzJACF. The dual-PLL
circuitry is isolated from other components in the module by abrass shield.
The AES21 was designed by Dr. Rémy
Fourré, whose superb article on jitter was
published in the October 1993 Stereophile
(Vol.16 No.10, p.80).
In addition to supplying the AES21,
UltraAnalog engineers worked closely
with Sonic Frontiers in designing the
UJB.
The UJB has four power-supply regulation stages fed from atoroidal transformer; the master dock is supplied from
3 UltraAnalog measures the jitter of all incoming
CS8412s, and has discovered that their intrinsic jitter
varies from alow of 140ps to ahigh of more than 400ps.
Crystal specifies the CS8412 as typically 200ps, but
doesn't guarantee the device's jitter performance. If
you've ever heard sample-to-sample variability in a
model of digital processor, the CS8412's varying jitter performance may be the culprit.

its own regulation stage. Appearing at
input and output are hand-wound custom transformers. These took more than
ayear to develop, and are reportedly critical to the UJB's performance.
A careful reading of Dr. Fourré's jitter
article shows that ahigh-pass rolloff
caused by apulse transformer can add
significantly to interface jitter. Manufacturers typically talk about interface bandwidth into hundreds of megahertz,
ignoring the influence of apulse transformer's high-pass function. These factors were considered in the UJB's design.
The UJB employs aneat trick to reduce jitter: It strips out the subcode from
the S/PDIF signal. Subcode is non-audio
data transmitted down the digital interface that contains information such as
track number and time—when you see
your CD player read the time and track
information, it's getting that data from
the subcode. But only CD players and
transports use the subcode; digital processors don't need it.
A little earlier Imentioned that jitter
is created in the interface by the music
signal itself. Interestingly, the subcode
also produces interface jitter at the
frequency at which it's transmitted:
735kHz. Each subcode channel has a
data rate of 7350 bits per second. This bit
activity creates jitter with afrequency of
7350Hz In my transport-jitter measurements presented in the November 1993
Stereophile (Vol.16 No.11, p.83), every
transport measured had apeak in its jitter
energy at this frequency.
This is why the UJB strips out the
subcode—there's no use for it, and it only
adds jitter. Note, however, that the Meridian D5000 and D6000 digital loudspeakers do rely on the S/PDIF subcode,
and won't function correctly with the
UJB. (The D5000 and D6000 have
excellent jitter rejection anyway.)
Overall, the well-built UJB appears
to be asolid piece of engineering, and its
thick, beveled front panel and nice cosmetics make it the most attractive product in the group.

DIGITAL DOMAIN VSP
DIGITAL AUDIO CONTROL
CENTER
The VSP is an outgrowth of recording
engineer Bob Katz's need for abox that
would accept any digital format and convert it into any other digital format. His
4If you want to know why, read Rémy Fourré's feature
article in the October '93 Steteophile, and Malcolm
Hawksford's seminal paper, "Is the AES/EBU-S/F'DIF
Interface Flawed?," presented at the 1992 Audio Engineering Society Convention in San Francisas These two
pieces are required reading for all digital audio designers.
Reprints are available from the ASS by calling (800)
541-7299.

Sonic Frontiers UltrajitterBug
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Digital Domain VSP Digital Audio Control Center

original device, the FCN-1, was abig hit
in the pro world, and was nominated for
Mix magazine's prestigious TEC award.
The VSP expands on the FCN-1 by
adding sample-rate conversion and jitter
reduction.
The VSP is contained in aslim, 19"wide chassis with removable rack-mount
ears; it has six inputs and six outputs. The
six inputs include three coaxial on RCA
jacks, two TosLink, and one AES/EBU;
outputs include three coaxial, one TosLink, one ST-Type optical, and one AES/
EBU. This array easily makes the VSP
the most flexible unit of the three surveyed here.
A front-panel input button scrolls
through the inputs, with anumeric display indicating which input is selected.
Three other illuminated buttons appear
on the front panel. The Error indicator
comes on when the unit isn't locked to
asource; the button marked SRC (for
Sample-Rate Conversion) is also marked
with a.1in acircle with aline through the
circle—meaning "no jitter." Pressing
this button engages the jitter-reduction
circuit (Bob Katz calls it the "jitterelimination" circuit).
The VSP's inside is nicely made, using
the Crystal CS8412 input receiver and
CS8402 output driver, along with ten
TTL support chips. A bank of relays
switches input and output signals. Incoming AC is filtered before being fed
to the power transformer.
The heart of the VSP is the Analog
Devices AD1890 sample-rate converter.
Designed by Robert Adams and intended
for professional applications, this chip
accepts digital audio data at any input
sampling frequency and outputs those
data at aspecified sampling frequency.
The AD1890 is actually called an "asynchronous" sample-rate converter because
the input and output clocks are completely independent. Consequently, the
input clock can be highly jittered, yet the
output clock remains clean. It is this
aspect of the AD1890 that the VSP exploits to accomplish jitter reduction. Any
jitter present in its output will only be
that of its output word-clock generator.
The data representing the audio signal
passing through the AD1890 undergo
significant manipulation, however. To
perform its rate conversion, the AD1890
has ahigh-oversampling digital filter that
creates alarge number of new sample
points between the incoming audio sam114

with processors that easily reject jitter,
such as the Mark Levinson No.30.5,
which has near-total immunity to interface jitter (see my review last morth). Since
the No.30.5 is the first processor on the
market to use the NPC5842 filter, which
can pass 20-bit data (actually up to 24-bit
data), it was ideal for fully assessing the
MI Pro's 20-bit output word mode and
claimed resolution enhancement.
In addition to the UltraLink and Mark
Levinson No.30.5, Ispent some time
with the Adcom GDA-600, which has
agood implementation of the Crystal
CS8412 input receiver, and the Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 (which uses the UltraAnalog AES20 input receiver). Transports included the Mark Levinson No31
($8500), the Counterpoint DA-11 ($1500),
and the transport section of an NAD 502
CD player ($299).
The playback system consisted of the
Genesis 11.5 loudspeakers driven by
the Genesis bass servo amplifier on the
woofers and apair of Audio Research
VT150 tubed monoblocks driving the
ribbon midrange and planar tweeters—a
match made in heaven. The preamp was
an Audio Research LS5 Mk.II (FollowUp next issue), and interconnects included Expressive Technologies IC-I,
AudioTruth Diamond x3, AudioTruth
Lapis, and Transparent interconnect.
Loudspeaker cables were Transparent
Ultra, and digital interconnects included
AudioTruth Diamond x3, Ensemble
DigiFlux, NBS, AudioQuest TosLink,
and WonderLink.

pies. A resampling decimation filter then
selects from the very-high-rate samples
those that fit the desired output sampling
rate. Put another way, the AD1890 creates lots of new samples, then throws out
those it doesn't need. Consequently, the
data words that come out are not the
same data as those that went in.
If the oversampling ratio were infinite,
this process would be completely transparent. The output samples would describe exactly the same waveform as the
input words. But it is possible, given that
the 1890's oversampling ratio is finite,
that there would occasionally not be a
sample present at the time instant dictated by the output data rate, which
would result in asmall amplitude error.
Jitter itçelf can be thought of as an amplitude error—a time difference in which the
reconstructed sample creates an amplitude
error in the final analog waveform. The
right amplitude at the wrong time is
the wrong amplitude. Conversely, the
AD1890 outputs samples at precisely the
right time, but it is possible that their
amplitude will have been slightly altered
by the oversampling and decimation
process. In other words, the right samples go in at the wrong time, and possibly emerge as very slightly wrong
samples at the right time.
Proponents of the AD1890 argue that
the device's interpolation ratio is so high
LISTENING TO THE DTI PRO
that any sample errors are minuscule, of
Sharp-eyed readers may have noticed
the order of the existing quantization
that I've been using the DTI Pro in my
noise. Nonetheless, it should be noted
system nearly continuously since the
that because the AD1890 rewrites the
Genesis II.5s were delivered; Arnie
data words representing the audio signal,
Nudell and Paul McGowan of Genesis
many engineers have expressed reservabrought an early DTI Pro sample with
tions about using the AD1890 for jitter
the II.5s and insisted Ilisten to it.
reduction.5
Because the DTI Pro became part of
Moreover, the AD1890 won't be
the playback system when the II.5s were
compatible with High Definition Comset up, Ididn't realize how much the DTI
patible Digital (HDCD'"). That process
Pro was contributing to the absolutely
buries acontrol code in the digital sammagical sound Iwas getting from the
ples' LSBs. Any change in the data will
system. When Iremoved the MI Pro,
destroy this control code, which instructs
the system's sound was still excellent,
the HDCD decoder how to process the
but lacked the transparency, some of
audio signal.
the huge sense of space, timbral rightness, and musicality I'd become acSYSTEM
customed to.
Iauditioned the three jitter attenuators
The DTI Pro's effects must be heard
with high- and low-quality transports,
to be believed. The first thing that struck
with aprocessor susceptible to interface
me about it was the huge amount of
jitter (an older PS Audio UltraLink that
space, air, depth, and soundstage layering
uses the Yamaha input receiver), and
it resolved—the presentation became
bigger, deeper, wider, more focused. The
5See, for example, the letter from David Smith of Sony
sense of hall reverberation surrounding
Classical in the September'94 Stereophile (Vol.17 No.9,
pp.12-15).
instruments was greatly enhanced, and
WorldRadioHistory
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instruments toward the rear of the
soundstage were enveloped in air, more
vivid and alive, and set farther back.
Further enhancing the Lin Pro's spectacular effect on the sense of air and space
was the way it stripped away an opacity
in the soundstage—the feeling of transparency, immediacy, and ability to hear
deep into the soundstage was astounding. The Ern Pro's startling, crystal-clear
transparency gave music agreater immediacy and vitality, yet the presentation
was never forward or pushy. I'm not
talking about amarginal increase in these
factors, but awholesale improvement in
the music's spatial presentation. In fact,
the DTI Pro made the $750 Adcom
GDA-600 sound like a$4000 processor.
The next biggest area of improvement
was the DT! Pro's huge increase in resolution of musical detail. Removing the
DTI Pro for afew weeks, then returning it to the system, revealed just how
much more information the unit allowed
the digital processors to resolve. The
music was infused with fine structure
and inner detail, making the presentation without the DTI Pro seem coarse
and blunt. When combined with the
heightened soundstage transparency, the
DTI Pro's increased ability to portray
detail was arevelation. Listen, for example, to the percussion in the back of the
ensemble on Frank Zappa's The Yellow
Shark (Barking Pumpkin R2-71600).
The instruments took on amuch more
real and separate identity, rather than
sounding like just another sound.
I'm always suspicious when Ihear
more detail; it's easy to mistake an etched
and analytical character for increased
resolution. Ihave no such reservations
about the MI Pro; not only was it more
resolving of detail, but the presentation
was actually smoother and more liquid.
In particular, the treble was softer and
gentler, with agreater liquidity and freedom from hash. Similarly, the mids were
less hard and strident, giving the presentation agreater sense of ease. Ialso heard
more air and bloom around the treble;
cymbals seemed to hang in space, surrounded by air.
That's not all. The 1711 Pro's effect on
the bass was profound. Low frequencies
became tauter, quicker, punchier, more
extended, and had better pitch definition—the entire bottom end was more
dynamic, alive, and exciting. Bass guitar had greater dynamics, better-defined
pitch, and more of the inner detail that
tells you you're hearing abass guitar and
not just alow-frequency sound. These
improvements greatly added to the
music's pace and drive.
These impressions were consistent
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

whether Iused the No.31, DA-11, or
NAD transports, or the Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2 or Adcom GDA-600 processors.
The differences were, however, greatest
with the NAD and the Adcom.
After this assessment, Itried the DTI
Pro with the Mark Levinson No.31
Reference CD transport and No.30.5
Reference digital processor—arguably
the best-sounding digital front-end on
the planet. To my surprise, the DTI Pro
improved this combination significantly.
The difference wasn't as dramatic as with
the Counterpoint or NAD transports
driving the Adcom processor, but it was
enough oían improvement to make me
want to put the 1711 Pro back in the system immediately.
Because the No30.5's digital filter can
accept 20-bit words, Itried the DTI Pro
in its various output word lengths.
Comparing the 16-bit output to the 18bit output, Iheard abig increase in lowlevel detail, space and depth, transparency, and the other qualities described
earlier. Going up to 20-bit output words
improved the presentation only marginally over the 18-bit output. Based on this
auditioning, Imust conclude that Audio
Alchemy's resolution enhancement does
indeed work, and that the Dli Pro's jitter
reduction is only partially responsible for
the unit's large effect on the presentation.
In short, the DTI Pro was amusical
revelation. These differences were dramatic—an across-the-board elevation of the
musical presentation, not the kind you
hear only after extensive comparisons.

LISTENING TO THE
ULTRAJ
ITTERBUG

The UltrajitterBug had aless profound
effect on the sound than the DTI Pro, but
the presentation was nonetheless markedly improved—I could even hear the
UJB's positive effect between the Mark
Levinson No.31 transport and No30.5
processor. When used between the
Counterpoint or NAD transport and the
Adcom processor, the difference rendered by the UJB was significant, and
well worth the cost of the unit. The following comments reflect my auditioning
of the UJB with the Adcom processor
with the No.31, NAD 502, or Counterpoint DA-11 transports.
The UJB produced improvements
very similar to those gotten with the MT
Pro: amore transparent, holographic
soundstage, tighter bass, more precise
image focus, and lots more space and
depth. In addition, the UJB made the
treble sound smoother, more refined, and
less "chalky," the very top end more
open, airy, and extended. Overall, the
treble was better balanced and sounded
WorldRadioHistory

more natural.
I'll go back to the UJB's effect on the
soundstage—this was perhaps the biggest improvement rendered. Not only
was the soundstage more transparent,
but the UJB produced so much more
space between instrumental outlines.
That common digital phenomenon of
making the presentation sound like one
big flat wall of sound was replaced by a
tangible sense of bloom around instrumental and vocal images. The sense of
soundstage layering was also enhanced,
with the UJB allowing the processor to
resolve many more layers of depth.
The UJB also greatly improved the
bass, tightening up the bottom end,
improving pitch definition, and adding
dynamic impact. Listen, for example, to
how bassist John Patitucci doubles the
melody with pianist Kei Akagi on the
title track of Akagi's excellent Playroom
CD (Bluemoon/Moo R2 79342). Adding the UJB made it so much easier to
hear the pitch of the acoustic bass and the
interaction with the piano; without it,
bass pitch was less defined. The UJB's
effect on the bass was less than that of
the DTI Pro, but its improvement was
nonetheless significant and welcome.
Just for kicks, Icascaded two UJBs in
front of the Adcom processor. The sound
improved again with the second UJB,
although the difference was not as great
as that heard by adding the first. Because
the UJB produces a6dB/octave rolloff
in jitter energy starting at lkHz, two
UJBs would roll off the jitter at 12dB/
octave.
Overall, the UltrajitterBug made abig
improvement to the system—an improvement well worth its $699 price.

LISTENING TO THE VSP

Putting the VSP between these same
transports and processors produced sonic
results similar, but not identical, to those
produced by the other two jitter-reduction units. The VSP had agreater effect
on the presentation than did the UJB, but
less than that of the DTI Pro.
The VSP's most salient characteristic
was its transformation of the bass presentation. Putting the VSP in the chain
snapped the bass into tight focus—like
pulling taut aslack trampoline. Bass guitar suddenly had more dynamics, better pitch definition, and more detail. I
could more clearly hear the attack and
decay of each note—a character which
made the music more rhythmically
involving. Dave LaRue's terrific bass
playing on the Dixie Dregs' new Full
Circle CD (Capricorn 42021-2) was
much more interesting and involving
with the VSP in the chain. The Kei Akagi
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disc really highlighted the VSP's cleaning
up of the bass and better resolution of
low-frequency pitch.
A side effect of this increased lowfrequency definition was a thinning
of the presentation—the midbass was
leaner, tighter, and had less weight.
Adding the VSP was very much like
switching from an underdamped to an
overdamped loudspeaker—the underdamped unit has more bass, but it's of
lower quality; the overdamped loudspeaker is leaner and less weighty, but
presents much more detail and dynamics.
Of the three jitter attenuators reviewed,
the VSP had the greatest and most
beneficial effect on the bass; it was aclose
call compared to the DTI Pro, but the
VSP was clearly more effective in improving the bass than the UJB.
The VSP's effect on the soundstage
was also dramatic, and similar to the
improvements Iheard with the DTI Pro
and the UJB: increased transparency,
greater focus, more depth, and asharper,
more vivid spatial perspective. It's interesting how reducing jitter allows the
processor to reveal depth, present asense
of space between instruments, and
generally make the digital presentation
more analog-like. Ididn't, however, hear
from the VSP the same degree of detail
resolution Igot from the DTI Pro.

Similarly, the VSP didn't have the
same smoothing effect on the mids and
treble heard with the DTI Pro and UJB.
John McLaughlin's acoustic guitar on his
Qué Alegría CD (Verve 837 280-2) had
alittle more edge than it did with the
DTI Pro or UJB.
Overall, Iliked what the VSP did for
my system—despite the fact that the
AD1890 chip does rewrite the audio
data.

M EASUREMENTS
The ideal test instrument for measuring
jitter in the S/PDIF outputs of jitterreduction devices is the UltraAnalog
unit, which takes in an S/PDIF (or AES/
EBU) signal and outputs its jitter component. The jitter can then be measured
as an RMS voltage, plotted spectrally, or
even listened to. Unfortunately, there's
only one such analyzer in existence, and
although we had been able to borrow the
unit in the past, this time UltraAnalog
couldn't part with it—even briefly.
Consequently, Imeasured the effects
of these jitter-reduction devices inside
adigital processor with the Meitner LIM
Detector (see Vol.16 No.1, p.114), which
looks at the jitter on the word clock driving the D/A converter chip—the point
where jitter degrades sound quality. In
previous measurements, I've found that

2
G.

the greater the S/PDIF jitter, the greater
the word-clock jitter. Although using the
LIM Detector to measure the effects of
S/PDIF jitter-reduction devices appears
to be astep removed from measuring the
actual device, it may actually be more
subjectively relevant because it's DAC
word-clock jitter that ultimately degrades sound quality.
Ichose an original PS Audio UltraLink processor for the measurements—it
uses the older Yamaha YM3623 input
receiver, achip with poor jitter-rejection
performance compared to the Crystal
CS8412 now used in nearly all processors. The following measurements were
made on the 352.8kHz (8x) clock on the
appropriate pin of the NPC 5803 digital filter chip. The test data, taken from
the CBS Test Disc, represented afullscale (OdBFS), lkHz sinewave.
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Fig.2 PS Audio UltraLink I, word clock jitter
spectrum measured at digital filter, when
processing I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS
sourced from PS Audio Lambda transport
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Fig.3 PS Audio UltraLink I, word-clock jitter
spectrum measured at digital filter, when
processing !kHz sinewave at OdBFS
sourced from Radio Shack CD-3400
transport (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).
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spectrum measured at digital filter, when
processing I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS
sourced from PS Audio Lambda transport
via Audio Alchemy DTI Pro (linear
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Fig.5 PS Audio UltraLink I. word-clock jitter
spectrum measured at digital filter, when
processing I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS
sourced from PS Audio Lambda transport
via Sonic Frontiers UltrajitterBug (linear
frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB= Ins).

Fig.6 PS Audio UltraLink I. word-clock jitter
spectrum measured at digital filter, when
processing I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS
sourced from PS Audio Lambda transport
via Digital Domain VSP (linear frequency
scale, 10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).
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Fig.8 PS Audio UltraLink I, waveform of
undithered, IkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS
with DTI Pro in circuit.

To establish abaseline, Imeasured the
UltraLink's jitter when driven by aPS
Audio Lambda transport-a very lowjitter model. Fig.2 shows the jitter spectrum. Note the presence of many periodic jitter components, seen as spikes in
the plot. The RMS jitter level, measured
over a400Hz-22kHz bandwidth, was
338 picoseconds. Fig3 is the same measurement, but with the UltraLink driven
by aRadio Shack Optimus CD-3400
portable CD player used as atransport.
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PS Audio Ultralink I
Transport

Jitter-reducer

word-clock jitter
338ps RMS
610ps RMS

PS Audio Lambda

None

Optimus CD-3400

None

PS Audio Lambda

Audio Alchemy PLL 1

1620ps RMS

PS Audio Lambda

Audio Alchemy PLL 2

466ps RMS

PS Audio Lambda

Sonic Frontiers

242ps RMS

Optimus CD-3400

Sonic Frontiers

244ps RMS

PS Audio Lambda

Digital Domain SRC

203ps RMS

Optimus CD-3400

Digital Domain SRC

180ps RMS

PS Audio Lambda

Digital Domain Bypass

950ps RMS

The spectrum is slightly "dirtier" with
the Radio Shack, and the RMS jitter level
was nearly doubled to 610ps (who says
transports don't make adifference?).
Fig.4 is the UltraLink's jitter spectrum
with the DTI Pro between the Lambda
and the UltraLink. Note the much lower
level of periodic jitter components (the
smoother trace), and that the curve's
overall shape is flatter below 2kHz,
indicating lower jitter in this band.
Unusually, however, the RMS jitter level
increased to 466ps with the DTI Pro in the
signal path.
Iattempted the same measurement on
the DTI Pro with the Optimus CD3400 as the source, but the DTI Pro
wouldn't double-lock to the Radio
Shack. The DTI Pro's first PLL engaged,
but the secondary lock wouldn't; the
CD-3400's output frequency was either
too far out of spec, or its output was too
jittered.6
Idid, however, measure the effect of
the DTI Pro's secondary lock on the
UltraLink's word-clock jitter. When
driven by the Lambda and the DTI Pro,
Imeasured 1620ps of clock jitter in the
UltraLink with the first PLL engaged-a
value that dropped to the previously
cited 466ps figure when the secondarylock LED illuminated (it takes about five
seconds to double-lock).
Next up was the UltrajitterBug. The
UltraLink's jitter spectrum with the
Lambda transport and UJB is shown in
fig3. Although the spectrum looks only
alittle cleaner with the UltrajitterBug,
the RMS jitter level dropped to 242ps
(from 338ps). When driven by the Radio
Shack player and the UJB, the jitter level
and spectrum were nearly identical to
those measured with the Lambda (not
shown). Note that the UJB reduced the
UltraLink's jitter from 610 to 244ps
when driven by the CD-3400. In other
words, the UltraLink had the same
amount ofjitter and the same jitter spectrum, regardless of the transport jitter
when the UJB was in the signal path.
6When developing the No30.5 processor, Madrigal
found that the Radio Shack CD-3400 had the least accurate output frequency of any transport they'd tested.
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These measurements suggest that the
UJB will significantly improve mediocre
or poor transports, and provide some
benefit to even the lowest-jitter transports. Indeed, this was my experience in
the listening room with the $299 NAD
502 CD player used as atransport and
the $8500 Mark Levinson No.317
Ialso measured the VSP's effect on the
UltraLink's jitter. Fig.6 is the jitter spectrum with the Lambda source (the spectrum with the Radio Shack source was
nearly identical). The VSP reduced the
RMS jitter level to 203ps with the
Lambda transport, and to 180ps with the
Radio Shack player (go figure). Although
the VSP removed most of the periodic
jitter components, the unit did produce
afew strong periodic components, seen
as spikes in the trace. These spikes were
present at each measurement, and did not
always appear at the same frequency. I
suspect that these are caused by the VSP's
output circuit, not the AD1890 chip
itself.
Incidentally, you must physically remove the VSP from the signal path to
audition it-simply engaging and disengaging the jitter-reducing AD1890
chip by pressing the front-panel "SRC"
button will lead you astray. Without the
AD1890 in the circuit, the VSP significantly increased the UltraLink's worddock jitter to 950ps. This increase in jitter
will degrade sound quality without the
AD1890 engaged, and lead you to think
that the VSP's jitter-reduction ability is
more beneficial than it is.
All three of these jitter-reduction
devices affected the digital processor's
clock jitter in adifferent way. The DTI
Pro greatly cleaned up the jitter spectrum, yet increased the RMS jitter level;
7Ifound abeneficial effect with the Sonic Frontiers
UltrajitterBug used with my Mark Levinson No31
transport, which already has very low measured jitter.
Finding myself temporarily without areference-quality
digital processor, Ihooked up the $8750 '31 to a$259
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box. The sound was
okay, but it was obvious that the DITE was no Levinson
No30. Putting the $699 Sonic Frontiers in the chain
wrought amajor transformation! The sound, while still
lacking bass impact and extension in absolute terms and
featuring aflattish soundstage, now became enjoyable;
it was several weeks before Ifelt the need to use something more better.
-JA
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the UJB provided asignificant reduction
in the overall RMS jitter level, yet had
very little effect on the jitter's spectrum;
the VSP had the greatest effect on wordclock jitter (reducing the RMS level by
nearly one-fourth when measured with
the Radio Shack transport), and removed
most of the periodic jitter components,
but also added afew of its own periodic
jitter components. We don't yet know
how much weight to ascribe to the
RMS jitter level, and how much to the
spectrum.
Finally, Ilooked at the MI Pro's claim
of enhanced low-level resolution by capturing a-90dB, lkHz sinewave reproduced by the UltraLink with and without the DTI Pro in the digital signal
chain. The UltraLink was ideal for this
purpose—its UltraAnalog DAC produces
avery good-looking waveform to begin
with. Fig.7 is the waveform without the
DTI Pro; fig.8 is the same signal with the
DTI Pro. Although they look nearly
identical, there do appear to be minute
differences, particularly on the positive
waveform tops. These differences are so
small, however, that they could be random variations.

CONCLUSIONS

Each of the three jitter attenuators

reviewed here improved the musical presentation of my system. This was true
whether Iused a$299 CD player as a
transport with a$750 digital processor,
or when the jitter attenuator was put
between the Mark Levinson No31
transport and No30.5 digital processor.
The beneficial musical effects of these
devices, over awide range of transports
and processors, suggests that all of them
will improve any digital front end. You
should, however, audition them in your
own system before buying.
Of the three the Audio Alchemy
Pro rendered the greatest improvement
on the presentation. Not only did it provide the benefits heard from the other
two, but it went the extra step by increasing low-level detail, removing edge and
glare, and dramatically deepening the
soundstage. The DTI Pro is abreakthrough in digital audio reproduction.
The Sonic Frontiers UltrajitterBug's
effect was similar to that of the DTI Pro,
but of lesser magnitude It tightened the
bass, smoothed the treble, and greatly
increased soundstage transparency. What
you don't get with the UJB that the UF!
Pro provides is the improvement in lowlevel resolution, and the DTI's midrange
and treble liquidity.
At $1295, the DTI Pro is considera-

bly more expensive than the UJB, but its
effect on the music is well worth the
price Putting the DTI Pro in front of the
Adcom GDA-600 made the $750 Adcom sound like a$4000 processor.
The UJB was the bargain here. At
$699, it offered many of the DTI Pro's
benefits, but at amuch lower price.
Although on an ultimate sonic basis the
UJB fell short of the DTI Pro, the former
provided much more than $699 worth
of improvement to my system.
The Digital Domain VSP Digital
Audio Control Center is the odd man
out of this group. Its $1495 price reflects
the unit's other functions (sample-rate
conversion, multiple inputs and outputs)
which are more of use to professionals
than to hi-fi consumers—if you need
these features, Ihighly recommend the
VSP. Although Iliked the VSP's effect
on the music, the DTI Pro offered a
greater musical improvement for $200
less.
Iurge you to try one of these jitter
attenuators in your system. They provided sonic improvements that far
exceeded their asking prices, regardless
of the quality of the digital front-end. In
fact, ajitter attenuator should be considered an essential part of any high-end
system.
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GRYPHON DMI00 POWER AMPLIFIER
Jonathan Scull
Solid-state, class-A, stereo power amplifier with user-adjustable output-stage bias
current and balanced inputs. Rated output power 100Wpc into 8ohms, 200Wpc

equivalent to asensitivity of I.8V for rated output. Serial number of sample tested:
7913115. Price: $13,900. Approximate number of dealers: 8. Manufacturer. Gryphon,

into 4ohms, 400Wpc into 2ohms (20dB9V). Measured input impedance: 10.7k ohms.

Denmark. Distributor Gryphon USA, 4353 Tuller Rd., Suite G, Dublin, OH 43017.

Measured output impedance: 0.12 ohms. Measured voltage gain into 8ohms: 23.9dB,

Tel: (614) 792-1411. Fax: (614) 792-1452.
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he Gryphon DM100 power
amplifier is the kind of product
that makes you realize that,
although America is catching up in the
Cosmetics Race, domestic manufacturers
still have away to go. Despite its imposing size and weight, the amp's handsome,
robust, well-engineered, hewn-of-apiece nature makes it appear wellproportioned, elegant, and Hi-Tech
Beautiful.
Much lauded in the European press,
the DM100 is a dual-mono design
whose two halves share only chassis and
power cord; each channel's circuitry,
including the enormous power supply,
is completely separate A standby switch
at the rear allows the input to stay
powered on and up to temperature at all
times, with alarger triangle-in-a-circle
knob in front to light the afterburners.
On the rear panel is an unusual knob that
adjusts the class-A bias between 50%,
75%, and 100%. Gryphon believes that
high-bias, class-A operation gain stages
result in less distortion, but at acost: bigtime heat, and enormous gulping sounds
emanating from the wall socket. Set the
DM100 to 100%, play some Mahler, and
look at your wildly spinning utility
meter.'
Although the manual suggests that it's
best to change bias with the amp off, we
left the front-panel Go switch on continuously, and lowered bias to acoolrunning 50% when not listening to
music. During listening sessions, I
adjusted up to 75% for afew minutes,
then to 100%. When swapping cables,
Ihad to lower the bias, then raise it in
steps; if changed too quickly, the bias
would drift, one channel becoming
intermittent until the amp reached its
usual kiln-like operating temperature
and settled down. The DM100's allclass-A design and implementation are
such that, while rated at anominal 100W,
the amp should put out immense
amounts of power during musical peaks.
1An amplifier with an output stage running in class-A
bias actually sucks the same amount of power from the
wall at all times, diverting it into the loudspeaker as the
music demands. It will therefore run coolest when music
is playing as loudly as possible, and hottest at idle. —JA
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Gryphon DM100 stereo power amplifier

SYSTEM

Preamps included my reference CAT
Signature and the smooth, suave, dualchassis, dual-mono Gryphon XT MC.
Processors on hand were the Timbre
Technology TT-1 DAC and the tubed
Jadis JS 1Symmetrical Converter driven
by the Forsell Air Bearing CD transport.
LP spinner was the Forsell Air Force One
with avariety of cartridges. Ialso had my
way with both the Expressive Technology SU-1 step-up transformer and the
FM Acoustics FM 222 phono preamplifier.
Iused quite amelange of interconnects: bright-red Gryphon Guideline
single-ended between front-end components, and along run of it to the
DM100. (RCAs at the preamp, asingle
pair of balanced inputs only at the
amp—the purist approach. Less is more)
Ialso used Siltech 4-80 for front-end
line-level components, and along run of
their FTM4 Si to the DM100. When
running single-ended, Iused XL0supplied adapters at the Gryphon's
balanced-only inputs. Although Gryphon espouses in the supplied literature
the benefits of "driving" asingled-ended
interconnect to the amp in balanced mode
(RCA to XLR), we found the XL0 Signature to be our favorite, in spite of its
single-ended nature. Digital cables
included Forsell's own Air Reference
coax, XLO, Mapleshade, Pure Logic,
WorldRadioHistory

Luminous Audio Technology, TARA
Labs coax, and AudioQuest OptiLink
Pro 2.
Speaker cables to the Avalon Ascents
were atri-wired set of the fabulous XL0
5.1 Signatures, with factory-supplied
Cardas umbilical between the crossovers
and the speakers, and updated Cardas
internal wiring. Triple sets of Gryphon's
own silver speaker cable and an AudioQuest Sterling/Midnight tri-wire lashup
also made it into the loop. All the cable
swapping and "driver, follow that wire!"
hassles were less painful thanks to the
DM100's custom binding posts, which
were apleasure to use, though only a
single set are provided. The purist approach again: don't muck with the signal
any more than you have to.
Other system accoutrements included
the now-discontinued MIT Z-Stabilizer,
which should be considered mandatory
with this amp; it moved the soundstage
farther back—the way we like it—
produced aquieter, velvety background,
pulled images away from the back wall
more completely (less bas relief-like), and
sweetened up the highs. A scattering of
Shun Mook Mpingos and Diamond
Resonators, the Shun Mook Spatial
Contra Kit (adjusted for more width
and depth than with the Jadis 200 monoblocks; see my review in Vol.17 No.4,
p.184), and anumber of Original Cable
Jackets rounded things out. Besides the
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normal complement, the newest Cable
Jacket tweak making the rounds of the
Jacket Cognoscenti is the use of three on
power cords to the turntable power supply, CD transport, and amp. Speaking
of power cords, Iused the excellent-inour-system Mango Gen.IIs, and cords
from TG. Audio (which Imisidentified
as T&G in my Timbre TT-1 article, Stereophile, Vol.17 No.4, p.183), XLO, MAS,
Ultra (from Cable Company Ultra Systems), and Transparent Audio.

PRELIMINARIES

It was with surprise and asense of delight
in the Chase for Best Sound that Irealized that, for all its prodigious heat and
heft, the DM100 was asensitive beast.
I'm accustomed to the many sensitivities of tube amps—one must pay particular attention to their mounting and
positioning, to say nothing of looking
after the tubes. I've always considered
solid-state amps as plug'n'play devices—
find the right power cord and cables, and
let 'er rip. Ilistened to the DM100 tweakless at first—on its own footers, with no
special attention paid to mounting or resonance control—but the more Itweaked
it, the more it improved.
Following preliminary listening, we
wrestled and grunted the Danish Modern Behemoth onto aBright Star J-7
sand-filled stand, with the DM100's
factory-supplied footers still in place. We
placed three Mpingo discs on the surprisingly resonant top plate, in the usual
configuration: two in front at left seven
o'clock, right five, and the rear disc
pointing at six, logos face-down. Itook
it as both a validation of the Shun
Mook's tuning abilities and agood sign
of the amp's sensitivity that the discs had
their expected effect, even upon such a
massive device as this. Ialso tried aset
of the larger-than-life Shun Mook Ultra
Diamond Resonators in the same positions and orientations under the amp, but
the DM100's enormous weight drove
the diamond-tipped steel shafts right into
the top plinth of the Bright Star stand.
Although the sound improved with each
tweak—and there's nothing wrong with
supporting the amp directly on ebony—I
felt Ihad more work to do in this area.
As time went on and Istarted to know
the sound of our system with the
DM100 in place, Ifound myself musically unfulfilled. Clearly the Jadis JA
200s have spoiled us with the magic of
their all-enveloping sound (we do expect
alot in the amplifier department). I
thought the DM100 could sound better, but also felt frustrated. It was good;
it wasn't great.
In an attempt to remedy the situation,
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Iallowed alocal dealer who handles the
Gryphon line to install apair of Ultra
Resolution Systems Cornerstones he'd
been pestering me to try. He placed one
under the amp on top of the Bright Star
stand, and another under the CAT. These
expensive-as-sin macho-man heavy
granite, steel, and elastomer bases use
squidgy 0-rings quite similar to those
found under the CAT on its upper surface, in conjunction with anumber of
ball bearings pressed into the center of
some of the rings to support and couple
the Device In Question to its mass. The
number of ball bearings required is calculated from the weight of the component. You must remove the manufacturer's supplied feet to use it; Ithink this
is critical whenever you use any type of
footer. The heavyweight CAT required
but afew rings and ball bearings; the
DM100 took tons of them.
The Cornerstones certainly had an
effect on the system's sound. On the
positive side, it tightened up the CAT's
bass and enhanced the already worldclass imaging and solidity of individual
elements within the soundfield. However, while tightening the DM100's bass
in like manner, it overdamped the entire
presentation. It sounded even darker and
more closed-in, completely lacking in
sparkle, dynamics, and resolution. The
amp's sound was slow, bass-heavy, thick,
and lacked any sense of pace or transparency. Although there was air, it was
as if the soundstage had come to us via
the Philippines during the monsoon season, when the humidity is 1000%. But
this amp is from Denmark, for crying out
loud. Iswitched interconnects, power
cords, preamps—all without success.

LET'S GET GREEN

Then Igot Greened, and things improved.
Mr. Almost Too Much Charisma, Michael
Green, showed up, and we broke down
the entire system. Out came my aging
Arcici Super Structures (which we had
spiked into sheet-metal screws wound
down into the SoftyBoy compliant
floor), and in went Michael Green
Designs' Signature ClampRacks. We
replaced the Cornerstones and the Bright
Star J-7s with tuneable Signature amp
stands, and Tiptoed the DM100 on three
of the larger of those very fine all-brass
ballistic-pointed cones Michael is distributing. "One, two, three, Lift!
Ungggghhhh!"
In my continuing investigations
regarding resonances, we're currently off
mass-damping/absorption and into letting resonances fully develop, then draining them whole. Lest you imagine I've
taken M. Green to heart hook, line, and
WorldRadioHistory

ClampRack, let me tell you that Itake
what he (and everyone else) has to say
with avery large grain of Audiophile Salt
and use my ears (as you should). The
shell-like protuberances either side of the
Scull skull tell me this is the way to go.
What caused this change for the better?
First, Ithink my old racks (rigid but hollow) were not being helped by the aluminum sheet-metal-screw spiking technique. The screws did help in some ways
(tightening up the bass and enhancing
imaging), but created amusical effects in
the highs that adversely effected our
emotional involvement with the music.
As Kathleen put it after we'd installed the
new amp stands (some time after the
equipment racks), "We've had music on
all day, cheri, but Istill don't feel like turning on zuh tel-luh-veejun!" Res ipsa
loquitur. (The thing speaks for itself.)
The Super Structures served me well
for years and are fine stands, but in our
system now, the ClampRacks are doing
it in abig way. We changed the front end
first and listened, then we did the amp,
making the effect of the stands easier to
quantify. Iconsider the local dealer's
Throw-More-Money-At-The-Problem
attitude misguided; don't damp this amp
(or any other, for that matter, I'm beginning to feel). If you own aDM100, or
any other Gryphon amp, remove the
hockey-pucks-on-steroids-sized feet
that come with it, get your Danish radiator up on RooinTunes' topnotch brass
cones, and catch the wave.

SOUND

When the DM100 arrived, we disconnected the four chassis of the Jadis 200s
and moved them away from the amp
stands. We don't have much "dead" storage space in our open loft, so we moved
the four gleaming tube-and-transformerstuffed sections in front of the CDs and
LPs—tantalizingly in view, but temporarily shunned. Irefused to do the sensible thing and refit the tube cages to
protect my heavy investment in the
robust if unrefined GE 6550s that inhabit the 200s (but only for the present—film at 11). Iwanted my tubes
exposed! Help me!
Iassiduously did without tubes in the
system for some time, my thought to
avoid confusing the issue by doing
something felt to be in some way "unfair": the old apples/oranges thing. This
proved to be aflaw in my thinking that
considerably lengthened the review process. The Gryphon DM100 and my
reference Jadis 200s aren't such dissimilar
products after all, both pitched squarely
at the foreheads of well-heeled highenders. They're in the same general price
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league, so comparisons between the two
aren't so off-the-wall.
Those not from Hong Kong but welloff anyway who've figured out how to
make money during the economic blight
must make some important decisions
about their high-end rigs: Do they go
solid-state? Or do they have what it takes
to be atube-lover? As aresult of my latebreaking brain flash, the door to audiophile doom and perdition was opened
wide as Ishrugged like aFrenchman,
pursed my lips, and plugged the Jadis
200s back in with an innocent expression on my face.
Ilistened to only one other (German,
dreadful) atom-smashing solid-state
cruiser-bruiser amp during the DM100's
stay; Ireally wanted to judge the DM100
on its own merits. Taken on its own, it
was singularly underwhelming, and,
as you might have guessed from the
preceding paragraphs, Ifound myself
chasing improvements in sound instead
of just kicking back and enjoying the
music. In comparison to our reference
200s, forget it.
With the amp sounding as good as it
was ever going to on the Signature amp
stands, aCable Jacket-festooned Mango
Genii power cord, and all-XL° Signature, it didn't sound mechanical, nor did
it have atrace of solid-state steeliness or
hardness to detract from its presentation.
The bass was firm and deep, if atouch
overripe in our system; the midrange was
quite tube-like. It imaged, it layered, its
frequency response seemed smooth and
extended. It exhibited evenhanded power
and control. It didn't fall apart when we
threw Stravinsky or Art of Noise at it.
So what's my beef, aside from the
interior heat wave it created?
No magic. Iadjusted to its sound over
time, and even thought about trying to
arrange to get one on long-term loan as
abackup to the glass-bottle contingent.
But once Igot the Gallic Tubegods back
on-line, that idea quickly turned to
French toast. The sound of the DM100
had much less bloom and pace than that
of tubes; it was less layered, much less
transparent, darker, and drier in the sense
that Icould hear more room effects than
with the all-enveloping acoustic sweep
of the Jadis 200s—not sandy-dry
(although there was atouch of grain in
the treble), just less ambient. PJ Harvey
would love it. (Dry audiophile joke.) This
was evident on most recordings, but
thrown into stark relief when we played
Duke's Jazz Party in Stereo (Columbia
Special Products JCS 8127)—there was
less "there" there. "Less" is the operative word here, Amp Mavens?
Imaging and focus, while set within
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arelatively wide, deep soundstage (especially with the dual-mono XT MC and
all-Gryphon cable and interconnects),
were ethereal and lacked palpability.
Image outlines had alack of precision,
which resulted in aloss of palp factor and
immediacy. This loss was especially evident with female vocals, such as Ella
Fitzgerald (Fine and Mellow, Pablo LP
2310 829), the ubiquitous Holly Cole
(Don't Smoke in Bed, Manhattan CDP
81198 2), or Nina Simone on LP; the
ladies didn't seem very dimensional,
physically or spiritually. Ialso heard this
lack-of-body effect in sharp relief on
Branford Marsalis's TrioJeepy (Columbia
CK 44199)—a breathtakingly musical,
unbelievably transparent, spacious, and
imaging-rich recording on CD. (You can
find it on LP if you scour the shelves or
have friends who'll flip the bins for you,
like my Audiophile Network pal and fellow Analog Fanatic, Kathy Quock.
Thanks, KQ!) There's entirely less air and
spaciousness, the bass doesn't detach
from the speaker and ride acoustically
free lower-left forward, and Branford's
horn is less precisely rendered, his many
movements while playing harder to
follow.
The DM100 just didn't offer the resolution of the microdetails which allow
top contenders to offer the startling,
much-sought-after, all-enveloping sense
of realism that draws the listener into the
sweep and emotion of music. This clearly
has much to do with the slower, darker
overall gestalt and noticeably softer
leading-edge transients that rob the
DM100 of its transparency, vitality, and
pace. For example, one evening Jerry
Gladstein, ex-G&A Rare Records Honcho (Audio Enthuser and the world's
oldest living teenager), brought over a
Solti/CSO Stravinsky Rite of Spring LP
(UK Decca CS6885). If you peer at the
beginning of side B, "Le Sacrifice" (very
apropos, no?), you can easily see where
the quiet passage suddenly turns loud—
about an inch or so in. Of course, one
shouldn't dissect aStravinsky performance like this, but if you raise the volume and set your stylus down alittle
before the high decibels and the drums
come in, you'll look like the guy in the
Maxell ad. This recording is so expressive you should hear averitable waterfall
of macro- and micro-nuance and -detail;
Igot the slam through the Audio Object
of my Disaffection, but no nuance or
microdynamics. The overall sense of
2Ifound the difference between JS's Avalons as driven
by the Gryphon and by the Jadises fascinating. While
the sound qua sound was almost identical, there was an
uninvolving character to the solid-state presentation that
left the music's customary magic in the bottle. AFollowUp in Santa Fe seems in order.
—JA
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slam and macrodynamics improved with
the CAT, but was still sluggish and drab
in comparison to the 200s.
Ike Quebec's Easy Living (Blue Note
CDP 46846 2), in spite of its 1962 Rudy
Van Gelder/Alfred Lion pedigree, sounded
alittle too easy, lacking in dynamics,
sparkle, and life. Carmen McRae's Carmen Sings Monk (Novus 3086-2-N, CD,
and 3086-1-N, LP) was okay, but is
"okay" enough for a $14,000 amp?
Ithink not, mes amis. Ray Brown and
Laurindo Almeida's extraordinary and
brooding Moonlight Serenade (Jeton CD
123) lacked expressiveness on track one:
"Mondsdieinsonatentound About Midnight" (credited "Beethoven, Thelonious
Monk" in the liner notes—what a
combo!). The furrowed-brow, angstridden, rumbling bass line lacked the
heartrending emotional quality Iknow
it to provoke; like Trio Jeepy, it seemed
stuck in the speaker.
Another Jeton CD, Hot Mallets (125/1),
lacked the ultimate sheen on the vibes
that Ican hear when played through the
200s—I can precisely locate and follow
Isla Eckinger's individual mallet strokes
as he moves left to right over his instrument, the engaging, shimmering quality
of the sound drawing me into the performance. The DM100 was adequate but
pedestrian in this regard, attack and
decay characteristics rendered without
any real inspiration or sense of excitement. Ray Bryant's Blue Moods (EmArcy
EJD-5), another import that was one of
my "Records To Die For" last February
(Vol.17 No3), sounded terribly dark and
closed-in. Feh. Even my extensive collection of Nina Hagen and Art of Noise
CDs and LPs sounded less explosive and
startling than they should have. (Nina is
explosive, okay? Whenever Iplay her for
aconservative, classical-loving, speechwriting colleague, he explodes right out
the door.)
Finally, the ultimate test chez Scull: a
couple of LPs by Kathleen's favorite
French chansonnier, Georges Brassens—
Monsieur Georges Brassens Sings (Epic LN
3619) and Les Amoureux des Bancs Publics
(Philips 6499777). These two beautifully
recorded albums are honest, splendid,
straightforward, beautifully evocative,
classic French fare, and they should fill you
with toe-tapping joy and warmth,
whether you speak the language or not.
Believe me, you don't need French amps
to hear the wealth of emotion in his
voice, but the Gryphon again fell "flat"
(another operative word). Georges just
wasn't as compelling or as human as I
found him via tubes. Icould go on, but
Iwon't. We passed all manner of music
through the Gryphon's inputs. We
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FAMOUS for sneak previews and
mini-reviews that never turn into full re-

AS is

views, and Ihate to break a great tradi-

tion. Ido feel, however, that Ishould follow
up on my initial comments on the Wireworld
Eclipse interconnects [Issue 83/84] and
speaker cables to the point of confirming
my original praise.
Ihave now worked extensively with the
Wireworld

Eclipse

phono

RCA interconnects,

interconnect,

balanced

intercon-

nects, Starlight digital interconnects, and
speaker cables.
The net result confirms my initial impressions. The Wireworld Eclipse cables
have proved to be reference quality products that have integrated smoothly in connecting up both an entire reference system
and in connecting all of the 30-odd components Ihave had in for review since Istarted
using them. Ihave found them to be fully
compatible with every component Ihave
tried, and Ihave found them to be extremely revealing without exaggerating any aspect of sonic performance, or producing

"THE ONLY
WAY IKNOW
TO PASS ON
INFORMATION
IS PURE,
UNFILTERED
D UNALTERED."
DAVID SALZ

the kind of false insights into the music
which later turn out to be coloration.
The Wireworld Eclipse interconnects
and speaker cables not only reveal the
music that is on the recording, they reveal
the full capabilities of all types of equipment.
They have proved to be of great value in
making detailed equipment comparisons.
They have not always been the best interconnects or speaker cables in connecting
specific electronics or speakers, but they
have been competitive, and they have usually been superior.

elltrn"

IllWeeer
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Standard Audio •Digital Audio •Video, S-Video and RGB Video Cables
•na! Distributor of PROGOLD advanced contact conditioning treatment
W
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riffin Road, Ft Lauderdale, Florida 33312 •305-962-2650 •Fax 305-962-2603
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Mexico: Sis
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in its waveshape, as was the lkHz
squarewave (not shown). Channel separation was excellent, the crosstalk in fig3
M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
Imeasured the Gryphon DM100 in the lying below the noise below 2kHz. The
only input mode available: balanced.
rise above that frequency is due to capacitive coupling between the channels.
Unless otherwise noted, all measureMore important than the absolute level
ments were made at the 100% bias
of any distortion is its harmonic content,
setting.
which changed depending on both the
Following the 1/
3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test, the Gryphon's load and the output-stage bias selected.
heatsinks were hot to the touch. Its input Into 8ohms, with 100% bias, the lkHz
impedance measured 10.7k ohms. Its distortion content was almost pure secoutput impedance was 0.12 ohms at ond harmonic, as can be seen from fig.4.
[Note that the distortion waveform is not to
20Hz and lkHz, increasing slightly to
just under 0.14 ohms at 20kHz. Its gain scale in this graph, but is exaggerated to make
into 8ohms measured 23.9dB, its DC
its character clear.-Ed.] Into lower loads
offset lmV (L) and 1.1mV (R). Sigor with reduced bias (fig5), the third harnallNoise (unweighted ref. 1W into 8 monic became predominant. This can
ohms) measured 88dB (L) and 88.9dB
also be seen in fig.6, which shows the
(R). Pin 2of the (balanced) input was
FFT-derived spectrum of the DM100's
positive.
output driving a50Hz tone at 134W into
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of 4ohms. The most significant harmonics
the DM100 driven from its balanced
here are odd-order. The third harmonic
inputs at 2W into 4ohms. The 8ohm
result, not shown, was virtually the same,
being essentially flat in the audioband.
A small-signal 10Id-lz squarewave (fig.2)
showed aslight rounding of its leading
edges, associated with the ultrasonic rollo
off in fig.1, but was otherwise textbook
remained unimpressed.

Fig.4 Gryphon DM100, 100% bias, 'kHz
waveform at 5W into 8ohms (top);
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom, not to
scale).

Table I: Gryphon DM100 Clipping
(I% THD+noise at IkHz)

Load
ohms
8
(line)
4
(line)
2
(line)

Both Channels
Driven
W (dBVV)
(L)
(R)
177 (22.5)

173.5 (22.4)
109V
311 (21.9)
317 (22)
107V
109V

One Channel
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
177 (22.5)
109V
322 (22)
109V
537 (21.3)
109V

at 150Hz lies at -57dB, or about 0.15%;
the remaining harmonics are all at or
below 0.02%.
The manner in which the Gryphon's
THD +noise varies with frequency is
plotted in fig.7. The right channel has
slightly more high-frequency distortion
than the left, though the difference
should not be audible. It's not unusual
in amplifiers for the THD+N to increase
into lower impedance loads, even at the
low output voltage used for these measurements (2.83V, equivalent to 1W into
8ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 4W into 2
ohms). The DM100's 8ohm and 4ohm
results are virtual overlays, though the
2ohm result is insignificantly higher.
The lkHz, THD+N vs level curves (at
lkHz) are shown in fig.8. The 2ohm
curve indicates some increase in distortion at medium power output, but it
remains below 0.25% to over 400Wstill an impressive result. The discrete
clipping levels (at 1% THD +N) are
shown in Table 1. Despite the fact that
our test-bench wall voltage was running
0.110121411. 00.0n 0.1.0.002.........1000

Fig.1 Gryphon DM100. frequency response at
2W into 4ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 Gryphon DM100. 50% bias, I
kHz
waveform at IOW into 4ohms (top);
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom, not to
scale).

n.

Fig.2 Gryphon DM100, 10kHz squarewave at
IW Into 8ohms.
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Fig.7 Gryphon DM100. 100% bias, THD+noise
vs frequency at (from top to bottom at
'kHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms,
and IW into 8ohms (right channel
dashed)
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Fig.3 Gryphon DM 00, crossta k(from top to
bottom): R-L L-R (I0dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Gryphon DM100. 100% bias, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-I kHz, at I34W into 4
ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that
the third harmonic at 150Hz is the highest
in level at -57d8 (0.15%).
WorldRadioHistory
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Fig.8 Gryphon DM100 100% bias estortion
(%) vs output power into (from bottom to
top at 100W): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2
ohms.
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VA\D RST

The remarkable value and performance of VANDERSTEEN
multiple-enclosure, minimum-baffle loudspeakers are legendary.
One listen to the astonishing clarity and realism of our full-range,
phase-correct models will show you why "boxless"
is definitely better.
Our innovative boxless
design reducs cabinet
reflections and diffraction.
The Model 3's proprietary
patented midrange
eliminates internal driver
reflections and the
resulting distortions.

With their drivers connected in phase through
transient-perfect, first-order

"Awesome on both
film and music"

crossovers, our speakers
preserve the important
phase characteristics
of the music.
"What ahigh-fidelity
speaker should be"

Model 3
Ultra high-resolution, four driver loudspeaker

Model 2Ce
High-resolution, four driver loudspeaker

Our high-performance components
insure outstanding
quality, reliability
and consistency.

i;t5q

"Sets the standard
for affordable
speakers"

"Amazing
definition,
rocks the
foundation!"

2W
Three driver,
300 watt amplified subwoofer

VCC- 1
Phase correct center speaker.

Discover Boxiess Theate

In asurround system, VANDERSTEEN phase-correct speakers create acoherent

Model 1B
Full-range two-way loudspeaker

and expansive soundfield with exceptional detail and superior dialog intelligibility. Their incredible realism heightens your involvement in your films.

For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers
true to both science and music. If you're looking for speakers that accurately
reproduce the entire frequency range of music and recreate the full dimensions of the original performance, we can direct you to your nearest carefully
selected VANDERSTEEN dealer.
WorldRadioHistory

VA\DERSTEE\ AO
116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230
(209) 582-0324

DIVI\SIO\AL
PURITY®

Please write or call for abrochure and the name of your nearest dealer.
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Fig.9 Gryphon DM100. 50% bias, THD+noise
vs frequency at (from top to bottom at
IkHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms,
and IW into 8ohms (right channel
dashed).
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Fig. 0Gryphon DM100. 50% bias, distortion
(%) vs output power into (from bottom
to top at IOW): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2
ohms.

ohms. The bias current was 100%. This
is agood result, with the largest IM
abit low, the DM100 exceeded its rated
product at 21kHz (-50dB, or about
power output by acomfortable margin.
0.3%). The lkHz artifact lies at -63.5dB,
While there was almost no change in
or about 0.07%. The artifacts are lower
the distortion vs frequency and level perat 67W into 8ohms (
2
/
3-rated power, not
formance for the 75% bias setting, at the
50% setting, THD+N vs frequency
shown), with those between lkHz and
17kHz all dropping to well below
curves (fig.9) start to show some spread
into lower impedances. The TI-ID +N vs
-90dB.
This is afine set of measurements. The
level results with 50% bias (fig.10), while
input impedance is abit lower than norshowing little change in the power outmal for apower amplifier—not low
put at the 1% distortion level, do show
noticeable THD +N increases at low to
enough for general concern, but low
enough that auser must exercise some
medium power output.
caution in the choice of apreamplifier.
Finally, fig.11 shows the output specThe lower the output impedance of the
trum resulting from ahigh-level 19+
preamp, the better; but in no case should
20kHz signal—the intermodulation
it be above lk ohm. Whatever JS's subproducts resulting from an input signal
consisting of an equal combination of jective impressions of the DM100's
these two frequencies—at 134W into 4 sonics, there's nothing to seriously criti-
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Fig.I IGryphon DM100, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
I34W into 4ohms (linear frequency
scale).

cize in its test-bench results.
—Thomas J. Norton

Bur JONATHAN,

HOW DO YOU really FEEL?
Was there anything Ireally liked about the
DM100? Frankly, no. Fourteen grand is
just too much money, honey. For that
kind of scratch, you've got the right to
be first in line at heaven's gate; we're not
even talking the hinges here.
Just call me picky. Ido it for you.
—Jonathan Scull

If your definition of real
music is:
•HIGHS that are precise and
smooth • MID RANGE that
is transparent and natural
•BASS that is controlled and
strong...

Then Ocm Technology
products are designed
for you!
The Ocm line of amplifiers are designed
with aslew rate of 400 Volts/u-sec.
(True balanced differentially) and
200 Volts/u-sec. (Single ended).
They will command the musical moment.

Ocm Technology Inc.

1237 East Main Street, Bldg,#2
Rochester NY 14609
1 800 448 -8490 Fax: 716 482-8859

Illustrated; the Ocm
model 500 amplifier, the
model 88 preamplifier and the
I.R. remote control
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In Canada
8Strathearn Ave. Unit #9
Brampton, Ontario L6T 4L9
Tel: 905 791-5888 Fax: 905 791-5583
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the ultimate
surround sound
Life is stressful. You could spend afew thousand dollars rushing to aweekend getaway at a
rejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage your home for one of those "quiet as arecording
studio" motor cars you've seen on television. Or you can keep the family fortune and
relax in the sanctity of your own home with apair of Sennheiser headphones.
Discover the ultimate in surround sound...at a budget you can easily afford.
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6VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD LY
IN CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE, POINTE -CLAIRE,

,CT 06371 •
:434.1759
Q H9R 1A3 •TEL: 514.426.3013 FAX: 514.426.2979

SWINGING FOR THE FENCE
Russ Novak listens to the Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 line-level preamplifier
Mirror-imaged, dual-mono tubed line preamplifier with five single-ended inputs, one

Output impedance: 160 ohms at lkHz, single-ended; 320 ohms at lkHz, balanced.

balanced input, two sets of single-ended outputs, two sets of balanced outputs, one

Maximum input: 2.5V RMS (volume control fully clockwise). Stereo separation: 70dB

set of tape outputs, and separate power supply. Tube complement: Eight matched

at lkHz, single-ended; 75dB at lkHz, balanced. Dimensions: 19" W by 4.5" Hby 13"

6922 tubes. Frequency response: 2Hz-100kHz ±0.5dB. THD+noise: <0.1%, 20Hz20kHz at IV output, typically <0.03% at 'kHz. Gain: 22dB single-ended, 28d8 balanced

D. Weight: 55 lbs. Serial numbers of units reviewed: preamplifier J93ICIOM; power
supply: J93ICIOM. Price: 13795. Approximate number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer

at lkHz. Noise: 120µV unweighted (balanced outputs, volume control at 12:00), 85dB

Sonic Frontiers, 2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario L6H 5T4, Canada. Tel: (995)

below 2V RMS output. Input impedance: 50k ohms single-ended, 100k ohms balanced.

829-3838. Fax: (905) 829-3033.

H

eads up, Horatio Alger. Here's
aCanadian company, built
just afew years ago from the
ground up, threatening to knock off the
preeminent names in high-end electronics with the introduction of its SFL2preamplifier. Sonic Frontiers seems to
personify free enterprise, individual initiative, and commitment. At the same
time, they've always presented to the
public avery human face.
These guys have done all the right
things. By hauling their equipment to
audio-society meetings all over the
country, making loaners generously
available, and attending shows, they've
made themselves available to the audiophile community from which they seek
support. Sonic Frontiers is acustomerdriyen company.
Chris Joluison, Chris Jensen, and John
Sloan founded Sonic Frontiers in 1988,
and worked out of their homes selling
mail-order premium parts and specializing in customer service. By 1990, they
were selling amonoblock tube amp kit,
the SFM-75, and by 1991 were bringing to CESes products designed for retail
sale. By 1994 they'd moved to alarge
new factory, introduced an expanding
line of products, including awell-reviewed
digital processor and re-clocker, and
launched an all-out attempt to make the
best line-level preamplifier available.
The brains and heart of any system is
the preamplifier. It provides the first stage
of amplification for all source components, and should do so without adding
or subtracting anything from the signal.
The SFL-2 is a"go for broke" attempt
at the best. By featuring other preamps
in side-by-side comparisons in their
advertising for the SFL-2, Sonic Frontiers is dearly attempting to lead the field.
This is an ambitious project. They're
swinging for the fences. Will they knock
one out of the park?

DESCRIPTION

The two-chassis SFL-2—power supply
and preamp—is an extremely flexible
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994
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Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 line-level preamplifier

device with lots of operational features
and options. On the power-supply chassis are On/Off and Operate/Standby toggle switches. The standby feature supplies asmall current to the tube filaments
and keeps the filter capacitors charged
when the unit isn't in use, providing
faster (sonic) warmup when the unit is
switched to Operate.
In the company's advertisements, the
preamp is stacked on top of the power
supply. Since the power supply runs
continuously and quite warm, Iwondered about warm air rising directly into
the preamp chassis. John Sloan said that
optimal placement would be one unit per
shelf on your rack.
Whether stacked or shelved separately,
Ihave aquibble with components that
have separate power supplies with short
umbilical cords (in this instance, 3.5').
Because you're stacking chassis, your
equipment rack becomes tall, less stable,
and therefore vulnerable to resonances
that will degrade the sound of your system; acompletely inert rack is important
Ialso use Bright Star Audio sand bases.
The results are very audible. An amp,
preamp, CD transport, processor, and
tuner alone need five shelves; add in separate phono stages, digital re-clockers,
power-line filters, and any additional
power supplies, and the whole thing
becomes completely unwieldy. A power
supply on the floor, in back of the rack,
would be less of aproblem.
WorldRadioHistory

Sonic Frontiers says that they've had
no complaints on this issue, but they're
willing to supply alonger power cord
at no cost if it's requested at the time of
the order. John Sloan told me that alonger cord should have no sonic consequences, but in theory, shorter is better.
If you have the problem Ihave, consider
this option.
On the front of the main preamp is a
selector switch that controls six line-level
inputs, two of which bypass the balance
and record switches to give amore direct
signal path—a significant feature. One
input is labeled Direct-S, for singleended (RCA), the other Direct-B, for
balanced (XLR). Your two prime signal
sources can therefore be heard through
aminimum of circuitry, with amodest
but musically significant improvement
in the sense of "being there."
The balance control provides smaller
increments of change, for fine tuning, as
opposed to radical adjustments ranging
from full on to full off. The volume control is astepped attenuator—de rigueur for
astate-of-the-art preamp. In itself, the
23-position switch would provide fairly
gross adjustments (as in the CAT Signature preamp), but Sonic Frontiers added
a-1.5dB toggle switch beneath the volume control which exactly doubles the
number of positions to 46, and reduces
the increments to 1.5dB.
Three more toggle switches run across
the bottom front of the preamp: Re129

High-purity copper conductors are yesterday's news. The real innovation in
cable design is awhole new material, and only TARA Labs has it.

Introducing...RSC Master Generation 2with Consonant Alloy.
More conductive than "six nines" copper. Or seven, or eight, or nine "nines"
for that matter.
Consonant Alloy is aproprietary blend of materials chosen for their compatibility and conductive strengths. It's extruded in an oxygen-free environment,
then super-annealed for increased flexibility and conductivity The resulting
crystal structure is long, unbroken and impervious to the defects that can cause
audible distortion.
In conjunction with TARA Labs patented Rectangular Solid Core design,
Consonant Alloy provides the ultimate combination...Conductivity that far
surpasses that of any form of copper, and frequency linearity that's far greater
than either solid silver or silver plated copper.
New Generation 2Master Speaker Cables and Interconnects are also more
flexible than previous Master products. So they're easy to work with and install
in almost any configuration.
Until you've heard the new Master, you haven't heard the best. Until you
own the new Master, you don't own the best. See your dealer to audition the
new RSC Master Generation 2. We're 100% sure you'll agree.

TARA IABS
Space & Time Audio Products

Ask about the Half Price TradeUp Program
Call (503) 488-6465 for the dealer nearest you.
TM-RSC,Rertangulm Solid Core, Master WorldRadioHistory
Generation 2and Consonant Alloy are trademarks of TARA Labs, in

superior, as befits acompany which sells
premium-quality parts by mail. Very
expensive MIT MultiCaps are used in all
critical positions, Solen and WIMA caps
in the least critical. Instead of using electrolytic caps for the high-voltage power
supply, Sonic Frontiers uses custommade, low-ripple, low-noise Solen caps.
They state that this avoids the "smearing effect" associated with electrolytics
used in this position. Resistors are premium Vishays, Caddocks, and Holcos.
The toggle switches have coin-silver
CIRCUIT DESIGN
The SFL-2—a true, mirror-imaged, dual- internal contacts, with silver plating on
mono tube design—includes power sup- the exterior pins. Rotary switches—
plies, regulation stages, and circuit blocks. Electroswitch's mil-spec Series 600, also
A third power supply is used for the featuring coin-silver contacts—are sealed
LEDs, relays, etc. to ensure no commo- against environmental contamination to
nality between channels. Left and right maintain long-term sound quality. The
channels also use an isolated ground balance control is the precision conducscheme so that the chassis is not common tive-plastic Noble type, wired in series
to minimize its sonic impact. Wiring is
to both channels.
Sonic Frontiers describes their circuit ICirnber Kable TOES hookup wire: multidesign in the following way: "...an strand, multi-gauge, high-purity copper
input current-sourced cathode follower, surrounded by the highest-grade Teflon
driving across-coupled voltage amplifier, jacket.
Finally, eight Sovtek E88CC/6922
direct coupled to alarge signal buffer. ..
tubes (a 6DJ8 variant) were chosen for
[with] only one capacitor in the signal
the SFL-2, because SF believes that they
path [per channel per phase]—the output
have lower microphonics, lower noise,
DC blocking cap." No global feedback
higher gain, and last longer than 6DJ8s.
istiçerl and the -3dB bandwidth is greater
The 12AX7s and their variants were
than 350kHz, with THD and IM distorruled out because they had poor hightion less than 0.01% in balanced mode.
frequency performance in azero-feedSonic Frontiers uses three transformers
back circuit.
in the power supply: one each for the left
and right channels and the SFL-2's utility
SYSTEM
functions. Ultra-fast recovery diodes,
My reference system consists of Mirage
Solen capacitors, and metal-glaze resisMlsi speakers driven by aKrell KSA-250
tors are configured in aPi-filter configamplifier, TARA Labs' superb new RSC
uration which produces anear-sinewave
Master Generation 2speaker cables and
ripple component, and aquieter backinterconnects, aMuseatex CD transport
ground in listening tests than the sawwith re-clocking circuit, aMonarchy
toothed waveform produced by other
DAC, aClear Image Audio T-4 Power
designs. The SFL-2 has 16 independently
Line Isolator, and aBright Star Big
regulated power supplies, some in series
Rock/Little Rock isolation system (sand
(regulated, then regulated again). SF
bases and weights). The system was run
believes that this accounts for the unbalanced between the amp and preamp,
usually good unweighted noise specifibut had to be switched to single-ended
cations for apreamp with this many
operation for the preamp comparisons
tubes. Regulators are positioned within
following the general listening. Ialso
1.5" of their load, to ensure the lowest
chose single-ended connection for the
possible impedance.
Monarchy DAC. Perhaps because Ididn't
The printed circuit board is 3.5-oz bare
copper covered with alow-dielectric solder have an extra set of balanced interconnects of RSC quality, Icouldn't achieve
mask. SF states that they went through
the beautiful sound Iobtained from the
three generations of circuit-board layout
Monarchy using single-ended ICimber
to keep traces as short as possible, maxKable KCAG.
imize performance, and minimize interactions between components. To achieve
LISTENING
the shortest signal-path muting, switches
With the Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 preamare mounted on the rear wall of the chasplifier in the system, there were moments
sis, in acompartment which shields this
when, in the quiet of my listening room,
critical area from the active circuitry and
Icould believe Iwas there. Its soundstage
allows use of superior-sounding, nonwas huge, open, and transparent, with
shielded, single-conductor hookup wire.
lots of quiet space between instruments,
Passive-component parts quality is

cord/Off, which removes the load of tape
recorders from the preamp outputs when
the tape deck isn't in use (another nice
touch); apolarity-inversion switch, which
allows you to toggle back and forth
between absolute and inverted phase,
depending on your source component,
the recording, and whether any differences prove significant; and Mute/Operate, which allows you to mute the sound
without changing your volume setting.
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and specific placement of those instruments within the stage. The preamp's
presentation had afeeling of harmonic
wholeness and rightness, which is the
real key to apalpable sound. The SFL2was extended in the top and bottom
octaves unlike any other tube preamp
I've heard, and had no identifiable colorations in between. Dynamics were
superior, and allowed the pulse and intonation of the music to become asignificant part of the experience.
These are the themes I'll return to time
and again in this review. Sounds good,
right? But are you ready to accept these
attributes? Are you wedded to old tube
sound? Do you depend on traditional
tube sound to color or correct other
things wrong with your system? Do you
mistake an undynamic, sweet, warm,
dark, laid-back sound for reality? Or do
you not want anything untoward to
intrude in your living room?
Prospective purchasers will have to
evaluate their systems and prejudices
when auditioning this preamp, because
it is, simply, neutral. It retains the holographic virtues of tubes without the colorations many have come to depend on.
Most of the SFL-2's performance
advances can be taken in their stride.
However, treble extension—the highend sparkle of this unit—may be the
most potentially troublesome for fans of
current state-of-the-art preamps. The
SFL-2 dearly has amajor advantage over
the competition in this area. No tube
preamp I've heard is as extended and
pure. Iinitially thought that the SFL-2
could run into trouble on brightly recorded material; however, after close
listening to cymbal splashes, string sections, etc., Iwas able to determine that
the SFL-2 keeps this material listenable
through low distortion, rather than the
filtering techniques of rolling off the treble or softening the music's definition.
This is the hump you may have to get
over. Iwitnessed the same perceptual
process at work in two tubeophiles auditioning the system.
My baseline impression is of asense
of relaxation and naturalness that derives
from not having to mentally adjust for
deficiencies and non-musical qualities.
The music displayed more of its natural
lilt, grace, and sweetness without an
overlay of buckwheat honey. Iwas more
"there."
Since Sonic Frontiers appears to be
challenging the leadership of the High
End with this product, Idecided to set
uf) ashoot-out against three current
front-runners. Iused the direct inputs on
the SFL-2, because they give the best
potential performance—after all, they
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Your ears have an amazing memory, which is why you
seek aloudspeaker that's as unforgettable as live music.
Had nature intended sounds to travel only forwird,
acoustics would be asimple science.
Unlike conventional speakers, Mirage's M-si Series
Bipolar loudspeakers set the music free
over afull 360 degrees.
It's only iiatural.
Because what defines the seund of music is as much
the physical space surrounding them as the instruments
hemselves. In reproducing music, aloudspeaker must

1
i place

you, the audience, in that space.
Mirage's Bipolar speakers do just that.
t
before you audition the M-si Series at your
t ,‘.
mirage aealer, take in alive concert or two.
Then you can experience for yourself just how
ably life-like the M-si's really are.
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3641 McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X1G5 416-321-1800

Music Plus
9915 Florida Blvd.,
Baton Rouge, LA 70815
504-925-5174

The Audio Shop
685 Bank Street,
Ottawa,
CANADA K1S 3T8
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Kingsway Audio Visual
2487 Bloor Street West,
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Nidrei with János Starker (Mercury Living Presence 432 001-2), wasn't there
with the CAT Not that Iwant to hear
tape hiss, but if it's there, it's there, and
it indicates what the preamp is doing to
CAT Signature vs the SFL-2: After a the sound. In every recording, the SFL-2
casual listen to the CAT, Icalled the guy had the more extended, transparent sound.
Both preamps were pleasing in the
who loaned it to me and told him it was
no contest in the old "palpable presence" midbass, but the Sonic Frontiers had
category. The CAT, Ithought, had adear much more extension. The "thumping
advantage in dimensionality and sweet- around" in the bass region during the
ness. The sense of depth extended from opening bars of Sinatra's "Blues in the
the speakers to forever. Notes emerged Night" was deeper, more dynamic, more
from avery black background. Noth- dimensional, and much more transparent
ing was disturbing. Everything was sweet. with the Sonic Frontiers. The CAT was
The next night Isat down with both "nice," but didn't pass on the informapreamps, apen and paper, and my selec- tion. My observation of the difference
tion of test CDs, and became unsettled in bass extension and dynamics was confirmed by playing Bach's Goldberg Varwith the CAT. After four selections—
about 40 minutes of listening—I grew iations transcribed for organ (Jean Guiltired of the formatted sound. My early lou, Dorian DOR-90110).
Finally, Sinatra's voice through the
notes reflected enchantment: liquidity,
CAT was abit syrupy, and surrounded
space between instruments, lack of glare,
alarge rectangular soundstage beginning by too much blackness. "Blues in the
Night" was the last piece !listened to, by
well in back of the speakers, romance.
Such was the case with Orquesta Nova's which time I'd grown too used to the
CAT's sonic signature. It still can't be beat
"Milonga Del Angel" (Salon New York,
on afirst impression in the "palpable
Chesky JD86)—a superbly recorded
presence" category, which for many is
work, and very romantic in its own right.
the most important thing. But the CAT
But by the time Igot to my third
is not as accurate as the SFL-2--or, ultiselection—Tobias Picker's "Old and Lost
mately, as musical. I've listened to the
Rivers," from The Encantadas (Virgin
Sonic Frontiers for hundreds of hours
Classics 59007)-1 was noting that everywithout experiencing auditory fatigue,
thing seemed very distant. The strings,
but Igrew impatient with the CAT's
which have alot of information in the
sound in one evening. Ithink it would
upper octaves, and upon which this recording hangs its emotional hat, were
be asavior for bright, etched, or analytmuch subdued. In acomposition with
ical systems, but the SFL-2 simply outdistanced it on top and bottom extension,
little dynamic range, what dynamics
dynamics, and transparency.
there had been were now virtually absent.
Dynamics, and consequently the perceived pace and tempo of the music, Jadis JPL vs the SFL-2: Mistakenly supplied with Siemens tubes by an audiosuffered with the CAT in comparison to
phile friend, Iwas prepared to pronounce
the SFL-2. Chico Hamilton's "Passin'
the Jadis adisaster. It stripped the harThm," from Manfrom Two Worlds (GRP
monics of the music, overlaid everything
GRD-127), is typical of muki-mikedjazz
with apinched, lightly nasal sound, and
recordings. "Lazy:' commented afriend.
drew in the corners of the soundstage,
The bass, guitar, and drums simply didn't
making the sound seem to be emerging
propel the music the way they were meant
from ashell. Fortunately, the mistake was
to be propelled. Through the CAT, the
discovered, and the unit was fitted with
group seemed to be playing in asedate
factory-supplied Yugoslavian tubes, after
parlor setting; through the SFL-2, the
which the Jadis's performance improved
music was immediate and had more
"jump factor"—as ajazz performance
considerably. Though tube rolling should
be beyond the scope of an equipment
should. Furthermore, the CAT placed the
tenor sax and trombone well behind the
review, in which the writer must evaluate
speakers—about 4'. This wasn't unpleasequipment as supplied by the manufacturer, this was areminder of how great
ant, just inaccurate for amulti-rniked
an effect achange of tube can have.
recording in which the instruments
Playing back the Blade Runner soundshould appear much more forward on
track (Full Moon/Asylum 23748-2), the
the stage.
In comparison to the SFL-2, the CAT Jadis presented alarge, open stage (entirely produced in the recording studio)
was rolled off on the top and bottom.
similar to that of the SFL-2. The high
Tape hiss, audible with other preamps on
frequencies were better extended than
Frank Sinatra's Only the Lonely (Capitol
they were with the CAT slightly less so
C21Y 48471) and on Max Bruch's Kol

offer it as part of the circuit design, so I
saw no reason to limit the unit's performance by going through its regular linelevel inputs.
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than with the SFL-2. The SFL-2 surpassed the Jadis in dynamics, bass extension, and transparency. There was adollop more transparency through the jadis
than through the CAT—enough to enjoy
the music, but less than the SFL-2's
startlingly clear space. Neither preamp
came near the SFL-2 in dynamics or bass
extension, though the Jadis was consistently musical. Inever felt that it colored
the music—its sins were of omission, not
manipulation.
The interrelated issues of bass extension, dynamics, and transparency are
musically significant for prospective purchasers. On Bruch's Kol Nidrei, the featured cello—a large-bodied, resonant
instrument that projects significant emotional character—was better reproduced
by the SFL-2. The Jadis was unable to
convey as well the cello's body and resonance, trading politeness for listener
involvement. For the midrange and treble regions, the harmonic completeness
and "reach out and touch me" feeling
from the violin and piano on Orquesta
Nova's "Milonga Del Angel" were abit
more real with the Sonic Frontiers.
Melos MA-333 line stage vs the SFL2: Boy, Ihate to criticize my own preamp, and Iwon't have to—much—but
the Sonic Frontiers maintained an edge
here, too, though in different ways than
with the preceding units.
The Melos MA-333 has aslightly forgiving "soft landing" for treble transients. Treble levels were suppressed
compared to the SFL-2, but similar to—
maybe slightly higher than—those of the
Jadis. That suppressed-treble character
caused me to prefer the Melos over the
SFL-2 with the Flatline Design ribbon
speakers Iwas reviewing—see next month
—and compensated nicely for typical
CD software and the ribbon's unmitigated treble extension. The Melos may
be the choice for some brightish situations, or where tastes demand it. On the
other hand, the SFL-2's extra bit of treble
extension felt accurate, and didn't have
awhite or hashy sound. You'd think the
extra extension would be problematic,
but Ididn't find that to be the case—the
garbage accompanying the upper octaves
of many designs is what Ifind irritating.
In the deep-bass region, both the SFL2and the Melos excelled; in the midbass,
the latter gave some of the warmth traditionally associated with tubes, sounding too warm on certain material. The
SFL-2 was more consistent: leaner,
tighter through the midbass, and more
pleasing over the long term.
Except for those areas, the overall presentations of the two preamps (dynamics,
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soundstage, separation of instruments,
etc.) were very similar. The Melos came
closer to the SFL-2 than did the jadis or
the CAT, but the SFL-2 maintained its
advantage of transparency. Ihad the feeling that the air between me and the
musicians was slightly clearer; the harmonk structure was slightly more complete, the images more holographic, the
rear of the stage easier to define. The
Melos's warmer midbass may be obstructing my ability to hear what may ultimately be there.
As Ireported in my addendum to Jack
English's Melos MA-333 review elsewhere in this issue, Melos will soon
introduce new attenuators that will route
the signal through asingle resistor and
keep the balance control out of the circuit
except when needed. That should close
part of the gap in its transparency and
treble departments, because the currentproduction Melos uses traditional (quality) pots and keeps the balance control
in the circuit. Of course, some of the
SFL-2's superiority may be due to other
things: circuit design, power supplies,
etc. It's hard to separate the factors, and
to know where things will end up in six
months.

ROBERT HARLEY CHIPS IN
SOME THOUGHTS

While Iwas auditioning the $4495
Audio Research LS5 Mk.I preamplifier
that Ireviewed in August,' Itook pos_ session of the $3495 Sonic Frontiers
SFL-2. As much as Iliked the Audio
Research, it was clear that the Sonic
Frontiers was serious competition. In
some respects, the SFL-2 was the wirmer.
The Sonic Frontiers had acleaner treble,
with less grain. In fact, it was the SFL2's lack of treble grain that pointed out
the LS5's trace of edge on instrumental
textures. The SFL-2 revealed that the LS5
had avery slight whitish quality to the
upper rnids and treble. Iwouldn't have
thought it possible—the LS5 was extremely clean and pure in the treble, but
the SFL-2 took treble purity one step
further.2
The SFL-2 also excelled at soundstage
transparency—that "hear-through"
quality that makes the music come to life
Soundstage size was bigger through the
SFL-2, but the LS5 had agreater ability
to change the spatial perspective depending on the recording. On small-scale
music—Gary Schocker, Flutist (Chesky
CD46), for example—the LS5 presented
atighter, smaller, more intimate perspec1Vol.17 No.8, p.91.
2The LS5 has been significantly revised since my review
appeared. Iwill be doing aFollow-Up on the LS5 Mk.I1
in the December Stereophile.
—RH
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tive. Although the LS5's sense of size on
large-scale music was smaller than that
portrayed by the SFL-2, the LS5 seemed
to have awider range of spatial perspective. In addition, the LS5 had agreater
feeling of bloom. This was perhaps partially the result of the SFL-2's more forward and slightly drier midrange In the
context of my system, the LS5's less forward presentation better suited my taste.
Although the LS5 could be described
as warm, full, and rich in the bass, the
SFL-2 had aslightly weightier character.
The region below about 60Hz was better
defined through the SFL-2, with tighter
pitch definition. The Sonic Frontiers also
had abit more extension and dynamic
impact in the lowermost octaves. In the
bass and midbass, however, the LS5 was
more articulate, better revealing detail
and nuance.
With single-ended sources, the allbalanced LS5 has to be used with Audio
Research's $1495 BL2 input converter.
Ipreferred the SFL-2 to the LS5/BL2
combination when using single-ended
sources; the BL2 added aslight brightness and dryness to the sound. The SFL2clearly excelled in treble smoothness
and overall liquidity.
Overall, Iwas very impressed by both
preamplifiers, but if you have singleended sources, the $3495 SFL-2 is aterrific bargain.
—Robert Harley

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
The balanced output impedance of the
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 measured 286
ohms at lkHz with the level control at
maximum; lower settings of the control
lowered this value by no more than 3
ohms. The unbalanced output impedance was 139 ohms. The lkHz input
impedance at the direct, balanced inputs
was 89.7k ohms (L) and 96.8k ohms (R).
The unbalanced input impedance was
44k ohms at the direct input, 46k ohms
at the aux input. The input impedance
increased by less than 15k ohms—at the
direct balanced input—at lower settings
of the level control—an insignificant
change. Neither the input nor the output impedances of the SFL-2 should be
factors in optimally matching the preamp with other components. There was
no active buffering at the tape outputs,
just aseries resistor.
The DC offset at the SFL-2's unbalanced outputs measured 2.8mV (L) and
2.6mV (R). The preamp is non-inverting
from its unbalanced inputs, with pin 2
positive in the balanced configuration.
Gain (input to line output) measured
27.6dB balanced, 21.5dB unbalanced.
Unity gain was at just over 12:00 on the
level control. The latter had excellent
WorldRadioHistory

tracking, the maximum measured deviation in gain between channels being just
over 0.1dB. The action of the stepped
level control was fairly coarse, with approximately 3dB between steps through
most of the range. However, the -1.5dB
switch, which performed as advertised,
makes it possible to split the difference
between any two steps over most of the
control's rotation.
The unweighted S/N ratio of the SFL2, referenced to 1V, was 86dB (± 0.6dB
left and right) in the direct, balanced
mode. In the direct, unbalanced mode,
it was 92dB (L) and 88.5dB (R). While
the unbalanced is slightly higher than the
balanced result, the former's measurement tended to fluctuate, the S/N decreasing by as much as 10dB from these readings. The balanced S/N was stable.
The SFL-2's frequency response is
shown in fig.l. The balanced, direct response is shown; the unbalanced response
—both direct and through the aux
input—is virtually the same, nor did it
change at various settings of the level
control. Fig.2 shows the crosstalk of the
Sonic Frontiers. The balanced results are
excellent, remaining below 100dB up to
20kHz on both channels. The unbalanced results are also very good, the main
difference being aslightly higher crosstalk from the left to the right channels—
still low enough to be of no audible consequence.
The THD +noise vs frequency for the
SFL-2 is shown in fig3. These are very
fine results, particularly in the balanced
mode Fig.4 shows the THD+N content
plotted against output voltage at lkHz.

Fig.I Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, balanced frequency
response (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, crosstalk (from top
to bottom at 2kHz): L—R, unbalanced; L—
R, balanced; R—L, balanced; R—L,
unbalanced (I OdB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
I
kHz): unbalanced, direct; balanced, direct
(right channel dashed).

Note that Ichose to take the readings
shown in fig.3 at an output level of 2V
for both the balanced and unbalanced
modes. Few amplifiers require more than
2V to drive them to full output. The
Sonic Frontiers will produce an output
of 53.7V (23V input) in balanced mode,
or 25.6V (2.2V input) in unbalanced
mode at overload (1% THD +N).
The spectrum of the SFL-2's output
when fed a50Hz, 2V sinewave (balanced
mode) is shown in fig.5. Note that the
highest artifact here—the second harmonic at 100Hz—is below -80dB (under
0.01%). There are no other artifacts of
any consequence—a superb result.
While favored by many audiophiles
for their sonics, many tube products can
be headaches to measure, with annoying idiosyncrasies that slow down the

10
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Fig.4 Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, distortion (%) vs
output voltage (from bottom to top at
10V): balanced, direct; unbalanced, direct.
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Fig.5 Sonic Front'ers SFL-2, line stage, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 2V from
balanced outputs (linear frequency scale).
Note that the second harmonic at 100Hz
is the highest in level but is below -80dB
(0.01%).

measurement process while they're being
sorted out. Not so with the SFL-2—it
sailed through, with excellent test-bench
results all down the line.
—Thomas J. Norton

Have the current leading tube preamplifiers been overrated? Idon't think so. If
the Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 had shown a
clear advantage over one or two of them,
Imight think otherwise. But the SFL2's superiority indicates to me that it represents agenuine advancement in preamp design.
The SFL-2's $3795 price compares
favorably with most of the other contenders for leadership in the High End.
If your system (or your ear) isn't too tied
to traditional tube colorations, then this
is your preamp. Listening informally for
the first few months, Iwas impressed
with its performance, but Inever realized the degree of improvement Iwas
hearing until Ilistened formally, took
notes, and compared it to other preamps.
It will be difficult to go back to the Melos.
The Sonic Frontiers makes large strides
in areas that have traditionally been weak
for tube preamps: transparency, bass
extension and tightness, treble extension.
"Palpable presence"—a much overused
term usually describing awarm, sweet,
murky sound used to tame bright speakers
—wouldn't describe the sound of the
SFL-2. Try more desirable traits: harmonic completeness, rhythm, pace, openness, definition, naturalness. Being there.
—Russ Novak $
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CONRAD-JOHNSON PF2 PREAMPLIFIER
Martin Colloms
Solid-state (FET) preamplifier available with phono stage (PF2) or with just linelevel inputs (PF2L). Frequency response: 2Hz-100kHz ±0.25dB (line); 20Hz-20kHz
±0.25dB (phono). Voltage gain: 20dB (line); 72dB (MC phono). Signal/Noise
Ratio: 94dB ref. 2.5V output (line); 86dB ref. 10mV input (phono). Distortion:
>0.1%. Maximum output: 10V into aminimum of 20k ohms. Output impedance:

200 ohms. Dimensions: 19" W by 14.4" Dby 3.3" H. Serial number of unit reviewed:
3251039. Warranty: 5years for first owner. Price: $1795 with phono stage (PF2), $1395
without (PF2L). Approximate number of dealers: 65. Manufacturer Conrad-Johnson
Design, Inc., 2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698-8581. Fax: (703)
560-5360.

B

ill Conrad and Lew Johnson are
traditionalists, no criticism intended. Their company has made
forays into solid-state territory, notably
with FET or FET-bipolar hybrids, but
their roots still lie in simple, robust tube
circuitry executed with painstaking care
taken over materials and components.
This tradition still continues with the
Conrad-Johnson PF2 preamplifier
Premier series of tubed power amplifiers—witness Wes Phillips' review of the
balanced output sources and of power ferred by the use of FETs. In addition,
impressive Premier Eleven in October—
amplifiers with balanced inputs. Conrad- good-sounding tube-like circuitry can
and even misleadingly modest tube units
Johnson, however, has no balanced be used.
such as the $1195 PV10A preamp.
The PF2 is asolid-looking, midproducts in their range, C-J feeling that
C-J departed into solid-state territory
priced preamplifier with better fit of
balanced operation so far seems to comwith their elegant, FET-based, Motif line
parts and improved appearance than the
plicate matters and add expense without
of preamps and amps. The Motif accent
PF1. Structural improvements have not
directly improving sound quality. Based
was on sonic neutrality and precision,
been wholly cosmetic. Instead of the
on
my
present
experience,
I
agree
(see
my
qualities reflected in the silver-white
lower-cost "terminal strip" type of
"Balance: Benefit or Bluff?" article elsemetal fascias. The Motif line sounded
socket array, the PF2 is graced with an
where
in
this
issue).
good but was costly; out of the Motif
array of precision-milled, gold-plated
technology came first the PF1, ahighRCA jacks employing aPTFE dielectric.
P
F2
quality preamplifier which Ireviewed in
Like many short-path designs, the
Descendant of the PF1, the PF2 is aFETDecember 1990 (Vol.13 Na12), and now
PF2's line stage inverts absolute polarity.
based
design.
A
specific
advantage
of
its successor, the PF2 ($1795 with MC
As there is no polarity-invert switch,
phono stage, $1395 as the PF2L line FEES is their use in high-gain phono preoverall system phase correction is achieved
amps
for
use
with
low-output
movingstage).
by simply swapping plus for minus at
An increasing number of preamps fea- coil cartridges. With the right choice of
the power amplifier's terminals. As the
ture balanced (differential) inputs and FET, the input may have satisfactorily
phono equalizer is non-inverting, it will
outputs, catering to the increasing—and low noise, with the advantages of conbe correct if the line-level sources are
not necessarily welcome—number of sistency and negligible microphony concorrect.
Detaching the top cover gives access
to
the phono-stage gain switches, these
'
IWOKINDS OF ENGINEER
independent
for each channel. Gains of
suppression
of
out-of-balance
distorThis is not the place to argue at any
40, 46, or 52dB are available, sufficient
tion (the even-order products), is the
length the contentions involving
to accommodate arange of low-output
correct practice? On the face of it, you
electronic aesthetics. However, there
moving-magnet and higher-output
might well suppose that such atechappear to be two kinds of audio enmoving-coil cartridges. While the PF2
nique
would
be
likely
to
sound
ungineer: One compulsively seeks
is not atrue moving-coil design, its simnatural and enharmonic. Yet the vast
symmetry, believing that it presents
ple, dean phono stage is fortunately quiet
majority
of
the
designers
of
today's
true balance, and hence some form of
enough for the direct connection of
mainstream audio amplification s
technological and audio perfection.
many moving-coil cartridges, including
scribe
to
this
notion.
The other is guided by nature, which
the Koetsus. At the reduced gain setting,
Eschewing the symmetry afford
fails to achieve perfect symmetry, but,
the PF2 is compatible with several
by
balanced
circuits,
Conrad-Johnthrough akind of fractal branching,
moving-magnet
devices, and instrucson designs are not particularly low
achieves aharmonious equilibrium.
tions are given for tailoring the input
in distortion. Moreover, that distorThe hearing response is strongly
impedance and capacitance for specific
tion is predominantly—primarily,
asymmetric, naturally rich in even,
MC and MM cartridges.
even—low-order. C-J is certainly not
low-order distortion. What audio
A gain of 20dB is specified for the line
convinced
that
vanishingly
low
disscientist is prepared to guarantee that
stage. This will give good matching with
tortion is the key to audio fidelity.
the perfect symmetry of balanced
awide range of source components and
—Martin Colloms
operation, winiiikost complete
power amplifiers. Thus, the maximum
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"Clearly the best sounding audiophile label recordings today."
The Absotute Sound

... if you ¡udge quality
on real sonic virtues
rather than by size ]nd
weight!

New From
AudioQuest Music
DOUG MACLEOD
Come To Find
with special guest
Charlie Musselwhite
Audiolluest Music is proud to
add one of the brightest
singing and songwriting talents in blues to its roster.
Come To Find is the sound of a
consummate bluesman touching the core of his art. Doug is
joined by Charlie Musselwhite
and The Mighty Flyers rhythm
section. Jimi Bolt and Bill
Strive.

... the very best
integrated amp I've
heard.
HiFi News 92

YBA INTEGRE
S1850

AO 1027

KU IAKAGI
Mirror Puzzle
featuring Rick Margitza,
Charles Fambrough and
Willie Jones III

Class Arecommended
component.
Stereophile

YBA 2HC
S3750

Pianist and composer Kei Akagi
has assembled acrack working
band of contemporary jazz masters consisting of fellow Miles
Davis alum Rick Margitza on
san,

bass master

Charles

Fambrough and the young
drumming sensation from LA.
Willie Jones Ill. Mirror Puzzle
captures the group at its peak.
Pure musical magic!

AO 1028

... The best solid
state amp. I've heard
so far.
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Audio 89

AVAILABLE AT ALL

IMER REORUS I
Mu
TO ORDER BY PHONE OR
RECEIVE FREE CATALOG
CALL

800-474-1977
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overall voltage gain is 72dB for movingcoil—ie, 4000x. A nominal 1V RMS
output results in amaximum input sensitivity of 250µV (0.25mV), which is fine
for anumber of cartridges.
A general warning is given with all
electronics: do not make connections
with the equipment powered up. There
are good reasons for this—eg, not blowing up power amplifiers or speakers. In
the case of the PF2, the JFETs used do
not take kindly to input surges from the
usual AC leakage currents between
the chassis of ancillary equipment. My
review sample came with awarning to
power down the PF2 before Imade or
changed any connections. As the PF2
doesn't have apower switch, its very low
10W consumption allows it to be left
powered-up almost indefinitely, so the
outlet plug must be pulled. Turn the
power amps off first—the PF2 lacks any
output muting, which is something Ido
not condone.
There are five inputs (all unbalanced):
phono (aux if the Lversion is ordered),
tuner, CD, and tape replay 1and 2. There
are two sets of tape outputs as well as the
main outputs.
On the front panel's left are amatching
pair of input selectors, these covering
"source" (for listening) and "record" (for
taping). This arrangement gives complete flexibility for independent source
use and simultaneous taping, and avoids
placing an additional set of contacts—the
tape monitor switch—in the signal path.
On the right are balance, precisionswitched in 0.75dB increments—five to
the left, five to the right—and, finally,
anormal, continuous rotary volume
control.
Classic C-J, the panel metalwork is
satin-anodized in champagne gold, the
control knobs custom-milled from solid.
Satin-black, textured enamel paint is
used on the rest of the case; the build and
finish are both first-rate. The standard
rack-mount size is supported on generous rubber feet. Dedicated audio tables
can also be useful—I have found components with high-impedance circuitry
generally to be alittle more microphonic
than low-impedance types.

TOPOLOGY
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the
PF2's design is the total absence of electrolytic capacitors. All the power supplies exclusively use polypropylene-film
caps—except in ultra-critical points,
where custom C-J lead-foil/polystyrenedielectric capacitors are used. The low
currents featured by the FET circuitry
are ahelp, since large supply capacitors
aren't required: 30µF at 400V is all that's
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

required for the main reservoir.
Discrete transistor voltage regulators
are used, these based on non-feedbackenhanced Zener references with constant-current feeds, broad-band filtering,
and open-ended, low-impedance, emitterfollower outputs. Subsidiary stabilization
is provided for the preamplifier, the
phono input, the phono buffer gain
stage, and, finally, the line amplifier.
Built using aclean, open, and logical
layout (except for the phono card, which
is fitted above the main board and must
be de-soldered for access), the PF2's
interior is liberally sprinkled with selected
audiophile parts—precision resistors,
polypropylene decoupling and reservoir
caps, and, unusually at this moderate
price level, custom polystyrene coupling
capacitors.
The input of the phono board is DCcoupled to adifferential, long-tailed pair
ofJFETs; the standard loading is 270pF
in parallel with 47k ohms. Next follows
C-J's established high-impedance phono
eqoalizer—a passive or non-feedback filter executed with 1% polystyrene capacitors and precision resistors. Complementary source-followers buffer this
filter and lead to the heart of this design:
the "Auto Linear" gain block. Two
complementary FETs are used in what
is fundamentally asingle-ended configuration, where the natural nonlinearities of the FET transfer functions cancel. Each input of the complement has
its own capacitor-coupled feed to give
the simplest circuit configuration.
The gain of this stage is controlled by
local resistors. For the phono stage, these
are selected by aswitch to give 6dB steps,
with atotal variation of 12dB. The output of the Auto Linear stage is directcoupled, and automatically biases the
succeeding complementary sourcefollower output section. This is then
capacitor-coupled to the main selector
switch, where it joins the other lineinput signals. The volume control is a
100k ohm "Blue" Alps—a good choice.
C-J uses asecond Auto Linear FET pair
for the line amplifier, its outputs coupled
to the output terminals via 47 ohm resistors. The tube-like circuit resemblance—
capacitor coupling, single-ended operation—is continued to the power supply,
which, of course, features asingle voltage
rail and aground reference. Unlike the
PF1, the PF2 makes extensive use of star
earthing, the technique even taken to
individual stages of the phono equalizer
board.
Attached to the main circuit board, the
small power transformer could have been
more securely supported in case of transit
impacts, and also to help control any local
WorldRadioHistory

core vibration. Imay be old-fashioned,
but Istill prefer to see power transformers securely bolted to solid casework. Likewise, the regulator heatsink
should ideally have been clipped to a
support.

SYSTEM

Comparison preamplifiers included the
Krell KRC-2S/ICPE; the Audio Research
LS5/PH2; C-J's own PF1 and PV10AL;
the Sonic Frontiers SFL-1; and the Audio
Synthesis Passion (Vishay). Power amplifiers used were the Krell KSA-200S;
Audio Research VT130; C-J Premier
Eleven and Twelve; Meridian 605; and
Muse 175 driving, in various combinations, the Wilson WATT 3and WATT
3/Puppy 2; Spendor SP2-3; Quad ESL63; and Monitor Audio Studio 50. Cables
included Siltech Silver and van den Hul
carbon, the latter particularly suited
in combination with the C-J Premier
power amplifiers.
Analog disc sounds emanated from
the trusty Linn LP12 Lingo, fitted with
aNaim ARO/Koetsu combination, and
sitting on two-tier Mana stands. CD
sources included the Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2; the Audio Synthesis DAX; aPS
Audio Lambda transport; as well as the
Accuphase DP7O-V one-box player.

SOUND
Both C-J and their UK distributor
warned me of the significant warm-up
period required for afactory-fresh sample. For the record, Idid try the PF2
straight from the box, and thought it no
better than my standard PF1—which still
sounded pretty good. In fact, the PF1
sounded cleaner in certain areas. As hours
became days, however, the PF2 took on
an aura of refinement, obvious gains
being made in both transparency and
definition. The sound stabilized, and was
demonstrably better than the PF1's. My
main worry was that the rare and remarkable dynamism of the PF1 would
be diluted or lost in the redesign. I'm
happy to report that this hasn't happened.
Kicking off with vinyl, the input gain
was fine for the Koetsu cartridge, with
good volume in reserve. Hum and noise
were significantly below normal discsurface noise levels, and could only just
be heard in quiet conditions with the
stylus lifted. The PF2 gave avery good
early impression on analog disc—certainly, this was no laid-back or lazy sort
of sound. Primary characteristics induded
acrisp, well-defined presentation, one
with lively dynamics and fine pace—a
sound which was involving and interesting from the beginning.
As the listening progressed, it became
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Single-ended? Certainly if that's your
passion. Manley Labs does it right with
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a huge Russian military transmitting
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ACOUSTIC IMAGE
Southern California
(818) 752-1501

Well, we at Manley Laboratories are
neither confused nor are we in the Hi -Fi
"game". We're in the serious industry of
providing leading-edge equipment for
the recording and reproduction of music
to those special people who are really
involved with music.., love it, need it in
their lives. And those folks will always
be there, simply wanting the best
sounding, most reliable equipment to
heighten their musical enjoyment. Do
you identify with this group?
Home theatre? What a pleasure. Wait
'till you experience it with Manley
electronics. Rare, if not unique for an
audio electronics designer, my career
experience includes the role of recording
engineer, director-cameraman, plus the
overall design of studios and
professional preview/dubbing theatres.
Because of this, we have three complete
Home Theatre design assignments in
the works right now.

•

AUDIO CONNECTION
New Jersey
(201) 239-1799

PLEASE SHARE MY THOUGHTS.. .
...by DAVID MANLEY
We hear it said more and more often
lately... that the 'Hi -Fi Game" isn't what
it used to be... that the market is
confused: by Home Theatre, by the
'single-ended' fashion wave, by fully
differential topology, and by Mr. R.
Shack's $100-odd CD player resulting
in, so the pundits say, an overall business
slowdown.

AUDIO EXCELLENCE
New York
(315) 451-2707
AUDIO HOME o
Texas
(214) 247-1487

Differential circuitry? Absolutely. Our
circuitry readily configures into this mode
(at factory, ordered suffix -"D"). Only
advantageous as an overall system
topology, its notorious incompatibility
with other components makes this a
daunting decision which we'll gladly
discuss with you.
Business slowdown? Not at Manley
Labs-- we're busier than ever because
we're satisfying clients better than ever.
$100-odd CD player? Pass.
Whichever size, type, or budget of quality
sound equipment you are seeking to
enhance your listening pleasure... talk
to us. Personally. David, EveAnna, or
Hutch.., we're here for you.
Thanks for reading this.
GET CLOSER TO THE SOURCE!

MANLEY
LABORATORIES, INC

Distributed by GOLDEN STRING INC.
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abundantly clear that the PF2 surpassed
alarge number of FET and FET-like
hybrids, including C-J's own Motifs.
The PF2 sounded honest and uncomplicated, with adirectness and immediacy
that was most entertaining. What little
there was to criticize centered mainly on
the upper treble, which was atouch
wispy, with abit of edge and grain. How
severe this will sound in practice depends
on the treble smoothness of the power
amplifier and speakers. For example, the
combination of the Muse 175 and Monitor Audio Studio 50s matched the PF2
well, as did the Premier Eleven driving
Quad '63s.
The tonal balance was atouch lean—
hinting at solid-state, but only just.
Unlike some solid-state preamplifiers of
less than front rank, the PF2 didn't sound
nasal, hard, compressed, or deadened.
The bass was genuinely good, with a
welcome gain in depth, solidity, and
speed compared with the PF1. It didn't
quite have the precision and stop/start
quality of the best DC-coupled solidstate models, but it counterattacked with
fine resolution of bass detail and excellent
tune playing. Harmonically rich recorded
bass—including, and especially, electric
bass guitar—had the right feel.
Through the broad midrange, the
PF2's phono stage had considerable
strength. The sound was robust, clearly
defining and differentiating cello from
trombone, woodwind from percussion,
and solo vocals from their backings.
There was anatural sense of "focus"
about disc replay—more a"presence,"
as distinct from the more pedantic sense
of the term, which generally relates to
emphasis in the lower treble Soundstaging was very good, and was accompanied by fine image perspectives—a rewarding transparency lifted the PF2
beyond its price class. There was genuine
image depth, and image width was also
very good. In both respects, the PF2 was
better than its predecessor.
The uncompressed dynamic nature of
the reproduction continued to reward
me. In the right system, the PF2 could
make other preamps sound slow and
laid-back, downbeat almost to the point
of boredom.
With this C-J, it was the sense of performance, of music as entertainment,
which remained uppermost. The PF2
handled classical material very well, but
the surprise came with '60s and '70s rock
LPs, where the PF2 unraveled complex
scoring. It never failed to lock on to the
beat, confidently delivering focused,
"present" vocalists, and scoring 22 on
my absolute scale for analog disc reproduction, putting it in reference territory
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

for musical enjoyment.
With digital sources, the PF2's line
input offered the same fundamental
quality as the phono stage, but with
greater neutrality, superior bass control,
and improved transparency. That relatively mild tonal "leanness" remained—
in some systems, the PF2 could sound
alittle hard—as did the equally mild treble grain and edge This was by no means
aserious flaw when the qualities of focus
and transparency put the PF2 line section within striking distance of the finest
audiophile references, and when the
natural, upbeat rhythm and realistic
dynamic expression were unmistakably
in the audiophile class. Nevertheless,
those whose systems are themselves on
the lean side should consider the matching implications.
Stage width and recovery of low-level
detail and ambience were all fine, with
nicely layered perspectives—again, well
above the class average The line stage on
its own scored 24, higher than the phono
preamp, and in all likelihood aconsequence of the shorter signal path.
Iexperimented with power-amplifier
input loadings; it was evident that into
20k ohms and below (all the main loads
were 50k ohms or higher), the PF2
sounded more dosed-in and less dynamically expressive. That "free" quality that
so impressed me relied upon the output
being relatively unstressed. (A recent
example of alow-impedance input is the
below-10k ohms input impedance of the
Apogee Mini Grand electronic crossover.)

M EASUREMENTS

Phono stage: The PF2's predecessor, the
PF1, was designed for moving-magnet
and very-high-output moving-coil cartridges. Even so, its performance was
more nearly optimized for conventional
MC cartridges in that the overall gain
was comparatively high. Referenced to
IHF moving-magnet input levels, the
phono overload margins were far from
generous.
The PF2's gain structure has been
more sensibly arranged, as can be seen
in the measured figures for input sensitivity, which were 0.45mV for "movingmagnet," 0.12mV/120µV for "movingcoil" (maximum gain, IHF 05V output).
A typical MM input would have an
input sensitivity of 2mV (12dB lower
than the PF2), while the IHF-rated MC
input sensitivity is 500µV (compared
with the PF2's maximum 120µV sensitivity).
Referred to the IHF sensitivity reference (CCIR lIcHz ARM), the MC input
noise lay at avery satisfactory -64dB,
this decreasing to nearer -70dB when AWorldRadioHistory

weighted. Hum levels were negligible
(provided the PF2 isn't placed near the
hum fields emanating from the transformers of other components). Set to
MM (the gain switch set to the lowest
40dB position), the input noise was fine
at -77dB (CCIR, lalz, ARM) or -80dB
(A-weighted), both figures referred to the
5mV IHF MM reference level. Maximum
phono-stage gain measured 72.4dB to
the line input (4167x), this sufficient for
all but the very-low-output movingcoils. The measured phono input impedance was 47k ohms in parallel with
320pF.
The PF2's RIAA equalization for MC
and MM (fig.1) was superbly accurate,
meeting ±0.05dB limits from 40Hz to
12kHz, with -0.5dB points at 7Hz and
28kHz. The -3dB points were below
3Hz and at greater than 60kHz, and a
very small difference can be seen at the
upper limit between the low- and highgain settings.
Channel balance held within asatisfactory 0.46dB for the disc input (including any line-stage error). Phono-stage
channel separation is shown in fig.2,
where some variation between the gain
settings can be seen. The separation,
which reached 64dB in the rnidband for
the lower gain setting, leveled out at
57dB for the higher gain. The results
were similar at 20kHz, with afair 5052dB of separation. (This measurement,
of course, includes the line amplifier,
which, when tested on its own, was little
different at 53dB at 201(1-1z.) While these
figures are unexceptional, they are more
than sufficient—amply better than the
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essentially inaudible, except with the
30-35dB midrange separation typical of balance-control network. A typical meamost sensitive combinations of power
agood phono cartridge.
sured value was 30k ohms in parallel
amplifier and speaker. In such acase, a
At 0.3%, distortion was not particuwith 150pF, while other combinations
ratio of at least 95dB IHF is desirable. No
larly low via the disc input, rising to 1%
of the balance setting and the volumehum harmonics were present in the
at 20kHz. The absolute distortion level
control position resulted in arange from
output.
varied both with input level and gain set25k shunted by 320pF (worst case) to
ting. Two points are significant here. The
38k and 100pF (best case).
CONCLUSION
first concerns the phono input, which
DC output offsets were zero, thanks
Ienjoyed my sojourn with the Conraddid not like being overdriven, and the
to the output coupling capacitors. Note
Johnson PF2, and, by implication, the
other relates to the input gain, which
that there is no gain or buffering through
PF2L. The latter unit may well be marshould be set to the lowest setting cornthe tape record output circuit. If a
ginally better, as the main power supply
mensurate with agood maximum volrecorder is connected, the PF2's "record
is relieved of phono-stage supply duty.
urne level from the system, taking into
selector" switch should, when not in use,
The PF2 was every bit as much fini as the
account the chosen pickup cartridge and
be set to an unused input. This minimizes
PF1 Iassessed nearly four years ago. I
an average record.
quality losses in the signal path, and was
bought that PF1 review sample and
As the tests progressed, it became dear
how Iauditioned the PF2.
made unauthorized, if minor, changes to
that the PF2 phono input should really
The PF2's line-stage frequency response,
be classed as avariable-gain MC input,
driving it from a25 ohm source, was
It's not really suitable for MM phono very wide and flat (fig.4), the -3dB
cartridges unless they have avery low points lying below 2Hz and at 150kHz.
output: 0.5-1.5mV at 5cm/s recorded Channel separation was fine at 70dB for
velocity. Your dealer will be able to low and mid frequencies, decreasing to
53dB by 20kHz, which is still satisfacadvise you here. The evidence is as foltory, while channel balance held to within
lows: When the input was set to the low
±0.2dB down to the -40dB volume40dB gain, the input overload margin
...art
li
Aare
control setting. The maximum error was
was fairly satisfactory at 20Hz and 11cHz
Fig.3 Conrad-Johnson PF2, MC phono stage, HF
0.8dB
at
-60dB—a
very
low
control
(for an IHF 5mV reference). However,
intermodulation spectrum, 500Hzsetting.
by 20kHz the margin had fallen to zero,
100.5kHz, 19+20kHz at 20mV p-p
The line-stage output impedance was
(I0dB/vertical div.).
indicating that afull-output MM carquite low for azero-feedback FET detridge would hit the stops on peak treble
sign, measuring 170 ohms—rather lower
modulation. Conversely, if referenced to
MI111111111111111111111111111111111 111iii
than all-tube equivalents. A maximum
11111111113111111•1111111111 11
1111111
the IHF MC reference level of 0.5mV1
11111111111111111111111111111•1111111 111
level of 7.2V RMS was available—suf500µV, the overload levels were fine
1•111111111111111111111111111111M11111 11
ficient for most purposes if lower than
across the band, at better than 30dB midM111 11111111111111111111111.111111111113
the
tube
equivalents.
Moreover,
the
PF2
band, and 23.6dB at 20kHz.
1111111111111111111•11111111Mifilllla
was
relatively
uncritical
of
loading.
While
MI111111111111111111M11111111111111111 1,111
That low MM overload limit was also
the bulk of the tests were performed with
Will 11111111 1111111111111IIIIIII
reflected by the figure for high-frequency
11•111111111111 1111E111 I
111
intermodulation, using a 1:1 mix of anominal 100k ohm loading, representBI111111111111111111.11111111111111111111111
ing a"kind" power amplifier, distortion
19kHz and 20kHz tones. With afairly
sweeps with frequency taken into both
Fig.4 Conrad-Johnson PF2L, une-stage
kind input level of 80mV peak-peak, the
frequency response (1dB/vertical div.).
100k ohms and amuch more severe 10k
lkHz distortion component lay at an
ohm loading (fig.5) showed very little
unacceptable 10% or so. Via the MC
difference over the entire frequency
IlIlIlliRUIll 1111'11111 lard
input, 40mV p-p is atougher test, yet an
range. Distortion spuriae lay at better
11111111111111111111111111111 UIII
improvement to 6% distortion was
111111111•11111111B1111111 UUII
achieved. Reducing the input level to a than -60dB (0.1%) throughout—no
nominal 20mV p-p for MC (fig.3), the
problem at all in view of their tube-like,
111111111•11111111131111111•1111
sminimiumminglprimn
difference or intermodulation tone at low-harmonic-order nature.
lkHz dropped to -31dB (3%). (The level
Without any active stages preceding
of this component is indicated in fig3 by
the volume control, the PF2's line-stage
111111111•1111111111111111111111111
the marker position, which is "spread"
input overload margin was essentially
1111111111111111111111111111111111
on the graph, because of the log scaling infinite. At normal levels and loadFig.5 Conrad-Johnson PF2L, line-stage
used.) Note the benign second-harmonic
ings, the distortion approached -70cIB
THD+noise (%) vs frequency into 100k
distortion level, the 40kHz components
(0.03%). The result for high-frequency
ohms (into 10k ohm load dashed).
lying at around 0.25%.
intermodulation was also very good, the
No ultrasonic filtering was present, so
lkHz difference component measuring
the turntable used with the PF2 should
-75dB (0.018%), as can be seen from the
be free from rumble, the cartridge wellassociated spectral analysis (fig.6).
matched to the tonearm, with amass/
Line input sensitivity was 51mV
compliance resonance preferably in the
(IHF), corresponding to almost 20dB of
9-11Hz range for good low-frequency
voltage gain. A typical 1.5V maximum
control. The turntable should also be
output to a power amplifier can be
d
placed on astable support.
reached with 153mV of input—a typical
FM tuner or atape deck, for example.
Fig.6 Conrad-Johnson PF2L, line stage. HF
intermodulation spectrum, 500HzSignal/noise ratio (IHF) was pretty good
PF2L: The line section's input imped100.5kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBV p-p
at 77dB, equivalent to 89dB with aCD
ance was not as high as expected, partly
(10dB/vertical div.).
player's
2V
output
level.
Noise
was
because of the effect of the switched
MOO
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AUDIOMECA
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2ee.Pre...2e
teeeer
The art of mechanics has become arare expertise in
this digital age. Pierre Larne knows that mechanical
integrity is the very heart of asource. Introducing the
MEPHISTO transport and the KREATURA CD player
from AUDIOMECA. The perfect relationship between
design and physics.

KREATURA
CD PLAYER $ 1995

EPHISTO
CD DR1IE $2795

U.S.A. :Audio Plus Services Tel.: 1-663-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547
Canada: Plurison Tel.: (514) 493-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547

u

In aword, everything. Introducing the Model Two digital to
analogue converter developed by Muse Electronics. Utilizing
our radical new analogue section, the Model Two is capable of
extracting the finest performance from all digitally encoded
sources. This uni-block differential® stage is capable of resolution that will change your expectations
of digital music forever. If you are in
the market for aDAC, look no further;

increase its phono gain to suit mediumoutput moving-coil cartridges. C-J seems
to have taken the hint: their PF2 is that
rare device at this moderate price level—a
universal-input, self-contained preamplifier.
The lab report indicates that the design
is sound, though watch out with highoutput MM cartridges. Its frequency
responses are accurate, and the distortion
and noise levels are fine under sensible
conditions of use. Both analog disc and
line inputs sounded equally entertaining, and, in practical terms, the vinyl-disc
input was remarkably musical, placing
it in reference territory.
The line input was not quite as neutral as aVishayed passive attenuator (the
Audio Synthesis Passion); but, conversely, it has gain, drives cables, and has
afairly kind input impedance (double
that of the Passion). Remember the
warning to turn everything off—power
amps first—and disconnect the main
supply before changing input or output
cables. Note the limited warranty, and
the fact that the PF2 doesn't sound its
best until several hours have elapsed. Take
into account the absolute-phase inversion of the line stage, then appreciate the
lively dynamic expression, the good
rhythm, and generally high level of listener involvement.
The PF2's sound was right up to date,
being highly competitive and exceptional
in its ability to convey the excitement of
great performances in music, whether
rock or classical. Incidentally, Ifound the
C-J PV10A all-triode line stage alot of
fun, too; and if the moving-coil analog
disc facility of the PF2 isn't required,
there is the option of achoice between
the PF2L and the PV10AL. In this headto-head contest between C-J line preamps, the toobs get the nod, provided
that the PV10AUs more critical outputmatching requirements can be met in
your system.
Such acomparison does not detract
from the good review result for the PF2:
Istrongly recommended it both for value
and for outright performance.

your search is over.
Muse Electronics •PO Box 2198 •Garden Grove. CA 92642-2198 •
Telephone (714) 554-8200 •FAX (714) 554-5643
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M ELOS MA-333 GOLD PREAMPLIFIER
Jack English, with Russ Novak
Three-chassis, tubed preamplifier. Phono-stage: two 6922 tubes, two I2AX7s tubes;
one set of inputs; two sets of outputs, both phase-correct; front-panel-selectable
loading. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±10.2dB. SIN Ratio: 70d13 below full output
Input impedance: variable. Output impedance: 200 ohms. Gain: 60dB. Line stage:
four 6922 tubes. Three inputs plus tape in/out. Single-ended and balanced outputs
(balanced inputs optional). Controls: mono switch; polarity-inversion switch; dual
volume controls; mute. Frequency response 5Hz-30C4(11z, +0, -IdB. SIN Ratio: -90dB
below full output Input impedance: 100k ohms. Maximum gain: 20dB. Output imped-

ance: 1ohm. Maximum output: 12V. Serial numbers of units tested: power supply,
30716051333 PWR; line stage, 30716051333 BIG; phono stage, none. Dimensions (each
unit): 19" W by 17" Dby 3.5" H. Total weight: 31.5 lbs. Prices: MA-333 line stage,
$2895 with power supply; MA-333 phono stage, $2495 with power supply; entire
unit including line and phono stages but one power supply, $4895 ($5795 with balanced
inputs). Approximate number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer Melos Audio, Inc., 452
Lincoln Blvd., Middlesex, NJ 08846. Tel: (908) 302-2552. Fax: (908) 302-0507.

A

lthough companies like VTL,
Tube Research Labs, Lectron,
Air Tight, Counterpoint, Convergent Audio Technology, MFA, Wavestream, Atma-Sphere, and Sonic Frontiers make periodic assaults, most hi-fi
aficionados still perceive Audio Research,
Conrad-Johnson, and Jadis to be the
leaders in tube amplification. But suddenly and dramatically, Melos has
mounted aserious new challenge for the
top spot.
Quietly, things have been changing
big-time at this rapidly growing New
Jersey company. Demand, both here and
abroad, had been such that they were
forced to move out of their small factory
(the former home of Personalized Audio
in downtown Dunellen, NJ) into amuch
larger facility. The increased demand was
adirect result of the huge sonic improvements in their complete lineup of products, as illustrated in CG's andpVs reviews
of the SHA-1 headphone amplifier (Vol.
15 No.10, with aFollow-Up in Vol.17
No.7), and the subject of this review: the
333 Gold line-level preamplifier with
optional 333 Gold phono stage.
Melos's first preamplifier was the
somewhat controversial GK-1. While
many audiophiles fell in love with the
GK-1, Iwas rather critical of it in a
review Iwrote for The Absolute Sound
(which led to the folks at Melos using a
rather unflattering drawing of me as a
dartboard). To me, the GK-1 was dark
in tonal color and lacked dimensionality;
to others, the unit's euphonic tonal presentation was enticing. It went through
one major revision to become the GK1+1. Better, but still no cigar, Ithought.
The next Melos preamplifier was the
222. Although great strides had been
taken to dramatically improve the dimensionality of the soundstage presentation
and to further improve timbral realism,
this was still an all-tube, black-faceplated,
dark-sounding preamp. The 222 went
through anumber of meaningful revisions, culminating in the highly regarded
STEREOPH1LE, NOVEMBER 1994

Melos MA-333 Gold three-box preamplifier

C Version (no longer available).
Melos next released the 333 line stage,
with an identity-changing silver faceplate. An ex-Managing Editor of TAS,
Art Dudley, put forward the idea that
there was acorrelation between apreamp's faceplate hue and tonal coloration.
In support of this hypothesis, many
audiophiles agreed that all vestiges of the
dark tonal balance had been banished
from the 333. Iand many others were
very impressed with the performance of
the 333 line stage, and badgered Melos
into releasing aphono stage for the preamp. At first they resisted, offering instead the 220 phono stage as acompanion piece for the 333. While many
audiophiles were favorably impressed
with this combination (see, for example,
Sam Burstein's review in issue 2of The
Audiophile Voice), Ifelt that the lessons
learned in the development of the line
stage warranted the release of acompanion phono stage. The 333 phono stage,
with front-panel-selectable cartridge
loading, was aresponse to those requests.
The market success of the complete (ie,
line plus phono) 333 surprised Melos. In
fact, it was sufficient to convince them
WorldRadioHistory

to release an even better version of the
333 series, which they had originally felt
wouldn't be able to survive in today's
market. This new top-of-the line preamp is the 333 Gold. Like the basic version, the Gold offers front-panel controls
for Mute, Mono, and Phase Inversion,
as well as separate volume controls for
each of the true dual-mono channels. In
addition, the Gold incorporates betterquality parts, new research on chassis
construction, and evolutionary improvements to their own circuit designs.
The 333 Gold preamplifier is aflexible product in the marketplace: Melos
offers the 333 Gold line and phono
stages individually, each with aseparate
power supply; or the complete 333 Gold
preamp with asingle outboard power
supply. Alternatively, the line stage can
be mated with one of the less-expensive
phono stages, such as the 222. Furthermore, each of the parts, including the
phono stage, is available either fully
balanced or single-ended. For this review, Itreated the entire 333 Gold package as asingle product. For the bulk of
the review, the preamp was used in the
single-ended mode to accommodate my
147

Accuracy in Performance -Elegance in Appearance
Bryston's BP-20 Preamplifier

Bryston's new BP-20 line level preamplifier offers asignificant step forward in capturing the subtleties, nuances and
emotions of recorded music.
Redesigned inside and out to reflect the improvements in the
entire Bryston line, the BP-20 is aperfect match to the new NRB series of amplifiers. All aspects of the signal flow are much improved, with lower noise and
distortion figures, and higher overload levels.
You will find the noise floor has been significantly improved,
reducing background hash to far below audibility. Input-to-input crosstalk is
essentially nonexistent to eliminate signal bleed-through from one source to
another. Channel-to-channel interaction has been improved, reducing any possibility of component crosstalk.
Signal switching and audio connections utilize heavy gold plating to provide long-term trouble-free connections. Two pair of XLR balanced
inputs and one pair of balanced XLR output connectors are standard as well as
five pair of unbalanced inputs, 2pairs of paralleled unbalanced outputs and one
processor loop. This provides total flexibility for integrating other balanced or
unbalanced audio equipment into your system.
The power transformer is mounted externally to eliminate
power-supply noise and interference. The BP-20 is housed in asteel cabinet for
shielding to reduce electromagnetic interference effects. Buffered inputs provide
for lower distortion and improved linearity from source components. A ground
plane has been incorporated in this new design to further reduce crosstalk and
noise throughout the internal circuitry.
Our feeling is that Bryston's BP-20 is one of those fortunate
circumstances when the long hours and extended listening pay off. The sense of
transcending the recording medium and experiencing the original performance is
captured with exceptional realism.
Nothing but alistening test will convey the feeling of musical
perfection available in the Bryston BP-20. We invite you to audition one today.

Ebu(Li_il

57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario,
Canada M9V 3Y6 WorldRadioHistory
Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308

CAT SL-1 Signature and MFA MC
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight, VAC
Reference tube amps.
Renaissance 70/70, and Audio Research
Classic 150 amplifiers, all driving the
BATTLE IS JOINED
ProAc Response Four speakers.
Since it's available as aseparate compoThe balanced preamp has three linenent, Ifocused the first part of my review
level inputs (Phono, Aux 1, Aux 2) as
on the line stage; and, since all three of
well as Tape In/Out. The Phono input is
the power amps Iwas using had singlefor convenience only—it and Aux 1can
ended inputs only, Idid my initial listenbe operated in either balanced or singleing in that mode The front end consisted
ended mode, selectable by flipping toggle
of the Mark Levinson No30/31 processwitches at the rear of the line stage. Only
sor/transport combination connected
one mode can be used at atime. The
with either NBS Signature AES/E.BU or
phono stage, which comes as aseparate
AudioQuest Optical Pro II ST Irealize
unit, its chassis the same size as both the
in hindsight that Iwas listening to the
power supply and the line stage, is turned
333 Gold at consistently high volumeon separately and driven by the power
control settings. Ithen realized that it
supply. Cartridge loading is accomsounded particularly good at these levels,
plished with front-panel switches, so
switching and comparisons were a when there was no grain, compression,
or congestion. In fact, the Melos seemed
breeze.
at home at these typical audiophile volume settings, so it was afine match for
JACK SCREWS UP (AGAIN)
rock and large-scale orchestral works,
Ibegan this review with the original,
both of which enjoyed many hours of
pre-Gold 333 line stage. Out of the box,
play through the unit.
it was unimpressive. While not tonally
Liz Phair's Exile in Guyville CD (Mataberrant, the unit simply lacked life and
ador OLE 051-2) sounds great played
sparkle. The sound was elevator-music
loud. Through the Melos, it very much
unobtrusive. Iwas disappointed, having
sounded like something you might hear
been very impressed with the line stage
live in aclub. The 333's line stage could
in other systems. Oh well, I
just had to
press on. Iwarmed up the unit playing
certainly rock'n'roll, Phair's recording
illustrating well its sonic character. The
music for about 25 minutes, after which
bass line was particularly strong and
the sound's character changed dramaticdominant. Phair's modest voice was
ally—as if an entirely different preamp
somewhat rounded and smoothed, and
had been put into the system. Iwas awethe soundstage was close, but still located
struck by the magnitude of the change.
behind and around the speakers—withWhy didn't this happen with other units?
out being thrust into the listening room.
Oops! Iforgot. Ialways turn on my
Furthermore, the lead guitar, while still
equipment at least ahalf hour before Ido
appropriately raunchy, was mildly tamed;
any listening. Ileave solid-state gear on
the top end was abit softened, as eviall the time. This time, I'd turned on my
denced by the slight reduction in shimCAT SL-1 Signature and Audio Research
mer and metallic crash on the cymbals.
Classic 150s, and it wasn't until acouOverall, the impression was big and bold.
ple hours later that Iwas able to put the
The Melos line stage had not only
Melos into the system—cold. Cold audio
effortless power and ability to play loud,
equipment leaves me the same way. The
but also an outstanding ability to rejust-turned-on 333 had performed just
create dynamic contrasts. The opening
as Iwould have expected had Ibeen paytrack from Sergio Mendes's Brasileiro
ing more attention. When auditioning
(Elektra 61315-2) was an excellent illusthis or any other piece of audio gear—
trator of this. "Fanfarra" begins with a
especially tubed gear—make sure it's
solo percussionist located well behind the
been adequately warmed up. The 333's
speakers. Then, without warning, the
performance was demonstrably better
player is joined by agroup of 99 other
after having done so.
percussionists! The thunderclap-like
Finally, I've become enamored over
ensemble shook my room. The impact
time of the sound of tubes, and my referwas visceral—my pant legs were flapence system reflects this bias. Itook the
ping and my chest was bombarded with
Stereophile review of the Melos SHA-1
waves of musical energy. The dose soundwith agrain of salt. After all, Ismugly
stage actually made me feel as if the
noted, CG and JA had only compared
musicians had me surrounded, so Isurthe SHA-1 to solid-state gear. Iwould
rendered myself to their unbridled energy
have expected the tube preamp to sound
and Carnaval enthusiasm. It was ablast.
better, as they both reported. For this
The more Ilistened to the Gold line
review, then, Idecided to put the 333 up
stage, the more Iappreciated its character.
against two of the greatest tubed preamps available today, at any price: the The unit was particularly at home with
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large-scale orchestral works, such as
Górecki's gutwrenching Symphony 3
(Elektra/Nonesuch 79282-2). Each infinitesimal volume gradation was re-created
effortlessly, while the performers were
precisely placed upon awide, close stage
that had layers of discernible depth.
Dynamics were presented with the perspective typically heard from aseat very
close to the stage. The mild top-end
softening did conceal abit of the recording's spaciousness; tonally, everything
was rich and full-bodied, although there
was amild exaggeration to vocal sibilance (eg, Dawn Upshaw's voice).
Tonally, the line stage tended to warm
and smooth with amildly forgiving
euphonic character. Singers were given
abit more chest (eg, Cassandra Wilson's
Blue Light 'Til Dawn, Blue Note B41H81357), and bass lines atad more emphasis (eg, Pearl Jam's VS., Epic ZK 53136).
While detail resolution was very good
throughout the midrange, articulation
was somewhat tubey in the bass, and
mildly attenuated in the treble. On the
positive side, the tonal character softened
harsh, bright recordings. On the downside, upper harmonics were de-emphasized while spaciousness was slightly
reduced. On balance, the positives far
outweighed the negatives.

333 GOLD PHONO STAGE

The character of the 333 phono stage is
generally similar to that of the line stage,
yet it wasn't as etljoyable. The soundstage
moved closer, placing performers clearly
in the listening room—just barely behind
the speakers on most recordings. There
was wall-to-wall width, but depth layering was somewhat foreshortened (listen
for the drum at the left rear of the stage
in the third movement of RimskyKorsakov's Scheherazade, Chesky RC4).
In my experience, this combination of
characteristics isn't uncommon, as many
units with anear perspective tend to
present awide yet shallow stage. The
upper treble was softened, further reducing the overall sense of spaciousness. The
net result of these differences was most
audible on naturally recorded orchestral
performances, such as Stravinsky's wonderful Pétrouchka (Athena ALSS-10004).
While not closed-in or dark, there was
adiminished sense of air and openness.
One of the most arresting characteristics of the phono stage's performance,
much like the sound of the line stage, was
its strong mid- and upper bass, although
these regions lacked ameasure of articulation. This sense of authority mated
well with rock and jazz, emphasizing the
driving rhythmic lines and powerful
underpinnings of kickdrums and bass
149

Remove the Ghost
in the Machine
Ifyou're old enough to remember the
glory days of black vinyl, then you'll
also recall that essential accessory, the
cartridge demagnetizer, which removed
the effects ofpowerful MC magnets on
adjacent metal parts.

A similar form of Magnetically Induced
Distortion (MID) occurs throughout
the audio chain when magnetizable
materials in the signal path are
affected by DC at start-up or by
constant low levels of DC
leakage. The unfortunate
consequence is agradual
electronic haze and
slurring of fine detail.

The
Gryphon
EXORCIST
addresses
this problem
simply and
efficiently,
restoring clarity
and inter-transient
silence by dispelling
magnetic build-up.
Regular use of the
Gryphon EXORCIST
guards against the gradual
degradation of your system
and ensures the highest level
of musical performance.
Just $150.

THE

GRYPHON
Ws What You've Been Waiting For
Dealer inquiries welcome
Gryphon U.S.A.
(614) 792-1411

Exorcism is good for the soul
WorldRadioHistory

guitars. Excellent examples were PJ Harvey's raw and wonderful 4-Track Demos
(Island 314-518 450), and Analogue Productions' superlative reissue of Ray
Brown's Super Bass (Capri 74018). Adding to the 333's splendor in these areas
was its effortless power and dynamic
capabilities. Like the line stage, the phono
had an overall ease, wonderfully wide
dynamics, and realistic authority. It, too,
loved being played loud where, other
than volume, there was no change in
overall sonic performance.
The tubed phono stage was very quiet
—clearly surpassing anumber of the
other tubed preamps I'm familiar with,
but not yet ready to challenge the majority of solid-state units. Surprisingly, with
its low noise-floor, Iexpected an even
more superior resolution of low-level
detail from the 333. While performance
in this area was good to very good, it was
not the best I've heard (it was bettered
by both the MFA and CAT). At first, I
assumed that this minor shortcoming
was related to the slight high-treble
softening. After extensive listening, I
wasn't so sure. For example, Chris Isaak's
"Waiting," from San Francisco Days (Reprise 45116), begins with small children
talking in the background. With the 333,
these midrange voices were less clear and
obvious. On "The Carnival is Over,"
from Dead Can Dance's Into the Labyrinth
(4AD/Reprise 45384), the sound of air
being blown into and through wind
instruments was less obvious. On the
Ray Brown recording, the sensation of
pressure from bows and fingers on the
instruments' strings was less apparent.
The tonal character of the phono stage
featured fundamentals over harmonics—
much as the line stage's presentation featured closeness over spaciousness. Where
the soundstage was big, the tonalities
were bold—as if painted from apalette
of primary colors. Subtleties, such as air,
soft detail, and overtone structures, gave
way to immediacy, impact, and personal
involvement. The centrality of each note
was emphasized, highlighting the essence
of its core. Milt Jackson's vibes (Bags
Meets Wes!, Riverside OJC-234) were
explosively percussive. Each new note
overwhelmed any lingering decay of
prior ones. The heavy-handed instrumentation of Paul Horn's ill-advised
disco-era Dream Machine (Mushroom
MRS-5010) overpowered the listening
room, burying some of the individual
instruments' harmonic signatures. The
subtle sweetness and mellowness of the
Stravinsky recording gave way to amore
dominant communication of the music's
intended dissonance.
Like any electronic component, the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

phono stage imposed its unique character
on the music. Musical performances
were assertively thrust into my room.
Fundamental tones were full-bodied and
dominant, and performers were so near
it felt as if Iwas sitting on stage with
them. Ipersonally prefer amore distant
presentation coupled with amore emphatic development of subtle information, such as spaciousness, overtones, and
quiet sounds, from within the fabric of
arecording.

of gain, which would make any of them
an ideal match for virtually any lowoutput moving-coil cartridge. While the
three phono stages had certainly converged toward aneutral sound, each had
retained its unique personality, the Melos
having the most "tube-like" character.

ENTER THE CAT
Near the end of this review, Iwas able
to compare the complete 333 Gold with
the latest CAT SL-1 Signature using an
Oracle Reference cartridge. Since the
MIXING & MATCHING
Oracle has ahigh output for amovingIwas puzzled by my overall reaction to
coil, it worked well with both preamps.
the complete 333 Gold preamplifier, so,
An earlier comparison using the Benz
to pursue my uncertainties, Icompared
Micro Ruby clearly favored the Melos,
it to aKlyne 7PX-2.5 phono stage and
which had more gain than the CAT
an MFA MC Reference phono stage. I Through the CAT, the Benz sounded
also compared the Klyne to the MFA,
lifeless and lacking in dynamics. Using
and listened to the MFA alone.
the Oracle, initial impressions once again
In every case, the Klyne had the most
favored the Melos, which was noticeably
extended frequency performance. It requieter, and again benefited from the
created more sounds at both extremes,
additional gain. With many recordings,
exposing the limits of my Koetsu Pro IV
the 333 was more dynamic, and played
MC phono cartridge. The 7PX was the
louder with less effort and noise.
In the bass, the 333 was more obvious
cleanest and clearest phono stage, and
had the most precise transient perforbut less clear; the CAT had better conmance, especially through the MFA line
trol and amore neutral balance. While
the Melos was initially more appealing
stage. Subtle, low-level sounds were
most audible with this combination. In
to many visitors to my home, the CAT
comparison, the MFA phono stage's top
was more accurate. At the opposite end
and bottom were just slightly less exof the frequency spectrum, the CAT had
the greater extension, while the Melos
tended; the Melos was noticeably softhad aslight attenuation. As aresult, the
ened on top, abit less extended in the
deepest bass, and significantly more
CAT had agreater sense of spaciousness,
powerful in the mid- and upper bass
more complete upper harmonics, and a
regions.
greater resolution of high-frequency
detail. In terms of perspective, the Melos
The 333 brought me physically closest
to the performers, the MFA had the most
brought the performers closer, the CAT
moved them farther away. However, the
distant presentation, and the Klyne was
in between. The Melos had the widest
CAT did abetter job of resolving layers
stage (consistent with its near-seat perof depth within the stage.
While both of these preamps were
spective); the stages of the MFA and
'Clyne were similar to each other, and not
musical, the CAT earned the nod—especially on phono reproduction. Regarding
as wide as that of the Melos. Oddly, depth
layering was good with every combinaline-stage performance, the two were
tion—all of which surpassed the 333 line
much more similar than not. In fact, the
and phono combination. The sensation
more forgiving Melos was abetter match
of spaciousness was greatest with the
for many of my less-than-audiophileMFA alone and the Klyne/MFA combo,
grade CDs.
and was somewhat diminished with the
333 phono stage into either the MFA or
Russ NOVAK ADDS HIS
the Melos line stages. The placement of TWO CENTS' WORTH
performers within the stage was very staI've owned the Melos 333 line and
ble with every combination.
phono stages in the single-ended input
All three of the phono stages had
version for about ayear and ahalf Along
wonderfully high levels of gain. While
the way, Ihad it converted to the Gold
Series. Early in my auditioning of the
the Klyne was the quietest, any combination which included the Melos or the
Melos Icompared its sound to that of a
MFA was more than acceptable by any
passive preamp which was well-matched
current tube-gear criteria. All combinato my system to assure myself of the
tions were dynamic and effortlessly
Melos's accuracy.
powerful, and were equally at home with
Ilistened to the Melos phono section
all types of music, this directly attributafirst through the passive unit, then through
the Melos line stage. Then Icompared
ble to all three phono stages' high levels
WorldRadioHistory
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SPENDOR AUDIO SYSTEMS IS
PLEASED TO INTRODUCE THE

MASTER SERIES

o

o

25 YEARS IN THE
SERVICE OF SOUND

spendor
BECAUSE PEOPLE LISTEN

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE MASTER SERIES AS WELL AS
OTHER FINE SPENDOR LOUDSPEAKERS, PLEASE CONTACT:
QS&D, 33 McWHIRT LOOP #108, FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22406
WorldRadioHistory
TELEPHONE (800)
659-3711 •FAX (703) 372-3713

line-level sources running first through
The EMI strings, still sweet, had moved
the Melos line stage, then through the
forward, and were cooler in overall
passive box. Ifound aremarkable overall
sound. Orchestral crescendos were better
frequency balance match. The passive
unraveled. Jarrett's piano seemed less
unit had aslightly more laid-back sound- holographic, had fewer harmonics, and
seemed to hold my interest less, and a
stage and was less dynamic—as would
slight glassy quality began to come
be expected from apassive unit. Through
the Melos Inoticed no loss of detail that
through in the piano's upper midrange.
Despite these last remarks, this was a
Icould pin down. Listening intently to
the closely miked cymbals on Freddie
successful matching, and one Iwould
start with, tweaking other areas to gain
Hubbard's "First Light" (First Light, CTI
6013), Ifound that both the Melos and
ultimate performance.
The sound of the Melos phono stage
the passive unit decoded well the cyminto the Klyne line stage seemed to be
bals' dense vibrations, and both allowed
the brass's burnished sound to come
that of the Melos. The EMI strings
through. The Melos also added those litreturned with some added sweetness to
their former deep position at the rear
tle holographic effects so loved by tubewall. The cymbals, moved back in the
aholics. Ihave been going back and forth
between the two units ever since, never
stage, lost abit of the brass sound.
The sound of the Klyne into the Klyne
settling on one or the other.
was too lean for my tastes, but might not
Then came the first draft of Jack
English's Melos review. My results were be for someone else's. This combo best
unraveled orchestral crescendos, and the
partially divergent from his, so Isought
to verify his observations on component
treble range had an attractive, shimmering clarity.
matching. Earl (The Anarchist) Stevens
Finally, we listened to the Melos phono
of The Audiophile Society came over
with his Klyne 7PX2 phono stage and
stage through the Sonic Frontiers SFL-2
line-stage preamp (see my review else6LX2 line stage (one model below the
one Jack used); we listened through
where in this issue), and The Anarchist
and Ijust looked at each other. This,
Mirage Mlsis, TARA Labs RSC interalong with the Mirage Mlsis, proved to
connect and speaker cable, and aVPI/
be the most successful combination,
Well Tempered Arm/Sumiko Blue Point
phono front-end.
retaining the holographic, sweet, laidback sound of the Melos/Melos combiGenerally speaking, both the Mirage
Mlsi and the Melos 333 line and phono
nation, without that bit of darkness.
preamp were slightly to the dark side of With Flatline Design ribbon hybrid
neutral. The sound tended to come from
loudspeakers, which are faster and lighter
ablack background, and the treble was
than the Mirages, Ipreferred the Melos/
fast, but slightly forgiving. Any combiMelos combo.
nation of components that lightens the
The bottom line? Component matching. Once you reach acertain level of
overall sound appeared to be letting more
performance in high-end components,
information through and better unravelthe component-matching aspect of
ing orchestral crescendos. The Klyne
components sounded that way relative
assembling amusical system may outto the Melos—they were fast, precise,
weigh most other minor differences.
had no discernible grain, and were lighter
Audiophiles in the Outlands will encounter problems in doing that, so Irecomin overall character.
With the Melos phono into the Melos
mend you join an audiophile club: You'll
line stage, the strings on Frank Bridge's
get to hear lots of different equipment;
The Sea (EMI ASD 3190) were sweet,
you'll get to tell each other how bad the
and deep in the soundstage, but they
systems sound; you'll roll around on the
lacked something in "air" relative to the
ground changing wires, spilling electrons
onto the carpet; you'll become amazed
Klyne presentation. The Freddie Hubbard cymbals were well-defined via the
at the other members' lack of musical
Melos, with no tendency toward "splash,"
taste; and you'll learn alot.
and were presented about afoot behind
A final observation: Jack told me that
the speaker. On Keith Jarrett's The Kôln
he didn't think that the Melos phono
Concert (ECM 78118-21064), there was
stage through the Melos line stage prono tendency with the Melos toward glare
duced much in the way of "layered depth!'
or glass in the upper midrange or lowerIn my experience, the Mirage and Ruark
Crusader speakers (the latter on hand for
treble piano notes.
With the Klyne phono stage into the
the Stereophile blind-listening test, Vol.17
Melos line stage, the entire presentation
No.8) placed instruments specifically
was moved forward. Hubbard's cymbals,
within the boundaries of the soundstage,
which were now at the face of the speaker,
which, in my room, began at about a
took on abit more of a"brass" sound.
foot behind the speakers, extended to the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994
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side walls, well into the rear corners (with
the Mirage), and about 7' to the rear,
"melting" the room's rear wall.
—Russ Novak

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
Except as otherwise noted, the measurements of the Melos 333 Gold were taken
with balanced inputs and outputs for the
line stage, and balanced outputs for the
phono stage (the latter has aconventional, unbalanced input). Imeasured the
phono stage as aseparate component,
using its own inputs and outputs. The
line stage was, however, simultaneously
powered-up by the Melos's power supply while the phono stage was being
measured. Thus, any loading effects on
the power supply caused by the line
stage—which would be present in normal use—would be included in the
phono-stage measurements. The phonostage measurements were made with a
phono-stage load setting of 270 ohms,
in order to exceed the 25 ohm source
impedance of our Audio Precision test
set by afactor of at least 10.
The output impedance of the Melos
at its line output measured 3.5 ohms
(±0.1 ohm, left and right), balanced (1.3
ohms unbalanced). While higher than the
specified 1ohm, this is still unusually
good, especially for atube preamp (a low
output impedance is adefinite plus).
Moreover, the output impedance didn't
increase at lower settings of the level control (we measure first at the maximum
level setting). The Melos's input impedance at lkHz measured 86.7k ohms (L)
and 83.4k ohms (R), balanced; and 88.9k
ohms (L) and 87.2k ohms (R), unbalanced. This value did change as the level
control was reduced, but it increased (to
above 200k ohms)—a change in the right
direction for input impedance. The output impedance at the tape output was just
under 26 ohms with a25 ohm source
impedance, and just under 600 ohms
with a600 ohm source impedance—a
clear indication of an unbuffered output.
The line stage is non-inverting from
its line inputs to its main outputs. (Its
balanced-mode polarity is pin 2positive,
pin 3 negative.) Line-stage gain (aux
input to line output) measured 24.3dB
in the left channel and 26.2dB in the right
channel. These figures were for balanced
operation; the unbalanced gain in both
channels was 6dB lower. Unity gain was
reached at approximately 9:30 on the
level control (left channel).
The DC offset at the Melos's linestage outputs was very unstable, due to
the presence of 1/f noise, but remained
below 25mV (L) and 19mV (R) (measured
at the unbalanced outputs). Unweighted
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Dear Audiophile Wife:*
We know living with an Audiophile can be rather confusing---he buys all these gizmos and
sits in the dark listening to music. What can you give aperson like this for Christmas?
To help you pick, for that special audiophile in your life, just the right Christmas gift, we've provided alittle wish list.
If you find your hubby's Stereophile open to this ad on the breakfast table, you'll know he wants one of the products
found below. If he's any good at following these instructions, he will put acheck mark next to the gadget of choice.
Then, all you have to do is give us acall, and we'll help you put aspecial smile on his face with the perfect present.
And please allow us the opportunity to express our deepest sympathy---living with an audio fanatic can be very trying.

With this,
I'll be one
happy camper
---honest
Iwould.

Sweetie Pie:
From now on I'll
turn my socks

them in the laundry
if you'll just get me one of these .

Little
w/SR6Os

check here
for Etymotics

-e n..1.1.111111.1

check here
for Sennheiser 580s

The Little HeadRoom and Grado SR-60's, an ideal combo for budget listening or late mg? t

Your best buddy on the road, the Traveler System includes Supreme HeadRoam,

TV. The Little à $199, SR60 is $69, together $249. Even better, with SR80s, $275.

headphones, battery holder, cable and case. With Etymotics or Sennheiser 580s. $619.

Home lisitoon

*el

14

lté

Ipromise never to leave a
ring of beer cans around the
Lay-Z-Boy ever again.
check
itere

The Sennheiser 580s with the Home HeadRoom will give you alevel of listening pleasure
you've never dreamed you'd get with headphones.

The combination is $799.

Call these guys
and surprise me.
It's obvious they know
what they're doing.

,
.16

Ilove you.
lienetem

.2.1e=egt.J.

check
here

We can help you find agreat gift on any budget between $69 and $4000. And we'll
be happy to make any exchanges under our 30-day satisfaction guarantee policy
check
here

check
here

One of these, and
as many pair of
underwear as you like,
will be just fine.

I'm pretty sure
this will fit in my
stocking.

Mae
TheHomeHeadRoomusesaultrahighqualitypower spply.

Add oheadphone jack to your high fidelity system. The Little

Great when you travel

For $599 it'll drive your dynamic headphones wild!

HeadRoom will put new life in your old cans for only $199.

great at home on the nightstand. The Supreme is 8399.

* Please excuse us for appealing to the broader
demographic. If you find yourself in a more
nontraditional relationship with an audiophile...
please insert "significant other" here. And maybe
all you hubbies out there should consider one of
these for the wife.They deserve good sound too.

I I

HeadRoom

We'd love to send you our manual, white paper,
and brochure. Just give us a call, it's FREE!

1-800-828-8184
WorldRadioHistory

with

your portable player.

Sounds

DIRECT ÇO.: WORLDWIDE
We sell and ship our products direct, anywhere
in the world. Just FAX us your request for
information: (+) I406 587 9484

HeadRoom Corp. is located at 521 East Peach St. Bozeman MT 59715. But send mail to FOB 6549, Bozeman MT 59771. Otitsode USA and CANADA. call us at 406-587-9466, or FAX us a 406-587-9484

S/N ratios measured 80.5dB (L) and
enough of the frequency range that it
90.6dB (R) referenced to 1V balanced,
may well be audible as aslight added
and 57dB unbalanced. The latter imsparkle. The line-stage crosstalk of the
proved to 74.5dB when A-weighted.
Melos is shown in fig.2. This is excellent
The frequency response of the Melos
performance—below 100dB across most
is shown in fig.l. The line-stage response,
of the audible range. The phono-stage
crosstalk, shown on the same curve, is
shown at the top, is extremely flat, the
only anomaly being the nearly-2dBhigher in level—as expected—but still
higher output in the left channel at full
first-rate.
output. Differences were also noted at
THD+ noise vs output level (at lkHz)
other settings of the level controls, to a is shown in fig.3. (These curves were
taken with the volume control fill.) The
maximum ofjust over 4dB (right channel higher) at a9:00 setting. Inoted some
line stage's balanced output would put
slight physical misalignment of the levelout 7.7V (at an input of 464mV) before
control knobs on their shafts, which
reaching 1% THD+N; this was reduced
would partially explain the differences
in the unbalanced mode, but was still
more than enough to drive any power
at intermediate settings of the control,
amp to full output. The phono-stage
but not at the maximum setting. Nevertheless, with separate controls for the
result, also shown, is dominated by noise
at lower levels.
left and right channels, this is aminor
Iused an input of 50mV for the line
problem.
stage (output of 800mV to 1.0V, dependThe frequency response of the phono
stage, shown at the bottom of fig.1 (dising on channel), and 2.1mV for the
placed for clarity), shows asmall but
broad rise all across the upper octaves.
Small in degree, it nevertheless covers

Model 88
"The Black Pearl"
$15.000 per 8' pair

tra10001111110 1100010,0001111.0000111111.01•000•01101

PBJ Interconnect
$62 per Meter pair
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Fig.1 Melos 333 Gold, me-stage frequency
response (top) and phono-stage RIAA
error (bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Me os 333 Gold, crosstalk (from top to
bottom at 200Hz): L—R, phono; R—L,
phono; R—L, line; L—R, line (I0dB/vertical
div.)
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Fig.4 Melos 333 Gold, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
IkHz): phono stage; phono stage with
400Hz high-pass filter; line stage (right
channel dashed).

Fig.5 Melos 333 Gold, line stage, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 2V from
balanced outputs (linear frequency scale).
Note that the second harmonic at 100Hz
is the highest in level at —72dB (0.025%).
111111111001.1111010110.310000•1111•01000•01.1.0.10100,••••••11

0001010'110.0 100•011•40010101.0000.100.0110•81

Quality 9011,
Value for
Every
Budget.
At the Summer 1994
Consumer Electronics Show
our brochure was honored
with amajor award. We are
very proud and pleased, and
would like to send you one.
But we wourd point out that
our cables are even better,
and our cables have been
receiving "note worthy"
accolades for 15 years.
Yes, the humor in the last ad
was deliberate. It was our way
of making you smile—that is
if you don't have Kimber
Kable in your system... yet!

111.111111111111111111MMZ/1111/M
0•001F10,010000,••••=ea"inie=
00.
- 901•MMMBBRIIMMOBRUIII
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Fig.3 Melos 333 Gold, distortion (%) vs output
voltage (from bottom to top at IV): line
stage, balanced; line stage, unbalanced;
phono stage, balanced; phono stage,
unbalanced.
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110J1
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1.00

Fig.6 Melos 333 Gold, phono stage, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC—I kHz, at 0.2ImV
input (linear frequency scale). Note that
60Hz, 120Hz, and 180Hz AC-supply noise
harmonics are higher in level than any
distortion components.
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KAI3LE
2752 South 1900 West
Ogden, UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
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phono stage (4V output at the phonostage outputs), for taking the THD+N
vs frequency measurements shown in
fig.4. The line-stage result requires no
comment. The phono stage's performance is obviously dominated by noise;
athird curve is plotted showing the
phono stage THD+N with a400Hz
high-pass filter in the circuit. Considering the phono stage's high gain, these are
very respectable results.
Plotting the output spectrum of the
Melos with a50Hz input at 2V produces
the result shown in fig.5. The harmonics
drop off sharply after the second (-72dB,
or about 0.025%) and third (-77dB, or
about 0.015%). Fig.6 shows the resulting
spectrum of the phono stage being fed
a2.1mV (at lkHz, but RIAA-equalized),
50Hz signal. Here, the largest artifacts
are power-supply noise (visible at multiples of 60Hz), though harmonics of the
input signal are also visible.
The Melos's phono stage reached
overload (1% THD +N) with an unequalized input, at 11.5mV at lkHz,
103mV at 20kHz, and lmV at 20Hz—
good figures when used with alowoutput moving-coil cartridge.
The phono gain measured 65.7dB.
Phono input impedance measured 297
ohms (L) and 298 ohms (R) at the selected
270 ohm load setting. The phono-stage

output impedance measured 88.3 ohms
(L) and 63.4 ohms (R), balanced; and 24.4
ohms (L) and 23.7 ohms (R), unbalanced.
Phono S/N was actually lower in the
unbalanced mode than in the balanced,
measuring 52.5dB (L) and 53.5dB (R),
balanced; and 59dB (L) and 59.2dB (R),
unbalanced. These are unweighted readings (reference 1V). With an A-weighted
measurement, the results improved to
approximately 65dB balanced, 71dB
unbalanced. There was clearly some
low-level, low-frequency noise present,
affecting the S/N readings.
Iwas concerned about this. The DC
offset Imeasured at the output of the
Melos's phono stage fluctuated considerably, reaching highs of about 190mV in
the left channel and 380mV in the right.
Its average value was far lower than this;
nevertheless, Ican't recommend that this
preamp be used with aDC-coupled
amplifier. Ialso confirmed that this DC
offset was passed virtually intact through
the Melos line stage, so you can't rely on
the latter to block it.
The Melos's measured line performance was good. A main area of concern
is the DC offset of the phono stage, making amplifier matching amatter which
needs to be carefully considered. Less
troubling, but still deserving of improvement, are some of the S/N values (line

and phono), and the dissimilar gains of
the two channels.
—Thomas J. Norton

CONCLUSION FROM J
E

The complete Melos 333 Gold preamp
was an intriguing product. It clearly surpasses earlier Melos designs in anumber of ways, and places the company in
the forefront of modern tube technology. While Irecognize and appreciate the
value of the modular structure, Idon't
believe the phono stage has yet achieved
the superior level of performance evidenced by the 333 line stage—although
it was an ideal match with very-lowoutput cartridges. However, since both
the line and phono stages had similar
characters, it may be that the additive
result simply didn't match up well with
my own biases.'
Iheartily recommend the 333 Gold
line stage to anyone—especially someone
who favors amildly forgiving presentation. Ialso recommend the phono stage
to anyone who has avery-low-output
cartridge (such as the Benz Micro Ruby),
and recommend both the line and phono
stages together or separately to anyone
looking for balanced tubed designs. But
for those of you who insist on owning
"the best," I'm more reserved in my
endorsement of the complete 333 Gold
preamp. [As we went to press, Melos informed
us that acompletely revised version of the 333
Gold will be available by the time this issue
ofStereophile hits the newsstands.2A FollowUp review will update this review's findings.—Edi
Ithoroughly enjoyed the 333 line
stage, either alone or coupled with the
excellent Klyne phono stage. Unfortunately, Iwas less thrilled with the full
Melos preamp. Imust add that Imake
this comment judging the Melos against
the highest standard as acontender for
"Best Preamplifier." As aresult of its fine
overall performance, the Melos is indeed
acontender, but it hasn't yet reached the
loftiest pinnacle.
—Jack English S
1I'm able to confirm Jack's observations that the Melos
preamp's line and phono stages might work better with
other components, but Ialso anticipate achange in
character with the new gain controls.
—RN
2Melos will use new attenuators that route the signal
through asingle Vishay resistor and keep the balance
control out of the circuit unless needed. Excess voltage
(varied by the volume knob or with aremote control)
is bled off to ground through alarge, heavy metal photo
resistor. Ican safely anticipate inherent increases in transparency and neutrality in such adevice. We're at astage
of development in electronic design where the manner
in which you regula egain can make all the difference
in the quality of the sound.
—RN
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CLASSÉAUDIO FIFTEEN
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
Larry Greenhill
Solid-state stereo power amplifier. Rated output power (20Hz-20kHz): I75Wpc
minimum continuous sinewave power into 8ohms (22.4dBVV), with no more than
0.1% THD (FTC); 375Wpc minimum continuous sinewave power into 4ohms
(22.7d13W), with no more than 0.3% THD (FTC); bridged-mono, 700W continuous sinewave power into 8ohms (28.5dBW), 1200W mono into 4ohms (27.8dBW).

not specified. Power consumption: typiadly 225W at idle Serial number of unit reviewed:
15360631 Dimensions: 17.25" (43I.25mm) W by 7.25" (I81.25mm) Hby 19" (475mm)
D. Shipping weight: 60 lbs (27kg). Price: $2995. Approximate number of dealers: 50.
Manufacturer Classé Audio, 9414 Côte de Liesse Road, Montreal, Quebec H8T IAI,
Canada. Tel: (514) 636-6384. Fax: (514) 636-1428.

Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.1d11. Input impedance: 70k ohms. Voltage gain:

I

think every audio reviewer hopes
for asurprise—when agood, but
not outstanding, product is refined
by the manufacturer into something special. The review then becomes an exciting discovery, reaffirming the pleasure
one takes in good audio, and in listening to music being reproduced as it
should be. It makes the listening exciting and the writing easier. The Classé
Fifteen solid-state stereo amplifier is just
such asurprise.
Ifirst heard the Fifteen in an earlier
version, the DR-15, when Classé's president Glen Grue shipped me an all-black
pair of them while Iwas reviewing the
Classé Six Mk.II preamplifier (Vol.17
No.2, p.107). The DR-15 had been produced when David Reich was amember
of the design team. Ifound them to be
highly accurate sonically, but overly
polite-sounding. Shortly after Ireceived
the DR-15s, Glen replaced them with a
single silver Classé Fifteen.

DESCRIPTION

The Classé Fifteen is aconventional,
single-chassis, 60-lb solid-state stereo
amplifier with rounded heatsinks, rear
external switching for regular or balanced inputs, and atoggle switch for
stereo or bridged-mono operation. Its
thick, curved faceplate has sculpted, onepiece handles, and is finished in either
satin black or soft-shadow silver. Speaker
connections are made via the heavy,
silver-plated bolts that have been afeature of Classé Audio amplifiers since
their first model, the DR-3. The company-supplied nut driver allows the
owner to tighten these bolts down onto
speaker-wire spade lugs, making for an
extremely tight electrical connection.
Other nice features are adetachable line
cord and asupplied Allen key for the
top-plate bolts. Each Fifteen is protected
by a120V, 8A fast-blow fuse, as well as
the electronic protection circuits. When
the rear-panel Stereo/Mono switch is set
to mono, the left input serves as the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

Classé Fifteen stereo power amplifier.

large, high-current toroidal transformer,
80,000µF of filter capacitance, extra
capacitor filtering of both the main output or current gain stage, and alocal supply to the input differential amplifier. The
Fifteen employs the same ultrasonic
bypassing techniques used in the company's Model Six Mk.II preamp. Both
signal circuitry and power supply are
TECHNICAL DETAILS
How does the design of the current Fif- bypassed, with special attention paid to
teen differ from that of the model Ifirst emitter resistors and output devices.
The Model Fifteen's build techniques
heard? Using listening and bench tests,
help ensure its reliability—it comes with
the Classé design team made circuit
alifetime warranty (available to the origadjustments to the earlier design. First,
inal owner only). Before aFifteen is
the current delivery to the front end was
assembled, its output transistors are
improved with better impedance matchmounted on alarge grid and burned-in
ing between supply and signal-bearing
for months. When they're matched at
circuitry; second, the amount of inputbuild time, all drift has been theoretically
stage regulation was reduced; and third,
eliminated, so the sound of the amplithe output-stage emitter resistor values
fier will change minimally over time.
were changed. The result, according to
Low-level devices are also matched careGlen Grue, was an "improved squarefully at build time.
wave response and amore natural, more
Chassis construction and systemdynamic, more savage sound from the
board assembly are first-rate. The case
amplifier."
is standard sheet metal, but the screw
The Fifteen uses 1% custom metalholes are pre-drilled, with nuts fixed to
film resistors, polystyrene and polythe metal on the opposite side to allow
propylene capacitors, printed circuit
firm tightening. The main circuit board,
boards with special transfer characterwhich consists of ahigh-quality epoxy
istics, and switches and controls that
pcb with solder mask and designator, has
feature silver and gold contacts. The
amplifier's power supply employs a no point-to-point wiring. Each channel

Mono input. The Mono positive speaker
input is the left positive, the Mono negative the right positive. As with other
bridged amplifiers, the Fifteen in Mono
mode cannot be used with crossovers or
servo modules that feature acommon
ground.
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uleAERIUS OFFERS MORE...

In fact, the bass performance of
this relatively small structure is a
major design achievement....I
cannot give Martin-Logan enough
praise for the quality of the blend
between the electrostatic and
the woofer.
-Anthony H. Cordesman
Audio Magazine
February 1994

You can spend five grand or
more on apair of speakers
and still have a list of complaints a whole lot longer than
any minor quibbles Imay
have about the Aeriuses...
...these are extraordinary
speakers and an
exceptional value.
-Sam Tellig
Stereophile Magazine
June 1993, Vol. 16 No. 6

"Seamless." That's the word.
Right from the get-go, Iwas
struck by the unity of the Aerius's
sound, the integration between
woofer and panel.... the MartinLogan Aerius makes it harder for
high-ticket loudspeakers to justify
their cost of admission.
Enthusiastically
recommended.
-John Atkinson
Stereophile Magazine
October 1993
Vol. 16 No. 10

A liquid sound
which flows so
smoothly. It is impossible to describe. It
has to be heard.
These are very
special speakers.
-Henry See
Ultra High Fidelity
Issue No. 39

...for less than you expect.*
'Biological artifact not included

n

MOP
GRT In2E p.o. box 707, lawrence, ks 66044, tel 913-749-0133, fax 913-749-5320
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just as good as that of the Mark Levinson
No.27.5, its midrange wasn't as aggressive. It achieved just the right sense of
presence without becoming overly hard
or chalky, maintaining the adrenalinepumping pace of David Bowie's voice
on "Putting Out the Fire" (Cat People
soundtrack, MCA MCAD-1498).
The Fifteen also imaged well, particularly when driving the Snell B minors.
SETUP
The spoken "Well done!" at the end of
My listening room is 26' long by 13'
Anna Maria Stanczyk's performance of
SOUND
wide, and has a12' semi-cathedral ceilChopin's Scherzo in b-flat, Op31 (track
As mentioned above, Iwas unimpressed
ing. An 8' high by 4' wide doorway at
with the sound of the early version of 10 of Stereophile's first Test CD) appeared
the back of the room opens onto my 25'
at the extreme left of the stage, thus
this amplifier—it could be politely
by 15' kitchen.
described as "lifeless!' When the current
showing the Fifteen's ability to re-create
The Classé Fifteen amplifier was
the proper soundstage perspective. Simiproduction model arrived, Iplaced it in
driven by anumber of preamplifiers,
my system with tempered enthusiasm,
larly, the Claçsé placed the sonic image of
including my favorite, the Classé Six
the acoustic guitar on Richard Thompso the resulting sound was even more
Mk.II set to Bypass mode. Icompared
shocking. What adifference! Driving the son's "Why Must IPlead" (Rumor and
the Fifteen with my well-broken-in
solid-state Mark Levinson No.27.5. I Snell B minors, the new Fifteen was areal Sigh, Capitol C21S 95713) just to the
ear-popper dynamic, muscular, and pow- right of the right speaker. While the Fifconducted additional gain-matched
erful, while maintaining detail and ap- teen and the Krell KSA-250 were equal
listening tests with aKrell KSA-250 and
propriate orchestral warmth. Surely there in soundstage width and instrumental
apair of Woodside M50 monoblock
must be some mistake, Ithought. Ampli- placement, the latter did generate an
tube amplifiers. Ifocused on low-frequency extension, imaging, soundstage fiers aren't supposed to sound this good right image of greater depth.
The Classé's treble response was
out of the box. But the Fifteen really depresentation, and instrumental timbre.
extended and smooth. The violins on the
livered where it counts: pace, realism,
The Madrigal's strengths were its vividStanislaw Skrowaczewski/Minneapolis
soundstaging, and dynamics.
ness, speed, and bass definition, the
Symphony performance of Prokofiev's
Deep-bass organ-pedal notes growled
Krell's were its bass definition and depth
during César Franck's Chorale No.1 for Romeo andJuliet, Suites 1and 2(Mercury
of soundstage.
Living Presence CD 432 004-2) were
pipe organ (Marcel Dupré, Mercury LivIset all amplifiers up on asolid working Presence 434 311-2), without mudrich, resonant, and smooth. Even so, it
bench in abasement room immediately
dying the clarity of the upper registers.
captured the thrash-like guitar chords in
below my listening room, with easy
and the pace of White Zombie's "ThunThis was the tight, solid bass that pipeaccess to AC outlets with 200A service.
der Kiss '65" (La Sexorcisto: Devil Music,
organ fans crave! Rock music had ample
This arrangement allowed me to switch
Vol.1, Geffen GEFD-24460) without
bass slam, strong dynamic contrasts, and
rapidly between the Classé, Madrigal,
awarm midrange. On James Homer's
sprays of shrill distortion. The vibes on
and Krell. Speaker cable was bi-wired
"The Hit" (from the Patriot Games Joe Beck's "Unspoken Words" (TheJourSumiko OCOS, and Cogelco Yellow
ney, DMP CD-481) were detailed, clear,
soundtrack, RCA 07863-66051-2), the
balanced interconnects were run between
and open.
Fifteen delivered the same subterranean
the preamplifier—the Classé Six Mk.II
The Fifteen had no problem delivering
bass that I've heard with the more expenwith an internal moving-coil module—
sive solid-state amplifiers. The bass was
adynamic, fast response with good, fulland the amplifiers.
range dynamic systems; but how would
solid, full, and fast, as demonstrated by
CDs were played on aKrell MD-1
it sound with electrostatics? Ihave found
the Fifteen's ability to reproduce the
turntable driving aKrell SBP-32X D/A
only afew solid-state amplifiers (the
stungun-like synthesizer note at the
converter; balanced interconnect cables
Mark Levinson No.27.5, for example)
opening of Terry Dorsey's "Ascent!'
—including Levinson HF-10C and
that do well with dynamic systems, and
from Time Warp (Telarc CD-80106). The
Cogelco Yellow—connected line-level
that don't sound hard or overly bright
sources to the preamplifier; and aDaybass of the Classé had plenty of definion electrostatics When driving the Quad
tion—I could easily hear the progressive
Sequerra FM Reference stereo tuner
ESL-63 USA Monitors, the Classé Fifdescent of organ notes in the 30-40Hz
provided music from WQXR, our local
New York classical station. Albums were region in Saint-Saëns's Symphony 3 teen remained clean, extended, and pel(Mercury Living Presence 432 719-2).
lucid. Eimer Bernstein's wide-dynamicplayed on aLinn Sondek LP12/Lingo
Iwas bowled over by how much
range film score for The Magneent Seven
turntable, an Ittok arm, and aSpectral
(Koch C-7222) was reproduced with no
power my Chario Academy Is needed
moving-coil cartridge.
signs of hash, glare, or excessive midto sing in my large living room. WoodIused avariety of loudspeakers, inrange presence.
cluding Quad ESL-63 electrostatics on side tube monoblocks clipped readily,
Arcici stands, Snell B minor full-ranges, making Dan Baird's voice screech on
MEASUREMENTS FROM TJN
"Julie and Lucky," from his Love Songs
Chario Academy Ones on sand-filled
A full set of measurements of the Classé
Sumiko Franklin and Lowell Stands, and for the Hearing Impaired CD (Def AmeriFifteen was made in its balanced mode;
Totem Model 1
son sand-filled Target can 26999-2). Switching to the 175Wpc
selected measurements were repeated for
R-1 stands. Each speaker was set up Classé Fifteen greatly increased listenseparately in the listening room and ability. Both the Charios and Snell B the unbalanced configuration. Unless
otherwise noted, the results presented are
placed 4' from each side wall and 3' from minors benefited from the power of the
for the balanced configuration.
the back. Isat either 8' from the speakers, Classé Fifteen.
Following the 1/
3-power, one-hour
or in my favorite spot an additional 10'
While the Fifteen's bass response was

sports several 4700µF blue capacitors
and large, yellow polypropylene capadtors. Leads from the main board to the
gold RCA jacks are neatly dressed, and
good solder joints, apparently of highquality silver, are evident everywhere.
This type of construction ensures high
reliability and long component life.
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into the room.
Ievaluated the Classé Fifteen's audio
performance using the same suite of CDs
employed in my September '92 review
of four FM tuners (Vol.15 No.9), as well
as those I've nominated for Stereophile's
annual "Records to Die For" feature.
Because of their ample bass, dynamics,
and woodwind timbre, Iadded five
Mercury Living Presence CDs.
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THIS
SPEAKER
CAN KEEP
YOU UP ALL
NIGHT
Afew notes of music will tell you there's something
quite unique about the new Centaurus Slant 6speaker.
It's ribbon hybrid design offers performance that
defies its modest $1995 price.
As the Centaurus weaves its magic, time seems to
suspend itself. An evening's listening session can pass into
morning, leaving you with asmile.
The technology that makes this level of performance
possible was pioneered on our $85,000 state-of-the-art
Grand System. Your nearest Apogee dealer will be happy
to demonstrate the Centaurus speakers. But bring your
pajamas, just in case.

11 POGEL ncouSTICS,

INC.
35 York Ave.
WorldRadioHistory

Randolph, MA 02368 Tel. (617) 963-0124 Fax (617) 963-8567

preconditioning test, the Fifteen's heatsinks were hot, but not too hot to touch
comfortably. The Fifteen's input impedance measured under 76k ohms, balanced and unbalanced. Its output impedance was under 0.017 ohms at either
lkHz or 20Hz, increasing to (or under)
0.045 ohms at 20kHz. Gain into 8ohms
measured 233dB balanced (interestingly,
the unbalanced gain measured 6dB higher,
at 29.2dB—opposite the normal condition). The Fifteen is noninverting in the
unbalanced mode; in the balanced, pin
2is configured as the positive leg, pin 3
the negative. DC offset, though fluctuating with time, measured 37mV in the
left channel, and aslightly high (but not
disturbing) 154mV in the right.
Signal/Noise ratio (unweighted at 1W
into 8ohms) measured between 813 and
823dB, left or right, balanced or unbalanced. However, when we used the Fifteen for our last set of loudspeaker listening tests, the right channel occasionally
developed an intermittent sputtering
noise, which could be cleared by shutting the amp down, then powering it up
again. (The problem never occurred during aspecific listening session, only
between sessions when the amp had to
be briefly shut down to change cables.)
Ihad the same problem on the bench; the
sputtering would degrade the S/N to
about 35dB, but could be cleared before
Imade the final measurements. This was
clearly asample defect. Once the problem was cleared, Ihad no further problems with the measurements—which are
good enough that Ifeel confident that
they're representative of typical Fifteens.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the Fifteen driven from its balanced
inputs at 2W into 4ohms. The response
into 8ohms, and from the unbalanced
inputs (not shown), is virtually the same.
The shape of a small-signal 10kHz
squarewave in the balanced mode is
shown in fig.2. The rounding on the
leading edge is aresult of the HF rolloff
visible in fig.1 in the top audible octave
and above. The response is down just
under ldB by 20kHz, which should have
little audible effect. The lkHz squarewave response (not shown) was virtually perfect.
The crosstalk shown in fig3 indicates
nearly identical performance between
channels. The increased crosstalk at high
frequencies, which is typical of many
two-channel products, is aresult of
capacitive coupling between the channels. The 50dB channel separation at
20kHz is adequate, but it is usual to see
much better performance than this.
The Fifteen's THD +noise vs frequency curves are plotted in fig.4. The
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

largest is the second harmonic at -75dB,
distortion increases at higher frequenor about 0.02%. Fig.7 shows the speccies, more so at lower load impedances
trum of acombined 19+20kHz signal—
—this is typical of an amplifier that
doesn't make use of large amounts of the intermodulation products resulting
from an input signal consisting of an
feedback. (The distortion from the unequal combination of these two frebalanced inputs, not shown, was very
quencies—at 167W into 4ohms (clipslightly higher.) The lkHz distortion
waveform (fig.5) shows primarily a ping was visible with this signal just
above this power level). The largest artifacts
second-harmonic component combined
here are at 18 and 21kHz (about -68dB,
with some higher-order harmonics. The
or 0.04%), with the next largest at 2kHz
waveforms into other impedances were
(-77dB, or about 0.015°/0). The 19+20kHz
very similar to the 4ohm result shown.
artifacts into 8ohms (at 86W) were lower
The spectrum of the Fifteen's output,
in level than this, and are not shown.
driving 50Hz at 222W into 4ohms (/
the measured clipping level with that
load), is shown in fig.6. All of the distortion artifacts are extremely low; the
2 3
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Fig.5 Classé Fifteen, 'kHz waveform at 5W into
4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig. Classé Efteen, frequency response at 2W
into 4ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Classé Fifteen, 10kHz squarewave at IW
into 8ohms.
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Fig.6 Classé Fifteen, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 222W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
second harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in
level at -75dB (0.02%).
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Fig.3 Classé Fifteen, crosstalk (from top to
bottom): L-R; R-L (I OdB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 Classé Fifteen, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
167W into 4ohms (linear frequency scale)
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Fig.4 Classé Fifteen, THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at IkHz): 4W into 2
ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and IW into 8
ohms (right channel dashed).
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Fig.8 Classé Fifteen, distortion % vs output
power into (from bottom otop at
100W): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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Table 1: Classé Fifteen Clipping
(I% THD +noise at 'kHz)

Introducing the

fcti-xf;

Load
ohms

FT-1

8

Reference FM turer
Even ors its ear it offers

more features

euch an
"Extraordinary sonic response

One Channel
Driven
W (dBVV)
(L)

178.3 (22.5) 178.7 (22.5) 184.3 (22.7)
II4V
II4V
301.6 (21.8) 301.7 (21.8) 332.6 (22.2)
II
4V
115V
529.5 (21.2)
I
I3V

The lkHz THD+N vs lewl curves are
shown in fig.8. The distortion remains
very low up to the knees of the curves.
The Fifteen's discrete clipping levels (at
1% THD+N) are shown in Table 1. 'The
Fifteen meets its power rating into 8
ohms handily, but is just abit short of
doubling its output as the load impedance halves—not enough to be audibly
significant, however.
The bench tests of the Classé Fifteen
point to an excellent amplifier—which
was Larry Greenhill's subjective impression as well.
—Thomasi. Norton

•Analog turffbg aitth dotal accuracy
• programmable presets
'Balanced audio outputs
•Full f.inctIon remote (Included)

For more Information, call

1,500-26 TUNER
(1.800-268.-b637)
or FAX us at
(905)793-598,
4

f.;,k1fc
-

Both Channels
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
(R)

\

2100 Old Union Rd., Buffalo NY 14227

solid-state units, each of which received
aClass A rating in Stereophiles "Recommended Components" in its time, could
better the Classé Fifteen when it was
driven by the Classé Six Mk.I1 preamplifier in Bypass mode. The Fifteen
was these amplifiers' equal in bass
response, dynamic range, clarity, transient speed, overall coherency, and freedom from midrange grain, whether
driving dynamic or electrostatic loudspeakers. Only the more expensive and
more powerful Krell KSA-250 could top
it in soundstage depth.
The Fifteen's $3000 price tag distinguishes it from nearly all other Class Arated amplifiers, showing that you don't
have to spend high-end money to get
high-end sound. Be sure you listen to
this amplifier—you'll be as surprised as
Iwas!
—Larry Greenhill

CONCLUSION

No other power amplifier in my current
arsenal, including two more expensive

Divisien of Fanfare Electronics, Ltd.

The clear winner.
The clear winner in terms of
overall performance is the
wonderfully satisfying Epos ES]].
It stands apart from the other
loudspeakers auditioned blind,...
—

Jack English, Stereophile
Vol. 16, No. 1Jan. '93
in aranked summary
of 23 loudspeakers.

EPOS. WE JUST SOUND BETrER.
IMPORTED EXCLUSIVELY BY MUSIC HALL

108 STATION ROAD

GREAT NECK, NY

11023

516.487.3663

FAX 516.773.3891

IN CANADA: ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD. 514.631.6448
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BEL CANTO DESIGN AIDA D/A PROCESSOR
Dick Olsher
64x-oversampling, fifth-order Delta-Sigma (single-bit) D/A converter; accommodating
sampling rates of 32, 44.1, and 48kHz. Digital word length: 16- or I8-bit, automatically selected. Frequency response: 0Hz-20kHz ±0.1c1B. Maximum output voltage:
I.4V RMS. Output impedance: 100 ohms. THD: <0.005%. Signal/Noise ratio: 120d13.
Output connections: balanced XLR and single-ended RCA. Input connections: one

J

ohn Stronczer, Bel Canto Design's
technical spark plug, meets my
definition oían electronics renaissance man, ranging as he does
from designing single-ended amps that
glow in the dark (the Orfeo) to digital
processors (the Aida). Actually, digital
circuitry is one ofJohn's specialties, dating back to his days at Honeywell.
The Aida is aprime member of Bel
Canto's "operatic" series, which includes
the Tosca and the Fidelio. John told me
that the Aida was developed to provide
adigital audio source that could compare
with and be enjoyed alongside ahighquality analog system. In developing the
Aida, the goal was to identify and correct the primary error mechanisms
which afflict DACs.

A CASE OF THE JITTERS
As described in Stronczer's White Paper
on the Aida, his first priority was to
reduce the noise on the critical word
clock used by the DAC. For theoretically
correct conversion, this clock must be
virtually free of noise or jitter—a task
made exceedingly difficult by the digital interface standards (S/PDIF and
AES/EBU), which specify that the critical clock be referenced to the incoming
data stream. Because the data stream is
susceptible to many types of corruption
from the digital source through the interface electronics and interconnect cables,
jitter creeps into the conversion process.
Like many commercial DACs, the
Aida uses the Crystal 8412 input receiver
chip, which can generate aclock with
under 500 picoseconds ofjitter. Unfortunately, this level of performance is
inadequate for high-end performance.
To improve jitter reduction, a clock
regeneration method must not only deal
with external jitter caused by modulation at the digital source or in the interface, but also must cope with Logic
Induced Modulation (LIM)—a major,
recently identified source ofjitter produced by variation of the digital data
representing the audio signal. These data
variations modulate the reference clock
through the phase-lock loop (PLL) typiSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

RCA coaxial, 75 ohms, and one AT&T optical. Power dissipation: 12W. Dimensions:
17.25" W by 114" Dby 2.5" H. Weight: 11.6 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: Series
2, 37. Warranty:5 years on parts and workmanship Price: $1690. Approximate number
of dealers: 7. Manufacturer: Bel Canto Design, Ltd., P.O. Box 396, Excelsior, MN
55331. Tel: (612) 474-3718. Fax: (612) 474-1846.

bel canto

Bel Canto Design Aida D/A processor

cally used by the clock regeneration circuitry. The simple expedient of providing alow-pass filter in the PLL is
inadequate to address this type ofjitter.
By its nature, LIM is correlated to the
audio signal and can produce discrete
tones at or below the system noise-floor.
This is plain and simple sonic garbage
that obscures low-level detail.
So how low an induced or LIM jitter
level is required for high-end performance? Steve Harris at Crystal Semiconductor has shown that jitter levels as low
as 200ps generate extraneous tones at or
above the noise floor of a16-bit DAC.
Therefore, to push jitter artifacts afull
20dB below the noise floor would
require jitter levels on the order of 20ps.
Stronczer feels that LIM jitter is apotential source for the lack of "soul" in digital
audio, and amajor impediment to longterm listening enjoyment.
The Aida is outfitted with aproprietary &jitter circuit to provide the cleanest
high-frequency clock to the Crystal 4328
DAC chip. The circuit is claimed to
maintain digital signal-induced jitter to
below lOps. Separate power supplies are
used to prevent modulation of the clock,
and to isolate the critical clock from the
rest of the digital circuitry of the processor.
The 4328 single-bit Delta-Sigma
DAC was selected because ofits inherent
low-level linearity and circuit simplicity.
Stronczer points out that this latest offering from Crystal Semiconductor has several advantages over earlier single-bit
converters: the use of a fifth-order
modulator to reduce quantization noise
artifacts to lower than -120dB at frequencies where the ear is most sensitive;
use of switched capacitor techniques
instead of continuous-time op-amps for
the initial filtering of the one-bit DAC
WorldRadioHistory

output; and the inclusion of two MOSFET ICs in asingle multi-chip module
to optimize both the analog and digital
circuitry, and to reduce radiated highfrequency noise.
The Aida's analog outputs are buffered
by aclass-A open-loop follower circuit
using separate power supplies for each
channel. This unity-gain output circuit
was chosen over astage offering gain to
keep the signal path as pure as possible,
and because it was felt to be unnecessary
when using the processor in atypical
system with an active line-level preamp.
As aconsequence, the nominal analog
output is only 1.4V-3dB lower than the
2V CD standard.
The analog ground plane and power
supplies are separated from the digital
circuitry to prevent digital noise from
coupling to the analog output. A broadband RF filter is also used to prevent RF
noise from leaking into other components in the AC circuit through the
power-supply cable.
PRELIMINARIES

After several months of flawless performance, my sample of the Aida developed
ahiccup: it sounded as if the input receiver
IC was malfunctioning. Isuspected that
electrostatic discharge (ESD)—perniciously common in New Mexico's dry
climate—had done the chip in. This was
confirmed by Bel Canto Design. They
found that their on-chip ESD protection
circuitry is inadequate under extreme
ESD conditions. Supplemental protection is now being added in the form of
high-speed diodes in parallel with the
input IC. The unit performed fine thereafter, but as cheap insurance against static
shock, Inow run asmall humidifier continuously in the listening room.
Preamplifiers included the Jadis JP163

THE GREATEST TECHNOLOGICAL
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE METAPHOR

2

LIES IN THE CAREFUL CRAFTING OF
THE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG ITS DESIGN
PARAMETERS.

NOT THE RESULT OF ANY

ONE FACET. THE METAPHOR

2 IS THE TECH-

NICAL AND INTUITIVE SYNTHESIS OF THEM ALL.

TECHNOLOGY IS THE MEANS: MUSIC THE END.

LISTEN TO THE COMPLEAT LOUDSPEAKER AND
HEAR HOW A METAPHOR BECOMES YOUR MUSIC.

LTD. • 15390 TWIN CREEKS COURT • CENTREVILLE. VA 22020 USA
PHONE (703) 815-0082 FAX (703) 815-2939

METAPHOR ACOUSTIC DESIGNS.

MAGNUM

dunala

"The FM Specialists"
CELEBRATING OUR 10th ANNIVERSARY

"Unbelievable!
did not know FM could sound so good!"
(ONE OF MANY QUOTES FROM MAGNUM DYNALAB CUSTOMERS)

FT-101A

True analog tuning plus high
adjacent channel selectivity
makes for great FM reception
MAGNUM DYNALAB
1237 East Main Street, Bldg.#2
Rochester NY 14609 Fax: 716 482-8859 Te1:1 800 448 -8490
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IN CANADA
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3 I.R. Remote
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80MC, the Air Tight ATC-2, and the
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 Signature. CD
transports were the Micromega Trio
CD2, California Audio Labs' Delta, and
the Accuphase DP-90. After experimenting with several 75 ohm digital
interconnects, Isettled on Mapleshade
Eleutonics' Omega Mikro-D and Acrotec's D5010 datalinks as offering the
most synergistic sonic match.
The rest of the system included Music
Reference and Fourier amplifiers driving
Sound-Lab A-1 electrostatics.
At first it was difficult for me to accept
the inevitable conclusion, but after
several days, there was no escaping the
truth: asonic coup d'état was being consummated in my listening room. My
long-term reference, the Theta Generation III DS Pre, was being unceremoniously booted out of office—the Aida had
established itself as a more capable
resolver of low-level detail. It was unearthing more information on recordings Iwas intimately familiar with, and
the soundstage was more transparent,
easier to step into, more convincingly
fleshed-out in 3-D relief.
HOOKED ON DETAIL
This business of detail resolution needs
some clarification. Back in 1982, JGH
was the first kid on the Santa Fe block
with aCD player—a Sony CDP-101,
the embodiment of Sony's prophetic
promise of "perfect sound forever!' We
were struck by some positive attributes
of God's new digital gift to humankind:
bass lines sounded awesome; detail simply sparkled to the surface of the soundstage. In hindsight, however, Ican tell
you that this dastardly machine transformed JGH's listening room into asonic
horror chamber: we cycled through one
CD after another, and almost nothing
sounded right. Bright and edgy was how
musical textures were typically being
translated by the Sony. Because we were
intimidated by the technology, we
tended to blame the software rather than
the hardware; it seemed in those days that
no recording engineer could get it right.
That was my first lengthy exposure to
digital sound, and even now, many years
after the fact, my feelings of disgust
remain clear in my memory. In two
words, the Sony's sound was musical
vomit. Morsels of partially digested
detail, especially treble transients, were
expelled from its bowels with an edgy
disposition, and with such atinge of sizzle and brightness that they screamed and
splattered at mc There were also textural
artifacts—synthetic detail added to the
natural fabric of the music.
This is afar cry from alive perforSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

mance, where detail is perceived as an
integral, organic ingredient of the musical tapestry. It's all in there, but it doesn't
assault the senses. The sort of detail I'm
after has to do with such musical nuances
as the discerning of the various microresonances that musical instruments possess; or the ability to enjoy the delicacy
of amusical chord as its harmonic envelope blooms to full glory, then decays
into the noise floor of the hall; or the
ability to discern the ambient signature
of arecording venue; or even the various reverb settings used in amulti-track
recording.
Another barometer of detail resolution is the ability of asystem to delineate
the individual phrasing of various instruments in an ensemble. Fuzzing over a
complex passage so that individual
voices are lost in the blend is the mark
of alow-resolution device—the layers
oían ensemble ought to be preserved in
natural fashion by the reproduction
chain. This is not to say that I'm always
looking for that sort of detail. Imay
choose to focus on the whole of the
music the first time around, only later
shifting my attention to the substrate of
the music. With the Sony, however, detail
was relentlessly forced in my face—a
constant barrage of exaggerated, synthetic musical minutiae.

with Bach, Mozart, Brubeck, or Delta
blues, the Aida propelled the music forward with consummate persuasion and
exquisite dynamic bloom. Bass lines
were tightly defined—as long as Iwas
careful in my choice of power amp and
matching speaker cable. For some reason, the Aida did far better with Acrotec's
6N-S1040 than it did with TARA Labs'
RSC Master. Check out Rob Wasserman's backing of Jennifer Warnes on
Leonard Cohen's "Ballad of the Runaway Horse" (Duets, MCA MCAD42131): if there's such athing as apassionate double-bass, this is it.
The soundstage was projected with
convincing depth and width. Transparency? The soundstage was transparent
to the point of readily illuminating every
inner recess. Image outlines were tightly
focused in space, and stayed that way
through the full dynamic roller coaster
of the music. Massed voices were resolvable into their individual constituents.
Commendable indeed; so many inexpensive players don't get the job done
here, and smear the living daylights out
oía chorus.

FINAL REPORT CARD
In addition to engaging in hand-to-hand
combat with my Theta Gen.III, the Aida
did battle with CAL's Alpha processor
(review forthcoming), the original PS
YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY,
Audio UltraLink, the Sonic Frontiers
BABY.
SFD-2, and, just for the hell of it, the
The Aida did its detail thing naturally—I
Accuphase DP-90/DC-91 combination
was able to sift through music at my leithat Irecently purchased.
sure, picking up detail naturally as I
Against the PS Audio UltraLink, the
might at a concert hall. The treble
Aida highlighted just how far digital proregisters were reproduced with an airy
cessors have advanced in the last few
refinement, although the flavor through
years. The UltraLink's upper registers
the top octaves was abit on the solidsounded significantly grainier, and I
state side of reality—namely, ashade
was constantly aware oía reduction in
hard and grainy. Processors with atubesoundstage depth. There was aforced,
based analog buffer/gain stage tend to do
almost mechanical seasoning to its
a better job of smoothing out and
delivery—very transistory in its treatslightly softening harmonic textures. I ment of musical textures. Bass lines were
noticed, but rarely objected to, the Aida's
exceptionally strong and forcefully
somewhat transistory treble presentadelineated.
tion—probably because Iconsistently
The Aida also fared well against the
used tubed line stages with it.
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2—the unit to
The upper mids were gloriously priswhich RH recently gave high marks,
tine. My litmus test in this regard is
especially when used balanced. I've tried
soprano voice and violin. The sweetness
it both single-ended and balanced, and
and gorgeous bloom of Arturo Delhave thought it to be the finest processor
moni's violin on Musicfor Violin & Guitar
I've heard (even when operated single(Sonora SACC 102) shone through
ended)—at least until the Accuphase
unabated. And to cite one of many examcame along. The Sonic Frontiers' reples, Kathleen Battle's timbre and upperproduction of the treble octaves was
register purity on Baroque Duet (Sony SK
smoother than that of the Aida, its mid46672) were undiluted.
range textures were more liquid, and
The lower mids and upper bass proimage outlines were portrayed with
jected aconvincing rhythmic expressivegreater palpability within the soundstage.
ness, and were nicely balanced with the
However, if the SFD-2 were aperfect 10,
rest of the midrange. Whether coping
then I'd rate the Aida a7—not bad for a
WorldRadioHistory
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65 3369418
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Scottsdale, AZ
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High End Audio
612 639 5374
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612 933 4064
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673 2448840
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914 472 4558

Hong Kong
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See Reviews, Stereophile Nov. 1993, The Absolute Sound #89, #92.
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No way can we keep this baby quiet
Duntech Audio is proud to announce the safe
arrival of a beautiful new baby... the PCL25
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unit retailing at less than 40% the price
of the SFD-2.
Then came the Accuphase DP-90
transport and DC-91 processor—Holy
cow! A total of 16 hand-selected, 20-bit
Burr-Brown DAC chips operated in
parallel!—and my life changed forever.
Well, at least my pocketbook got alot
lighter; this combination was, quite simply, head and shoulders above anything
else I'd heard. The degree of detail retrieval was stunning; the multiple multibit-based processor was unearthing
more information than I'd heard before,
and doing it with elegance and grace.
What clinched it for me was the following sonic episode:
Iwas comparing adigital master of
Anyone in Love—my wife, Lesley's, latest
album (Lesley & the Santa Fe Sound
Machine, Vital Music VF003)—with a
standard-production CD. This involved
listening to the DAT master through a
TASCAM DA-30—a pro DAT machine
—then switching to CD playback
through the Accuphase DP-90/DC-91.
Imagine my shock when Irealized that
the production CD actually sounded
better than the master itself. By better,
Imean that the CD came oh, so close to
capturing the essence of the live mike
feed. Now, that's magic!
If Iwere then to rate the Accuphase
DC-91 aperfect 10, the Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2 would rate a7, while the Aida
would earn a4. Still not shabby for aunit
costing not much more than atenth of
the DC-91's asking price.
Isuspected that the Aida's toughest
competition in this price range would
come from CAL:s Alpha processor. Not
surprisingly, the Alpha's sonic character was more tube-like, with slightly
softer, more liquid harmonic textures.
MEASUREMENTS FROM RH
The Bel Canto Aida had one of the
lowest output levels I've measured from
any processor: just 1.4V when decoding
afull-scale, lkHz sinewave. Unusually,
the output level was identical from the
unbalanced and balanced outputs.
Although the Aida had alow output
impedance of 90 ohms, the 1.4V maximum output level may not be enough
to drive some power-amplifier/loudspeaker combinations to adequate listening levels without an active preamplifier.
The Aida doesn't invert absolute polarity; apositive-going impulse on aCD
produces apositive-going output signal. The unit had no trouble locking to
32kHz and 48kHz, and DC levels were
alow 1.1mV (left channel) and 4.3mV
(right channel).
Fig.1 shows the Aida's frequency reSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

sponse and de-emphasis error. Although
the frequency response is predictably flat,
the de-emphasis circuit has asignificant
error that produces a1.6dB response dip
centered on 4.5kHz. This de-emphasis
error will produce a loss of treble,
reduced immediacy, and lack of presence
when playing pre-emphasized CDs (of
which there are very few). The channel
separation measured nearly 110cIB at
lkHz, decreasing to better than 90dB at
the highest audio frequency.
Looking at aspectral analysis of the
Aida's output when decoding a-90dB,
lkHz sinewave (fig.2), we can see that the
processor has good linearity and an
absence of power-supply noise intruding
on the audio signal. The noise level
below lkHz is, however, afew dB higher
than that measured in most processors.
The Aida had excellent low-level
linearity (fig3), with minimal deviation
to below -100dB. This kind of linearity
performance is routine for the Crystal
CS4328 1-bit type DAC used in the
Aida. Fig.4 shows the Aida's reproduction of a-90dB, lkHz undithered sinewave. The waveshape and noise level are
typical of the CS4328 DAC; more highMoe& IblOulerr-----.-
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Fig.4 Bel Canto Aida, waveform of undithered
'kHz sinewave at —90.3IdBFS.
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Fig.5 Bel Canto Aida, noise modulation, —60 to
—100dBFS (
I
OdB/vertical div.).

frequency noise overlays the signal than
is common with multi-bit DACs.
The Aida's noise-modulation performance (fig.5) was excellent, with very
tight trace groupings. This indicates that
the Aida's noise floor doesn't shift or
change its spectral balance as afunction
of input level. Fig.6 is the Aida's intermodulation spectrum; although few
IMD components exist, the lkHz differ-
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Fig. 1Bel Canto Aida, frequency response top
and de-emphasis error (bottom) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Be Canto Aida, spectrum of dithered
I
kHz tone at —90.3 IdBFS, with noise and
spuriae ('-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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"HIGH WIRE, SCIENTIFIC
FIDELITY, and VAC, were again
partners in producing one of the
most exciting and fine sounding
displays at the Winter CES Show"
Martin DeWulf from
Bound for Sound 3a/94
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Fig.3 Bel Canto Aida, departure from linearity
(right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Bel Canto Aida, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 Be Canto Aida, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS (linear frequency
scale, 20dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).

ence component (20kHz minus 19kHz)
is moderately high in level.
The Aida had good jitter performance,
with alow overall RMS jitter level and
good rejection of signal-correlated jitter
from the S/PDIF interface. (All jitter
measurements were made on the
CS4328 DAC's 256x clock pin.) Fig.7
shows the worst-case jitter performance,
made by driving the Aida with data
representing afull-scale lkHz sinewave.
We can see aspike of energy at lkHz, but
no other periodic jitter components.
The RMS jitter level, measured over a
400Hz-22kHz bandwidth, was 60
picoseconds (equal to 300ps on an 8x
clock). With all other input signals, the
jitter spectrum was perfectly clean and
low in RMS level. Fig.8 is the spectrum
made when driving the processor with
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immune to interface jitter.
Overall, the Aida measured well on
the bench, particularly its jitter performance. The large de-emphasis error
shouldn't affect most listeners (only
about 2% of CDs are pre-emphasized),
but does mar the Aida's otherwise good
technical performance. —Robert Harley

FINAL THOUGHTS FROM DO
The Aida represents anew breed of digital processors, with access not only to
the latest in DAC technology, but also
to the latest technical thinking in the
field. Using the latest in digital circuitry
and paying close attention to clock-jitter
performance, the Aida redefines what
can be achieved for moderate cost. The
unit served me well for many months,
and Ican confidently recommend it—it's
amust-audition at the $1700 price point.
—Dick Olsher $
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Fie Be Canto Aida, word< ock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
'kHz sinewave at -90dBFS (linear
frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.,
OdB= I
ns).

a-90dB, lkHz sinewave. We can see no
periodic components, and the RMS jitter
level dropped to 30ps. The Aida's jitter
spectrum looked nearly identical to that
in fig.8 with avariety of input signals,
suggesting that the clock is relatively

Reliable Transportation
Introducing the

audiolab 8000CDM

Compact Disc Transport
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BODOCOM

• Full function remote control

• Coaxial, balanced and optical outputs

• Master clock regeneration
• Ten independent low noise power supplies

• XLR-XLR and BNC-BNC cables included
• A perfect match for our 8000DAC

Ask about Audiolab award-winning Amps, Preamp, DAC and AM-FM-Tuner

Artech Electronics Ltd.
P.
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AUDIO PHYSIC DSP DIGITAL EQUALIZER
Robert Deutsch
Digital equalizer for use with Audio Physic loudspeakers. Inputs: one coaxial SIPDIF.
Outputs: two coaxial S/PDIF, one direct, one transformer-coupled. Controls: Signal
Invert, Bypass, replaceable EPROMS change the equalizer characteristic for differere Audio Physic speakers. System accuracy with loudspeakers: amplitude: ±IdB (100Hz-

(212mm) W by 3" (75mm) Hby 12.8" (325mm) D. Weight: 3lbs. Warranty: 3years.

20kHz): phase: ±5° (100Hz-20kHz). Clock frequency: 44.1kHz. Dimensions: 8.4"

CA 94608. Tel: (510) 654-9035. Fax: (510) 654-9039.

Serial number of unit tested: none. Price: $2995. Approximate number of dealers:
6. Manufacturer Audio Physic, Gallbergvieg 50, Brilon 59929, Germany. Tel: (49)
29-615-1211. Fax: (49) 29-615-1640. US distributor Immedia, 1500 Park Ave., Emeryville,

T

he rationale for using analog
equalizers to correct deviations
in aspeaker's frequency response
is well-known, and so are the problems.
Dips and bumps in frequency response
may be correctable by selectively cutting
or boosting the signal, but the compensation remains at best crude, and the signal manipulation itself introduces distortion, if only because it involves adding
another piece of electronics to the reproduction chain. Furthermore, even if, as
J. Gordon Holt has argued, in some systems agood equalizer is more ahelp than
Audio Physic DSP Digital Equalizer
ahindrance, it doesn't deal with speaker
is probably with speakers that are already
problems that are in the time rather than
accurate enough on their own to not
the amplitude (frequency) domain. [A
really need it, then the Audio Physic
notch in aspeaker response,for example, caused
Tempo would seem agood candidate.
by cancellation between sounds arrivingfrom
two sources at different times, cannot be corDESCRIPTION &DESIGN
rected by boosting the response in that region.
The Audio Physic DSP is the product of
The interference remains as strong.—Ed.]
collaboration between Audio Physic, the
Of course, all these comments apply
Norwegian firm Adyton, and Richard
to analog equalizers. One of the early
Greenfield, who has published AES papromises of digital technology was that
pers in the field of digital signal processequalization in the digital domain would
ing. This isn't the place to go into details
allow correction of aspeaker's amplitude
about the theory underlying digital equaland phase errors, without any of the disization—besides, what Iknow about digiadvantages associated with analog equaltal filter theory is contained in asingle
ization.' The first commercially available
paragraph ofJA's review of the DLP600;
device of this sort was the Celestion
DLP600, which works only with Celes- suffice it to say that the Audio Physic
DSP uses acanonical recursive filter with
don's SL600 loudspeaker. JA gave it an
an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) strucenthusiastic endorsement in August '92
(Vol.15 No.8). The Audio Physic DSP 2 ture (the Celestion DLP600 uses the less
complex Finite Impulse Response or FIR
falls into the same product category, but
type), with internal accuracy of 40 bits,
it has replaceable EPROMs that allow
the output being rounded to 16 bits. The
it to be optimized for several loudspeaker
DSP has 75 ohm RCA jacks for input
models from Audio Physic. One of the
and output, with two outputs: one direct
speakers for which EPROMs are availand one transformer-coupled, the direct
able is the Tempo, top-rated in Stereosaid to be sonically preferable, but prone
phile's latest blind loudspeaker comparto noisiness in some setups. Iused the
ison (Vol.17 No.8), and which Ipraised
direct output, with no noise problems.
highly based on the more usual longerThere's aBypass switch, and aswitch to
term listening. If (as JA suggested in his
invert signal polarity. LEDs at the front
review of the Celestion DLP600) the
of the unit indicate bypass and inversion
most successful use of digital eqnaliration
status, and another LED signals that the
DSP has locked on to asignal.
1Matching the loudspeaker to the room's acoustics is
an even greater promise of digital signal processing, but,
Taking off the cover exposes aneat,
despite initial enthusiastic reports, this is yet to be real4.7"
by 6.3" circuit board that features
ized in acompletely satisfactory way.
aYamaha YM3623B receiver chip (same
2Marketed in Europe under the more euphonious name
of LISA (Linear Speaker Alignment).
as in the Celestion DLP600), two AnaSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994
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log Devices ADSP-2105s (again, used
by Celestion, although they use just a
single chip), and two plug-in EPROMs.
Immedia, the Audio Physic importer, had
sent along EPROMs that allow some
choices in the tailoring of the Tempo's
phase and amplitude responses; Iinstalled
these, replacing the standard EPROMs
that provide asingle correction for each
of the speakers made by Audio Physic.
There are four DIP switches on the circuit board; setting these in different configurations allows for achoice oflistening conditions and preferences. For most
of the listening, Iused the switch settings
specified for linear frequency response
in afree-field listening position. This is
Audio Physic's recommended listening
position, and the one Iused for the
Tempo's original review.

SYSTEM

The Audio Physic DSP received the digital datastream from aPS Audio Lambda
Transport via an AudioQuest Digital Pro
coaxial cable. The DSP's output went via
TARA Labs RSC Master Gen.2 coax to
aSonic Frontiers UltrajitterBug (mustn't
allow those ones and zeros to get jittery),
then to aPS Audio UltraLink II via TARA
Labs RSC Master Gen.2 AES/EBU cable.
The rest of the system consisted of aCAT
SL-1 Signature preamplifier, Bryston 7B
and Threshold T 200 power amplifiers
(review forthcoming), TARA Labs RSC
Gen.2 interconnects and speaker cables,
and, of course, the pair of Audio Physic
Tempo speakers. As for analog sources—
169

DISCOVER THE BREAKTHROUGH SPEAKERS
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"
MORE THAN I
MPRESSIVE..."
"The name Joseph Audio may not be the most well known in audio,
but if the sound they were getting at the show is an indication, then
their profile is bound to grow. Using aunique and patented crossover
•
pattern (something like a120 dB per octave!) the two Joseph Audio
speakers being demonstrated were more than impressive."
—The Audio Observatory
30339 Abelia Rd. Canyon Country,CA 9139 I
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"Ifyou're looking for the best sound for the dollar in line-level
preamplifiers, buy aTLC-1 right now!"
John Atkinson, Stereopbile, July 1994, VoL 17, No. 7

r. Atkinson also says, "This unit is hot! 'TLC' stands
I
or Transparent Line Control, and transparent was
indeed the first word to come to mind as Isat there,
entranced by the music."
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$995. No wonder
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well, the Audio Physic DSP works only
on digital information, so it doesn't matter, does it?

SOUND

With the DSP's internal switches set for
Nearfield/Linear, listening alternately
with the DSP engaged and bypassed
with its own Bypass switch, it became
apparent that the effect of the DSP box
was subtle but quite significant.
In my original review of the Tempo,
Icriticized what Ifelt was asomewhat
light tonal balance, baritones losing some
chest resonance and saxophones not having as much body as Iwould have liked.
This was improved considerably by the
DSP; now Thomas Hampson sounded
less like his tenor colleaguejerry Hadley
(Famous Opera Duets, Teldec 9031-732832). This apparent rise in lower-midrange/
upper-bass response also lent greater
warmth and solidity to orchestral music.
Ihad thought the Tempo's low-end
response to be quite impressive for a
speaker of its size; this was retained with
the DSP. There were some more subtle
changes in the midrange and low treble,
all in the direction of making the sound
more neutral.
The other significant effect of the DSP
was on imaging. Ihad described the
Tempos' imaging as precise, but "falling
somewhat short of the holographic presentation offered by the Dunlavy SCIVs." Well, Istill don't think they've
caught the SC-IVs, but the gap has definitely been narrowed. One of the CDs
Ipicked up at Hi-Fi '94, the Miami Stereophile High-End Hi-Fi Show in April,
was The Instrument ofKings, 18th-century
sonatas for flute, with John Solum on
flute, Igor Kipnis on harpsichord and
fortepiano, and Arthur Fiacco on cello
(Epiphany EP-2 3). Engineered by Jeremy
Kipnis, this lovely recording features
impeccable musicianship and exceptionally natural sound. Listening through
non-DSP'd Tempos, it sounds very good
indeed; but engaging the DSP brought
the sound into even sharper focus, for
more ola you-are-there feeling. Voices
on the familiar CDs were more distinct
within the soundstage. Iassociate focus
with aspeaker's phase response—one of
Audio Physic's claims for the DSP is an
improvement in this parameter.

the UltrajitterBug vs the coax connection
going through the Audio Physic DSP
with the DSP's Bypass switch engaged.
As I've found before in simply comparing
coax and AES/EBU connections, the
AES/EBU link was superior, with abetter
sense of space and generally cleaner
sound. With the DSP's Bypass switch
disengaged, my preference changed to
the DSP-treated signal (the improved
tonal balance and focus won the day), but
Ican't help but think that aversion of the
DSP with AES/EBU input and output
would sound better still. Arguably, at the
DSP's price, the consumer might reasonably expect the inclusion of this facility.

OPTIONS

The four switches on the DSP's circuit
board allow adjustment of the speaker's
response according to differences in
setup, associated equipment, and personal preference. One major option has
to do with the distance and angular relationship between the listener and the
speakers: free-field with speakers toedin, or far- or diffuse-field with the
speakers' front panels parallel to the listener (sorry, no near/parallel or far/toedin options). My listening room is too
small for convenient diffuse-field listening, but Idid compare the sound with the
switches set for the two listening conditions. With the loudspeakers left in the
same (nearfield) position, but with the
switches in the diffuse-field setting, the
sound became much brighter—an effect
that was quite apparent on the pink-noise
track (15) of Stereophile's Test CD 2. This
is exactly what one would expect: the
assumption is that the listener is well offaxis, so the highs should be boosted to
compensate for the tweeter's horizontal rolloff and the absorption of high frequencies by the room's surfaces. (I've
been told that the correction is for the listener being 30° off-axis.)
With the free-field/diffuse-field listening position set, the DSP's user can choose
between "Linear" and "Convenience"
frequency-response settings. Iknew what
"Linear" was, but the meaning of "Convenience" wasn't immediately apparent
to me. Initial communication from
Audio Physic implied that this was similar to a"loudness" contour, boosting the
bass and treble, but this interpretation
was not borne out by listening. In fact,
BYPASS VS. BYPASS
the sound was much softer in the "ConveSince the PS Audio Lambda transport nience" setting, with little or no change
has both coax and AES/EBU outputs, I at the bottom end.
was able to compare the sound that the
Finally, aphone call from Audio Physic's
AES/EBU connection made directly to Joachim Gerhard made it clear that abetter term for this setting might be "anti3Available from Epiphany Recordings, 6University
brightness"
or "forgivingness!' The inDrive, Amherst, MA 01002, (800) 342-0220. $18 plus
$3.50 S8cH.
tent is to provide frequency-response
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TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.
The new
HRSW12V will
extend the bass of
your stereo or
video system for
that "air shaking
all around you"
effect.

HSU Reeearch HRSW12V

Here's what the experts said of our 100W,
25Hz prototype shown at the Winter CES
(production units are 150W, 20Hz):
all of the non-boomy, stomach-massaging
bass energy was coming from asingle 12-inch
powered subwcofer..."
Peter Mitchel, Stereophile Vol. 17 No. 4, Apnl 1994

"...delivered enough punch to shake the
sturdiest shelf..."
Brent Buttenvorth, Video Magazine, April 1994

"One of the most effective subwoofer
demonstrations" Gary Reber, Widescreen Renew Vol 3No. 1,
March 1994

Send for complete information on the
HRSW12V and our famous HRSW10s.

HSU
Re.h

Write or call:

HSU RESEARCH

20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
,1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory arse with a 30 day trial -money back
5year manufacturer's defect warranty.4

,,guarantee.

AUDIO CABLE
81 MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
FOR TOP QUALITY!
We have equaled the high
priced brands. High priced
equivalents as low as $.74/ft.
We demystify wire technology.
Send for explanation literature and catalog of all our
audio/video products, or call
1-800-321-2108 24 hrs/day.
FAX 609-428-1832
— the luxury of high quality
...at an affordable price —

LA TINTERNATIONAL
317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034
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tailoring that would minimize the brightness/hardness of many recordings and
electronics. To this effect, amild depression centered around 3kHz is applied to
the frequency response, while maintaining the phase response. My system isn't
particularly prone to hardness, but Ican
confirm that hard-sounding recordings
benefited from the "Convenience" setting.
Unfortunately, since the switches are
on the circuit board, and since the DSP
has to be turned off between changes in
setting to reboot the DSP chips with the
new filter coefficients, it's not really,
urn, convenient to make this correction.
Joachim Gerhard told me that future versions of the DSP may have response
tailoring controlled by external switches,
perhaps on aremote control. Also, the
current "Convenience" setting, while useful in taming really bright recordings,
departs too much from linearity for
recordings that are only slightly bright.
A variable control would be even more
useful, and should not be too difficult to
obtain with digital technology.

appreciable time delay that would screw
up, for example, video synchronization.)
It is possible for the digital-filter
engineer to separately adjust amplitude
and phase correction. Note from the
slow rise of the impulse just after the 3ms
mark in fig.1 that the filter moves the low
frequencies forward in time alittle, to
give better time coherence with the
tweeter output. My measurements did
suggest that the overall phase response
of the Tempo loudspeaker with the
equalizer in the chain was very much
better than without. The tweeter's output, which originally had anegative
phase angle—ie, led the woofer in time—
now matched the woofer's much better.
Icouldn't get acalculated phase response
to match the specified ±5 0 (100Hz20kHz), however, which is probably an
indication that Ididn't take my original
measurement of the Tempo's response
on exactly the right axis. (Moving the
microphone up or down just alittle at a
45" distance from the speaker leads to
significant changes in the measured

phase response.)
Looking at the frequency-response
corrections provided by the DSP equalizer: Fig.2 shows the free-field filter
responses, with the "Linear" above and the
"Convenience" below. Apart from the
slight ripples in the top two octaves of the
"Linear" trace, the main correction is to
reduce the amount of upper-midrange
energy. As expected from RD's description
of its sound quality, the "Convenience"
trace both deepens this suckout and
extends it higher and lower in frequency.
The corresponding diffuse-field corrections (fig3) feature only aslight lack of
upper-midrange energy, but boost the
top two octaves by up to 5dB to compensate for the tweeter rolloff and the
room HF absorption. (Remember, however, that adigital filter can't actually
apply boost; its output data words still
have to conform to the 16-bit CD standard. The DSP achieves its apparent 5dB

M EASUREMENTS FROM J
A
Iused the DR Labs MLSSA system to
capture the Audio Physic equalizer's
0
°
impulse response. In this manner, Icould
then modify the Tempo loudspeaker's
transfer function with that of the DSP
to get acomplete picture of the latter's
effects. The problem is that the MLSSA
system puts out an analog test signal, and
the equalizer only accepts digital data.
Fig.1 Audio Physic DSP, impulse response at
Accordingly, Idigitized MLSSNs pseudo—3dBFS (bottom), with impulse response
random noise output with a20-bit Manof Manley ADC/PS Audio UltraLink DAC
ley A/D converter, fed it to the DSP, conchain (top).
verted its equalized digital output back
1 1111111
1111111
to analog with aPS Audio UltraLink,
and fed the resultant analog signal into
MLSSA's analysis input jack. The DSP's
measured impulse response will thereI
fore have contributions from both the
Manley ADC and the Levinson DAC.
Ieliminated these by repeating the measurement without the DSP in the chain,
1 1111111
I 1 111111
and mathematically removed that "bye.
pass" transfer function from the DSP's.
Fig.2 Audio Physic DSP, free-field amplitudeSo, what does this black box do? Fig.1
response corrections: Linear (top);
shows the impulse response of the DSP
Convenience (bottom) (5dB/vertical div.).
set to "free-field" (offset by -1V for clar111
11III
ity) superimposed upon the reference
impulse response of the Manley/UltraLink chain. Note that the equalizer introduces apropagation delay of around
0.6ms, which is very short for aDSP
device. The IIR digital filter structure
chosen by the unit's designer feeds some
of its output back to its input to achieve
1 1111111
1 1111111
computational efficiency; the result is a
short transit time that doesn't approach
Fig.3 Audio Physic DSP, diffuse-field amplitudeaudibility. (Some of the very complex
response corrections: Linear (top);
Convenience (bottom) (5dB/vertical div.).
data-compression schemes introduce an
Thne
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Fig.4 Audio Physic Tempo, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response.
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Fig.6 Audio Physic DSP, calculated anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 45" with
diffuse-field amplitude-response
corrections: Linear (top); Convenience
(bottom) (5dB/vertical div.).
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top-octave boost in fig.3 by attenuating
the rest of the audioband, which will
result in aloss of signal resolution by
almost one bit—"no gain without pain,"
as the engineers have it. In practice, this
will be offset by the beneficial effects of
the equalization.)
What is the effect of these corrections
on the Tempo's measured response? Fig.4
shows the speaker's frequency response
measured on the tweeter axis at adistance
of 45". As the original review said, the
listeners found this response to sound a
little forward in the midrange, if very
clean overall. Note the large peak at
24kHz due to the tweeter's "oil-can" resonance.
Fig.5 shows the speaker's response
modified by the free-field corrections.
The top response is with the equalizer set
to its "Linear" correction. Note that the
rapid rolloff above 20kHz eliminates the
ultrasonic tweeter peak. More importantly, the overall amplitude response is
pretty flat throughout the entire midrange and treble As RD heard, the uppermidrange energy excess has been pulled
down to better match the speaker's lowermidrange output. Audio Physic claims
ldB tolerance limits with the equalizer; my measured acoustic response is
+ldB/-1.9dB from 175Hz to 20kHz,
which is still superb; it's possible that a

slight change in my original measuring
axis would have smoothed the response
out even more More importantly, what
slight dips there are below the OdB line
are pretty much matched by slight rises
above it. This is, frankly, superb loudspeaker performance.
The measured "Linear" response for the
free-field/diffuse-field set of EPROMs was
the same as the "Tempo" switch setting for
the general Audio Physic EPROM set. The
free-field "Convenience" setting, offset by
-6dB in fig5 for visual convenience, sucks
out the entire low and mid-treble As RD
explains, it therefore acts as an "antibrightness" control.
The diffuse-field-colimted loudspeaker
responses (fig.6) show the expected increase
in tweeter output, but are still impressively
smooth. Again, the "Convenience" setting sucks out the lower highs.
Overall, this is impressive vindication
of the digital approach to loudspeaker
optimization—at aprice, however!
—John Atkinson

Tempo's tonal balance was more neutral,
its imaging more precise.
However, the sonic improvement
comes, literally, at aprice. For nearly
$3000, the Tempo is avery competitive
performer, but the addition of the $2995
DSP brings the combination into aprice
range where there's some tremendous
competition, including speakers like the
Energy Ventas 2.8, the NHT 3.3, the
Unity Audio Pyramid Signature, the
Apogee Mini-Grand, and my personal
favorite, the Dunlavy SC-IV. There's also
the fact that, unless the owner uses apreamp that converts all analog inputs to
digital (eg, the PS Audio Reference Link
or the Meridian 561), these expensively
obtained collections to the loudspeaker's
performance will not be present with
analog sources.
With these caveats in mind, the Audio
Physic DSP can be recommended. Anyone who loves the Tempo is likely to love
the Tempo/DSP combination even more
—Robert Deutsch

CONCLUSIONS FROM RD

The Audio Physic DSP is afascinating
product, and certainly delivers on the
promise of fine-tuning the performance
of avery good loudspeaker to attain astill
higher level of performance. With the
DSP in the system, the Audio Physic
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TEAC ESOTERIC VRDS-I0 &QUAD 67 CD PLAYERS
Steven Stone reviews two CD players
that most audiophiles will be able to afford ...
maybe
TEAC Esoteric VRDS-I0 one-piece CD player. Front-panel controls: Power, Stop,
Play, Pause, Open/Close, Fast-Forward/Reverse (Skip). Multi-function display window with: Time Counter, Program, Track, Index, Repeat A-B, Total/Remain Time,
Single, Delete, and Auto Space indicators. Remote control: all of the above plus Fader,
numeric keypad, Display, Clear, Check, Index, A-B Repeat, and Time. Outputs: variable
single-ended RCA with maximum output of 2.2V RMS. Optical digital and coaxial
digital outputs. Frequency response: IHz-20kHz ±3da SIN ratio: >110dB at 'kHz.
Dynamic range: >99dB at IkHz. Harmonic distortion: 0.0013% at IkHz. Channel
separation: >110dB at IkHz. Power consumption: 22W. Dimensions: I7%" W by
5
7
4" H by 13 1
/j D. Weight: 24, lbs. Price: $1250. Approximate number of
dealers: 50. Manufacturer TEAC Corporation, 7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello,
CA 90640. Tel: (213) 726-0303. Fax: (213) 727-7656.

S

orne readers probably think that
Stereophile reviewers spend most
of their time munching bonbons
and saying to themselves, "I wonder
what I'll review today. .r—totally free
to follow their impulsive audio passions
wherever their fickle minds may wander.
Not so. We only get to indulge ourselves part of the time. The rest of the
time, we get phone calls from JA that go
something like this: "Steven, we have a
couple of CD players that must be
reviewed posthaste. We'll ship them out
to you tomorrow. Enjoy!' Who am Ito
argue with my editor?
The TEAC came in amassive wooden
shipping crate reminiscent ofJeffRowland's pine amp crates; the Quad 67 CD
player was shipped in an unassuming
cardboard box with just enough packing
to protect it from the hazards of UPS.'
Just as different as their shipping containers are the two players' physical
appearances. While both aspire to cosmetic visual minimalism, the TEAC is
executed with high-tech, high-mass,
high-style simplicity; the Quad is Angl0philically minimalist in away that's
slightly dowdy—it makes B&O gear
look splashy and loud by comparison.
These two units also sound almost as
different as they look.

SYSTEM

Iused the following equipment for this
review:
Digital sources: EM) 7000 Mk.II DIA
converter and PS Audio Lambda CD
transport.
1Pronounced OOPS, for good reason.'
2Anyone who's seen Jim Carey's wonderful portrayal
oían OOPS man at the beginning of Are Ventura: Pet
Detective will forevermore want to personally deliver
fragile packages.
—JA
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Quad 67 one-piece CD player Front-panel controls: On/Off, Open/Close. Multifunttion display window with: Time, Track, Pause/Play, Random Play, Programming,
Index, and Error indicators. Remote control: Open/Close, 0-9 numeric keypad,
Random Shuffle Play, Search, Track, Play, Pause, Stop, and Program. Outputs:
fixed-output single-ended RCA with maximum output of 2V RMS. Minimum
load impedance: 10k ohms. Digital output coaxial RCA. Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz ±0.1da SIN ratio: >100dB (20Hz-20kHz). Harmonic distortion: 0.002%
at 'kHz. Channel separation: >100dB at IkHz. Power consumption: I4W. Dimensions
12.6" (32Imm) W by 3.15" (80mm) Hby 9.5" (240mm) D. Weight: 7.7 lbs (3.5kg).
Price: $1495. Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer Quad Elecunacoustics,
Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs PEI8 7DB. Tel: (44) 480-52561. Fax: (44) 480-413403. US
distributor May Audio Marketing, Ltd., 76 Main Street, Champlain, NY 12919. Tel:
(800) 422-7525. Fax: (518) 298-5314.

Preamplifiers: Dennesen JC-80 Mk.II
Gold, Alma-Sphere MP-I, Quicksilver,
and Vendetta SCP-2A phono preamp.
Power amplifiers: Parasound HCA2200 II, Boulder 250AE, and AtmaSphere MA-1.
Speakers: Vision Acoustics Soloists,
NHT SuperZeros, Apogee Full-Ranges,
Paradigm Atoms, and Energy Excels.
Interconnects: Straight Wire Virtuoso,
AudioQuest Diamond, Virtual Audio
ART, Esoteric Artus, and WireWorld
Eclipse (the last two balanced and
single-ended).
Speaker cables: Straight Wire Maestro
bi-wire, Virtual Audio ART, and WireWorld Eclipse.
Other accessories: RoornTunes Cornefrunes, EchoTunes, Ceiling Clouds,
and JustaRack, Acoustic Sciences Tube
Traps, Arcici Superstructure Ils, Arcici
Levitation stand, Billy Bags amp and
equipment stands, Bright Star Big Foot
and Little Rock (for CD players), Sorbothane pucks (for amplifiers), Sumiko
Fluxbuster, Shun Mook wooden pucks,
The Original Cable Jackets, Music &
Sound ferrite beads, AudioQuest ferrite
clamps, Chang Audio Lightspeed model
CLS 6400 ISO power-line filter, Audio
Express NoiseTrapper power strip,
AudioQuest record brush, Gryphon
Exorcist conditioning tool, Nitty Gritty
record-cleaning machine, Radio Shack
sound-pressure-level meter, Kleenmaster
Brillianize CD cleaner, and Proof, by Dick
Francis.

TEAC VRDS-I0

VRDS stands for Vibration-free Rigid
Disc-damping design System—a technology which has trickled down from
TEAC's Esoteric line of CD transports.
The VRDS system employs aCD-sized
WorldRadioHistory

overhead turntable that clamps down on
and supports the CD, with atransparent window that allows you to watch this
technological wonder in action. Great
show-and-tell material. The surface of
the turntable is machined into ashape
that's slightly concave, creating a
reduced-vibration surface when adisc
is pushed against it; the TEAC lasertracking system adjusts its angle during
play to compensate for this. The heavy,
high-density turntable and clamp are
designed to reduce resonance and vibration, and to minimize the tracking errors
that result from disc irregularities.
The VRDS-10's chassis is constructed
of eight separate sections. A rigid, heavyduty, central chassis is supported by an
equally heavy-duty bottom chassis, both
then connected by two side panels to a
sub-chassis—this allows the drive mechanism to float inside amechanical "Cone
of Silence!' According to TEAC, "external vibrations are virtually eliminated
from all directions!' I'd loaned my ballpeen hammer to aneighbor, so Ididn't
try my patented "beat-on-it-like-amadman-during-play" test to check this
claim .
3 The VRDS-10 also incorporates
multiple top-plate construction with
unwoven fabric inserts (tie-dye, perhaps?)
to further improve vibration damping.
The VRDS-10 uses 1-bit DIA conversion, a 20-bit, 8x-oversampling
digital filter feeding dual-differential
Philips Bitstream DACS. One SAA7350
device takes care of oversampling, dither,
and noise-shaping chores, while two
TDA1547 dual devices (one for each
channel) handle final analog conversion.
The VRDS-10 also employs athirdorder Butterworth analog filter. TEAC
3Rapping on the chassis produced no audible effects,
but after afew minutes did result in rather sore knuckles.
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TEAC Esoteric VRDS-10 CD player

TEAC, and abetter sense of rhythm and
drive. Compared to the EAD, the TEAC
had a slightly grainy quality on the
vocals—almost as though afine sand had
replaced the EAD's liquid presentation.
On Claudia Gomez's "Balafon"
(Salamandra, Clarity CCD-1002), the
EAD 7000 II had noticeably better focus,
less grain, more inner detail, and more
air on the vocals. The EAD gave abetter impression of depth, and placed the
vocal parts more precisely in the mix.
Again, the TEAC had aslightly sandy
quality in the midrange that added extra
sibilance to Gomez's voice. This midrange grain was subtle at first, but grew
more noticeable as listening sessions
progressed, and soon became the primary negative characteristic of the
VRDS-10's sonic signature.
The live auditorium acoustics of cellist
Nathaniel Rosen's performance of Tchaikovsky's Variations on aRococo Theme,
Sound: The VRDS-10'S signature is diswith Emil Tabakov and the Sofia Philtinctively big-sounding, dynamic, and
harmonic (John Marks JMR 3), were airspectacular. Icompared it to an EAD
ier, and had agreater sense ofinstrumen7000 II processor driven by aPS Audio
tal bloom, three-dimensional space, and
Lambda transport, as. well as the EAD
side-wall reflections through the EAD
7000 II driven by the TEAC VRDS-10
7000 II; the TEAC had aslight but peritself, both coaxial connections secured
vasive grain that obscured low-level spaby the Music 8c Sound MasterLink and
tial detail. While the TEAC wasn't brittle
optical digital connections with CAL
or nasty during dynamic peaks, neither
TosLink fiberoptic cable. The TEAC's
was it as natural or relaxed as the EAD
rear panel has asmall switch that turns
processor. When compared to the EAD,
the digital outputs on and off
The TEAC's dynamic abilities were
Rosen's cello sounded slightly reedier
through the TEAC, and strings became
readily apparent on Michael Ruffs Speakslightly congested during tutti passages.
ing in Melodies (Sheffield Labs CD-35).
The TEAC seemed to lack midrange
The signature Sheffield drum sound was
tonal purity; this characteristic became
reproduced with aplomb, with great
contrast and dynamic energy. Lateral
more noticeable with time. As my ears
became more accustomed to the TEAC's
imaging was excellent, with each element
background grain, it soon became the
in the mix reproduced precisely between
first thing Inoticed on subsequent listenthe two speakers. Cymbals were reasoning sessions, and often spoiled my enjoyably well-reproduced, but they had alitment of what I'd have otherwise considtle extra zing or zazz—especially when
ered an impressive-sounding CD player.
compared to the more laid-back and
On Lili Afters "On the Run" (Laughed
musically natural presentation of the
Last, Palmetto PM-2005), the bass exEAD 7000 II fed by either the TEAC or
the PS Audio Lambda drive. On Ruff's
tension, rhythm, and tunefulness through
the TEAC equaled the EAD's presenta"Lovers' Mask," the EAD 7000 II had
tion. And although dynamic contrast
even more precise lateral focus than the
and energy were also well-preserved by
4The Harvey Rosenberg-approved method of serious
the TEAC, that slight grain on Aiiel's
listening.

claims that their unique design eliminates
left- and right-channel interference and
even-order high-harmonic distortion
while maximizing signal/noise ratios.
The VRDS-10 uses an objective-drive
three-beam laser pickup with aGaAlAstype semiconductor laser.
The VRDS-10's attractive faceplate is
made of 5mm-thick, black-anodized,
brushed aluminum secured with black
metal-plate screws. Its elegant, minimalist feel screams, "I'm cool! I'm High
End!" The display can be turned completely off, so you can listen in the dark
if you want to (naked on afur blanket
with avelvet pillow, if you're atrue
audiomaniac4). The VRDS-10 is afar cry
from my old TEAC 1200u open-reel
tape deck, which was big, shiny silver,
built like abrick you-know-what, and
ugly as sin.
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vocals added an extra bit of noise behind
her voice that was distracting and
amusical.
When used as atransport with the
EAD 7000 II, the VRDS-10 performed
commendably—at first Ihad ahard time
hearing differences between it and the PS
Audio Lambda Pro transport. After
several sessions Ifelt the Lambda to have
slightly more low-level detail, especially
on acoustic recordings such as the
Nathaniel Rosen CD. The PS Audio also
had abetter sense of depth and dimensionality—but Imust stress that such
differences were very subtle. Imuch preferred using the TEAC as atransport
than as astand-alone CD player.
Measurements from RH: The following measurements of the VRDS-10 CD
player are of one channel only—the
player's left channel gave up the ghost on
the test bench. Nonetheless, it was possible to perform all our standard measurements—except, of course, channel
separation.
The VRDS-10's maximum output
level when playing afull-scale lkHz
sinewave was 2.16V; its output impedance was ahigh 1075 ohms across the
audio band. These figures suggest that
the VRDS-10 should be used with an
active preamplifier, not apassive level
control. DC offset was alow 700µV, and
the unit doesn't invert absolute polarity.
The VRDS-10's tracking ability, as measured by the progressively more challenging dropout tracks on the Pierre
Verany Test CD, was below average—it
could only track to track #30 before it
started skipping. Most players will make
it to at least track #33.
Fig.1 shows the player's frequency
response and de-emphasis error. There's
aslight rise in energy in the top octave
that may just be audible as an increase in
air. You can also see some filter ripple in
the top two octaves. The de-emphasis
curve is the player's frequency response
when playing apre-emphasized disc, and
consequently has the frequency response
superimposed on the de-emphasis error.
A spectral analysis of the VRDS-10's

111

Fig.I TEAC VRDS-I0, frequency response (top)
and de-emphasis error (bottom)
(0.5dB/vertical div.).
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output when playing a-90dB, lkHz
dithered sinewave (fig.2) shows amodest
level of 60Hz power-supply noise. This
noise was present with various grounding arrangements between the VRDS-10
MONO.T. 000-1111.4.1•00.01•011101•.10•111.101...
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Fig.2 TEAC VRDS-10, spectrum of dithered
IkHz tone at -90.3 IdBFS, with noise and
spuriae (' 3-octave analysis, left channel
only).
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Fig.3 TEAC VRDS-10, left-channel departure
from linearity (2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 TEAC VRDS-10, waveform of undithered
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kHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS.
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and the Audio Precision System One,
and with or without the VRDS-10's
ground lifted at the AC outlet.
Fig.3 shows the VRDS-10's linearity
error; it's quite low. Similarly, the player's
reproduction of a-90dB, lkHz undithered sinewave (fig.4) was excellent. Very
little noise overlays the waveform, and
the shape is good. (Compare this with
the Quad 67's reproduction of this lowlevel waveform-see later.) The noisemodulation plot (fig5) shows avery tight
trace grouping above 2kHz, but fairly
wide divergence below lkHz. There's
also apeak in the noise floor centered on
360Hz-perhaps a harmonic of the
power-supply noise seen in fig.2.
Fig.6 is the VRDS-10's high-frequency
intermodulation spectrum, which is free
from any IMD products rising above
-100dB. This is better-than-average performance.
The VRDS-10's bench performance
was mixed: the player had alow noiselevel, good low-level linearity, and
better-than-average ability to correctly
reproduce low-level waveforms. The
60Hz power-supply noise intruded on
this otherwise good performance, as did
the below-average tracking ability.

Sound: It's somewhat ironic that the
TEAC's major shortcoming-its lack of
-Robert Harley
midrange purity-is the Quad's major
strength; the 67's midrange was grainless,
Conclusions: Because Iconsider the
liquid, and quite seductive. Had its permidrange presentation of any compoformance in other parameters equaled
nent to be the single most important and
its midrange, it would be awondrous
noticeable aspect of its performance, any
device, indeed. They don't, and it isn't;
CD player that can't produce aclean,
but the 67 is still quite good, and defimusically satisfying, grit- and grain-free
nitely amusical CD player.
midrange is unacceptable-regardless of
On Rickie Lee Jones's "Pink Flaits other sonic attributes. The TEAC
mingos" (Traffic from Paradise, Geffen
VRDS-10 unfortunately wore out its
GEFD-24602), the Quad's lovely midwelcome in both of my systems. While
range became immediately apparentit's agood-looking, well-built unit, the
Rickie's voice had just enough warmth
TEAC's unpalatable midrange presenand body, while still retaining its trantation means that it would be best used
sient bite. The midbass, however, was too
as atransport.
-Steven Stone
warm and slow to hear clearly into the
mix-it was difficult to tell where the
67
acoustic bass left off and the hand drums
The English Quad company has always
began. While the bass rendition wasn't
made unique-looking gear, and their 67
sludge, its molasses-like quality homoCD player is no exception. It's much
genized and sweetened everything under
smaller than your average CD player
200Hz. The EAD 7000 II, whose bass is
(it's definitely not rack-mountable) and
also atad warm, was far better at resolvsports abuff-gray front plate so undering low-end information and differentiatstated that it borders on the frumpy. Also,
ing instruments than the Quad.
since the front panel has only On/Off
If you really want to hear what's hapand Open/Close buttons (no Play), the
pening in the low end of Trafficfrom Paraloss of the remote control would be a dise, get the LP and listen to it on afirstmajor disaster.5
rate analog system (like the VPI TNT Jr.
The 67 uses the latest "low-jitter"
with aGraham arm). The analog rig had
digital technology from aselected Crysmore bass extension and differentiation
tal CS4328, an 18-bit-resolution, 64xbetween instruments than did the EAD
7000 II, as well as better upper har5As the Quad 67 uses aPhilips transport and interface,
most Philips remote controls will operate its controls.
monics on the flute, far greater depth, a
When Imislaid the Quad remote for afew days, the
larger soundstage, better rnicrodynamics,
remote for the PS Audio Lambda worked tine with the
Quad.
and more precise lateral imaging. Analog

QUAD
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Fig.5 TEAC VRDS-10. noise modulation, -60 to
-100dBFS (I0dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 TEAC VRDS-I0, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).
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11.141,

oversampling delta-sigma converter.
Each channel's 8x-oversampling digital interpolation filter is fed from the 1
2S
bus serial interface; the resulting 1-bit
data stream is fed to 1-bit DACs that
convert it into charged packets, where
the polarity of each packet is controlled
by the 1-bit signal. The signal is then
applied to afifth-order, switched-capacitor, low-pass analog filter. A secondorder continuous time filter removes the
residual noise and HF content, and the
analog signal is routed to the chip's
MOSFET output amplifiers. The Quad
67 uses apassive first-order filter on the
DAC output to further remove spurious
noise.
The 67 has four circuit boards-two
for the Philips CDM9 transport, one for
the front-panel display, and one for the
power supply and Crystal DIA converter.
By combining three typical circuit blocks
(serial interface, digital filter, and DAC)
into one device, radiated noise and jitter are reduced to "much lower than normal," according to Quad's technical
literature.

CD PLAYER
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Quad 67 CD player

still rules—by aBoulder County country mile.
Getting back to things digital, the
EAD 7000 II processor revealed the
Quad's shortcomings in soundstage size
and depth, low-level information, resolution, and upper-end air. While the
Quad 67 never sounded bad or noticeably dull, it did have aclosed-in quality
on the top end, and didn't give me nearly
as much information as the EAD—just
as the EAD bowed to the VPI/Graham
rig in terms of the total amount of music
revealed. With new material, Imight not
have missed the loss of musical information; but with old friends like Rickie Lee
Jones, Idid, and found that listening
could become quite boring.
On Sarah McLachlan's "Good Enough"
(Fumbling Toward Ecstasy, Arista 18725-2),
the Quad again did alovely job in the
midrange, revealing McLachlan's liquid
voice in all its glory—but there were also
that reduction of top-end air, inadequate
imaging precision, sluggish rhythm, and
ageneral closed-in quality. On the dense
new-age mixes favored by McLachlan's
producer, Pierre Marchand, the loss of
low-level detail and definition can turn
the mix from adelicate confection into
sickly-sweet glop The Quad just didn't
have the finesse to prevent this unfortunate homogenization of the mix. By
comparison, the EAD 7000 II was able
to retain the instruments' individualities.
On minimalist small-scale acoustic
material, such as Emma Kirkby's and
Anthony Rooley's Olympia's Lament
(Elektra 79125-2), the Quad's shortcomings were far less apparent or destructive. As expected, the Quad rendered
Kirkby's voice beautifully, giving her
chest sound equal weight to those of her
mouth and head. The 67's soundstage
appeared to be somewhat smaller than
those of either the EAD or VPI rigs, and
there was adefinite loss of hall sound and
6Irecently had the pleasure of hearing McLachlan live
on E-Town, aweekly National Public Radio show that
combines live music with interviews on environmental
issues. I'm the photographer for E-Town, and hear not
only the shows themselves, but the sound-checks the
afternoons before the shows are taped. McLachlan is one
of those performers whose voice sounds far better live
than on any recording, her music having far more
impact and power in minimalist acoustic arrangements.
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low-level information. Nevertheless, the
Quad did transmit ahigh level of musicality, never intruding upon my enjoyment of the musical experience.
Since Itested the TEAC as atransport,
Idecided that it would only be fair to do
the same with the Quad. It's interesting
to note that the Quad, TEAC, and PS
Audio Lambda units all start with the
Philips CDM-9 transport as the bases for
their transports. Differences between the
Quad 67 and the PS Audio Lambda
feeding the EAD 7000 II D/A were
ridiculously small—so small, in fact, that
the differences between using the
Lambda on coaxial and optical were
greater than the differences between the
two players. The Quad and PS Audio
transports connected coaxially with
Music & Sound MasterLink cable sounded
better than optical cable on the PS Audio
Lambda; the optical connection had a
slightly tizzy top end, and less low bass
than the MasterLink cable. Yes, cables do
make adifference—even with digital
connections. Ihate that.
The Quad 67 was an excellent transport—when used with the coaxial digital
output in my listening sessions, it was the
sonic equal of the PS Audio Lambda
transport. The Lambda is far more versatile as far as digital outputs go, and,
with processors equipped with an AES/
EBU input, may still outperform aunit
—like the Quad—equipped with only
acoaxial digital output.
Measurements from RH: The Quad
67 CD player had amaximum output
level of 1.97V—closely corresponding
to the CD-player standard of 2V. The
player's output impedance was alowish
120 ohms across most of the band, rising
to 160 ohms at 20Hz. Imeasured no DC
at the output, and the Quad 67 doesn't
invert absolute polarity.
Fig.7 shows the 67's frequency response
and de-emphasis error. The response is
perfectly flat, the de-emphasis error
negligible. The player's channel separation (fig.8) was only fair, the crosstalk
measuring -70dB at lkHz, decreasing
to -62dB at 16kHz.
Spectral analysis of a-90dB, lkHz
WorldRadioHistory

dithered sinewave (fig.9) revealed the
Quad 67 to have good linearity, but with
amoderately high level of noise in the
lower part of the spectrum. The traces
perfectly overlap at the test-signal frequency, indicating that the left- and
right-channel sections of the DAC were
performing identically. The 67's linearity
(fig.10) reveals good DAC performance,
but afairly high noise level, seen as the
rise in the trace below -100dB.
The noise-modulation plot (fig.11)
shows an unusually shaped noise floor.
The noise rises at low frequencies, and
has anearly identical shape regardless of
input signal level. [It's possible that this
behavior con-elates with SS and RH bothfinding the Quad to have asmooth but rather uninvolving sound7—Ed.] Fig.12 is the 67's
101.1ffl
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Fig. 3Quad 67, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS (linear
frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).

reproduction of alkHz dithered sinewave at -90dB. The low-frequency noise
seen in the previous plot can be seen
superimposed on the lkHz waveform.
There's also afair amount of audioband
noise overlaying the signal.

Fig.13, the 67's intermodulation spectrum, was made by playing afull-scale
mix of 19kHz and 20kHz sinewaves, and
performing an FFT on the output. The
lkHz difference component is moderate
in level, but the spectrum is fairly clean.
Icouldn't measure the 67's wordclock jitter because the DAC is hidden
beneath asecond circuit board mounted
atop the main pcb. The 67 had excellent
tracking ability, playing nearly perfectly
through track 50 on the Pierre Verany
Test CD.
Overall, except for its remarkable
tracking ability, the Quad 67's performance was only average.—Robert Harley

7Martin Colloms has pointed out the effect of lowfrequency random noise on acomponent's ability to
properly reproduce musical pace. See Sterrophile, Vol.15
No.11, November 1992, pp.76-97.
—JA

Conclusions: Ifound the Quad 67's
faults to be largely subtractive in nature.
With small-scale acoustic material, Iwas

Fig. 2Quad 67, waveform of undithered 'kHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS.

charmed by its natural, grainless midrange—the Quad never sounded frazzled or stressed, even on aggressive,
high-volume material
Unfortunately, the 67 did have atendency to overlook low-level information,
and to homogenize details in such away
that some of the subtlety and delicacy of
complex music was lost in the translation. While the 67 never sounded
unpleasant, Idid find my attention wandering during listening sessions.

FINAL THOUGHTS FROM SS

Just as Robert Harley has come to be
known as "Digital Lad:' Ifear Imay be
rapidly turning into "Digital Scrooge'
I'd really like to find an under-$1500
one-piece CD player that's satisfying
enough musically to be called "reference
quality!' So far, I've been skunked.
If both of these players' attributes
could be combined and their weaknesses
eliminated, you'd have something; and
that something would probably sound
very much like the $1995 EAD 7000 II
processor. The EAD isn't perfect, but it
does have the low-level information that
the Quad lacks, and the midrange
liquidity that eludes the TEAC.
—Steven Stone

$

8Sam Tellig will also be writing about the Quad in the
December issue of Stereophile.
—JA

HERITAGE
The heart of any loudspeaker
is the moving system that
creates sound. And FOCAL's
dynamic drivers are recognized
world-wide as premier
examples of accuracy and
musicality. That's why the best
independent speaker designers
choose FOCAL components for
their own signature systems.

Now JMIab gives you direct
access to that expertise by
offering arange of loudspeakers personally designed
by Jacques Mahul, FOCAL's
founder and president.
JMIab speaker systems share
impeccable cabinetry, stunning
finishes and precision
hand-wired crossovers. Most
importantly, they share asonic
signature that seamlessly
recreates all the details and
passion of live music.
Listen to them at your JMIab
dealer today. And discover
how surprisingly affordable the
best can be.

For product and dealer information, contact:
UNITED STATES Prism Audio Group, 14038 Tanglewood Court, Dallas, TX 75234 -Tèl: (214) 98)- l68 I'ax: (21.1) 980-1687
CANADA: Phu i
,
,on 7964 Alfred Street Anjou, Quebec. Canada HU iji Tèl: 514/ 493 93 52 FAX: 514/ 493 45 47
MEXICO: Audio esoterica Mexicana SA Blvd Interlomas n°5, Col. San Fernando la Herradura Huixquilucan Ecio.de Mexico.
CP52760 Mexico. Tel /Fax: (55) 251 25 63
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Advanced Technology Power
Conditioners and Audio Cables
* "I assure you that you will be dumbfounded by George Tice's newest creations. I
will gladly go way out on the limb for this
one -TPT Treated Digital and Analog Interconnects, Power Conditioners and Power Cords produce

INCREDIBLE ...

NO -MIND BOGGLING -NO -AUDIO ORGASMIC SOUND STAGE!!!"
* Comparing The Digital Cables:
"I am not going to describe in detail the sound of the XLO and KCAG in comparison; let's just say in my system there was
no comparison. The Tice DC1 put the performers in the room with analog warmth and vibrance; the others sounded like mediocre
digital hi fi in my system -flat and dry with somewhat vague imaging etc...It's in the comparison that they fall so very far short."

* The Critics Choice In Power Conditioners... The MBF 3
"The players consisted of the familiar Counterpoint PACs, the venerable Power Wedge and two new contenders:
the Promethean Audio Power Flo and the Tice Audio MBF 3."

MBF3: "Images within the soundstage are extremely well focused with an unbelievable sense of roundness and space
around them. As an extra bonus you get deeper more accurate bass and agloriously warm midrange." "The bass had genuine
slam." "The midrange was lush, but not licentious with awonderful sense of ease. But best of all, the depth and width of the
soundstage had increased significantly. There was auncanny sense of layering and space together with extraordinary localization
of images. It sounded much more like real music in real space. Time for areality check. Back in goes the Power Flo... Woosh!
The sound of the soundstage collapsing."
Stuart Mc Creary -Positive Feed Back Magazine

All Tice Audio Products Are Available For Home Audition.
Tice Audio, 1530 Cypress Drive, Suite C
Jupiter, Florida 33469 (407) 575-7577 Fax (407) 575-0302

Close Your Eyes and Experience
Music Reproduction ...

FOURIE_R

"Without Equal."

COMPONENTS PRESENTS...

SANS PAREIL
MK III

el

MARK III

250 watts per channel
@ 8 ohms

"The Sans Pareil, truly a labor of love, takes the sonic
potential of the Futterman circuit to the limit of imaging
magic.
Iknow of no finer conduit for recreating the
illusion of live music in the home... Dynamics, low-level
detail resolution, and tonal balance are firmly Class A in
performance."
"...'Sans Pareil' is the French equivalent of 'without
equal'. As far as I'm concerned, the Sans Pareil has
earned that moniker."
— Dick Olsher
Stereophile Vol. 15 No, 6 June 1992

IKILK COMPONENTS, INC.
P.O. Box 31661
Des Peres, MO 63131
Tel/FAX: (314) 821-8145
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COMPACT DYNAMICS CD CLEAN!
&CD M AGIC
Jack English
CD Clean! cleaning fluid. Price: $9.95 for enough to treat 250 CDs. CD Magic treatment

Company, PO. Box 32014, Euclid, OH 44132. Tel: (216) 946-0438. Fax (216) 451-2510.

fluid. Price: $14.95 for enough to treat 200 CDs. Manufacturer: Compact Dynamics

Ilove you, you love me.
We're ahappy family.
—Barney the Dinosaur

y

ech! I've had enough of the syrupy purple dinosaur! Not only
is his stupid show on four times
aday (thanks, cable), my own little monster has learned how to operate our CD
player and receiver better than Iam able
to program the VCR. Of course, his
most cherished CD is Barney's Favorites
(ERG 27114). My senses have been bombarded into astate of frazzled denial. At
least Ihave the safe haven of work. No
Barney, no Baby Bop, no Bi! No wimpy
little kids singing pathetic songs to hackneyed melodies of abygone era. At least
at work Idon't have to "love" anybody.
But Ido have to go home. Ibenignly
return every day to my son's cheerful
greeting of "Barney CD!" But one day,
something was seriously amiss. My little
guy was very sad and had been crying
uncontrollably. Had he slammed his
fingers in adoor? Fallen off our deck?
Almost broken atooth while taking a
nosedive in the driveway? No, Matthew
laughs in the face of physical pain—none
of that could have driven him into such
adeep depression.
This was much worse. In his exuber-

ance, he'd removed the dreaded purpleand-green Barney CD, held it to his
heart, tossed it like aFrisbee, worked out
on it as aboogie board, used it as an
obstacle for his favorite trains, and generally shared with it every aspect of his typically active day. The CD was destroyed.
Hooray! No more five-humped camels,
marching ants, squished grapes, or
laughing kookaburras. No shark-battling teddy bears or wobbly, low-hanging ears.
Whoops! How could Ibe so selfish?
Iquickly tried to console him.
We put on his Lambchop CD. No
good. We tried aSesame Street CD. No
way. We put on his favorite soundtrack:
The Lion King. Nope. Matt wanted Barney. All was lost. Ihad failed my little
guy in his hour of need. Well, it wasn't
too late to get to amall or record store
somewhere to find another CD. But
wait, how about Compact Dynamic's
CD Clean! and CD Magic? They might
work. Ilooked at the underside of the
dreaded CD again. What amess. There
were scratches in every direction covering virtually the entire surface. To make
matters worse, every crevice was filled
with dirt and grease.
Itook the CD and Matt into the

listening room. First we worked over the
disc with CD Clean!. After liberally
spraying every bit of the silver side, I
wiped it clean. "What afool," Ithought
to myself. "This CD is totaled, and I'm
carefully wiping it in the prescribed
center-to-outside-edge pattern." Icarefully dried it off and applied CD Magic.
Once again, Iwiped it dry while constantly shaking my head. This was going
to be awaste of time.
Oh, well. We went back to the CD
player and put in the cleaner, but still
awful-looking, CD. You guessed it—the
CD played through completely. Matt
was thrilled. Iwas again his favorite Dad.
Iwas elated—and then Irealized what
I'd done: "I love you, you love me. We're a
happy fam-i-ly ."

ONIX
ELECTRONICS
BRITISH DESIGN
BRITISH BUILT
BRITISH QUALITY
INTRODUCING
0A30
INTEGRATED AMP

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
ONLY $595

The simplest is the best

Compact Dynamics CD Clean! &CD Magic
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In US and Canada
For further information contact:
Audiophile Imports
20128 Main St.
Cross Plains, WI 53528
(608-798-3338)FAX(608-798-3359)
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10 SECOND AUDIOPHILE QUIZ
1. Are you an audio perfectionist who truly aspires to capture the elusive realm
of live music in your home?
2. Do you believe your own ears when evaluating equipment rather than the

3. Would you give-a-listen to the most astonishing advancement in line level
control (preamp) in your system without any purchase obligation?
4. If you answered yes to the above and would enjoy afree CD on us call toll free
today: 1-800-599-7673.

Reference Line
PRECISION

Refercnce Uric Audio Inc., Il 580 SW 3rd Street, Plantation, Fl

33325

The World's Best HiFi Happens To Be
The World's Best Home Theatre.
"... the Meridian Music Surround System ...just flat blew me away .
No matter what music CD Ihanded over, Istrongly preferred the sound of the system in Meridian's
music surround mode over straight two-channel stereo ...what I've been hungering for ever
since Igot into this stupid hobby." COREY GREENBERG, STEREOPHILE VOL 17, NO. 9, SEPTEMBER 1994
". ..the

first surround system John Atkinson has actually waxed enthusiastic about."

.1. GORDON HOLT, STEREOPHILE VOL 17, NO. 5, MAY 1994

"The best Home Theater sound at the show was found in the one room without., video."

ROBERT HARLEY, STEREOPHILE VOL 17, NO. 4, APRIL 1994

If you're seeking audiophile home theatre,
you're crazy not to call Alchemedia.
Hear the nation's only full D6000 Surround System, by appointment. Nationwide & overseas installation available in
Surround Systems from $16,000 to $35,000 and up. Software-driven &completely upgradable. Modular system can

many

cases. Complete

be assembled over time.

Call and ask the Meridian specialists why we say big, dumb hifi is obsolete.

/MERIDIAN is all we sell.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 404-378-2582

LCHEMEDI
DIGITAL
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MARIN, CALIFORNIA 415-461-6253

SYSTEMS
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24-HOUR MESSAGE LINE 800-673-0882
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ROTEL RT-990BX FM TUNER
Larry Greenhill

75p..s. Number of presets: 16. IHF usable sensitivity at 75 ohms: 10.8dBf (1.5µV) mono,
stereo not specified. 50dB quieting sensitivity: 14.8dBf (0.950) mono, 37.2dBf (20µV)
stereo. Capture ratio: 1.0da Alternate-channel selectivity: 50dB Wide, 80dB Narrow.

stereo. Stereo separation at lkHz: 50dB. SCA re)ection: 70dB. AM suppression: 60dB;
19+38kHz suppression: 60d13. Audio output level: IV RMS. Power consumption: 12W.
Dimensions: 21" (72mm) H by 17%" (440mm) W by 12" (318mm) D. Weight:
11 lbs (5kg). Serial number of unit reviewed: 34698783. Serial number of comparison RHT-10: 57393-320. Warranty: 5years. Price: $749.90. Approximate
number of dealers: 200. Manufacturer Rotel of America, 54 Concord Street,

Adjacent-channel selectivity: I5dB Narrow. THD at lkHz, 65(1Bf: 0.05% mono, 0.12%

North Reading, MA 01864-2699. Tel: (508) 664-3820. Fax: (508) 664-4109.

Remote-controlled FM stereo digitally synthesized tuner with digital frequency display
and two IF bandwidths (250kHz Wide, I25kHz Narrow, both measured at -5dB).
Tuning range: 87.5-108.0MHz; display tuning range: 87.7-I08.3MHz. De-emphasis:

H

ow does an audiophile define
value? For most people, top
performance in an economy
package is the end of the story. But an
audiophile's judgment of value includes
the pride of ownership. Take an automotive analogy: Imagine that you're looking to buy avehicle, and you learn that
aGMC Syclone pickup ($25,970) can
equal or beat aFerrari 348ts ($122,180)
at the quarter mile.' Which do you
choose—raw power or elegance?
When Rotel suggested that their new
$750 RT-990BX FM tuner delivers over
90% of the performance of their top-ofthe-line, $1499 RHT-10 tuner, Iwondered which one readers might choose.
Although both tuners are based on the
same circuit design, the RHT-10 is part
of Rotel's High End Series, which offers
alonger warranty and uses more expensive, custom parts. Stereophile's usually
cautious Don Scott erupted in joyous
praise, declaring in his Vol.16 No.10
review (p.232) that the Rotel RHT-10
was the next best thing to McIntosh's
fabled MR 81 tuner (never built because
of prohibitive construction costs). I
know that Don is very conservative, and
often prefers acost-effective to ahighend unit, so Iwas convinced that the
Rotel RHT-10 was amust-listen and had
to be involved in any test of the less
expensive RT-990BX.
So Isecured both tuners. Which
would win out—economy or high price?
Iinvestigated this question with the
Closed-Circuit FM Bypass (CCFMB)
method, which frees me from the constraints of FM station programming?
1One can argue strongly about where value lies in acar;
frequently, as with high-end gear, price or pure performance isn't the first criterion. So what if the GMC
Syclone beats aFerrari 348es in the first quarter mile? A
sports-car enthusiast would choose the more expensive Ferrari for its superior handling, stylish exterior,
driver controls, and the prestige of its name, shunning
the faster, cheaper Syclone because of its everyday
appearance, lower prestige, sluggish handling, and simple interior. Car & Driver magazine matched the two in
adrag race and reported the results in aSeptember'91
cover story titled "Shreveport Takes on Maranello." The
Ferrari wins after the first quarter mile.
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Rotel RT-990BX FM tuner

DESCRIPTION

The RT-990BX's appearance and functions are similar to those of the RIT-10,
with minor differences. The RHT-10 is
heavier by apound, and slightly larger
in all three dimensions. The RHT-10 and
its remote are finished in brushed aluminum; the RT-990BX and its remote are
black. The RHT-10's pushbuttons are
round, silver, and surrounded by black;
the RT-990BX has square, solid black
pushbuttons. The RHT-10's High-Blend
circuit is switch-defeatable; the RT990BX's is not because it engages automatically. The Power On/Standby switch
and remote sensor on both units is
located to the far left of the faceplate; to
the right of the display window, the
RHT-10 has eight function buttons, the
RT-990BX seven. Selectable functions
for both tuners include Mono/Stereo,
Mute Off, RF Att., Wide/Narrow Band,
Auto/Manual Tuning, and Tuning Up/
Down, all with red LEDs indicating
status. As with the RHT-10, the RT990BX's 16 presets can be programmed
or selected only with the remote.
The rear panels of both tuners employ
asingle threaded 75 ohm F-type antenna
connector and fixed-level RCA audio
jacks—"premium-quality" gold-plated
in the RHT-10, "regular" gold-plated in
the RT-990BX. The RHT-10 uses a
detachable, heavy-duty AC line cord,
and has an IEC receptacle; the RT990BX's nondetachable line cord is made
2See my reviews of the Quad FM4, Meridian 204
Mk.11, and Naim NAT 01 in September '92 (Vol.15
No,9, pp.148-161). These reviews included atuner with
avery hot RF front end, the Pioneer Elite Reference F-93
FM tuner—a unit that resembles the Rotel RHT-10 in
many ways. Also see the sidebars in my reviews of the
Day-Sequerra FM Reference (Vol.14 No.12, p.154) and
the Quad FM-66 (Vol.17 No.1, p.90). For details on the
CCFMB procedure, see footnote 3in my review of the
Audiolab 8000T (Vol.17 No.5, p.129).
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of 16-gauge zip cord.
Both units tune with adequate speed
in 100kHz incacinents. The centered, red
LED displays preset number, memory,
selected frequencies to two decimal
places, and mono/stereo. The RHT-10
employs adigital display, the 990 abargraph signal-strength indicator with a
row of five LEDs. Both tuners go into
standby when the Power On/Standby
switch is pushed, modes left as they were
when the unit was turned off Just as
Don found with the RHT-10, Iwas easily able to operate the RT-990BX without using the manual. So, other than their
different price tags and the RHT-10's
10-year warranty on parts and labor,
both tuners should be the same.
They're not—opening their tops revealed subtle but substantive differences.
Joe Laliberte, Rotel's service manager,
explained that both tuners use the same
circuit design, with modification of
components. The RHT-10 uses atoroidal
transformer, the RT-990BX an El unit.
High-quality AD 847JN devices are used
in the RHT-10's audio output section,
while the 990 uses selected NE5534 ICs.
The RI-IT-10's circuitry employs Vishay
resistors, the 990 uses conventional German types. The RHT-10's motherboard
overlays the circuit traces with agold
ground plane, giving it asheen quite
unlike the dull gray finish of the RT990BX's systemboard. The more expensive RHT-10 uses astar-grounding
network, and makes extensive use of
braided ground shielding soldered to the
ground plane and the cage of the front
end. Visual inspection showed that the
two tuners use many of the same parts,
but that the RHT-10 is an optimized
design, with more attention paid to
grounding. Ibegan to wonder whether
185

New York's Best High-End
Dealer... in New Jersey!
Proud to feature

..the Best.

Dunlavy Audio Labs six models of true reference standard loudspeakers. Unique accuracy from meticulous atten-

THIS
IS IT

tion to design goals give these speakers the ability to immerse the listener in the experience.

DAL -Z.8 Impedance -matched and pulse coherent
loudspeaker cable. Designed, to sound engineering and scientific
principles with adocumented difference you can hear! Only from
Dunlavy Audio Labs!!
SOP/

audio research
LSBINKII

IS-5MKII Line Stage

Dual triode linear operation and solid state regulation result in astartling
ability to portray even the finest details and dynamic contrasts. All tube, all
triode, fully balanced! Also, affordable LS-7 preamp and VT-60 tube amp are
capable of startling levels of musical resolution. You'll love this combination!!
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The Radio Shack Optima CD-3400 Shown
Docked on the Sequerra Power Station
The seeds of acontroversy was sown
when Joe Grado described to Dick
Sequerra the performance of the Radio
Shack CD-3400. Sequerra developed
the Power Station, abattery operated
power supply which catapulted the
CD-3400's performance into the
esoteric hi-fi domain.
That started talk which went from
word-of-mouth, to published
articles and letters, to a lively and
ever-expanding dialogue on the Internet,
to guarded words of a possible
revolution in the hi-fi arena.
For months now the heated discussion continues. Does that $179.95 CD
player really function as a high-end
component? Does Dick Sequerra's
Power Station really have that Radio
Shack unit perform as aten thousand
dollar CD player, or just vie with players
selling for afew thousand dollars?
Get aPower Station and judge for
yourself. You'll get player portability, 20
solid hours of play time before recharging, esoteric high-end performance, all
coupled with the demanding quality and
fine styling that is the hallmark of the
name Sequerra. Plus, you'll get an
unconditional 30-day money-back
guarantee.
The Sequerra Power Station is only
available direct from Dick Sequerra.
Send check for $400 plus $8 for shipping and handling (Conn. residents add
6% tax) payable to R. Sequerra Assoc.,
Ltd. Visa and Master Charge are
acceptable.
And to keep on top of things, ask
Dick Sequerra about what he presently
has under development—a soon to be
released battery operated line-stage
preamplifier.
•

R. Sequerra Assoc., Ltd.
77 Harvard Avenue
Stamford, CT 06902
Phone (203) 325-1791
Fax (203) 325-0263
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the RHT-10's subtle under-the-hood
improvements might give it aperformance edge.

the RHT-10's 1.5V, the RT-990BX's
1.0V, and the Audiolab's 0.7V.

SYSTEM
Iauditioned both Rotel tuners in my
home audio setup, which is controlled
by asolid-state Krel1KBL preamplifier.
A Madrigal No.273 solid-state amplifier
drives Quad USA Monitor ESL-63 electrostatics in combination with asingle
Velodyne ULD-18 subwoofer. Linelevel sources include aKrell MD-1 CD
turntable and aKrell SBP-32X D/A converter. Balanced Cogelco Yellow interconnects are run between the D/A converter and preamp; AudioQuest Topaz
single-ended interconnects connect the
preamplifier and Velodyne subwoofer
active crossover. The Mark Levinson
No.27.5 drives the Quads via bi-wired
runs of OCOS loudspeaker cable.
Ipositioned the Quads 26" from the
back wall and 72" apart, with the ULD18 sub in between. Ichose this biamplified speaker system to help the very
revealing but bass-shy Quad electrostatics play loud in my large listening
room—the 26' long by 13' wide by 12'
high space can be too much for a
minimonitor or ekctrostat to fill by itself.
An 8' by 4' doorway at the end of the
room opens onto a25' by 15' kitchen.
Icompared the $749.90 Rotel RT990BX FM tuner to the $1499.90 Rotel
RHT-10, the $1150 Audiolab 8000T, and
the $4800 Day-Sequerra FM Reference.?
As explained below, the CCFMB test
splits the audio signal from the CD
player, and can send it either directly
through the audio system or an FM
broadcast setup to the FM tuners. For
any single comparison, the audio outputs from the Rotel RT-990BX and from
one of the other FM tuners were fed to
aWoodside SC-26 preamplifier before
going to the KBL preamplifier. Idid this
to match the level of the audio signal
from FM tuners' outputs to that of the
audio signal from the direct bypass.
Because each tuner has adifferent fixed
audio output, Ihad to insert aseparate
potentiometer to match the levels between the Rotel RT-990BX and the other
tuners before Ifed the audio signal to
the SC-26 preamplifier. Manufacturers'
specs revealed that each tuner's output
differs: the FM Reference's output is 2.0V,

Iused two signal sources for the listening

SIGNALS

3At $4800, the Day-Sequerra FM Reference is far more
expensive than the $749.90 Rotel RT-990BX or the
$1499.90 Rotel RHT-la Nevertheless, it's still my standard for judging FM-tuner audio output quality, tuning
ability, build quality, and operation. In 1993, International Jensen closed the Acoustic Research and DaySequerra manufacturing facility and relocated their associated engineers to Schiller Park, Illinois. Iunderstand
that Day-Sequerra is now back in business, building
tuners and supporting their customers.
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tests. The first type came from off-the-air
FM broadcasts. For critical listening to
music, Iconcentrated on nine stations
that didn't overmodulate their transmission, and which were received with a
minimum of multipath interference:
classical, WQXR (96.3) and WNYC
(93.9); jazz, WBGO (88.3) and WQCD
(101.9); classic rock, WDRE (92.7) and
WNEW (102.7); and "pure" rock, WAXQ
(104.3). Reception was aided by the use
of aChannel Master Stereo Probe 9
rotary rooftop FM antenna, aimed to
maximize WQXR's signal. This antenna
produces high gain (12.5dB greater than
adipole), and employs anine-element
Yagi configuration. A master control for
pointing the antenna sits on the tuner
shelf and is connected to arotor. The
entire external antenna assembly is
mounted to the chimney about 25' above
the ground.
Second, using my own CDs as source
material, an FM signal is generated by
a Sound Technology M-1000A FM
Alignment Generator in the CCFMB
test. For this review, Iused the same CDs
employed in my September '92 review
of British FM tuners (Vol.15 No.9), as
well as my most recent nominees for
Stereophile's annual "Records To Die For"
feature.

Audiolab 8000T or the Day-Sequerra
FM Reference. The tuning displays on
all four tuners were adequate for judging center tune, and were well-calibrated
for qualitative estimates of signal
strength. The RT-990BX's LED display
was helpful, but it couldn't compete with
the much-more-expensive FM Reference's oscilloscope display, which depicts
excessive pilot-power multipath interference, or overmodulation.

LISTENING TO THE FM BAND
Both Rotel tuners had very sensitive and
selective RF front ends, as shown by their
performances on my first test procedure:
off-the-air listening. The Rotel RHT-10
pulled in 64 FM signals, the RT-990BX
62, and the Day-Sequerra and Audiolab
8000T each found 55. The Rotels' front
ends showed the best selectivity and sensitivity I've found yet in my listening
setup, each demonstrating very strong
adjacent-channel selectivity (capturing
weak stations next to strong signals), the
RHT-10 coming out the better of the
two. The FM Reference and Audiolab
were equal in this regard, but not as good
as the Rotels. Don Scott has written
about the importance of this aspect of
FM tuners in crowded metropolitan FM
bands; no wonder he liked the RHT-10!
My listening notes show that each of
the Rotel tuners also had good audio
output sections. Listening to NYC's
WDRE, bass response on the RT-990BX
was powerful, deep, and solid. Its stereo
separation was very good, but bettered
by that of the RHT-10. Both Rotels
TUNER SETUPS
showed impressive rhythmic pace playDespite the twofold price differential,
ing Elvis Costello's "Disrespectful"
would there be sonic differences between
(from Brutal Youth, Warner Bros. 45535the two Rotel tuners? Did Don Scott's
favorable review of the RHT-10 mean 2). Both Rotel FM tuners presented a
that it would trounce the others, includ- wide, deep soundstage on orchestral
music. WDRE played ataped broadcast
ing the much-more-expensive Dayof the Royal Concertgebouw OrchesSequerra FM Reference, in RF pertra playing four "Dance Episodes" from
formance?
Copland's Rodeo. On this piece, as well
Iset up all the tuners with various coax
cable feeds and splitters to be able to
as on the Symphonic Dances from Bernstein's West Side Story, the RT-990BX
compare two at atime. Iswitched all
tuners into Narrow IF mode for the sen- portrayed apowerful, rhythmic bass, and
sitivity tests, and into Wide mode for the astriking sense of soundstage width.
CCFMB music listening procedures. I However, the RHT-10 and FM Reference
did more with the same broadcast,
put the FM Reference's display into tunshowing more transparency and revealing mode, switched on the Stereo Contour Override, and defeated Muting. I ing more warmth in the woodwinds.
Ialso listened for the tuners' abilities
compared each tuner's quieting perforto quiet. The FM Reference had the best
mance, RF performance—as demonstrated by its selectivity and sensitivity
quieting, music emerging from acompletely static-free background. Imenin picking up stations—and auditioned
tioned this characteristic seven times in
the audio section using the CCFMB test.
my listening notes. Also impressive was
Idid most of my tuning of the two
Rotels using the convenient panel butthe FM Reference's sheer transparency
tons, with High Blend and Muting
when playing classical music off the air.
defeated. Even so, Istill feel more comHowever, for 75% of the signals, the RTfortable using the tuning dials on the
990BX sounded just as quiet and transWorldRadioHistory
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parent as did the FM Reference. It had
dynamic, detailed bass response, as well
as impressive stereo separation.
The FM Reference and RHT-10 took
the lead with their dynamic, detailed, and
powerful bass responses. Both tuners
revealed small differences between signals, such as slight hashiness, boosted
bass, excessive reverb, and overmodulation. In addition, the FM Reference had
superior quieting, and, at times, better
dynamics than the Rotel tuners. It
should—it costs over three times as
much as the RHT-10, and over six times
as much as the RT-990BX! However, the
differences were so slight on most stations that Icould easily have preferred
the RHT-10 or the FM Reference for
their audio output. The RT-990BX followed very close behind.

LISTENING VIA CCFMB

Iused the Sound Technology M-1000A
FM Alignment Generator to test tuner
performance in response to signals that
Icould control, starting with estimates
of tuner sensitivity. Ituned the M-1000A
to 87.8MHz, and drove it with aKrell
MD-1 playing Willie Nelson's "Getting
Over You," from Across the Borderline
(Columbia CK 52752). Starting at an
output of 65« Islowly turned the FM
Generator's output down until the signal
could no longer be picked up over the
FM tuner under test. All four FM tuners
did well, able to detect or log the signal
around 5dBf sensitivity (in mono, of
course). The Rotel RHT-10 and Audiolab
8000T were more sensitive than the RT990BX and FM Reference, the formers'
stereo lights coming on at 10dBf. This
is atribute to the sensitivity of all four
tuners. However, this test is at best semiquantitative, for astrict test of exact signal
sensitivity requires the use of ascreen
room.
Moving on, Ichecked the Rotel RT990BX's ability to produce aquiet background once a signal was captured.
Because weak stereo FM signals can
sometimes let in as much static as music,
FM circuits switch into mono mode as
the signal weakens. Ideally, this switchover should be seamless, with no irregularities. To test this, Igradually
lowered the M-1000A's RF output from
65dBf to OdBf. With all muting and
blend circuits defeated, the ideal FM
tuner might show asmooth increase in
noise, with no sudden bursts as the signal
is reduced. While the background was
hash-free, the Rotel RT-990BX's quieting was slightly irregular, suddenly
quieting as the tuner switched into mono
as the signal fell below 25dBf. Ithink that
its high-blend also became activated, for
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1994

the RT-990BX sounded quieter from
20dBf to 10dBf than either the FM
Reference or the RHT-10 with their
high-blends defeated. The RT-990BX
became dead-quiet as Ibrought the signal strength up past 40dBf—the same
thing happened in the FM Reference and
the Audiolab 8000T at 32dBf. The RT990BX's quieting was good, but not
quite as smooth as that of the FM Reference switching from mono to stereo
mode. The FM Reference, in contrast,
had amore gradual quieting curve, so I
was unable to hear any change when the
front-panel Stereo lamp went out.
For comparing the audio output sections of the various tuners, Iused the
CCFMB test, playing CDs on aKrell
CD turntable.4This allows me to play the
same selection repeatedly, which allows
me to hear small sonic differences between tuners. The CCFMB also allows
me to "bypass" the FM tuners while
listening to aCD.
Iselected CDs that emphasize the various parts of the audio spectrum. Iwas
interested in probing the tuners' reproductions of imaging, the frequency
extremes, and natural reproduction of the
human voice. First Ilistened to recordings that allowed me to evaluate the
tuners' reproductions of bass and treble.
Bass response was tested using James
Homer's film score for Patriot Games
(RCA 66051-2), and Owen Reed's La
Fiesta Mexicana (Fiesta, Reference RR38CD) played by Frederick Fennell and
the Dallas Wind Symphony. The RT990BX, RHT-10, and FM Reference did
best here, capturing the sinister, deep,
menacing bass of the synthesizer on
Homer's "The Hit," or the speed and
definition of the bass-drum impact in
Reed's music. The two Rotel tuners were
closely matched in their reproduction of
the upper midrange and treble area, particularly in reproducing the brass section
of the Dallas Winds. The RT-990BX
captured the trumpet's dynamics and
brassiness, as well as the naturalness and
glow of cymbal sheen in Wynton Marsalis's "Never Let Me Go" (The Resolution
of Romance, Columbia CK 46143).
4To produce an FM signal, the Krell DiA converter's
second output is connected to aDan D'Agostinodesigned, broadcast-quality pre-emphasis network,
which applies the appropriate 751as pre-emphasis to the
audio signal. Because of the absence of stations at or near
that frequency, Ituned the M-1000A Alignment Generator's frequency-control dial to 87.8MHz. The
frequency-modulated RF signal output of the M-1000A
is fed into an R-59 coaxial cable terminated with atransformer. This matches the 50 ohm output impedance of
the M-1000A with the 75 ohm load of standard RG59 coaxial cable, which in turn is connected to the Fconnector inputs of the FM tuners under test. Test
equipment and tuners used in this review were loaned
by anumber of manufacturers, including International
Jensen, NHT, Ken Kantor, Krell, Madrigal, and Classé
Audio. These companies also provided helpful advice
and technical support.
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The male voice can be astern test of
upper bass and midrange. Harry Connick, Jr.'s close-miked "I Don't Get
Around Much Anymore," from the
When Harry Met Sally.. .soundtrack
(Columbia CK 45319), can sound natural and fluid through agood FM tuner,
or compressed and flat on abad one.
Over the RT-990BX, Connick's voice
sounded flatter, less natural, and less
transparent than it did over the RHT-10
or FM Reference, or with the generator/tuner combination bypassed. However, both Rotel tuners were free of
unwanted vocal colorations.
Soundstaging was impressive on all
four tuners, verifying what I'd heard
with off-the-air signals. Each tuner
created the proper sonic perspective on
the opening Kyrie of the Misa Criolla
(Philips 420 955-2), José Carreras's lyrical tenor floating before achorus, which
stretched from wall to wall. The Rotel
RT-990BX's sense of orchestral width
and depth playing the Dallas Winds' rendition of Holst's Chaconne (Reference
RR-39CD) was satisfying, closely
matching that heard on bypass mode.
However, the FM Reference and RHT-10
created agreater sense of hall space, and
produced amore transparent sonic image
than did the more economical Rotel.
Nevertheless, on the bypass, the RT990BX did afine job of capturing the
far-right placement of the acoustic guitar
at the instrumental ending of Richard
Thompson's "Why Must I Plead?"
(Rumor and Sigh, Capitol C215-95713).
Soundstage depth was excellent in both
Rotel tuners.
As Icontinued listening, Ibecame
aware of other small differences. The
Rotel RHT-10 was smooth, natural, and
involving, perhaps because Inoticed its
warmth, and its ability to capture the
natural resonances of instruments. This
added drama and involvement to Anna
Maria Stanczyk's piano performance of
Chopin's Scherzo in B-flat, Op31 (track
10 on Stereophile's first Test CD). While
the RT-990BX did afine job with this
selection, over and over Ifound myself
more involved and drawn into the music
by the more expensive Rotel RHT-10's
ability to capture the piano's warmth and
timbre.
At this excellent level of audio outputstage performance, all four FM tuners
differed only in small respects. For some
music, Ipreferred the FM Reference or
the Rotel RHT-10. For example, Willie
Nelson, singing Bob Dylan's "What Was
It You Wanted?" (Across the Borderline,
Columbia CK 52752), seemed more
dramatic, intense, and dynamic over the
RHT-10 and FM Reference than it did
189
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over the RT-990BX. The RHT-10 had
more of the hear-through transparency
so evident in the FM Reference, and this
made listening to orchestral music much
more involving. For music rich in bass
and percussion, the RT-990BX conveyed
all the dynamics, pace, and excitement
heard over the more expensive tuners.

CONCLUSION

This review confirms Don Scott's enthusiasm over the Rotel RI-IT-10's RF capabilities. Both the RHT-10 and the Rotel
RT-990BX FM tuners pulled in weak
stations adjacent to strong ones—stations
that Inever would have heard on the FM
Reference or the Audiolab 8000T. This
means that both Rotel tuners are especially well-equipped to deal with the
US's crowded FM bands. As Don Scott
puts it, in this country one finds several
"same- or adjacent-channel stations
within a25-mile radius" of the listener.
The unusually sharp 150kHz skirts of
the Rotels' Narrow IF filters give them
an advantage over competitive tuners
that employ wider filter slopes for their
Narrow IF functions—perhaps to keep
distortion down. Not only did the Rotels
pick out the most FM stations from
the NYC FM band, they also did extremely well in the closed-circuit audition. Only the FM Reference's superior
quieting differentiated it from the Rotels
in pure RF performance.
The RT-990BX, like the RHT-10, gave
me the choice of whether agiven station
sounded better in Wide or Narrow IF
mode. Both Rotels often sounded better in Narrow, particularly when the FM
band was crowded with static and distant stations.
Which of the Rotels should you buy?
The more expensive RHT-10 has a
detachable line cord, adefeatable highblend switch, and a10-year warranty
(compared to the RT-990BX's five years).
Its build quality excels, with handrubbed, seven-layered, claret-lacquered
endcaps, and numerical (vs LED-bar)
signal-strength readouts. Perhaps the
RHT-10's superior grounding design
allows its RF front-end section to perform better than the other tuners tested
on my local FM band, enabling it to pull
in afew more stations. Also, the RHT10's audio section sounded more natural
and transparent than that of the RT990BX during the CCFMB listening
test.
The RHT-10 extracts every drop of
performance from acommon circuit
design. But those who opt for the
economy-model RT-990BX will come
very close to getting the RIT-10's outstanding RF and audio performance.*
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ACCUPHASE T-I09 AM/FM TUNER
Steven Stone
FM stereo tuner with full-function remote control. Usable sensitivity: IldBf mono.
50dB quieting sensitivity: I7dBf mono, 37dBf stereo. Capture ratio: 1.5dfl. Selectivity
at 400kHz: 100dB Narrow, 70dB Normal. Tuning range: 87.5MHz-108.0MHz in «Hz
steps. S/N raso at 80dBf: 90dB mono, 85dB stereo (A-weighted). TI-ID at lkHr. 0.02%
mono, 0.04% sterna Stereo separation at 'kHz: 50dB. Frequency range: 10Hz-16kHz,
no tolerance given. AM suppression ratio: 80dB at 65dBf input. SCA rejection ratio:
80dB. Subcarrier product ratio: 79da Output impedance: balanced XLR, -200 ohms;

A

ccuphase makes expensive,
beautiful gear that makes those
of us who must live within our
means wish they didn't exist. That way,
we wouldn't feel waves of envy every
time we saw an Accuphase product in
someone else's system. A sure path to
ruin is falling in love with gear that you
really can't afford. What if Hiked the new
Accuphase T-109 tuner so much I
couldn't bear to part with it? At $2995,
the T-109 is nearly three times the price
of aFanfare FT-1, and twice that of a
fully loaded, remote-controlled Magnum Dynalab Etude or afully restored
Marantz 10B. Can it possibly be worth
the money?

unbalanced fixed, -200 ohms; unbalanced controlled, -I.25k ohms max. Power consumption: I5W. Dimensions: 18'%." W by 5%" Hby 15'w4"D. Weight: 20.9 lbs.
Serial number of unit tested: L3YI94. Price: $2995. Approximate number of dealers:
9. Manufacturer Accuphase Laboratories, Inc., 2-14-10 Shin-Ishikawa, Midori-Ku,
Yokohama 225, japan. Tel: (81) 45-901-2771. Fax: (81) 45-901-8959. US distributor
Axiss Distribution, Inc., 17800 S. Main St., Suite 09, Gardena, CA 90248. Tel:
(310) 329-0187. Fax: (310) 329-0189.
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Accuphase T-109 AM/FM tuner

The manual states that there are 32 staton presets, but the step-by-step instructions don't clearly describe how to program the second set of 16, and Iwasn't
able to figure it out via time-honored
hunt-and-peck procedures. Art ManIÈCHNOLOGY
zano of Axiss, Accuphase's American
The Accuphase T-109, like all Accuphase
distributor, knew the secret: hold down
components, has an elegant gold-satin
the preset for acount of three, and you
finish. The 1/
a"-thick front plate has
have access to the second bank of presets.
rounded corners, and the edges of the
Simple, huh?'
tuning knob are delicately beveled. On
The T-109 is tuned via aquartz-crystal
the front panel are apower switch; a oscillator, and has adouble-tuned cirsmall output-level knob; alarge tuning
cuit with aPIN-diode attenuator that's
knob; 32 station presets (are there 32 sta- switched on by amicroprocessor, detions in your area worth listening to?); pending on the antenna input level.
Selectivity, Meter, Memory, Filter, Mut- According to the Accuphase brochure,
ing, and Mono pushbuttons; and aglass the T-109 features a"newly developed
faceplate containing asignal-strength advanced DGL detector." DGL stands
meter and station information. The lay- for Differential Gain Linear circuit, a
out's near-symmetry is easy on the eyes delay line made up of 24 high-speed
and the intuition—almost anyone could CMOS ICs connected in series. The
figure out how to use it without refer- electric potential between the delayed
ring to the manual. The RC-12 remote- signal and the input signal is then used
control switch, also finished in Accu- to switch the circuit on and off to prophase gold, duplicates all but one of the duce the audio signal. The DGL delay
front-panel controls. Perhaps the next circuit is said to be linear over arange of
incarnation could include Power On/OfC 2-6MHz. The T-109 also has an "ultra
to give the tuner full-featured couch- high-performance" stereo decoder that
potato status.
uses a Phase-Locked Loop with a
Whenever you turn the quartz-crystal ceramic resonator and avoltage-contuning knob or push the RC-12's Up/ trolled positive/negative reactance circuit.
Down buttons, the tuner emits averylow-level metallic-sounding chirp to
1Irecently bought ademo-model Fisher FVH 8901
VCR, sans manual, and for the life of me couldn't figlet you know that it's changing freure out how to set the clock. Ifinally requested an
quency settings—sort of like an elecowner's manual from Fisher/Sanyo. The clock-setting
procedure was so "simple" that it could only be done
tronic canary. It may feel like an analog
from the remote control via asetup menu. Reminds me
tuning knob, but it's actually adigital
of the refrain from Tom Lehrer's "New Math": "So simone. (Just because itfeels like aduck ...)
ple that only achild can do it."
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SYSTEM
Iauditioned the Accuphase T-109 in a
surround-sound setup consisting of a
Boulder L5AE preamp connected via its
balanced outputs to apair of Boulder
250AE amplifiers driving front left and
right channels. The L5AE's unbalanced
outputs were connected to an active subwoofer. A Fosgate 3A surround-sound
processor was connected via the L5AE's
tape loop for the rear speakers, which
were driven by aVan Alstine 120C
amplifier. The front-center channel,
when used (rarely), was driven by the
third of the four channels available on the
250AEs.
Interconnects used were WireWorld
Eclipse (balanced and unbalanced), Esoteric Audio Artus Hyper (balanced),
Monster Cable Sigma 2000 (unbalanced), Straight Wire Virtuoso (balanced
and unbalanced), and Virtual Audio ART
Synapsis (unbalanced). Speaker wire was
AudioQuest Type 4, since both speaker
systems used—PSB's Alpha-based surround-sound system, and Paradigm's
Titan-based surround-sound system
—have spring-clip speaker-wire connections.
AC cords were from Music & Sound,
Marigo Labs, and Straight Wire. Other
accessories included RoomTunes CornerTunes, EchoTunes, JustaRack, and
Ceiling Clouds; Acoustic Sciences Tube
Traps and Shadow Casters; Arcici Super
Structure Ils; Billy Bags model 4800
equipment rack; Bright Star Big Foot
and Little Rock; Sorbothane pucks under
amplifiers; Billy Bags amplifier stands;
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

Gryphon Exorcist; The Original Cable
Jackets; Music & Sound ferrite beads;
AudioQuest ferrite clamps; Chang
Audio Lightspeed CLS 6400 ISO powerline filter for amplifiers; NoiseTrapper
power strip for front-end devices;
Panamax 1000 Spike protector for video
equipment; Radio Shack sound-pressurelevel meter, TV, and FM outdoor antenna
with electric rotor control; and The River
Why, by DavidJames Duncan.

RFPERFORMANCE

I've reached the point where the only
way I'll get better FM reception is if I
move, or build atower with adedicated
FM antenna at its top. Even with an outdoor antenna and arotor system, it's clear
that the weakest link in getting FM
reception is the combination of my
geographic location and my antenna.
The T-109, Fanfare FT-1, and Magnum
Dynalab Etude tuners all received the
same number of stations during testing,
with reception quality on each station so
nearly identical that Ihad to keep checking to see which tuner was running. All
three tuners were similar in distortion
characteristics and quality of reception
even on marginal stations. While Idon't
have on hand the extensive tuner-testing
gear that Stereophile's Larry Greenhill
routinely uses? I'm willing to bet that
you'd be hard-pressed to measure any
appreciable differences in FM performance between these three units.
Like the T-109, the Fanfare FT-1 tunes
in 50kHz steps rather than in 100kHz
steps; but the Fanfare didn't tune any better than the Accuphase. Right is right, and
slightly off is slightly off. Ihad more
choices with the FT-1, but when they
were both spot-on, performance differences were undiscernible in my setup.

SOUND
The T-109 sounded simply fantastic.
Compared to the Fanfare and Magnum
Dynalab tuners, the T-109 had just ahair
more midrange presence, warmth, and
palpability. While not nearly as lushsounding as such tube tuners as the
Maranta 10B, Scott LT-110B, or Dynaco
FM-3, the T-109 was still just slightly on
the full-bodied side of neutral. This
added midrange energy was apositive
attribute on every station Ilistened to.
Yes, Iknow-neutrality and transparency are the ultimate goals for an FM
tuner. Perhaps Ishould intellectually discount the T-109's addition of asmidgen
of schmaltz to the sound. But given the
2Larry Greenhill uses aClosed-Circuit FM Bypass
(CCFMB) system for testing tuners. See the Rotel
review elsewhere in this issue for adescription of his
system.
S
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
Issues

_

each

VOLUME III, 1972-1976

Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

$5.00
10.00*

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981

I
ssues 3, 6, 10
I
ssues 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

5.00
10.00*

VOWME V, 1982

I
ssues 1through 10

VOLUME VI, 1983

I
ssues 1, 2, 4, 5
I
ssues 3,6

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME VII, 1984

I
ssues 3, 5, 8
I
ssues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

5.00
10.00*

VOLUME VIII, 1985

I
ssues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
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ssue 3

5.00
10.00*

VOLUME IX, 1986

I
ssues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
I
ssue 7

5.00
10.00*

VOWME X, 1987

I
ssues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5.00

VOLUME XI, 1988

I
ssues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XII, 1989

I
ssues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

5.00
5.00

5.00

VOLUME XIII, 1990

I
ssues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

VOLUME XIV, 1991

I
ssues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XV, 1992

I
ssues 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

5.00

VOLUME XVI, 1993

I
ssues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XVII, 1994

I
ssues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

7.00
$550.00
*Photocopies

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED
Send me the following back issues.
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(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $500 each)

Total:

Original copies x$5.00 per issue (Vol. III -XVI) = $

Total: _

Original copies x$7.00 per issue (Vol. XVII)

= $

(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $10.00 each)

Total:
Reproductions x$10.00 per issue =
Add shipping and handling: 1to 5issues $2.00
6to 10 issues $3.00
11 issues and over $4.00

$

.Please a
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for handling and surface mail postage.
Total
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fact that all rock, NPR, and classical stations use rather nasty-sounding professional CD players that rob music of
much of its original warmth and harmonic fullness, perhaps abit of reeditorializing by atuner isn't such abad
thing.
On the broadcast material available,
the T-109's soundstaging characteristics
were identical to those of the Fanfare
and Magnum Dynalab tuners. Unfortunately, during my testing period there
were no live-to-air broadcasts with
wealths of spatial information. Unlike
Boston, for example, Denver doesn't
have asymphony orchestra broadcasting
live from Symphony Hall or Tanglewood. KVOD, the local classical station,
broadcasts "live" concerts—eg, Mountain
Air, which features performances of the
Colorado Music Festival from Boulder's
Chautauqua auditorium3—but these are
taped broadcasts recorded with rather
pedestrian and decidedly non-timecoherent microphone arrangements—
not avery good source to tell me anything about atuner's abilities to resolve
subtle soundstaging information. Unfortunately, no recording sounds like a
live mike feed—not even one that's gone
3J. Gordon Holt and Ihave season tickets for these
concerts—even he admits that the orchestra is very
good.

through FM-limiting for broadcast, or
amicrowave converter for hall-to-station
transmission. Sometimes Ido miss living
in Boston.
The T-109 added abit of midrange
warmth to FM broadcasts, but this
warmth didn't rob the tuner of any
resolving ability. When monitoring my
radio program, Audio 101, over the Accuphase, every detail—including extraneous truck noise outside the recording
studio, and the inevitable occasional popping P—was audible to adistressing
degree On all local stations Icould easily
hear microphone hiss and hum when
announcers potted down their signal
sources and switched on their mikes.
Background studio noise was also all too
common. "Hey, you! Turn off that ventilation fan, willya? It's making my
woofers pump!" If information loss is a
concern, rest easy—the T-109 delivered
everything an FM source had to give.
You might even want to give some of
it back.

leave that to other arbiters of ultimate
FM goodness. The T-109 costs around
$1900 less than the Day-Sequerra FM
Reference without the latter's $8000 tuning 'scope—not an insubstantial chunk
of change.
At $2995, the Accuphase is still avery
expensive piece of gear that only the
well-heeled, totally rabid FM fanatic
should consider purchasing. The rest of
us only slightly lunatic FM aficionados
would probably be better served by
either the Fanfare FT-1 or Magnum
Dynalab Etude tuners—the money saved
will buy aquite elaborate antenna (or a
number of shares in the communications
stock of your choice). But for those with
the means to indulge their ultimate FM
fantasies, go for it—buy an Accuphase
T-109. I'll envy you.

,..47

FINAL THOUGHTS
The Accuphase T-109 is, simply, the
finest tuner I've ever heard. Unlike LG,
Idon't have aDay-Sequerra FM Reference tuner on hand for comparison, so
I'm in no position to claim that the T109 is the finest tuner ever made—I'll

Connect the dots.

Introducing The Parts Connection's first complete DIY kit:
the Assemblage DAC-1 Digital Processor.
It comes in asmall package (9.5"x 2"x 7" chassis), but packs abig
punch and avery musical sound. Designed for the rookie or first time
kit builder, the only tools required are apencil tip soldering iron, a
screw driver, awrench, apair of electronics pliers, and awire stripper
or hobby knife. With only 21 solder joints and ahandful of nuts and
bolts, this kit goes together in one evening (typically about an hour).
It's as easy as connecting the dots.
The parts quality is top notch. The board comes assembled and tested,
implementing the Burr Brown 1702 DAC, aCrystal 8412 input
receiver, an NPC 5813 digital filter, Analog Device's AD844 and 847
op amps and acustom potted toroidal power transformer.

At $449 US, the Assemblage DAC-1 offers an outstanding value in digital conversion and comes with aSatisfaction Guarantee (return it within
30 days of purchase for afull refund) and an Assembly Guarantee (if
you can't get it running, we will!).We challenge you to find aDAC
anywhere near this price with better measured performance, component quality, and most importantly, sound quality. Please write us or
give us acall if you would like more specific information on the performance or construction features of this kit. To order the DAC-1 kit,
simply call the Toll Free Order Line and have your VISA, Mastercard
or American Express on hand.

e

A

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4

Telephone (905) 829-5858 Facsimile (905) 829-5388
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THE PARTS
CONNECTION
I» 3Z MI

Toll Free Order Line 1-800-769-0747 (
U.
S.& Canada only)
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F OLLOW-UP
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AUPIOLAB 8000T
FM/AM TUNER
In my review of the Audiolab 8000T
FM/AM tuner (May '94, Vol.17 No.5,
p.125), Ipraised its sensitivity, selectivity,
hash-free FM signal, and—using the
closed-circuit FM broadcast (CCFMB)
test—the fidelity of its audio section.
Iparticularly liked the comprehensive
user controls, which include arotary
tuning knob (a rarity on today's FM
tuners), selectable IF bandpass, and 39
presets. This combination of user-friendliness, sensitivity, selectivity, and overall
FM performance led me to conclude:
"All in all, aClass A performer."
But what about the 8000T's AM section? Audiolab's Dave Lang looked for
but found no mention of the tuner's AM
performance in my review. His "Manufacturer's Comment" (same issue, p.186)
stated, "I am not trying to say that AM
quality can approach that of FM, but it
sure is nice to be able to listen to the news
or other programming that was previously only available on aclock radio in
another part of the house." Russ Novak,
one of Stereophile's newest writers, also
regretted that Ididn't comment on the
sensitivity of the 800Cfrs AM section—
Russ enjoys spending evenings listening
to sports events on distant AM stations.
Russ's sentiment was echoed by Bill
Kleronomos, aStereophile reader, in aletter ("No Thanks, Larry," Vol.17 No.7,
p.15): "Mr. Greenhill's review of this
piece of equipment totally ignored any
mention of this tuner's AM specifications
and performance." Mr. Kleronomos went
on to ask whether the 8000T receives
AM stereo, whether the presets work on
AM, what the audio and RF characteristics are on AM, whether there's anoise
blanker, and whether the tuner receives
pre-emphasized or digital PCM or
PWM transmissions. Or, wondered he,
".. .
is this AM section ...just another
piece of add-on crap, as is the case with
so many high-end tuners?" JA replied,
"Sorry about the omission, Mr. Kleronomos, but perhaps LG, like me,
doesn't regard mono, band-limited AM
as ahi-fi medium."
Audiolab provided some answers to
Mr. K's questions: The 8000T receives
only AM mono; the 39 presets do work
on AM, and can also be mixed—k, some
set for AM, some for FM; the presets
work on AM just as they do on FM,
allowing one to store Narrow or Wide IF,
with muting on or ofE there is no noiseblanker circuit on AM, only the switchSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994
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able muting function. The specifications
show that the AM section's very narrow
frequency response extends from 45Hz
to 4.5kHz ( ldB) in Wide IF bandpass,
but drops to 45Hz-1.5kHz ( ldB) in
Narrow IF bandpass. In my opinion, this
narrow audio output bandwidth is not
compatible with high fidelity, and supports JA's reservations about the tuner's
AM music performance. When preemphasis is used in the AM transmission,
reception in the 2-4kHz range will benefit, but higher frequencies won't. The
specifications show that the 80001' can
achieve asignal/noise ratio of 55dB. If the
transmitting station's S/N is worse than
55dB, and improves after PWM/PCM
is applied, then this will be heard through
the 8000T's AM section.
While the 8000T's AM audio output
shows bandwidth limitation in the Narrow IF position, the manufacturer's quoted
RF specifications for AM are quite good.
Its sensitivity is quoted as 600pV/m (20dB
S/N), its selectivity is >50dB +9kHz.
Its spurious response image is >40dB,
the total harmonic distortion between
50Hz and 4kHz at 30% modulation is
<0.3%, and at 100% modulation is
<1.0%. The audio muting is 15dB at
partial mute, >75dB at full mute, and
audio output is 700mV RIV1S/for 100%
modulation at lkHz, sourced from
100 ohms.
My CCFMB equipment doesn't allow
me to run AM listening tests, so Irestricted my review to the 8000T's FM
section. However, to reply to RN's and
Mr. K.'s complaints, Iauditioned the
Audiolab 8000T on our local New York
AM band. Iconnected the separate AM
loop antenna to the appropriate terminals
on the tuner's rear panel. This external
loop must be attached for the AM section to work—listening without the loop
produced no signal output. Audiolab
supplies plastic feet, so the loop is able
to stand on top of the tuner. There is an
additional external antenna terminal. I
did my listening with the loop alone, and
then added an external wire, varying the
length between 3' and 100'.
Iwas able to receive 17 stations in AM
with the AM loop antenna alone. This
is comparable to my clock radio in terms
of stations logged in. However, the AM
section in that mode was very quiet, with
no spurious sounds, birdies, or heterodyne beat notes from two stations adjacent in frequency. Music on AM in the
Wide IF mode was very restricted, with
some mids but no highs; the Narrow IF
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position spelled curtains for music listening. Even speech quality on AM was
poor. Overall, the AM tuner's best point
was its very quiet reception.
The addition of an external antenna
produced mixed results. The quiet background was gone, as the AM section,
aided by the antenna, picked up many
more stations and background static. The
number of stations received jumped to
37. Ipulled in aWashington, DC station
(250 miles away) during the daytime—
that kind of distance reception just isn't
possible with FM. The signal-strength
meter, which had been reading in the 2-4
range, was now pinned at 7on three stations, and exceeded 5on four others. The
tuner didn't deal well with that level of
RF input. New York's WCBS (8801(Hz)
pinned the signal-strength meter, and
appeared at five different places on the
dial—at 660, 880, 990, 1160, and 1140kHz.
At frequencies other than 880kHz, the
WCBS news-announcer's voice could be
clearly heard, mixing with whatever was
playing at the other station.
Ireported these findings to Dave Lang
and Mike Perkins of Audiolab. Perkins
decided that the additional 100' of
antenna was the culprit. By overloading
the 8000T, Ihad reduced the tuner's
adjacent- and alternate-channel selectivities in AM, found spurious responses at
image and at half-IF frequencies, and
generated intermodulation between
multiple strong signals, producing sum
and difference frequencies.
Iconcluded that, if properly set up, the
8000T's AM section can be very quiet,
and adequate for listening to the local
news. However, it can be easily overloaded by using the wrong antenna. To
be fair, most owners wouldn't consider
stringing a100' wire around their listening room if they lived in ametropolitan
area within 25 miles ola 50-100kW AM
transmitter. As aguide, such an external
antenna should only be used when stations don't exceed 4or 5on the meter.
However, even with the loop alone,
the Audiolab's AM audio output is too
low-fi for listening to music—this may
be acombination of the quality of AM
broadcast signal and what can be designed
into atuner that tries to optimize quiet,
sensitive AM reception. JA's comments
are vindicated, and Mr. K. is probably
right—the 8000T's AM section is no
better or worse than those found in other
high-end tuners. Nevertheless, the 8000T's
FM tuner section remains one of the best
on the market.
—Larry Greenhill S
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Hyperlitz construction s the ultimate solution.
"Hyper" means to go "over, above and beyond".
"Litz" cable construction was invented long ago to
cope with the problem of skin-effect.

$62 m. pr.

KCAG

$350 m. pr.

KCTG

$650 m. pr.
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B AO Single Di ect-Gold Banana

$35/2pc set
$16/4pc set

C AD #P-814 OFHC Spade

$15/4 pc set

D KimberKable Post Master

$14/2 pc set

E Phoenix Flexi-Connect Pins

$7/4pc set

G Raskin Deluxe Banana

$7/2pc

H Raskin Silver Satin R.C.A.
I Phoenix Crimp on Pins

Flat HyperlItz

set

$3 ea
$4/4pc Set

J Phoenix Gold Dual Banana

$7 ea

soe ea

K AO Direct Gold Spade

$20/4pc se

aucJioquest.
S160 m. pr. /$75 m.

KIM3ER'<ABLE TC SERIES
KanberS legendary 4TC and 8TC loudspeaker
cables continually receive rave reviews and recommendation, ranking as one of the best "high end
audio" values of all time. TC cables deliver correct
harmonic and spectral content of recordings with
breathtaking, pinpoint accuracy. The basic building
block of each TC and LPC model is the Teflon'
jacketed VariStrand' conductor. The conductor
strands are formed from our advanced alloy,
primarily consisting of ultra-high purity copper.
8AG

Ruby /Video X
Topaz

$95 m. pr /$35 m
$50 meter pair

$180/foot

4AG

$100/foot

8TC

$8.60/foot

4TC

$4.60/foot

4VS

$2.20/foot

4PR

$1.00/foot

PHOENIX GOLD SPEAKER CABLE
18awg /16awg
Turquoise
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$30 meter pair

$6 00/ft.
$2
25/ft. /$1.25/ft.
$3.50/ft.
F..14 is 3/8" wide and
only 1/12" thick. The
most important attribute
of this cable is not the
shape, not the incredible easy preparation,
not even the very low
pr i
ce -it is the sound

quality. F-14 uses four solid strands of 20 awg
OFHC, two for positive and two for negative, making 17 awg. All strands are spaced apart, making
his a flat Hyperlitz cable. Available in blue or white.
850/ft.

S9/4pc set

F Phoenix Crimp on Banana

Quartz /Video Z

CRYSTAL/INDIGO
TYPE 4/TYPE 2

L

A AD Double D'rect-Gold Banana

L AD Turquoise R.C.A.

AudioQuest Crystal' uses twelve solid conductors, spiraled together in Hyperlitz array under a
slate blue satin
jacket. Six conductors are 19
awg OFHC copper and six are
20 awg
FPC
copper. In normal use Crystal
is a 12 awg
Round HyperlItz
cable. The FPC
copper acts like abypass, allowing most of the high
frequency benefits of this superior material. The
less expensive OFHC cooper provides bulk so
Crystal can provide a powerful full range sound.
Together the OFHC and FPC allow Crystal to have
extraordinary performance at a reasonable price.
Crystal is also an extremely effective single biwire
cable. The six OFHC conductors can be used for
the bass while the six superb FPC conductors are
used for the treble.

AudloOuest F-14" is flat!

e

SI 75 pr.
5295 pr.
$395 pr.

THE AUDIOOUEST SOLUTIONS

ur KIM3ER KABLE PBJ
Kimber's entry level interconnect exhibits simple, elegant
construction.
This product
really
demonstrates
the
adage, "less is more". A lean,
mean, stripped-down interconnect that offers hotrod performance at Mo-ped prices. PBJ
uses the same braid geometry
as the esteemed KCAG but
with VariStrand" copper conductors. The connectors are in
fact identical to those found on
our most expensive interconnects.. PBJ-real world performance in a "no frills" package.
And like the other PBJ (Peanut
Butter & Jelly) Mom says "Just
eat it (and shush up,) its good
for you!"

I

JPW Mini Monitor
JPW Sonata
JPW PI

12awg /9awg
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158 /350
60tt /$2.25

AudloCtuest F-18" is also aflat Hyperlitz, still only
1/12" thick and 5/8" wide. F-18 uses with solid
strands of 20 awg OFHC, four for positive and four
for negative, making 14 awg. F-18 is available in
white.
$1 70/ft.
INSTALLATION SPEAKER CABLES
Installation speaker cables are specially designed
to be extremely flexible. The outer jacket is avery
slippery smooth PVC which is flexible, easy to pull,
and installer friendly.
The outer jacket is especially abrasion and heat
resistant. It can be used
in a variety of harsh
environments.
UL CL-3 Rated
AudloCluest Ri-1604"
uses four 26 strand OFHC conductors coded with 4
colors. When used with 2 conductors for positive
and 2for negative, the superior 4conductor geometry greatly improves sound quality. In this configuration Ri-1604 is a 13 awg cable.
RI-1604 /RI-1602
$1.25/1 /75c/ft.
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$1150
$500
$379

Sattelite w AG PT-6 tonearm &dustcover
ADC Series 4

Moonbeam

WAX Series 4

°aeon

XS-MC
MC-3 Turbo
MC-1 Turbo
X3-MC/X1-MC

$ 75
S 50
$ 25
4145/$90

l'-

DENON

SOTA
industries

Comet

<,

,%m......._

DP-47F wmocsenes4
DP-23F w/ ADC Senes 4
DP-7F w/ ADC PSX-40

$550
$375
$280

audiolechnica

BENZ te MICRO

0C-9
$399
Trade/Re-Tip . .$285/5250
ART 1
S1300
Trade/Re-Tip ...$1000/5900

Glider/Trade
Gold or Silver
Trade-in
MC 20E11

.4750/5600
$325
$200
$125

PRO-JECT 1 w, sumiko Oyster

$350

nuns SYSTEMS

~Ms

DENON

BluePoint Special . $295
Trade/Re-Tip . .$225/5195
Blue Point/Trade $150/S 95
Oyster
$30

DL-160
DL-110

S130
S100

SHURE

V15 Type V-MR

$125

WATERS
fbik singer

I
A.R. [

DEEMA
DEEMA CLAMP
$20
THE PIG GRIP
$10
EMPIRE STABILIZER
$35
SOTA REFLEX RECORD
CLAMP
$150
A.R.T LIMITED EDITION
0-DAMPER DISC STABILIZER
S330

A.R.T LIMITED EDITION
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sI've noted previously in these
pages, superlatives are usually
dangerous, especially when applied to aesthetic matters. Nevertheless,
it's probably safe to say that the Missa
Solemnis, Op.123, towers as Beethoven's
boldest, grandest composition.
The work has its roots in areligious
occasion of special significance: the
installation of Beethoven's patron and
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

only composition pupil, Archduke
Rudolph, as Archbishop of Olmütz. It
was for that ceremony that the work was
intended. But Beethoven became so
immersed in what he ultimately called
his "greatest composition" that he could
not complete it on time. Indeed, what he
finally produced was so vast it was never
mounted in Vienna during the composer's lifetime, its premiere taking place
WorldRadioHistory

in 1824 in St. Petersburg.
Running to about 80 minutes in the
average performance, the Missa gave a
musical setting of the Mass unprecedented proportion. (Bach's B-Minor Mass,
remember, was intended as aseries of
smaller works not meant to be performed together.) Certainly Beethoven's
earlier Mass setting, Op.86 (a major
middle-period work that deserves to be
199

better known) gave no hint of the
breadth that was to come in the Missa
Solemnis.
Still, for all of its ground-breaking
vastness, the Missa, like so many of
Beethoven's boldest creations, does not
turn its back on tradition. Haydn, after
all, composed in his St. Cecilia Mass a
work of grand proportion whose Gloria
is even longer than that of the Missa.
Then, too, Beethoven was evidently
influenced by Haydn's Mass in Time of
War in setting the Missa's Dona nobis
parent, where the outburst of timpani and
trumpets heralds awarlike interruption
of the prayer for peace similar in effect
to the trumpet fanfares in the corresponding section of Haydn's earlier
work. But in the Mass, the interruptions
are bolder, the harmonies and melodies
more tortured, heightening the sardonic
irony of the outburst.
There are other magical strokes in the
work: the extended coda of the Gloria,
with its overwhelming climax and rich
contrapuntal writing; the ethereal violin
solo that accompanies the Benedictus; the
cutting dissonances of the Crucexus; the
exultant Resurrexit; and the utter simplicity of the closing prayer for peace.
With Haydn and Mozart, this prayer
was usually ajoyful-noise paean to an
abstract God. In the Missa, it becomes the
composer's personal vision of serenity
prevailing over disruptive conflict.
The Missa's vast scale makes huge
demands. Because it requires four able
soloists, a virtuoso orchestra, and a
highly skilled chorus, simply mounting
the work has proven difficult—little
wonder that it's infrequently performed.

BEETHOVEN CALLED
THE
HIS
"GREATE ST COMPOSITION!"
MISSA SOLEMN'S

Over and beyond this pragmatic issue are
difficulties peculiar to the work itself If
it at times seems to sprawl, it is nonetheless tightly organized, but this organization is not easily conveyed. The Gloria,
for example, contains seven different
tempo indications, five of them involving
various modifications ofAllegro, another
central larghetto (beginning with the Qui
tollis), and apresto coda for the reprise of
Gloria in excelsis Deo. Each of these tempo
changes (as well as those in other sections) must be clearly defined while
preserving along, integrated line that
prevents fragmentation.
In addition, there are problems involving balance, dynamics, and color. The
orchestra is central and must be well200

integrated with the chorus, the horns and
winds often clarifying the sense of the
whole. The violin solo in the Benedictus
must be sweet yet free ola cloying sentimentality that can result from excess
vibrato, and the chorus should be capable
of delicate pianissimos that remain fulltoned, and thunderous fortissimos that
never shout.
And there is one major textual problem involving the Pleni sunt coeli and
Osanna portion of the Sanctus: Beethoven's autograph and the first printed edition specify this passage to be sung by
soloists. But it is almost always given to
the chorus, which is far more capable of
competing with the full orchestra and of
conveying the emotional sense of the
text. Admittedly, in arecording, the
problem of soloist-orchestra balance can
be overcome in the control room. All the
same, assigning the passage to the chorus
is more in keeping with the music's spirit.
Except where noted, this practice is followed in the performances under discussion here.
Nothing is more indicative of the difficulty in mounting the Missa than the
very small number of recordings it
received in the 78rpm era. Whereas
Beethoven's Symphony 5had many 78
editions (four led by Weingartner), the
Missa had agrand total of three, only one
featuring a major conductor (Koussevitzky). None of these early efforts
has ever appeared in an extended-play
format.
The first two conductors to be represented on LP in this towering work
remain two of its towering interpreters:
Toscanini and Klemperer. Klemperer led
the first long-playing version of the
work. Recorded for Vox, it is no longer
available and, in any event, has easily
been superseded by the conductor's 1966
stereo remake for EMI (about which
more presently).
Toscanini's 1953 recording was reissued acouple of years ago in atwo-CD
set (RCA 60272-2) that offers vast sonic
improvement over the original LP release. Interpretively, the performance still
amazes in its color, clarity, unity, haunting lyricism, and dramatic impact. (The
set is filled out with ainignificent 1950
Toscanini broadcast account of Chembini's C-Minor Requiem.) Despite what
by today's standards may seem constricted sound and quirky balances, this
remains one of the phonograph's great
Missas.
Fine as it is, however, a1940 Toscanini
broadcast is even finer. It boasts the same
explosive intensity, cumulative dramatic
punch, and singing tenderness of the
later version made all the more expressive
WorldRadioHistory

by slightly broader pacing (the Kyrie is
gorgeously sustained), and by codas in
the Gloria and Credo that, in their controlled fervor, leave one limp. Equally
impressive is the all-star quartet of Zinka
Milanov, Bruna Oastagna, Jussi Bleeding,
and Alexander Kipnis. An added virtue
is the availability of the performance on
asingle CD (AS Disc 307) that is drawn
from what Toscaninians call an "inside
source"—the sonically excellent 33rpm
acetate discs produced by NBC engineers. Indeed, the sound is almost as
good as that of the 1953 studio effort—a
bit less full and rich, perhaps, but often
better balanced. The only significant
blemish is amajor orchestral slip at the
beginning of the Credo.

TOSCANINI'S 1953
RECORDING REMAINS
ONE OF THE
PHONOGRAPH'S GREAT
HIS
BROADCAST IS
EVEN FINER.
MISSAS.

1940

Note, incidentally, that atwo-CD
Music & Arts set (CD-259) of the performance comes from the same excellent
source, and includes an interesting if
erratic account (with Ama Dorfmann)
of Toscanini's only performance of the
Choral Fantasy—part of his 1939 NBC
Beethoven cycle. A Melodram edition of
the 1940 Missa derives from apoor AM
aircheck and should be avoided.
Also to be avoided, for similar reasons,
is alive New York Philharmonic broadcast led by Walter (AS Disc 301). Here
the sound is distorted to the point where
musical pleasure or afair assessment of
the performance are impossible. Far
superior sonically is alive 1957 account
led by Schuricht (Archiphon 2.1)—a
two-CD set which also includes alive
Brahms First led by the conductor in
1953. Schuricht (1880-1967) was amusician of taste and temperament, and his
view of the Missa boasts aclarification
of orchestral strands often veiled in other
performances. But he falls into the trap
of permitting the larger sections of the
work to be fractured by extremes of
tempo variation, and the ensemble is not
always precise. The sound, if slightly strident and narrow in focus, is thoroughly
listenable, but the appeal of this release
is bound to be limited to those with an
interest in historical material.
Today, of course, historical performances include stereophonic fare; two
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

of the most commanding feature Bernstein and Klemperer, each of whom
recorded the work twice. Bernstein's
earlier version (from 1961 with the New
York Philharmonic) has recently been
superbly remastered in atwo-CD set
(Sony 47522) that includes the Choral
Fantasy (with Rudolf Serkin) and Haydn's
Theresienmesse. The Missa receives a
strong, vibrant reading, but Bernstein's
1978 effort with the Concertgebouw
Orchestra (a two-CD DG set, 431 7802) offers the same basic conception
molded with slightly greater discipline,
and benefits from suaver orchestral playing made all the more compelling by
richer sound placed in amore realistic
perspective. Only the occasionally excessive vibrato of the soloists spoils atightly
organized account which conveys the
music's wide-ranging moods without
violating its shape. Despite its lack of
fillers, this set is to be preferred to the
conductor's sonically coarser, interpretively less carefully shaped earlier
account.

recorded cycles of the symphonies bespeaking his affinity for the composer.
Equally hard to dispute is the conductor's inconsistency, exemplified in his
studio recordings of the Missa, the last
two of which (DG Galleria 423 913-2,
from 1966, and DG 419 166-2, from
1985) remain in print. Both are two-CD
sets, but only the earlier version includes
a filler—a poorly paced, superficial
account of Mozart's Coronation Mass.
Although differing in some respects,
both of these Missas share some virtues
and many defects. The 1966 account features asplendid vocal quartet and, like
the later version, is often well-paced. But
both have afew quirky tempo adjustments and are too sonically diffuse. The
latter shortcoming is not so much amatter of engineering, Isuspect, as of the
refined sonority that Karajan often
favored. Here it infects both chorus and
orchestra, vocal and instrumental lines
blending into one another, thickening the
texture, neutralizing colors, and enervating dramatic force. Each account has
beautiful moments, but they're fleeting
rather than pervasive.
That Karajan was capable of far better in this work is suggested by asonically poor live performance recorded at
the 1959 Salzburg Festival (Nuova Era
2262-3, two CDs). Here one can discern,
even through the sonic murk, more sharply focused texture, with winds and brass
And Klemperer's 1966 recording less blended, the overall conception gen(EMI 69538, two CDs) easily outshines erating greater tension and impact.
his older monaural effort. The New Phil- Released in 1989, this set may still be
harmonia Orchestra plays gloriously, available; given its engineering defects,
and from the opening D-major chords, it will probably have limited appeal.
it's clear that the conductor has akeen ear
Totally different in approach is the
for balance, the winds and brass coloring
1975 Giulini recording (EMI 62693, two
the sonority from the start and enriching CDs). Here the chorus is well-defined,
expression throughout. Klemperer sees key orchestral detail clearly articulated.
the work whole, refusing to sentimen- A strong conductor with amarked contalize its broader passages and holding ception is undoubtedly in full control.
tight rein over its potentially sprawling It is aconception that has been widely
structure. Despite one or two moments admired.
in the Gloria and Credo when momentum
Ifind it difficult, however, to share this
seem to sag briefly, the overall concep- admiration. Whatever religious feeling
tion has anobility and power that go to or occasion inspired the Missa, it remains
the heart of the work. Those who know a concert-hall piece extending the
the performance only from domestically boundaries of the symphonically styled
pressed Angel LPs will find the CDs Mass settings of Mozart and Haydn. The
vastly richer in sound, though still lack- problem with Giulini's approach is that
ing abit of the top present in an Electrola it is too "devotional," suffering from
LP edition pressed in Germany. Klem- what might be termed the holy-halo
perer, by the way, was the first conductor syndrome. Tempos are sometimes slow
(in both of his recordings) to use soloists to the point of caricature, phrasing is
in the Pleni sunt coeli. This EMI reissue occasionally precious, and continuity
is filled out with ahumorless, heavy- compromised by arbitrary tempo adjusthanded account of the Choral Fantasy ments. There are, unquestionably, mov(with Klemperer and Barenboim).
ing moments in this performance, but
However one may feel about Karajan, they never cohere into aconvincing
there can be no question that he was a whole. The set is filled out with an ideal
major Beethoven interpreter, his four companion work, Beethoven's earlier,

KLEMPERER'S OVERALL
CONCEPTION HAS A
NOBILITY AND POWER
THAT GO TO THE HEART
OF THE WORK.
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Op.86 Mass setting; but it, too, suffers
from similar interpretive shortcomings.
Echoing Giulini's conception in many
ways is the newly released Barenboim
edition (Erato 4509-91731-2, two CDs,
no filler). Tempos are slow, but the major
problem results from shifts in pacing that
go beyond the implications of Beethoven's specifications and cause the Gloria
and Credo to become episodic. To be sure,

PURELY ON SONIC
GROUNDS, THE
SHAW EDITION ON
TELARC IS PROBABLY
RECORDING TO OWN.
MUSICALLY, IT IS SURELY
ONE OF THEM.
1987

THE

fine moments exist, Barenboim proving
particularly effective in the Et incarnatus
est and in conveying the irony of the military outburst in the Dona nobis pacem. But
(and more typical of the whole) what
then follows is so distended, the work
closes with utterly cloying sentimentality.
For those inclined toward the Giulini/Barenboim approach, apreferred
edition might be Sir Colin Davis's latest
account (RCA 60967-2, two CDs).
Recorded in 1992, it is similar to those
two recordings and to Davis's 15-yearold effort, recently reissued in abargain
two-CD set that includes his reading of
the Beethoven Op.86 Mass (Philips 438
362-2). The similarities are superficial.
Despite favoring broad tempos, Davis
displays afirmer grasp of the music's
structure and projects aclearer delineation of its texture than is to be found in
those other three recordings.
Here, indeed, is aprime example of
how momentum is not so much afunction of speed as of such factors as carefully shaped phrases, pointedly gauged
dynamics, and strong accents. Davis
consequently generates an urgency and
continuity that Barenboim and Giulini
do not match. And the sound of this
RCA release is closer and better focused
than in Davis's Philips version, contributing to its greater expressivity with
enriched color and texture. The filler in
this set is an admirable account of the
Choral Fantasy in which pianist Gerhard
Oppitz displays far more buoyancy and
humor than he did in his recent recordings of the two Brahms concertos. In
short, this new release is amajor competitor in the Missa sweepstakes.
Competitive for different reasons,
Barshai's account was recorded in con201
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cert in 1993 in Moscow with able AustroGerman soloists (LaserLight 14-136).
The sound is close and well-focused in
this single CD, with minimal audience
noise. In the main, the performance, save
for afew odd tempo adjustments, is
tautly organized and free of quirks. The
Credo may be abit loose-limbed, the
Resurrexit more jaunty than jubilant, but
the overall conception, if not quite so
powerful or so carefully shaped as some
others, makes no major mistakes.
And it is amajor bargain, new LaserLight CDs selling in some stores for as
little as $4. In other words, what cost $17
in 1946 for an (at best) adequate Missa on
twelve 78s is available today in infinitely
better sound and abetter performance
for (in today's dollar equivalent) less than
atenth of the price of those 78s. For anyone on atight budget, Barshai's Missa
(superior to some full-priced accents on
two CDs) is more than worth its very
modest cost.
Some full-priced editions, of course,
surpass it. In addition to ones already
noted are those of Levine (DG 435 7702) and Shaw (Telarc 80150). In the September 1993 Stereophile (Vol.16 No.9,
p.178), Ipraised the former, noting that
it is "all of apiece" and free of "churchly
sentimentality." In the main, the only
shortcoming of this 1991 live recording
(if "shortcoming" is not too strong a
term) is its lack of some of the richness
of orchestral color that distinguishes
other versions.
A major discovery for me in preparing
this article was the 1987 Shaw edition.
For one thing, among many well-recorded
accounts, it may be the finest. Telarc's
superb engineering suggests abig hall
without any detail-blurring resonance.
From the softest pianissimos to the
loudest fortissimos, the large chorus
retains afocus and impact that is all too
rare on disc. And, despite the great number of voices, the choral texture never
thickens. Shaw, it may be recalled, began
as achoral conductor and prepared the
chorus for Toscanini's 1953 recording of
the Missa. Toscanini considered him the
finest choral conductor he ever worked
with—his praise substantiated by the
singing in this release. The Atlanta Symphony may not boast the virtuosic tonal
richness of other orchestras, but it holds
its end up well and is captured in proper
relation to the chorus so that the interaction between the two groups does
not become fudged. Purely on sonic
grounds, this is probably the recording
of Missa to own.
And musically, it is surely one of them.
Shaw's approach reflects his old association with Toscanini. The overall
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by Toscanini and Klemperer, this performance still ranks among the better ones
and, with its able soloists and reasonable
cost, is well worth consideration.
Utterly different are the accounts of
Rilling (Hânnsler 98.956, two CDs)
and Tate (EMI 49950). Both reflect the
influence of the period-instrument
movement in their use ola comparatively
smaller number of performers, and both
would be satisfying if heard in the hall.
Neither, however, has the impact or
emotional range of many other versions.
Rilling's set, lacking afiller, is expensive
in terms of cost/minute. Tate's single-disc
version uses soloists for the Pleni sunt coeli.
That arelatively small orchestra and
chorus can produce apowerful Missa is
proven by the magnificent Harnoncourt
edition (Teldec 9031-7488-2, two midpriced CDs). Recorded at the opening
of the 1992 Salzburg Festival, the performance provides further evidence of
this conductor's artistic growth. The
quirky mannerisms that once infected his
readings are totally absent. His chorus
is superb, the soloists above average, and
the engineering very close to the standard set by Shaw. Particularly impressive is the wide dynamic range—a virtue
not easy to produce in in-concert recordings, where close miking is needed to
BY
screen out audience noise. And the balance between orchestra and chorus does
full justice to the music's rich color and
texture.
But Harnoncourt obviously also
A value of adifferent sort exists in a
deserves credit for those balances. And
newly released live 1977 performance
he certainly deserves credit for the integdirected by Kubelik with the Bayreuth
rity, broad emotional range, and disRadio Orchestra and Chorus (Orfeo 370
942, two CDs for the price of one).
ciplined playing he secures from the
Chamber Orchestra of Europe, which
Unlike so many live European performances released on CD, all those that I here sounds like aworld-class ensemble. The only aspect of the performance
have heard from Orfeo feature exceptionally fine sound for their vintage. This
that might seem (on paper) to be quirky
Missa is no exception. The chorus is full
is the expansiveness of the Kyrie. Isay "on
and well-focused; the overall sonority,
paper" because the timing, at over 12
while never too weighty, makes astrong
minutes, is unusually long. But here is
impact; and climaxes are generally forceaprime example of how the ear, not the
ful. On afew occasions fortissimos may
stopwatch, should guide one's judgment.
have been slightly monitored, but aside
Under Harnoncourt, the Kyrie never
from atoo closely microphoned (but
sounds slow, the rich, full tone of the chobeautifully played) violin solo in the
rus lending the music aflowing forward
Sanctus, the sound is generally impressive.
sense that seems faster than it actually is,
So, too, is Kubelik's conception. The
and that is never compromised by an
untoward expansion of the tempo for the
balance between chorus and orchestra is
good, Beethoven's tempo modifications
Christie.
are sharply delineated without resortThe ensuing Gloria explodes with
ing to excess, and ablend of fire, granexpressive force, the brass as biting as in
deur, and repose conveys the music's
Toscanini's readings. Throughout, the
emotional breadth. Even the conductor's
crisp precision of the playing, the aptly
marked expansion of the tempo at the
brash Beethovenian fortes, and agentle,
work's close is imposed tastefully, prolyric grace contribute to making this one
viding an apt suggestion of peace preof the most expressive Missas on disc.
vailing over war. If lacking the dramatic
Particularly noteworthy are the eruptive
tension and orchestral color generated
but superbly controlled climax of the

sonority is weighty but never heavy,
changes in tempo are made without
undue abruptness or contrast, and the
wide emotional range of the music is
conveyed without resorting to excess,
though with less intensity than Toscanini
projected. Among the highlights of the
performance are the grandeur of the
Gloria, the apt ghostliness of the Et incarflatus est, the devotional but never sentimental playing of violinist William
Preucil in the Sanctus, and the flowing
tenderness of the Dona nobis pacem.
Adding to the attractiveness of the
release is the inclusion of Mozart's
"Great" C-Minor Mass in an equally
fine performance. Here, then, in one set,
are two hours and 20 minutes of music
comprising two of the most exalted settings of the Mass in first-rate performances preserved in magnificent sound.
Depending on how one calculates a
"bargain:' Shaw's set may well offer the
greatest value among available Missas.

THAT A
RELATIVELY
SMALL ORCHESTRA
AND CHORUS CAN
PRODUCE A
POWERFUL
MISSA IS PROVEN
THE MAGNIFICENT
HARNONCOURT EDITION.
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Gloria, the italicized stabbing dissonances
of the Crucexus, Marieke Blankestijn's
violin solo in the Sanctus that gains
poignancy by being almost vibrato-free,
and asustained yet animated Dona No bis
pacem. Note, too, that Harnoncourt produces an exceptionally colorful, dramatic,
but utterly musical effect in the warlike
interruption of the prayer for peace.
Soloists are used in the Pleni sunt coeli.
The orchestra is ahybrid of sorts:
modern strings and winds, but "period"
brass-a practice that probably contributes to the clarity and richness of the texture. Along with the Shaw set, this is a
Missa to reckon and live with for some
time.
Two period-instrument performances
round out the list of currently available
Missas, and they differ radically. A single
Nimbus CD (5109) features the Hanover
Band under Terje Kvam. Like Shaw,
Kvam is primarily achoral conductor.
Here comparisons end. His account, if
competent and free of mannerisms, is
small-scaled and blunted by excessive
resonance of the Great Hall at the University of Birmingham, England. The
acoustic is, in fact, strikingly similar to
what Nimbus has produced in London's
All Saints' Church, Tooting.
Iraise this point because the remaining period-instrument version, led by

Gardiner on asingle DG Archiv disc
(429 799-2), aside from its prevailing
musical merit, is fasdnating for sonic reasons. Recorded in the All Saints' venue,
it is free of the halo of echo that veils so
many recordings made there. Obviously,
the DG engineers know something their
counterparts elsewhere do not. The
sound of this release is superb: close but
not oppressive, natural in timbre, with
asharply focused fullness to the chorus.
And the soloists never sound too near,
the overall perspective remaining natural
yet immediate.
It is this immediacy that contributes
to the performance not sounding smallscaled. But the conductor must also be
credited. His conception is different from
most others: relatively fast tempos with
minimal inflection of an established pace,
and minimal contrast between Beethoven's specified gear shifts. Thus, the Kyrie
emerges as alyric procession whose
pulse barely changes for the central
Christie, and the Credo becomes almost
militant in its urgency.
At times, one misses the ecstasy and
intensity of other accounts, but Gardiner's view offers its own rewards: an
especially well-integrated Gloria, an apt
eeriness provided by the "period" strings
at the beginning of the Sanctus, with a
vibratoless violin solo totally free of sen-

timentality. Striking, too, is the quick
pace of the Dona nobispacem that lends the
capstone of the score awelcome affirmational ethos.
Gardiner uses soloists in the Pleni sunt
coeli (as does Kvam). His orchestra is
larger than Kvam's, his chorus smaller,
which may contribute to Gardiner's
securing abetter balance between the
two groups. In the main, this is amusical,
richly detailed, tightly organized account
that benefits further from first-rate
soloists. Perhaps the best way to place it
among competitive versions is to say that
it makes afine complement to one of the
better modern-instrument productions.
On the autograph of the Missa
Solemnis, Beethoven wrote, "From the
heart, may it go to the heart:' revealing
his intense emotional involvement in the
score. Also implicitly suggested is one
of the key ways that Beethoven may be
distinguished from Haydn, Mozart, and
other 18th-century composers: specifically, that he was not committed simply to "expression," but to personal
expression. Being so committed, he produced aMass setting of unprecedented
emotional breadth, yet one firmly reined
by artistic control. What most distinguishes the best of the recordings discussed here is the diverse ways they clarify these traits.
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B

ach's Cello Suites do not have
along performance history;
for long considered only exercise or teaching pieces, they were first
championed by Pablo Casals in the
1930s. His recordings, made from
1936-39, still hold up as deeply felt
interpretations, admittedly Romantic
in character, and certainly uninfluenced
(for good or ill) by any research into
Baroque performance practice.
It is in this tradition that Nathaniel
Rosen's new efforts fit. Free from the
vices and the virtues of the authentic
movement, they unfold beautifully and
lyrically, impelled by atechnique that
is at once virtuosic and un-selfconscious.
Iwould have no difficulty recommending this CD on purely musical grounds,
even were it not so beautifully recorded;
nevertheless, Istrongly suggest that
listeners interested in Bach also sample
performances by Yo Yo Ma and/or Anner
Bylsma. Also of interest is aperformance by Julius Berger on afive-string
instrument from the composer's day,
in which the cellist, though perhaps not
so skilled as any of the previously mentioned artists, still manages to get close
to the dancing heart of the music.
It is here, perhaps, that Imight fault
some of Rosen's Suites, although the
fault is never so great as to spoil the
pleasure in listening: variations in rhythm
by way of rubato can sometimes impede
the flow of the music. It is to Rosen's
credit that this seldom occurs, but I
expect Iwould hear about it if Ifailed
to mention it. Ishould also mention,
for readers new to the Cello Suites, that
no one—not even aselfless, dedicated
reviewer—ought to try more than one
or two of these works at atime. The
cello is an enormously versatile and
wide-ranging instrument, but it can
cloy with too much continuous listening—especially in music which, however gorgeous, is still an extended set
of dance variations.
This is my first experience with Jolui
Marks Records; based on the sound and
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BACH: Suites for Solo Cello
Nathaniel Rosen, cello
John Marks Records JMR 6/7 (2 CDs only).
Doris Stevenson, prod.; Jerry Bruck, eng.
DDD. TT: 2:16:43

performance qualities of these discs, I
suspect it will not be my last. Ihave not
heard amore natural cello sound on
CD, and it is rather rare on LP as well.
In particular, the microphone positioning here sounds well-nigh perfect—
there is amarvelous balance between
instrument and room. Idon't know if
any of this sonic quality can be attributed to the use of true 20-bit recording, but I'd love to hear the master tapes
(along with the other greater-thanCD-standard efforts now beginning
to appear). Incidentally, other Stereophile reviewers have recently commented
on excessive midbass bloom on some
JMR issues; Ifind nothing of the sort
here, on my system. Iadmit that my
Vandersteens roll offa bit at the low end
(a room fault, not afailing of my 2Cs),
but allowing for this, Ifind the tonal
balance here to be more than very good.
—Les Berkley
An Alternate View: RL asked me to comment on the sound of this Bach Suites set,
as Nathaniel Rosen had been kind enough
to play one of the Suites—in my living
room—for the Stereophile staff this past
summer. First, anote on the performances:
Ilike Rosen's Bach Suites even more than

WorldRadioHistory

Les does—of course, I'm an incurable Romantic, so he probably couldn'tgo overboardfor
my tastes. Ilove this interpretation. Of all
the versions I've heard, it's the least like any
other. Rosen's truly original approach sings
out with astrong voice. In that sense, this set
is amust-havefor Bach cello enthusiasts.
I
find the recorded sound more idiosyncratic. I've heard this cello and this player in
my living room, and the recording sounds
nothing like that. I've heard several other
recorded versions of the Bach Suites in my
living room, and this recorded cello doesn't
resemble them. Similarly, the cello here is
unlike any I've heard live.
Iwouldn't say there's exactly aproblem,
but there is acharacteristic. This recording
presents Rosen's cello in agood-sized, quite
reverberant, probably empty space The cello
sound is huge, but not bloated. The character
of the cello's upper range is veryfaithful to
the sound ofRosen's cello as Iheard it in my
living room, and the discs splendidly capture
Rosen's ability to make his instrument sing.
The lower range of the cello recorded here
sounds bigger than fe—not
but
definitely unusual.
Please don't use anything Isay here as an
excusefor not buying this set.Just don't be
surprised by the extraordinarily large sound.
—Larry Archibald
.
And Another: Iwas there in LA's living
room for Rosen's recital, and agree thatJMR
has captured the spirit ofRosen's muse asfully
as amachine seems capable of doing. But I
have to disagree with LA re. the sound.
Unlike him, Ihave heard cellos soundjust
this big and blooming—the right combination
ofcellist, cello, hall, and proportion ofempty
seats will result in just this sort of apparently larger-than-ge sound. (Maybe it was
all those senior cello recitals attended by
only me and one or two next-of-kin.) As
for the music, Nathaniel Rosen packs more
space and time into these bare-bones pieces
than anyone I've ever heard. My newfwatite
recording.JA likes it too, despite his reference
recording being an "original-instruments"
performancefrom Nikolaus Harnoncourt.
—Richard Lehnert
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greater empathy and success, apart from
nobvious slowing of tempo, while the
Detroit gets its fingers 'round some of the
more difficult sequences. So, despite afine
recording, adisc that is only of interest for
the Bristow.
—Barbara Jahn

BARBER: Symphony 2, Adagiofor Strings
BRISTOW: Symphony in fit
Neemeprvi, Detroit SO
Chandos CHAN 9169 (CD only). Dan Dane,
Robert Shafer, engs.; Ralph Couzens, Charles
Greenwall, prods. DDD. TE 72:37

BRITTEN: War Requiem
Luba Orgonasova, soprano; Anthony Rolfe Johnson,
tenor; Boje Skovhus, baritone; Monteverdi Choir,
NDR-Chor, Ttilzer Knabenchor, NDR-Sinfonieorchester, John Eliot Gardiner
DG 437 801-2 (2 CDs only). Karl-August Naegler,
prod. DDD. Tr 83:22

Jârvi shows neither of the Barber works
on this disc in their best light. While the
majority of music-lovers will be acquainted
with the mesmeric beauty of the Adagio,
they may not realize that the Second Symphony has much more to offer than would
seem evident from this performance. Jârvi
may be the most prolific recording artist
of the last few decades, but he usually manages to tap the main vein of most of the
composers he tackles. Here he finds neither the magic inherent in the poetic central
movement, nor the energy and rhythmic
thrust of the outer movements. Andrew
Schenck, his only competitor in the current
catalog, presents amuch better overview
(Stradivari SCD8012).
The Bristow Symphony 3dates from
1858, and, although by another American
—who was, in fact, in the first violin section of the NYP, and was agreat champion
of American music—it is unashamedly
Germanic in flavor. This could well be mistaken for anewly discovered work by
Mendelssohn or Schumann, apart from its
over-thick scoring and amuch-favored
part for harp. It is not unpleasant, however,
and Jârvi handles the piece with much

Still an amazing, ear- and mind-opening
work after more than 30 years, Britten's
War Requiem here receives agood performance, though it doesn't replace the others
in the catalog. Britten's approach to religion
was nothing if not ecumenical: Verses from
the Latin Requiem are interspersed with
poems, in English, by Wilfred Owen, and
the effect is potent.
This is the fifth recording of the work
to appear; each has its merits. The first,
Britten's own (on London), plays up the
ironic differences between the cool Latin
liturgy and the heat of Owen's more-tothe-point poems; his performance suffers
only from the singing of Galina Vishnevskaya, who is abit rowdy in the soprano
solos. Simon Rattle's (on EMI) is less objective and offers amore emotional reading.
Hickox's (on Chandos) may be the best allemotional reading. It may also be the best
all-around if one enjoys his brand of nervous music-making, but Shaw's (on Telarc)
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BUSONI: Arlachino, Rondo Arlecchinesto
Peter Matic, Arlecchino; llené Pape, Ser Matteo del
Sarte; Siegfried Lorenz, Abbate Copiscuo; Peter
Lika, Doctor Bombasto; Robert W6r1e, Leandro;
Marcia Bellamy, Colombina; Berlin RSO, Gerd
Albrecht
Capriccio 60 038-1 (CD only). Hansjarg Saladin,
prod. DDD. TT: 67:01
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is so magnificently recorded and sung by
the Atlanta Chorus that it almost leaves the
others in the dust.
Along comes Gardiner's, recorded live
in achurch in Northern Germany in 1992.
It's excitingly performed, with atrio of fine
soloists, and choruses and orchestra of virtuosi, but Ifound the whole effect chilly.
Shaw is just as precise, but less surgical; his
sense of the way parts of the work flow
into one another makes the anti-war statement more powerful. Gardiner appears to
approach the work as ashowpiece (which
it certainly is), but misses agood deal of
its passion. Britten was an ardent pacifist,
and Gardiner's reading is somehow so full
of stunning musical trees that the forest—
the message that War is Hell—is all but
obscured.
The sound is not up to DG's best—perhaps the Lübeck church in which it was
recorded cramped the engineer's style. And
so, while Ilearned from this performance,
I'll be returning to one of the others—
probably Shaw's, possibly Britten's own
for poignancy—more often.
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Ireviewed its sister release, Turandot, and
Virgin Classic's simultaneous releases of
both works: Irefer readers to the July '94
Stereophile (Vol.17 No.7, p.168) for background information on the two operas.
This new recording is excellent, and, in
fact, Ifind it quicker and more entertaining
than Kent Nagano's version for Virgin.
The singers' and speaker's (the part of
Arlecchino is spoken) deliveries are more
pointed and have more "face" than do their
Virgin counterparts, and, while some may
find this too broad, it helped me characterize each, and brought the farce more zippily to life. The problem with this release,
however, is the same as with Capriccio's
Turandot: they supply no libretto, only a
scene-by-scene synopsis. It just doesn't do.
This is acomedy, and unless your German
is fluent (mine isn't), or you own alibretto
to the opera (I used Virgin's), you'll find
yourself lost.
Included as an addendum is Busoni's
Rondo Arlecchinesco, Op.46, which uses
some themes from the opera, and which
I've enjoyed playing before the opera itself
(rather than after, where it's placed on the
CD). The recording is full, true, and forward, with lots of unobtrusively stagey
play. The singing is as good as one would
want. This remains afascinating work; if
you don't need alibretto, this set's for you.
—Robert Levine
COPLAND: Gmlig,* Pteludefor Chamber Orchestra,
Hear Ye! Hear Ye!
Oliver Knussen, Cleveland Orchestre London Sinfonietta
Argo 440 203-2 (CD only). John Dunkerly;k Simon
Eadon, engs.; Andrew Cornall,* Chris Hazell,
prods. DDD. TÉ 68:27
COPLAND: Rodeo, El Salon Mexico, Da ?Lion
Cubano, Billy the Kid
David Zinman, Baltimore Symphony
Argo 440 639-2 (CD only). Simon Eadon, eng.;
Chris Hazell, prod. DDD. TT: 77:30

Argo has been working overtime in the
Copland department to provide us with
simultaneous releases presided over by
Oliver Knussen and David Zinman. The
Knussen consists entirely of debut recordings, the most remarkable of which is
Grohg, whose score the conductor found
by accident in the Library of Congress.
Grohg, from the early '20s, was Copland's
first orchestral work, and was intended to
be the score to aballet about asorcerer who
brings corpses to life in avariety of seductive dances. Although Grohg was destined
to become one of Copland's lost scores,
three key movements would turn up as his
Dance Symphony; knowledgeable listeners
will find this recording afascinating study
in original context.
A courtroom drama, Hear Ye! Hear Ye!
was commissioned in 1934 by choreographer Ruth Page. The scenario was of a
murder trial involving cabaret types—just
like Court TV. This pivotal score would
prove to be Copland's closing chapter on
the madcap world ofjazz and urban decadence The filler, Prelude, is athrice-reduced
orchestration of the first movement of
Copland's Organ Symphony.
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much idiom and atmosphere as Bernstein
ever did, with adegree of polish and refinement that eluded Bernstein until his final
decade.
The BSO has been perennially underrated and overshadowed by its more illustrious East Coast neighbors. Place this
recording on your shelf along with Zinman's/BSO's sets of works by Barber
(Argo 436 288-2) and Elgar (Telarc CD80192).
—Richard Schneider

David Zinman (above) and Oliver Knussen have
released two excellent new Argo discs of Aaron
Copland's music, including world-premiere
recordings of two ballets: Grohg and Hear Ye!
Hear Ye!.

Knussen projects these works with
authority and style The sound is consistently clear and believable—it's good that
record companies are once again recording
the Cleveland Orchestra in its native habitat of Severance Hall. No need to go elsewhere for larger-than-life; life-size is fine
Zinman's contribution only appears to
be more commonplace; Argo has made no
big deal of the fact that this Billy the Kid and
Rodeo are the complete ballets, not the more
familiar concert suites. For Billy, this means
about athird more music, including some
key episodes. Although its gun battle could
be somewhat pared down, Billy deserves
to be heard whole.
The full-length Rodeo features aRanch
House Party interlude with an out-of-tune
saloon piano. Argo incorporates some party
noise into this sequence, jes' sum hootin'
'n' a-hollerin' an' abunch o' glasses clinkin'.
(Probably that passel o' party animals from
the Baltimore SO.) This has been done
with expert subtlety, and should provide
great fun for audiophiles who like to compare speaker types and surround systems.
A full-length Rodeo and Billy were
recorded ten years ago by Slatldn/St. Louis
on EMI, and acomplete Billy from 1963
by Dorati/LSO has been reissued on Mercury Living Presence Although Dorati has
the authority of early ballet performances
of the work, and Billy is one of the best
recordings he ever made, this does not
apply to the other Copland works on his
disc, all of which have been done better
elsewhere Moreover, the Baltimore Symphony ca 1994 is more than amatch for the
LSO ca 1963.
The call between Argo and EMI is more
difficult, but Argo gets the nod for yielding
afinished product that is far easier to listen
to, for excellent recordings ofEl Salon Mexico and Danzon Cubano, and for Zinman's
approach to all of these works. He's areal
professional conductor, which Copland
never was. Moreover, Zinman achieves as
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DEBUSSY: Complete Works for Solo Piano
Paul Crossley. piano
Vol.3: Etudes, Masques, D'un cahier d'esquisses,
Elslejoyeuse, Berceuse héroïque, Page d'Album,
Élégie, Hommage àHaydn, Le petit Nègre
Sony SK 53281 (CD only). Bud Graham, eng.;
David Motley, prod. DDD. TT 77:53
Vol.4: Suite bergamasque, Images (oubliés) 1& 3,
Pour le piano, Deux Arabesques, Ballade, Résverie,
Valse romantique, Nocturne in D-flat, Mazurke,
Danse Bohémienne, Danse (Tarantelle styrienne),
Morceau de concours
Sony SK 53973 (CD only). Bud Graham, Richard
King, engs.; David Motley, prod. DDD. TT 78:01

Vol.3 represents late Debussy, Vol.4 the
early. Even more than the previous two
discs which Ireviewed afew months ago,
Ienjoyed the present compilations enormously. Crossley's Etudes, replete with
some Debussian haze but still with all the
appropriate clarity, impress with their
vigor, technical brilliance, and dynamic
refinement. Their mercurial qualities, as
well as atmosphere, are most effectively
brought out, and the British pianist is especially good at conveying the composer's
more introverted moods. In general, the
impression one receives here and in the
more youthful works in Vol.4—especially
in the sympathetically, unsentimentally,
and gracefully played Suite bergamasque—is
that this, above all, is Debussy being played
by Paul Crossley rather than Crossley
interpreting Debussy.
Yet the pianist is not afraid of expression
or the touches of rubato that he inserts and
which humanize the pieces. Perhaps the
Toccata from Pour le piano is less of avirtuosic moto perpetuo than one sometimes
hears; but, overall, both of these discs are
immensely likeable, and the 20-bit technology used in the recording has produced
one of the silkiest piano sounds that Ihave
yet encountered from Sony. Listen, for example, to the beautifully even, clear-toned
upper octaves of the piano. The sound is
not plush, nor is Paul Crossley acolorist
in the manner of aMichelangeli, but these
discs make afine impression on the ears.
Incidentally, Sony's complete Debussy for
piano on four CDs with Crossley differs
from Nimbus's five CDs with Martin
Jones primarily in the fact that the latter's
fourth disc adds works that the composer
either orchestrated or intended to score for
orchestra.
—Igor Kipnis
DOHNÁNYI: Piano Concertos 1St 2
Martin Roscoe, piano; Fedor Glushchenko, BBC
Scottish Symphony Orchestra
Hyperion CDA66684 (CD only). Philip Hobbs,
eng.; Andrew Keener, prod. DDD. TT 75:02
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IF YOU THOUGHT THE NAD 502 WAS A
GREAT BUY

HOLD ON TO YOUR HAT!

No, this is not another low-end CD player. Our November
"Surprise Package" includes aseparate CD transport, aD/A
processor that sounds smooth-as-silk, and aSilver Digital
Coax cable! This little combination sounds so good that we
dare you to compare it with any of the "high-end" brands
(ha,ha,ha) costing 3times the price! It sounds like adeal too
good to be true, doesn't it? Well, it is a real deal but, there is
acatch. We only have afew dozen available at this price.
Don't be late!

Surprise Package Only $399.95

Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro
The grunge is gone! That's right, the new DTI Pro brings
digital audio aquantum leap forward. In fact, we think DTI
Pro is the final blow to analog. The Pro eliminates digital
grunge, grain and glare and opens the digital soundstage
like you've never heard before. And during our sale you
can pick up a DTI Pro for less than you'd pay for apair of
"high-end" speaker cables.
•State-of-the-Art digital jitter filter
•Nearly eliminates jitter (35ps)
•On-board DSP takes 16 bit data in and outputs almost 20
complete bits!
•Future upgrades are quick and easy with the
socketed E-PROM.

?
Hype Or "High-End"
?
Can It Really be "High-End" For Only $149.95
There are many things that make Straightwire Maestro-II a
very special interconnect but, a"cable-of-the-month" it is not!
Maestro's unsurpassed quality is proven not by the excellent
reviews it has received, but rather, by the thousands of
satisfied customers all over the world. In fact, during our 22
years in business no her cable has ever come close in
customer satisfaction! And for good reason. Maestro-II is one
of the finest quality interconnect cables you can buy at any
price! We realize that may be hard to fathom in aday when
most of the pseudo-audiophile circles think good cables must
cost at least $500.
Maestro-II uses asymmetrical coaxial design with
individually insulated conductors and multilayered cold
wrapped microporous teflon foam dielectric. All this means
open and extended highs and excellent detail and powerful,
controlled bass.
We have aquantity of Maestro-II available with some minor
scratches on the painted portion of the plugs for avery
special price of $149.95 per 1-meter pair, while they last!

One-Of-A-Kind Items
Please Call Us And We Will Send You Our Complete 5Page List.

Audio Research SP-12 Preamp (Used)

List Prise/Sale Price

$1200/$599

Audio Research SP-14 Preamp (Used)
$3000/$1495
Audio Alchemy DDE v1.1 D/A (Demo)
$459/5269
Audio Alchemy DTI Pro Jitter Box (Used)
$1300/$799
Audio Alchemy DDS 1.0 CD Transport (New) $900/5299
B & KAVP-2000 R/C Preamp (Demo)
B & K ST-140 Power Amp (Demo)
Klipsch Chorus-II Speakers (New)
Klipsch Belle Speakers (New)
Nakamichi DAT-1000 DAT Recorder (Used)
Parasound P/LD-1500 Preamp (New)
Parasound 1200 MK II Power Amp (New)
Proceed PDT-3 CD Transport (Demo)

$800/$499
$600/$349
$1800/$999pr
$3000/$1650
$12K/$3995
$850/$499
$945/$699
$2650/$1475

Accessories On Sale
Please Call Us And We Will Send You Our Complete 5Page List.

Audio Alchemy lso-Puc Isolation Feet (4)
Audio Alchemy lso-Puc Isolation Feet (30)

$20/$12.50
$150/$75

Audioquest Midnight-2 Speaker Cable 8' Pair$235/$99.95
Audioquest Topaz 1-Meter pair Interconnect $50/$29.95
Audioquest Type-4 Speaker Cable 8' pair
$76/$39.95
Audioquest Ultraconnect Contact Cleaner
$30/519.95
Nitty Gritty 1.0 Record Cleaning Machine
$240/$179
Sumiko Blue Point Special Phono Cartidge $300/$239
Tara Labs Quantum 1Speaker Cable
60% Off
XL0 PRO-600 Speaker Cable 6' pair
$110/$59.95
XLO Type-100 Interconnect Cable 1-meter $100/$49.95

We also carry: POWER WEDGE
COUNTERPOINT • B & K • NAD
VMPS • KLIPSCH • AUDIOQUEST
TARA LABS • SUMIKO • NITTY GRITTY ;
MUSIC METRE • SOTA • ARCICI
LEXICON • STAX • TARGET
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Lab 18 (minus the Dvorak Sonatina), this
recording is marked by aviolin sound I
have never experienced in either the real
or recorded worlds: There is asnarling
quality to the instrument that Ifind distracting, and it is evident on both LP and
CD. The piano sound is very good, but
given the distinct coloration of the violin,
appears almost as if it were recorded in a
different acoustical environment.
Sound quality aside, these performancel
exhibit atechnical and interpretive brilliance that highly recommend them. The
Strauss sonata is infused with wholehearted Romanticism, shimmering in
intensity—especially in the powerful thrust
of the final movement's concerto-like
dimensions. A similarly impassioned tone
is struck in the Dvorák Sonatina, which
The ebullient Nicholas McGegan conducts
Lincoln Mayorga (above) and Arnold Steinhardt
makes the performance of Perlman and
Handel's Radornisto for Harmonia Mundi.
perform transfixing Dvorák on Sheffield Lab.
Samuel Sanders on EMI sound like Sundayafternoon salon music.
The only disappointment for me was the
(eg, "Son contenta di morire"); she makes
Though written when Emii Dohnányi was
playing of the Romantic Pieces by Dvorak.
abetter impression in slower arias like
20 and 70, respectively, the two concertos
"Quando mai," which includes an oboe
For years I've been spoiled by the interpreare quite similar in their classical, yet freeobbligato beautifully played by Katharina
wheeling, rhapsodic style. They are clearly
tation of Sergiu Luca and Paul Schoenfield
Arflcin. Lighter of voice is Monika Frimon Elektra/Nonesuch, which is more
offshoots of Brahms and late romanticism,
mer, who also does some terrific coloratura
expressive in its pathos, lyrical warmth,
with flavorful touches of Hungarian acin several arias. Dana Hanchard, the fourth
and freer tempos.
cents. Dohnányi was atremendous virsoprano, sings with afast, narrow vibrato
Idon't know whether you'll find the
tuoso pianist, whose conservative music,
that at times sounds like acountertenor,
same affection for the sound of this CD
most particularly the popular Variations on
but she too has admirable agility. The acthat Doug Sax does, but [doubt you'll be
aNursery Tune, can often charm the ear. The
tual countertenor is RalfPopken, who takes
less than transfixed by the performances.
composer recorded the second concerto
the castrato role of Radamisto. His slow
—Robert Hesson
(coupled with the Variations) with Sir Adrian
singing leaves me pretty much unmoved
Boult in amid-'50s mono LP when he was
(eg, "Cara sposa"), and in an effort to
HANDEL: Radamisto
80. Once available on Angel, it is asplenRalf Popken, Radamisto; Juliana Gondek, Zenobia;
sound heroic he exposes anasty registral
did, vividly romantic performance seemLisa Sailer, Polissena; Dana Hanchard, Tigrane;
break on the bottom ("Perfido, di aquell'
ingly never transferred to CD.
Monika Frimmer, Fraarte; Michael Dean, Tiriempio tiranno"). Otherwise, his work is
If British pianist Martin Roscoe and his
date; Nicolas Cavalier, Farasmane; Freiburg
very fine. Among the low voices Iprefer
Soviet-born conductor don't bring quite
Baroque Orchestra, Nicholas McGegan
Harmonia Mundi 907111.13 (3 CDs only). John
Cavallier to Dean, whose difficult "Alzo
that degree of authority to the concertos,
Newton, mg.; Ftobina G. Young, prod. ADD? TT
al volo" shows unwelcome effort, but both
theirs is still athoroughly committed,
3:10:11
are good and of the "gruff" school.
intense, and sweeping set of performances,
McGegan's work as aHandelian is now
full of large, later-romantic gestures. EspeRadamisto is one of the most important
well known. Much of the string playing
cially impressive is the pianist's final moveis elegantly shaped, but on several occaoperas in the Handel canon. A fairly early
ment, from the later concerto: technically
sions throughout the work, beginning as
work, it was the first produced (in April
very precise, and on ahigh level of excite1720) by the Royal Academy of Music, a early as the second section of the French
ment. It is also the second concerto, with
overture, his trademarks of nervous speed
group of noblemen who wished to proits lower, less overpowering dynamic level,
and overarticulation can be found. It sounds
mote Italian opera in London. It has one
that reproduces more naturally. Concerto
exhilarating at first, but after awhile these
of those plots in which the loves and infidel1suffers from edgy strings and apiano top
things begin calling attention to themities of the cast are played against abackthat clatters. Nor do the massive orchestral
selves, and one longs for some real emosections sound particularly ingratiating. .. drop of amilitary campaign. Almost everytion. (Radamisto's "Dolce bene di quest'
one in the opera is related to someone else,
until its discmate begins.
—Igor Kipnis
aline for example, could have been more
usually in multiple ways. Radamisto proved
DVORAK: Four Romantic Pieces for Violin ik
tender.) Handelian opera needs alot ofhelp,
astriking success, and was revised for the
Piano, Sonatina in G
but it's amistake to help it solely with
next season when the famous alto castrato
R. STRAUSS: Sonata in E-Flat
musicology and performance practice. For
Senesino and other Italians became availArnold Steinhardt, violin; Lincoln Mayorga, piano
baroque opera to succeed, we need first and
able. The revised version (December 1720)
Sheffield Lab 10039-2-F (CD only). Doug Sax, mg.,
foremost to share the expressed feelings (if
is recorded here.
prod. ADD. IT: 59:42
any) of the singers. Without them we have
This is avery desirable recording, if only
boring opera—certainly not what Hanfor the consistent strength of the singing.
With this release, Sheffield Lab enters the
del had in mind. This recording, which folIn fact, it is almost too consistent. Of the
super-bits sweepstakes with aprocess
lowed staged performances at the 1993
seven soloists, four are sopranos who
called 20+ >16 Ultra Matrix Processing.
sound so much alike that Ifound myself Güttingen Handel Festival, shows thorIn the liner notes, renowned Tonmeister
ough familiarity with the score, particugoing back to the libretto to see who was
Doug Sax writes, "This is the Sheffield Lab
larly in the exciting dramatic sections. A
singing. Saffer and Gondek are the closest
recording that Iwould want to take with
little more warmth would have made it
to typical lyric sopranos. Saffer is afine
me to that proverbial desert island." That's
even better.
singer, sensitive to the Handelian line,
aformidable endorsement, but one IcanThese minor complaints aside, this rethough Ifound her "Tu vuoi ch'io parta"
not share based on sonic quality alone. As
insistent rather than plaintive. Gondek has
for the performances, though, this may
1Better is Popkin's "Ombra cara," the aria Handel
indeed be acandidate for island fare.
aslightly darker voice and just barely keeps
reportedly considered his second-best after "Cara
Originally released on LP as Sheffield
up with some of McGegan's faster tempos
sposa" from Rinaldo.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994
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The Big One is going to
hit Los Angeles
Don't be the last one to
be rocked!
Christopher Hansen

2
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Find out why everyone is buying at CH2
For information and appointments
Call Jerry Del Colliano at 800.247.7888
Our products include
Acurus, Aragon, Bryston, Mark Levinson, Meridian, Proceed, Sonic
Frontiers, Thiel, Transparent Cable, Totem, Wilson and many
more...
Premium Pre-owned equipment from:
Audio Research, Avalon, Cello, Jadis, Jeff Roland, Krell, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, VVadia...
Global Shipping
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cording can be firmly recommended. The
singing is uniformly good, the playing and
drama always exciting. At present there is
no competition in Schwann Opus, and this
performance is unlikely to be surpassed for
some time. Sonics are very good for astudio job, the only stagey gimmick being
Zenobia's fading scream as she jumps into
the river in an attempted suicide.

Hook up your
speakers with
telephone wire?

—Paul L. Althouse
MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde
Marjana Lipovsek, mezzo; Thomas Moser, tenor;
Sir Georg Sold, Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
London 440 314-2 (CD only). Michael Haas, prod.;
James Lock, Colin Moorfoot, engs. DDD. TT:
62:58

Das Lied von der Erde has always brought
the best out of Sir Georg Sold, as his earlier
Chicago Symphony recording (London
414 066-2) shows: Responsive to orchestral
and vocal detail, it boasts precisely gauged
dynamic variations, and phrases shaped
with apersonalized, zealous rubato. On this
new issue, recorded in concert(s), the broad
outlines of the interpretation remain much
the same, but they don't come across as well.
The Concertgebouw forces, for all their
tonal sheen, don't seem as responsive to
Solti's wishes as were the Chicagoans of
some 20 years back. The players' basic
metrical squareness works against Solti's
mercurial Trinklied: the impulsive passages
feel stiff, while the lyrical ones bear an
uneasy, forced relaxation. Discipline is disappointing: Attacks lack their former easy,
unforced precision, and the reeds are often
mildly out of tune. Der Einsame in Herbst,
where the nervous-sounding violinquavers frequently come unstuck from the
other elements, is actually unacceptable
(was no accurate take available?). Only the
closing Der Abschied succeeds: Solti has the
measure of its varied moods, pacing the
transitions in this difficult half-hour span
with the sure instincts of an experienced
theater conductor.
Not only is tenor Thomas Moser always
listenable—a feat in itself in this music—
but he can actually shape phrases in this
cruel tessitura. His dark lyric voice is rarely
overtaxed, and his high notes are secure—a
vast improvement on the callow, strained
René Kollo. Marjana Lipovsek's creamy
mezzo is appealing, but she lets her voice
go white too often for me (and not just
where Mahler indicates "ohne Ausdruck,"
either).
The clear detail and immediate impact
of the sound make a stronger initial
impression than the middle-of-the-hall
Chicago recording, but there are inconsistencies. In the tutti of Von der Schônheit,
an anomalous reverberation blurs the
otherwise well-focused image of the reeds
and horns. And in Von derJugend, either
someone has pulled the plug on the horns
two bars before 8, or they simply didn't
come in.
For aSolti Das Lied, I'd go with the
earlier one for its more confident execution, despite Kollo's shortcomings. To hear
the Concertgebouw Orchestra at its culSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER
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Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde usually brings out
Georg Solti's best. However...

tivated best, try the Haitink (Philips Silver Line 432 279-2) with Janet Baker and
James King. My favorite remains Bernstein's intense, persuasive Vienna account
(London 417 783-2), wonderfully recorded,
with the forthright King and asensitive,
if overemphatic, Fischer-Dieskau as complementary soloists.
—Stephen Francis Vasta
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition
RACHMANINOFF: Piano Sonata 2
HINDEMITH: Suite "1922" for Piano
Simone Pedroni, piano
Philips 438 905-2 (CD only). Tom Lazarus, en g.:
Thomas Frost, prod. DDD. TT: 71:42

Winner of the first prize in the most recent
Cliburn Piano Competition, Simone Pedroni reminds me in his Pictures performance of amodern cross between the
power and widely contrasted dynamics of
Horowitz, and the effects and exaggerations of Stokowski. This live performance
(all were recorded at the May 1993 competition), in spite of its many idiosyncratic
moments, is really arresting and needs to
be heard. The playing is invariably full of
personality—so much so, in fact, that one
wonders how such an individualist was
able to win, when most piano competitors
advisedly prefer to play it safe for fear of
offending one or more judges. But the
powerhouse virtuosity in the Mussorgsky
and in the Rachmaninoff, as well as the
intensity and even ferocity in the unusually
colorful Hindemith Suite, just have made
an unbeatable impression.
On the debit side, there is not agreat deal
of lelaxation to be heard here, and the
Rachmaninoff slow movement seems abit
aimless. Judging from this disc, however,
Iwould be eager to hear in what directions
Pedroni will go from here The piano sonics,
highly brilliant, are reasonably realistic for
alive pickup. Incidentally, Ihave not heard
DG's companion disc, which is shared by
the second and third prizewinners, Valery
ICuleshov of Russia and Christopher Taylor
of the United States.
—Igor Kipnis
RUITER: Requiem, Anthems
Turtle Creek Chorale; Dallas Women's Chorus; var-
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Would you hook up your high
end speakers with telephone
wire?....Of course, you wouldn't!
Then why attempt purchasing a
quality system over the phone?
It's just as ridiculous! And, any
salesperson who tries to design
asystem, or claims that they can
improve your present system
over the phone, is not really looking out for anyone's best interest
but their own.... they're basically
just taking aguess!! That's right!
AGuess! Do you want to play a
guessing game while someone is
taking your money? Well, that's
exactly what's happening when
you decide to shop for high-end
equipment over the phone.
There are so many factors and
variables to consider, that only by
person to person, one on one
service, can atruly effective system be designed or improved.
At CSA Audio we've always
taken that extra step in providing
the necessary time and service to
ensure your dollars aren't being
thrown away We don't play any
guessing games. We let your ears
be the judge every day in our
demo rooms or yours. We do not
recommend or encourage consultation over the phone! Why?
...Because we know what atrue
disservice this can really be! So
make an appointment today and
leave the guessing games in
Las Vegas where they belong!

ADO

HIGH-END AUDIONIDEO SYSTEMS
GREAT SOUND FOR 19 YEARS!
193 BELLEVUE AVE
UPPER MONTCLAIR N.J. 07043

(201)744-0600
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“My thanks to The Cable Company for their assistance
in my struggle to find acable which sounds best with these
amplifiers. This company, by the way, is unique.
Ihighly recommend their services.
They will let you experiment and try any wire
on the market and help recommend
the right wire for your specific system.
The Cable Company manages adata base of customers'
(and reviewers') experiences with wires, speakers,
and electronics; compiles this data, and makes it
available for its customers. For information,
call

1-800-FAT-WYRE 99
--Andrew G. Benjamin

the abso!ute sound®
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intending to point up the cleverness of
Saint-Saëns.
Yet, for my taste, the chamber scoring
of the Grandefantaisie zoologique—minus
dialogue, as here—is the one that makes
the wittiest impact by far, and the present
performance by the Ensemble Musique
Oblique makes the most of the character
of the individual sections. Perhaps only
"Pianists," which here overdoes the incompetence of those trying to play even scales,
disappoints.
The remainder of this enterprising program consists of an early piano quintet,
very Schumannesque and cyclical in style,
plus—a real curiosity—music for a1908
silent movie about the 1566 assassination
Kurt Masur (left) and Eliahu lnbal: with Ladislav Slovak, three conductors who have recently recorded
of the evil Duke de Guise. The close-toShostakovich's Symphony 13 ("Babi Yar").
20-minute score is primarily atmospheric
and not very interesting thematically, but
ious instrumentalists, Timothy Seelig
it probably represents the first work writIn comparing this performance with the
Reference RR-57 (LP/CD*). Keith °Johnson, eng.;
ten by acomposer of prominence for this
original Cambridge Singers version still
J. Tamblyn Henderson, prod. AAA/DDD. Ti's:
extant in the catalog, Imust admit that I medium. The sonics are generally good,
52:58, 59:34*
find the English group much more seducespecially in the film score and the Carnival,
THE LARK IN THE CLEAR AIR: Traditional
both of which have commendable imagSongs
tive. They sing with aseamlessness and
Cambridge Singers; John Rutter, Members of the
ing. Less satisfactory is the Quintet: overly
purity that give the work that extra ethereal
City of London Sinfonia
bright, the strings sounding rather forward
dimension that it should have. Too much
Collegium COLCD 120 (CD only). Campbell
of the hard-toned piano.
—Igor Kipnis
vibrato from the American ladies, and
Hughes, en&;Jillian White, prod. DDD. TE 66:18
some slightly flat singing from the Turtle
Creek tenors, as at the opening of "The
SHOSTAICOVICH: Symphony 13 ("Babi Yar")
Lord is my Shepherd," spoil their perforJohn Rutter is the most outstanding comRobert Holl, bass; Eliahu Inbal, Vienna Symphony
mance.
An
uncomfortable
performance
of
poser of choral and liturgical music to have
& Chorus Viennensis
come to the fore in the last two decades.
"Make me an Instrument" further comDenon CO-75887 (CD only). Yoshihara Kawaguchi, prod.; Hiroshi Goto, eng. DDD. TE 60:02
But he is known not only for his own compounds my opinion.
SHOSIAKOVICH: Symphony 13 ("Babi liar")
While the CD has five Anthems, the LP
positions and arrangements of carols and
Includes "Babi Yar" and "The Loss:' read by Yevcontains but three; the loss of "A Gaelic
traditional songs, but also for training his
geny Yevtushenko
own excellent choral group, the CamBlessing" on the latter is agreat pity, for
Sergei Leiferkus, bass; Kurt Masur, NYP, Men of
bridge Singers, with whom he has made
this is abeautiful work and is probably
the New York Choral Artists
Teldec 4509-90848-2 (CD only). Martin Fouque,
given the finest of all the performances
anumber of wonderful recordings on the
prod.; Eberhard Sengpiel, eng. DDD. TE 67:15
Collegium label.
here. The press release informs that the LP
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 13 ("Babi Var".)
The Lark in the Clear Air is acollection
is a"Pure Analogue audiophile-quality"
Peter Ivlikulas, bass; Laciislav Slovak, Czecho-Slovak
of 24 English traditional songs of love and
issue, while the CD uses the High DefiRSO (Bratislava), Slovak Philharmonic Chorus
nition Compatible Digital system. The LP
courtship, lost love, conviviality, and lulNaxos 8.550630 (CD only) Leos Komarek, prod.
DDD. TE 58:43
labies. Most have been arranged by John
seemed marginally warmer and more
Rutter, although Daryl Runswick, Andrew
immediate, with closer focus and more
The fall of the Soviet Union appears to have
Carter, Edward T Chapman, and Vaughan
body. But this choice seems irrelevant—for
Williams are also represented. This is anobrought about achange in the way Western
the most telling experience of this music,
conductors approach Shostakovich's Symther fine disc—a good cross-representation
go for Rutter conducting the Cambridge
of songs has been chosen, instrumentation
Singers (COLCD 103). —Barbara Jahn
phony 13 ("Babi Yar"). Earlier on, conis pleasantly varied, diction and attack are
ductors such as Ormandy (RCA LSCexemplary, and, as always, the recording
3162, LP, nia) and Previn (Angel SZ 37661,
SAINT-SAËNS: Carnival of the Animals
LP, da)—perhaps influenced by the somis superb. Recommended wholeheartedly
With: Piano Quintet in a, Op.14; L'assissinal du Duc
if you're interested in experiencing some
ber text of the eponymous opening movede Guise
of my musical heritage!
ment, as well as by the score's history of
Alice Ader, piano; Denis Pascal, piano (Carnival)
Rutter composed his Requiem in memory
repression (censored by Soviet authorities
Isandle Veyrier, cello; Ensemble Musique Oblique
Harrnonia Mundi France 901472 (CD only). Jeanof his father, who died in 1984. It is an intiafter the premiere, it was effectively smugMartial Golaz, eng., prod. DDD. TE 73:39
mate, contemplative work inspired by the
gled to the West)—stressed the music's
dark, brooding colors to the exclusion of
Fauré Requiem, and setting texts from both
everything else. If the current spate of reThe satiric Carnival of the Animals, origithe Requiem and the Burial Service. Its first
nally written for private performance and
performance was given in Dallas, so it is
cordings gives any indication, conductors
are correctly finding in this music awider
not published (at the request of the comfitting that this present recording is given
range of moods, encompassing irony,
by an all-American cast of 300 voices in the
poser) until after his death, was intended
irreverence, wry humor, and pathos as well
Morton H. Meyerson Symphony Center
for asmall ensemble of 11. There have been
as dark horror; in other words, they're perof that same city. It is also entirely approrecordings of this chamber version, but
forming the music rather than its perceived
most recorded performances feature areapriate that this production has been dedisonably full orchestra with, of course, the
ideology.
cated to the memory of those members of
the Turtle Creek Chorale who have died
The super-budget Naxos release is an
two solo pianists being spotlit along with
of AIDS, for one of the Anthems also inhonest performance in ahigh-quality rethe cellist of the famous "The Swan." There
cluded on the disc, "The Lord is My Light
have also been the innumerable versions
cording that should please the budgetand My Salvation," was composed by Rutwith anarrator, sometimes more than one,
bound. The orchestra is surprisingly good,
ter at the request of afriend with AIDS
intoning the entertainingly absurd rhymes
particularly when one recalls what budget
who wanted it performed at his memorial
of Ogden Nash and, most recently, newer
labels were serving up for orchestras 20
service.
descriptive poems by Peter Schickele—all
years ago. Iespecially liked the dusky violas
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*DIGITAL*
NEW- Micromega Stage Series
Affordable, Upgradable One Piece Players
NEW- Muse Electronics Model Two
Radical, Uni-Block Differential ® Stage
Pioneer PD-65
With Legato Link and Stable Platter
Michael Yee Audio DA-1
Musicality at aReasonable Price
Altis Audio Ultima
State-of-the-Art Tube Digital
Counterpoint Electronics DA-11 Drive
All Aluminum Transport with S.M.C. Option
Call for other brands and models
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The Audio Outlet Reference Manual/Catalog

'ANALOG'

is Now Available to the General Public

NEW -Lyra Clavis De Capo
A New Reference in Phono Cartridges
Immedia RPM 1& 2
Lyra's New Turntables
Sumiko Blue Point Special
Naked Out of the Box
Benz-Micro Glider
Affordable Benz with 1.0mv Output
Regs RB300 Tonearm
The Single Best Buy in Audio
Eminent Technology ET II
The Classic Air-Bearing Tonearm
Graham Engineering 1.5T2
Best Tonearm in the World!
Nitty Gritty Record Cleaners and Fluids
The Vacuum Cleaning Machine
MYA PFE-1 Phono Preamp
High Gain, Musical and Affordable
Call us, we are the analog experts!

'AMPS AND PREAMPS•
NEW -Jadis Defy 7 Mk. Ill
A Reference Standard Refined
NEW - Klyne Audio Arts 7LX3
The Ultimate Solid State Line Stage
Brown Electronic Labs 1001 Mk II
"Finally After Two Years...In Stock"
Acrirus DIA -100
100 watts/channel, Direct Input Amplifier
Cary Audio CAD-300 SE
Single-Ended Triode Operation
OCM/Belles OCM 200
High Speed, High Current Amplification
Jadis DPL
Jadis Tube Sound at aModest Price
Call for other brands and models

•TWEEKS FOR TWEEKS•

'SPEAKERS*
NEW -Epos ES 11 Mk, It
A Stereophile-Loved Speaker, Improved
NEW -Harbeth LS5/12A
A New and Better BBC Studio Monitor
Martin-Logan Aerius
The Affordable "High-End" Electrostatic
Call for other brands and models
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•SUBWOOFERS.

To receive the 96 page Audio Outlet 1994 Catalog and a
$10.00 discount coupon good on your first order of $50.00 or
more, send $4.00 along with your mailing address or call 4
with your credit card information

NEW- Muse Model Twenty Two
A Smaller, More Affordable Muse Subwoofer
NEW- Artemis EOS Woofer
More Bass Extension

van den Hui
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MOD SQUAD,

COGAN HALL

Chang LightSpeed Power Filter
High Current, Ultra-fast Line Conditioning
Tice Audio MBF 3 & 4
Affordable Line Conditioning from Tice
API PowerWedge
Isolates Gear From the Wall and Each Other

AURAL SYMPHONICS,
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NORDOST- FLATLINE CABLES

STRAIGHTWIRE- MAESTRO, RHAPSODY

NEW -Townshend Audio Seismic Sink
Elegent, Effective Air Isolation Platform
NEW -Gryphon Audio Exorcist
System Demagnetizer
XL0 and PAD Discs
System Break-in and Set-up CDs
Versalabs Wood Blocks & Red Rollers
Eliminates RFI, Background Noise is Gone!
Ensemble Tubesox
Reduces Heat and Eliminates Microphonics
Standwiches Speaker Interface Mats
A Must for Any Mini-Monitor Owner!
Dynaclear Socket Savers
Precision Tube Socket Cleaning Brush
Combak Dots, Belts, and Feet
Removes Colorations from Equipment
Roomtunes Acoustic Treatment
All Shapes, Sizes and Colors
Sonex High Frequency Baffles
Wall Treatment That Works
Sound Anchor, JustaRack, Arcici,
Symposium, Target, Standesign
Supports and Stores Equipment

CARDAS- TWINLINK, QUADLINK & HEXLINK

'HEADPHONES & ELECTRONICS.
NEW -Melos Audio SHA-Gold
Full Feature Line Remote Control Preamp
with Headphone amp. Gold Series Quality.
Grado Signature and Prestige Series
Great Headphones from aMaster
Beyerdynamic DT Series
Ultralight and Comfortable
Grado Signature HPA-1
The Portable Headphone Amplifier
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*TUNERS*
Magnum Dynalab FT101A
The Worlds Best Selling Analog Tuner
Audiolab 8000T
The Only Audiophile Grade Tuner with AM
Fanfare Electronics FT-1
Reference Tuner with Built-in Remote

'GROUND LOOP ELIMINATOR.

KIMBER KABLE- PBJ, IC, AG & ILLUMINATI SERIES
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PURIST AUDIO DESIGN -AQUEOUS, MAXIMUS, COLOSSUS
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M.A.G.I.C. Box By Mondial Designs
Eliminates Cable TV-Induced Audio Hum

MAGNAN- Illi Mk. II & Vi

at Audio Outlet

*VACUUM TUBES.
Sovtek Tubes
Military Grade Tubes from Russia
Golden Dragon Gold Pin Tubes
Replaces Tired Original-Equipment Tubes
Gold Aero Tubes
Specialty Audiophile Tubes
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Please feel free to come visit us
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10am '7pm EST
Thursdays
10am '8pm EST
Saturdays
10am '5pm EST

All major credit cards
are welcomed.
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Audio Alchemy: Digital Transmission Interface •Pro
The DTI • Pro affords resolution enchancement previously only dreamed
of. Get 20 Bit information from 16 bit sources with 1/10 the her of the
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and the bright-toned, musical solo clarinet and oboe Slovak finds plenty of profile
in the music, with the most playful Scherzo
("Humor") of all. His main problem is a
tendency to let his already brisk tempi
creep faster as they go, although only the
waltz theme of "Careers" is objectively too
fast. However, this makes it easier for the
fine, if close-miked, chorus, and for soloist
Peter Mikulas, to achieve immediately verbal, direct communication. To have this
good aperformance available at such alow
price is one of the more positive by-products of the CD revolution.
For most collectors, the choice will be
between the new Denon and Teldec releases,
both of which were recorded in concert.
Their strengths are complementary: both
are excellent performances—thoughtfully
interpreted, beautifully played and sung,
and well recorded.
Masur's performance, undoubtedly colored by his experiences in East Germany,
is one of strongly felt details: crisp attacks
and releases, sharp, biting accents, and
vivid splashes of color—in "Careers," the
distinctive colors of woodwinds register
within their blended chords, as do the
daubs of trombone supporting the sustained strings. There is always afirm sense
of weight, with massively powerful tutris (those in "Humor" are perhaps alittle
doggedly grim). The New York Philharmonk, as usual nowadays, is excellent, with
characterful woodwinds, arich, full-bodied
legato from the tuba, and asecure, impeccably tuned solo violin in "Humor."
Inbal's fine performance is simply less
personally responsive His tempi and phrasing stress the music's horizontal flow,
though they aren't as fast as Slovak's. (This
bears dividends in "At the Store": At this
speed, the ostinati better convey the sense
of endless, quotidian monotony.) He
characterizes the music aptly, but more
abstractly—less pictorially—than Masur.
The Vienna Symphony maintains excellent
tone and balance and consistently clear textures; the brasses are springy, and the
woodwinds as agroup are better tuned
than the New Yorkers. The climaxes lack
Masur's heft, but pack a considerable
punch nonetheless.
Both soloists are distinctive: Iprefer the
liquid, firm legato of Denon's Robert Hon
—who conveys an inward Slavic melancholia at times—to Teldec's baritonal Sergei
Leiferkus, whose delivery is more external
and dramatically insistent. Inbal's chorus
is best in blend, tone, and intonation (although the one low C is out of the basses'
reach); the men of the New York Choral
Artists are woollier and less unanimous,
especially above middle C.
Some of Denon's past work has lacked
impact, but not this time—here's areal
"auditorium-authentic" recording, with
asubtly glowing acoustic and excellent
presence, minus any hint of spotlighting.
Teldec's fine Avery Fisher Hall recording,
with its closer pickup, is the slightest bit
opaque in comparison. The Teldec includes
poet Yevtushenko reciting his "Babi Yar"
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

in Russian and his unpublished "The Loss"
in English, which some may find an added
attraction.
—Stephen Francis Vasta
WAGNER: Lohengrin
Wolfgang Windgassen, Lohengrin; Eleanor Steber,
Elsa; Astrid Varnay, Ortrud; Hermann Uhde, Telramund; Josef Greindl, Heinrich der Vogler; Hans
Braun, Herald; 1953 Bayreuth Festival Orchestra
& Chorus (Wilhelm Pite, dir.), Joseph Keilberth
Teldec 4509-93674-2 (4 CDs only). ADD. TT
3:39:27

This live Lohengrin from the early years of
the New Bayreuth is deservedly back in
print after decades of unavailability. Keilberth's direction is so sure-handed, with
an inevitable "rightness" of rhythm, pulse,
and draina, that he renders himself "invisible"—ie, perfect—in this listener's aural
regard. As King Henry the Fowler, Josef
Greindl generates the sort of all-purpose
nobility, strength, and vocal steadiness that
for so many years made him aBayreuth
regular. Hans Braun's Herald is solidly
anonymous, however staunch of voice.
Eleanor Steber is better than adequate as
Elsa: the voice is not big, but her control
is firm and her acting convinces, if on a
small scale—this Elsa is no visionary. In
all the right places, Wolfgang Windgassen
is as ringingly heroic as he ever was, but
suffers astrange lassitude and wavering
pitch in slower passages. He improves
vastly in Act III.
Highest praise for the heavies, in performances virtually impossible to improve
upon: Hermann Uhde's hopeless, tortured
Telramund and Astrid Varnay's gorgeously
sung, larger-than-life Ortrud. The sheer
size of Varnay's voice dwarfs the rest of the
cast. Pitched perfectly between demonic
possession and icy control, Varnay wraps
this work around herself, Lohengrin becoming Ortrud's opera in the way most productions of Macbeth become vehicles for
the Lady. Varnay's power and conviction
are spell-binding in this, probably the best
Ortrud on record. (She was definitely on
aroll in Bayreuth that summer of '53, also
singing Brünnhilde to Windgassen's Siegfried in Clemens Krauss's Ring cycle.)
Too bad the sound isn't better. This is
mono, of course, but far inferior to the
quality of sound Teldec obtained two years
earlier in their 1951 Bayreuth taping of the
Knappertsbusch Parsifil. Here, solo voices
are clearly recorded, but most choral passages over mf are distorted, there's too little
high end, too much obvious level-fiddling,
amuffled, congested orchestral sound, and
more than occasional print-through.
Despite its overall excellence, this should
probably not be your first Lohengrin, if only
because the recording obscures so much
of Wagner's gorgeous scoring (not to mention the famed Bayreuth acoustic). The
Kempe (EMI), Solti (London), and Schneider (Philips) are also outstanding performances, in far better sound. Still, Irecommend this one for Keilberth's superb
confidence and control, and for Varnay's
towering Ortrud.
—Richard Lehnert
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THE FRENCH COLLECTION
Ravel: Daphnis & Chloé, Suite 2'; Debussy: Nocturnes
Nuages, Rtes'; Rêverie; Clair de Lune; Girl with the
Flaxen Haie; The Sunken CathedraP; "Cortège"
from Petite Suite; Golliwogg's Cake Walk2;The Little
Shepherd'
Georges /Wire, RPO (1); Eric Hammerstein, London
Promenade Orchestra (2)
Chesky CD101 (CD only). K.E. Wilkinson, eng.;
Charles Gerhardt, prod. ADD. TT: 55:25
GREAT AMERICAN COMPOSERS
Copland: Billy the Kid (excerpts); "Hoe-Down"
from Rodeo'; Gould: Tropical'; Griffes: The White
Peacock,' The Pleasure-Dome ofKubla Khare; Hanson: Symphony 2'
Charles Gerhardt, RPO (1), RCA SO (2), Philharmonic Pops (3)
Chesky CD112 (CD only). K.E. Wilkinson, eng.;
Charles Gerhardt, prod. ADD. TT 62:15
LIGHT CLASSICS, Mil
Binge: Elizabethan Serenade; Dvonik: in Nature's
Realm'; ICabalevsky: Colas Breugnon, Overtures;
Mussorgsky: Khovantchina, Prelude to Act 1';
Offenbach: Orpheus in the Underworld, Overture':
Puccini: Tosca, Prelude to Act 111'; Smetana: The
Moldare; Verdi: Aida, ballet music'
Charles Gerhardt, RPO (1), Philharmonic Pops (2),
National Philharmonic (3), London Promenade
Orchestra (4), London Pops (5)
Chesky CD108 (CD only). K.E. Wilkinson, eng.;
Charles Gerhardt, prod. ADD. TT 64:19

These CDs contain some of the very best
recorded orchestral sound Ihave ever
heard. All the works were recorded by
legendary engineer Kenneth Wilkinson,
and they reveal the man as atrue genius of
his craft. They also reveal that Charles
Gerhardt, who conducts all the selections
on two of the three releases, has never gotten his due as aconductor of eminent stature. This is glorious music-making.
Although they were recorded at various
times between 1954 and 1971, the compositions share aremarkably similar sonic
signature. Woodwinds are carved magically out of thin air; strings have the woody
resonance you hear in concert; brass is bold
and blatty; hall and stage depth are as tangible as Ihave ever heard; and the delicate
air of the concert hall hangs magically
about the listener. But the most uncanny
characteristic of the sound is the ideal balance between instrumental detail and
orchestral blend.
Here's my recommendation: Buy all
three discs, bow toward Chesky's New
York office, and give thanks that somebody
knows and cares enough about music and
sound to bestow these gifts upon you.
—Robert Hesson
CHERYL STUDER IN SALZBURG
Songs by Schubert, Debussy, Strauss
Cheryl Studer, soprano; Irwin Gage, piano
DG 437 784-2 (CD only). Pal Christian Moe, prod.
DDD. TE 74:18

This warm, user-friendly recital was taped
live at the Salzburg Festival in August 1992.
I've been hearing recently about Studer's
supposed vocal problems, but, aside from
an occasional moment or two of wayward
pitch when the breath nears its end, she
sounds fresh and in top form here.
Five Schubert songs open the program:
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Everyone's All-American Diva is in top form on
Cheryl Studer in Salzburg.

"Gretchen am Spinnrade" is amazingly
urgent, "Im Friihling" puts one at ease, and
"Ftastlose Liebe" is suitably restless—indeed, sung at an amazing clip—"joy with
out peace," indeed. The six "Ariettes oubliées" to texts by Paul Verlaine which follow are Debussy at his most humid, and
both Studer and accompanist Gage capture the impressionistic grogginess (and
contrasting mania of "Chevaux de bois")
perfectly. The ten Strauss songs that make
up the rest of the program are sung in a
Mozart-like manner, which is to say that
they're not so much interpreted as sung
with great care given to the text, and to the
notes and their dynamic markings; the interpreting is all there without any pluggedin drama. But there's no sameness—the
skeptical may want to sample "Wiegenlied" and the immediately following
"Mutterlândelei" for an amazing feat of
mood-changing.
approached this recital with no particular enthusiasm, but, after having spent a
fine hour and aquarter, left it aconvert.
You will, too.
—Robert Levine

J
AZZ &BLUES
BEST OF CHESKY CLASSICS 8t JAZZ/
AUDIOPHILE TEST DISC, VOL.3
Chesky JD111 (CD only). David Chesky, music
prod.; Bob Katz, eng. DDD. TE 76:29

Test Disc? This ain't no stinkin', borin' test
disc—this is one of the coolest demonstration discs I've ever heard! The difference?
To my way of thinking, atest disc has signal
tones (frequency, 1/
3-octave warble, etc.)
and alot of useful stuff for adjusting your
hi-fi. This disc doesn't offer that—save for
this season's de rigueur burn-in tone (track
38). Naw, what the Chesky folks have done
is way cooler: this disc explores atheme
—artificial vs natural—and gives its listeners the tools for deciding which they prefer, and why. This is adisc for adjusting
your head.
Part One includes 11 diverse examples
from Chesky's recent releases that David
S
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and Norman Chesky believe highlight the
natural sound they've achieved. Ienjoyed
all of the selections—even the ones from
discs that didn't impress me initially, which
suggests that perhaps Ishould listen to
them further. This is the hallmark of areally
good sampler. Standouts include Orquestra
Nova, aNew York-based ensemble that
specializes in Latin American composers;
Bath Assad, an electrifying Brazilian guitarist (sister to the acclaimed Assad Brothers); and the Westminster Choir's performance of Mozart's Ave Verum Corpus.
Simply as an introduction to all this good
music, the disc would stand awinner.
Part Two should be required listening
for anyone who's seriously interested in
why recordings sound the way they do.
With terminally hip narrator John Henry
(what a great voice!), Chesky has put
together awinningly educational tutorial
on microphone technique, compression,
dither, the differences between 16- and 20bit processing, and ambient retrieval through
both recording practices and digital signal processing. While Chesky's stated philosophy is to accentuate the natural, they
don't insist that you prefer things their way.
Rather, this disc's purpose seems to be to
get you to understand your own piefein ices.

I've heard microphone-technique demonstrations before, but none that so clearly
limn the effects of various radiation patterns. Few, if any, use the same performers,
piece, and space in their presentations, and
few offer as many different patterns. Audiophiles may be startled when they discover
that their preferred recordings aren't neccessarily the most pure.
There's another reason why these examples succeed so well: the charming 30second woodwind trio that David Chesky
composed for this demo. The listener, hearing acomplete musical performance, doesn't
feel continuously interrupted going from
comparison to comparison. These eight
tracks alone justify the cost of the CD.
The narration, and some of the sonic
examples—such as the one where David
runs around the studio pounding on atomtom—also show real wit, which draws
people, even non-audiophooles, into the
premise. My wife's curiosity was piqued
by Mr. Henry's gently sardonic delivery,
and she wound up sitting in the sweet spot,
demanding to hear comparisons over and
over, until she comprehended the points
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illustrated. Ican't begin to tell you how rare
that is.
As fascinating as the other examples
were, Ifound the compression/no-compression comparison to be the most revelatory. There was acertain appeal to the compressed track; Inow understand why many
producers—and listeners—become addicted
to the device. But it floored me to discover
that compression totally changed the rhythmic emphasis of the piano. Talk about having amusical effect! Even the most experienced audiophiles are going to learn alot
from this recording.
There are
of test discs out there. Many
are of great help in extracting increased
performance from your system. This one
was so much fun that Ipulled out some
others just to see if they might prove more
interesting than Iremembered. Useful and
informative, yes; amusing, no way. This
silver biscuit is in aclass by itself. Almost
60 minutes of wonderfully recorded music
plus auniquely entertaining audio education. Such adeal.
—Wes Phillips

ZANE MASSEY et THE FOUNDATION: Soul
of Grand Central
Bart BAR 1002 (CD). Troy Halderson, eng.; Teo
Macero, prod. DDD. TE 48:34
GROOVE COLLECTIVE: Groove Collective
Reprise 45541-2 (CD). Tony Volante, David Dill, ergs;
Elliot Schemer, mix; Gary Katz, prod. TT: 66:29
CHARLIE HUNTER TRIO: Charlie Hunter Ii•io
Prawn Song/Mammoth MR0066-2 (CD). AAD.
TE 48:23
MEDESKI, MARTIN et WOOD: It's aJungle in
Here
Grammavision R2 79495 (CD). Steven Miller, eng.;
Jim Payne, prod. TE 55:18
DAVID FIUCZYNSKI/JOHN MEDESKI:
Lunar Crush
Grammavision R2 79498 (CD only). Ed Tuton, eng.;
Jim Payne, prod. TT: 57:02

Unless you've been living among the
Amish, you've heard something about the
new "hip-hop jazz" movement. Mixing
live players and samples ofjazz records
with hip-hop grooves, rappers, scratchers,
and street energy, it promises to give jazz
the shakeup that punk provided rock. Like
punk, the music itself often pales beside
that which it would replace.
Mixing dance music with jazz isn't new.
From Ellington to Basie to organ groups
to fusion, jazz and dancing have often been
linked. In that sense, "hip-hop jazz," or
"acid jazz," is merely part of acontinuum.
The current scene divides roughly into
two camps: Those who emphasize the
dance aspect, and those for whom hip-hop
grooves are but one color in amulticultural
palette. Among the former are two CDs
featuring famous producers. It's hard to
imagine what, other than opportunism,
prompted former Miles Davis producer
Teo Macero to pluck Zane Massey & Co.
off the street (where they perform). Surely
it wasn't their embarrassing reggae/rap take
on aworn-out "Autumn Leaves:' or their
tepid funk version of an even more threadbare "Summertime." This sounds like those
awful '70s disco records of big-band tunes.
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A modern producer might have saved this
stuff with serious grooves, hip samples, and
aconcept. Instead, it's back to the street
with Massey, and back to retirement for
Macero.
Steely Dan's Gary Katz eschews his usual
studio sterility to bring us the Groove Collective, live and warm from various NYC

locations. The GC offers much more than
Massey in the dance/trance mode: Drummer Genji Siraisi's ride cymbal swings
while his bass and snare funk, tieing the
traditions together in away that allows the
soloists to really play. "Balimka" blends
Bill Ware's vibes with Richard Worth's
thumb piano in atantalizing textural brew,

while "Nerd" recalls the double-talk vocals
of swing-era Slim Galliard.
With hip, original charts and areal sense
of live players interacting, the GC incorporates true jazz feeling into dance music.
This bodes well for the future of this arm
of the idiom.
A representative of the jazz side of the

Three grinning ECM label-mates—from left, Carla Bley, Egberto Gismonti, and Charles Lloyd—celebrate ECM's 25th anniversary in
November with new releases. Michael Ullman reviews them, along with seven other new ECM titles from John Abercrombie, Paul Bley, Jan
Garbarek, Gary Peacock & Ralph Towner, Steve Tibbetts, Miroslav Vitous, and Eberhard Weber.

ECM

AT

25

JOHN ABERCROMBIE: The Cat's Back
John Abercrombie, guitar, John Surman, .mses,
bass clarinet; Marc Johnson, bass; Peter
Erskine, drums
ECM 1502 (78118-21502-2, CD only). TT
69:15
CARLA BLEY: Big Band Theory
Carla Bley, piano; Alan Balanescu, violin; Lew
Soloff, Guy Barker, Claude Deppa, Steve
Waterman, trumpets; Gary Valente, Richard
Edwards, Annie Whitehead, Ashley Slates,
trombones; Roger Jannotta, Wolgang Puschnig, Andy Sheppard, Pete Hurt, Julian Arguelles, saxes; Karen Mantler, organ; Steve
Swallow, bass; Dennis Mackrel, drums
Watt/ECM 25 (78118-23125-2, CD only). Carla
Bley, Steve Swallow, prods.; Gary Thomas,
eng. AAD. rE 49:21
PAUL BLEY: In the Evenings Out There
Paul Bley, piano; Jolm Surman, reeds; Gary Peacock, bass; Tony Oxley, drums
ECM 1488 (78118-21488-2, CD only). 'VE
56:19
JAN GARBAREK: Tivelve Moons
Jan Garbarek, saxes; Rainer Bruninghaus, keyboards; Eberhard Weber, bass; Manu ICatche,
drums; Marilyn Mazur, percussion; Agnes
Buen Gamas, Mari Boine, vocals
ECM 1500 (78118-21500-2, CD only). TT:
75:33
EGBERTO GISMONTI: Musica de Sobœvitencia
Egberto Gismonti, piano, guitar, flute; Nando
Carneiro, synthesizers, guitar, caxixijaques
Morelenbaum, cello, bottle; Zeca Assumpcao,
bass, rainwood
ECM 1509 (78118-21509-2, CD only). TE
63:28
CHARLES LLOYD: The Call
Charles Lloyd, tenor sax; Bobo Stenson, piano;
Anders Jormin, bass; Billy Hart, drums
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ECM 1522 (78118-21522-2, CD only). TE
76:52
GARY PEACOCKfRALPH TOWNER:
Oracle
Gary Peacock, bass; Ralph Towner, guitars
ECM 1490 (78118-21490-2, CD only). TE
50:14
STEVE TIBBE'ITS: The Full of Us All
Steve Tibbetts, guitars, percussion, voice; Marc
Anderson, congas, steel drum, percussion;
Marcus Wise, tabla; Jim Anton, Eric Anderson, bass; Claudia Schmidt, Rhea Valentine,
voice; Mike Olson, synthesizer
ECM 1527 (78118-21527-2, CD only). Steve
Tibbetts, prod., eng. AAD. TE 70:25
MIROSLAV VTIOUS: Attnos
Miroslav Vitous, bass; Jan Garbarek, saxes
ECM 1475 (78118-21475-2, CD only). TE
42:35
EBERHARD WEBER: Pendulum
Eberhard Weber, bass
ECM 1518 (78118-21518-2, CD only);
Eberhard Weber, prod.; Jochen Scheffter, eng.
ADD. TE 55:31
All above: (except as indicated) Manfred Eicher,
prod.; Jan Erik Kongshaug, eng. DDD.

These ten discs, the first resulting from
ECM's new distribution agreement
with BMG, demonstrate the integrity
and continuity of the tastes of ECM
founder Manfred Eicher. They include
recordings of musicians such as Jan
Garbarek, Paul Bley, and Gary Peacock, who have long been associated
with the label, which is now in its 25th
year. The music ranges from pieces it
took Carla Bley two years to write to
impromptu improvisations by carefully
assembled groups of like-minded players. There is free jazz here; there are also
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the lyrical melodies that seem to draw
Eicher to players as different as Gismonti and Garbarek, Surman and Tibbetts. Many share apenchant for folk
melodies, or folk-like melodies of their
own devising. All are consummate professionals who play in tune with beautiful
tones: careful listeners engaging in
emotionally controlled experimentation.
ECM is not ablues label. Its artists
rarely make raucous sounds. (Eicher
brings out the lyricism even of the
usually spiky pianist Paul Bley, who
begins his disc with asweetly melodic
tune he calls "Afterthoughts.") The
sounds they make are mostly recorded
by engineer Jan Erik Kongshaug in the
Oslo studio that Manfred Eicher has
preferred for decades. These relatively
closely miked sessions have been noted
for their clarity since the beginning,
when listeners and critics started talking
about "the ECM sound." Three of
these discs are self-produced: those of
Eberhard Weber, Carla Bley, and Steve
Tibbetts, the last recorded by the guitarist with arelatively murky sound
that fits the dark posturing ofhis music
The rest were overseen by Eicher and
Kongshaug.
Carla Bley's Big Band Theory, on
ECM's Watt subsidiary, is in some
ways the most ambitious set of the lot.
Pieces such as "On the Stage in Cages"
and "Birds of Paradise" are substantial
achievements, as is Bley's subtly satisfying reworking of Mingus's "Goodbye
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jazz/dance combo is the Charlie Hunter
Trio. Typical of many musicians their age,
the Trio are equally influenced by bop,
funk, punk, and hip-hop. Hunter's simultaneous playing of bass and guitar on his
seven-stringed instrument could easily be
dismissed as gimmickry were they not so
well integrated, and the tunes so strong.

Pork Pie Hat!' One notes in "Cages"
the totally convincing flow from the
startling brassy opening to asubsequent sax solo, and then into apiece
whose shifting moods never seem arbitrary or disorganized. Bley has her characteristic timbres, as in the violin solo
over sour brass chords that begin the
hymn-like "Birds of Paradise," or the
way she works-in the braying trombone of Gary Valente. As do we all,
Bley owes something to Mingus and
Ellington, and, more idiosyncratically,
to Kurt Weill, but she has never sounded
more confidently her own in purely
orchestral pieces.
Paul Bley's In the Evenings Out There
seems to be acollaborative effort, with
compositions or improvisations led by
each of the quartet members. I've mentioned Bley's feature "Afterthoughts."
"Speak Easy" is centered around Gary
Peacock's powerful bass, whose lines
are the subject of witty commentary by
drummer Tony Oxley. The quartet,
including bass clarinetist John Surman,
all take part in the loosely organized
"Interface."
Producer Eicher, once abass violin
player himself (for the Berlin Philharmonic), has apenchant for bassists,
three of whom lead or co-lead sessions
in this group:
Gary Peacock collaborates with
guitarist Ralph Towner on Oracle.
(Towner, who recorded for ECM with
Oregon and on ten ofhis own sessions,
is one of four guitarists spotlighted
here.) Oracle begins with the neatly
dancing "Gaya" and moves to the
uptempo "Flutter Step," apiece undoubtedly named for its fast, fluttering first section played by Peacock with
astonishing cleanness and speed—the
fluttering could have been the wings
of ahummingbird. Just as amusing is
"Hat and Cane," which Iassume, because of its irregular rhythms—it's a
piece that seems always about to trip
over itself—to be atribute to Charlie
Chaplin. Ialso admire the robust playing on "Burly Hello."
Bassist Miroslav Vitous could use
some of Peacock's humor—his pieces
on Atmos are almost unrelievedly solemn. Titles like "Pegasos" and "Goddess" suggest the Greeks, but his moods
are best suggested by his "Direvision."
For all that, Vitous plays with abeautiful tone, and expands his usually minimal themes with great skill, adding
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From the loose-limbed funk of "Fred's
Life," which grooves courtesy of original
Primus drummer Jay Lane, to the boppish
"Live Oak," Hunter's material sounds
fresh, yet strongly tied to the tradition.
"Rhythm Comes in Twelve Tones" adds
bassist Miles Perkins, allowing Hunter to
stretch out his single-note lines in away

texture by thumping on his bass and by
including previously recorded sounds.
On his solo disc, Pendulum, Eberhard
Weber also uses previously recorded
bass playing—he is dedicated, he says,
to making "strange, witty, unmistakable, unique sounds!' But mostly what
Ihear is expertly played bass, as on
"Bird Out of Cage," in which he plays
afigure up high which is made by an
echo device to underly the rest of the
piece. That piece involves alovely improvisation in what one might call the
midrange of the bass, and later includes
athird line deeper down. Weber's plangent tones, rounded and powerful, pizzicato and bowed, enliven this set.
Then there are the guitarists. John
Abercrombie's November is anicely
varied set that begins with what sounds
like anewly improvised piece, "The
Cat's Back:' and that later includes the
Harold Arlen classic, "Come Rain or
Come Shine!' The Arlen begins with
Abercrombie intoning the melody somberly, if abit vaguely. In his improvisation, he is beautifully accompanied
by drummer Peter Erskine and bassist
Marc Johnson, who make Abercrombie sound like amore recently minted
Bill Evans. "J.S." seems to be awritten theme for reedman Surman, and it
too includes strongly melodic playing
by Johnson. This is asession led by a
guitarist, but it isn't for guitarjunkies
only.
Neither is Egberto Gismond's Musica de Sobrevivencia, which nonetheless
begins with "Carmem," apiece for two
acoustic guitars played over abackdrop
provided by bowed long tones held by
the cello and occasional bass interjections. Gismonti, who plays both guitar
and piano, is acolorist whose meditative pieces are notable for their folksy
pieties as well as for their sometimes
sprightly rhythms. "Carmem" sounds
like it should be sung, and "Bianca" like
it should be danced. "Forro" is written for piano, and then for flute, bottle, and percussion. Gismonti's "Natura,
festa do interior" is dedicated to the
rainforest: the moods and some of the
details of its 15 parts are dictated by a
poem of Manoel de Barros.
Steve Tibbetts's The Fall of Us All
comes as close to rock and roll as any
ECM project, at least in its dark opening number "Dzogchen Punks!' Tibbetts plays bottom-heavy, thickly textured music whose congested sound is
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that reveals the restrictive nature of his
usual technique. Adding an organist to
occasionally cover the bass would give him
the best of both worlds.
Though press indicates that Primus's Les
Claypool helped the Trio slam this stuff live
to eight-track, it's ashame that whoever
brought us this punchy, uncluttered sound

dominated by low, synthesized effects
and by frantic-sounding percussion
over which Tibbetts's guitar comments. "Hellhound Train" has the insistent rhythms inevitable in atrain piece,
and also layers of other sounds that are
stacked up threateningly like storm
clouds. This is fusion for the depressed.
The two discs led by saxophonists
are sunnier affairs. Charles Lloyd's The
Call may be too serene for my taste,
with its dreamy pieces such as "Nocturne" and "The Blessing!' Lloyd suggests that this disc, and indeed his career, was inspired by Sidney Bechet,
Harry Carney, and Johnny Hodges, all
of whom played with Ellington. But
even his "Figure in Blue, Memories of
Duke" doesn't recall the robust bluesiness and hearty tones of those players.
Nonetheless, Lloyd plays with apretty
tone, and his improvisations, if not startling, are always intelligent and wellformed. The highlight for me, though,
was Billy Hart's deft drum solo on
"Brother on the Rooftop." It is especially well recorded, the drum set
sounding solid, the cymbals light.
Jan Garbarek, asaxophonist initially inspired by Coltrane, plays anew
jazz version of Norwegian folk music
on Twelve Moons, ECM's 500th release
and Garbarek's 20th. Garbarek has an
unparalleled, pure tone on both soprano
and tenor. His soprano is particularly
affecting on "Psalm," which he begins
up high, thinning out his tone until he
makes the soprano sound like adoublereed. "Psalm" features the weirdly
effective folk singing of Agnes Buen
Gamas, whereas "Twelve Moons" is
notable for shimmering percussion
over synthesized rhythms, for the depth
and accuracy of the recorded drum
sounds, and for the sheer beauty of
Garbarek's playing.
Thanks to Eicher and ECM, Jan
Garbarek is awell-known name in this
country. We might otherwise never
have heard of him, or of many of Manfred Eicher's musicians. In its early
years, ECM was important for its
sound and for its fine LP pressings,
which helped shame the American
recording industry into doing something about its shoddy products. Since
then, the label has continued to offer
music that pleases its producer, Manfred Eicher. His offerings will, Ihope,
cóntinue to enlighten and charm the
rest of us.
—Michael Ullman
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goes unsung on the CD.
Another trio, with the unwieldy name
of Medeski, Martin & Wood, ups the ante
on sheer number of influences. These guys
combine bebop, hip-hop, gospel, free jazz,
reggae, rock, schlock, and barrel. On keyboards, John Medeski recalls everyone
from Sun Ra to McCoy to Monk to early
Winwood to Cecil Taylor, on tunes ranging
from the original second-line workout
"Shuck It Up," to asurprisingly cogent
reggae "Bemsha Swing"/"Lively Up
Yourself" medley. In MM&W's world,
Monk and Marley are cut from the same
cloth—and quite rightly.
Their sound belies their name in that
they're that rare thing in jazz—a bonafide
group. Medeski is just as likely to cover the
bass line, while Wood's bow combines noise
with the ILove Lucy theme, and Martin's
drums add pertinent punctuation. Recorded
cleanly enough, it's the music, not the
sound, that provides the passion here.
Lunar Crush adds rage to the equation.
Guitarist David Fiuczynski has it in spades,
and brings it out ofJohn Medeski in such
controlled spewings as "Vog." With its
angry undertones, cosmic lyrics, and lowtech instrumental sounds (electric piano,
distorted organ, dry guitar), Lunar Crush
recalls the sound and fury of early
fusion—Lifetime, Mahavishnu, and Billy
Cobham's first solo efforts. Not that it's
unbroken by levity. Fiuczynski's laughing, Steve Vai-influenced wah-wah and
conversational phrasing keep the proceedings from becoming too top-heavy, as well

as affording the beginnings ola personal
style. But it's just the seriousness and fervor
ofLC that are awelcome respite from the
irony that pervades so much po-mo music
Unfortunately, passion can't make up
for unfocused composition. Despite Fiuczynslci's nickname, "Fuze" has yet to fuse
his influences into acohesive voice. Still,
he's closer to it than many, and in no danger
of being lost in the neo-traditionalist crowd.
Like punk, hip-hop/acid jazz is about
attitude as much as music. Unlike punk,
these musicians have ahealthy respect for
craft and history, while remaining unfettered by either.
—Michael Ross
ALBERT KING; Born Under aBail Sign
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 577 (CD only)..lirn Stewart,
recording supervisor. AAD. TO 34:44
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Hip-hop funk/punk hard-bop jazz (whew!) from
the Charlie Hunter Trio.

Ihave five other Albert King records in my
collection, but Born Under aBad Sign is easily the best, the essential Albert King disc.
When Ifound out Mobile Fidelity was
reissuing this gem, Iwas excited but apprehensive, and prayed that they wouldn't
screw it up. The Lord has been merciful—
this reissue is simply wonderful.
Born Under aBad Sign, released in 1967
on Stax S723, features Albert accompanied
by the Stax/Volt house band—Booker T
Jones, Steve Cropper, and the Memphis
horns—and features such classic blues cuts
as "Oh Pretty Woman:' "Crosscut Saw,"
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Years Go Passing By." The arrangements
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articulated than on the original vinyl,
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LARRY WILLIS: A liibute to Someone
without any music-under-glass quality.
Larry Willis, piano; Tom Williams, trumpet; John
The soundstage is slightly wider than on
Stubblefield, tenor & soprano sax; Curtis Fuller,
the original release, though the latter has
trombone; David Williams, bass; Ben Riley, drums
aslightly better sense of depth.
AudioQuest Music AQ-1022 (LP/CD*). Roger
Packaging includes all the original art
Rhodes, eng.; Joe Harley, prod. AAA/AAD. Ti's:
45:38, 52:31*
and liner notes by Deanie Parker, as well
as complete session information (missing
These two recordings have in common the
from the original), and additional photogleadership of pianist Larry Willis and the
raphy by Jim Marshall from a1968 Filltwo-track recording techniques of the
more West gig.
audiophile labels that have released them.
Very rarely do Icome across areissue
Portraits in Ivory and Brass and A Tribute to
that I'd recommend to anyone possessing
Someone are complementary: on the four
the original release in good condition, but
Mobile Fidelity's version of Born Under a duets and four trio performances of the
Bad Sign is one of those discs that deserves
former, Willis improvises in acasually
to be in every blues fan's collection.
organized, intimate environment; the latter
—Willis's solid, hard-bopping tribute to
—Steven Stone
Herbie Hancock—shows him as arranger,
composer, and improviser.
MOKAVE: Afrique
Larry Karush, piano; Glen Moore, bass; Glen Velez,
Willis's improvisations virtually glow.
drums
Portraits in Ivory and Brass begins with his
AudioQuest Music AQ-1024 (LP/CD*). Michael
velvety introduction to Jack Walrath's
C. Ross, Jeff DeMorris, Bernie Grundrnan, engs.;
beautifully expressive playing of "Bess,
Joe Harley, prod. AA/VAAD. Trs: 50:59, 57:07*
You Is My Woman Now." Walrath sings
this one, sliding up to held notes, flaring
On this, Mokave's third AudioQuest resuddenly, and falling gently away. Willis's
lease, the trio has expanded both their tonal
solo is more withdrawn and delicate—even
palette and their stylistic grasp. The result
romantic. One also hears romance in Wilis the most varied, and arguably most satislis's compositions, including "Shadows:'
fying, of the three recordings. It's also their
for Miles Davis, and "Green Eyes." Left
most accessible; Scott LaFaro's "Gloria's
to his own devices, he's given to slow
Steps" and John Abercrombie's "Parable"
tempos—some of the performances on his
offer amainstream hook to the familiar
last disc, Steal Away, fairly dragged. Walworld sensibilities of the trio.
rath's clear-toned trumpet and tart, tightly
As has become standard practice for this
organized solos are good counterweights.
exceptional trio, improvising and ensemble
tautness are superb, as are the original comWalrath's intriguing compositions include
the exotic "Epitaph for Seikolos," which
positions. With the addition of percusbegins with aknock on the inside of the
sionists John Bergamo, Junior Homrich,
piano and choked trumpet sounds—sounds
and Bob Fernandez on selected tracks, and
that evoke an eerie echo; is Walrath playing
Pedro Eustache's bass flute on the title
into the piano body? "The Road to Sophia"
track, Moore, Karush, and Velez stir up
is more traditional, "Monk's Feet" more
another multicultural mixture of depth and
playful. The musicians respond to the chalimagination. Moore's bass playing, in parlenges of each piece with intelligently
ticular, is highlighted to an effective degree
nuanced playing. Although both Walrath
—his solo on LaFarcis composition repand Willis have recorded frequently—Walresents the improvisational peak of the
album. But ICarush and Velez are hardly
rath recently with his own groups and
Willis as aleader and as asideman—neither
dragging their feet. Velez's imaginative
has sounded better individually than they
employment of frame drums shadows
do together here. They're helped by the
Karush's rich, harmonically grounded piano
work to an almost telepathic degree.
natural, ungimmicky recorded sound:
close, but with enough space around them
This is another rich- and natural-soundto support the illusion that they were playing analog, direct-to-two-track recording
from OceanWay Recording in Hollywood.
ing in my living room.
With the Apogee UV22 Encoding System
The Larry Willis sextet in my living
in the hands of Bernie Grundman, the CD
room would represent more of achallenge
to my domestic arrangements, but that's
is almost the match for the 180-gram LP.
The LP offers asubtle degree of smoothmore or less the effect ofA Tribute to Someness and air, however, along with timbral
one, available on CD and LP. On my equipauthenticity that is ever so slightly etched
ment, the LP sounds abit more spacious
on the CD. The CD, on the other hand,
and airy; the CD sounds marginally more
offers an extra track: the rhythmically exsolid.
The origin of the title is somewhat of a
citing Glen Moore composition, "Bugle
mystery—no one knows who, if anyone,
Ann." Get both formats—you'll want to
Herbie Hancock had in mind when he
hear this music again and again.
—Carl Baugher
wrote "A Tribute to Someone." The tune
evidently developed spontaneously during
apractice session while Hancock was still
LARRY WILLIS/JACK WALRATH: Portraits in
Ivory and Brass
studying at the Berklee School of Music.
Larry Willis, piano; Jack Walrath, trumpet; Steven
Willis's tribute is to Hancock—to his
Novosel, bass
"very, very agile mind:' his harmonic
Mapleshade 02032 (CD). Pierre Sprey, eng.; Larry
approach to the piano, and to his spirit.
Willis, Jack Walrath, Pierre Sprey, prods. AAD.
TE 68:45
Somewhat atypical of Hancock in 1963,
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when he recorded it, "A Tribute to Someone" is sweetly perky and unassuming.
The best evocation on the album of the
more bluesy Hancock of that period is,
surprisingly, Willis's "Teasdale Place"—the
last number on both CD and LP ("For
Jean" is omitted from the LP). The disc also
contains aheavy-hitting version of Hancock's "King Cobra," and a chipper
"Maiden Voyage" enlivened by the presence of veteran trombonist Curtis
Fuller—the only trombonist (he likes to
say) who recorded with both Bud Powell
and John Coltrane.
The sextet plays well as awhole, making A Tribute to Someone an appealing session, though not as distinctive as Portraits
in Ivory and Brass.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK &POP
Tme

LUICA BLOOM:
Reprise 45608-2 (CD). Luka Bloom, prod.; Brian
Masterson, Paul Ashe-Browne, engs. AAD. TE
55:15

One of the reasons why RL and Iwere so
taken with Luka Bloom's debut album,
Riverside, is that it's so damned insistent.
With its driving guitar and tumble oflyrics,
it took you by the lapels and said "Hear
This!" And that's why we were both disappointed by the followup, The Acoustic
Motorbike. The double espresso was replaced by herbal tea.
I'm happy to report that, on his new
album, Tue,
.the old Bloom is back, more
or less. If it's not as consistent (or as insistent) as Riverside, the writing and performances are both tighter and more urgent
than last time out. A vignette like "Cold
Comfort" has detail and edge, while on
"Right Here, Right Now," he's channeling Van Morrison more than Phil Ochs—
not entirely abad thing. The real reason
why Turf has stayed near the top of my
pile of late is because it contains the best
song Bloom's ever written: "Background
Noise?' In the spirit of early U2, he looks
at the strife that's torn apart his native
Ireland and takes the most dangerous
stance of all—straddling the fence. But
that's only ajumping-off point to the big
picture. As the song builds to its climax,
Bloom's lone voice of outrage rails against
adrone of pain and brutality with six
simple words. "Our—Tears—Are—All—
The—Same!' Not to be missed.
Tud-is also notable for its sound. Almost
completely solo, Bloom sounds like he's
playing asix-foot-deep acoustic guitar in
an airplane hanger. It's not something
you'll hear in nature, and God help us if it
becomes atrend, but Ithought it was an
interesting changeup for the guy-andguitar genre. Decide for yourself—if only
to hear avery good albtun and atruly great
song.
—Allen St. John
JEFF BUCKLEY: Grace
Columbia CK 57528 (CD). Andy Wallace, prod.,
eng., mix. TE 51:46
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present the latest development in the
honest reproduction of music, the Fried
M.A.R.S. series. A bold new lineup of
musical loudspeakers featuring the Studio
V (pictured), Ft/6, A/6, Q/6 and Beta VI
possessing clarity and openness
unmatched by most loudspeakers. The
McShane Ambiance Recovery System
(M.A.R.S.) is a revolution in the way
music is reproduced. In combination with
Fried's classic transmission line designs
the result is truly stunning, placing you at
the recording site. Come audition Fried
products as well as the other fine brands
below today!

EXPOSURE Extraordinary technology dispels the
myth that stunning sound quality is always costly. Rarely
are such affordable components included in Stereophile's
Class BRecommended Components.
ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the
96SLE CD player they crafted an entire line of superb
audio and home theatre products!
VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors twice their price. The awesome model 3must be
heard to be believed, as well as the fabulous model 2Ce!
Building a home theatre system? The VCC- 1center
channel speaker is the best in the industry!
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and T-8000 Transport are contenders for best sound at
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1000 Converter and T- 1000 Transport with standard
AT&T glass interfaces. These have been artfully combined
to produce the bargain CD-I000 single chassis CD player.
CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from
$999 to $12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear the single-ended CAD-805 amplifier
and find out what everyone is raving about!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor
conscious enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers
the full sound of much larger designs.
MELOS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of
thelr preamps and D/A converters make musicality available to all budgets. Highly praised in TAS and Stereophile.
YOU MUST HEAR THE SHA GOLD.
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Jeff Buckley fulfills the promise of his two EPs
and his NY street rep on Grace, one of this
year's best debut albums.

Hypnotic. Mesmerizing. Soaring. These
words have been used for almost 30 years
to describe the singing of Tim Bucldey, Jeff
Buckley's father. But long before his
premature death two decades ago at age
28, Tim's voice increasingly seemed to have
become aglorious instrument in search of
aplayer worthy of it. Not even Buckley
himself was up to the challenge, as he
increasingly indulged in empty vocal
pyrotechnics; he continued to take risks,
but they tended to be risks of technique,
not emotion.
Jeff Buckley takes at least as many
chances with his own wailing vocals, but
his well-disciplined pipes always serve the
song, the heart, the moment. He's inherited
his father's astonishing vocal range,
fluidity, eclecticism, and sensitivity to
nuance (not to mention his good looks),
if not Tim's richness of timbre or melodic
invention. What is entirely JeffBuckley's
own is his absolute emotional commitment. The result is. ..
soaring. Mesmerizing. Hypnotic.
All of this is in big evidence on Grace, one
of the two most impressive singer/songwriter debuts of the year (Emily Bezar's
Grandmother's Tea Leaves is the other).
Whether in the gentle folk-raga neopsychedelia of the Beatles/Doors-flavored
"Dream Brother"; or in the title song,
darkly melodic in the Jack Bruce/Pete
Brown mode; or in the Robert Plant-style
thrash of "Eternal Life," Buckley consistently opts for, and delivers, high seriousness and aseemingly instinctive musicality.
There's aformidable intelligence at work
here, evident everywhere: in the rich yet
minimalist arrangements for guitar/bass/
drums trio, always shifting in dynamics
and texture; in Buckley's weirdly elliptical
melodic sense, whether unhummable ("So
Real") or tantamount to asoul standard
("Lover, You Should've Come Over"); but
most of all in his sinuous voice, deeply
masculine for all its apparent androgyny.
(And to hear Buckley swing in astraight
jazz setting, listen to lolly Street" on the
Jazz Passengers' amazing, just-released In
Love, produced by Hal Wilner.)
Buckley's taste in cover tunes is as brave
as his singing. His two introductory EPs
STEREOPH1LE, NOVEMBER 1994

included songs written or made famous by
Van Morrison, Edith Piaf, and Alex Chilton. On Grace, in addition to his seven
originals—none of which sounds like any
of the others—Buckley's taste is as catholic as they come: Benjamin Britten's
"Corpus Christi Carol," sung in countertenor style and range; Buckley's delicately
wistful setting of "Lilac Wine"; and
Leonard Cohen's magnificent hymn to
music, "Hallelujah:' from which Buckley wrings every last drop of sensuality,
knowingness, passion, and music.
The young trio of Buckley (guitar),
Mick Grondahl (bass), and Matt Johnson
(drums) wears its virtuosity lightly, threading the intricately twisting arrangements
with grace and authority, as at ease with
heavy metal as with jazz and folk stylings.
No SPARS code, but Andy Wallace's
(White Zombie, Soul Asylum) production
sure sounds DDD: harsh enough to induce
listener fatigue after asingle playing at the
volume level at which it begs to be heard
(a trait it shares with the Emily Bezar disc).
Turn down the treble and stick with this
one—you won't be disappointed.
—Richard Lehnert
DAVID BYRNE: davidloyme
Luaka Bop 45558-2 (CD). Arto Lindsay, Susan
Rogers, David Byrne, prods.; Susan Rogers, rec.
eng.; Mark Agostino, asst.; Michael Brauer, Susan
Rogers, mix. no SPARS code. TT: 51:13

"B" for Art Direction: printed on nice
paper, the spiffy liner notes and photos
nicely campaign the theme of David Byrne,
up-close. From the track "Buck Naked"
("bare assed for sure /in the eyes of god
naked in my heart /naked in my soul"),
through the x-rays of his dental fillings,
tight shots of his fingers, and photos of his
naked feet posed like Christ on the Cross,
the "new David"—as opposed to the pop
star of Talking Heads, or hot on the great
white hunt for ethnic sounds Ry Cooder
or David Lindley haven't got to yet—
stands revealed.
An "A," however, for the "new David"
himself, who has created amodern folk-art
artifact about as charmingly naïf and
spontaneous as American Gothic (whose
painterly pose, minus pitchfork, Byrne
strikes in the cover shot). Unlike John
Mellencamp, who did go home again (to
Indiana, to paint, and write about Jack and
Dianne), Byrne simply can't be innocent
—or naïve, like Grandma Moses—ever
again. We're not in Kansas anymore, and
Lollapalooza is not adraw. "I'm along way
from New York City now," Byrne sings
in "Buck Naked." It's amatter of style:
Byrne has become too sophisticated, too
educated, too "painterly," too mature to
throw out frippery any more.
He's asmart guy, as well: three-syllable
words like "molecules" and "Bethlehem"
trip as naturally to his tongue as one-liners
("You are my friend /but Ihurt you toe
from "Crash"), and he's interested in concepts of teleology, epistemology, and the
concerns of middle age—Can you get barbecue and beer and commemorated in a
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Everything clicks: David Byrne puts on mental
weight on davidbyme.

gospel singer's shout in the afterlife? ("You
and Eye")—and ultimatejustice ("Angels").
Once honestly considered, all that Gauguin Who-am-I-Where-Am-I-Going
stuff changes you forever.
Clever and theoretical in the days of
"Psycho Killer," or cutesy-cheerful as a
yuppie in love ("Up All Night"), and an
ethnological musical magpie second in sincerity only to Peter Gabriel (My Lift in the
Bush of Ghosts), suddenly Byrne is all
grown up. This is apolished, mature—
"born again:' if you will—assessment of
Byrne's life to date, complete with skin
shots to prove it.
Overnight, something's clicked: the
avant-art/pop concerns and syncopated
sounds of his youth have fleshed out. Playful but no longer childish, Byrne lays down
each riff and effect like abrushstroke. His
style is no longer simple, as in his early
days; it's deceptively simple. He addresses
what concerns him, lyrically and musically,
balls-out and buck naked; he's put on mental weight; these days, there's meat on the
bone. As a(hopefully premature) retrospective, davidbyrne is not half-bad. Care
has been taken; the recording is perfect.
—Beth Jacques
JOHN CALE/BOB NEUV/IRTH: Last Day On
Earth
John Cale, vocals, keyboards, viola; Bob Neuwirth,
vocals, banjo, harmonica; Gerry Hemingway, percussion, sampling; Jenni Muldaur, vocals
MCA MCAD-11037 (CD only). Roger Moutenot,
eng.; John Cale, Bob Neuwirth, prods. ??D. TT:
68:45
JOHN CALE: Seducing Down the Door: A Collection, 1970-1990
Rhino R2 71685 (2 CDs only). Bill Inglot, Ken Perry,
engs.; Barry Alfonso, Geoff Gans, prods. ADD.
rr: 2:34:35

Synthesizer and banjo, viola and harmonica, punk and folk, heaven and earth, yin
and yang—John Cale and Bob Neuwirth.
Apparently, opposites attract. But wait—
turns out these two aren't opposites at all.
They share an aesthetic stance in which
meaning is evoked out of abstraction and
literalism is assiduously avoided, and in
which every man is everyman.
Last Day On Earth is described as "a
blueprint for theater." Closer to amodern
musical theater piece for CD than arock
opera, it's program music ofa unique fabric: "A tourist is guided by Opportunity
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to aGreat Cafe. Inside, he's introduced to
the habitués whose tales, thoughts, and
experiences become an interior/exterior
travelogue as told in song and interlude!'
It's all that and more. With Cale's keyboards providing atmospheric segues and
Neuwirth's down-to-earth vocals and
banjo anchoring the songs, this collaboration works to perfection. Cale's melodic
sense and wry vocals are offset by Neuwirth's folk-inflected phrasing and sense
of humor in original and surprising ways,
as in the nightmare cabaret atmosphere of
"Café Shabu," or the cheerfully chilling
"Angel of Death," which would not be out
of place on aVelvet Underground album.
Neuwirth is the big surprise here.
Known primarily as apainter and professional sidekick (he shadowed Dylan
throughout D.A. Pennebaker's remarkable
tour film, Don't Look Back), Neuwirth has
heretofore not demonstrated this degree
of expressiveness and interpretive vocal
power. His phrasing and honesty on the
closing "The High and Mighty Road" are
unforgettable. The best thing on the album,
the song conveys wisdom, regret, melancholy, spiritualism, and fatalism with uncommon concision: "Sacrifice and deprivation, or spiteful paradoxes sold /As
begrudging restitutions, along that high
and mighty road /And yet the faces, Oh
God, the faces, they seldom change from
young to old /They only seem to grow
more wasted, along the high and mighty
road!'

John Cale (ca 1990) on two new albums: Last
Day on Earth (with Bob Neuwirth) and Seducing
Down the Door.
John Cale is an artistic chameleon who
makes great half-albums (Paris 1919, The
Academy in Peril). With the right duet
partner—as in Songsfor Drella, with Lou
Reed, and Last Day on Earth—he can be
downright compelling. Cale and Neuwirth sound as if destined to work together
on this superb collaboration; one of the
year's most thought-provoking and musically provocative treats.
Seducing Down the Door, on the other
hand, is an enjoyable trip through Cale's
art. But don't look for unreleased goodies; there's only one here, the previously
unreleased ode to Americana, "Dixieland
and Dixie," and only two other tracks are
unavailable elsewhere except on promo

compilations ("Temper" is an Academy in
Peril outtake, and "Jack The Ripper" was
recorded during the AnimalJustice sessions).
The good news is that programming
has been intelligently and idiomatically
accomplished. Except for some minor
quibbles over what was left out, Rhino has
done an excellent job.
The sonic problems are immediately
apparent. The opening track from Church
of Anthrax, "The Protege," is almost
unlistenable. Edginess in the upper mids
and highs is unpleasant and extreme (the
original UK LP sounded much better).
Elsewhere, things improve. The tracks
from Paris 1919, for instance, are well done.
However, the original LPs are consistently
superior to these CDs—an all-too-familiar
refrain.
Cale's early 1970s work remains his best,
and it's well-represented here. Two tracks
each from Vintage Violence and The Academy
in Peril, three each from Paris 1919 and Fear,
and four from Slow Dazzle make up the
core of disc one. Despite the omission of
"Hanky Panlcy Nohow," agorgeous ballad
from Paris 1919, there's little to criticize
about the choice of songs. Since they're all
but unknown these days, it's easy to forget
how fine albums like Fear and Slow Dazzle were. If you haven't heard Cale's nightmare version ofElvis's "Heartbreak Hotel"
from Slow Dazzle, you've missed one of
rock's genuinely transcendent moments.
Disc two starts with Cale's late-'70s
transitional material and ends with two
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tracks from Songs for Drella. Highlights
abound, including one of Cale's most eloquent songs, "Dying on the Vine," originally induded on Artificia/ Intelligence. Here,
Cale lets down his guard and reveals the
poet's true nature: "I've been chasing
ghosts and Idon't like it /Iwish someone
would show me where to draw the line /
I'd lay down my sword if you would take
it /And tell everyone back home I'm doing
fine."
John Cale is one of pop music's true
originals. Anyone who's ever been captivated by his penetrating lyrics, searing
musical synthesis of disparate styles, and
abstract poetics should waste no time getting this set. It's unlikely to disappoint
those seeking intelligent, well-written
songs.
—Carl Baugher
PETER CASE Sings Like Hell
Vanguard 79476-2 (CD). Marvin Etzioni, prod.;
David Vaught, eng. AAD. TE 42:38

If truth in advertising applied to records,
this album would have to be retitled Peter
Case Sings Like Dylan. Case has adopted the
modus operandi of the erstwhile Mr. Zimmerman's last two outings. Like Good as
IBeen to You and World Gone Wrong (reviewed in Vol.16 No.2 and Vol.17 No.1,
respectively), Sings Like Hell is acollection
of covers of traditional folk, country, and
blues songs taped Library-of-Congress
style: nothing but astool, aguitar, and a
mike.
But even if Vanguard Records isn't ready
to fully 'fess up about Sings Like Hell's
inspiration, Case lays his influences bare.
The first cut, "Broke Down Engine," featured prominently on World Gone Wrong.
Indeed, many of these songs of lost love
and hard decisions would fit right into that
stark and unflinching record. For that matter, one more track as good and appropriate
as Case's version of "Rose Conolly"—a
heartbreaking tale of love, murder, and
regret—would have raised World Gone
Wrong from the ranks of the merely excellent to the inner circle of Dylan's best work.
It's only because it doesn't have quite the
clarity of vision, the thematic unity of
World Gone Wrong that Sings Like Hell falls
just abit short of its archetype. Case's pop
sensibility prevails in his inclusion of such
uptempo cuts as "Down in the Alley" and
Roy Orbison's "Down the Line:' even
though they don't advance the story line.
Case's songs are well-done, but not quite
so well-chosen.
The sound quality is excellent, for the
same reason you rarely encounter abadly
prepared Pop Tart: there's nothing much
to muck up. It may fall alittle short of the
very best pop recordings in such audiophile arcana as inner detail, air, and soundstaging, but it's still easily in the 99th percentile.
Sings Like Hell is afine if curious album,
and aparticularly refreshing foray by Vanguard into the Here and Now. Lately, Bob
Dylan has taken to telling anyone who'll
listen that there have been enough good
songs written (including, presumably, a
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

Peter Case Sings Like Hell—and, while he's at it,
like Dylan.

few hundred by himself)—it's just amatter
of rediscovering the right ones. In Mr.
Case's case, Dylan's preaching to the choir.
PC is an excellent songwriter if not much
of asinger—not that that detracts from this
record. Dylan's advice would be better
spent on, say, Margo Timmins of the
Cowboy Junkies, who has agreat voice but
nothing special to sing. Such is life. Just
enjoy this special record. —Allen St. John
TONI CHILDS: The Woman's Boat
DGC DGCD-24618 (CD). Toni Childs, David Bottrill, prods.; Skip Saylor, eng., mix. DDD. TT
64:09

In the space of three albums, Toni Childs
has gone from being apop singer with a
unique (to put it mildly) voice (on Union),
to writing and singing astunningly powerful extended statement on child abuse
and the dysfunctional family (virtually all
of House of Hope), to the present concept
album in which music is so subordinated
to message as to be drowned in aswamp
of world-music borrowings and unfocused
lyrics.
Childs' concept is so nobly ambitious
as to be impossible to bring off: in The
Woman's Boat, "dedicated to the female
spirit in every living thing," she attempts
awomb-to-tomb Life of Woman. Along
the way—mileposted by song titles like
"Womb," "Welcome to the World," "I Met
aMan:' "Wild Bride:' "Sacrifice," and
"Death" —Childs' Everywoman is born
(yes, the album begins and ends with heartbeats, sirens, ticking clocks, and acrying
babe), is welcomed to the world, discovers
the terror of her own dark side and her
need for affection, falls in love, establishes
her solidarity with Woman, finds herself
resisting marriage, gives birth, and comforts abarely mentioned male who could
be son, husband, or brother; she then
quickly ages and, inexplicably, dies of
drink. Along the way she's helped by Zap
Mama, Robert Fripp, Peter Gabriel, a
handful of traditional Indian musicians,
plenty of synths, and the de rigueur didgeridoo.
Trouble is, it doesn't work. Two of the
greatest strengths of House of Hope were
Childs' explicit lyrics, and tunes so simWorldRadioHistory

ply inevitable they sounded as if they'd
been around forever. Here, neither puts in
so much as acameo appearance; only "Lay
Down Your Pain" holds ahint of Childs'
former power. Otherwise, her vague, rambling lyrics cry out for editing, and the
music substitutes for tunes an endless,
medium-tempo world-music mush that
refers to everywhere and is rooted nowhere. Wendell Berry said it: The trouble
with "Think globally, act locally" is that
no one can think globally. Now that Toni
Childs has proved that she can traipse all
over the world to hire people to play on her
albums, where does that leave her? Where
is she from, who is her constituency, and
just what Woman is this album about?
It's ashame. This album needed to be
made; if anyone could have made it, Toni
Childs could have. God knows her awesome bellow could easily pass for the voice
of the Earth Mother Her own vast Self. It's
sad to hear that Childs seems so quickly
to have forgotten how to write songs for
that voice. Rather than try to write Everywoman's story, or even awoman's story,
Toni Childs should stick to the one story
she knows definitively—her own—and
discover in those particulars the universal sea that floats her woman's boat.
—Richard Lehnert
ELVIS COSTELLO 8t THE ATTRACTIONS:
Imperial Bedroom
Rykodisc RCD 20278 (CD only). Produced by
Geoff Emerick from an idea by Elvis Costello,
assisted by Jon Jacobs. Roger Bechirian, remastering. AAD? TE 78:05
ELVIS COSTELLO 8c THE ATTRACTIONS:
Almost Blue
Rykodisc RCD 20277 (CD only). Billy Sherrill,
prod.; Ron "Snake" Reynolds, Fast Eddy Hudson, engs. Paul Bass, rernastering. AAD?TE 64:04

I've got atheory about the favorite albums
of Elvis Costello fans. The angry ones pick
the raging genius of This Year's Model.
Those (like yrs trly) not so pissed-off prefer
Imperial Bedroom's magisterial songcraft,
offhand eloquence, and understated (for
EC and the Attractions) virtuosity. Just
listen to "Beyond Belief": acomplete lesson in 2:32 of which notes to sing, which
not to sing, and areinvention of the rock
song to boot. No one else writes songs on
the level of the essentially ornate "Human
Hands:' the tortured compassion of "You
Little Fool:' or the instant standard
"Almost Blue." Song after song, vocal after
vocal, arrangement after arrangement,
Imperial Bedroom is astunner, easily one of
the great rock records of all time, and the
only album Iknow of whose every song
is full of urbane passion.
Roger Bechirian remastered Bedroom for
this Rykodisc reissue, as he has the entire
series. The mix created by original producer Geoff Emerick (chief engineer for
Sgt. Pepper, Abbey Road, and other '60s
obscurities) is clear, deep, and coherent in
ways diametrically opposed to the murk
and hash of the original Columbia LP and
CD. Irepeatedly heard things I'd never
noticed before, like the Beach Boys-style
harmonies toward the end of "Human
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Hands," the lower-register harpsichord
comping at the beginning of "You Little
Fool," and Bruce Thomas's soft bass
tremolos at the start of "The Long Honeymoon." But, funny thing: When Iwent
back to the original LP and CD, yup, there
all those tidbits were, audible after all. I'd
just never heard them before, and Iknow
my favorite EC disc backward and forward. Here's the important difference:
Though Inow knew what to listen for, I
still had to work hard at it, and there was
no joy in the labor. Bechirian's remastering
makes it all an effortlessly musical pleasure.
As on the CD remastering of the Beatles'
White Album, it's the bass player who
most benefits: Bruce Thomas is one of the
most melodic, eclectic, do-anything bassists in all of rock. Like McCartney, he
never solos, but his fills, slides, bends, and
Bach-like underpinnings, always inevitable, always fresh, are constant revelations,
and all the more evident on this reissue.
The nine "Extended Play" tracks—
demos, singles, b-sides—include aquartet
of obscure Merseybeat covers: the winsome blue-eyed R&B of "From Head to
Toe," "The World of Broken Hearts,"
"Night Time," and the dumbly happy
"Really Mystified:' The Buddy Holly-ish
"I Turn Around," which EC began writing
when he was 19, has aclassic poor-me
Costello chorus ("the less Isee of you, the
more Icare"). There's yet another "Seconds
of Pleasure," again wholly rewritten from
its two previous versions on Rykodisc's

A gaunt Elvis Costello peers out from the
rediscovered past on the latest installments of
Rykodisc's landmark reissue series.

Trust reissue. "The Stamping Ground" is
asomewhat labored exercise in country
stomp, and the alternate take of "Shabby
Doll" is far more lean and ominous than
its Bedroom version, with surprising rhythmic twists and Thomas chording throughout on asix-stringed bass. In last place is
"Imperial Bedroom" itself. Its Beatles-y
bass line, outro, and cleverly harmonized
lead vocal aside, it clearly wasn't good
enough for its namesake album. Costello's
copious liner notes set new standards of

wit and thoroughness, EC presenting himself as the consummate pop-music fan eternally amazed that Actual Rock Stars can
somehow find the time to talk to him. It
works.
After the less than fanatical reception of
Trust, Costello decided to sing other people's songs for awhile. The result—Almost
Blue, an album of "country" (read: Nashville) covers—fared even less well, and its
ill luck continues in this, the only disappointing entry in Ryko's reissue series.
Directed by legendary Nashville producer/songwriter Billy Sherrill (George
Jones, Tammy Wynette, "Too Far Gone"),
Almost Blue must have seemed agreat idea
at the time. Trouble is, Costello can't sing
country. He does okay on some of the
torch songs and ballads that worked so
well for Patsy Cline, but that's because
they're "country" music in name only. For
all his genius elsewhere across the musical board, Costello lacks the understated,
finely tuned timing and humor, alternately
deadpan and gently ironic, that are absolutely essential to singing great country
songs like "Tonight the Bottle Let Me
Down" and "Honey Hush." And, country
classics or not, the tunes themselves just
aren't as good songs as Costello's (though
he'd be the first to deny it).
Still, Almost Blue remains interesting for
EC's great taste in tunes, the Attractions'
almost scary facility with any musical task
set them, and Rykodisc's addition of 11
outtakes that work as well as the album
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itself—which, of course, is the problem.
Six of the "Extended Play" tracks are more
cover tunes from alive gig at acountry bar
in Aberdeen, Scotland, including one of
the most strangely bathetic ballads ever
written—Leon Payne's "Psycho"—and a
sincere "He's Got You." On the studio side
are: abeautifully sung "Darling, You
Know IWouldn't Lie"; an early, rhythmically complex, almost unrecognizable version of Imperial Bedroom's "Tears Before
Bedtime"; and (live again) Gram Parsons'
"I'm Your Toy," backed by no less than the
Royal Philharmonic. Serious omissions
were two excellent tracks from the flip of
the "I'm Your Toy" EP (F-Beat XX21T):
"Blues Keep Calling" and "Honky Tonk
Girl." They really did work, and should
have been included here.
Unlike the rest of the Ryko series, Almost
Blue's chalky sound is only aslight improvement over that of the original
Columbia LP and CD. Maybe the fact that
this is the only one of Ryko's series not
remastered by the amazing Roger Bechirian
has something to do with it. And though
Costello's copious liner notes are as wellwritten and wryly self-deprecating as those
of Imperial Bedroom, and well worth the
price of the admission, he says not aword
about any of the "Extended Play" tracks.
But that sounds like condemning arecord for being merely "very good" instead
of the usual "Outstanding!" Once again,
thanks, Ryko and Elvis, for taking the time
to do this job right. Trouble is, there're only
four more albums to go. ..
—Richard Lehnert
IRIS DeMENT: My Le
Warner Bros. 45493-2 (CD). Jim Rooney, prod.;
Rich Adler, eng. TE 42:38

We are constantly being told that we need
to prepare for the (digital) future, that our
fortunes will depend on our being on the
cutting edge of the Computer Age. Iknow
what ni do in this microchipped DisneyAmerican' to which we're all being unceremoniously dragged: I'll be the merchant
of silence. I'll acquire some vast building
like the Superdome, and shield it against
all outside noise, placing in it just enough
of the ordinary breathing of the Earth to
make it silence, not death. People will pay
me to put whatever they like—music,
noise, their own voices—into this primal
space. When Iget rich enough—or lucky
enough—perhaps Ican get Iris DeMent
to come and fill this silence just for me.
Iris DeMent is the true voice of country music—a startling thing to hear among
the pop-country-crossover sound that fills
the airwaves; so startling that the country
stations won't touch her at all. God, what
they're missing. This CD opens up with
"Sweet is the Melody:' DeMent's lovely
take on the process of songwriting, and
includes afitting homage to the Carter
Family ("Troublesome Waters") and some
fine harmony singing from Robin and
Linda Williams on "The Shores ofJordan."
The record is dedicated to Iris's father,
whose death figures as the subject of "No
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994
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J.J. Cale—silhouetted against &quiet wall of
grunge on Close to You.

the EliminatorlAfterbunieriRecycler trilogy
(the Top's Billy Gibbons co-wrote the
song).
In addition to handling all instruments
and vocals, Edmunds also engineered and
produced. But as impressive as his total
effort is, Edmunds may have been better
off delegating some of the musical duties;
digital drums are okay in apinch, but
there's nothing like the sound of real drums.
Dave, if you ever need atimekeeper, give
me acall.
Pl's high-gloss cardboard jewelbox
unfolds an upper-case "E" to reveal the disc
itself. Looks great, but I've been playing
the disc so often that it'll only be amatter
of time before the box falls apart—Plugged
In has apermanent place as "Disc 1" in
my carousel. Still, the uninitiated Dave
Edmunds listener should probably start
with The Best of Dave Edmunds.
—Steve Stoner

Time to Cry," asong so honestly affect
JOHN MATE Live at the Hiatt
ing that Ihad to pull off the road the first
A&M 31454 0235 2(CD). Noprod. or eng. credits.
time Iheard it on the car radio. There are
AAD. '
YE 58:47
some, of course (my wife is one), who will
never get past the sound of DeMent's voice
John Hiatt is nothing if not genial, and he's
itself—the high, lonesome sound that's
at his deep schmoozing best on this
supposed to go back to the 17th century.
limited-edition live album. His patter is
They, too, are missing out.
personable, the tracks are alittle looser than
Iremember some years ago meeting a the album versions, and it's got that timepretty thirtysomething lady from North
and-place thing that Ilove about live
Carolina at Carl Dieterichs' Bucks County
albums. That said, Ican understand why
Folk Music Shop, and hearing her say,
A&M chose not to make it aregular release.
"Everyone's in such a hurry up here.
Hiatt is not quite charismatic enough to
Doesn't anybody have time to sit on the
convert the unconverted—he's more Jacksteps and make music?" I'll bet that woman
son Browne than Bruce Springsteen—and
has already listened to this disc more times
serious Hiatt fans could rightfully grouse
than 1ever will.
—Les Berkley
that the selections are both predictable
(almost all from Stolen Moments, Pedèctly
DAVE EDMUNDS: Plugged in
Good Guitar, and Slow Turning), and too
Pyramid/Rhino R2-71770 (CD). Dave Edmunds,
true to the album versions. There are no
prod., eng. DDD? TT: 42:35
unreleased cuts, and no covers either. But
if you don't expect too much, you won't
Kristen Weitz once asked me why Iwas
be disappointed—until, of course, you hear
such afan of Dave Edmunds. Ireplied that
Hiatt babbling on at great length about
he could play almost any style of music—
how cool newly discovered Stewardess
Cajun, C/W, straight-ahead rock'n'roll,
Dance is. Maybe to watch, but not to listen
techno-pop, rockabilly, standards (listen
to Rodgers' & Hammerstein's "Where or
to.
—Allen St. John
When" from Edmunds' 1977 album, Get
It)—and he can sing, write, play all the J.J. CALE:Close to You
Virgin 39610 2(CD). JJ. Cale, prod.; Charlie Paakinstruments, and produce. She was sorry
hari, Rail John Rogut, J.J. Cale, engs. TT 43:57
she asked.
DAVID KNOPFLER: The Giver
Edmunds recorded Plugged In in the
Mesa R2 79076 (CD). David Knopfier, prod.; Goetz
spare bedroom of his L.A. home between
Botzenhardt, eng. TE 51:35
September'93 and February '94. The overIt should come as no surprise that David
all result is impressive. The album offers
Knopfler's The Giver sounds like aDire
rock'n'roll ("Chutes & Ladders"), Cajun
Straits record—after all, Knopfler co("Halfway Down:' "It Doesn't Really
founded the group with brother Mark.
Matter"), guitar pickin' (ferry Reed's "The
Nor should we be surprised that his voice
Claw"), Al Anderson's gentle ballad from
sounds like his brother's—this is what
NRBQ's Messagefor the Mess Age, "A Better
gives family groups that special blend.
Word For Love" (and better than the
What is surprising is that The Giver is a
original—sorry, Q), and "Beach Boy
Blood (In My Veins)"—a tribute to the
better Dire Straits record than the last DS
outing. It offers the charm of the JJ. CaleBoys, complete with "Good Vibrations"
harmonies that would do Brian Wilson
like grooves and back-porch attitude that
characterized the first two Straits efforts,
proud. In fact, the album sounds like atribafter which David departed; and it effecute to the creators ofthe different production styles Edmunds has picked up durtively captures the intimacy from which
ing the 20-some years of his career. "One
Mark Knopfler then moved—first into
Step Back," for example, sounds like aJeff cinematic sweep, then into stadium-rock
Lynne production of aZZ Top tune from
pomp.
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With the Christian bent of songs like
"Mercy with the Winer "Hey Jesus," and
"Carry On," The Giver also recalls Dylan's
Slow Train Coming—unsurprising when
one knows that Dire Straits backed Bob
on that record (and which was produced
by Mark Knopfler). David Knopfler, however, is much less preachy than Dylan,
invoking religious imagery more for its
lyrical power than for any proselytizing.
Knopfler's note that he did not plan
to "plumb new depths in high-fidelity
recording" may be adig at his sibling's
techno sheen, but the sound on The Giver
is by no means rough. Clean and warm,
studio not-live-sounding, it gets the job
done without intruding on the music.
All that's lacking here is guitar work of
the caliber of brother Mark's to flesh out
aslight tune like "How Many Times!" One
might not miss it if the soaring guest
appearance by "Bub Roberts" on "Domino" didn't point out the pedestrian quality
of the guitar work on the rest of the record.
Be that as it may, take it from one who
knows: good, even great, guitarists are
plentiful; good songwriters are harder to
come by, and David Knopfler is agood
songwriter.
J.J. Cale's musical influence on the
brothers Knopfler is obvious. John has a
new label: Virgin, his biggest in years.
Normally, alarge label signing aveteran
(read: older) artist means abig-name producer at the helm and achecklist of famous
guest artists. For Cale, it means he keeps
on keepin' on—producing himself, writing
good songs, and couching them in the
quiet wall of grunge that he patented when
the Seattle crew were whining babies
(no—not yesterday).
Speaking of whining, only Cale could
write "Sho Biz Blues," about the vagaries of the business, and then perform it with
such adeadpan delivery that no hint of selfpity peeks through. The problem is, John
makes songwriting seem so effortless that
it's easy to overlook how good are such
songs as "Devil's Nurse," "Rose in the
Garden:' and "Brown Dirt." ("If astick
moves, it's asnake /if the water's still, it's
alake /if you harm yourself, it hurts /final
destination, brown dirt").
For all their sameness, each newl.J. Cale
record offers some small new twists. Close
to You adds Little Feat keyboardist Bill
Payne's admirably restrained piano, and
Cale's discovery of the guitar's whammy
bar, which he wields with the same personal touch that infuses everything he does.
Increasingly, newness and bigness have
become ends in themselves, to be rewarded
in the coin of the realm. David Knopfler
and his mentor JJ. Cale are to be cherished
for reminding us of the value of intimacy
and consistency when wedded to quality.
—Michael Ross

JOHN LENNON/YOKO ONO: Double Fantasy
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 600 (CD only). Lec
DeCarlo, Jon Smith, James Ball, Julie Last, cogs.;
John Lennon, Yoko Ono, Jack Douglas, prods.
AAD. TE 45:14
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JOHN HIATT: Bring the Family
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 603 (CD only). Larry
Hirsch, Joe SchifL engs.; John Chelew, prod. AAD.
TT: 45:27

It's no secret that many classic analog pop
recordings have been reissued on CD in
execrable sound. In fact, pop CD reissues
are often ridiculously bad when compared
to the original LPs (most of Bob Dylan's
CDs come to mind). And Mobile Fidelity's much-touted CD reissues, although
uniformly excellent, haven't always offered
enough significant improvement over the
standard, major-label issues to justify their
premium price.
Until now. Whether it's the new GAIN
system (which Isuspect), or some other
technique, these CDs are the best pop reissues to date.
Double Fantasy, John Lennon's critically
and commercially successful collaboration
with wife Yoko Ono, was his final studio
release and one of the better pop recordings
on LP (Geffen GHS 2001). Full, dynamic
bass, great detail, and precise imaging make
up asonic window worthy of this collection of sparkling, intimate pop tunes.
Capitol's CD reissue (CDP 791425 2) was
not bad, but flattened out the soundstage
and gave Lennon's vocals an occasionally
unattractive burr. The new MoFi CD bests
the CD reissue, but is also easily superior
to the original LP. Not only does the
soundstage open up from side to side, but
from front to back as well, and detail is
everywhere revealed. Ihaven't heard the
master tape, but Isuspect this MoFi CD
gives apretty convincing idea of what it
sounds like. Lennon/Ono fans should forget all previous issues—this is the only
copy of Double Fantasy one needs.
Singer/songwriter John Hiatt's breakthrough Bring the Family featured the same
personnel as the later Little Village album
in a collection of superb songs—and
superb Hiatt songs are about as good as it
gets. A&M's 1987 LP (SP-5158) was afine
multi-track studio session; with smooth
instrumental textures and ambience, Hiatt's
vocals, acoustic guitar, and piano were
especially well-conveyed. A&M's CD
(5158 DX 1675), on the other hand, isjust
short of dreadful: hard, edgy highs; flat
soundstage; compressed, artificial-sounding instruments; and raspy vocals. While
not as impressive as the Lennon/Ono disc
when compared to the original LP, the
MoFi CD is very good. This gold CD
lacks aminuscule degree of depth when
heard back-to-back with the LP, but most
listeners will find it almost indistinguishable, and there's no inner-groove distortion
on the CD. In short, atradeoff. Needless
to say, the MoFi disc is way better than the
A&M CD.
Judging by these two discs, it sounds like
Mobile Fidelity is really onto something
these days in transfering analog masters to
the digital medium. Ihope they'll continue
to focus on material—like the CDs under
review here—that deserves this deluxe
treatment. My unconditional recommendation for fans of this music.—Carl13augher
WorldRadioHistory

SARAH McLACHLAN: Fumbling Towanis Ecstasy
Arista 18725-2 (CD). Pierre Marchand, mg., prod.
DDD? TT: 55:00
SARAH McLACHLAN: Live
Nettwerk W2-6313 (CD). Orest Sushko, eng.; Gary
Stokes, Sarah McLachlan, prods. DDD? TT 38:49

Fumbling Towards Ecstasy, Sarah McLachlan's third album, resembles diamonds
buried in abanana split: the songs themselves—her strongest yet—have to be dug
out of the aural Cool-Whip, ice cream,
bananas, and chocolate syrup. The material
on her first two releases benefited from
"New Age" arrangements and confectionary ambience, but some of Fumbling's edge
is lost amid all the sugar and spice.
About amonth ago, on E-Town? Iheard
McLachlan perform five of these songs,
backed only by Ashwin Sood and David
Kershaw. Hearing such tunes as "Ice
Cream" and "Good Enough" in their
nakedness spoiled me for the fully dressed
versions on the album. Just listen to the
opening song, "Possession:' with all of
producer Pierre Marchand's "artistic"
treatment. Then skip to 5:48 on track
12—past the silence and the psychedelic
doodling—and listen to the unadorned
version. This take, which contains only
McLachlan's voice and piano, soars with
an intensity the full arrangement never
achieves. Like Tori Amos, McLachlan is
often most poignant when accompanied
by only asingle acoustic instrument.
"Ice" is agood example of McLachlan's
latest material. The song begins withjust
asolo guitar, then the lyrics—"The Ice is
thin /come on dive in /underneath my
lucid skin /the cold is lost—forgotten. /
Hours pass, days pass, time stands still /
light gets dark and darkness fills /my secret
heart forbidden .. At this point the guitar
is joined by bass, hand drums, and a
mournful alto sax. Cheery stuff. Like many
of its Fumbling siblings, "Ice" has agothic
feel. Despite this, McLachlan avoids obvious sentimental pretension to deliver a
glimse into acomplex inner dream-world.
The media (primarily her record company) has portrayed McLachlan as an
ethereal waif, across between Enya and
Loreena McKennitt. In person, she's delightfully down-to-earth: she wears jeans,
and knows by heart all the songs on both
Cat Stevens' and Joni Mitchell's first two
albums. She even plays decent traditional
folk guitar.
Far more exciting is Live: seven songs
recorded in 1992 at the Harbourfront in
Toronto. Here McLachlan plays with afull
band, but the disc is powerful and engaging. Most of the material is from her second
album, Solace, the notable exception being
a4:59 version of "Ben's Song," from her
first album, Touch.
Live is the next best thing to seeing
McLachlan in concert. Too bad it's alimitededition release—only 150,000 discs were
2E-Town, anationally syndicated weekly radio show
on NPR, features music and interviews with an environmental bent. It's hosted by Nick Forster (formerly of
bluegrass band Hot Rize), and is produced by his wife,
Helen.
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pressed? Your local disc emporium may
still have acopy, but it's probably the
last you'll see—Nettwerk is sold out and
doesn't plan to press any more.
So put down this magazine and trot out
to arecord store post-haste to snag acopy.
While you're there, pick up Fumbling
Towards Ecstasy as well. The songs are
wonderful; just be sure you have enough
insulin.
—Steven Stone
Cosmodrome
Prawn Song/Mammoth MR0065-2 (CD). Les Claypool, MIRY., engs., mix, prods.; Matt Murman,
digital edit. TE 47:21

Upside: Thanks to co-production and
performance from Les Claypool, enduring
bass guitar hero of the veggie-burger set,
this is guitarist/saw/flaming-aerosol-can
virtuoso M.I.R.V.'s hilarious, comprehensive, and brilliantly executed mick-take of
every musical convention in popular music
since the '60s, from AOR (Adult-Oriented
Rock) through points left.
Downside: This is a(n extremely adolescent) concept album: Tommy meets Spinal
Tap meets Blade Runner. As musicals are
to operettas, so concept albums derive
from musicals: in recent memory (postGershwin, Porter, Rodgers & Hart), the
only ones that stand on any merit whatsoever are West Side Story, The Rocky Horror
Picture Show, and, arguably, The Little Shop
of Horrors.
—Beth Jacques
MORRISSEY: Vauxhall and I
Sire 45451-2 (CD). Steve Lillywhite, prod.; Chris
Dickie, mg. TE 39;54

So, what about Bob? It's time the one-time
Smiths vocalist starts to outgrow the sameold, same-old that pins him to the couch
(or, by now, stand revealed to himself like
David Warner's Morgan as a"suitable case
for treatment"). Sure, we laughed, we cried
when he explored his lack of affect in
"Girlfriend in aComa" and other fine
delineations of alienation and self-loathing.
What else do you expect from the meditations of an intellectual, eccentric, introspective, effeminate Englishman touring Dan
Quayle Country? Butjeez, Paul, as NYC's
very own Problem Lady Cynthia Heimel
once noted, "If You Can't Live Without
Me, Why Aren't You Dead Yet?"
Give it up or—like Queer Nation and
your visibly receding hairline—get used
to it. Apparently he is making an effort.
whisked-in like apheasant under glass to
meet his public at arecord-signing party
in New York, Morrissey was overheard to
murmur, "I really don't get out very often."
Neither did John Lennon. But it didn't
stop him from cutting Imagine. In much the
same vein of the working-class hero and
his stiff upper lip, Morrissey is both
insightful and consistent: he can generally
turn his guilt and depression into apretty
good pop album; on Vauxhall and I, he's
done it again, and even if you don't care
much about what makes the guy tick, he
3Live was released only on CD. Fumbling should be
available on European vinyl.
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Dan Penn releases Do Right Man (yes, he wrote
the song)—only his second album in 20 years
(or was it 30. .

crafts his songs with as much sinuous grace
and psychologically perfect placement as
aSiamese cat stalking adove.
Here, co-producer Steve Lillywhite
(stepping in to replace the late Mick Ronson, who co-produced the previous LP,
Your Arsenal) continues to underline Morrissey's use of strong melodic riffs (and very
literary lyrics) by mandating astrippeddown sound comprising only simple guitar/bass/drums, plus alittle feedback in
moments that he really means it. Lillywhite
also takes Morrissey from a whisper
("Lifeguard Sleeping") and awhine ("Billy
Budd") to aroar ("Now My Heart Is
Full")—about all you should do, really, for
someone with the vocal range of Marianne
Faithful and the delivery of Andy Warhol.
Morrissey is pretty much an acquired
taste—by now even I'd like to see afew
baby steps out of Vienna and into the
light—but if one's in the mood for aperfectly crafted stroll down the cuckoo ward
with Ken Kesey, Vauxhall and Iwill do it
for you. While one can't help wondering
what producers like Don Was or Phil
Spector—folks with aflair for funk that's
bred in the bone, and asense of scale about
what living out insanity really large can do
for you—might summon forth on afuture
outing from the King of Pain, it's probably
just as well his elaborate, innumerous,
solipsistic set of problems remains as selffulfilling as an episode ofMelrose Place. Can
you even imagine Jackson Browne on
Prozac?
—Beth Jacques
DAN PENN: Do Right Man
Sire 45519-2 (CD). Johnny Sandlin, mg.; Dan Penn,
George Drakoulias, prods. AAD? TT: 37:16

Dan Penn is treading dangerous ground
here. In singing songs like "Do Right
Woman,""I'm Your Puppet," "You Left
the Water Running," and "Dark End of the
Street," he risks comparison with Aretha
Franklin, James and Bobby Purify, Wilson Pickett, and Stereophile favorites Bobby
King and Terry Evans. Such vocal firepower would make any singer quake
before covering the same territory. Never
mind, Dan Penn thinks he has aright to
sing these songs. After all, he wrote 'em.
But does that mean we want to hear him?
Damn right! With the help of the same
musicians who recorded the hit versions,
Penn delivers lean, heartfelt renditions of
WorldRadioHistory

his own creations. While he may not offer
the vocal pyrotechnics of those named
above, he's every bit their equal in pure
soul.
And for those who hanker for the air of
"auteur" about their songwriters, well,
wouldn't you know he's got that, too. Dan
may love the ladies ("Memphis Women
and Chicken"), but his lyrics reveal aman
enlightened enough to give Donahue arun
for his money. No sexual boaster, tunes like
"It Tears Me Up," "Do Right Woman,"
"Dark End of the Street," and "Zero Willpower" speak of responsibility even in the
throes of passion. No matter how little
willpower Penn's protagonists have, they're
told, "If you want ado-right, home-days
woman /You've got to be ado-right,
home-nights man:'
The more recent "Cry Like aMan" continues the theme of aman unafraid of his
emotions. It also shows that Penn is not
content to rest on his royalties—he's still
writing songs that stand with his best
work.
Do Right Man was recorded as only these
guys know how, in the town that birthed
many of the original classic recordings of
these tunes: Muscle Shoals, Alabama. It's
all as clean as my momma's front porch
would be (if she had one), and warm as a
hushpuppy (whatever that is). No solos,
just archetypical horn breaks, and living
proof that you can have plenty of grease
without any fat.
For lovers of soul music, Do Right Man
is agodsend: perfectly played, soulfully
sung versions of some of the best songs the
genre has produced, by the man who
blessed us with them.
—Michael Ross
PRINCE: Come
Warner Bros. 45700-2 (CD). Prince, prod.; Chronic
Freeze, Ray Hahnfeldt, Tom Tucker, Prince, Xanex
Bess, Tom Garenau, Kimm James, cogs. AAD. TE
48:46

That's right, the header says "Prince." With
the subtitle "1958-1993," this album is
presumably one of several in the can that'll
be used to satisfy Prince's Warner Bros.
contract. Future releases will apparently
bear that funny little hieroglyph, but where
the mercurial Mr. Nelson is concerned,
who knows?
Whatever you call him, he's funky as all
get-out. Come is the kind of thing Prince
does better than anyone—raunchy lyrics,
mesmerizing grooves, and superb singing.
With anod to the ground-breaking Dirty
Mind in lyrical content, if not musical material (even Come's black-and-white cover
harkens back to the earlier album), this is
avaried and vibrant collection of modern,
bass-heavy soul/R&B groovers. There's
one killer tune, too: "Letitgor with its stairstep funk bass-line, self-revelatory lyrics,
and mighty hook, belongs in the pantheon
of great Prince songs.
Prince's sexual lyrics leave nothing to the
imagination. "Come" features realisticsounding audio cunnilingus, and the
singer's exhortation to "Come. ..you
should do that, baby:' During the spoken
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and film makers strive to impart.
Cello Music & Film Systems serves an audience seeking rare commodities in today's
world -excellence and substance.
Founded and led by audio industry legend Mark Levinson, Cello Ltd. builds the finest
audio equipment in the world -right here in America. Cello Music & Film Systems couple Cello's audio with the finest video equipment -also made in America. Unlike stores
that sell boxes, Cello's New York and Los Angeles showrooms can offer atotal solution
designed to meet your individual needs. We guarantee the result. Our after-sales support is the best in the field and we back Cello products with lifetime electrical warranties.
We'll send you literature including reviews from the international press showing that
Cello is without question the premier choice in music and home theater systems. More
convincing than other people's opinions is an audition at our by-appointment-only showroom of Cello systems from $20,000 to $250,000. Smaller systems start at $5,000.
Cello Music & Film Systems. Music and film are worth it.
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section, Prince urges his lady to let go, telling her, "You should get that shit stankin;
you can change your underwear." All this
wrapped up in an intricate, sophisticated
horn arrangement and tied with adelicate,
aching vocal that takes away the vulgarity and leaves only the sensuousness.
Elsewhere, "Papa" is asensitive ballad
that takes on the tragedy of child abuse,
"Race" damns racism, and the final track,
"Orgasm," sends (surprise!) the same message as the title track.
Sound quality is superb, with great detail
in the multi-tracked, analog mix. The German LP suffers from occasional distortion,
particularly breakup on the vocals. With
urgent, original grooves, sparkling samples, and meticulous song construction,
Come is an outstanding effort. Idon't think
we should call him "Prince" anymore,
either. How 'bout "King"?—cael Baugher
SONIC YOUTH: ExperimentalJet Set, Trash and
No Star
DGC DGCD-24632 (CD). Butch Vig, prod. AAD.
TT: 50:18

From the un-Sonic Youth-like beginning
of the purely acoustic "Winner's Blues"
to the bonus noise at the end, Experimental
Jet Set, Trash and No Star contains enough
unexpected twists and turns to make this
one of Sonic Youth's most unusual releases.
File this one alongside their most creative
albums: Sister and Daydream Nation.
After acouple of albums in which they
explored standard pop structures while
employing their trademark guitar tunings,
Sonic Youth has returned to the more hardcore elements that placed them in the forefront of contemporary music: unstructured
songs, elegant guitar-tuning noises, and
heavily cryptic lyrics. But in some ways,
Experimental... is also avery subdued
record. The contrast is evident between
"Skink" and "Boner "Skink," aserene
song with bassist Kim Gordon breathily
singing "Kiss me on/Kiss me on the lips,"
quietly commands attention. Her cool
detachment explains why she's arespected
female role model within the maledominated American music scene. Then
"Bone" begins with afurious drum roll,
settling down to agentle love song before
unleashing an explosive guitar frenzy to
finish it off.
For more disparity, Sonic Youth tosses
in tracks like "Androgynous Mind"—
vocalist Thurston Moore screaming "Hey,
hey, it's okay" while he and fellow guitarist
Lee Ftenaldo deconstruct the music to the
tune of anything but "okay." Despite all
its energy and intensity, "Androgynous
Mind" has acalming effect. You want to
believe Moore, and you feel that it is okay.
On the other hand, "Tokyo Eye," arather
straightforward slice of pop, has alurking
sense of doom—and before you know it,
Moore and Renaldo burst out of nowhere
for an outrageous guitar-duo break that
surprises and delights. And throughout all
this exquisite cacophony, steady drummer
Steve Shelley plays it soft and subtle when
he needs to, and fills in every gap when the
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Neil Young confronts death on Sleeps With Angels, which ASJ thinks should be "Recording of the
Month:*

the impression that Young isn't singing to
Kurt or Courtney or Frances Bean so
much as he's singing to himself.
On the album's opener, the almost cloying "My Heart," Young steps aside and
admits, "When life is hanging in the breeze
/Idon't know what love can do?' And two
songs later, when he sings "Open fire, here
comes awestern hero /Standing there, big
money in his hand," there's adelicious
irony, but one that cuts just about any way
you'd care to slice. Sleeps With Angels pivots
on "Change Your Mind," an 11-minute
paean to the wonders of love—or was it
heroin? On the five preceding songs, it's
almost apop record, with astraightforward tunefulness that belies its edge. The
last five songs—the "Into the Black" side?
—are darker, edgier, and not completely
unlike In Utero. This is aworld out ofjoint,
with everything from ashopping cart to
—Geary Kaczorowski
abusted grocery bag suddenly becoming
NEIL YOUNG/CRAM HORSE: Sleeps With
omens of impending doom. Like any good
Angels
song cycle, Sleeps ends where it started,
Reprise 45749-2 (CD). David Briggs, Neil Young,
with asearch half-completed: "I feel like
prods.; John Hanlon, eng. AAD. TT 62:51
Idied and went to heaven /The cupboards
are bare but the streets are paved with
Neil Young has never been shy about
gold."
engaging in conversation. From Lynyrd
The sound is also part of the story. Like
Skynyrd ("Southern Man") to the Sex
Sly Stone's There's aRiot Going On, the
Pistols ("Hey, Hey, My, My") to the Miller
Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
sound of the record actually changes from
("This Note's for You"), his albums have
beginning to end. During the "Out of the
Blue' side, it's aconventional pop producbeen virtual talk-radio shows with the
mikes open. But how do you reply to a tion: relatively flat, upfront, close-tniked,
and alittle on the diabetic side. As the
shotgun blast to the head and asuicide note
quoting your lyrics? Sleeps with Angels is
album progresses, the perspective becomes
Young's stab at it.
at once more distant and more natural,
This is no "Needle and the Damage
with more air, less sweetening, and anewDone," the dark junkie's lament that folfound balance between attack and suslowed the death of Crazy Horse lead singer
tain. "Blue Eden," in particular, has that
Danny Whitten. At first blush, Sleeps' surrecorded-in-a-church feel of the Cowboy
faces are soft and inviting, not unlike Junkies' The Trinity Session. Analog-lovers
Young's recent toss-off, Harvest Moon. And
will note that Young is an outspoken supneither does Young fall into the trap of porter of vinyl, so, although Icouldn't get
attempting to defend himself in re the death
my hands on one, keep your eyes peeled
of Kurt Cobain. Leave the trial of public
for an LP version.
opinion to 0.1
Sleeps With Angels is an answer album to
astatement that has no reasonable reply.
Sleeps is asong cycle in the truest sense
Young did the only thing he could and
of the word, constantly referring to itself,
repeating itself, contradicting itself, and
made an album of questions. Coming from
a guy old enough to be Sid Vicious's
always circling back. It's clear that Cobain's
brother or Kurt Cobain's father, there are
suicide is the catalyst—"He sleeps with
angels /He's always on someone's mind"—
two questions that are joined at the hip:
and there's nary acut that can't be inter"Why them?" and "Why not me?"
—Allen St. John
preted in the Seattle School. But Ialso get

song calls for it.
Like the sprawling Daydream Nation,
Experimental. .. contains acouple of extended explorations of the music created
by Sonic Youth's unusual guitar tunings.
They jam screwdrivers under the strings,
bang on the guitars with whatever's handy,
play the guitars with the screwdrivers, and
so on. These searches for new sounds end
songs and provide yet more contrast
between serenity and discord: the band
knocks you over the head with rockin'
good tunes, then drifts off into beautiful
soundscapes.
ExperimentalJet Set, Trash and No Star has
Sonic Youth moving back into the realm
of the music that created their reputation
within the underground—a more challenging, exploratory direction that relies
less on pop smarts and more on risk.
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Order directly from:

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. Box 2043
Salira, KS 67402-2043
Phone: 913-825-8609
Orders: 800-525-1630
Fax: 913-825-0156
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Jimmy Rogers/Blue Bird...the definitive
album by Jimmy Rogers, one of the three
founders of Muddy Water's first and greatest
band. Jimmy, is recognized as awriter of
Chicago blues songs second only to Willie
Dixon and is regarded as one of the
greatest Chicago blues singers by fans
and musical legends alike, including
Keith Richards of the Rolling Stones,
who credits Jimmy os being one of
his three greatest musical influences
along with Muddy Waters and
Chuck Berry. Jimmy is joined on
this album by an alktor group
comprised of the legendary
pianist Johnnie Johnson who
was the backbone of all
Chuck Berry's greatest hits
harmonica virtuoso
Carey Bell, bassist
Dave Myers, drummer Ted Harvey
rand lead guitarist Jimmy D. Lane.
180 gram LP=AAPO 2001 $25
S Aluminum CD=CAPO 2001 $16

NEW

Art Pepper/Plus
Eleven... One of the legendary jazz
saxophonist Art Pepper's greatest albums... Dating from 1959
and featuring arrangements by the renowned Marty Poich, Art is
featured on tenor sax, alto sax and clarinet on twelve jazz
classic compositions by Dizzy Gillespie, Horace Silver, Thelonious
Monk, Sonny Rollins and Charlie Parker, among others. Art
Pepper/Plus Eleven has for over thirty years been regarded os a
paradigm of large ensemble jazz recording.
180 gram LP=AAPJ 017 $30
Gold Limited Edition CD=CAPJG 017 $30

Lightnin' Hopkins:
Gain' Away
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPB 014 $30

MARA

DOLE

ALSO AVAILABLE BUT NOT PICTURED:

LIMITED
EDITION

Chet Baker: Chet
180 gram vnyl pressing I?=AAPJ 016 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 016 $30

Art Pepper Quintet: Smack Up.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 012 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 012 $30
Ben Webster: At the Renaissance.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 011 $30
Gold limited edition CD =CAPJG 011 $30

Benny Carter: Jazz Giant.
180 gram vi -iy1 pressing LP=AAPJ 013 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 013 S30

Art Pepper: Meets the Rhythm Section.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 010 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJS 010 530

it

Sonny Rollins: Way Out West.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 008 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJS 008 $30

for Debby
Bill Evans Trio

Ravel: Works for Orchestra.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPC 007 $30 CD=CAPC 007 $16
Rochmaninoff: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise. CD=CAPC 006 $16

24 KARAT

GOLD

LIMITED
EDITION

Duke Ellington /Ray Brown
180 gran. 7inyl pressing LP=AAPI 015 $30
Gold limited edition CD =CAPJG 315 $30

24 kARAT

GOLD

LIMITED
EDITION

Bill Evans Trio: Waltz for Debby
--180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 009 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 009 $30

Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPFLE 005 $30 Gold limited edition CD=CAPFG 005 $30
Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man/Rodeo, Ives: The 4th of July/Thanksgiving.
LP=AAPC 004 525 CD =CAPC 004 516
Gould: Latin American Symphonette, Gottschalk: Night in the Tropics.
LP=AAPC 003 $25
Canteloube: Songs of the Auvergne, Netania Davrath-Soprano.
LP=AAPC 002 $25

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

Virgil Thomson: The Plow That Broke The Plains &The Suite from "The River." Stokowski
I.P=AAPC 001 $25

P.O. BOX 2043 •SALINA, KS 67402-2043
TEL: 913-825-8609 •FAX: 913-025-0156

Massenet: Le Cid/Ballet Music.
LP=AKLA 522 525*
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AKEALE 522 530*

:WO
va0.4

TO ORDER CALL: 1-800-525-1630
SHIPPING: Continents :U.S. $3.00 for the 1st item; $30 for each additional item.
Cal for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog $3 U.S./ $5 elsewhere. Refundable coupon with catalog

Ray Brown: Super Bass.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=ACPR 74018 $25"
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*These items are not on the Analogue Productions Label, but are reissued
exclusively for Acoustic Sounds to our quality standards.
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M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
MELOS MA-333 GOLD
Editor:
It is always gratifying to be considered
World Class. The MA-333 preamp has
garnered such press in the past, and we are
very pleased to have received such accolades once again.
As we have informed Stereophile (mentioned by JA), anew, updated version
featuring new circuit boards with the enormous sonic improvements born of the
technology developed during our "SHA
Gold" research will become available in
mid October.
The measurements of the DC offset
anomalies of the phono section are not
actually DC, as Tom Norton pointed out,
but subsonic noise which was corrected
by amuch-improved power supply in later
production. The unit supplied to JE was
avery early piece. We have encountered no
compatibility problems with the MA-333
line, nor with the full preamplifier.
Our compliments to Jack English for his
insights into phono cartridge/preamp-gain
combinations revealing the need for high
gain when using alow-output movingcoil cartridge (in order to accurately reproduce dynamic range). The MA-333 is one
of very few vacuum-tube phono preamplifiers with enough gain to meet these
requirements.
One unfortunate circumstance appears
to be the use of the MA-333B, a"Fully
Balanced Preamplifier," in "Single-Ended
Mode," when, of course, it truly shines in
the "Balanced Operation" for which it was
intended.
Truly "Balanced Operation" in tube
preamplifiers is relatively rare, particularly
at this price level; we were disappointed
that the MA-333B was not utilized at its
full potential.
We would also like to extend our congratulations to Russ Novak for illustrating the importance of component matching to maximize agiven system. After all,
competent designs are simply recipes
which, while not perfect in one instance,
may shine in yet another.
GEORGE BISCHOFF
Melos Audio
AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI PRO
Editor:
On behalf of everyone at Audio Alchemy,
Inc., Iwould like to thank Stereophile, and,
of course, Robert Harley, for this tremendous review. Iwill mentionjust afew quick
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

points, and leave the rest of the comments
(technical in nature) for our Vice President,
Peter Madnick, and our Director of DSP
Development, Keith Allsop. Ibelieve your
readership and editorial staff will be quite
interested in their comments, and explanations where needed and asked for.
Naturally, we were delighted with Bob's
conclusion that "The DTI Pro is abreakthrough in digital audio reproduction." His
findings with respect to the Pro's ability
to, among other things, resolve low-level
detail and improve musical presentation
across the board mean that we have fulfilled
the goals we set when designing this landmark product. Ireally cannot add much
to the overall content of the review; to do
so would only be repeating what Bob has
already clearly stated. Iwon't even try.
Iwould like to take my hat off to my
friend and partner, Peter Madnick, and, of
course, "Dr. DSP," Keith Allsop, for their
tremendous work. Their diligence in
getting this product "right" must be
applauded. They've done agreat job ...
congratulations!
Fittingly, I'm in Japan as Ireceive this
review and write this comment. As noted
in our literature for the DTI Pro: "We
would like to dedicate this product to Mr.
Yasuo Nalcanishi for his continued strength,
encouragement, and guidance." Yasuo
strongly urged us to design an "all-outeffort product" like the DTI Pro. I'm glad
we listened. On the other hand, readers
who may find the Pro abit pricey will be
pleased to hear that our more budgetpriced DTI II will be out by midNovember. The lYTI II is basically just like
the DTI Pro, but without the onboard
DSP-based resolution enhancer. It will
have asuggested retail price of less than
$500, and is an equally startling product.
All of us at Audio Alchemy, Inc., take
great pride in the results of DTI Pro. It does
usher in anew era in digital audio reproduction, and we're glad our company can
bring it to all of you. We sincerely thank
Stereophile and Bob Harley for the review
opportunity. By the way, Bob, if you think
the Pro makes the already fine Adcom processor sound like $4000, you should hear
what it does to our own DDE v1.1! Dol
hear five thousand?
M ARK L. SCHIFTER
President, Audio Alchemy
Keith and Iwould also like to thank Stereophile and Bob Harley for their continued
WorldRadioHistory

excellent work in their investigation of the
effects ofjitter on the reproduction of digital audio.
As can be discerned from Bob's results,
the absolute RMS jitter number may not
tell the whole story regarding the audible
performance of digital products. As the
leading (and original) manufacturer of
jitter-reduction devices, Audio Alchemy
has many years of experience with the
effects ofjitter. We are currently working
with one of the world's leading manufacturers of test equipment to develop areliable, repeatable, and universally applicable
jitter-measurement procedure in order to
apply meaningful objective analysis to this
difficult area.
Bob asked us to explain how the Resolution Enhancement vs Frequency vs Amplitude plot was obtained. It was created from
actual digital data collected from the DSP
in aproduction MI Pro. A 16-bit-accurate
(undithered) digital sinewave source was
used, and the frequency and amplitude varied in discrete steps while collecting the
digital output data from the DTI Pro.
The frequency was varied from 172Hz
(44100Hz/256) to 111cHz in steps of 172Hz.
At each frequency the amplitude of the
sinewave was varied from -6dB to -84dI3
in steps of 6dB. Each data set at this stage
is in the time domain. Next an FFT is performed to transform the data into the frequency domain. Actually, two FFTs are
performed, one for the input data and the
other for the output data to/from the DTI
Pro. The noise energy in the FFE is summed
(sum of all components except for the fimdamental), and the difference between the
output and input is the improvement due
to the resolution-enhancement software
in the 1711 Pto. For the plot, the noise energy
is converted into bits (each bit is an
improvement of 6dB). This whole process
has been automated so that aplot can be
created automatically, enabling rapid
evaluation of DTI Pro software algorithms.
"Rapid" is arelative term in this context,
as it still takes approximately six hours to
collect and process the data to create asingle 3D plot!
As DTI Pro's software matures, the
resolution-enhancement peaks (as much
as 12 additional bits now!) will be reduced,
while the overall improvement will increase and extend further into the higher
frequencies and amplitudes. Fortunately,
we have made it rather easy and affordable for owners to upgrade their DTI Pro
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The 5second
digital test.
The Listening Room invites you to
experience aquantum leap in digital cable
from Mango Audio Lab.
Bring in your glass, coaxial, or
AES/EBU cables and pit them
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It only takes seconds to hear why the new Mango digital
cable has outclassed every cable put against it.
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"When good just isn't good enough."
We only sell products
that bring music to life!
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as the software improves. All owners returning their warranty registration cards
will be informed when new software
becomes available.
Regarding how DTI Pro's resolution
enhancement differs from that of an upsampling digital filter, these devices, after
interpolation (output filtering), can have
more bits at the end than at the beginning
(for example, 16 bits in, 20 bits out). However, this process does not increase the resolution of the signal. Consider a4x upsampler. One of these four outputs should be
identical to the input sample; the other
three are now samples created by the
upsample/interpolation process. In practice,
the output sample corresponding to the
input sample will not be identical due to
the finite precision effects in the mathematical process. However, the difference should
be very small; in fact, the smaller the better,
and preferably zero (no added resolution)
if the filter had highly precise coefficients.
This is in marked contrast to the intent of
resolution enhancement, where the output
sample should have more bits than the input
sample. In fact, the resolution-enhancement algorithm does not use the upsample/interpolate principle As noted by Bob,
it is possible to experiment with different
output resolutions from the DTI Pro,
where the effect of changing from 16 to 18
and from 18 to 20 bits is clearly audible—if
the DAC can handle the extra resolution.
With respect to figs.7 and 8, we offer an
explanation for the similarity in their
shapes. These plots clearly show the output
of aDAC, rather than the digital data itself.
For comparison, we have re-created these
same plots using the digital data in the
input and output of the DTI Pro (figs.1 &
2). The input data has been truncated to 16
bits, and the output data is undithered 24
bits.
The resolution enhancer's effect is difficult to discern in the time domain at these
very low signal levels. An inspection of the
FFTs of the lkHz, -90dB sinewave at the
DTI Pro's input and output (figs.3 & 4)
clearly shows the reduction in high-frequency noise at the output.
The resolution improvement due to the
DTI Pro is more easily shown with a11cHz,
-78dB sinewave, as shown in figs.5 & 6.
The first plot is the input to the DTI Pro,
the second plot is the output. Clearly, the
DTI Pro output is closer to the ideal sinewave than the input signal, because it has
added resolution to the signal.
We hope that the above has helped
answer any questions Stereophile or its
readers may have had. Should the technology of the DTI Pro and the measurements
of its effects interest other manufacturers,
please feel free to contact the factory.
Thanks again for the excellent review.
PETER M ADN I
CK

VP

K EITH A LLSOP

Dir., DSP Development
Audio Alchemy

DIGITAL DOMAIN VSP
Editor:
Bob Harley's review of the three top jitSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

Fig.I Audio Alchemy DTI Pro, input waveform
of undithered 'kHz sinewave at
-90.3 I
dBFS.

1K Hs -90dt OUT

Fig.4 Audio Alchemy DTI Pro, spectral analysis
of output undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.3IdBFS with resolution enhancement
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.2 Audio Alchemy DTI Pro, output waveform
of undithered I
kHz sinewave at
-90.3IdBFS with resolution enhancement.

Fig.5 Audio Alchemy DTI Pro, input waveform
of undithered 'kHz sinewave at
-90.3IdBFS.
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Fig.3 Audio Alchemy DTI Pro, spectral analysis
of input undithered I
kHz sinewave at
-90.3IdBFS (linear frequency scale).

Fig.6 Audio Alchemy DTI Pro, output waveform
of undithered I
kHz sinewave at -78dBFS
with resolution enhancement.

ter devices was very educational. Stereophile's litter Laboratory" performs a
valuable service to its readers and to
manufacturers.
Harley's long-term experience as aprofessional reviewer enables him to appreciate the subtle sonic qualities of jitter
attenuators. It takes some listening practice
to appreciate the virtues of low jitter; what
initially appears to be asubtle improvement
is actually avery meaningful improvement.
Digital Domain suggests that high-end
novices listen to their system with the VSP
installed, and then take it out so they will
know what they are missing.
Bob Harley mentioned that the jitterBuster button is adeceptive comparison
switch. Sorry, that wasn't its purpose With
the Jitter-Buster button Out, the VSP has
only the first PLL, whose remnant jitter
is less than that of Audio Alchemy's first
PLL, according to Bob's measurements
(differences in Crystal chips?). With the
button Out, poor transports will sound
better than if the VSP were not in the chain,
and good transports will sound worse. The

correct means of comparison is by pressing the DIR switch, which disengages
the analog PLL and the AD1890 SRC—
analogous to ahardwire bypass.
Regarding the technology: There are
no relays in the VSP; all switching is done
with CMOS chips. Interestingly, all three
boxes use the Crystal Semiconductor input
receiver as the first PLL. It therefore stands
to reason that alarge contribution to the
sound (and performance) of the three boxes
is flow each manufacturer implements
the second PLL. The other two boxes use
adiscrete analog PLL. Bob Harley didn't
mention it, but the VSP's AD1890 samplerate converter employs aunique, powerful
digital phase-lock loop embedded in the
SRC circuit; its JACF is 3Hz, reducing at
6d/octave above that. Another difference
is that our output is driven by aseparate
malter crystal oscillator. In theory, the
inturnal jitter of the VSP is zero, and the
output jitter is determined by the quality
of te S/PDIF interface circuitry of the
DAÇ that follows.
Bob did not mention that the word
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length of the 1890 chip is 24 bits, probably
20 bits of which are meaningful. So, maximum enjoyment of the VSP will be with
DACs capable of decoding up to 20 bits
(sure to proliferate in the future). However,
we found that the VSP gives significant
improvement with 16-bit-capable DACs,
producing an increasingly warmer, more
holographic presentation with 18- and 20bit-capable DACs. The 24 bits are not
artificially generated, but rather are produced by the SRC computation.
Everyone should be concerned about
devices that alter digital data. Remember,
however, that much of the digital equipment prized by the audiophile community
alters digital data, including Wadia's digital
filter, Pioneer's "Allegro" circuit, many
other oversampling filters, and (when
engaged) Audio Alchemy's resolutionenhancement circuit. It remains to be seen
whether these circuits will be capable of
reproducing HDCDs without extensive
reworking of the filter circuitry. ("HDCD"
has begun to be applied to experimental
high-density discs designed to be played
with ablue laser; don't confuse them with
the "other type" of audio HDCD. [See this
month's "Industry Update."—&11)
Responding to Sony's David Smith
(September '94, p.12), at Digital Domain
we were fascinated by the possibility of
clocking aDAC with acrystal oscillator.
Before building the VSP, we observed
Analog Devices' excellent FFT distortion
measurements. We flipped when we heard
the prototype, with the purest-sounding
music from 16- and 20-bit master tapes
and CDs. Finally, we put the VSP to a
severe (for adigital processor) listening test:
Using aSonic Solutions workstation, we
digitally attenuated musical signals 40dB
through the chip, then raised the gain 40dB
to examine its low-level grain, noise, and
distortion floor compared with the original
musical signal similarly treated. Under
these severe conditions, the circuit still
sounded transparent, particularly when
decoding all 20 bits; we heard only aslight
increase in distortion that is masked at normal listening levels. Bob Adams did avery
good job with the 1890.
Lastly, we'd like to find out what caused
the spikes in the graph which could add a
slight "edge" to the sound of Bob's unit:
Bob's high-resolution gear found something we couldn't see! Were they present
with optical and non-optical connections?
If so, these might be the result of variations
in the 20MHz master clock (in some units)
which we can fix with alittle modification.
I'll have ago at it if RH is willing to take
asecond look/listen, because it's plain to
see, if you compare the graphs (excluding
the spikes), that we'd blow away the competition visually (and just maybe aurally)!
Isuspect that, with alittle tweak here and
there, Ican improve that clock; if so, the
modification will be free. In any case, we
think the VSP sounds extremely good on
its own, and we invite all listeners to have
atry.
BOB KATZ
Digital Domain
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GRYPHON DMI00
Editor:
We wish to congratulate Jonathan Scull on
his hilarious article reiterating, in atruly
unique way, the tiresome debate concerning vacuum tubes vs solid-state electronics.
Many ofus miss Enid Lumley of TAS; now
we have Jonathan Scull at Stereophile. The
manner in which he describes his journey
through all the tweaks and bends, the
Michael Green switchback, the Cornerstones, every cable extant on the planet, the
conversion from music to French toast, and
all the other things that make high-end
so unique, is nothing short of afarcical
masterpiece.
We think that it is great that there still
exist people like Jonathan to carry the torch
and ensure that our tube heritage is not lost
in the annals of history. Nothing can
replace the old-world charm of candlelight, steamboats, fountain pens, and tube
amplifiers. So why face the grim realism
of solid-state, which exposes poor recordings and abject audio system setup, when
you can possess the warm, uniform, wallto-wall sound of romantic, candescent
tubes?
We had no idea that this solid-state
drubbing was the purpose of his request
for aGryphon loan. English is not our first
language, so perhaps we misunderstood
him. We could have arranged the shipment
of an amplifier with apower supply half
the size of the Gryphon's, and with an
amputated damping factor, atruncated
frequency bandwidth, added noise and
second-order harmonic distortion, an output transformer inserted to lengthen the
signal path afew hundred meters, and, for
the final "magic," alittle ringing applied
to the squarewaves.
We welcome Jonathan Scull's literary
style in Stereophile, and are certain that
Gryphon owners and previous Gryphon
reviewers will find his writing quite
humorous. We hope that Stereophile will
grant us permission to reprint the article
so that we may share his wonderful humor
with everyone we know.
Finally, afactual correction: JS states that
he "thought about trying to arrange to get
one on long-term loan." This is incorrect.
Many months ago, JS did in fact phone me
personally to request along-term loan and
was politely turned down.
FLEMMING E. RASMUSSEN
President, Gryphon Audio Designs
BEL CANTO AIDA
Editor:
Iand everyone at Bel Canto Design are
thrilled with Dick Olsher's review of our
Aida D/A converter. When we began the
design of the Aida, it was our perception
that there were serious technical oversights
and problems with virtually all of the D/A
converters then on the market. Dick's perception that the Aida represents anew
breed of D/A is well placed in this context.
The knowledge base concerning audible
error mechanisms which influence the perceived performance of ahigh-quality audio
WorldRadioHistory

D/A has grown tremendously over the past
decade. This knowledge improves the
general level of D/A performance and
reduces the risk of aD/A purchase becoming obsolete after only amatter of months.
We designed the Aida to offer afundamentally musical and satisfying performance
which the music listener can enjoy for
many years. The performance in the specific areas of detail resolution, naturalness
of the presentation of detail, and the fundamental "rightness" to the sound that
Dick found are direct results of our attention to every detail which can subtract
from the audio performance of the analog
output.
Iwould like to credit the co-designer of
the Aida, Dr. lain Ross Mactaggert, for
developing the critical dejitter algorithm.
He holds anumber of patents in the areas
of high-speed data communications and
novel clock and data recovery. Without his
contributions, the Aida would not be the
very musical converter that it is. We look
forward to soon offering further collaborations to the digital audio market.
Iwould like to go on record as stating
categorically that, if aD/A converter product does not have an internal method for
reducing and removing clock jitter which
is added at any point in the digital chain,
then that D/A product is fundamentally not
able to achieve truly error-free performance.
LIM (Logic Induced Modulation) is a
direct result of the data variations in the
digital bitstream which contain the musical
information modulating the clock which
is used by the D/A converter. This error
mechanism can only be removed within the
D/A product just prior to the D/A converter
itself. No cable, transport, or "jitterreducer" box can remove this source ofjitter unless it removes the musical data itself.
This would definitely be counterproductive
Again, Ithank the team at Stereophile for
their work in this review. The 2% (is it
that high?) of the CDs which are preemphasized can rest assured. The timeconstant error in the de-emphasis circuit
that RH measured is no longer. Also, we
have improved the chassis rigidity and
damping of the newest Aidas. There is no
change in the electronics or the price, yet
these mechanical changes further enhance
the performance, as Dick will soon be discovering for himself.
With reasonably priced and fundamentally uncompromised converters like the
Aida now available, we at Bel Canto hope
that music listeners out there will no longer
feel that aD/A purchase is arisky, shortterm proposition.
JOHN STRONCZER
Chief Design Engineer, Bel Canto Design
CD CLEAN! & CD MAGIC
Editor:
The laser-light sensor systems of compact
disc players are extremely sensitive and
responsive to the light that is returned from
CDs to the sensor. They respond to all of
the light that impacts them. Too much of
the wrong kind of light results in the in245
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ability of the system to read the digital signal
correctly, and the system shuts down due
to afaulty light signal. A moderate amount
of the wrong kind of light is tolerated, but
may detract from sound quality when the
signal is converted to audio.
Removing extraneous light from the
digital light signal received by the sensor
can improve sound quality from ordinary
CDs. Cleaning up the laser signal returned
from CDs that are unplayable due to surface soils or faults can render them playable again.
Very subtle aspects of the playing surface
of CDs influence the laser light received
by the player's sensor. CD Clean! improves
CD playback by removing manufacturing residues, invisible to the naked eye, that
diffuse the laser beam and dilute or detract
from the digital signal. CD Clean! also
removes soils or fingerprints that can block
or diffuse the laser signal and cause skipping or playing faults.
The smoothness and optical properties
of CD surfaces influence how much light
may be diffused and returned to the sensor
as undesirable light that dilutes the digital
signal. Surface scratches can diffuse and
distort the laser beam—for instance, in the
case of Matt's Barney CD—and render
them unplayable.
CD Magic applies aliquid interface that
both smooths the surface and reduces
laser-light diffusion. CD Magic reduces
the sensing of light that is not part of the
digital signal. The result is acleaner digital
signal and improved sound; or, in the case
of Matt's disc, areadable digital signal from
adistressed disc.
CD Clean! and CD Magic are completely free of any chemistries that might
interact chemically with CDs. In particular,
CD Magic is completely non-ionic and
free of nitrogen to avoid any potential for
interaction with polycarbonates or other
polymers used to make CDs. They are
completely harmless to CDs.
In addition to making troublesome CDs
play, we hear amajor sonic upgrading
when CD Clean! and CD Magic are
applied.
We will be glad to supply CD Clean!
and CD Magic, postage paid, at the prices
in the review as our growing dealer network expands.
JOHN MURPHY
Technical Manager, Compact Dynamics
GREEN MOUNTAIN AUDIO
VS. ENERGY
Editor:
One of the most pleasant surprises I've
found in my two and ahalf years of sales
and marketing at Green Mountain Audio
has been the camaraderie that seems to be
commonplace among the majority of
high-end audio manufacturers. We'rejust
small enough that we're able to keep tabs
on one another, and I've usually found our
reasons for being in this business refreshingly idealistic.
Still, there are plenty of discouraging
words out there. The have-nota are tempted
to throw mud at the haves, the big guys
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1994

often look down on the small manufacturers, and many of us are more than frustrated with the influence areviewer's opinion may have on our ultimate success.
And yet all of us—manufacturers, retailers, reps, and press—will only thrive
if we find amutual ground on which to
promote ourselves with the goal ofincreasing the size of our marketplace
This reality is what makes the response
ofJeff Percy to Steven Stone's criticisms of
the Energy Excel loudspeaker (Sept. '94,
p.183) so unconscionable. No doubt, as a
marketing person for Energy, Jeff felt it
imperative that he fight back at an apparent
attack: areviewer didn't like his product
as much as acompetitor's. It's unfortunate
that he represented his company in the
manner he chose.
First, it's vital that those who may not
have aperspective hear amore balanced
report about Steven Stone. Green Mountain, at his request (a scenario almost identical to his solicitation of the Energy Excel),
delivered apair of our Diamantes to Steven's
home. As this was to be our first review
(June '94) from apublication with alarge
circulation, we had great expectations and
more than alittle trepidation.
Words to describe Steven's behavior as
areviewer? Thorough, methodical, patient,
and considerate Our Designer and President, Roy Johnson, aphysicist, feels that
Steven's obsession with minimizing variables in his audio system from review to
review is certainly good scientific method.
There were afew bumps along the road for
us in our review process, but Steven always
acted responsibly and professionally. This
is not a"whitewash," but rather an accurate
reporting of the way Steven does his business. Indeed, there were aspects of our
Diamante's performance that were not
frilly uncovered, but we never thought for
amoment that Steven wasn't doing all
he could to completely experience the
product.
Reports we've received from other audio
manufacturers verify that Steven consistently approaches his reviews with the
same kind of professionalism. (You see,
manufacturers really do keep tabs on the
actions of the audiophile press.) In fact,
there's nothing in the text of the Energy
Excel review to indicate that he was any less
thorough and fair in their case.
This leaves avery unfortunate conclusion: Jeff Percy, representing Energy in his
"Manufacturer's Comment" (Sept. '94),
chose to attack Steven Stone's credibility
by using out-of-context information from
our Diamante review, aproduct that, to the
best of our knowledge, he's never even
heard. The irony of all this is that there are
thousands of music-lovers who find the
Diamante to have aperformance level that
places it in aclass by itself at its price point.
The judgment of the appropriateness of
Jeff Percy's actions ultimately rests in the
hands of the readers of Stereophile. We can
only say that this kind ofbehavior does not
appeal to our marketing philosophy. It's
too bad that acompany as successful as
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Energy would find it necessary to have Jeff
mount the soapbox in response to one
mixed report concerning their least expensive product. And as marketing director
of Green Mountain Audio, Ifind Jeff's disregard for what damage his "Manufacturer's Comment" might do to afellow
manufacturer to be reprehensible We feel
strongly that this is the sort of recklessness
that keeps the high-end industry from
growing out of its adolescence.
Hopefully, there's agood deal of the
positive that will emerge from this experience. Here at Green Mountain, we're
more confident that we've been taking the
right tack in our public-relations efforts.
It is also our hope that more listeners will
heed the advice ofJohn Atkinson and J.
Gordon Holt, and trust their ears over
measurements. This will ensure that products like the Diamante are appreciated foremost for their ability to make music. For
Steven Stone, this should be an opportunity
to hear firsthand from friends, readers, and
manufacturers just how valid his review
process is. Steven—keep up the good work.
Over at Energy, they'll hopefully accept
that critical review is ahealthy part of our
industry, and that strong-arm tactics cause
more harm than good.
Finally, for those in our industry who
have been following these reviews and
comments, this is aclear example of how
infighting will only drag us down at atime
when cooperation is so essential to our
long-term survival.
DAVID SCKOLNICK
Dir. Sales & Marketing
Green Mountain Audio
MARANTZ CD-63
Editor:
Iwas only recently able to read through
the September issue of Stereophile, as our
sales manager had absconded with it when
it first arrived.
Inoted in RH's CES comments [p.81]
anice mention of our CD-63 Special Edition (one of which is in the hands of Sam
Tellig). However, RH mentions that the
CD-63 Special Edition version replaces the
current CD-63. Not so. Both the CD-63
and the CD-63SE models are currently
available, and we have no plans to discontinue the CD-63 anytime soon.
As consumers (and dealers) tend to take
the printed word (as it appears in Stereophik)
as the sole truth, you can imagine that we
are fairly busy explaining to anxious callers
that the CD-63 is still available. Any editorial assistance you could give us would
be very helpful.
As always, we appreciate your interest
in our products.
DAVID BIRCH-JONES
Marketing Manager, Marantz America
ASM LABS MONGOOSE
Editor:
Thank you for mentioning the ASM Labs
Mongoose Audio Interconnect System in
the September issue (Vol.17 No.9, p.41) in
Peter W. Mitchell's "Industry Update." He
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definitely mentions most of the benefits,
and they are true. Two things we would
like to clear up are:
1) We are not in Ohio; we are in Marionville, Missouri (not by my choice!).
2) We are not limited to 15V RMS. The
Mongoose can easily transmit 2.4V ItIvIS.
For more information, contact ASM Labs,
Inc. at (800) 214-9677.
Thanks so much for writing about us,
and for clearing this up!
DAN W EMMBER
Technical Manager, ASM Labs

or listening through adecoder in 'bypass'
mode in what was formerly agood, clean
hi-fi system. Yay!
"Even better, when used with Counterpoint's HC-808 Pro Logic decoder, the
remote control's volume Up/Down buttons do different things, depending on
which type of input you're listening to.
When you're listening to aHi-Fi input, the
buttons control the volume pot on the '818,
which is controlling your stereo signal; but
when you're listening in Home Cinema
mode, the volume buttons change the level
of the surround decoder, bringing all your
speaker levels up or down, which is exactly
COUNTERPOINT'S HC-8I8
AT SCES
what you need to have happen.
Editor:
"And there's more! If the in-laws are
Hey, wait aminute, guys! In Corey Greenusing the system to watch The Flintstones
berg's report on the Summer CES [Sepin the living room, and you'd rather retire
tember '94, Vol.17 No.9, p.85], he says that
to the study with abit of Bach in the backhe found himself "wandering the McCorground, the HC-818's second zone
mick on the final day of the Show withfeature—which is actually an entire secout asingle eyelid-raising bit of news to
ond, independent, remotely controllable
tell you about," and compared his search
preamp in the same box—permits you to
for exciting Home Theater products to the
select any input (including whatever's
task of "squeezing ketchup out of arock."
being listened to in the living room), adjust
Well, Corey was obviously barking up
the volume, and mute the speakers. It's as
the wrong venue. He should have gone to
good areason as any to retire that Bose
the Hilton, where Counterpoint was
Acoustic Wave radio.
demo-ing the HC-818, an audiophile"For flexibility, there are ahalf-dozen
grade, three-zone, remote-controllable line jacks on the back of the '818 for connecstage which can be transparently interfaced
tion to remote-control extenders, for daisywith any THX or Pro Logic surroundchaining signals, or even for switching the
sound decoder. Now that Ihave the floor,
main or remote-zone power amplifiers and
I'd like to tell you what Corey might have
ancillary equipment on and off, using
said, were he not so completely underpaid
third-party power-switch boxes.
for his writing that he couldn't have
"What Counterpoint calls the 'third
afforded ataxi:
zone' is in actuality atape-dubbing and
"Counterpoint entered the Home Themonitor system that can be used indepenater market ayear and ahalf ago, with the
dently from whatever is going on in the
introduction of their HC-808 Pro Logic
first and second zones. It supports two
surround-sound decoder, acompletely
audio tape loops, with tape-dubbing and
analog design. They've added two THXLoop Protect.
approved power amplifiers, asimilar center"It all sounds complicated, but the
channel amplifier, and aline of Home Thedesign of the front panel, the clearly labeled
ater speakers for Left/Right, Center, and
metal buttons, and three-color indicator
THX-approved Surround locations.
lamps (for the three zones), make actual
"But as Counterpoint's ex-Roksan
operation easy and intuitive Considering
engineer John Loughlin explained to me,
the '818's flexibility, quality components,
their solution to the 'Is it ahi-fi or is it a ease of operation, and seamless integration
Home Theater system?' dilemma is neatly
of Hi-Fi and Surround Sound modes, the
solved with the eight-input HC-818
HC-818's retail price is surprisingly low.
Audio Controller, their latest release This
This is aproduct that Ilook forward to tryclever, slimline product not only offers the
ing and giving areally good review. Ican
basic amenities that audiophiles expect—
hardly wait to hook it up to my main
such as gold-contact relays, high-grade
system!"
motorized pots, and encapsulated, plugWell, maybe that's not exactly what
innable (and therefore upgradeable) Analog
Corey would have said. Idoubt that his
Modules that contain the voltage amplifycontract permits him to use the word
ing circuitry—they've gone further and
"Yay!" anywhere; he's not married, so
created amicroprocessor-based product
doesn't really understand in-laws; and his
that can be 'taught' which audio inputs
prose tends to be atad more colorful. But
should be treated as two-channel highyou get the gist of it.
M IKE ELLIOTT
fidelity sources (the signal goes through
Counterpoint
the balance/volume controls, the analog
module then to your Left and Right speakers)
DOLBY AC-3 & THE LDA
and which inputs should be processed into
Editor:
surround-sound, where the signal goes
Our thanks to Larry Archibald for his
directly from the selected input to the surquestions in August's "Final Word" (p.210)
round decoder, and the decoder's left and
about the proposed augmentation of the
right signals go back up to the HC-818,
laserdisc format with multi-channel digital
then directly to your Left and Right
audio.
speakers. No more fumbling with cables
Before answering Larry Archibald's
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inquiry directly, some background about
the Laser Disc Association may help put
it in context.
The Laser Disc Association is atrade
group comprising the major manufacturers
of hardware and software, as well as distributors, retailers, and anumber of individuals. It has an 11-person board ofdirectors representing these constituencies, and
astaff ofjust one person, whose task it is
to carry out the charges of the board and
its members.
The board has set the LDA's mission as
follows: to promote the laserdisc format,
and to keep its members au courant with
developing technologies that may affect
their businesses in the future. In addition,
the LDA licenses the registered LD compatibility mark, assuring that any hardware
or software carrying the mark will play or
is playable upon any other piece of hardor software carrying the mark. To make
such assurances, the Technical Committee
(made up of engineers from the membership and chaired by GeoffTully) evaluates
any proposed change and reports back to
the board upon its compatibility or lack
thereof.
Thus, when amanufacturer proposes a
change, it furnishes both technical specifications and sample discs incorporating the
change to the LDNs Technical Committee.
Members of the committee then play the
discs upon their own facility's equipment,
testing with the appropriate monitoring
devices, write their reports, and submit
them to the chairman of the Technical
Committee, who in turn submits the
report to the board. The board then makes
adetermination as to whether the use of
the LD compatibility mark is appropriate
This is not an "endorsement" of the technology; it is merely astatement as to the
degree of compatibility of software and
hardware.
Now, to answer your question. The current status of the proposed augmentation
of laserdisc with the AC-3 technology is
that the technical specs and sample discs
are currently being evaluated for compatibility with existing equipment; when new
equipment is produced, it too will be
evaluated for compatibility with existing
laserdiscs. If both are found to be compatible, the Laser Disc Association will license
the use of the LD mark on that hardware
and software Existing equipment and discs
without AC-3 will continue to use the
compatibility mark as they do today.
In the case of AC-3, the question of
compatibility (given the replacement of
one of the analog audio channels with the
new digital channels) will certainly be discussed. Nevertheless, since there are few
players in use today that read analog audio
only (they have not been manufactured
since 1984, soon after the CD audio standard was adopted), in terms of orderly
migration to the next generation oflaserdisc hardware and software, it is currently
felt that the use of one analog audio channel
rather than the two digital channels (which
will continue to be used for conventional
249

CD audio) may have some significant
advantages.
Having said that, however, the LDA
Technical Committee welcomes the opportunity to evaluate any other proposed
format: all that is required is that both technical specifications and sample discs be furnished to it. Once again, the evaluation is
for purposes ofjudging compatibility with
the standards represented by the LD mark,
and to make areport to the board.
Please note that, even if an innovation
is found to be incompatible with the LD
mark, the manufacturer nevertheless can
produce and market the proposed innovation without it. If the innovation is sufficiently desirable, it is assumed that it can
win in the marketplace, and that, after all,
is what it is all about.
We do appreciate your inquiry, and want
you to know that your concerns are being
forwarded to our board members. And
once again, if technical specs and sample
discs for any proposed innovation can be
provided to us, they will be evaluated expeditiously by our Technical Committee.
JUDY ANDERSON
Executive Director, Laser Disc Association
THE VIRTUAL RADIO SHACK
Editor:
I've hesitated to write this, because we are
way too busy to spend hours on the phone
talking about the Optimus CD-3400. But
the little guy has been treated pretty
unfairly, in both reviews and this "Letters"
column, so here is all that we and our customers have learned about how to get
excellent—not perfect—sound from the
CD-3400. (And no—Joe Grado, John
Curl, Dick Sequerra, et al don't have corncobs in their ears: Corey Greenberg's got
corncobs in his ears!)
There are several things you can do that
cost nothing, or next to nothing, to get the
3400 to really sing:
As astand-alone player, don't use the line
output! The sound is of amagnitude better
through the headphone output, direct into
your preamp. Short out the digital output,
and play around with shorting out the line
output (it works on some, doesn't on
others).
As atransport, definitely short out both
line and headphone.
In both cases, don't use any wire that will
put pressure on the jacks—a very definite
weak point. Protect all cabling, power cord
included, with RFI suppression cores. All
cables should be shielded.
The ROM (pseudo-ROM?) drive outputs alot of vibration; unless you want to
stick it in aphone book—one of the more
inspired suggestions—you've got to drain
that energy or it's going to modulate the
signal. You don't drain energy into Sorbothane—one of the least inspired suggestions.
Remember that, like alot of the firstgeneration CD players, this player inverts
polarity (perfect sound no-ever). If your
woofers are going to woof instead of suck,
you've got to make an inversion some-
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where in your system. On properly rejitterBug, and we look forward to his comcorded material, inverted polarity takes all
ments (and those of his reviewer brethren)
the life out of music!
on many of our upcoming digital products.
Cover the cute window in the lid so
CHRIS JOHNSON
ambient light won't modulate the data
President, Sonic Frontiers
stream. Turn the display on to further
load the power-supply regulator—unless
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-2
you're using batteries, which leads us to
Editor:
the things that do cost money.
Last December, our company was honored
You won't get half the sound the 3400
by your magazine with awonderful review
is capable of if you use batteries. A leadof our reference SFD-2 digital processor.
acid car battery might work—we haven't
To have our firm's product-design process
tried one, because it seems to be on the
affirmed through the critical sonic analbrink of insanity to bring such amonster,
ysis of aproduct it created is very satisfying
with its outgassing of sulfuric and hydroand rewarding. However, one always feels
chloric acid, into the listening room. Not
that one might have been alittle lucky.
with our preamps you don't!
Could we do it asecond time? After readAnd forget about the AC/DC adapters
ing Russ Novak's review of the SFL-2, we
commonly available. Not only do they
are comforted with the notion that lightbring all the power-grid trash into the
ning has struck twice!
room, they're underpowered. Radio Shack
We would like to thank both Russ and
specifies aminimum 500mA supply, and a the staff of Stereophile for this remarkably
little math will tell you that, at 6.2V (actual
thorough review of the SFL-2 preamplifier
specified voltage), a6V nominal supply
(and how it stacks up against its compe(which, when loaded, will drop to around
tition). No, it's not over $10,000 in price.
5.8V, at 500mA) is going to have zip for
No, it doesn't have gleaming chrome all
headroom—and that's with the display
over it. No, it doesn't shout "audio snobturned off! The way the thing eats alkaline
bery." What it does do is outshine every
batteries, let alone Ni -Cads, gives you a other competitive unit in the marketplace
pretty good idea how power-hungry it is.
in the areas of sound quality, build qualVirtual Mode has apackage to address
ity, parts quality, value, and features, in a
all this, at reasonable cost (see our ad in this
classy, elegant, functional package.
issue). A flyer is available; send apostcard
Our firmly held belief is that all of
requesting it. Please, no phone calls!
today's best products start with agreat
We and our customers know that if you
concept and thorough product definition.
treat the CD-3400 lavishly, it is capable
That is how the SFL-2 started—as an idea.
of producing excellent sound free from
Add to that idea 2000 to 3000 hours of
digititis. In point of fact, it is the first digital
hands-on design work over aone-year
source that many of our analog-only cusperiod, and you have the recipe for this
tomers could stand. That's probably true
preamp.
for Joe Grado, too.
BRAD LEHMAN
We encourage audiophiles near and far
Designer, Virtual Mode
to audition the SFL-2. It is our view that
this product is the best reflection of what
SONIC FRONTIERS
type of company we are. It is our very best
ULTRAJITTERBUG
effort (to date) in delivering referenceEditor:
caliber sound to the serious music-lover.
We would like to thank Bob Harley and
Once again, Iwould like to thank Russ
Stereophile for the extremely kind words on
for his thorough review of the SFL-2. We
our jitter attenuator, the UltrajitterBug
take great pride in his comments, as they
(UJB for short).
seem to suggest that, from his perspective,
It is our firmly held conviction that this
we have set anew benchmark in tubeproduct is an important addition to any
amplifier design.
CHRIS JOHNSON
serious audiophile's digital playback sysPresident, Sonic Frontiers
tem. As always, we at Sonic Frontiers try
to focus ourselves on delivering value to the
CONRAD-JOHNSON PF2
cost-conscious audiophile consumer. This
Editor:
is why our unit's cost is considerably lower
Our sincere thanks to Martin Colloms for
than other competing products', which are
his thoughtful and thorough review of the
priced as if they were a"product category"
PF2. As we have come to expect from Colunto themselves. In our opinion, an audioloms, he has quite accurately summarized
phile would be better served by upgradthe character of this product. It was espeing his digital processor (to our SFD-2, for
cially gratifying to see that the significant
example, which has much of the UJB's
sonic refinements over the predecessor PF1
technology built-in) or preamp, rather than
were fully appreciated. Ihope that readers
spending between $1000 and $1500 on
will also carefully note his cautionary comwhat is essentially adigital "accessory."
ments to the effect that this product needs
As RH and JA can attest, this product
to warm up for several days before it can
makes avery positive improvement to
be heard at its best.
LEW JOHNSON
every system it is used in—whether megaConrad-Johnson Design
buck or budget. What more can you ask
from aproduct at this price?
The next letter was not sent as a"Manufacturer's
Once again, we would like to thank Bob
Comment." However, as it illuminates the presand Stereophile for this review of our Ultrasures to which we are subjected to not tell you
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how components sound, we thought it wonh publishing. For the record, while the Velodyne DF661 loudspeaker received reviews elsewhere ranging from outright praise (Tom Nousaine in
Sound & Vision, Lawrence B. Johnson in
Audio Video Interiors) to faint approval
(Julian Hirsch in Stereo Review), the Stereophile review (June '94, p.75) was the only one
to point out that, while Velodyne's claims of very
low distortion were true, the price to be paid was
atonal balance that lacked lowfrequencies and
was too colored in the midrange to merit recommendation. (The "level ofjournalism" referred
to by Mr. Hall included our publishing aset of
measurements that correlated as nicely with the
auditioning comments as any I've seen.) As
explained below, Velodyne immediately canceled
their advertising in Stereophile. Bear this in
mind the next time someone tells you that advertiser pressure has any bearing on our review conclusions.
—John Atkinson

reophile. While Velodyne acknowledges
Stereophile's right to print anything it sees
fit, the level ofjournalism that you practiced in that review effectively preempts
Velodyne's ability to respond to it. Any
further advertising would be viewed in
light of this review, and be perceived as a
response to it. Therefore, you have effectively forced us to avoid your publication
and related activities.
Ifind it surprising that you would even
be interested in further advertising from
Velodyne.
Ido not wish to belabor this point. Icannot see how Stereophile has been damaged
in any way and would be eligible for compensation. Let me assure you that Ihave
no intention of compromising on this issue.

VELODYNE DF -661
To Laura J. Atkinson
LoVecchio Associates
Dear Laura:
The purpose of this letter is to clarify Velodyne's position with respect to advertising
in Stereophile. Velodyne has no intention
of advertising in Stereophile in the foreseeable future. Further, Velodyne has no
intention of paying acancellation fee for
the short-rate that you may feel is due.
The reason for this decision is due solely
to the tone of the review of the DF -661 as
published in the June 1994 edition of Ste-

D AVID S.H ALL

President, Velodyne
The
• • •

RECORD -REVIEW INDEX
NOW UPDATED MONTHLY
Indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 No.1 (1987)
through this issue. Also includes
indices to "Building A Library" and musician
interviews. Available on 51/
4"or 31
/"
2
floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501
(Please indicate disk size.)

Aerial •Audible Illusions
Ayre •CAL •Cardas •Classe Audio •Denon
Fanfare •Krell •Krell Digital •lexicon'
Martin-Logan •Melos• •Meridian •Muse'
Paradigm •PS Audio' •Ratel •SharpVision
L
--. Sonic Frontiers •Spica •Thiel •Transparent Cable

e_

------__

Vandersteen` •Vidikron'

a

VPI •Wadia

not available in both 10(Glions
Please Call

Stereophile • • •

AUDIOPIKE, LP'S, CD'S
AND ACCESSORIES
Want the BEST Products
at the BEST Price?
Here Are Just A Few:
jn

Chesky, Mobile Fidelity, OJC
sll"
Audioquest, Delos, DMP, Dorian,
Reference, Sheffield, Wilson
s12"
DCC & MFSL Ultradisc Il Gold
021 80
CBS/SONY & Chesky Gold
822"
Min
Gemini, Reference, Wilson
s12"
British Pressings
017"
Audioquest, Chesky, Sheffield .... 317"
King Super Analogue
327"
Half-Speeds & D2D's
CALL
ue_y__dull¡Li _
AQ DM-1000 Cartridge Demag. M ae
Nitty Gritty CD Master
838 98
Catalog: s2 U.S. /s4 Intl. FREE w/order
For More Info Call, Write or Fax:
THE ELUSIVE DISC

1022 Rolling Barrel Rd. •Pendleton, IN 46064
INFO (317) 778-2715 •FAX (317) 778-2669

TO ORDER 1-800-782-3472
MasterCard

VISA
IL
Hite"--

e

If you've got it, flaunt it!
At Ensemble, we sell the best in high-end audio. But, that's not
all. We believe that you shouldn't have to hit the lottery lust
to afford amusic system. That's why we also sell high value
components with near state-of-the-art performance at o
fraction of the cost. Maybe it's our practical New England
heritage —or maybe it's lust that we think everyone
should enjoy good music systems as much os we do.

ensemble
extraordinary music +video systems

New Hampshire: 419 Amherst Street •Nashua, NH 03063 •603.886.4742
Massachusetts: 1060 Massachusetts Ave •Arlington, MA 02174 •617.648.4434
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World's Largest Selection Of

LOW PRICE AUDIOPHILE GIFTS
Audio Advisor has the widest selection of highly recommended high-end audio
components and accessories-at low mail-order-direct prices. Most small items can be
delivered in two business days anywhere in the US for only $1 over our regular shipping
rates. Call Toll-Free 1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly, expert audio advice.
Audit, Duster Makes Cleaning Fast & Easy

System Enhancer by Audio Purist Design

Sheffield Labs/XL0 Test & Burn In CD

The AucNo Duster from Billy Bogs Designs has o100%
sheepskin duster head with o24 long black wood handle.
Thu noteral Lanolin coating in the wool attracts dust like a
magnet. Great for dusting in close areas-like inside rocks
or hehveen components. Reg 519.95, now 1625 ea

The world's first total system
burnin treatment, System
Enhancer was designed as a
cable burn-in CD-until experts
discovered it improves the
whole system. Satisfaction guaranteed! System Enhancer
CDR S149.95

System set up and burn-in (D.
Tracks include Channel
Balance, Phase, Imaging, (lap
Track, Demagnetizing Sweep.
Low Frequency Demagnetizing
Rode for speakers, System
turn-in Tones, and more.
Sheffield/XL0 Test and
Burn-in CD $29.95

New ProGold Contact Cleaner
& Enhancer From Caig Labs
Improve ell your electrontc connections
with odvamed new one-step ProGold contact dean, rand conditioner from (aig
Laborotortes. Removes oxidation and
impreves inetol-to-metal conductivity with
one application. Coig ProGold 5.5 oz
spray 514.95

dr- 11

Audio Selection German Cones
Highly polished German-made cone isolators with edjustable steel tip for easy
levering. Support digs hold cone points
to protect nod or tile from scratches
German
Black ir
German
Block or

Cones 11.25 -H1
bross cones, set of 4, 49.95
Support Discs 11.15-x.151
bra's, set of 6, 19.95

DeoxIT Contact Cleaner "Tech Kit"

X-terminator Locking Speaker Banana
Tighten loose speaker
cable connections with
Monster (able's %zee
minute expanding/
locking speaker cable
banana connector.
Monster X-terminators: One pair. 529.95;
Two pairs: S55.00; Four pairs: 099.90

Combination Sels: 4Germon
Cones plus 4Support Discs, choose
black or brass finish, 59.95/set
(one

Monster Cable Footers

1,919,9,

Shock-absorber-type isolation feet
made of patented Isoles material.
Basic MC Footers........141 29.95
CD Footers..........Iset of 4149.95

Support
DA/

patented 18' flexible
gooseneck lamp puts ight right
where you need it The dimmercontrolled halogen bulb gives a
crisp white light.
hittite l3-18 lornp ',19.95;
Extra 05 halogen bulb-S7.95

New Isom (Mg Lobs, Tech Kit contains
fast-acting ore step DeoxIT cleaner/
condudivity enhancer spray, lint-free
cloths, foam swabs, and brushes for
cleaning dirty RCAs, speaker connections, switches, relays, sockets, computer connections, etc Complete
DeoxIT Tech Kit only 512.95

/

Studio-Style Liphting Far
The Home Audio System

Kill Vibrations With VPI's Magic Brick
.

Sims Navcom Isolation Feet

Michael Green AudioPoints

Highly recommended Isolation feet mole ef patented
Noncom with built-in metal support collars

Sed milled brass with geometry to
maximize energy transfer characteristics. Points some with special disc
to motet wood os tile surinces.
AucrroPoints for Electronics:
549.95/set of 3; Two sets. $90.00

Sims Silencers:
set of
95
set of
I
WO sets of 395 00

\red

"Way Recommended" Grado Headphones

Best Selling Grado SR80 Headphones

Critically Acclaimed SR200 Headphones

Grado's SR80 sounds
better than their 1960,
with olarger, more
comfortable ear piece,
better bass and
smoother overall sound.
Great lor both portables or home stereo applications.
Grado SR-80 headphones with fift cord, only $95.00

John Greta uses ultra.
high-purity copper for
the wiring and voice
cods, and matches drivers to an incredible
±0.05 d8 tolerance.
Wonderfully smooth, open and detailed. Hight',recommended. Grado SR-200 headphones, omy 5199.00

Bin-Tack Speaker
Coupling Compound

Postman Binding Post Tightening Wrench

Stop Stripping Small Screws!

New, improved Postman is dual sided, and fits all standard
I/7' and 7,26 amp and speaker 5-way type binding
posts. Makes speaker connections secure. Postman S7 95

WBT 0480 Dyno Key torque screwdriver, veth stoudord ond
trox bits, adjusts to amax torque of 0.5 Newtons to gun,
antee aperfect screw connection without striping 549 95

reete'

11111111111==11111111111

Save $SO On "Class 6"
Sennheiser HD580s

Signet SK-302 RCA
Cleaning Tool Kit
Finally an easy way to
clean male 8lernale R(A31
Include, 6cleaning tools,
swobs, sod cleaning livid.
Complete Signet SK-302
kit only S24 95

Sumiko Reference CD Stabilizer Bands

Elfin electian:fally senses totted electronic grounding. With
proper grounding, you'll have less noise &cleaner sound.
Recommended by JGordon Holt! Elfix tester $29.95

Mode of energy absorbing
Hamm, Sumiko Reference
Bands stabilize CDs while they
spin, and prevent loser light
leakedge. Reference
Bands, set of 11 017.95;
set of 50: 75.00

An easy-to-apply, cost effective way to improve CD sound
by reducing loser light leakage Simply apply Stoplight to
the edge of all your CDs. Recommended by leading audiophile mays CD Stoplight Pen 514.95 ea, 3, $12.95 ea

Discwasher Talking
Laser Lease Cleaner

Repair Damaged CDs With
CD-2 Scratch Remover Kit

Protect, Preserve, & Improve Laser
Discs w/Cleordisc Cleaner

Recommended AM/FM
Amp lifi edAntenna

CDL2's "on dis," voice
talks you through the simple lens clearing process.
Works great on aROM,
CDs, 8laser disc players,
toe Discwasher CD1.2
laser tense cleaning system,
519.95

Repair damaged discs 8improve reit
CD sound quality with (D-2 pal- ,
ish/scratch remover system.
B.
Includes (Inning, polish, and
scratch removing fluids, swabs, 1
8polishing wipes for 50 CDs.
Diswasher CD-2 system,
519.95

Dust, dirt, fingerprints, eicl,
can cause loser mistrocking
degrading picture and audio
signal quality. Cleofdisc has
been designed to remove
contaminants keeping discs
clean and error-free.
Discwasher Cleardisc
cleaning system, only 51925

Recoton's FM 100 A61/FM
amplified indoor antenna has
gain and tuning adjustment to
mite it easy to tine in weak
or distant stations. Antenna disc
lilts and swiveis in any direction
for optimum tuning. Recoton

CD Stoplight Green Paint Pen

/

Stop Cable Distortion With Digital
Noise Blockers

-GO STOP LIGHT'

-- el

jtiii
0
I

Reduce digital noise ond RF
interference 'with Stockers noise
absorbers. RNaudio interconnects, digital cables, Opareen
cods. Blackens:
S14.95/pe 3, 11.95/pt

FM 200, only 549.95

No Other Source Offers So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio Components &Accessories.
AUDIO
ADVISOR
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F
in the US-or Canada-Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-451-3868.
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Prieur

"Ultru-smooth, ultrecletoiled
open-hock dynamic headphones
with full, extended low Dentindes," says Siereophile, they're
John Atkinson's reference."
Sennbeiser 1113580 headphones, reg 5349, now 299.55"

Improve Digital With Elfin Polarity Tester

e
.
.

Audidorot Isolator

AudioPoints for loodspeakers:
579.95/set of 4; Two sets: 0149.90

"The clarity and power
of these budget Grados
is ¡ust lenity reheard
of in this mire range,"
reports Seereophile's
Corey Greenberg. "Way
recommended!' Guido SR-60 stereo headphones with
6h cord and mtm-plug adapter, only 569.00

Tacky Illu-Tack Aare-usable adhe
sive compound found la do an excel.
lent job cl coupbng speakers to stands.
One 1.25-ny 4.1' slab treats one pair
al speakers. BleTock one slob S9 95

When placed on too of
'Indio components, API
Brick smass damps the
d'assis, while the magnetic
field stabilizes the trans
former. Recommemled by
leading mags. VPI HW.
5db, "Mago Brick" $49.95

Audio Advisor -the
"Recommended"
place to fill Al
your audio needs.
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NEW AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS &"DO IT YOURSELF" AUDIO BOOK
New Creek Outboard Phono Stage, Only $199!

World's Finest Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound Processor
Enjoy exciting surround sound with the world's best sounding Dolby Pro Logic
surround sound processor, from Counterpoint. This new fully remote-controlled
model 11(-808 processor has been carefully designed just for audiophiles, and
offers the best sound we've heard in any surround sound processor to date
The H(-808's construction and features are first-role, including pink-noise
level rest, rear delay adjustment, 3surround sound mode, music surround, concert hall effect, and Dolby Pro Logic Surround, independent subwoofer, rear and
center speaker level controls, input level controls, and master volume output
level control. Afull compliment of inputs and outputs included. All main functions con be operated by the infrared remote control.
Counterpoint HC-808 surround sound processor, intro price, 51,295.00'

New from design wizard Mike (reek
of England, tomes agreat-sounding
compact stondolone phono stage,
model OBH-8. Designed specifically
for moving magnet phono cartridges,
the Creek 01311-8 features high grade
diurete components, plus on outboard power supply. How does it
sound? Our analog expert, Randall
Baboon, reports, "The 08H-8 sounds
impressive It's very quiet, has rich tonal balance, and good-to-very good
soundstoging. OB11-8 betters most 51,000 full featured solid state preomps,
and reminds me ol my 51,500 tube preamp." Sue: Input: 3.5mV/47
1HD: 901%. S/N: -85 dB. RIAA deviolion: x0.25 dB. Output Impedence 750
cl. Output: 250mV, Dimension, 4" W, 4" D, 2.5" H. Made in England.

The FIRST book that tells you EVERYTHING
you need to know about buying and
enjoying high quality audio gear—for
beginners 8experienced listeners alike!
Robert Harley, Consulting Editor of Stereophile
magazine, tells you what you need to know to
become abetter listener and better buyer of quality high-fidelity gear. With this book, you will discover how to get the best sound for your money;
how to identify weak links in your system, and
upgrade where it will do you the most good; how to
set-up and "tweak" your system and get maximum
performance from equipment you already oym; how to read equipment reviews,
and, most al all, how to become amore perceptive and appreciative listener.
'Before you mule cnustoke, reed Bob Horley's book '-Sam Tellig, Seteophile.

Creek Audio OBH-8 outboard MM phono stage, introductory price, 5199.00

The Complete Guide To High-End Audio, by Robert Harley, paperback,
480 pages, only 529.95; new hardcover edition, 480 pages, only 539.95

Save $109-5159 On Philips Single Play CD a. Alchemy Packages.
(0921 hos Philips' newest highly accurate (DM-I 2linear tracking laser system
featuring ofast teeing digitolly controlled ultra low moss light pen laser,
20-key infrared remote 8coaxial digital output.

Save 5109-159 On Philips 5-Disc CD Changer oAlchemy Packages.
the eosyleuse (0(926 offers up to 6continuous hours of beautiful music, and
lades rosy disc changing and full remote control. (DC926's laser mechanism
is Philips highly accurate (DMI 2with the low mass light pen laser

Philips CD92I single play CD player combined with Audio Alchemy's DITB
digital converter (shown above), regularly 5459, now 349.95'

Philips CDC926 5-discorousel CD changer combined with Audio
Alchemy's DITB digital converter, regularly 5559, now 44995'

Philips CD92I single ploy CD player combined with Audio Alchemy's
DDEv1.1 digital converter. regularly 5659, now 499.95'

Philips CDC926 5-disc carousel (D changer with Audio Alchemy's
DDE v1.1 digital converter (shown). regularly 5759, now 599 95'

Save On Philips + Audio Alchemy Digital Packages
Lei duo the Iciest innovations in (D ployer technology lie new low once CD
players from Philips of Belgium-one of the co-inventors al the Comport Dist—
end Audio Alchemy the leaden in low price, high performance digital converters.
For superior tracking-even reading dirty or damaged digs that few (D players
can play-these players include Philips' CDM-I 2linear tracking laser system with
afast-reacting vitro low moss light pen lacer. Just to please usersophtles,
Philips also includes acoaxial digitol output jock on all models so you upgrade
performance by plugging in on outboard D/A processor. Na other manufacturer
offers so much, for such alow price!
Na doubt you've heard read or heard about Audio Alchemy's outstanding
low price digital converters. For high quality budget systems, we match the
Philips (D players with Alchemy's Win-the-Box 1001 converter. For true
audiophile sound quality we recommend the pockoges matching Philips (D players with Alchemy's advanced new DDEvl .1 digital convener. We guarantee you
won't find a(0 ployer or digitol component package anywhere that competes -or your money back'

World's Best Sellin. Di. Dal (And Anal° )Corn onents From Audio Alchem

Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box D/A Still Only $199!
Alchemy's new DA( -in-the-box (DIM has 18-bit ladder-DE processor with both
coaxial and optical digital inputs, 8outboard power supply. Recommended for
(D player, video loser disc, 8. cable DMX upgrades. Audio Alchemy DITB D/A
converter, reg 5259, now 5199.00".

Audio Alchemy DTI Digital Filter Only $199.501
Alchemy's DTI digital filter reduces digital jitter and reclocks the dale stream's
master clock far improved detoil & au, Features coaxial &Toslink inputs.
Highly recommended for owide ronge of outboard 0/E converters.
Audio Akhemy DTI digital anti-jitter filter, was 5399, now 199 50"

New Alchemy Outboard Phono Stage Only $199!
Designed
outboard
matching
n0.1 dB.

by Peter Madnick, VAC-in-the-Box 1011131 is agreat sounding compact
phono stage with od¡ustable input impedance, resistance 8. gain lor
with MM or M( phono cartridges. S/W >90 dB. THD: <0.1%. RIM,
Output: 2.5V. Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box only 5199.00"

auoroAlchern y

:

Save $60 On Audio Alchemy's New DDEV1.1
This extraordinary D/A hos obuilt-in DTI-type litter reduction siege, the wodd's
first passive 000/integrates stage, and unique Oass Aopomp/discrete output
doge. Amnion value! Alchemy DDEVI.1 D/A, reg 5459, now 5399.00"

SAVE $195 New DTI•Pro Digital Anti-Jitter Filter

Remote Controlled Line Stage Preamp, Only $399!

Get next generation jitter [wren with fill•Pres incredible hvo-stoge digital
filter and built-in DSP designed to enhance I6-bit data. Recommended for all
the world% most advanced D/A converters. Pro features coaxial, 615/880,
loslink or optional AT&T inputs; and coo, 185/81111, 8AT&T outputs.
Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro anti-jitter filter, reg 51,295, now 51,09995"

More sonic magic from the design yoizards at Audio Alchemy, new DIX 'na
remarkable line stage preamp offering remote control of volume, balance,
input selection, and of up to lour line inputs. Add optional Line Input Selecta,
later tor more inputs. DEC is microprocessor controlled-it's eosy to upgrade by
replacing the inexpensive ROM chip! Alchemy DEC preamp, only $399"

Upgrade Your Alchemy DTI Digital Filter!

Upgrade Your DDEvI.0, DDE+, or DITO
D/A With PS-1 Power Supply

se

55
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Save $200 On Audio Alchemy DDS Il Transport
Audio Alchemy DOSII athe ultimate low price (D transpon with oil metal chassis, rugged, shock-mounted metal drawer, advanced loser, remote control, 8
special law ¡inter output. Outputs include coax, Aopt. AT&T. Audio Alchemy
DDS II CD transport, reg 5699, now only 49995"

Improve the clarity, focus, and imaging of the Alchemy
DTI digital anti-liter filter with anew high current
power supply called PSDTI. This supply delivers 30times the current of the regulor power supply and
has extra fillers to remove RF, and digital line
noise Alchemy PSDTI high current upgrade
power supply, reg 599.00, now only 69.95

Improve the bass end imoging of the DM-series or
DITE D/As with Alchemy's PSI high current
upgrade power supply. Sam Tellig toys "the separate power supply makes the fDDE1 sound more
dynamic." Audio Alchemy PS-1 high current
upgrade power supply, regularly 579, now 5995

More Highly Recommended Digital Components

/lain

PS Audio Lambda CD Transport Deals

PS Audio Ultralink Two D/A Converter

Counterpoint DA -11 CD Transport Deal

Truly Upgradeable Counterpoint DA -10

One of the top-rated CD transports in the «odd with
immeasurably low digital jitter. PS Lambda Standard
with coaxial digital output 8FREE 595 TARA Prism digital
cable, reg 51,890, now 51,750'. PS Lambda Deluxe
with cooxiol, AT&T AES/EBU outputs, P. FREE Allis Alma
AT&T or Alchemy DST cable, reg 52,354, now $1,995.00'

The lop-rated Uhrolink has now been surpassed by the
Ultralink Two yrith greater transparency, detail, and
dynamics than anything near the price! PS Ultralink
Two, with coaxial, AT&T, AFS/EBU inputs, 8RCA 8
AES/EBU outputs, 8FREE Allis Aftimo AT&T or Alchemy
DST ruble, reg $2,554, now 52,295.00'

Counterpoint's DA-Il is oremarkable law jitter CD transport built around oPhilips COM-12 loser system, and a
custom machined metal drawer. Outputs include 2coaxi
al, AT&T, AES/EBU, and Toslink-all standard. Order
Counterpoint DA-11 now 8gel aFREE Altis Ablaut ATV
or Alchemy DST cable, reg 51,754, now only 51,395.00'

Counterpoint's DA -I 0features plug-in cards for easy
upgrading of the D/A chip, plus 5coaxial inputs, one
Toslink, optional AT&T, and two digital outputs for direct
digital dubbing. Counterpoint DA- I
0with Analog
Devices 601862 chip, plus Audio Alchemy DST coaxial
digital cable, regular 52,209, now only 51,899.95'

Hew TARA Prism Coaxial Digital: Virtually the same
5195 cable Sfereophie called "Excellent resolution of sound,
stone depth. Smooth treble odds to pleasing analog-like
wormth"-now I/O price! Risen Digital, 1.0M 595.00

Save 590 On Audio Alchemy DST Digital Coble.
Audio Alchemy's new Dora Stream Tronsceiver (MD .
,powered digital transmission line cable with greater bandwidth
than ATM gloss fiber, and zero digital per! DST adapts to

work with coaxial, ioslink, or AES/ETIU connertions. You con
even input Toslink ved output so coaxial or AES/E8U 1
Recommended by leading mug, Audio Alchemy DST
1.0M digital cable, regular 5259.00, now 169.95

Cordes High Speed Digital Data Cables 'As smooth
natural os any coaxial eel cable I've heard far he
price"-repora our own Corey Kopelyn. Cordes Hi hSpeed
digital cable 1016 reg 578, now 6995
We ship to all 50
states and around
the world by air
parcel post and air
freight.
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Expand Your Audio Knowledge With The Latest New Audio Books
Good Sound by Laura

Handbook for Sound Engineers, Second
Edition, by Glen Ballot'.

An easy-to-read, non-technical
introduction to high end andin
with valuable inlormotion on
choosing the right equipment,
seine and moinlenance ingruc
trans, and much more Poperback
412 pages, 512 95

The lag word in delailed information on every
aspect of audio-packed into
-asingle desk-size
reference
book. This
complete encyegtesi
clopedia fealures
exiensive discussions of voice coloroiion, sound
room design and
construclion, loudspeaker and enclosure
building, tesiing and
measuring, microphone
basics, and more. You
won't find amore thorough reference work on audio-onywherel
Hardcover, 1,506 pages, 599 95

Dearborn

Reissue-Mullard
.- Circuits For Amps,

1959 Reprint of che classic
doisyoursell guide to
building eleven tube amps
and pumps written by
Britain's premier tube
manufacturer. Paperback, 136 pages, 516.95

The Audio Glossary by
J. Gordon Holt

e

Understand the language al
high end audio. Stereaphile"s
founder and chief editor,
Gordon Holt, explains more
than 1,900 descriptive and
technical audio lentas.
Paperback, 152 pages,
512.95

The Audio Dictionary,

New 2nd Edition

,•

Electrostatic Loudspeaker
Design, Revised Edition

-

Sup by slep instruclions for building atall-range electrostatic
speaker with useful inslructions
for speaker repair. Tor anyone
who wants to get the most out
of speakers. Paperback,
244 epees, S19 95

of
Master
Acoustics
Handbook
In non-technical language, It
this classic source hook on
g
.
acoustics covers everything
9
from the basics of sound to
\
the loteg in Weirs room
treatments. New echtion.
Paperback, 452 pages, 519.95

Bursting al the seams with
well-written explanations of
thousands of descriptive and
technel audio terms, abbreviations, and more. Paperback,
412 pages, $29.95

The Latest High End Audio-And Video-Power Line Conditioners
Power Wedge Power Line Conditioners
Power Wedges use 3technologies lo condition power for
high end systems, including indusirial grade fillers and
isolation transformers to reduce A( line ground noise and
remove digital distortions, and special dampers reduce the
harmful elf ecis caused by the power-surge demands of
amps. We guarantee you'll hear on obvious improvement
with Power Wedge conditioners, or your money back!

Power Wedge 116. Designed lo provide dean pwer
for complete systems with up to 10 components, including
6source-type components, like (D players, preamps, etc,
and up to 4amps. Power Wedge 116 only 5599.00'

Power Wedge 112. Peden for small systems or
remote amp/speaker installations, 112 hoc 1pair al icebated source ouilets-great for eleclrostatic speaker power
supplies 84amp °inlets. PowerWedge 112 5359"

Power
Wedge
114
Power Pack II. Anew, low price way io mote and
improve che performance al audio and video gear. The
Power Pack 11 uses the some advanced nonsesonant filter
technology as che Power Wedge in ocompact, tropecoid
shaped metal rose Six outlets including two designed for
digital gear. Power Pack II 5229.00"

Power Cable Sale

"In my experience, power cords can make on enormous
difference in sound, land) not Psi on tubed equipment."
-Jonathon Scull, Stereophile, Vol 16, Na 3, March 1994.
New Low Price TARA Lobs Prism AC Power Coble
TARA's ben selling replacemen1 upgrade power cable ¡ust
got better. Prism A( fealures high grade solid core conductors, natural fiber insukdion, and superior shielding for RF
rejection. 611 now only $19.00; 8h only 595.00; 1011 only
5109.95; 12 It only 5125.00; 15h only 5149.95

Pacen
Wedge
111

Power Wedge 114 (at left). Designed for complete
systems vie aplat componenh, including 4source-type
componenls like 0 players, preamps, processors, es,
and up to 4amps Power Wedge 114 5479M0'

Power Wedge I13. For the special power demands
and problems of video systems, with 3source-type outlets-including o210-wall outlet for big ills or video pro¡
WINS ond 4omp outlets. Power Wedge 113 S599M0'

Cordes Ouadlink-Five Power Cable
Cordes Quadlink-Five cable features four 11.5.neguage
mulissuanded conductors wall Teflon insulation, oir-dielectric, high grade Hubble-type A( connectors. Quodlink
peer cable, 5h 5129.95, Blt 5179.95; 13h 5249.95

Tice Audio Power Conditioners

Power Link Cables By Audio Power. You've heard
great things about the Wedge line conditioners, now try
Iheir new power sables. Superb design 8superior pans
make Power Link an excepcional value. PL313-6, 6ft 5159,
On 139.95; PL313-8, 8f1 5179, 3+ 159.95; PI.313-10,
10ft 5199, 3+ 179.95

New "Super" Wedge from Audio Power
Improve your entire oucno/video system with the new
Power Wedge Model 11!9 power condilioner. Super 'Hedge
offers 18 outlets in four groups-6 untouched 86switched
outlets for source components, 5pown amp outleis, plus a
special 300 watt outlet for longe dires' -view Pis or video
projection systems. Also iocludes sups fast waling A( protection 8accurate AC voltmeter on front.
Power Wedge Model I118, with 18 outlets,
introduciory puce, 51,199.95'

Tice Power Block II
-Power

Black SIGNIFICANTLP improved...my systene-Stereophile's lack
English. Tice Power
Block 11 51,350.00f
fire Audio MU-3
lice MBF-3 offers 16 outlets in 3independently filtered
bunches, or groups of outlets, each designed for osee
(di( type of gear, including 4for amps, 8for analog
components, and 4digital outlets. All outlets ore protect
ed from dangerous spike by fan acting MOP devices.
Tice Audio MU-3 power conditioner 5625 00'

Tice Audio Titan It
Improve you Tice Power
Block! New Ten 11 moss
energy storage device doebles Power Block's filtration.
Tice Titan II 51,099.95f

Save On High-End Audio Interconnects IL Se eaker Cables
Audio Interconnects Sale

New Low Price/High Performance Video Cables

Save On Recommended Speaker Cables

.our
Save Up To 15% On TARA Labs Prism 22 Interconnects.
Excellent choice for budgel systems, or wherever you need along, low-priced
cable. Phasecohereni with naiural hormonics. Pair, 0.61.1 $24.95; 1.0M 29.95;
1.5M 37.95; 10M 4500, 3.0M 62.50, 49.1 1900, 5.0/A 95.00

New Low Price TARA Lobs Prism Video Cable.
The lowest price video cable we've found offering low capacitance, 100% braided shield, and high grade conductors for bright colors and rich detail. 1MM
519.95; 1.5M 25.95; 2.0M 32.95, 10M 46.95; 4.0M 59.95; 5MM 69.95

50% Off TARA Phase II w/TFA Return Speaker
Cable. Closeout: 6h pr was $130', now 49.95; Bh pr was
$160, now 59.95; I
Oft pair was 5190, now 69.95; 12ft pr
was $275, now 79 95; I
Oft pr was 5270, now 99.95; 2(Ift
pr nus $350, now 129.95; 25h pair was $430, now 159.95

Save Up To 15% On TARA Labs Prism 22 Interconnects.
Highly recommended for (D players, omp.to.preamps, Golher vital system
links, Prism 33 hsmoother 8more detailed than Prism 21. Pains. 0.6h1 545.00;
1MM 49.95; 1.5M 59.95; 7.0/.1 69.95; 10M 89.95; 4M 109.95; 5M 129.95
Closeout Savings On TARA Lake Quantum IV Interconnects.
This low copocilance sheilded solid core design offers die "effonless 9. open"
most oudiophiles crave. Pair, OAM was 5155, now 89.95; IMM was 5175,
now 99.95; 1.5M wos 5290, now 149.95; 2.0M won $390, now 199.95
Cordes Audio 3008 MkroTvein Interconnects Sale.
Our sweetest and smoothest sounding coble-especiolly with (D players
amps or preamps from lapon or Adcom -we highly recommend (urdas 3008.
Pair, 06M reg 5100, now $79.95; IOM reg 5116, now 99.95

Monster Cable Premium Silver Video Cables.
These new high resolution cables by Monster (able fealure polished silver, conductors, 2-loyer shielding, and premium Monsier (able connectors.
Monster Cable M1000V Silver Video Cable. Foc VCRs, laser discs, TV
monitors, AY receivers, etc., finished with patented Monger Coble Turbine gold
R(As. IMM 539.95; I.5M 49.95; 2.014 64.95; 4.0M 99.95; 6.0M 139.95
Monster Cable MI 000SV Silver SVHS Video Cable. For 9115-format
1/(Rs, loser digs, Hi-8 camcorders, ems, with 241( gold S-video DIN connectors.
1MM 554.95; 1.5IA 69.95; 2.0A1 84.95; 4.0M 149.95; AM 199.95; BIA 249.95
Sane On Cordes High Speed Video Cable. New high resolution, high
speed, low-loss Cordes video ruble designed for the ultro-wide bandwidth of
video signals. loch cable assembled by hood using special solder 8gold R(As.
M5AI reg $5), now 49.95; IMM 578, now 69 95; 15M reg 598, now 89.95

Save On The Sonic Replocement For Top-Rated TARA Pandora "5".
TARA Lobs Quonium Reference II is the direct sonic replacement for highly recommended Pandora "S" feoluring stunning holographic imaging and natural
harmonics Peins -06M was $230, now 139.95; 1.0M was $250, now 149.95
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New TARA RSC Prime 1000 Speaker Cable Sale.
Amazing new Prime 1000 features 8of Matthew Bond's
patented RS( conductors in aremarkably flexible
diameter cable. Prime has superb coherency, harmonic
blame and transporency for the price. Prices include single cable bi-wiring. 6h pis reg $167, now 149.95; aft
pair, cg 5204, now 185.00; I
Oft pair, reg 5239, now
219.95; 12h pis reg 5265, now 249.95; 15h pair, ieg
5329, now 299.95

sr. e
t.
TARA Polun

In"-

TARA RS( Prime

Speaker cable prices are for stereo pin with spode tecmination,
unless pins ore requested. Far bananas odd 510/ut of 4.

Lost Chance Sevin sOn MIT MI-330F, "Extended" Interconnects.
If you've heard or re daboul the legendary MIT 330 cable, wait till you hear
the M1-330E. 1" stands for extended-extended bass, treble, detail, and more.
limited supply! P
IS: ION was 5375, now 169.95; 1.5M was 5425. now 199.95

Speaker Cable
Terminations:

AA

All Items Covered by our Exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call or Write for Details.

.111/10
SI KIS01(

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220. International FAX 1-616-451-0709.

/

TARA Most It

New TARA Prism Speaker Coble.
The sonic replacemeni for Quantum 111+-is highly flexible and true high end sonin as abargain price. 8h pr reg
5103', sale: 86.00; 10h pr reg 5119, sale: 99.95; 11ft pr
reg 5135, sale 11150; 15h pr reg 5159, sole: 132; 20h
pr reg 5198, sale: 165.00
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World's Best SeIlin Audio/Video E'ui' ment Racks
Target Audio Racks Of England

Target USA Racks As Low As $99.95

Ultra-Rigid TT Racks, As Low As $169.95

Big Savings On Extra Large Target PS Racks

The world's largess seller of high quality all steel audio rem
ponens rocks is Target Audio of England. Target racks feature rigid steel frames covered with welsh resissant block
powder soot paint, fixed height non-resonant block ash
vinyl-covered somposile-wood shelves, and cone point
spiked fee, Coster feet are also available os an option.
Target rocks now come in avariety of styles to match
any decore. To select the right Target rack count the num ,
ber of components in your system, measure she tollest rom
porros, then choose the rusk whish best suits your budges.

Special low priced audio racks
improve audio gear performonce.
Target TT2SA: 20" tall with IS
between the 2shelves, was SI 50,
now 99.95'
Target TT3SA: 32" MII Mih
12r between the 3shelves, was
5190, now 149.951
Target TISTSA: 39 -fall with
8.1 -between the 5shelves, was
5275, now 199.95f

Strong, one-piece welded steel
frome for maximum rigidity.
Target 113: 32-tall with 12.8
between the 3shelves, was
S215, now 169.95'
Target Us: 37 loll with 67
between the 5shelves, was
$300, now 249.95f
Target TIST: 39" tall with
between the 5shelves, was
5325, now 269.95f

PS rooks hove extra large 22&
by 21 shelves los big equipment.
Target PS2so: 20 -tall with 15"
between the 2shelves, was S240,
now 149.95'
Target PS3so: 2r loll with 1r
between she 3shelves, was 5290,
now 199.951
Target PS5so; 39' toll with 8.1"
between the 5shelves, was $470,
now 269.958

Solid Support With Solidsteel Audio Racks

RoomTunes' Racks by
Michael Green Designs

Standesign Design IV-Series Audio Racks

Imported from Italy, Solid Steel racks hove arigid 1-piese
highly polished block or silver welded
steel home, 21" We 16" Dtop shell,
&18.3" Wx15" Dtowel shelves, plus
specially machined spiked fees. All
shelves on machined cone points.

3r

Model 48. 4shelves,
toll with
6.25' between 3top shelves O9"
above lowest shell. 5475,001/block
Model 410. 5shelves, 39" lall
6.25" between shelves. 5550f /block;
$599,95 in silver finish

ee

flegont, modern looking Siondesign rooks feature ooneprise "tilled-bark" welded steel
frame with le
8" shelves,
and spiked cone point feet. Asuperstrong 2' x3" beam supposts all
shelves

Sturdy rooks with 3/f support
rods &adjuslable 23.75' wide by
1575" deep by 3/f .thick cons.
posite wood shelves. Standard lin.
irk is charcoal black (one point
feet me supplied.

o
I

JUSTARACK 30-3r tall wish four
shelves, reg $399, now...349.001 ewe'
JUSTARACK 36-36" tall with five shelves ...now 399.00t
JUSTARACK 42-42" loll with six shelves....now 449.00
JUSTARACK 48-48 -loll with seven shelves.now 499.001

Sold Ned

Design 5Rock. 5shelves, 34"
Sall with 65" between the shelves
Regular 5399, call los our low price
Design 4Rack. 4shelves, 34"
tall with 9.5" between the shelves.
Regular $349, roll for our low price

Oes:gn 5Aueiro

Amp Floor Stands

Target TTF IAmp Floor Stand

Standesign Base 1Amp Floor Stand

To improve amplifier performance, expos recommend you
isolate the power amp from the other components by placing Oon its own rigid metal stand. Not only does Ohio keep
the amp's large tronsformer away from the other sensitive
components, it also improves ventilation-your amp won't
soak, it will sound beHer and lost longer. This holds srue for
all amp types including both lobe and solid state.
To pick the right amp stood, measure the spacing
between the amp's feet to make sure they fit on the
shell-it's OR il the amp's sides or rear hang over the
edge-and pick she stand whish suds your eye &budget

Strong tall
steel home
wish le by
18 compositewood shell &
FM Amp floor Stood
spiked feet
holds amps rigidly. Was SI 00, now 69.95"

Designed to match
Standesign's Pesto
or Designes Series
equipmerd racks,
tase 1features a
rigid one peice
steel frame with a
large It by 18"
shelf. Elevates amps 4.5". Shell rides on cone points. Cone
point spiked feet also supplied. Standesign Bose 1amp
floor land, reg $85 now 69 95"

e

Extra-Large Target PSF IAmp Floor Stand
Looks like the TIF I, but features larger, 23" by 21,
somposise.wood shell for bigger amp, Elevates she amp
4 Was S115 nevi 99 95'

Tore PS

Save $50-$80 On Great-Looking
Standesign Large Screen Video Racks
New DTV rocks by Siondesign are cleverly engineered lo
support large, 25"-to-35" direct-view TV monitors. DTV
racks feature arigid one•piece welded steel frame with
three extra heavy duly block composite-wood shelves.
Two large lower shelves with 7.5" of useable spoor
between provide lots of space for VCRs, laser disc players, and audio gear. Castors ore included.
Standesign DTV28.
Fm 25-28" 10s, 28" wide,
20" tall, 16' deep, reg
5300, now 229.951
Standesign DIV281.
New "foot of the bed
model" designed for 252r TVs, 28" wide, 3F
toll, 16" deep, reg $300,
now 229.95f
Standesign DIV32.
For 32" TVs, 32"wide,
20"Iall, 20"deep. Reg
$300, now 249.95f
Standesign DIV35. For 35" 1Vs, 35"wide, 201011,
22"deep. Reg 5350, now 269 951

Big Rock Si Seismic Sink Component Isolation By Bright Star 8, Townshend Audio
For the ultimate in equipment securily ond isolation, we
recommend Bright Soot Audio's sand-filled base ond hole.
lion pod system. Bright Slot Big Bak bases ore composite.wood frames covered with non-resonant granitelike
coaling and filled with fine sand (not included). Vibrations
from components and the room are obsosbed by she
sand-so shey no longer oiled audio performanse.
Brighl Star Astir Flak is aunique "isolation pod"
which damps vibrations in she somponent chassis and
sheilds sensitive circuits from airborne RF interlerence.
"Everything you hear is Iruer soils sourse" -Martin
GDeWulf in Bound for Sound. "It sounds like I
spent
55,000 on anew amp," -Positive Feedback magazine.

Townshend Seismic Sink Isolation Platform

Bright Star Audio Big Rock Isolation Basest

e

Bright Star Big Rock 1Base: tall, platform area:
19.5 by 21". In dark granite finish 5149 00'; block gran.
ito finish 5175 00'

Cure bad CD player-and other component-vibrotions with
the Seismic Sink, imported from England "This is no ordinary tweak," reports England's Jonathan Kettle in
Audiophile. "It is aseriously conceived, superbly engi.
neesed ond easily demonstrable upgrode.""(The Sink)
Makes listening to music much easier by increasing lotus
and resolution of CO &LP signals."
Inside the Seismic Sink's Neel outer chassis ore layers
al multi-density-fiberboard and silcone-fluid and
bladders. Four adjussoble-height shook-absorbing feel and
obuilt-in bubble level make leveling she Sink lost and
easy. Aspecial LED on Irons blinks when bladders hove
lest air pressure, and the Sink comes with on air pump so
you con keep she bladders "pumped." Specifisations:
Height: 2". Weighs. (Model I) 11 lbs. Filter Irequency. 1.2
Hz. Filler roll-all rote 6db/Odave.
"We were astounded by She scale of sonis improve.
vents she Sink made to several (CO) players," reporls
What Hi-Fi Awards 1993. "The improvements encompass
lighses bass, amore focused sound, odeeper, bellesdefined soundssoge, and enhanced detailing... It's a
remarkable CD upgrade, but it can be also used vdIh sieso ally any
component to senilarly impsessive offers."

"I placed my Pioneer loser disc player on the Sink.
And guess what? It's Inset Seismic Sinks do improve she picture quality, markedly reducing drop outs" -Hilo (hake,
September 1992.

Townsend Audio Seismic Sink
Seismic Sink Model ISTD. Holds 35 lbs, 17" Wx14"
Dx1" lifics inside Tomes &Standesign racks-5349.00'
Seismic Sink Model 1HD. Designed to holds 35-60 lbs,
17" Wx14" Dx2" H, only 5399.00'
Seismic Sink Model 2STD. Holds up to 35 lbs, 19"
wide, by 16" deep, by 2" high, only 5369.00'

Bright Star's Little Rock Isolation 'Pod": Put the
"isolation pod" on top of sensitive electronics to damp vibra.
fions and shield (instils from air-borne RF intederense.
New size/weighs' 14 W, 1r D, 1.5' 11; weighs 19 lbs.
Dark grande finish $129.00'; Block granite 5144.00'

New Custom Big Rock It. Designed so hold SPI NTT
19-series turntables. Outside dimension, 23.5" x1r x
4.75". Platform oreo 20.75" x15.5". In dark granite finish S275.00* With optional splisplinth to acsomodate LIPS
SAMA motor (shown above). S299.95'

New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands

Low Price/High Performance Target Stands

New Target "XL" Stands As Low As $79.95

Low Moss Target "T" Stands Only $99.95

New Siondesign BB speaker stands femme rigid, one-piece
welded steel construdion with uselhone
pads on sop ond spikes an boom.

New low price Tames SP stands deliver good sound al abor
gain.basement price SP stands feature one-piece welded
Neel frames with hvo support tubes,
Neel sop plate, stable-I 2 wide by 9"
deep- T-shaped base and (one

New forget EL Series stands feature one (enter support leg
balled so owide and stable 1r wide by IV deep "H".
shaped base ond oflat steel sop plate.
Bolh lop spikes and bottom cone
poins feet are standard.

New Target ISeries Mends leatuse 3support legs welded to
on extra wide and stable 14.35 -wide by 17 deep "T"shaped base with aflat steel lop
Ole. Both sop spikes and bottom
sane point lees included.

point feet.
Target SP40 stands: I
r tall, 1.5
x7. top plate, S69.95/pr"

Target IL-30: 12-tall with 9.5 -x
95" top plate, reg 5100, now 79.95'

Target T-30: IT loll with 9.4" x
9.4" lop plate, now only 599.95"

Seismic Sink Model 2HD. Hold 35-70 lbs,
16" deep, by 2" high, only 5419.00'

le wide, by

Low Price Audiophile Speaker Stands

Standesign BBSO: 6.5 by
6.5 -sop plate; choose
16', or 20' heights,
S49.95/pr

Standesign
8810

Standesign 8875:
1.5" by 7.5" top plate.
choose from IT, I ,
2r ,or 24"
heights,
$69.95/pr•

11

Target XL-40: 16' tall with 7.5"
75" top plate, reg 5100, now 79.95'

Target SP50 stands: 20" loll, 65
Alloy plate, 569 95/pr"
Shondes:gn

Tonecone Speaker Isolators
Tonerones offer multi layered damping vello polypro
base olluminum porn &interchangeable threaded
inserts -sa they can be adopled for many speakers.

Target SP60 stands: 24 -tall,
by 6 sop plate, $69 95/pr"

'forget XL-50: 2r lall with 7.5" x
7.5" top plate, reg S100, now 7995'

e
large, SP50

Large Tonecones with wood inserts,
519.95 each; 570/set of low; 5128/ses
of eight. Large Tonecones with threaded
inserir for: B&W, Apogee, Thiel, Marlin
LogorLett, 519.95/ea, 575.00/ 4

Target XL-60: 2f Sall with 7.5" x
75' lop piale, reg $100, now 79.95'

Target T-40: 16" tall with 7.5" y
7.5 -top plate, only 5105.00' •
forge,
10 60

Target T-50: 2r tall with 7.5 -x
7.5 top plate, only 5105.00"
Target T-60: 24" loll with 7.5" x
7.5' lop plate, now 510995"

Michael Green Speaker AudioPoints
Solid milled brass wish geometry to maximize
energy transfer charasteristics. Points come with
special disc to protest wood or tile surfaces.

AudioPoints for loudspeakers:
1.5" toll, I" diameter brass one points
for use with all types of speakers.
579.95/set of 4: Two set,. $149.90

Established in 1981, Audio Advisor has over 75,000 satisfied customers in 135 countries!
AUDIO
.11/11SOR

In US or Canada Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-451-3868.
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Hard-To-Find Analo Accessories
The Hunt For AGreat Record Brush Is Over

Final Closeout On Duerna Record Clamp

Align Cartridges Like APro w/ DBProtrac

Be Sure Of Stylus Force With The Shure
Stylus Force Gouge

Hunt EDA MK6
brush horn England
has nvo types of
(leaning bristles
-long and short-to
dean records twice with just one pos, The finest record
brush we con find! Hunt FDA MR6, reg $25, now 19.95

Thh E.r toll plasti«lomp
larks firmly onto turntable
spindles while springs in the
legs hold the record firmly in
place. Works on every table
we've tried. Hurry! Deemo
Clomp was $40, now $19.95

Make Records& Styli Last
With LAST

LAST 42. Vinyl-preserving record
treatment formulo, 2.0 oz, 524.95

Clean 8. protect valuable LPs and phono
cartridge styli with these highly recommended fluid treatments. Kits include
fluid and applicotor brushes.

LAST 43. Regular every day record
cleaning formula, 2.0 oz, $17.95

LAST HI. New extra-strength record
cleaning solution, 0.5 oz, 529.95

LAST 45. S1YLAST stylus preserve.
tive/enhomer, 0.25 oz, 524.95

Premium Record-And Laser Disc
Storage Sleeves

Save On Discwasher
V.R.P. Record Sleeves

Save On Non-Branded Rice
Paper Record Sleeves

Records ore getting harder to ford -and even harder lo
replace. Thot's why its increasingly important to protect
nimble records by storing them in high quality record
sleeves where they're safe from dust, dirt, static electricity
and other dangers. We highly recommend the following
premium-grade record &loses disc storage sleeves.

Save on the most recognized name
in LP 0laser disc protection. V.R.P.
sleeves ore 3--ply, anti-static rice
paper sleeves. Sel of 20 514.95;
Sel of 60: 534,95; Sel of 100:
$55.00; Set of 200 $99.90

These 3-ply, anti.stalic rice paper
sleeves look and feel like V.R.P.
deems, yet one cheaper because
they're non-branded. Set ol 50:
519.95; Sel of 100: 534.95;
Set of $OO 516995'

Help Your Turntable Survive Digital With
Sumiko's Analog Survival Kit

The Last Universal-Type Headshell

World's Best Turntable Clamp From SOTA

England's Ringmat Turntable Mat

Contains ospecial resonance-cancelling tonearm damping
material, and ultra-thin planer/mal interface bonding
mot. Recommended by leading mogs. Kit only $49.95

Sumiko's HS-12 is the last premium universal.type headshell
we can find on the market;
new ultra-rigid design with litz
headshell fends, and rigid son
tridge.mounting hardware.
HS-12 headshell, 529.95

lust 1.5 toll, the SOTA
Reflex Clamp locks firmly onto
the turntable spindle while its
"reflex" action lightly bonds
the LP to the planer for
smoother, quieter LP sound.
Only S149.95

"A carefully researched and
innovative product whirl, genuinely ironsfOrMS analog
replay at nominal cost" -Hi.
Fi Nee ORecord Review.
Now available in the USA!
Ringmol 330, only 564,95

Headshell Accessories

Misr Analog Accessories
Dennison Mewl Soundtrodor alignment gauge _149.95
New TARA Lobs RS( DIN RCA I
.2M phono coble...149.95
Krislaline Dust cover polhh &scratch remover ........I4.95

VPI Turntable Upgrades

Sumiko H5-29 premium headshell leads
11.95
Sumiko Rigid cartridge mounting kid.
10.00
SME Litz Premium 33mm silver liso headshell leads 2995

DB Systems Moira( lets ony
amateur do professional
phono cartridge alignments
Highly accurate with any
standard cartridge and radial toneorm. DR Prone.
reg $35, now 19 95

Discwasher 04+ Record Cleaning System
New improved 04. record
cleaning system includes
wolnut-handled microfiber
cleaning brush, 1.25 oz of
04* cleaning fluid and star
age box. Disrwosher
D4. Kit 519.95

LAST 44. Stylus (leaning system with
2cleaning brushes, 0.25 oz, $14.95

jny
.
LIVAILMDIET

Shure 596-2 stylus force
gunge accurately measures the stylus force for
optimum sound and
increased stylus lile.
Shure gauge, $14.95

teem

Discwasher SC-2 Phono
Cartridge Care System
SC-2 system includes oretradable
carbon fiber stylus deoning brui
mounted in owalnut storage case
and 034 or of SC-2 (leaning
Iluid Complete Discwasher
SC-2 Kit, only 57 95

\

thilk

Nitty Gritty Paper &
Polymer Record Sleeves
from Hilly Gritty, these sleeves
feature owhile paper cover with
an antistatic polymer liner. Pack
of 30 $14.95; Pack al 100:
539.95; Pack of 500: $139.95'

VPI PLC power line conditioner lar VPI turntables,
conditions power, provides speed (antral"399.95
VPI SAA1A standalone motor assembly
.'499.95

Turntable Drive Belts
AR ES-1 bell...........14.95
VPI HA-it belt. .19.9$
VPI TNT drive belts ..29 95

Rego Planar 2&3.32,20
SOTA Bdits. ............19.95
SOTA Camel
I
4.95

Highly Recommended Moving Magnet &Moving Coil Phono Cartridges
World Famous Grado Cartridges

Sumiko Blue Point Cartridges

Blue Point Trade-Ins LC Upgrades

Grade moving magnet cartridges
feature an innovative 3-peice "optimized transmission line" cantilever
that reduces retord surface noise
reveals more detoil.
Grade ITE*1
21.95
Arado ME., reg 569, now 29.95
(soda 093E. P-mount version34.95
Mode IF3E. 78.RPM model..34.95
Grade 71., reg
Signature 8MZ, reg $200 _169.95
Signature MCZ11, reg $300.255.00
Signature TU, reg $500.....399.95
Signature /DI, reg 5750 _599.95

Top Rated Monster MCs 50% Off!

Audiophiles, &audio reviewers ore amazed by the sound
of Sumiko's Blue Point highoutput 12 001 moving roils.

If you already own oBlue Point cartridge, you can
replace it with onew one, or upgrade to the Special ut
tremendous savings. (all for details.

For many years the lop-robed
MC cartridges in the world,
now ot lactory-dired prices!

Sumiko Blue Point high
output moving coil phono
(amide, fits almost any tonera reg S150, now $119.95

Grado 200Es

(redo Signature

0.2

Serail«, Blue Point

Blue Poini-to-New Blue Point trodein..85.00
Blue Point-to.Blue Point Special trode-up
225.00
Blue Point Special-to.New BP Special trode-in......195.00

Sumiko Blue Point
Special high output moving
coil phono (ortrdige, v//37
refinements over the Blue
Point regS295, now $249.95

Monster (able Sigma
Genesis 2000, low output
10 301 MC cartridge, was
51,200, now 559995

Blue Point Mod Kit
This sperially machined metal
metal cartridge mounting
bracket dramatically improves
Blue Points bass &imaging.
Reg 525, now 519.95

Monster Coble AG-1000
II low output 10.3mV) MC,
won 5800, now 5399 95

Blue Point Mad Rd

Special: Trade in any older
style Monster MO cartridge,
and MC-2000 is only $450.00

Monster (able AGIODOD

Monster Cable WOO

Computer Software, Book &Acoustic Treatments From RoomTune, ASC, &Sonex
Save On Low Price RoomTunes Acoustic
Treatments

Save $30-$60 On Easy-To-Install
ASC Flot Traps

CornerTunes. More
Cornerlunes in ceiling (orners lo improves highs
soundstoge. Reg 579, now
569.95/set of 4

New Flac Traps from AS( ore 14"
by 3V by IS thick, frame
mounted, quartz-fabric-covered
acoustic wall panels designed for
home listening rooms. flat Traps
improve image clarity, definition 8.
overall musicality.
The handy reor bracket
makes installing flat Traps as
easy as hanging apicture!
ASC Flat Traps Reg $200, now
only 5169.95/set of 4;
or 5339.90/set of 8

r

EchoTunes. Put on the side
walls to create omore
coherent soundstage.
Regular 539, now 34.95/pr
RoomTunes. Acoustic panels on owood bore designed
to shape sound reflected off
speakers Owalls Improves
imaging, hors, etc Regular
5229, now '199 95/pair
New TuneStrip "Early
Reflection" Room
Treatment. Place Tunestrips on
the side walls or in the corner
behind the speaker to improve
imaging, locus, and detail. 12"
Wx48' If x3. D. Regular
$169, now 5149.95/set

Fl!r
i
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Typical Treated Room

Deluxe RoomTunes

4

Sones Acoustic Panels

Master Handbook of

,
nr'et
.
T‘'
'' Acoustics-3rd Edition
The world leader in acoustic foam tile is Saneo, odivision
of Illbruck. Sonex's patented chope absorbs sound waves
\
ce
.
." In non.technical language, this des
to reduce harmful room refledions-2" Sonex absorbs
gi is soude book on acoustics covers
down to 1,000 Hz, 3" Saneo absorbs down to 500 Hz, and
from the basics of
4" Sonex down to 250 Hz. And Sonex is easy to install
"..*
sourd to the !area in hstening
with double stick tope, glue, or small nails.
•
room treatments New edition.
Sonex "Jrs" we 24" by 24" by 2"
Paperback, 452 pages, $19.95
thick, easy-to-install acoustic
damping foam panels packComputer
'
Software
aged in an easy to ship
Scientifically determine the optibox. Choose horn black,
mum
room
placement
for you
blue or beige.
speakers with this highly accuSonex Jrs, 569.95 per
rate-no
programing
experience
box of 4acoustic tiles
required! Listening Program
Save with Sono(
for DOS 545.00 New Macintosh
'"'"''''''''''' I
"UNX" Panels
version 547.50
_
_l
Longe Vie, 24" by 48"
Satellite/Subw otee System Set-Up
acoustic damping foam
Program. Discove 'he optimum mom
sheets come in 2", 3,
placement for 3piece saiellite.subor 4" thicknesses for o
woof rsystems with his easy
e.
wide variety of applicalo use program. You 9be
tions. Choose block,
surpri ed by he improve
brown or beige.
ment, Wooler-SotelMe
MIX Sonex 16995"
Program Ir DOS, 534.95

.., .., 'everything

fie

MT Dot Tr p

Room Treated With 8Flat hops

No Other Source Offers So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio Components &Accessories

In the US-or Canada-Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-451-3868.
WorldRadioHistory
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art," wiles Horny
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Save With Rega, SOTA, Project, &VPI Turntable Package Deals
Save $225 On The Rego Planar 2 With Sumiko Blue Point Combination!

Save $370 On Rego Planar 3 & Sumiko's Blue Point Special Cartridge Combo

Rego Planar 2turntable has all the features you'd expect from
aBritish-made turntable-including morvelous sound. Planar
2's unique combination of high grade materials minimizes
record vibrations and noise Manor 1includes Regar R8-250
forearm, osingle•piece armtube design tapered to minimize
arm vibrations. We also include oprofessionally mounted
Sumiko Blue Point high output moving coil cartridge.
Stereophilis Corey Greenberg calls the Blue Point "one of the
best, if not the best, values in all of high end audio"

You've probably read about, or heard about Rego's
remarkable Planar 3turntable-it's been on Stereo*le's
and everyone else's "Recommended List" for years. Planar
3includes the excellent 118300 elM. RB300 has "very
good detail, depth, midrange neutrality, ambience, and
precision imaging"- Stereo*le. We odd Sumiko's superb
Blue Point Special phono cartridge, which Corey Greenberg
says "comes within shouting distance of the very best".
This deal that can't be beat-by anyone-for the price!

Rega Planar 2turntable with RB•250 arm and Sumiko
Blue Point cartridge, reg 5725, now only 5499.95'

Rego Plonor 3turntable complete with 98300 arm,
Blue Point Special cartridge, reg 51,070, now 5699.95'

Save $100 On SOTA Comet Turntable Package

Save $200 On Sumiko Project 6 Turntable Package

Save $175 On VPI HW-19JR Turntable Package

Waiting lot the best low price
audiophile turntable? "Check out
the Comet...it's awinner!
Unequivocally recommended"
suggests Stereophilei Guy
Lemcoe. SOTA uses space-age
material in Comet's construction
and comes with aloctory-installed
medium-moss LMT•Illtonearm
with sets-damped cueing and
easy-to-adjust ormheight. Our Comet package includes oprofessionally
installed Sumiko Blue Point phono cartridge, and acrylic duskover.

Imported from Wenno by Sumiko
the Project 6has it all: asleek,
low profile, mane black finch,
hinged smoked acrylic dustcover,
medium mass arm with precision
captured-race bearings, AC-synchronous motor, 5lb multi-layered plotter system with felt mat,
3-spring isolated suspension,
rellex•typ, record clamp, and
more! To complete the package we included aprofessionally installed top-rated
Blue Point Special phone cartridge. Wow!
Sumiko Project 6turntable vdth Blue Point Special reg S995 now 799.95'

The VPI I
9111 has been an
everyone's "Recommended"
list far years it uses the
same natural oak wood
frame, motor assembly, and
precision bearing as VPI's
more expensive 'tables, yet
has asorbothone suspension, 1"-thick composite
wood plinth, 2-peice record
clomp, 8. I" clear acrylic plotter. Our package includes the lop-rated Rego
RB300 immure, Sumiko Mue Point phono cartridge, and clear acrylic duskover.
VP1 HW 19 JR w/RB300 arm GBlue Point. reg 51,175, now 999.951

50114 Comet 'table w/LMT-111 arm &Blue Point, reg 5700, now 559995'

Save Now On The World's Best Record Cleaning Machines And Supplies
-

Now-More Than Ever-It's Vital To
Vacuum-Clean Valuable LPs
LPs ore getting harder to Hnd-and more valuable. It's
increasingly important to keep records safe &clean. Hand
washingeven with the
fanciest solutions methods--doesn't
remove all the
gunk. Vacuum
powered cleaning machines,
with the right
fluid, lift away
No hard cleaning system con compare
dirt, dust
mil, on 'mum porered machine!
grime. You'll
be shocked at how smooth and noise-free vacuum (leaned
Ifs sound. Record surface noise is reduced by up to 90% 1
Clean LPs ore more valuable, loo.

Record Doctor II

VPI HW-16.5 w/bonus sleeves, only S399.951

Record Doctor Hcleans like the expensive machines-with
fluid opplicotion &vacuum suction-but costs less because
you turn records by hand. Recommended by leading mugs.
Record Doctor II Kit Includes: Record Doctor Hvacuumsuction LP cleaning machine, 1/1 gallon of cleaning fluid,
6oz NG First cleaner, and two fluid applicator brushes-in
all a5233.80 value-nevi only 5198.80'

Hard-To-Find Cleaning

Nitty Gritty Cleaning Fluids
Purifier #2. Alcoholbased record (leaning
solution safe for all
vinyl records, and
machines.
16 oz 514.95; 64 oz
534.95; 1gal 559.95

Bitty Gritty Purifier #I.
Detergent-based
cleaner for its
16oz 514 95; 64 oz
534 95, 1gol 559.95
Nitty Gritty First.
Extra-strength cleaner
for sticky, stubborn
slulns 16 oz 529 95

,14

Save $150 On Nitty Gritty 1.5 Machine
Record cleaning is fast and easy with Nitty Grilly's 13 semiautomatic vacuum-powered record (leaning machine. 1.5's
unique Copsion Record Drive automatically rotates the record
during fluid application and vacuum suction. Neat and simple
The Nitty Gritty IS, reg 5389, is your now for only
529995-plus if you order before Oct 31, 1994, we'll also
include extra cleaning strips, asoft vinyl dustrover, and 50 3ply rice-paper sleeves-in all a5450 volue-you Save SI 50!

Save $35 With Record Doctor Package

Machine Supplies
Not only is Audio Advisor the world's
largest seller of high end vacuumpowered record cleaning machines,
we stock the largest selection of
cleaning solutions, brushes, replacment ports and supplies.

Save $90 On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine
Save now on the world's best selling record dewing
machine, the VPI HW-16.9 Critics praise 11W-16.5% rugged
build and superb cleaning power. Apowerful motor spins
LPs while the self•leveling suction tube deep-cleans the
record grooves-your records never sounded so sweet!
The VPI I1W-16.5, reg 5450, but order now and we'll
include 50 high quality anti-static 3-ply rice paper record
sleeves-in oll a5490 volue-yours for only 539995!

Nitty Gritty 1.5 (leaning machine w/bonines, only 5299.95'
SuperCleaner li
Record Solution

Torumat TM7XH Superiluid

Cleaning Machine
Replacement Parts

Our best selling, olcohol-based record cleaning solution, now with
higher purity ingredi•
ants. 16 oz 512.95;
31 oz S16.95; 64 oz
519.95: Igal 524 95

Best-selling detergentbased record cleaning
formula safe for all
vinyl records
machines. 16 oz
S14.95; 1gol 569.95

NG First applicator brush ......11.95
NG Vocuum-suction strips 14111.95
NG Capstan replarment kit _11.95
API 16.50 17 suction tubes .19.95
VPI 1G5 NM applicator Mush 25.00
API 17 fluid applicator brush 10.00
VPI 16.5 45•RPM adapter kit .5995

World's Largest Selection Of Premium Replacement Vacuum Tubes &Tube Accessories
Save On Golden Dragon Audio Tubes

Gold Aero Premium Grade Vacuum Tubes

Rugged US- & Russian-Made Power Tubes

Tube Coolers Increase Tube Life!

Golden Dragon Tubes were developed by British audiophiles and engineers formerly w/lube greats M-0 Valve,
Mallard, etc. All models hove special features la make
them sound great. Now available with gold pins for
improved corrosion resistance. "LN" indicates ultra-low
noise tube for phono applications. 16/P"= matched pair.

Gold Yero features the industry's most thorough computer
test proceedure. Tubes receive one of 3rankings:. Premium
for high quality tubes. Gold for tubes tested to higher tolerances, and the best 3% get aPlanlinum rating and ore further tested by Gold Acre's exclusive Impulse Test and FFT
computer analysis. Each Platinum tube comes with it's own
computer print out so you can verily its quality.

While supplies lost, gel these highest grade US GE-, Russion
Save-, and Ciech•made power amp tubes. All tubes are
precision tested in the AS Pairs and quads are closely
matched. Russian tubes ore exact copies of early British
designs-many no longer °violable in the West.
Tube
Menulocheer
Smgies Pelle aeldf

Specially treated copper lins remove excess heal to double
or triple tube blet Cooler tubes lost longer, usound better.

rube
12AX7A
12AVALli
60113
6018LN
12AT7A
12AT7LN
124.474
12AU7LN

5,cederd 6.
Price Pete
16.00
25.M
19.95
34.95
16.00
25.00
16.00
15.00

12.95
22.95
16.95
32.95
12.95
22.95
1295
22.95

Al/ P Gold Pe, Gold& Gold Po
Pee 1-5 Price 6. Pea el'
39.95
59.95
59.95
89.95
39.95
59.95
3995
59.95

19.95
29.95
29.00
39.95
19.95
29.95
19.95
29.95

16.95
26.95
25.95
36.95
16.95
26.95
16.95
26.95

49.95
75.00
69.95
99.95
49.95
75.00
49.95
7900

Other Golden Dragan Auer, Tubes: 11B117 519.95/eo;
549 91/MP; 5AR4 23.00/ea; 1134 555.00/MP; K188
5119.9S/MP; 5239.95/M0. 5881 549.95/MP; 5109.95/MO;
300B 5349.95/MP; 5699.95/M0.

Tube

Single Matched
lude Pois

be

Sesok Matched
Tube Pais

6018 Prem
6018 Gold
6018 Plat
6922 Prem
6972 Gold
6922 Plat

1900
2995
7995
22.00
32.00
89.95

2AX7 Prem
2AX7 Gold
2AX7 Plot
2AT7 Prem
TAT7 Gold
TAT7 Plat

16.00
2500
7995
IGOO
24.00
7995

46.00
68.00
19995
6200
8200
219.95

3995
6995
19995
39.95
6800
199.95

Other Gold Aero Tubes: 128117 Prem 529.95; 5AR4
Prem 525.00; 6550A Prem (GE 5138.00/MP; 6CA7 Prem
S68.00/MP; 7199 Prem 578.0 /MP; 807 Prem
525.00/ea; EL34 Prem 579.95/MP; KT88 Prem S138/MP

6550
GE
6550
Sovlek
EL34/6CA7
GE
EL34
Sovtek
EL34
ledo
511131/6L6WGCSortek
SAR4/6134 Sortek
6922
Sortek
7199
Sovtek
12AX7VIXT
Sovtek
128117
GE
6350
GE

1-800-942-0220

199.95
11990
13990
125.00
59.95
...

14.95 29.95 49.95
29.95 49.95 79.95
14.95 29.95 49.95

Preomp Tube Coolers:
For 6018, 12AX7, elc. tubes
I•9 55 50 each; 10. 4.99 each
Ensemble Tubesox kevlor tube
coolers: 558/pr; 5110/guod

DCPRESS

Pearl Coolers

Dynaclear Tube Socket Cleaning Brushes. Socket
Savers nylon-bristled wire brushes ore specially designed for
safe Geasy cleaning of tube sockets. Includes 2brushes
-one for preamp-size and another for amp-size sockets.
Socket Savers tube socket cleaning brushes, SI 4.95/sel

o

Shipping Charges Ground UPS

Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!
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99.95
59.95
6995
69.95
39.95
29.95

Socket Aoven Set

o

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore ... More"

Call Toll Free To Order :

Else

39.95
29.95
•-•
29.95
14.95
12.95

Power Amp Tube Coolers:
Specify diameter with order:
1-9 S11.25 each, 10. 9.95eo

AUDIO
ADVISOR
WorldRadioHistory

Accessories. lot dem...4.95 Extra Iternsv1.50
'Turntables/Stonds
_12.95.14.95
'
llectronics,amp rocks, eta
1/tacks/to standsituintables..........16.95.29.95
Hours: Mon-Fri 900-700 EST, Sot 10:00-3:00
©1994 Audio Advisor, Inc Prices and specifkalions ore subject to change without notice.

Estoblished in 1981, Audio Advisor Inc is hr
world's lorgest seller of high end audio components and accessories by diced moil. We sell to
all 50 stales, Canada, Mexico, and over 130
foreign countries. Member al the Grand Ropids
Better Business Bureau since 1981.
Street oddress: 125 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI
49503. Business phone line: 616-451-3868.
International FAX Line: 616-451-0709.
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•
TO B UY STEREOPHILE
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•

•
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T

Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call 1-800-446-3563. Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records
stores. U.S. National Distributors Austin News Agency, Bernhard DeBoer, Fine Print Distributors, Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors.

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Galleria
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Alhambra
Audio Videophile
917 W. Batley Blvd
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
1717-B University Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510-A Walnut St
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
Christopher Hansen, Ltd.
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Burlingame
Future Sound
851 California Dr #A
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Culver City
Armadillo &Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Daly City
Audio Vision
55 First Ave
Dublin
Stereo Doctor
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fremont
The AN Room
710-F Mowry Ave
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Hollywood
World Book &News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine &
Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Monrovia
Brooks Bordan
110 W. Olive Ave
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
383 40th St #A
Pacific Grove
Audio Video Design Group
227 Grand Ave #3
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
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Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E. Colorado Blvd
GNP Audio
1254 E. Colorado Blvd
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
2901 W. 182nd St
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
1650 Seventh St
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 DSt
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
San Francisco Sound &Vision
2074 45th Ave
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Ultimate Sound
41 Grant Ave
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission St
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
733 Fourth St
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
12144 Ventura Blvd
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
17602 E. 17th St #106
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Ventura
Billy Bags
4147-A Transport St
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
1545 Locust St
West Sacramento
Mts Inc/Tower Magazines
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
6201 Topanga Canyon Blvd
COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
Aurora
SoundTrack
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
Boulder
Analogue Audio
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284
Eads News &Smoke Shop
1715 28th St

Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Recycled Audio
1615 Pearl St
SoundTrack
1685 28th St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N. Tejon
Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
SoundTrack
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Denver
Listen Up #2
999 S. Logan St
Second Sound
1875 S. Broadway
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
SoundTrack
1298 W. Alameda Ave
SoundTrack
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Englewood
Gold Sound
4285 S. Broadway
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
4606 S. Mason St
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
2513 Belford
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
2680 E. County Line Rd
Littleton
SoundTrack
9350 W. Cross Dr
Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack, Pearce Electronics
9901 W. 50th Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carton Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
The Stereo Shop
505 Farmington Ave
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Westport
The Sound Room
236 Post Rd E
DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
2423 Concord Pike
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
2882 N. Federal Hwy
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd #D-8
Stereo Shoppe
279 N. Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 US. 19 N.
Coral Gables
Sound Components
1533 Magruga Ave

Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
120 N. Federal Hwy
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
523 S. 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Pensacola
Invisible Audio
1600 Airport Blvd
Southern Hi-Fi &Video
503 Brent Lane #C
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
AnaLogique
5645 Grove Point Rd
Atlanta
Audio Forest
6806 Peachtree Ind. Blvd
Music Audio
4920 Roswell Rd #12
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
Dunwoody Hall Shopping
Center
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Stereo &Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamilla Ave
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184-A Waialae Ave
Classic Audio &Video
3027 Kaimuki Ave
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way
ILLINOIS
Champaign
Glenn Peers Audio Video
114 W. Church
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Rock Records
175 W. Washington
Van L. Speakerworks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Mt. Morris
Walden Books
4279 W. Route 64
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Orland Park
Sound &Vision
14474 LaGrange Rd

WorldRadioHistory

Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd
Park Ridge
Dr. B's Audio/Video Emponum
2166 N. Home Ave
Peoria Heights
Sound of Peoria
924 E. Glen
Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Bloomington
Campus Audio
883 S. College Mall Rd
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
7127 W. Jefferson Blvd
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Pendleton
The Elusive Disc
1022 Rolling Barrel Rd
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
2306-A Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
3702 Beaver Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Bethesda
High Tech Services
7700 Old Georgetown Rd
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service &Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Bellingham
ROL Acoustics
26 Pearl St #15
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St

Brookline
Aurffe Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Harvard Cooperative Society
Palmer St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
OAudio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound &Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
Waterville
The Music Gallery
18'h Silver St
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Aldo
6127 Ledgeway Dr
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St
MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
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Music for Pleasure
7714 Big Bend Blvd

Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Flushing
Lodestar Audio
137-72 Northern Blvd
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Lake Grove
Audio Den, Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liberty
Harbor Record Export
10 Chestnut St
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8217 Molson Way (by appt.)

Montclair
Cohen's
635 Bloomfield
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo &Video
US. Route 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave

MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E Main St
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
136 Main St

NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image &Sound
3021 S Valley View #103

NEW MEXICO

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
15 S Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Milford
Book Ends
185 Elm St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St

NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight &Sound
King's Shopping Plaza At 202
Cherry Hill
Hi-Fi Warehouse Co.
1720 E. Route 70
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Route 41
East Brunswick
Electro Works
545 Hwy 18
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35

Albuquerque
Audio Solution
6062 Stauback Ave NW
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
ASound Look
301 N. Guadalupe St
Audio Designs
1711-B Llano Rd
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galiotes News
201 Galiotes St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd

Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox &Sutherland
15 S. Mager Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
148 E. Route 59
New York
Audio Arts
101 Crosby St, 2nd Floor
Coliseum Books
1771 Broadway
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
J&R Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St

Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Union Square Magazine Shop
200 Park Ave S.
between 17th & 18th Sts

Raleigh
Audio Advice
6701-101 Glenwood Ave

OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc.,..
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe

Plattsburgh
Sound Alternatives
3Valley Dr
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Queens, Cambria Heights
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Gordon Brothers
2739 Erie Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
US Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy

OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe

Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
226 W. King St

OKLAHOMA

Boone
Mr Audio
Route 6, Box 21, Hwy 105 S.
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
1985 S. Fifth St
Ardmore
Danby Radio
120 W. Lancaster Ave
Camp Hill
Hi Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Point Pleasant
The Cable Company
Byram Rd, P.O. Box 579

Bartlesville
The Sound Station
601 SE Frank Phillips Blvd
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St

NORTH CAROLINA

Eugene
Acoustic Sciences Corp.
245 Jackson St
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St

One Planet. . .One Country. . . One State
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602-993-3351

We want to help you choose the best Hi-Fi ...
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State College
Wescott Audio
718 Hampshire Circle
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. Route 220
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

RHODE ISLAND

Providence
Ocean State Audio
180 Angell St

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galería
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192

TENNESSEE

Johnson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market S1
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900
La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Ouaker Blvd #31
Madison
Audio Video Environments
1719 Gallatin Rd
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Imaginary Records
5324 Buena Vista Park
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.

TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
200 Westgate Pkwy
Sound Systems, Ltd.
2502 Paramount

Austin
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E. #8-104
Dallas
Audio Home
14362 Marsh Lane
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy #G441
Home Entertainment
8414 Preston Rd
Krystal Clear Audio
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #10
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
6692 SW Freeway
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline #32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
San Antonio
Audio Concepts
8474 Fredericksburg Rd

UTAH
Centerville
Ovation Audio
625 N. 1250 W. #2
Orem
Crandall Audio
1202 N. State St
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
1500 S. 15th St E.
Audition Audio
2209 Highland Dr

VERMONT
South Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
Audio Video Authority
1519 Shelburne Rd

VIRGINIA

WEST VIRGINIA

Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd

South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave

WISCONSIN

Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Digital Discs
Silver Platters
2495 140th Ave NE
Eastside Daily Planet News
15600 NE Eighth #33
Bellingham
The Landing Discs &Tapes
1307 11th St
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Hawthorne Stereo
6315 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way

WASHINGTON, DC

Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video #630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave

Cudahy
Cudahy News &Hobby
4758 5 Packard Ave
Germantown
Nobis Technologies
N.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Mequon
Sound Designs
11126 N. Cedarburg Rd
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1

ALBERTA
Calgary
K&W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE #1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St

solidsteel

Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave

London
London Audio
716 York St
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio &Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Vidal
69 Pembroke St W.
Petawawa
Pacific Sound
2Victoria St
Peterborough
The Audio Room, Ltd
300 George St N.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquillam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

Scarborough
Audio Excellence
1600 Brimley Rd #2
Sudbury
Total Sight 8Sound
818 Barrydown Rd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics Noe
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Bay Bloor Radio
55 Bloor St W.
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
Unit 3-5221, Hwy 7

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Just Hi-Fi
239 Princess St
Vern Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St

"Amazing Results"
COMPLETE ROOM
& SYSTEM ANALYSIS

AUDIO EQUIPMENT STANDS

The best money you'll ever spend in audio.

• Italian designed and manufactured,
Solidsteel audio stands are based on
ultra-rigid castoline brazed steel frames.

ioiri ihc
hundreds who
have worked
with Michael

• Each shelf is constructed from MDF and
features 3Duraluminum cones for total
isolation.

GTeen, for thi•
most complete
audio consulting
service ever
oftered!

• Steel crimped reinforcement and
adjustable bottom spikes assure rigidity.

Includes:

• Fillable tubing enhances solidity.
• Other 3and 4-leg stands, as well as
amplifier and speaker stands, are available
in both black and silver finishes.

• Room Acoustics

• Equipment

• Resonance Control

•Accessories

• Line Filtration

• C3bles

Send or fax your equipment list & detailed
room diagram with furnishings.
Only $199
All major

Distributed by Golden String, Inc.

r

1-800-337-TUNE
1-215-297-8661
1-215-297-5304

Available at:
Audio Dimensions
Oklahoma
(405) 752-1115

2(tO

Audio Arts
New York
(212) 925-9376

Stereo Unlimited
California
(510) 676-8990
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Box 570
MICHAEL GREEN DESIGNS

Point Pleasant PA 18950
or this ad out for later reference.
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Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
QUÉBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 boul. Décarie
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi-Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Vejle
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71

INDONESIA
Jakarta 11230
MOS Electronics
96 Pasar Pagt

FRENCH WEST INDIES
97212 St. Joseph, Martinique
Frequence Audio Conseil
Quartier Salubre, RC 934337

IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock

GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Fichtenweg 7
65366 GeisenheimStephanshausen
6000 Frankfurt-Main 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
Rhein-Main Air Base

ITALY
National Distributor
55100 Lucca
Sound &Music
Via Della Formica, 496

ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires AG 1416
Raul Martinez
Argerich 1741 PB A
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio 0Imports
544 Burwood Rd, lut Floor
BELGIUM
Hasselt
Ghijsens Hi-Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14

CIS & BALKAN STATES

Russia
125171 Moscow
Neo Tek
Leningradskoe Shosse 18 #212

CROATIA
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1
DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund OK-2929
Matrix Aps
Viggo Rothes Vej 23

GREECE
National Distributor
111 42 Athens
N.M Acoustics
63 HerakIrou Ave
HONG KONG
YK Audio, Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio, Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
10ELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata bi

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR. Britton
3Sydney St

IRAN
National Distributor
Teheran CF 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhouri Eslami
Rue Massoud Saad #21

NORWAY
National Distributor
5082 Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Fagerbk. 8
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
(Muon City
Ramcar
78 Greenmeadows Ave
Greenmeadows Subdivision
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
AjdSüro

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo 150
AXISS Corporation
2-34-27 Jingumae
Shibuya-ku

Praceta Jose Regio N8-A
Damaia de Baixo

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 JIn Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael
MEXICO
National Distributor
Col. Mixcoac C.P. 03910
Mexico 19, DF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez Mateos 1384
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam 1079 HR
Rat HiFUStereo
Rynstraat 142-150
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Graham 1.5t
Benz Micro

SOUND MIND
AUDIO
Also showing:
Accuphase, Acrotec 8/9s, AE,
Air Tight, Audiostatic, ET,
Harbeth, JM Lab Alcor,
SolidSteel, Sota

214.327.2073
by appointment
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v. .............
STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE
INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophile from Vol.3 No.1 through Vol.17
No.11 (1971 through November 1994), and
every component reviewed by Stereophile since
Von No.1. (Please note that an index does not
include the review or article texts.) Currently
available only on 51
/"or 31
4
/"floppy disks (MS
2
DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost Complete Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa
Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles nationwide!' By modem, (818) 988-0452,
featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, on-line
shopping, E-mail, newsroom, library, conferences,
and more. For brochure, write TAN, 14155 Kit: ridge
St., Van Nuys, CA 91405. Orfor information, call our
voice/mail/information system, 24 hours, (818) 782-1676,
fax (818) 780-6260.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA—Franchised dealer for: Naim, Roksan,
Spendor, Creek, Ftega, Epos, Totem, Rotel, Onix,
JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Surniko, Goldring, Revolver,
Target, and more. Always lots of used gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring:
Apogee, Audible Illusions, AudioQuest, Cary
Audio, Classé Audio, Encore, Enlightened Audio,
Grado, Kimber Kahle, Magnum Dynalab/OCM,
Micromega, NEAR, NHT, Parasound, Power
Wedge, ProAc, Straight Wire, Swans, Target, Unity
Audio, Well Tempered, WireWorld, JF Woodworks.
Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707.
Visa/MC/Amex.
AUDIOPHILES AND SCHOLARS: SPECIAL
SPICA SC-30, $275; Audio Research, NHT, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM Labs, Paradigm, Totem, B&K, Creek, White Audio Labs,
Aragon, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, Ftega, Oracle,
Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, ICimber, Purist,
Fosgate, Ftunco, Soundstream. University Audio Shop,
402 S. Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELS control flutter
echo, reduce reverberation and reflection patterns.
Acoustically tuned, fabric-wrapped with hook and
loop mounting for ease of installation. Standard sizes:
30" by 40" by 1"; 30" by 48" by 1". Custom sizes
available. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Acoustical Panel Systems, Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop #118, Fredericksburg, VA 22406. TH: (703) 371-3370.
TELEFUNKEN N.O.S. TUBES: ECC81/12AT7,
ECC82/12AU7, ECC83/12AX7, E88CC/CCa/
6922, EF804S, 6U8; Amperex 7308; Mullard
E88C06922; RCA 6L6; Hidcodc tube testers: 752,
TV-10. Voice/fax (801) 224-4809.
WILSON WATT 3/PUPPY 2, one year old, excellent condition, $7200; Spectral DMA-180 amplifier,
$5900. Call (318) 364-3301 daytime, or (318) 367-3667,
ask for Luís.
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RATES: Private, $1.00 per word, $20 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.05
per word, $120 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT All classified ads must be
prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are creditcard only: Master Charge, VISA, American
Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified
Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe,
NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106.
FAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ms
are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. No refunds.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino,
California. Hot components: NEAR M5OME, API
Power Wedge, Celestion 300, TARA, Counterpoint,
Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hafler 9000, Musical Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat, SOTA, Spica,
VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate, Music Reference, SoundLab, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (909) 8615413, appt.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca,
Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chang,
Chario, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Eminent Technology, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JM Labs,
Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Meret, Micromega,
Musical Design, Music Metre, Muse, Onix, Oracle,
Roksan, Sound Anchor, SOFA, Spendor, Tice, Unity
Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA, and more.
CalUfaxfohn Barnes at (303) 691-3407, 2341 W Yale
Ave., Englewood, CO sona
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb
medium-mass archival tonearm. Suitable for all
recorded sources, including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME owners: Upgrade
through exchange!!! Trade-in older Series II and
Series II Improved tonearms for significantly updated
3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies to SME
Series III. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper kits
for 3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series II Improved,
and Series III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates, and parts. Audio "78" Archival
Supplies,' P.O. Box 387, Pacer; CA 94044. Tel: (415)
359-7431.
AUDIOPHILES—UPGRADE YOUR ELECTRONICS NOW with pure-copper molecularextruded foil. Quick installation minimizes electrostatic and EMI distortion, providing up to 100dB
of true RF rejection. Acoustic and vibration damping
foams available. Adhesive Technical Composites, (800)
729-3319.
LINN/NAIM TRI-AMPLIFIED SYSTEM (NAC32,
NAX03, 2XHI-CAP, 3XNAP250, and Isobariks),
mint conditions, lightly used, original boxes, $5900.
Call (619) 260-8369, fax (619) 260-0245.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-I, latest, $870; EAD
DSP-7000 II, AT&T, gold/black, $1050/$950. (718)
627-8235.
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STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 No.1 through Val.17
Noll (1987 through November 1994). NOW
UPDATED MONTHLY Also includes indices to "Building A Library" and musician interviews. (Please note that an index does not include
the review texts.) Available on 51
/ "or 31
4
/"
2
floppy disks (MS DOS. raw ASCII only). Send
$9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
GUARANTEED USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT Altis Li'l Bit DAC, $385; Apogee Duetta
2, $1750/pair; Audio Research M100 amps, $3600;
B&W CM2 speakers, $1200/pair; Carver receiver,
$325; Dahlquist DQ10, $375/pair, Daldquist DQ20,
$750/pair; DBX Soundfield lA speakers, $850/pair
Ensemble PA1 speakers, demo, $2250/pair; EAD
7000 DAC, $550; Fosgate 3, 82000; Goldmund Dialogue speakers, $3500/pair; Goldmund Super Dialogue Demos, $10,000; Infinity IRS Delta Gamma;
Lexicon CPI, $720; Linn LK1/LK2, $1250; Magnepan MG2.6 demos, $1500/pair; Magnum Etude
tuner, $850; Marantz 18 receiver, $300; Mark Levinson ML9 amp, $1600; Martin-Logan Monoliths,
$3500/pair; Martin-Logan Sequel, $1500/pair;
Martin-Logan Sequel II, $1800; McIntosh MC275
amp, new, $4000; McIntosh MC7000 CD, $750.,
McIntosh MC7007 CD, $1300; McIntosh C32 preamp, $900; McIntosh MR500 tuner; Micromega
Duo Bs DAC, $750; Pioneer Elite SP91 surround
processor, $600; Revox B225 CD, $325; ProAc
Minitowers, $695; Proceed PDP 2DAC, $1000;
Rotel RTC 950, $375; Tandberg 3012 amp, $650;
Tandberg 3018 preamp, $600; Thiel CS3, $850/pair;
Threshold SA3.9 amp, $2250; Threshold Stasis 2E
Series, $2250; Stax Quamo II CD, $1000. Audio Consultants, 1014 Davis St., Evanston, IL, (708) 864-9565
AUDIO DREAMSCAPES presents high-end audio
in Virginia. Fried, Creek, Audible Illusions, Resolution, Timbre, MACH 1Acoustics, and much more.
Call Shayne, (800) 718-2719 or (804) 989-5842, Williamsburg, VA.
LEGACY LOUDSPEAKERS. Why spend $12,000$20,000 when superb transparency, unbelievable
bass, incredible dynamics, palpable realism, awesome cabinetry, and 98dB efficiency can be had for
$4800? The Focus. Hear them in Central Ohio.
Other models available. Archive Video and Audio, (614)
237-361a
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE AND
STRANDED IN IOWA—don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Acurus, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio Research,
AudioQuest, Definitive Technology, Dunlavy, Eminent Technology, ICinergetics, Martin-Logan, PSB,
Rotel, Sanas, van den Hul, and more. (515) 255-2134.
THIEL 3.6es, amberwood, $2800; Krell KSA-50,
mint condition, $1400 0I30. Both with boxes. (203)
377-3579 until 11
pm EST
SME III TONEARM; also, Shure MV3OHE cartridge arm. Best offer. (415) 341-0835.
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ANALOG SHOP—CALIFORNIA. The only
store carrying vinyl and turntables. Turntables: Basis,
SOTA, Ftoksan, Revolver, and other used equipment.
Vinyl: Chesky, Reference, Mobile, Clarity, AudioQuest, Linn, Cardas, Vital, Sienna, Harmonia
Mundi, Foné, Sheffield, RCA, Super Analog,
Proprius, Opus 3, and other imports. Calljulio at
(818) 881-9555,fax (818) 881-9554, or write to: 2092947 Ventura Blvd., Suite 296, Woodland Hills, CA 91364.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell,
Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me
last. Dealer for Alón, Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint, Dynaco, Kimber, Space
& Time, XL0. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
SONIC FRONTIERS' NEW SFD-1 Digital processor and SFL-2 Ultra preamplifier now at Audio
Associates. New on sale: B&K EX4420 dual mono
amplifier, $725; B&K EX4420M monoblocks,
$1400/pair; Meridian 500/563, call; Totem Model
I, $1195; PS Audio Lambda/Ultralink, call; Meridian
200 CD/S dual-chassis transport, $945; Meridian
263 Delta Sigma processor, $575. (601) 362-0474.
FRIENDLY, PERSONAL SERVICE by Alpine
Audio! Avalon, ProAc, Mirage, Energy, Totem,
Meridian, Classé, Fosgate, Conrad-Johnson, Reference Line, Timbre, aid/SI, AE, NAD, EAD, C.E.C.,
PS Audio, Denon, more! Specials: Counterpoint SA1000; Meridian 506, 263; Audio Research SP-6A,
$599; Conrad-Johnson MV-52 with options, $1295;
Goldrnund Studio, $1295; ET LET-IV, $1395; MFA
Magus C, $595. (703) 628-317Z 323 West Main Street,
Abingdon, VA 24210.
INFINITY BETA SPEAKERS, excellent used condition, $5500 ($12,000 new) plus shipping. Bob Alvarez, (212) 799-7934 evenings/weekends, or leave message.
SNELL TYPE EH LOUDSPEAKERS, walnut,
excellent condition, original boxes, original owner,
$550, ship COD. (203) 729-2164.

A/V MART...call/fax/write for complete list.
Accuphase (DP-65, $5995), Acrotec, Solidsteel,
Power Wedge, Chesky, Mobile Fidelity, Cardas,
Kinergetics, ProAc, Parasound, Micromega, Sony
ES (SS-M7, $1400), Dynaco, Paradigm, Esoteric,
and others. Accuphase, ProAc, Cardas, and other
trade-up/upgrade programs. ProAc Is to Is Mk.II,
$350; Accuphase DP-80L/DC-81L to DP-90/DC91, $13,900; Cardas Gold 5interconnect, lm to Gold
5C interconnect, $349; Bright Star Gilbraltar rack,
($1500) $699 (U); Chesky/MFSL complete set,
call/fax (N); ICinergetics KBA-75, ($2000) $1450 (D);
ProAc Response 4, ebony, ($20,000) $14,500 (D);
Response 3, ($6500) $4799 (D); Response 35, ($7500
up) call/fax; B&W 801 Anniversary, ($6000) $3400
(U); Entec L2-Q0 with crossover, ($3247) $1599,
$2899/pair; Cardas Gold 5C interconnect, lm,
($650) $399 (U); Meridian 263, ($1000) $499 (U);
Parasound D/AC-800, $3508 (N); P/LD-1500,
($850) $699; HCA-2200 Mk.II, ($1750) $1550 (D);
'Alchemy DDE, ($400) $189 (N); Gryphon DM100, ($14,000) $7000!; call/fax/write for complete
list. 917 W Valley Blvd., Alhambra, CA 91803, Attention:
Fred, (818) 282-052a fax (818) 282-1778, Fred/high-end
department.
WILL SHIP WORLDWIDE: Exotic equipment,
mint condition; all packing, materials, and dealer
documentation; extremely low hours; taken on trade.
Will consider reasonable offers: Unity Audio Parm
speakers, $9450. Corlan. Center/rears, factory-sealed,
$1250; Nelson Pass Aleph-0 monoblocks, Cardas
posts, $5750; Gryphon S-100 amp, $4500; Wadia
20 transport, $3200; Purist Rev-A Colossus, 10m
balanced, 3m speaker; Elementa 15m balanced; 50%
retail; Meridian D6000 digital active speakers, store
demos, very slight cosmetic damage, $9995; Sony
1030Q industrial video projector, Noritar glass
lenses, $4500 OBO. Ken Askew, Akhemedia Digital
Systems, (404) 378-2582 (Atlanta) or (415) 461-6253
(San Francisco), leave detailed message.

Technology Reflected in Music
Classe has created an immediate
stir, from stereo publications and
showrooms worldwide, to the

c. •

•c • .•

HI-FI '95
Stereophile's
1995 HIGH-END HI-FI SHOW
Doubletree Hotel* •Los Angeles Airport
5400 W. Century Blvd. •Los Angeles, CA
April 27-30, 1995
APRIL 27TH DEDICATED TO TRADE ONLY.
Contact:
NELSON & ASSOCIATES
for Exhibitor Information only.
Tel: (914) 476-3157 •Fax: (914) 969-2746
*Formerly the Stouffer Concourse
'EARMAX:' the world's smallest tube headphone
amplifier. "PreMax," "TriMax" tube electronics;
"Maxeen" loudspeaker. Klima 300B single-ended
"Beltaine" four-chassis amp. The Verdier turntable,
the affordable Wirth tonearms, plus European
audiophile LP/CD listing and catalogs. Dealer
inquiries welcome! Call/write: Audio Advancements,
PG Box 100, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035, (201) 633-1151.
BEVERIDGE 2SW-2/pair, $2000; Sidereal Akustic
IV/pair, $450; Absohne Sound #1-97, $275; Stnrophile
Vol.4 No.5 through Vol.17 No.10, $270. (708)
771-4660.
APOGEE DIVA SPEAKERS, with beautiful rose
faux marble finish, $6900; Mark Levinson No.23.5
amp, $4600; No.28 preamp, $1900. Mint, used less
than 40 hours, shipping boxes. (Must sell Divas
before MLs.) Package: $12,900. Dave, (201)386-3286
days, (201) 927-3292 evenings.
ICRELL CD-DSP PLAYER, custom top, $2150;
Sound-Lab ESL Series II Pristines, $3175; Threshold
S-550e, 250Wpc, $4150; boxes, etc. (602) 994-5688
or (602) 994-377a
THETA DS PRO BASIC with high-performance
ROMS, $850; Magnan Vi, 4', 1pair, $275; EVS Ultimate Attenuators with RCA jacks, $225. (601)
856-2057.

These
vacuums
don't suck.

most demanding audio critrics
and devoted music lovers alike,
thus reinforcing Classe's
philosophy of repeated listening

The Classe Thirty remote control preamplifier

design sessions, and years of
musical fine tuning necessary to

GOLD AERO
Selected, tested,
guaranteed.

approach the harmonics of music,
typically acheived with only the
finest quality musical instruments.
Whether judged by its sonic merit
or its handcrafted quality, the
Classe series are clearly quality
products capable of
complimenting the finest audio
The Classe Audio Seventy Power Amplifier

HEAR CLA SSE AT

HAL's

Classe Audio
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systems.

2540 US Hwy. 1, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648

(609) 883-6338
WorldRadioHistory

To receive The Parts Connection 1994 Catalog
and a$10 discount coupon good on your first
order over $100, send $5 along with your mailing
address or call with credit card information.

e THE
PARTS
CONNECTION
A IDIVIMICAI

ZIC

ACIA00 ARON/IMAM INC

2790 Brighton Rd, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, L6H 5T4
Toll Free Order Line l
800-769-0747 (U.S. &Canada)
Telephone (905) 829-5858 Facsimile (905) 829-5388
MIT MultiCap •Wonder Cap •Kimber Kap •Solo •Solen
Siemens •Hovland MusiCap •Wima •Holco •Rel-Cap
Draloric •Vishay •Caddock •Mills •Matsushita •TKD
Noble •Cardas •Kimber Kable •Discovery •Audioquest
MIT •ClearAudio •Alps •Bourns •Shallco Attenuators
Elma •Electroswitch •Nichicon •Gold Aero •RAM
Mallory •Ruby Tubes •Edison Price •Linear Technology
Motorola •Analog Devices/PMI •International Rectifier
MagneQuest •Sonic Frontiers •Pearl •Tube Sockets
WBT •Neutrik •Curcio Audio Engineering •Kits
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APOGEE CENTAUR MINOR, $750; Apogee
Stage stands, $350; ProAc Response 3, rosewood,
$4800; Sonic Frontiers SFS-40, $1100; Meridian 203
Delta Sigma DAC, $700; California Audio Labs Icon
II, $400. JD, (310) 521-6582.
XLO TYPE 2 BALANCED interconnects, 3m,
never used, factory-sealed, ($840) $395. (508)
869-2414.
QUAD ESL-63 US MONITOR speakers with
Arcici stands, no grillecloths, excellent condition,
$2000; McIntosh MR78 tuner with Modaferri
upgrade by Audio Classics, excellent condition,
$1100. (914) 855-5891; leave message if no answer.
CAL TEMPEST I, revised, with remote, very good
condition, original shipping cartons and instructions, $450. (212) 254-5033, 9-4:30pm EST, askfor
Don.
AMPLIFIERS! Ask any of 5000 Eagle owners and
you, too, will know why so many enjoy their Eagles.
EKSC is pleased to offer new Eagles and updates or
conversions for earlier Eagles to new specifications.
The mono 400, stereo 2e, and very-high-current
400i will fill all your power needs. The Eagle 2020
preamplifier (05W into 50 ohms) is your cable driver
for those long interconnects. (913) 780-4495.
ONE PAIR BEL 1001 Mk.II, $2000 each; Waveform Mach 10, upgraded from Mach 7, $4200 OBO.
See TAS #91. Aragon D2A with IPS, $650. (914)
628-6705 evenings or leave message EST
EASTERN AUDIO—select perfect-condition used
components with warranties. CDs: CAL, Krell.
D/As: Krell, PS Audio. Preamps: Adcom, ARC,
Krell, Levinson. Amps: Adcom, ARC, Krell, Levinson. We buy, sell, and trade. 133-02 41 Rd., Flushing,
NY 11355, (718) 961-8256, 10am-7pm Mon.-Sat., fax
(718) 961-8315.
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 2, $2500; Proceed PDT
3, $1500; Transparent Digital cable, $250; shipping
included. Call (913) 841-8541.

WESTERN NEW ENGLAND '
S BEST

STEREOPH1LE, Vols.8-16, plus early issues, $185;
TAS, 35 issues, $70; MIT Zapcord interconnect, 20',
$60. (717) 674-5877 until lOpm EST
JADIS DEFY DP-60 full-function preamp with
phono and external power supply, latest, as new, (list
+$5000) $2950 OBO. (703) 578-1465.
SOTA JEWEL, MMT, loaded, VP! HW-16, both
$1200; 850 rock LPs, 200 classical, many audiophile,
list $3.Jim Cain, (203) 742-0722.
AUDIBLE ILLUSION MODULUS 3with extra
set anew tubes, $1050; Audion Silver Nights power
amps, $3000; Totem 1bi-wire, $1150; Target RS
4, $450; JVC 1050, $400. All firm plus shipping. All
latest and mint with very low hours, papers and
packaging. (810) 637-8544 (office) or (810) 751-4393
(home, before 11pm EST).
CONRAD-JOHNSON MOTIF MS2001 amp,
$1995; MC10 line prearnp, $1095; MP11 phono preamp (bought 1/94), $995; Infinity Renaissance 80,
$995/pair. All mint, boxes. Nick, (516) 391-5271, 9-6
EST
CONFtAD-JOHNSON PV7, $450; Spica TC-50s
with Hercules stands, $400; Sony MD-MZ1 with
digital cable, $325; Rotel 865, $180; B&K ST-140,
$275; all are like new, in original packing. Negotiable.
Tom, (404) 667-5167.
VSP/S. .THE WORLD'S MOST SOPHISTICATED JITTER ELIMINATOR—Sterrophife Recommended Component, Class A, April 1994 (Vol.17
No.4). Stops jitter cold! Improves low-level resolution, increases soundstage width/depth, purifies
high frequencies, solidifies bass. Six inputs, six outputs. Designed by Bob Katz. $1495. Digital Domain,
(800) 344-4361 or (212) 369-2932.
SHAHINIAN DIAPASON SATELLITES plus dual
Double Eagle subwoofers. Five-way, 16-speaker/
channel dynamic system, ($8000) $3800 with (2)
8' Rhapsody cables; original boxes and packaging.
(505) 466-0631 evenings.

the most spatially realistic two.speaker playback
I've heard."
certainly
qualifies
for some
kind of

EXOR INDUSTRIES' SPS PREAMP is "the best
solid-state preamplifier I've ever heard" Beats the
Krell, Levinson, Rowland, and Threshold. Super
value at $2450. Visa, MC. Money-back guarantee.
Call Paul Bono, (913) 491-3036, EXOR Industries,
12801 Sagamore Road, Leawood, KS 66209.
PROAC RESPONSE 2, $1200; Hales Signature 2,
$4500; Meridian 206 Delta Sigma CD player, $1100;
Surround-sound system: Fosgate Model 4, $600;
complete NI-IT surround system, $1200; Stax SR
Lambda Pro, $500; Threshold DAC le, $1800; Sonic
Frontiers SFS-80, $1900. John, (310) 433-8619.
THE FIRST JITTER-FREE TRANSPORT is available now! At $649, the Reference One transport represents abreakthrough in technology and price. Isolated stable clock module and new OTL transport
driver board also available. Turn your CDs into
music. C&D Transforms, (602) 650-1155.
PURIST AUDIO CABLES—Elementa RCA, 2m,
$100; Rev A, 6m, $225; Rev A, 10m, $400. HDI
balanced: lm, $155; 15m, $175. HDI RCA: 1.5m,
$155; 2m, $175; 25m, $195. Aqueous speaker: 15m
Rev A, $135; 2m bi-wire, $195; 3m bi-wire, $235.
Aqueous balanced: 13m Rev A, $165; 2m Rev A,
$180. Aqueous RCA: 6m, $240. Maximus speaker:
2m Rev A, $275; 2.5m, $225; 3m Rev A, $335.
Colossus speaker: 1.5m Rev A, $500; 2m, $565;
2.5m, $650. Colossus balanced: lm, $375; 15m,
$375. Colossus RCA: lm, $350; 13m, $375; 2m,
$400; 4m, $510. Bob, (419) 238-4747.
BRYSMON 6B amps, $1800/pair. (516) 889-7276
SOUND-LAB A3, mint, one year old, latest mods
8/15/94, black Spandex, walnut Tiptoes. Cardas
speakerjacks, crates, manuals, balance of warranty,
($9900) $4500 plus shipping Ormond, (413) 232-4302.
TUBES! HAND-SELECTED BY AUDIOPHILES who know and hear the difference. Expert
consultation and matching of the finest makers.
377-7089.

p(B)

You are invited to audition

The Pass Labs
Power Amplifiers

best-buy
designatio

SOUND ADVICE &
AN HONEST PRICE

The Van L. Stage One is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.
Available factory direct for alimited time at S
699.00 apair
plus s&h 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warrantee Available exclusively from..
ADCOM •API •AQ •CAL AUDIO
DENON •WC •KIMBER •KLIPSCH
KRILL •LEXICON •MCCORMACK
NAD •ONKYO •PREMIER •NUANCE
ONKYO

• PROCEED

• PROTON

SENNHEISER •SHARPVISION •SNELL
UNITY •VANDERSTEEN •VELODYNE
VIDIKRON

• VPI

1.

MORE

SALES, SERVICE, & INSTALLATION
LP'S &CD'S FOR THE AUDIOPHILE

Sound&Music

351 PLEASANT ST. NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

4 1 3 )5 8 4 -9 5 4 7
OUR
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18TH

YEAR

We also Feature:

Van L

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•
Adcom •
Apogee •
AudioDuest 'Audio Innovations
Cardas •
Chicago Audio Group. Counterpoint
•
Esoteric Audio. JNI Labs .
Kimber Kable
.
McCormack. NHT. NSM• Pinnacle
•
PS Audio •
Rogers. Spectrum •
Sumiko
.Taddeo 'Target. Tice •
Totem •
Van Den Hul
We also offer

•Repairs •Parts •Kits •Recorung

312 769 0773
5704 N. Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659
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Evanston
708-864-9565
Hinsdale
708-789-1990
Libertyville
708-362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

Ayre, Bryston,
B&W, Fosgate,
Goldmund,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega,
Proceed, Rotel,
Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
and many more.

aucluo consuuranTs
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists

Since 1967
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TADDEO SPEAKERS WITH MATCHING pair
Taddeo subwoofers, ($2200) $795; Sonoran Desert speaker cable, 8' pair, $275; Sonoran Cactus interconnects, (2) impairs, $175/pair; MSB Digital cable,
$65; PS Audio 6.1 preamp, $275; Rotel RCD-855,
$185; Denon DP-1200 turntable, $135. All excellent
to mint, with boxes. (419) 258-242a

DAHLQUIST DQ10 LOUDSPEAKERS with
stands, all modifications and updates, mint condition, $500; Phase Linear 4000 preamp, Phase
Linear 400 amplifier, mint, rebuilt, $400 each;
Musical Design D140i power amp, used one year,
black faceplate, mint, $750. (800) 207-8378, askfor
Jim Hatch.

WIRED—Get the power you paid for. Two Purist
Colossus power cables. Hubble plugs cryogenically
treated, ($220) $110. (201) 763-4091.

C.E.C. TL 1belt-drive transport, Class A. two
months' use, ($5200) $3450; Vimak UT-1000 transport, ($5900) $3450; three pairs NBS KS-II interconnects, and numerous Purist Audio interconnects
and cables. Bob, (602) 376-1734, let phone ring.

KRELL KSL-2, LITTLE USE, mint, warranty,
manual, box. Free overnight delivery, ($3100 new)
$2050. Call Jay, (203) 644-6941.
LEGACY FOCUS SPEAKERS, brand-new, rosewood finish, absolutely immaculate condition, getting married and needing money, $3400/pair. Call
Bill, (516) 826-3791, NY.
KRELL ICRC PREAMP, $3800; Spectral DMA-180,
$4700; Rowland Coherence I, $1400; Sequerra SM1
broadcast tuner, $3400; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2,
$3600. All mint. Call E Khan, MD, (203) 464-7409
evenings.
THIEL CS3.5 SPEAKERS, amberwood, excellent
condition, equalizer, factory boxes, all paperwork,
$1500 OBO. (904) 249-9627.
VTL 100W COMPACT monoblocks, perfect condition, ($2800) $1500. (714) 856-9830.
AUDIO RESEARCH V70 TUBE AMP, 70Wpc,
11 months old, $2750; Straight Wire Maestro
speaker cables, 4-6' lengths with spade lugs, $550.
(310) 395-2828.

ROTEL RCD-965LE, new $375; Adcom GFA-555
Series II, mint, $475; Counterpoint SA-2000, mint,
$900; Solid 8preamp, $500; SA-1000 with phono,
$700; SA-220, list $3000, sell $1650; ConradJohnson MV52 tube amp, $1400; Muscates Mellor
CD-D transport, Stereoplgik Class B "Recommended
Component" (Vol.17 No.10), $1750 list, $800 firm;
Mod Squad line-stage passive, $375; Deluxe version, $650; Quicksilver preamp, dual mono, $1900
list, sell $1100; McCormack ALD line stage with
phono, $1400; 2pair, lm Lapis, $185 each; 3pair,
'mice Grado Signature, $60/pair. Ask about other
high-end interconnect and speaker-cable pricing.
Steve, (518) 563-2977, leave message.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DIGITAL DRIVE TRANSPORT 1.1, Digital Drive Control 1.1 top-loading
two-box CD transport. Includes power supply and
remote control, excellent condition, $500/negotiable
(804) 775-1117, leave message.

SONY DTC-59E5 DAT RECORDER, warranty,
mint, ($820) $600. (708) 851-6406

VAC RENAISSANCE SERIES 30/30 300B triode
power amplifier, VAC CLA-1 Mk.II line stage (custom black face and knobs); ProAc Response 2, yew
wood with Sound Anchor stands; Wadia 6 CD
player. Everything brand-new, just broken-in. (212)
753-2042, Eric.

INFINITY RS1Bs, ask about their interesting history. (717) 323-9014, ask forjoe.

EAD COMBO T8000/DSP7000 II, 27" glass, new,
list $7090, sacrifice $5100. (214) 262-5708.

MUST SELL BERNING EA230 amp, $475; Esoteric P-500 and Meridian 263, $1000; Essence Super
Gems, $1000. All mint. (615) 928-3254 before 10 EST

Audio
Solutions

Quality Components

Meridian Products!"

•MUSICAL DESIGN •UMBER

• MERIDIAN
•VPI

•CHANG 116111
SPEED

SOTA

•GRAHAM
•BENZMICRO
•RPM

Home Theatre Systems
Custom Installation

•REGA

•OCW ART-1

•SOUND ANCHOR

Grado
Acurus
Sumiko
Sony ES
Sony Video
Straightwire

•LYRA

•TOWNSEND

•SUMIKO

•AUDIOQUEST

Snell
Ratel

•SME

eWHFATON TRIPLANER

•TADDEO
ATLANTA'S HIGHEND SOURCE

eKLYNE

•EMINENT TICHNOLOGY
•SOUND VALVES

Kimber
CODA
NHT
VP'
JVC
Cary

Analog Shop
•WIREWORLD éMICRO-MEGA

Expert Advice

Paradigm
Dunlavy

The

•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •SPENDOR •0( 11

WireWorld

•TARGET

•MAGNUM DYNALAB

Audible Illusions
Magnum Dynalab

404-804-8977
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Dunwoody, Georgia 30338
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ONE PAIR BOZAK Concert Grand speakers, walnut finish, good condition, best offer. (410) 778-0877
CLASSÉ DR-6 Mk.II, balanced output, $1695;
Threshold S-350E, balanced, $1995. (81 776-9953,
(817) 776-0879.
MARTIN-LOGAN SEQUEL II speakers, $2000;
Stax Gamma Electrostatic headphones with SRD7
adapter, $400. (412) 795-1212.

z

REPRESENTING:
AUDIO RESEARCH •B&K •
B&W •BASIS •BENZ MICRO •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CARDAS •CELESTION •
CLASSE •CONRAD JOHNSON •
COUNTERPOINT •DAY
SEOUERRA •GRADO •
GRAHAM •JEFF ROWLAND •
KIMBER KABEL •LINN •
MAGNUM DYNALAB •
MARTIN- LOGAN •
McCORMACK •
MELOS •MERET
AUDIO •MERIDIAN •
MUSICAL DESIGN •
MIT •PIONEER
ELITE •PROTON •
ROTEL • RUNCO •
SOUND ANCHOR •
SPICA •STAX •
SLIMIKO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •
TRANSPARENT •
VAC •WILSON •
YBA •CDS 6. LP 'S •

• NEW ATMI.150 (Replaces ML-170 Call)
CREDIT CARDS •DELIVE
SET UP •MON-SAT II
-6

Custom Speakers

Vandersteen

INTERCONNECTS: Colossus 3m, ($1250) $380;
Elementa 15m, ($150) $60; HDI 25m, ($550) $195;
Transparent MusicLink Reference, lm, ($1700) $850.
MIT CVT 330, 15m, ($1700) $550. Speaker cables:
Colossus 3.5m, ($2000) $595; Aqueous bi-wire
25m, ($610) $195; Straight Wire Virtuoso Gold biwire, 10' pair, brand-new, ($2300) $1125. Jadis JP80MC preamp, latest, two months old, with dual
concentric volume controls and Harmonix Combak
tuning devices fitted by Jadis, ($14,200) $7900; Jadis
Defy-7 Mk.II, two months old, ($6490) $3900; CAT
SL-1 Signature, six months old, ($4950) $3700;
Naim 135, $2500. (305) 938-8578, FL.

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

-Welcomes

Audio Research
Theta Digital
McCormack

Meet the Stars of High-End Audio!
HI-FI '95
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!!!
The Stereophile High-End Show
in Los Angeles
April 28, 29, 30, 1995
at The Doubletree Hotel/Los Angeles Airport.
Our fourth Show in Southern California. See
and hear the best in high-end hi-fi and Home
Theater. Enjoy live concerts. Participate in
question-and-answer sessions with Stereophile's
editors and writers. Shop from awide selection
of LPs, CDs, and accessories. Tickets by mail,
$18; at the door, $25. EACH TICKET IS
VALID FOR ALL 3SHOW DAYS. Write or
fax: The Stereophile High-End Show, 208 Delgado,
Santa Fe, NM 87501, fax (505) 989-8791.

used equipment/trades welcome
2W.MAIN ST.•3RD FLOOR •14564
VICTOR ,

PHONE
FAX

NY

716 •742 •2860
716 •742 •2859
WorldRadioHistory

4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE. TN 37215
16151 297-4700
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BUY NOW &SAVE MONEY!
(AI)=AS IS, (D)=Demo, (EX)=Excellent,(F)=Fair,
(G)=Good, (M)=Mint, (N)=New. AMPLIFIERS: Aragon 2004-11(EX) $899, Audio Research CLASSIC-120( EX) $3495, M100(EX) $2735; Chord
SPM1200(D) $2795; Coda 10(D) $1769; ConradJohnson MF80(D) $999, MF200(N) $1499; Counterpoint NATURAL(D) $4995, SA12 $599-799,
SA20(EX) $1095; Dynaco ST40011(D) $599; Jadis
DEFY-7(D) $3799; Kinergetics KBA75(N) $1499;
McIntosh MC250 $199-329, MC2100(A1) $499,
MC2105(A1) $399; Motif MS100(EX) $1599. CASSETTE DECKS: DRS810(N) $349; Nakamichi
550(AI) $249. Cl) PLAYERS: AMC Valve Music
CD6(D) $449; Carver SDA4501M) $299; Kinergetics
KCD40(D) $1895. EQUALIZERS: Audio Control
TEN-PLUS-I1(N) $249; McIntosh MQ104(EX) $179.
LINE CONDITIONERS: Counterpoint PAC5(D)
$249, PAC15(D) $349. PREAMPLIFIERS: Amber
FF17 $125-199; Counterpoint SA2000(D) $1395,
SA5000(M) $3249; Jadis JPL(D) $3295; McIntosh
C20 $799-1399, C28 $199-399, C32(A1) $599,
C37(EX) $1699, CR7(M) $299; Rote! RC980BX(D)
$399. PROCESSORS: Carver H9AWEX) $279; Tosgate DSM3608(EX) $379. SPEAKERS: KEF C85(D)
$599; McIntosh ML1C(G) $550, ML4M(G) $1500,
WS200(EX) $249, XR240 $999-1199, TDL STUDIO-3(D) $1299. SUB-WOOFERS: Kinergetics
SW800(D) $2899. SYSTEMS: Denon D60(D) $699.
TEST EQUIPMENT: McIntosh MI3 $599-750;
TUNER PREAMPS: McIntosh MX117(EX) $1099.
TUNERS: Marantz 20B(G) $599; McIntosh
MR65(A1) $299, MR65B $399-599, MR66 $750-1500,
MR67 $249-1699, MR71 $249-$1399, MR78
$699-1399, TURNTABLES: Thorens TD125(EX)
8299, VP1 HW19-JR-PLUS(D) $1499.
FREE Catalogue. 8AM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri.

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
POB 176S, Walton, NY. 13856

607-865-7200

FAX: 607-865-7222

CARY AND SWANS IN OHIO. The Music House
is now serving the greater Cininnati, Dayton, and
Columbus areas, featuring the incredible CAD-805
and 3005E1 and the highly musical Swans Baton.
New from Cary is the dual 20-bit tubed CD player
using the Pioneer Stable Platter. The 70B Signature
amplifier offers high-end value featuring 6550 output tubes for $1595. You will appreciate our personalized service to you, the customer. For apersonal audition, call The Music House, Centerville, OH,
(513) 439-2667. Hear the difference!
SONIC FRONTIERS SFM-160 mono amps, list
$5500, sell $3895; Quicksilver M135 mono amps,
list $5900, sell $3895. (616) 455-7573.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS DIGITAL—ENIGMA
and EPOCH with separate digital and audio sections, liquid-smooth CDT-4 transport. All with
"Stable Platter!" Deliciously musical Entre and CDT5(transport), each $495. We modify Rotel, Magnavox, Philips, Pioneer CDs, and Audio Alchemy
from $149! We add "coax" digital output to
CD/laserdisc with "Optical!" Musical Concepts, 5749
Westwood Dr, St. Charles, MO 63304, (314) 447-0040
KRELL KSA-150 POWER AMP, $2800; Krell Studio D/A processor, $2250; Krell KRC-2 preamp,
$2500; Denon DCD-1520 CD player, $350; Esoteric P-10 transport, $1050; Clements RT-7 hybrid
speakers, $1750. All mint, offers. (615) 531-3470,1111
9pm EST
MBC AUDIO: Authorized dealer for Jadis, C.E.C.,
Parasound, Siltech, and Combak. Denver, CO, (303)
377-9286 MST
HYPE! HYPE! HYPE! You've had enough, right?
For 15 years, we've delivered something different—
natural, musical results! Modifications for Adcom
B&K, Haller, Philips-based/Pioneer CD, and Audio
Alchemy! Don't be high-end. Musical Concepts, 5749
Westwood Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304, (314) 447-0040

ACCURATE
AUDIO

Pioneer
Powerwedge

AMX
Audio Alchemy
Audioquest

Proscan
Rockustics

B& K

Runco
Signet

BIC
Dahlquist

Sony
Siandesign

Denon
Forte

Sumo
Tice

Jamo
NC

Threshold
Toshiba

MB Quart
McCormack
NHT

Vidikron
VP'

Niles

XLO

Bryston
Fosgate
Hder
Kenwood
Lexicon
Certified
M &K
Parasound
Harman Kardon

NAD

Onkyo
Rene
Snell
Stewart
Dealer
Triad
Velodyne
Soundstream

LUCASFILM

Consultation •Sales •Installation
Available throughout the United States.

B&W, KEF, THIEL, AND LEGACY owners—
Would you like to improve on the great sound you
already have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs, anecessity for proper bass extension. Please
call or fax (716) 822-0159 anytime to drastically
improve your listening pleasure.
WHOW II, UNUSED, $3600; Krell ICI3X Wilson
crossover, $1950; Wilson WATT 3/Puppy 2, glossblack, less than 45 hours, immaculate, $7600; Fosgate
3-A, $1675; Krell ICRC-2, immaculate, $1975; First,
Second, Revelation cables. (310) 456-5583.
ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT, ($7595)
$4700; Accuphase DC-91 D/A converter, ($13,495)
$8500; N.RG. 150S amplifier, ($3990) $2400; Boulder L5AE preamp, ($3275) $2100; Boulder 102AE
amp, ($2625) $1800; Reference 3A Aura speakers,
($6500) $3300; EAD DSP7000 Mk.11 converter,
($2495) $1100; EAD T7000 transport, ($2000)
$1200. (510) 653-4300.
AUDIO RESONANCE DAMPERS—ICAZAMM!
New product effectively damps unwanted vibrations in loudspeaker cabinets, turntables, and electronics at less than half the competition's price!
Set of 10, just $69.95. Money-back guarantee!
KAZAMM, Div. of RCT Specialists, 4512 Excelsior
Blvd., Minneapolis, MN 55414 (800) 920-9771. Dealer
inquiries welcome.
DTI-PRO, ($1300) $700; Onix tuner, ($1200) $675;
Roxan DA, ($1300) $700; B&W 803 II, ($3000)
$2000; Defy-7 II, mint, $3300. (718) 767-2482, NY

ecei

VIDEO

DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE
ADS

SPEAKERS, SPEAKERS! Clearfield Metropolitans,
cherry finish, $2600 shipped; Clearfield Continentals, cherry finish, $1600 shipped; Mordaunt-Short
3.5s, $475; 3A Audio MM, new in box, $950; AR
Classic 18, walnut finish, $850; Clements 300si,
KILLERS!, ($650 list) $325 new; MB Quart 390
three-ways, ($1000 list) $550. Ask for details. Steve,
(518) 563-2977, leave message.

.pher

Audio/Video •Compact Discs

Orange County's Leading High End Audio Dealer
Representing the World's Finest
Music and Video Systems
AUDIO RESEARCH •KRELL • THIEL •THETA •SONUS FABER
MAGNEPAN •AYRE •FANFARE •KRELL DIGITAL •AERIAL ACOUSTICS
B& W•B&W THX •MERIDIAN •CAL AUDIO LABS •LEXICON
LEXICON TI-IX •MAGNUM •DYNALAB •ARAGON •ACURUS
SONY ES •VELODYNE •PIONEER ELITE •ADCOM •AIRTIGHT
DAY SEQUERRA •ADS •ADS MULTIROOM •NILES •SOUND ANCHORS
PURIST AUDIO •PIONEER VIDEO •SONY VIDEO •PROTON VIDEO
AA4PRO VIDEO PROJECTORS •VIDIKRON VIDEO PROJECTORS
AUDIOQUEST •OCOS •GOLDEN DRAGON
4 Showrooms Including the Latest in THX Home Theater Audio Systems.
We Offer Consultation, Design, Custom Cabinets, Licensed Construction
and Installation. Convert or Build the Media Room of Your Dreams — No
Job Too Big or Small. Let Us Bring Fine Music or Theater Into Your Home.
In Addition, Digital Ear Features Over 30,000 CDs. You'll Find One of the
Most Comprehensive Selections of Classical, Rock and Jazz, as Well as

Country, Folk and Blues.

— FINANCING AVAILABLE— OPEN 7DAYS — CONTRACTORS LICENSE #556897—

PHONE 214/516-1849

Digital Ear

2301 N. Central Suite 182 Plano, TX 75075

17602 East 17th Street •Tustin, CA 92680 •(714) 544-7903
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FOR SALE: MERIDIAN D6000, $8950; Apogee
full-range speakers, $2200; Goldmund T3F, $2100;
Micro-Seiki RX5000, $950; Transparent Power Link
Ultra, $300; Power Link Super, $110. Nam, (305)
672-1846.
A/D/S/ CC4 TUNER/PREAMP with remote, orighul box, and papers, $500; Sony CDP-705ESD CD
player, original papers, box, $750. Both mint. (516)
783-0288.
FRIED C/5 MONTIOR SPEAKERS, rosewoodveneer finish, recent upgrade per factory, excellent
condition, $1250. Skip, (813) 895-0015.
OHM BRAND SPEAKERS, FACTORY DIRECT
service, upgrades, trades on all Ohm speakers up to
24 years old. Complete speaker systems available:
full-range Home Theater subwooferkatellite, Walsh
systems. 90-day home trial with satisfaction guarantee Call for catalog and dealer listing: Ohm Acoustics Corp., 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY 11205, (800)
783-1553, fax (718) 857-2472.
NAKAMICHI 1000 R-DAT transport, $4900;
McIntosh MR80 FM tuner with cabinet, mint,
$1500 OBO; Finial LT-1X laser turntable, latest ELP
version, $20,000; Cedar DC-1 declicker, $15,000.
Call (505) 662-1415 or (505) 667-1330
MERIDIAN 601 PREAMP/D/A converter, $2200;
602 transport, $1300; 605 monoblocks, $1700;
Audio Research DAC1-20, $1500; Celestion SL700
and new stands, $1300. All mint, boxes, manuals.
Call/fax (315) 469-8384.
/ifTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems. New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems available. For further details, contact Mike or
Randy: QS&D, 33 McWhirl Loop #108, Fredericksburg,
VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, fax (703) 372-3713.

Attention High-End Hi-Fi Trade:
HI-Fl '95
April 27* through April 30
*April 27th for Trade Only—closed to the public
April 28th, 11 am to 8pm
April 29th, 10am to 7pm
April 30th, 10am to 6pm
Tickets: $25 at the door, $18 by mail.
Each ticket valid all Show days.
Doubletree Hotel
(formerly The Stouffer Concourse Hotel)
5400 W. Century Blvd., Les Angeles, near LAX.
Thousands of Audiophiles and Home Theater
Enthusiasts, with friends from around the world,
will come to see and shop. Consumers will marvel at the latest in ultimate-performance equipment, experimental, current high-end, and new
market entries. Plus agrand selection of accessories, kits, and hard-to-find records and CDs.
Top it all off with live musical events every day,
and you can understand this classy Show's
appeal. For full exhibitor information, contact
Ken Nelson, Nelson and Assoc., Inc., 62 Wendover
Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705. 7d: (914) 476-3157. Fax:
(914) 969-2746, (505) 989-8791, or (702)
399-1046.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We
buy, sell, and trade Call for inventory list. (718) 4230400, or visit our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd.,
Little Neck, NY 11363.

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30, $1200; Magnum Dynalab FT-101, $350; MIT MH-750 speaker
cables, 10', $100. (407) 264-2744, FL.

Dealer For...

e

§

°
;
1

F1;

Presence

Linestage I

Electronics
Convergent Audio .Gryphon
M BL •Crown •Presence Audio
First Sound Passive •Aronov
Polyfusion•Goldmund
Gryphon
DM-100
Amplifier

Speakers
MBL loudspeakers:101,300,311
&321. Harbeth •Goldmund
udiomeca
Mephisto
Transport

Digital

THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
CLASSÉ • MAGNEPAN
S ONUS FABER •APOGEE
THETA •WILSON AUDIO

SPEOHIER SIHIOP

Audio Logic •Audiomeca
Meta Research. Polyfusion
Resolution Audio •Goldmund
Timbre Technology
Timbre

Serving the Western New York Music Lover
ACURUS
ADS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOOUEST
GOLDfAUND
GRADO
LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEED
PS AUDIO
PSB
RCAUDIO

212 925-9376

Audio

«go

Upstate
Exclusive

Cables&Accessories
XL0 Signature •Bright Star
Atlantis •Chang Lightspeed
Purist •Mango •Zoethecus
Target •Grado. Solidsteel
Ultra Resolution Technology
Mapleshade •A.R.T.

MICROPHONES: VINTAGE TUBE STEREO
and ribbon by Neumann, AKG, Schoeps, RCA, and
Telefimken for sale. Also buying vintage mikes, etc.
(201) 656-3936, fax (201) 963-4764.

ro

New York's

AUDIO arts

Technology

Since 1977

TT-1 DAC

MUSIC SYSTEMS BY
ADCOM •AUDIO RESEARCH

AUDIOQUEST

B&K •B&O •B&W IGRADO •KEF
KRELL

eMAGNUM

DYNALAB

o

MARTIN-LOGAN

NAKAMICHI •POWER WEDGE •SUMIKO
THETA DIGITAL

sVPI

•VANDERSTEEN •VELODYNE

HOME THEATER SYSTEMS BY
DEFINITIVE •ELITE by PIONEER
KLIPSCH •LEXICON

MONSTER

NAD •POLK •PROTON •ROCK SOLID
SHARP LCD •SONY ES/XBR •YAMAHA DSP
3604 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14226
716.837.1557
Monday -Friday 11 am -9pm •Saturday 11 am •6pm

716 •442 •6050
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Analog
Graham. AHT• Airtangent
VPI •Basis •Benz-Micro
Goldmund

Audio Arts
212 925 9376 FAX 941 8321

Dedicated exclusively to high-end
components for music reproduction.
101 Crosby Street NewYork City10012
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sank SAPPHIRE III, groove damper mat, SOTA

Clamp, Well Tempered Arm/Well Damped Clamp,
Sumiko arm wrap, box, manual, mint, $1000.John,
(310) 927-8248, CA.

<34udlPe DqusLons

DAY-SEQUERRA FM REFERENCE tuner, perfect, less than 10 hours' use. List $5300, sell $4000
firm. Roger, (610) 825-2574 days.
FOUR 6' AURAL SYMPHONICS power cords,
($195 new) sell $110. (206) 322-6846
CLASSÉ MODEL 15 POWER AMP, balanced
inputs, black faceplate, six months old, $2000; Audible Illusions Modulus 3tube preamp, black faceplate,
six months old, $1100. (800)207-837a asleforJún Hatch.

,MERIDIAN

NESTOROVIC 5AS Mk.IV SPEAKERS, $3400;
MSB Gold CD player, $1995; 8' XL0 Signature
speaker cable, $185; 8' MIT 750CVT speaker cable,
$650; 20', $1500; lm MIT 330CVT interconnect,
$495; Adcom GFA-535 amplifier, $185; Tice
Microblock, $325; Power Block, $700; Titan, $600.
(509) 946-1529, West Coast evenings.

CARDAS

DARE TO BE DIGITAL! Finally, aDAC designed
to do digital right! DACs, $695-$2295; speakers,
$995-$24,995. Room Acoustics Handbook, $14.95.
MACH 1Acoustics, fax/phone (603) 654-9826.

&hrs.& Audm
AERIAL

UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on
used audio components. Buying and selling all types.
(509) 966-4431.

ACOUSTICS

MAGNAN Vi interconnects, new 4' pairs, RCA,
$350; XLR, $435. (817) 536-3135.

Pass Laboratories
Aleph 0 Power Amplifiers
SCM 10, 20, 50 8c

Monitors

100

o

ARISTON RD90 SUPERIOR in black, new belt,
Harmonix treatment, upgraded power supply,
choice of SME- or Linn-type armboard in bronze,
$500; Anodyne Adapt Hybrid digital processor with
20-bit upgrade, Harmonix treatment, hand-selected
HP6DJ8s, ($2295) $695; Esoteric/MAC P-2 transport, mint, untouched by human hands, ($4k) $1800;
B&W Matrix 802s in black, heavy mods (see TAS
#81, p.58), heavy Harmonix treatment, custom
Sound Anchor stands, and factory filter, $2000 takes
the whole thing; (1) pair 1.5m Straight Wire Maestro
interconnect, RCAs, ($408) $175; (1) piece lm
Furakawa PCOCC digital coax with ground wire,
$75; set of XL0 Type 5crossover harness for Avalon
Ascents, ($1200) $400; Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi, oak
panels, new pads, $175. All plus shipping, prefer local
on 802s.Jonathan Scull, (212)633-1647 till lOpm ES7;
or leave message. I'll call back tf item's still available.
SELL FOR CASH/TRADE, audio and video.
Authorized: Acurus, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Rotel,
Sumo, Denon, Harman/Kardon, Marantz, Celestion,
Energy, Rogers, Signet, AudioQuest, Grado, Monster, Niles, Sumiko, Target, et d. Ship anywhere Stereo
Classics, 75 Cluath St., New Thunswide, NJ 08901, (908)
220-1144, fax (908) 220-1284.
SIDEREALKAP—The world's most highly reviewed audio capacitor. The SiderealKap is absolutely neutral compared to a short length of
99.9999%-pure silver wire Call, fax, or write now
for application notes and ordering information.
SiderealKap, 1525 Brian Place, Escondido, CA 92025.
Phone (619) 743-1997, fax (619) 743-2192.

ML9, $1300; ML1OA, $1300; several ML Silver
cables; DTI with Power Station I, $125; Nalcamichi
BX-300, $325; JPS Labs 801 filters, $225. Everything mint, OBO. Trades considered. (616) 554-9934.

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 150s, with KT88s,
$5500. (2/9) 745-2646, IN.

NAIM NAIT 3, $900; AMC 3030, $650; Dyna
PAS3 II, $350; Sonographe SD1, $275; Meridian
203, Audio Alchemy DTI; Rotel 965-LE, $825. (40
626-0674.

INFINITY IRS SERIES V speakers, list $60,000,
$39,000; bass amplifiers, 2kWpc indudect Nestorovic
amps NA-1, $4600. All new. (416) 863-1939, askfir
Paul.

Audible Illusions •Artemis Systems
AudioQuest •Acoustic Energy
ATC •Bryston •B&K •BEL
Esoteric •EMS •Grado
Jadis •KEF •Kimber •Lexicon
Magnum Dynalab •Meret
Meridian •NBS •Pass Laboratories

Start Collecting
CDs NOW!

Power Wedge •PSB •PSE
Rock Solid •Sony ES •Stax •Sumiko
Target •Thorens •Tice Audio
Velodyne •Viinak •VP!

Equipment Trade Ins Availabl
Thirty Day E

Js

AUDIO

15454 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville MD 20866

(301) 989-2500
Fax (301) 989-2552
Visa
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Mastercard

American Express

We offer the best CDs
with the best price!
Audioquest

$12.99

Chesky

$11.99

DMP

$12.99

Dorian Recordings

$12.99

Mercury Living Presence

$ 9.99

RCA Living Stereo

$ 9.99

Reference Recordings

$12.99

Sheffield Lab

$12.99

Telarc

$12.99

Wilson Audio

$12.99

America's best
disc, tape, and component
storage system is made
by aDanish designer

Also CDs from TAS & Stereophile

The RACKIT'system

For more information and a FREE

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats

catalog, send mail to:
Audiophile Selections
P. O. Box 17038

Direct from the source

Anaheim, CA 92817-7038
FAX: (714) 283-2857

o

udiophile
elections
WorldRadioHistory

and audio/video components

MasterCard
VISA
Accepted

Free mail order brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
Phone: (415) 928-4509 Fax: (415) 922-1459
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B&W 801 AND 802 OWNERS: Our complete passive crossover replacements are the ultimate performance upgrades. Please call or write for our complimentary literature. North Creek Music Systems, Main
St., P.O. Box 1120-B, Old Forge, NY 13420, voice/fax:
(315) 369-2500.
ACCUPHASE C280, D70, D80/81, G18, P600;
Acoustat Monitor 4; Adcom 565 mono; Audio
Research D150, D160, D400 Mk.II, SP-6-C-1, SP3A; Bryston 10BRX; Cello Performance; Dyna
ARC Supermod ST-70; Duotech CE-1000 cable
enhancer; Daniel Preamp I; Eagle 7A; ElectroVoice
EV3OW 30" subwoofer; HP 339A; JBL B380, 4435;
KD500/Grace 707; Krell KPA, KBL; Mark Levinson
ML-2, ML-6B, LNC-1; Melos 400G mono;
Monarchy 22/22A; Tympani-1D; MC275, MC30,
MR71; Pioneer M22; Quad ESL, 33/303, Quad II;
Quicksilver 8417, KT88; Sound-Lab Al, BI, A3
with wings; 5kW line conditioner. All mint, best
offer. (408) 737-2980, (408) 735-1426.
INFINITY RS1B SPEAKERS. Late production.
Major mods: Cardas cable, MIT caps, Seetoo electronic crossover/servo and external power supply;
$2900. (212) 878-8492 days, (212) 879-2335 evenings
and weekends.
"YES". ..WE BEAT PRICES!!! Nakamichi, NHT,
Snell, Parasound, PSB, Velodyne, KEF, Polk, B&K,
Carver, NAD, Acurus, Denon, M&K, Onkyo, PS
Audio, Fosgate, Audio Alchemy, Marantz, Spica,
Mirage (Audio/Video—THX!!). Fast Service, Save
SS. Call us—We care!! Sound Shop, (206) 692-8201.
MERIDIAN M-20 SERIES II speakers, rosewood
cabinets, ($2490) $700 plus shipping. Also, (1) M&K
S-100B, shielded, black cabinet, ($585) $250. Greg,
(708) 790-9267, leave message please.
FUTTERMAN OTL-4 with triode upgrade, marriage made in heaven with Electrestatics, $3795. (212)
757-1119, Fred.

PREMIUM-GRADE PARIS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiCaps, Wonder, SCR, Black Gate, Etta, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, etc. capacitors
and resistors. All types audio connectors, chassis
wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble, TDK, Hexfred,
Copper-Foil inductors, tubes, vibration-damping
sheets and isolators, Dam( Panels, MIT Z-products,
hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories,
free catalog! Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA
94937, (415) 669-7181, fax (415) 669-7558.
YAKOV ARONOV SA-60 tube amplifier, three
months old, warranty, box, manual, perfect, new
$2000, asking $1450; Counterpoint SA-3.1 tube
preamplifier, mint, box, manual, new $1050, asking
$550. (407) 283-3243.
DEALER INVENTORY CLEARANCE! Everything 30%-60% off All demos and overstock must
go! Full manufacturers' warranties. Call 24 hours
for automated model and pricing information. Products include: Counterpoint, Genesis, Clearfield,
EAD, Grado cartridges, Tice, Eminent Technology,
Aragon (D2A, Aurum), Audio Alchemy, B&K, van
den Hul (First), Straight Wire. Call (602) 224-9400,
Box 28#.
DOES YOUR SYSTEM HAVE what it takes to
sound better, more musically accurate, with the truly
neutral Cormorant interconnect? If so, delight in the
joyous rediscovery of your music. Zero-risk 30-day
audition. lm pair, $124, air-shipped free. Literature
available. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave.,
West Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 842-7316.
BRYSTON 4B, $1500; Bryston BP-20 preamp,
$950. (Both with Bryston's 20-year warranty.) Thiel
CS3.6, $3300/pair with boxes. Call Chris, (708)
864-7917.
KRELL STUDIO DAC, perfect condition, $2000;
Mango digital cable, $200. (212) 228-4283 anytime.

1_14PreALPHA STEREO
Quality Components,
Professional Installation & Service

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
Adcom, NAD, Rote!, Onkyo,
B&W, Ortofon, Audioquest,
Monster Cable, M&K, AKG,
Stax, Polk Audio,
Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdynamics,
Sony, PSB, Sennheiser, Alpine,
Audio Control,
Boston Acoustics.

Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822

ece
ece

Join the
Audio Advisors
BBS
(407) 687-7394

ACARIAN
ACCOM
ADS
APOGEE
ARAGON
CELEST1ON
MACINTOSH
MARAMZ
MEITNER
NHT
QUICKSIMR
PARADIGM
ROTEL
SIGNET
SHARPMSION
S1PA1GHTWRE
TARGET
TOTEM
MDKRON
XL0
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nalogue Productions
president
Chad Kassem has
released gold CD reissues of
two fifties jazz classics:
"Sonny Rollins Way Out West"
and "Art Pepper Meets The Rhythm Section:*
In amove unprecedented in the history of the
recording industry. the audiophile-oriented
company has simultaneously released
versions mastered from the original tapes by
two of the world's most respected engineers:
Doug Sax of The Mastering Lab and Bernie
Crundman of Bernie Grundman Mastering.
11 hy both Sax and
(Woodman ‘ersions ()I the same
Contemporary Records classic?
Kassem explained that while Doug Sax had
mastered the 180 gram vinyl, pure analogue
versions of both the Rollins and Pepper
albums as well as all of the other highlyacclaimed reissues in the Analogue
Productions catalogue. John Koenig, son of
Contemporary Records founder Lester Koenig.
who had run Contemporary himself for nearly
adecade, interceded on behalf of his friend
and colleague, Bernie Grundman. who began
his career at Contemporary, having been
referred to the elder Koenig by the legendary
Contemporary engineer Roy DuNann.
John Koenig. arecord producer himself—
as well as an attorney and cellist—told
Kassem that "Art Pepper Meets The Rhythm
Section" was one of Grundman's all-time
favorite records, and that he was disappointed
at not being given the opportunity to remaster
the LP reissue of an album he knew
intimately, both as amastering engineer and
as afan.
Kassem. aperfectionist, was faced with
difficult choices. Should he risk insulting Sax
by giving the job to Grundman? Should he play
it safe and let Sax do it. thereby missing an
opportunity to hear what Grundman, aveteran
of Contemporary studios, could do with the
transfer? Or, should he let them both do it and
release the better-sounding one'
solution: a friendly
competition. Release two versions of
each recording, one mastered by Sax, the
other by Grundman, both under the
supervision of John Koenig. Dozens of
analogue to digital converters, painstaking
EQ decisions and various echo devices and
chambers later (DuNann designed the
Contemporary recording and mastering
facilities so that the original two-track tapes
were recorded "dry," so that reverb and other
minimal processing could be added, if needed.
In the mastering process—which makes a
faithful remastering lob thirty-five years after
the original recordings were made that much
more difficult), both versions of the two
records are being released on gold CDs
pressed in Japan by Superior.
Whose mastering lob does Kassem
favor? ile's not saying, prelCrring
to let audiophiles and Jazz lovers
make up their own minds.
Art Pepper: Meets The Rhythm Sea Ion
(Doug Sax-CAPJS 010) or (Bernie GrundmanCAPJG 010), Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
(Doug Sax-CAPJS 008) or (Bernie GrundmanCAPJG 008) $30
Plus, many other Jazz Classics—call for titles.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

Fax: 518-561-2961
Monday-Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

Analogue Productions offers
Audiophiles aChoice:

Kassenfs

Northern NY's oldest & most
renowned dealer.
57 Smithfield Blvd.

Who Should
Remaster Classic
Jazz Albums?

2273 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd
West Palm Beach, FL. 33409.

WorldRadioHistory

PO. BOX 2043 •S11.INA. KS 67402-2043
(913) 825-8609 •11 \(913) 825-0156
1-800-325-1630
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of serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.

SOUNDQUEST AUDIO—Michigan's cuttingedge dealer: Alpha-Core, Anodyne, Arcam, ASC,
Atma-Sphere, Audible Illusions, Audio Logic, Bel
Canto Design, Bright Star, C.E.C./Parasound,
Encore, Illuminati, Joule Electra, Mango Audio,
Micromega, Museatex, MSB Technology, Music
Metre, Music Reference, Musical Design, Paragon,
Pass Laboratories, Purist Audio Design, Reference
Line, Resolution Audio, Soundwave, TG Audio,
Townshend Audio, Unity Audio. MCNisa. (810)
737-0005.

"14é will even design apiece to your exact
specifications!" Our custom design department
's fast and affordable.

KEF REFERENCE 1053s, rosewood with KUBE
200, $2799; model 100 center-channel speaker, $325.
All flawless with boxes, manuals. (919) 319-7635.
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WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary,
Nakamichi, Acurus, Kimber, KEF, Parasound,
Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions,
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog!
Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St., Charleston, SC 29403,
(803) 723-7276.
MARK LEVINSON NO.235, $5000; ARC D-200,
$1900; Velodyne ULD-I5, $1250; Thiel CS3.5,
$1500. As new with boxes. Call David, (919) 6583909, (919) 751-2000 evenings.
JOIN THE AUDIO ADVENTURE, amonthly
newsletter by Tom Miiller searching for great equipment real people can afford. We use state-of-theart reference systems and extensive high-end experience to separate junk from affordablejcwels. For
information, call (800) 566-6617.
BEST OFFER: SOTA COSMOS; SME V; British
Musical Fidelity pre-preamp; Perreaux SM2,
PMF3150; Adcom 565s; Tice Power Block, Titan,
Microblock; other accessories. Call Joe, (207)
797-3975.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY LFT-VIII speakers,
mint condition, $675. (602) 439-8326.
VANDERSTEEN 2Ci, black with stands, $1000;
TEAC 2000R, black, 10.5" reel, $950; many new
Maxell (EE and Ampex tapes); Denon DCD-3520
CD player, $750; Audio Research LS1, black, and
1m Litzlink (new Golden Dragon Gold pm tube),
$950; Tandberg 3036A amp, $500; AudioQuest 5m,
Ruby, $175. All components in mint condition and
negotiable for package(s). Call Jay, (718) 321-7001.
NBS MASTER speaker cable, two 12' pairs, ($12,000
both) asking $6000 both, $3000 each. (310) 837-2619.
JADISJPL, new, sealed, ($5400) $4100; Jadis Defy-7,
new, sealed, ($6500) $4900. (718) 746-3655 EST
ESSENCE REFERENCE SUPER GEM speakers
with upgraded crossover and wiring, new in boxes
($10,000), includes stands, ($1000) $3300; plus shipping on all above items, OBO. (310) 837-2619.
GOLDMUND IOC D/A converter, 9months old,
($10,000) $4300 OBO, plus shipping, (310) 837-2619.
ESOTERIC AUDIO ARTUS interconnect, 15m,
$450 OBO. LPs. (616) 683-5482.
ADCOM GDA-600 A/D, mint, $600. (408)
428-1432.
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE with Premier MMT arm,
many, many accessories. If you live in the San Diego
area, call Abe, (619) 941-5957for particulars.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT
PRICES! Audio Alchemy system, suggested retail
over $1700, $750 (N); Audire Crescendo, $350 (1));
Focus .7s, $500 (D); Focus HDM Towers, $900 (N);
Superphon SP100, $250 (D); and more. We represent best-buy products from B&K, Parasound,
OCM/Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts/
Design, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR, Audio Alchemy,
Melos, many more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN,
(317) 474-9004, 11-7pm EST
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Call us today for your local dealer and
a copy of our detailed Newsletter with
product photos and specifications...
We Manufacture:
•Audio Racks
•Laser Disc Storage
•T.V. Recorder Tables
•Projector Tables
•Amp Stands
•Monitor Swivels
•Big Screen Pedestals
•Wall Brackets
•Speaker Stands
•Audio Dusters
•Turn Table Foundations
•Tube Flex Kits
•CD Storage Racks
•Custom Designs
Available
B NA iP /BILLY BAGS
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UNDERGROUND SOUND. Founded in 1974 by
George Merrill. Home of the AR modifications and
the Merrill Stable Table. Specializing in Spectral,
VAC, Dunlavy, and Nestorovic. Have your turntable tuned by the experts! Full analog support. 2125
Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104, (901) 272-1275.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV-12 line-stage preamp,
$1100; Theta DS Pro Prime, $800; Adcom GFA565, pair, $800; Mod Squad Wonderlink II, $40.
Boxes, excellent condition. (703) 552-0611.
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The
best upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus
Philips, Magnavox, and Rotel. Just $259. Stan Warm',
(503) 344-3696, 10am-6pm PST
99.990% SILVER, 100% MUSICAL. Silver Seven
interconnects. One of the 10 top-rated cables in Asia.
Hand-made in the USA. $299/meter pair. Tube
Audio Alchemy? Stunning! Compatible with DITB.
Also, hybrid FET modifications for DDE, DITB,
XDP. Our modifications will not void factory warranty. You'll love what you hear from us or your
money back. Since 1986. Wavetrace Technologies, (813)
587-7868.
THRESHOLD SA-1 CLASS-A monoblock amplifiers, 170Wpc, balanced and RCA inputs, upgraded
to E-series, black, mint, ($9400) $5000/pair. (517)
496-2706.
DYNACO PAT4 PREAMP, $125; FM5 tuner, $80;
PAS tube preamp, $125; ST-40 amp, and PAS preamp, $650; Quad II monoblocks, fully restored,
$1000/pair; Mission Cyrus II amp and PSX, $900;
Epos II speakers, $675; 800 assorted tubes, offers.
Mike, (412) 262-258a
AUDIOPRISM DEBUT, $1150; Totem 1, $925;
Fanfare FF-1, factory-sealed, warranty, $925; Melos
SHA-1, $725; Grado HP-2, $300; Highwire 3m,
speaker, $450; Target HJ stands, $125. All excellent
condition. Bill, (703) 866-1843 evenings.

PS AUDIO 100 DELTA, 125Wpc, $750; Cary SLAM, 35WPci tube, $800. (800) 227-6121 weekdays, Mr.
Willes.
THETA PRO GEN. V, demo with full warranty,
$3850 OBO; Theta Pro Prime II, new, $1100; TARA
RSC Gen. 2Digital, $195 OBO; Counterpoint PAC
5, as new, $175 OBO. Tim, (806) 756-4425 before
lOpm CST
NAIM, CREEK, AUDIOLAB, ARONOV, E1CSC,
IClyne, Epos, JPW, Nestorovic, Regs, Revolver,
Grado, Goldring, Cardas, Prisma, Mango, Target.
(305) 891-9540.
SNELL TYPE B, oak (see TAS issue #75/76), ($4800
new) $2750; Audio Research LS2B, black with newstyle handles, ($2995) $1800; Snell Dills, black with
matching black wood Snell stands (Stereophile, Vol.14
No.10, October 1991), ($1100) $600; Nakamichi
BX-300 3-head cassette deck, ($650) $250; large
Advent speakers, ($300) $125. Buyer pays shipping.
Jim, (305) 577-1700 during Florida business hours.
McINTOSH MR74 TUNER, seldom used, $625;
Synthesis (Conrad-Johnson) LM200 floorstanding
loudspeakers, excellent, $450. Shipping extra. (501)
846-2706.
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY 4SPEAKERS; pair
modified RH Lab subwoofers; MFA Magus electronic crossover, B&K Pro600 amplifier. $1750 with
B&K, $1250 without B&K. (206) 328-6253.

LPs/CD s/TAPEs
AUDIOPHILE LPs, CDs, and accessories! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Chesky, Wilson, AudioQuest,
Linn, Nitty Gritty, Japanese and British LPs, Reference. ..
many more, in and out of print! Catalog, $2
in US, $4 elsewhere. Refundable on first order! Info:
(317) 778-2715. Fax: (317) 778-2669. Orders: (800)
782-3472. Elusive Disc, 1022 Rolling Barrel Rd., Pendleton, IN 46064.

Thefinest selection
and installation
ofaudio sz home theater
equipment available in the
Greater Cincinnati area.

Ampro Video
Audio Research

FACTORY DIRECT:
Passive Pre-Amps; custan built for system matching, starting at $775
Non-Reactive Cables: interconnects
sp.Aki, cables that do not alter the
signal—one meter pair $94
Real-World Accessories: no voodco or
magic: RFI Suppression Cores $5.50,
Sortothane Feet $6, Tube Shields $5,
Shorting Plugs $1.25, Blu-Tack $3,
Contact Conditioner $7.50, Camping
Cots 8/920, Cable Jacket .70/ft, etc.

— AND
THE OPTIMUS CD-3400 DOES WORK AS
PROMISED IF YOU WORE WITH

IT!

It Needs Power: 2 amp regulated pa..er
supply protected cord...S60
It Needs Vibration Control: complete
kit for resonance damping.. .945
It needs A Decent Interconnect—
one that wal't rip the jacks out!:
Digital.. .960, Analog.. .990. both
with RFI protection built-in

Virtual Mode products available in Europe!
Rimer Audio, Mitteraustr. 3/6/26, A-3500
Krems, Austria. Fax, Tel: 43-2732-72657
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In Southern California

Bryston
Cal Audio Labs
Jeff Rowland
Lexicon
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Linn
Magnepan
Mark Levinson

P

Electronic

Accessories

Cal. Audio Labs
Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
Marantz
McCormack
NAD
Denon
Bang 8. Olufsen
Macintosh
Lexicon
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Want it? -NOW?
You've made your decision.
You've heard the perfect
component for your system.
You want it —NOW!
One thing is stopping you —
money. We can help —now.
The Stereo Trading Outlet pays
cash -top dollar guaranteed! -for
used equipment, like yours -and we
pay now. Since 1984, we have
been buying and selling the finest in
new and used audio equipment.

Why not call now?

The Stereo
Trading Outlet
1-215-886-1650
24 HR FAX 215-886-2171
320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
Cash Paid for
Audio & AV Eqpt.

TOP DOLLAR PAID for LK and CDs. No collection too large. Classical, jazz, rock, audiophiles
(SII/LSC/EMI-ASD), more. 100,000 LPs and 30,000
CDs in stock. Call or write for information/directions. Open 7 days, MC/Visa. Princeton Record
Exchange, 20 Tulane St., Princeton, NJ 08542, (609)
921-0881.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with GruvGlide. Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static,
improve tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophile
review, August 1986, p.41. $21.95/kit. Check/MO
to Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.
CLASSICAL COLLECTORS—LPs gathering dust
since switching to CDs? For fair value for your quality records, contact Randall Goldman, Box 3, Rancho
Mirage, CA 92270, (619) 323-2000.
MANY OF MY AUDIOPHILE LPs are available
at Brooks Berdan, Ltd., 110 W. Olive Ave., Monrovia, CA. Randall Goldman, Box 3, Rancho Mirage,
CA 92270, (619) 323-2000.
VINYL REPRODUCTION like you've never heard.
With atotally different approach, it is now possible to discover what is truly hidden in your LPs and
shellacs. Provides performance never thought possible. For further information: FM Acoustics, Ltd., Seeerase 5a, CH-8810 Horgen, Switzerland Tel: (41)1-725
7777; Fax: (41) 1-725 7790.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90,000,
Londonffss Bluebacics, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212)
496-0733; Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt. 1B,
New York, NY 10023.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected
factory-sealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative
catalog ($3 overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellefontame,
Framingham, MA 01701.
MFSL PINK FLOYD Dark Side of the Moon (side
two) reference lacquer for sale by ex-employee. Call
to make offer. Bob, (818) 845-9236.
29,000 LPS. PRIVATE COLLECTION, HARDTO-FIND, out-of-print, mint, most sealed, 19501990. Classical, opera, soundtracks, pop vocal, jazz,
original hits, rock, big band, religious, Latin, soul,
country, Christmas, folk, guitar. Available individually or in lots. (203) 227-8326.

* Authorized Dealers for*
•ACOUSIICENERGY
•ACROIEC
•ACURUS
•AEON
•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AU010
•00
k
•ROSE
•CA
•CARDAS
•CELESIION
•CHANG AUDIO

•CODA
•DENON
•EPOS
•GRAN
•MEARS
•REF
•KINERGETICS
•MEWS
•MOR
•NAKAMICIII
•ONKYO
•POWER WEDGE
•PREMIER
•PH

•RAO
•ROCILSOTIO
•ROGERS
•SME
•SONICFRONTIERS
•SOTA
•SUMIKO
•SOUNOVIAVE
•SYMO
•WPM
•TARGET
•IIIORENS
•V.P.I.

and much more...
4 Sound Rooms
137 72 Northern Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354
Tel: (718) 321-1500 •Fax: (718) 321-1078
MC •VISA •AMEX •DISCOVER Accepted
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QUADRAPHONIC AUCTION: Reel-to-reel
tapes, pre-recorded rock, classical, soundtracks. Auction closes November 15th.Jerry Menzies, 4803 180th
St. SW, #A-108 Lynnwood, WA 98037, (206) 745-4969.
MUSIC YOU NEED newletter. Reviews of recordings: rock, jazz, etc. Not the latest, just the greatest.
Enhance your collection. All wheat, no chaff. $25
for ten issues. Music You Need, Dept. S, 655 Eight Rod
Way, Tiverton, RI 02878.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono
and stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call
Lawrence O'Toole 52 E. 13th St., Suite 4C, New York,
NY 10003; Tel/fax: (212) 674-1407.
GOLDEN AGE, MERCURY, RCA, London,
Modern, Audiophile LPs. Don Pardee, 1442-A Walnut
St., Berkeley, CA 94709, (510) 527-0135.
ANNOUNCEMENT!!! AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS
have returned!! So has your favorite supplier, Sound
Advice!! "Dennis" urges all former patrons to call,
verify address information, and receive our mailings. Featuring the complete catalogs of: Mobile
Fidelity, Reference Recordings, Classic Living Stereo
reissues, Chesky, Sheffield, Wilson, Analogue, etc.
Sound Advice, 8215 Grand Ave, Kansas City, MO 64114;
fulmination, (816) 361-2713. All accounts—old and new—
may call (800) 361-8676 to order or venfy mailing information.

WANTED: 2open-reel tapes (RCA. Mercury, etc.).
Vollemar Schroth, Am Stadiparle 43, D-90409 Nürnberg,
Germany, fax (49) 911-3658110.
MOBILE FIDELITY UHQR, full set (8 records),
unopened, IRobot, Dark Side, Sgt. Pepper's, Finger Paintings, Teafor Taman, The Planets, Crime ofMe Century,
Peste Romane, $2500 USD ONO. Call Michael, Melbourne Australia, phone (61) 3-8360522,fax (61)3-888.5218
THOUSANDS OF AUDIOPHILE and out-ofprint records, low prices. Catalog: (407) 668-5706,
fax (407) 668-0921. TS Records, Box 5065, Deltona, FL
32728.

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY: Classé Audio DR-3. (718) 9691086, Mr. Choi.
WANTED: OLD, NEW, TUBE, Mchnosh, Maranta,
Dyna, ARC, Conrad :Johnson, JBL, EV, Jensen, Klyne,
Levinson, Cello, Wilson, Quad, Sequerra, Altec, Fulton, Linn, Thorens, Western Electric. EMT, 33LP,
etc. (713) 728-4343, fax (713)723-1301, Maury COrb.
DYNACO, A DIVISION OF PANOR CORP., is
seeking a US-based International Marketing
Organization or individual with experience appointing specialized stereo hi-fi distributies in Europe.
Overseas inquiries also welcome. Please send your
firm's background and outline of your activities
directly to Panor at 125 Cabot Ct., Hauppauge, NY
11788, Attn: President.
ESOTERIC AUDIO USA, afast-growing highend audio company, has openings for knowledgeable
professionals in areas including sales, marketing,
advertising, engineering, and manufacturing. Send
résumé to 44 Pearl Pentecost Rd., Winder, GA 30680.
All inquiries kept strictly confidential.
WANTED: EV PATRICIAN speakers, highest dollar paid. Write Norm, Private Party, P.O Box 198, Van
Nuys, CA 91408.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI and commercial amplifiers
and speakers. Altec, Jensen, Western Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, Heath, Scott, Rsher, Eico, RCA,
Dynaco, Brook, etc. Power tubes: KT66, KT77,
KT88, 6550, 6CA7, 807, 811A, 300A, 300B. Sonny
Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City, OK 73110,
(405) 737-3312.
WANTED: JANSZEN SPEAKERS, 2-65s, 130s,
300s, 400s, 600s. Pre-1975 only, fine shape. Top
prices paid. Also Eico, Fisher, Heath tube gear. Ron
Gomez, P.O. Box 2267, Orinda, CA 94563, (510)
933-4559.
WANTED: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM and service
info for KLH model 16 amplifier. Call (516)
285-6489.
WANTED: NAD 320 amplifier. Call Mike, (201)
423-1066 evenings.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not,
mono/stereo) old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Fisher,
Tannoy, Artec speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell,
Levinson, ARC, turntables, arms, etc. Also, used
wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc.
For TRADE, very reasonable: B&W 801 Matrix II;
Conrad-Johnson Premier 4; Duntech Sovereign
2001 (latest). Traveling often, NY-FL. (718) 387-7316
or (718) 383-5352, NY.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on
used audio components. Buying and selling all types.
(509) 966-4431.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Conrad-Johnson, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or Threshold without calling
us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call Superex Products, Inc.,
(209) 298-7931, fax (209) 297-0359, Sennie, CA.

PERSONAL COLLECTION. Catalogs are refundable. Original cast, soundtracks. LPs. 50 pages, $3.
Audio, radio, and tape-recording memorabilia. 27
pages, $2. Frank Toth, 7015 Pitts Blvd., North Ridgeville, OH 44039.
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly
accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.
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E American Express
Ex

Or send check, money order (US dollars only),
or credit-card number to:
Stereophile, RO. Box 469027, Escondido, CA 92046-9027
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yeyes were inexorably drawn to
asurprising headline this morning: "New Studies Say Universe
Younger than Objects In It." A study by
Indiana University's Michael Pierce has
just been published establishing anew
value for "Hubble's Constant" (the ratio
of velocity to distance for distant, receding
galaxies) which suggests that the universe
may be as young as 7billion years old; at
the same time, researchers at Harvard are
saying that the universe is somewhere
between 9and 14 billion years old. Quite
adiscrepancy! (A billion here, abillion
there—pretty soon you're talking real age)
But that's not the news. The news is that
the oldest stars in the universe are thought
to be 16 billion years old—anywhere from
2to 9billion years older than the universe
in which we, probably naïvely, think they
exist, depending on which age-of-theuniverse estimate you accept. "So we have
aproblem," Pierce commented.
Compared to the question of whether
or not cables have inherent sonic characters,
this looks like apretty big dilemma! And
just the kind of inexplicable phenomenon
Richard Lehnert refers to as the proper
subject of scientific study in his response
to Calvin Damon on the first page of
"Letters."
With that fortuitously discovered intro
(reading the newspaper is one of my more
advanced techniques for avoiding writing
"The Final Word"), I'd like to talk about
how Stereophile carries out its equipment
reports. The philosophical basis for our
equipment reports was set down about 32
years ago by J. Gordon Holt: We're here
to give you an idea how acomponent will
sound (or not sound) when you get it home
to try it in your own system—as perfectly
illustrated by Gordon in his review last
month of the Arcam Delta 100 cassette
player (Vol.17 No.10). How will it sound?
Is it easy to use? How heavy is it? Are there
problems? How does it interface with other
equipment? These are the questions we
must answer.
Since JGH invented the concept of the
subjective high-fidelity sound review,
Stereophile's reviews have evolved somewhat—particularly since JA's arrival on the
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scene in 1986—but have never strayed from
the original intent. We now run almost
every piece of equipment through asignificant measurement regime, with some
of the measurements published along with
our subjective observations.
Why? You well might ask, given that our
task is to describe the sound of each component. There are three basic reasons: 1)
to verify electrical competence; 2) to establish ameasurement database for observation oflong-term correlations; and 3) to
search for measurements which correspond to specific observations. All three
of these are important, to varying degrees.
Sometimes our verification of electrical
competence makes it clear that the product
is broken—just as would aloud hum in one
channel—in which case we request asecond sample. Or we may discover, as Tom
Norton did last month with the Air Tight
ATC-2 line-level preamp, that it's possible
to plug in aproduct in such away as to
produce 86V on the chassis, which could
be very dangerous were you to grab hold
of the chassis standing in bare feet on a
damp concrete floor.
The long-term database seems to be the
least reader-valued purpose of our measurements, but for me it's the highest one.
I've been reading our measurements since
the beginning, and I've definitely found
things which make adifference. For instance, Ialmost always like speakers with
agently tilted-down treble response—
they tend to sound more like live music,
given the recordings Iplay. Idon't, however, like speakers which are tilted down
all the way from 30 or 40Hz—they tend
to sound bass-heavy, acharacteristic of
which I'm particularly intolerant. There
are also alot of measurements that Idon't
think matter, or which Isimply don't
understand.
Finally, we look for measured performance which corresponds to subjective
observations. Much can be learned here.
For instance, Iwould conclude that DO
likes products which have rolled-off high
frequencies; many of the products to which
he gives good reviews measure as rolledoff above 10kHz. Or, if you wonder why
JA didn't exactly cotton to the sound of the
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Velodyne DF-661 (Vol.17 No.6, p.75), just
look at its frequency-response graph—
it's all there in anutshell. Of course, a
lot of observations don't correlate with
any measurement we make, just as some
measurements imply the opposite of what
we heard. These measurements go into the
database for future explanation, or possible
future abandonment. (Correspondingly,
you might conclude that a particular
reviewer's observations are too anti-measurement for you to rely on them.)
Another addition ofJA's has been his
insistence that areviewer evaluate whether
he or she would spend their own money for
the product. This is acritical part of the
review process; after all, our publication
ola strongly positive review means that
that's exactly what we're expecting you to
do. No matter how many virtues aproduct
has, areviewer's conclusion that he or she
wouldn't lay out the dough for it constitutes alarge negative.
Most important, though, is the same
review style that Gordon came up with.
When you take the product home and
hook it up, how will it sound? There's abig
leap of faith here. My home, for instance,
is significantly, and very audibly, different
from the home of everyone else in New
Mexico who writes for Stereophile. When
Iread areview, Ihave to transpose that
review into my home, and Ihave to account
for what Iknow of that reviewer's tastes.
You have to, too. Ihate to say it, but this
requires quite abit of work on your part.
You have to read Stereophile long enough
to know the reviewers' styles, tastes, likes,
and dislikes. You almost certainly have to
audition in your own home some of the
equipment reviewed, to see how your
experience matches that of the reviewer.
To interpret reviews even more accurately,
you have to buy, or borrow long-term, a
piece of reviewed equipment to see if you
get used to its flaws—or more annoyed by
them.
Next month: The review process itself.
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TEREOPHILE' S REVIEWS HAVE NEVER STRAYED FROM THE ORIGINAL INTENT.
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he Wadia 16 expands upon the capabilities of any product of its type
and redefines the potential of aCompact Disc Player. With it's digital
volume control (eliminating the need for apreamp), 24-bit digital processing capability, and the facility to connect up to four other digital
sources to it, the Wadia 16 is designed to be the centerpiece of ahigh
quality audio system.

Wei
16
CD
PLAYER

Wed Dg.ilAt

Weia
17
A to D
CONVERTER

T

he Wadial 7extends Wadia's expertise in Analog to Digital Conversion
from the professional fields of recording and broadcasting to consumer
audio. By digitizing up to four analog sources (phono, tuner, tape, home
theater etc.) with 20-bit resolution, routing the signal digitally between
components, and controlling volume in the digital domain, the sonic
potential of analog sources can finally be realized.
Whether your listening is exclusively from digital or analog sources or
from acombination of both, hear your favorite music recreated as faithfully to the original recording as possible at an authorized Wadia dealer.

WeiaDIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

WorldRadioHistory
RIVER FALLS, WI 54022
PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

The purpose of audio and video equipment
is to reproduce awork of art. At AudioQuest
we strongly believe that it is not our place to
reinterpret any audio or video masterpiece.
We believe in the highest possible fidelity
to the original creation! Whether you are
reproducing aChopin sonata, Jimi Hendrix's
guitar, or T2's audio and visual effects, they
all deserve to be reproduced faithfully.
As the audio world moved from mono
to stereo and now multi-channel stereo,
the term Hi-Fidelity seems to have been
forgotten. If you want to be trendy, you
could now call it UltraFidelity -but

audioquest.

video and digital cables will give you

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

more of it!

whatever you call it, AudioQuest audio,

P.O. Box 3060

San Clemente, CA 92674

Tel: 714 498 2770 Fax: 714 498 5112
WorldRadioHistory

